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A Note on Transliteration

The transliterations in this book are a simplified version of the
system used by the US Library of Congress. The first difference
consists in the dropping of both the diacritical mark and the so-called
soft i. Thus whereas the Library of Congress system has Sokol'nikov
and Krestinskii, this book has Sokolnikov and Krestinski. Secondly,
the yo sound which appears in words such as Gorbachyov is given
as an ë, as in Gorbachëv. Thirdly, the yeh sound is rendered as ye
when it occurs at the beginning of proper nouns such as Yeltsin.

These differences are intended to make the text less exotic in
appearance. By and large, I have kept to the Russian version of
proper names. But some look so odd in English that I have Anglicized
them: thus Alexander rather than Aleksandr. Finally there are several
non-Russian names in the text. In the case of Polish, Hungarian and
Czech leaders, for example, their names are given in their native
version; and the names of Ukrainian leaders are transliterated with-
out the simplification used for Russians. This is inconsistent, but it
helps to give a sense of the variety of countries involved in Russian
history. A further inconsistency lies in my use of Russian-language
names for most places in the USSR: thus Kharkov, not Kharkiv.
Until all of us become more accustomed to place-names according to
their post-Soviet official nomenclature this seems a decent workable
compromise.
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Introduction

The centrepiece of this history of contemporary Russia is the period
of communist government. The weight of the Soviet years continues
to lie heavily on the country. Before 1917 the Russian Empire was
ruled by the tsars of the Romanov dynasty. Nicholas II was over-
thrown in the February Revolution, and the ensuing Provisional
Government of liberals and socialists lasted merely a few months.
Vladimir Lenin and his communist party organized the October
Revolution in 1917 and established the world’s first communist state,
which survived until the USSR’s abolition at the end of 1991. A new
compound of politics, society, economics and culture prevailed in
the intervening years. The USSR was a highly centralized, one-party
dictatorship. It enforced a single official ideology; it imposed severe
restrictions on national, religious and cultural self-expression. Its
economy was predominantly state-owned. This Soviet compound
served as model for the many communist states created elsewhere.

The phases of the recent Russian past have passed with breath-
taking rapidity. After the October Revolution a Civil War broke
out across Russia and its former empire. Having won the military
struggle, the communists themselves came close to being overthrown
by popular rebellions. Lenin introduced a New Economic Policy in
1921 which made temporary concessions, especially to the peasantry;
but at the end of the same decade Iosif Stalin, who was emerging as
the leading party figure after Lenin’s death in 1924, hurled the
country into a campaign for forced-rate industrialization and forcible
agricultural collectivization. The Great Terror followed in the late
1930s. Then came the Second World War. After Germany’s defeat
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in 1945, Stalin brought Eastern Europe under Soviet dominion and
undertook post-war reconstruction with his own brutal methods.
Only after his death in 1953 could the party leadership under Nikita
Khrushchëv begin to reform the Soviet order. But Khrushchëv’s rule
produced such political instability and resentment that in 1964 he
was ousted by his colleagues.

His successor LeonidBrezhnevpresidedover aphase, anda lengthy
phase at that, of uneasy stabilization. When he died in 1982, the
struggle over the desirability of reform was resumed. Mikhail Gorba-
chëv became communist party leader in 1985 and introduced radical
reforms of policies and institutions. A drastic transformation re-
sulted. In 1989, after Gorbachëv had indicated that he would not
use his armed forces to maintain Soviet political control in Eastern
Europe, the communist regimes there fell in quick succession.
Russia’s ‘outer empire’ crumbled. At home, too, Gorbachëv’s
measures undermined the status quo. Most of his central party and
governmental associates were disconcerted by his reforms. In August
1991 some of them made a bungled attempt to stop the process
through a coup d’état. Gorbachëv returned briefly to power, but
was constrained to abandon his own Soviet communist party and
accept the dissolution of the USSR.

Russia and other Soviet republics gained their independence at
the start of 1992, and Boris Yeltsin as Russian president proclaimed
the de-communization of political and economic life as his strategic
aim.Several fundamentaldifficulties endured.Theeconomy’sdecline
sharply accelerated. The manufacturing sector collapsed. Social and
administrative dislocation became acute. Criminality became an
epidemic. In October 1993, when Yeltsin faced stalemate in his
contest with leading opponents, he ordered the storming of the
Russian White House and their arrest. Although he introduced a
fresh constitution in December, strong challenges to his policies of
reform remained. Communism had not been just an ideology, a
party and a state; it had been consolidated as an entire social order,
and the attitudes, techniques and objective interests within society
were resistant to rapid dissolution. The path towards democracy and
the market economy was strewn with obstacles. Yeltsin’s successors
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Vladimir Putin and Dmitri Medvedev busied themselves with orderly
central power at the expense of the constitution and legality. They
also cultivated respect for Soviet achievements, calling for an end to
denigration of the USSR. Political and business elites benefited
hugely from the profits made in energy exports. The Kremlin’s
ruling group ruthlessly eliminated opposition. Authoritarian rule
was re-imposed.

This turbulent history led to differing interpretations. Journalists
and former diplomats published the initial accounts. Some were
vehemently anti-Soviet, others were equally passionate on the other
side of the debate – and still others avoided taking political sides
and concentrated on depicting the bizarre aspects of life in the USSR.
Few foreigners produced works of sophisticated analysis before the
Second World War. It was Russian refugees and deportees who
provided the works of lasting value. The Western focus on Soviet
affairs was sharpened after 1945 when the USSR emerged as a world
power. Research institutes were created in the USA, Western Europe
and Japan; books and articles appeared in a publishing torrent.
Debate was always lively, often polemical. Such discussions were
severely curtailed for decades in Moscow by a regime seeking to
impose doctrinal uniformity; but from the late 1980s Soviet writers
too were permitted to publish the results of their thinking.

Official communist propagandists from 1917 through to the mid-
1980s claimed there was nothing seriously wrong with the Soviet
Union and that a perfectly functioning socialist order was within
attainable range.1 Such boasts were challenged from the start. Otto
Bauer, an Austrian Marxist, regarded the USSR as a barbarous
state. He accepted, though, that the Bolsheviks had produced as
much socialism as was possible in so backward a country.2 Yuli
Martov, Karl Kautsky, Bertrand Russell and Fëdor Dan retorted
that Leninism, being based on dictatorship and bureaucracy, was a
fundamental distortion of any worthwhile version of socialism.3 By
the end of the 1920s Lev Trotski was making similar points about
bureaucratic degeneration, albeit with the proviso that it was Stalin’s
misapplication of Leninism rather than Leninism itself that was the
crucible for the distorting process.4 Other writers, especially Ivan
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Ilin and, in later decades, Alexander Solzhenitsyn, denounced
Leninism as an import entirely alien to traditional Russian virtues
and customs.5 This school of thought was challenged by the religious
philosopher and socialist Nikolai Berdyaev who depicted the USSR
as a reincarnation of Russian intellectual extremism. Berdyaev
argued that the regime of Lenin and Stalin had reinforced the tra-
ditions of political repression, ideological intolerance and a passive,
resentful society.6

René Fülöp-Miller’s rejoinder was that all this underestimated the
cultural effervescence after the October Revolution.7 But Nikolai
Trubetskoi, who fled Russia after the communist seizure of power,
offered yet another interpretation. He stressed that Russian history
had always followed a path which was neither ‘European’ nor ‘Asian’
but a mixture of the two. From such ideas came the so-called
Eurasianist school of thought. Trubetskoi and his fellow thinkers
regarded a strong ruler and a centralized administrative order as
vital to the country’s well-being. They suggested that several basic
features of Soviet life – the clan-like groups in politics, the pitiless
suppression of opposition and the culture of unthinking obedience
– were simply a continuation of ages-old tradition.8 Nikolai Ustrya-
lov, a conservative émigré, concurred that the communists were
not as revolutionary as they seemed, and he celebrated Lenin’s
re-establishment of a unitary state in the former Russian Empire.
He and fellow analysts at the ‘Change of Landmarks’ journal insisted
that communism in power was not merely traditionalism with a
new red neckscarf. Ustryalov regarded the communists as essentially
the economic modernizers needed by society. He predicted that the
interests of Russia as a great power would mean steadily more to
them than the tenets of their Marxism.9

After the Second World War the Eurasianism of Trubetskoi
underwent further development by Lev Gumilëv, who praised the
Mongol contribution to Russian political and cultural achieve-
ments.10 E. H. Carr and Barrington Moore in the 1950s steered clear
of any such idea and instead resumed and strengthened Ustryalov’s
stress on state-building. They depicted Lenin and Stalin first and
foremost as authoritarian modernizers. While not expressly condon-
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ing state terror, Carr and Moore treated communist rule as the sole
effective modality for Russia to compete with the economy and
culture of the West.11

This strand of interpretation appeared downright insipid to Franz
Neumann, who in the late 1930s categorized the USSR as a ‘totali-
tarian’ order. Merle Fainsod and Leonard Schapiro picked up this
concept after the Second World War.12 They suggested that the
USSR and Nazi Germany had invented a form of state order wherein
all power was exercised at the political centre and the governing
group monopolized control over the means of coercion and public
communication and intervened deeply in the economy. Such an order
retained a willingness to use force against its citizens as a normal
method of rule. Writers of this persuasion contended that the out-
come was the total subjection of the entire society to the demands
of the supreme ruling group. Individual citizens were completely
defenceless. The ruling group, accordingly, had made itself invulner-
able to reactions in the broader state and society. In Stalin’s USSR
and Hitler’s Germany such a group was dominated by its dictator.
But the system could be totalitarian even if a single dictator was
lacking. Fainsod and Schapiro insisted that the main aspects of the
Soviet order remained intact after Stalin’s death in 1953.

Viewing things from a somewhat different angle, the Yugoslav
former communist Milovan Djilas suggested that a new class had
come into existence with its own interests and authority. Accordingly
the USSR, far from moving towards a classless condition, had
administrative elites capable of passing on their privileges from
generation to generation.13 While not repudiating Djilas’s analysis,
Daniel Bell argued that trends in contemporary industrial society
werealreadypushing theSoviet leadership into slackening its authori-
tarianism – and Bell noted that Western capitalist societies were
adopting many measures of state economic regulation and welfare
provision favoured in the USSR. In this fashion, it was said, a
convergence of Soviet and Western types of society was occurring.14

There was a grain of validity in the official Soviet claim that
advances were made in popular welfare, even though several of them
failed to take place until many decades after 1917. Yet Martov and
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others possessed greater weight through their counter-claim that
Lenin distorted socialist ideas and introduced policies that ruined
the lives of millions of people; and, as Solzhenitsyn later emphasized,
many features of Soviet ideology originated outside Russia. Berdyaev
for his part was convincing in his suggestion that the USSR repro-
ducedpre-revolutionary ideological andsocial traditions.Trubetskoi
was justified in pointing to the impact of Russia’s long encounter
with Asia. So, too, was Ustryalov in asserting that the policies of
communist leaders were increasingly motivated by considerations
of the interests of the USSR as a Great Power. As Carr and Moore
insisted, these leaders were also authoritarian modernizers. There
was plausibility, too, in Djilas’s case that the Soviet administrative
élites were turning into a distinct social class in the USSR; and Bell’s
point was persuasive that modern industrial society was producing
social and economic pressures which could not entirely be dispelled
by the Kremlin leadership. And Fainsod and Schapiro were over-
whelmingly right to underline the unprecedented oppressiveness of
the Soviet order in its struggle for complete control of state and
society.

This book incorporates the chief insights from the diverse
interpretations; but one interpretation – the totalitarianist one –
seems to me to take the measure of the USSR better than the others.
There are difficulties with totalitarianism as an analytical model. A
comparison of Stalin’s USSR and Hitler’s Germany reveals differ-
ences as well as similarities. In Nazi Germany many traditions of a
civil society survived. The economy remained largely a capitalist one
and state ownership was never dominant. The churches continued to
function; priests were arrested only if they criticized Nazism. Private
associations and clubs were allowed to survive so long as they offered
no direct challenge to Hitler’s government. The contrast with the
Soviet Union was that Hitler could count on support or at least
acquiescence from most of Germany’s inhabitants, whereas Stalin
had reason to distrust a dangerously large number of those over
whom he ruled. State terror was a dominant presence in both the
USSR and the Third Reich. But whereas most German families lived
lives undisrupted by Nazism in many ways until the middle of the
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Second World War, Russians and other peoples of the Soviet Union
were subjected to an attack on their values and aspirations. Hitler
was a totalitarianist and so was Stalin. One had a much harder job
than the other in regimenting his citizens.

The USSR for most years of its existence contained few features
of a civil society, market economics, open religious observance or
private clubs. This was true not only in the 1930s and 1940s but
also, to a very large extent, in subsequent decades.15 The Soviet
compound was unrivalled, outside the communist world, in the
scope of its practical intrusiveness. The ingredients included a one-
party state, dictatorship, administrative hyper-centralism, a state-
dominated economy, restricted national self-expression, legal
nihilism and a monopolistic ideology. Central power was exercised
with sustained callousness. It penetrated and dominated politics,
economics, administration and culture; it assaulted religion; it
inhibited the expression of nationhood. Such ingredients were
stronger in some phases than in others. But even during the 1920s
and 1970s, when the compound was at its weakest, communist rulers
were deeply intrusive and repressive. What is more, the compound
was patented by communism in the USSR and reproduced after the
Second World War in Eastern Europe, China and eventually in Cuba
and countries in Africa.

Unfortunately most works categorizing the USSR as totalitarian
contained gross exaggerations. The concept worked best when
applied to politics. Nevertheless the Soviet leadership never totally
controlled its own state – and the state never totally controlled
society. From the 1970s several writers in Western Europe and the
USA complained that current writings were focused on Kremlin
politicians and their policies to the neglect of lower administrative
levels, of ‘the localities’ and of broad social groups. ‘History from
below’ was offered as a corrective. This revisionism, as it became
known, started up fitfully in the 1950s when David Granick and
JosephBerliner studied theSoviet industrialmanagersof thepost-war
period;16 and it raced forward in the 1970s. Ronald Suny investigated
the south Caucasus in 1917–1918.17 The present author examined
local party committees under the early Soviet regime.18 Diane
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Koenker and Steve Smith chronicled workers in the October Revol-
ution.19 Francesco Benvenuti looked at the political leadership of the
Red Army, Orlando Figes looked at peasants in the Civil War
and Richard Stites highlighted experimental and utopian trends
throughout society.20 The 1930s, too, were scrutinized. R. W. Davies
examined the dilemmas of policy-makers in Stalin’s Kremlin; Moshe
Lewin pointed to the turbulent conditions which brought chaos
to state administration.21 Francesco Benvenuti, Donald Filtzer and
Lewis Siegelbaum researched the industrial labour force before the
Second World War.22 An unknown USSR was hauled into the
daylight as the chronic difficulties of governing the USSR were
disclosed.

Initially this kind of scholarship existed only in the West; it was
rejected in the USSR until radical political reforms began in the late
1980s and enabled Russian historians to join in the discussions.23

But revisionism’s success in shining a lamp on neglected areas of the
Soviet past couldnot disguise its failure to supplya general alternative
to the totalitarianist model it cogently criticized. There were anyhow
serious divisions within revisionist writing. Sheila Fitzpatrick urged
that social factors should take precedence over political ones in
historical explanation. She and others attributed little importance
to dictatorship and terror and for many years suggested that Stalin’s
regime rested onstrong popular approval.24 StephenKotkin proposed
that Stalin built a new civilization and inculcated its new values in
Soviet citizens.25 Such interpretations were contentious. Stephen
Cohen, Moshe Lewin and R. W. Davies agreed with Fitzpatrick that
Lenin’s revolutionary strategy in the last years of his life broke with
his violent inclinations in earlier years; but they objected to the
gentle treatment of Stalin and his deeds.26 Objections also continued
to be widely made to any downplaying of terror’s importance in the
building of Stalinism.

A parallel controversy sprang up about what kind of USSR existed
in the decades after Stalin’s death. Jerry Hough investigated the
authority and functions of the provincial party secretaries; and
Gordon Skilling and Franklyn Griffiths as well as Hough contended
that something like the economic and social interest groups that
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influenced politics in the West also functioned in the communist
countries.27 Moshe Lewin argued that the Stalinist mode of indus-
trialization proved unable to resist the influence of long-term trends
in advanced industrial society. Universal schooling gave people a
better understanding of public life and a higher set of personal
aspirations.28 T. H. Rigby maintained that informal organizational
links had characterized the Soviet state since its inception and that
patronage networks had become strong at every level.29 The effect
of such writings was to counteract the notion that no important
change happened – or could happen – without being instigated by
the men in the Kremlin. Disputes among the commentators were
less about the trends themselves than about their significance. Archie
Brown denied that institutional and interest groupings had autonomy
from the Politburo; but he insisted that drastic reform was possible
if a dynamic reformer were to become party leader.30 The diagnoses
of recent politics in the USSR were quite as fiercely disputed as those
being offered for pre-war history.

General accounts of the Soviet period fell away, at least outside
the bickerings among Western communist grouplets, as the concen-
tration on specific phases grew. The general trend was towards
compartmentalizing research.Politics, economicsandsociologywere
studied in sealed boxes. History, moreover, became disjoined from
contemporary studies.

Supporters of the totalitarianist case took a bleak view of those
writings which held back from condemning the Soviet order. Martin
Malia and Richard Pipes castigated what they saw as a complete
lapse of moral and historical perspective.31 The debates among
historians produced sharp polemics. Often more heat than light was
generated. What was ignored by the protagonists on both sides
was that several innovative studies in the totalitarianist tradition,
particularly the early monographs of Merle Fainsod and Robert
Conquest, had stressed that cracks had always existed in the USSR’s
monolith. They had drawn attention to the ceaseless dissension
about policy in the midst of the Kremlin leadership. They had
emphasized too that whole sectors of society and the economy in
the Soviet Union proved resistant to official policy.32 The history
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and scope of totalitarianism acquire fresh nuances. Archie Brown
argued that whereas the concept was an apt description of Stalin’s
USSR, it lost its applicability when Khrushchëv’s reforms were
introduced, and the state remained extremely authoritarian but
was no longer totalitarian.33 Geoffrey Hosking stressed that pre-
revolutionary attitudes of faith, nationhood and intellectual
autonomy survived across the Soviet decades, even to some degree
under Stalin, and functioned as an impediment to the Politburo’s
commands.34

The theory of totalitarianism, even in these looser applications,
falls short of explaining the range and depth of resistance, non-
compliance and apathy towards the demands of the state. The USSR
was regulated to an exceptional degree in some ways while eluding
central political control in others. Behind the façade of party con-
gresses and Red Square parades there was greater disobedience to
official authority than in most liberal-democratic countries even
though the Soviet leadership could wield a panoply of dictatorial
instruments. Informal and mainly illegal practices pervaded existence
in the USSR. Clientelist politics and fraudulent economic manage-
ment were ubiquitous and local agendas were pursued to the detri-
ment of Kremlin policies. Officials in each institution systematically
supplied misinformation to superior levels of authority. People in
general withheld active co-operation with the authorities. Lack of
conscientiousness was customary at the workplace – in factory, farm
and office. A profound scepticism was widespread. Such phenomena
had existed in the Russian Empire for centuries. But far from fading,
theywere strengthenedundercommunismandwereconstant ingredi-
ents in the Soviet compound so long as the USSR lasted.

The core of my analysis is that these same features should not be
regarded as wrenches flung into the machinery of state and society.
They did not obstruct the camshafts, pulleys and engine. Quite the
opposite: they were the lubricating oil essential for the machinery
to function. Without them, as even Stalin accepted by the end of the
1930s, everything would have clattered to a standstill.

Thus the Soviet compound in reality combined the official with
the unofficial, unplanned and illicit. This dualism was a fundamental
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feature of the entire course of the USSR’s history. So if we are to
use totalitarianism in description and analysis, the term needs to
undergo fundamental redefinition. The unofficial, unplanned and
illicit features of existence in the Soviet Union were not ‘lapses’ or
‘aberrations’ from the essence of totalitarianist state and society:
they were integral elements of totalitarianism. The conventional
definition of totalitarianism is focused exclusively on the effective
and ruthless imposition of the Kremlin’s commands; this is coun-
terposed to the operation of liberal democracies. What is missing is
an awareness that such democracies are by and large characterized
by popular consent, obedience and order. It was not the same in the
USSR, where every individual or group below the level of the
central political leadership engaged in behaviour inimical to officially
approved purposes. The result was a high degree of disorder from
the viewpoint of the authorities – and it was much higher than in
the countries of advanced capitalism. The process was predictable.
Soviet rulers treated their people badly. The people reacted by
defending their immediate interests in the only ways they could.

Even so, the communist rulers achieved a lot of what they wanted.
They were unremovable from power and could always quell revolts
and disturbances and suppress dissent. Only if they fell out irrevo-
cably among themselves would leaders face a fundamental threat to
their rule. Or indeed if, as happened in the late 1980s, they opted
for policies that undermined the foundations of the Soviet order.

Alternative terms such as ‘mono-organizational society’, ‘bureau-
cratic centralism’ (or, for the period after Stalin, ‘bureaucratic plural-
ism’) are altogether too bland. They fail to encapsulate the reality
of the USSR, red in tooth and claw with its dictatorial party and
security police, its labour camps and monopolistic ideology. Thus
totalitarianism, suitably re-designated as involving insubordination
and chaos as well as harshly imposed hierarchy, is the most suitable
concept to characterize the USSR. The system of power, moreover,
stood in place for seven decades. Undoubtedly the regimes of Lenin,
Stalin, Khrushchëv and Brezhnev had their own distinctive features.
Yet the differences were less significant than the likenesses and this
book postulates that the entire period of communist rule had a
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basic unity. Political dictatorship, administrative centralism, judicial
arbitrariness, cramped national and religious self-expression, ideo-
logical uniformity and massive state economic intervention were
durable ingredients of the Soviet compound. They were put into the
crucible by Lenin and his party within a couple of years of the
October Revolution; Gorbachëv’s Politburo started to remove them
only two or three years before the whole USSR was dissolved. The
list of ingredients was constant from beginning to end.

Across the years, though, the central political leadership found
that these same ingredients produced solvents which modified the
original compound. The process was dynamic. Thus the consoli-
dation of a one-party state had the unintended effect of encouraging
individuals to join the party for the perks of membership. Quite
apart fromcareerism, there was thedifficulty thatMarxism-Leninism
was ambiguous in many fundamental ways. Nor could even a one-
ideology state terminate disputes about ideas if central party leaders
were among the participants in controversy. Furthermore, leaders
in the localities as well as at the centre protected their personal
interests by appointing friends and associates to posts within their
administrative fiefdoms. Clientelism was rife. So, too, were attempts
by officials in each locality to combine to dull the edge of demands
made upon them by the central leadership; and the absence of the
rule of law, together with the ban on free elections, gave rise to a
culture of corruption.

Mendacious reporting to higher administrative authority was
a conventional procedure. Accounts were fiddled; regulations on
working practices were neglected. There were persistent grounds
for worry, too, on the national question. Many peoples of the USSR
enhanced their feelings of distinctness and some of them aspired to
national independence. Official measures to de-nationalize society
had the effect of strengthening nationalism.

The Soviet central authorities repeatedly turned to measures
intended to re-activate the compound’s elements. This sometimes
led to purges of the party, mostly involving mere expulsion from
the ranks but in the 1930s and the 1940s being accompanied by terror.
Throughout the years after the October Revolution, furthermore,
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institutions were established to inspect and control other institutions.
A central determination existed to set quantitative objectives to be
attained by local government and party bodies in economic and
political affairs. The Kremlin leaders resorted to exhortations,
instructions and outright threats and gave preferential promotion
in public life to those showing implicit obedience to them. Intrusive
political campaigns were a standard feature; and exaggerated rhet-
oric was employed as the regime, centrally and locally, tried to
impose its wishes within the structure of the compound created in
the first few years after the October Revolution.

The efforts at re-activation prompted individuals, institutions and
nations to adopt measures of self-defence. People strove after a quiet
life. Evasiveness and downright disruption were pervasive at every
lower level. This in turn impelled the central leadership to strengthen
its intrusiveness. Over the seven decades after 1917 the USSR experi-
enced a cycle of activation, disruption and re-activation. There was
an ineluctable logic to the process so long as the leadership aimed
to preserve the compound of the Soviet order.

Consequently the rulers of the USSR never exercised a completely
unrestrained authority. The jailers of the Leninist system of power
were also its prisoners. But what jailers, what prisoners! Lenin,
Stalin,KhrushchëvandGorbachëvhavegripped theworld’s imagina-
tion. Even losers in the struggles of Soviet politics, such as Trotski
and Bukharin, have acquired an enduring reputation. And although
a succession of Soviet central leaders fell short of their ambition in
utterly dominating their societies, each leader wielded enormous
power. The political system was centralized and authoritarian. It was
also oligarchic: just a few individuals made the principal decisions –
and Stalin turned it into a personal despotism. So that the particu-
larities of character were bound to have a deep effect on public
life. The USSR would not have come into being without Lenin’s
intolerant confidence; and it would not have collapsed when and
how it did without Gorbachëv’s naı̈ve audacity.

The idiosyncratic ideas of leaders, too, left their mark. Lenin’s
thinking about dictatorship, industrialization and nationality had
a formative influence on the nature of the Soviet state; Stalin’s
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grotesque enthusiasm for terror was no less momentous. Such figures
shaped history, moreover, not only by their ideas but also by their
actions. Stalin made a calamitous blunder in denying that Hitler was
poised to invade the USSR in mid-1941; Khrushchëv’s insistence in
1956 in breaking the official silence about the horrors of the 1930s
brought enduring benefit to his country.

These were not the sole unpredictable factors that channelled the
course of development. The factional struggles of the 1920s were
complex processes, and it was not a foregone conclusion that Stalin
would defeat Trotski. The political culture, the institutional interests
and the course of events in Russia and the rest of the world worked
to Stalin’s advantage. In addition, no communist in 1917 anticipated
the measure of savagery of the Civil War. State and society were
brutalized by this experience to an extent that made it easier for
Stalin to impose forcible agricultural collectivization. Nor did Stalin
and his generals foresee the scale of barbarity and destruction on
the Eastern front in the Second World War. And, having indus-
trialized their country in the 1930s, Soviet leaders did not understand
that the nature of industrialism changes from generation to genera-
tion. In the 1980s they were taken aback when the advanced capitalist
states of the West achieved a rapid diffusion of computerized technol-
ogy throughout the civilian sectors of their economies. Contingency
was a major factor in the history of twentieth-century Russia.

Even as dominant a ruler as Stalin, however, eventually had to
have an eye for the internal necessities of the system. The compound
of the Soviet order was continuously imperilled, to a greater or less
degree, by popular dissatisfaction. Stabilizing ingredients had to be
introduced to preserve the compound, and an effort was needed to
win the support from a large section of society for the maintenance
of the status quo. Rewards had to be used as well as punishments.

The attempt at stabilization started soon after 1917 with the
introduction of a tariff of privileges for the officials of party and
government. Before the October Revolution there had been a tension
in Leninist thought between hierarchical methods and egalitarian
goals; but as soon as the communists actually held power, the choice
was persistently made in favour of hierarchy. Officialdom did not
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have it entirely its own way. Far from it: in the late 1930s the life of
a politician or an administrator became a cheap commodity. But
the general tendency to give high remuneration to this stratum of
the population was strengthened. The young promotees who stepped
into dead men’s shoes were also occupying their homes and using
their special shops and special hospitals. Social equality had become
the goal for an ever receding future, and Marxist professions of
egalitarianism sounded ever more hollow: from Stalin to Gorbachëv
they were little more than ritual incantations.

None the less the central political leaders also ensured that the
tariff was not confined to officials but was extended lower into
society. As early as the 1920s, those people who enrolled as ordinary
party members were given enhanced opportunities for promotion
at work and for leisure-time facilities. In most phases of the Soviet
era there was positive discrimination in favour of the offspring of
the working class and the peasantry. It was from among such
beneficiaries of the regime that its strongest support came.

Yet the nature of official policies meant that not everyone could
live a cosseted life. Huge sacrifices were exacted from ordinary
people at times of crisis. The basic amenities of existence were
unavailable to them during the Civil War, the First Five-Year Plan
and the Second World War. Life was extremely harsh for Soviet
citizens in those and other phases. But at other times the regime took
care not to push its demands dangerously hard. Labour discipline was
notoriously slack by the standards of modern industry elsewhere.
Quality of workmanship was low, punctuality poor. In addition,
there was more or less full employment in the USSR from the early
1930s; and a safety-net of minimal welfare benefits was erected even
for the most disadvantaged members of society from the late 1950s.
It was not a comfortable existence for most people, but the provision
ofapredictable level of food, clothingand housinghelped to reconcile
them to life under the Soviet order.

Even so, revolts occurred at the end of the Civil War and at the
end of the 1920s, and urban disturbances took place sporadically in
the mid-1960s, the 1970s and the late 1980s. But, on the whole,
rebellion was rare. This infrequency resulted not only from
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the state’s ruthless violence but also from its provision of primitive
social security. There was a tacit contract between the regime and
society which endured to the end of the communist era, a contract
which has proved difficult for the country’s subsequent government
to tear up.

Russians and other peoples of the USSR had always had ideas of
social justice and been suspicious of their rulers, and the Soviet
regime’s repressiveness fortified this attitude. They also noted the
communist party’s failure, from one generation to another, to fulfil
its promises. The USSR never became a land of plenty for most
of its citizens, and the material and social benefits bestowed by
communism could not camouflage the unfairnesses that pervaded
society. In time, moreover, a country of peasants was turned into
an industrial, urban society. As in other countries, the inhabitants
of the towns directed an ever greater cynicism at politicians. The
increasing contact with Western countries added to the contempt
felt for an ideology which had never been accepted in its entirety by
most citizens. Russia, which was hard enough to tame in 1917–1918,
had become still less easy to hold in subjection by the late 1980s.

The rulers anyway faced problems which were not simply the
consequence of 1917. The heritage of the more distant past also bore
down upon them. Russia’s size, climate and ethnic diversity greatly
complicated the tasks of government. It also lagged behind its chief
competitors in industrial and technological capacity; it was threat-
ened by states to the West and the East and its frontiers were the
longest in the world. Arbitrary state power was a dominant feature
in public life. Official respect for legality was negligible and the
political and administrative hierarchy was over-centralized. Russia,
furthermore, had an administration which barely reached the lower
social classes on a day-to-day basis. Most people were preoccupied
by local affairs and were unresponsive to appeals to patriotism.
Education was not widely spread; civic integration and inter-class
tolerance were minimal. The potential for inter-ethnic conflict, too,
was growing. Social relationships were extremely harsh, often
violent.

Lenin and the communists came to power expecting to solve most
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of these problems quickly. Their October Revolution was meant to
facilitate revolution throughout Europe and to re-set the agenda of
politics, economics and culture around the globe. To their conster-
nation, revolution did not break out across Europe and the central
party leaders increasingly had to concentrate on problems inherited
from the tsars.

In reality the behaviour of Lenin and his successors often aggra-
vated rather than resolved the problems. Their theories even before
theOctober Revolutionhad an inclination towards arbitrary, intoler-
ant and violent modes of rule. While proclaiming the goal of a
society devoid of oppression, they swiftly became oppressors to an
unprecedented degree of intensity. Soviet communists, unconsciously
or not, fortified the country’s traditional political postures: the resort
to police-state procedures, ideological persecution and anti-
individualism derived as much from tsarist political and social prece-
dents as from Marxism-Leninism. What is more, the concern that
Russia might lose its status as a Great Power was as important to
Stalin and his successors as to the Romanov dynasty. The appeal to
Russian national pride became a regular feature of governmental
pronouncements. Office-holders thought of themselves as Marxist-
Leninists; but increasingly they behaved as if Russia’s interests should
have precedence over aspirations to worldwide revolution.

Russia, of course, was not the entire USSR and not all Soviet
citizens were Russians. Furthermore, it was party policy throughout
the USSR’s history to transmute existing national identities into a
sense of belonging to a supranational ‘Soviet people’. This was part
of a general endeavour by the state to eradicate any organizations
or groupings independent of its control. The central politicians could
not afford to let Russian national self-assertiveness get out of hand.

But what on earth was Russia? And what was Russia’s part in the
Soviet Union? These are questions which are much less easy to
answer than they superficially appear. The borders of the Russian
republic within the USSR were altered several times after 1917.
Nearly every redefinition involved a loss of territory to the USSR’s
other republics. The status of ethnic Russians, too, changed under
several political leaderships. Whereas Lenin was wary of Russian
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national self-assertiveness, Stalin sought to control and exploit it for
his political purposes; and the Soviet communist leadership after
Stalin’s death, despite coming to rely politically upon the Russians
more than upon other nationalities in the Soviet Union, never gave
them outright mastery. Nor was Russian culture allowed to develop
without restriction: the Orthodox Church, peasant traditions and a
free-thinking intelligentsia were aspects of Mother Russia which no
General Secretary until the accession of Gorbachëv was willing to
foster. Russian national identity was perennially manipulated by
official interventions.

For some witnesses the Soviet era was an assault on everything
fundamentally Russian. For others, Russia under Stalin and Brezhnev
attained its destiny as the dominant republic within the USSR. For
yet others neither tsarism nor communism embodied any positive
essence of Russianness. The chances are that Russian history will
remain politically sensitive. This is not simply a case of public figures
whipping up debate. Russians in general are interested in discussions
of Nicholas II, Lenin, Stalin and Gorbachëv; and the past and the
present are enmeshed in every public debate.

Russia is under the spotlight in this book. But the history of Russia
is inseparable from the history of the Russian Empire, the Soviet
Union and the Commonwealth of Independent States. It would be
artificial to deal exclusively with Russian themes in those many cases
in which these themes are knotted together with the situation in
adjacent areas. My rule of thumb has been to omit from the account
those events and situations that had little impact upon ‘Russia’ and
affected only the non-Russian areas of the Russian Empire, the Soviet
Union and the Commonwealth of Independent States. On the other
hand, the chapters are not designed as an account of the Russian
Empire, the Soviet Union and the Commonwealth of Independent
States with the ‘Russian factor’ being addressed only glancingly. For
the general history of this huge area of Europe and Asia can be
understood only when Russia’s history is thrown into relief.

In still broader terms, the plan is to treat Soviet history as a unitary
period and to explain the inner strengths and strains of the USSR.
Recently it has become fashionable to assert that communism in
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Russia could easily have been eradicated at any moment in its seventy
years of existence. This is just as exaggerated a notion as the earlier
conventional notion that the regime was impervious to any kind of
domestic or foreign pressure.

But what kind of regime was the USSR? Continuities with the
tsarist years are examined in the following chapters; so, too, are the
surviving elements of the communist order in post-Soviet Russia.
The shifting nature of Russian national identity is also highlighted.
And an account is offered not only of the central political leadership
but also of the entire regime as well as of the rest of society. This
means that the focus is not confined to leading ‘personalities’ or to
‘history from below’. Instead the purpose is to give an analysis of
the complex interaction between rulers and ruled, an interaction
that changed in nature over the decades. Not only politics but
also economics, sociology and culture are examined. For it is an
organizing principle of the book that we can unravel Russia’s mys-
teries only by taking a panoramic viewpoint.

Greater attention is given to politics than to anything else. This
is deliberate. The Soviet economic, social and cultural order in
Russia is incomprehensible without sustained attention to political
developments. The policies and ideas of the party leadership counted
greatly; it also mattered which leader was paramount at any given
moment. Politics penetrated nearly all areas of Soviet society in some
fashion or other; and even though the purposes of the leadership
were frequently and systematically thwarted, they never lost their
deep impact on society.

Russia has had an extraordinary history since 1900. Its transforma-
tion has been massive: from autocratic monarchy through commu-
nism to an elected president and parliament; from capitalist
development through a centrally owned, planned economy to wild
market economics; from a largely agrarian and uneducated society to
urban industrialism and literacy. Russia has undergone revolutions,
civil war and mass terror; its wars against foreign states have involved
defence, liberation and conquest. In 1900 no one foresaw these
abrupt turns of fortune. Now nobody can be sure what the twenty-
first century has in store. Yet few Russians want to repeat the
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experience of their parents and grandparents: they yearn for peaceful,
gradual change. Among the factors that will affect their progress
will be an ability to see the past through spectacles unblurred by
mythology and unimpeded by obstacles to public debate and access
to official documents. The prospects are not wholly encouraging.
Official Russian policies since the start of the twenty-first century
have unfortunately been aimed at inhibiting open-ended research
and debate.

Winston Churchill described Russia as a ‘riddle wrapped in a
mystery inside an enigma’. As many obscurities are being dispelled,
we have never been in a better position to take the measure of a
country whose history after 1917 turned the world upside down.
For seven decades Soviet communism offered itself as a model of
social organization; and even in transition from communism Russia
has kept its intriguing interest. It has been a delusion of the age,
after the dissolution of the USSR, to assume that capitalism has all
the answers ready-made to the problems faced by our troubled
world. Communism is the young god that failed; capitalism, an older
deity, has yet to succeed for most of the world’s people most of the
time.
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And Russia?
(1900–1914)

No imperial power before the First World War was more reviled in
Europe than the Russian Empire. Generations of democrats hated
the Romanov dynasty. Neither Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany nor
EmperorFranz JosephofAustria-Hungary rivalledRussia’sEmperor
Nicholas II in notoriety. Repression of Russian parties and trade
unions was severe. In 1905 Nicholas reluctantly conceded a parlia-
ment (orDuma) after months of revolutionary turmoil; but the First
Duma, which met in 1906, proved unable to stand hard against the
monarchy. Manipulating the new Basic Law to his advantage, the
Emperor dispersed the Second Duma and redrew the electoral rules
so as to obtain a more compliant Third Duma.

Yet the Russian Empire had weaknesses. Although in 1812 its
troops chased Napoleon’s troops back into France, its subsequent
embroilments were less impressive. In 1854–6, confronting British
and French expeditionary forces in Crimea, it failed to drive them
into the Black Sea. Russian pride was retrieved to some extent by
victory over the Turks in the war of 1877–8. But there was no room
for complacency; for the Ottoman Empire was generally recognized
as being in a condition of irreversible decline. Successive Romanov
emperors, whose dynasty had ruled Russia since 1613, saw that
much needed to be done to secure their frontiers. And two powers
were thought extremely menacing: Germany and Austria-Hungary.
They were expected to take military and economic advantage of
Ottoman decline; and, in particular, Berlin’s plan to construct a
railway from the Mediterranean seaboard to Baghdad was regarded
with trepidation in St Petersburg.



An anonymous picture of the structure of Russian Imperial
society circulated before 1917. The workers at the bottom
declare how the other layers of people relate to them. From top
to bottom, the statements are as follows:

‘They dispose of our money.’
‘They pray on our behalf.’
‘They eat on our behalf.’
‘They shoot at us.’
‘We work for them while they . . .’
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Nicholas II’s problemsdid not exist solely in thewest.TheRussian
Empire, covering a sixth of theworld’s earth surface, was a continent
unto itself. Its boundaries stretched from the Baltic and Black Seas
to the Pacific Ocean. In the late nineteenth century, the government
in St Petersburg – which was then the Russian capital – joined in
the international scramble to expand imperial possessions in Asia
and, in 1896, compelled Beijing to grant a profitable railway con-
cession to Russia in northern China. But Japan’s rising power gave
cause for concern. In January 1904 Nicholas ill-advisedly decided
to declare war on her: the result was humiliating defeat both on
land and at sea. Japanese military power remained a menace to
Russia for the ensuing four decades.

Japan ended this particular war in 1906 through the treaty of
Portsmouth on terms generous to Nicholas II. Central Europe,
however, remained dangerous and Russia had to cultivate a friend-
ship with France in order to counterbalance the Germans. A Franco-
Russian security agreement had been signed in 1893, and this was
followed in 1907 by an Entente involving both France and Britain.
Meanwhile conciliatory gestures continued to be made to Germany.
For Russia, while being a rival of Germany, also benefited from
trade with her. Grain, timber and dairy products were exported to
Germany; and German finance and industry were important for the
growth of manufacturing in St Petersburg. Russia had reason to
avoid any closer alliance with Britain and France. Britain competed
with Russia for influence in Persia and Afghanistan, and France
made occasional demands infringing Russian interests in the Near
East. Yet Russia’s financial well-being depended more heavily upon
France and Britain than upon Germany; and in the longer run the
rivalrywithGermany andAustria-Hungarywould be hard to restrict
to the modalities of diplomacy.

Russia’s very vastness was more a problem than an advantage.
Only Britain with her overseas domains had a larger empire; but
Britain could lose India without herself being invaded: the same was
not true of Russia and her land-based empire. Russia had prospective
enemies to the west, south and east.

The link between industrialization and military effectiveness had
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been recognized by Peter the Great, who reigned from 1689 to 1725
and set up armaments works in Tula and elsewhere. But Peter’s
fervour for industrial growth resulted more from a wish to improve
his armies’ fighting capacity than to achieve general industrialization.
In any case, his keenness to establish factories was not emulated by
his immediate successors. Even so, railways had started to be built
in the 1830s, and in the 1880s and 1890s governmental policy became
favourable again to rapid industrialization. Sergei Witte, Minister
of Finances, zealously promoted the case for factories, mines and
banks as theRussianEmpire pursued its capitalist economic develop-
ment. Nicholas II gave him his support at home, and Witte relayed
his own message to the world’s financiers that the profit margins in
Russia were huge and the workers obedient.1

And so manufacturing and mining output rose by an annual rate
of eight per cent in the last decade of the nineteenth century and of
six per cent between 1907 and the outbreak of the Great War. Fifty
thousand kilometres of rail-track had been laid by 1914, including
the Trans-Siberian line which linked Moscow to Vladivostok on the
edge of the Pacific Ocean. State contracts were vital for this purpose.
The armaments factories were sustained by the government’s deter-
mination to become secure against Germany and Austria-Hungary
in the west and Japan in the east. Investment from abroad was
also crucial. Nearly half the value of Russian securities excluding
mortgage bonds was held by foreigners.2 Metallurgical development
was especially dynamic. So, too, was the exploitation of the empire’s
natural resources. Alfred Nobel turned the Baku oilfields into the
world’s second largest producer after Texas. Timber was also a
major export; and coal, iron and gold were extracted intensively.

Russia’s domestic industrialists and bankers, too, were highly
active. In the Moscow region in particular there was a growing
number of large textile plants. At the same time there was an
increased output of consumer goods. Clothing, which was manufac-
turedmainly for thehomemarket,waseasilyRussia’s largest industry
and, in combination with food-processing, amounted to half of
the empire’s industrial output (while metal-working and mining
enterprises contributed about a seventh).3 Not only armaments and
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railways but also shoes, furniture and butter were vital elements in
the Russian Empire’s economic transformation. Her industry was by
nomeans neglectful of themarket for goods of popular consumption.

Although industry led theadvance, agriculturewasnotmotionless.
Grain harvests increased by an annual average of roughly two per
cent from the beginning of the 1880s through to 1913. This change
was not smooth and there were several set-backs. The worst was
the great famine which afflicted Russia’s Volga region in 1891–2,
and droughts remained an intermittent problem across the empire.
Yet the general situation was moderately positive. For example,
cereal production per capita rose by thirty-five per cent between
1890 and 1913. The Russian Empire’s exports of wheat and ryemade
her the world’s greatest grain exporter, and roughly 11.5 million
tons of cereals were sold abroad each year in the half-decade before
the Great War. In the villages, moreover, there was a growing
willingness to experiment with new crops: the acreage of sugar-beet
was expanded by two fifths between 1905 and 1914.4 There was
success with the attempt to expand the production of potatoes and
dairy products in the Baltic region, and areas of ‘Russian’ central
Asia were given over to cotton-growing.

This diversification of crops was facilitated by the use of factory-
produced equipment. Suchmachinery was foundmainly on the large
landed estates where the hired hands were the principal section of
the labour-force; but peasants, too, bought metal ploughs, corrug-
ated-iron roofs and wire fences as well as leather shoes, nails and
greatcoats whenever they could afford it.

Attitudes, however,were alteringonly very slowly. Peasants,while
making money from the expanded market for their products, kept
to traditional notions and customs. In Russia the main rural insti-
tution was the village land commune. This body meted out justice
according to the local understandings about economic and social
fairness. In some areas this involved the periodic redistribution of
land among the households of the commune; but even where land
was held fixedly, peasants continued to comply with the decisions
of the commune. A degree of egalitarianism existed. There was also
a traditionofmutual responsibility, a tradition that hadbeen fortified
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by the Emancipation Edict of 1861 which levied taxes from the
village commune as a whole rather than from particular households
or individuals. Peasants were accustomed to acting collectively and
to taking decisions among themselves about life in the village.5

But this did not mean that the peasantry’s conditions were wholly
equalized. A handful of households in a commune would typically
be better off than the rest; and the affluent peasants became known
as kulaki (which in Russian means ‘fists’). They lent money, they
hired labour; they rented and bought land. Poorer households,
especially those which lacked an adult male and had to get by with
youngsters doing the work, tended to decline into penury. Life was
nasty, brutish and short for most peasants.

So long as the peasantry complied with the state’s demands for
taxes and conscripts, there was little governmental interference in
rural affairs. Until the mid-nineteenth century, most peasants had
been bonded to the noble owners of landed estates. Emperor Alex-
ander II saw this to have been an important reason for the Russian
Empire’s débâcle in the Crimean War of 1854–6, and in 1861 he
issued an Emancipation Edict freeing peasants from their bondage.
The terms of their liberation were ungenerous to them. On average,
peasants were left with thirteen per cent less land to cultivate than
before theEdict.6Consequently despite beingpleased tobe relievedof
the gentry’s domineering administrationof the villages, the peasantry
was discontented. There was a belief among peasants that the
Emperor ought to transfer all land, including their former masters’
fields and woods, to them and that they themselves should appropri-
ate this land whenever the opportunity might arise.

The Emancipation Edict, by removing the gentry’s automatic
authority over the peasantry, had to be accompanied by several
reforms in local government, the judiciary, education and military
training. Elective representative bodies known as the zemstva were
set up in the localities to carry out administrative functions. Local
courts, too, were established; and provision for popular education
was increased: by the turn of the century it was reckoned that about
a quarter of the rural population was literate – and in the largest
cities the proportion was three quarters.7 The armed forces reduced
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the term of service from twenty-five years to six years at the most.
Still the peasants were unsatisfied. They were annoyed that they had
to pay for the land they received through the Emancipation Edict.
They resented also that they, unlike the nobility, were liable to
corporal punishment for misdemeanours. They remained a class
apart.

Alexander II also insisted that they should have permission from
their communes before taking up work in towns; for he and his
ministers were fearful about the rapid creation of an unruly urban
‘proletariat’ such as existed in other countries. But this brake on
industrial growth was insubstantial. In order to meet their fiscal
obligations, communes found it convenient to allow able-bodied
young men to seek jobs in factories and mines and remit some of
their wages to the family they left behind them in the village. By
1913 there were about 2.4 million workers in large-scale industry.8

The figure for the urban working class reached nearly eleven million
when hired labourers in small-scale industry, building, transport,
communications and domestic service were included. There were
also about 4.5 million wage-labourers in agriculture. Thus the urban
and rural working class quadrupled in the half-century after the
Emancipation Edict.9

Changeoccurred,too,amidst themiddleandupperclasses.Owners
of large estates in the more fertile regions adopted Western agricul-
tural techniques and some of them made fortunes out of wheat,
potatoes and sugar-beet. Elsewhere they increasingly sold or rented
their land at prices kept high by the peasantry’s land-hunger. The
gentry took employment in the expanding state bureaucracy and
joined banks and industrial companies. With the increase in the
urban population there was a rise in the number of shopkeepers,
clerks and providers of other products and services. The cities of
the Russian Empire teemedwith a new life that was bursting through
the surface of the age-old customs.

The monarchy tried to hold on to its prerogatives by ensuring that
the middle and upper classes should lack organizations independent
from the government. There were a few exceptions. The Imperial
Economic Society debated the great issues of industrialization. The
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Imperial Academy, too, managed to elude excessive official restric-
tion, and several great figureswon international acclaim.The chemist
Mendeleev and the behavioural biologist Pavlov were outstanding
examples. But the various professional associations were subjected
to constant surveillance and intimidation, and could never press
their case in the Emperor’s presence. The industrialists and bankers,
too, were nervous and their organizations were confined to local
activities; and tsarism kept them weak by favouring some at the
expense of others. Imperial Russia put obstacles in the way of
autonomous civic activity.

And so the transformation of society was in its early stages before
the GreatWar and the bulk of economic relationships in the Russian
Empire were of a traditional kind: shopkeepers, domestic servants,
carriage-drivers and waiters lived as they had done for decades. The
khodoki – those peasants who travelled vast distances to do seasonal
work in other regions – were a mass phenomenon in central and
northern Russia.

Even those factories which used the most up-to-date, imported
machinery continued to rely heavily upon manual labour. Living
conditions in the industrial districts were atrocious.Moscow textile-
factory owners had a paternalist attitude to their work-force; but
most of them failed to supply their workers with adequate housing,
education and other amenities. Russian workers lived in squalor
and were poorly paid by the standards of contemporary industrial
capitalism. Like the peasants, they felt excluded from the rest of
society. A chasm of sentiment separated them from their employers,
their foremen and the police. They were forbidden to form trade
unions; they were subordinated to an arbitrarily-applied code of
labour discipline at their places of work. The Ministry of Internal
Affairs in the late nineteenth century showed sympathy with their
plight. But the interests of the owners were usually given official
protection against the demands of the workers.

The established working class which had existed in Moscow,
St Petersburg and Tula grew rapidly under Nicholas II. But the
precariousness of their conditions encouraged workers to maintain
their ties with the countryside. Relatives cultivated the communal
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allotments of land for them; and, in the event of strikes, workers
could last out by returning to the villages. This was a system of
mutual assistance. Peasant households expected the workers not
only to help them financially but also to come back to help with the
harvest.

The linkage between countryside and town helped to sustain
traditional ideas. Religious belief was prevalent across the empire,
and Christmas, Easter and the great festivals were celebrated with
gusto by Russians and other Christian nationalities. The priest was
a central figure, accompanying the peasants into the fields to bless
the sowing and pray for a good crop. But pagan vestiges, too,
survived in the peasant world-view and the ill-educated, poorly-paid
parish priest rarely counteracted the prejudices of his parishioners.
Both the Russian peasant and the Russian worker could be crude in
the extreme.Heavy drinkingwas common. Syphilis waswidespread.
Fists and kniveswere used to settle disagreements. And the peasantry
ferociously enforced its own forms of order. It was not uncommon
formiscreants toundergoviciousbeatingandmutilation.The sophis-
tication of St Petersburg salons was not matched in the grubby,
ill-kempt villages.

Thus the Russian Empire was deeply fissured between the govern-
ment and the tsar’s subjects; between the capital and the provinces;
between the educated and the uneducated; between Western and
Russian ideas; between the rich and the poor; between privilege
and oppression; between contemporary fashion and centuries-old
custom. Most people (and ninety per cent of the Emperor’s subjects
had been born and bred in the countryside)10 felt that a chasmdivided
them from the world inhabited by the ruling élites.

Ostensibly the Russian nation was the pre-eminent beneficiary of
the empire; but national consciousness among Russians was only
patchily developed and local traditions and loyalties retained much
influence. This was evident in a number of ways. One example is
the way that migrants, as they moved into the towns for work,
tended to stay together with people from the same area. The man
from Saratov found the man from Arkhangelsk almost as alien as
someone from Poland or even Portugal. Remarkable differences of
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dialect and accent prevailed. Despite the current economic trans-
formation, furthermore, most Russians did not move to the nearest
town:many did not even visit the neighbouring village. The lifestyles
ofRussian peasant communitieswere so strongly rooted in particular
localities that when peasants migrated to areas of non-Russian
population they sometimes abandoned these lifestyles and identified
themselves with their new neighbours.

There had nevertheless been times when the peasants had rallied
to the government’s side. Patriotic sentiments were roused by the
Napoleonic invasion in 1812 and the Russo-Turkish war of
1877–8;11 and a deep dislike of foreign traders, mercenaries and
advisers had existed in previous centuries.12 The general processes
of industrialization and education, too, had an effect on popular
sentiments. Russians were moving to towns; they were becoming
literate; they could travel from one part of the country to another;
they had chances of changing their type of occupation. As they met
and talked and worked together, they started to feel that they had
much in common with each other.

Yet national consciousness was not a dominant sentiment among
Russians. Except at times of war, most of them at the beginning of
the twentieth century were motivated by Christian belief, peasant
customs, village loyalties and reverence for the tsar rather than by
feelings of Russian nationhood. Christianity itself was a divisive
phenomenon. The Russian Orthodox Church had been torn apart
by a reform in ritual imposed by Patriarch Nikon from 1653. Those
who refused to accept Nikon’s dispensations fled to the south, the
south-east and the north and became known as the Old Believers.
Other sects also sprang up among Russians. Some of these were
strange in the extreme, such as the Khlysty who practised castration
of their adherents. Others were pacifists; notable among them were
theDukhobors.Therewasalsoagrowthof foreignChristiandenomi-
nations such as the Baptists. What was common to such sects was
their disenchantment not only with the Russian Orthodox Church
but also with the government in St Petersburg.

This situation limited the Russian Orthodox Church’s ability to
act as the unifying promoter of Russian national values. Compelled
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to act as a spiritual arm of the tsarist state, the Church conducted
a campaign of harassment against the Russian sects. The kind
of intellectual effervescence characteristic of ‘national’ churches
in other countries was discouraged in Russia. The tsar and his
ecclesiastical hierarchywanted anobedient, obscurantist traditional-
ism from the Russian Orthodox Church, and had the authority to
secure just that.

Nor did a clear sense of national purpose emanate from the
intelligentsia even though the leading cultural figures in the nine-
teenth century explored how best the human and natural resources
of Russia might be organized. The poems of Alexander Pushkin; the
novels of Lev Tolstoy, Fëdor Dostoevski and Ivan Turgenev; the
paintings of Ivan Repin; the music of Modest Musorgski and Pëtr
Chaikovski: all such works stressed that Russia had a great potential
which had yet to be effectively tapped. Among creative artists, the
musicianswere exceptional in displaying allegiance to themonarchy.
Most of the intellectuals in their various ways hated tsarism and
this attitude was shared by students, teachers, doctors, lawyers
and other professional groups.13 It was a commonplace amidst the
intelligentsia that the autocratic monarchy was stifling the develop-
ment of the Russian national spirit.

And yet the intellectuals were remote from agreeing what they
meant by Russianness. Indeed many of them abhorred the discourse
of national distinctiveness. While criticizing the imperial nature
of the state, they disliked the thought of breaking it up into
several nation-states; instead they pondered how to create a multi-
national state which would deny privileges to any particular nation.
Anti-nationalism was especially characteristic of the socialists; but
several leading liberals, too, refused to invoke ideas of Russian
nationalism.

It was left to far-right public figures, including some bishops of
the Russian Orthodox Church, to argue for the interests of ethnic
Russians at the expense of the other peoples of the Russian Empire.
Several monarchist organizations came into existence after 1905
which sought to promote this case. The most influential of them
was the Union of the Russian People, which had the undisguised
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support of Nicholas and his family.14 Such organizations called for
the unconditional restoration of autocracy. They lauded the tsar,
the Russian Orthodox Church and ‘the simple people’. They hated
the Jews, whom they blamed for all the recent disturbances in the
empire. They helped to form gangs, usually known as the Black
Hundreds, which carried out bloody pogroms against Jewish com-
munities in the western borderlands. By stirring up a xenophobic
hysteria, they aimed to reunite the tsar and the Russian people.

After his initial declaration of sympathy for the Union of the
Russian people, Nicholas took a more measured public stance. He
left it to the Union to do what it could. But he was a tsar. He was
far tooaustere tobecomea rabble-rouser, andhiswish tobe respected
by fellow monarchs abroad was undiminished. Nothing done by
Nicholas had an entirely clear purpose or consistent implementation.

Among Nicholas’s inhibitions was the fact that he could not feel
confident about the loyalty of his Russian subjects. The Imperial
state oppressed Russian peasants, soldiers and workers as well as
their non-Russian counterparts. What is more, the Russians consti-
tuted only forty-four per cent of the Imperial population in the
two decades before 1917.15 The empire was a patchwork quilt of
nationalities, and the Russians were inferior to several of the other
nations in educational and occupational accomplishment. Nicholas
II’s German, Jewish and Polish subjects had a much higher average
level of literacy than his Russian ones;16 andGermans from the Baltic
region held a disproportionately large number of high posts in the
armed forces and the bureaucracy. Moreover, the Poles, Finns,
Armenians, Georgians had a clearer sense of nationhood than Rus-
sians: their resentment of imperial interference was strong. It would
not have made sense to alienate such nationalities from the regime
more than was necessary.17

Thus the tsarist state in the nineteenth century was primarily a
supranational state; it was not one of those several nation-states
that had simply acquired an empire. Loyalty to the tsar and his
dynasty was the supreme requirement made by the Russian Empire.

Not that the tsars were averse to brutal repression. The Polish
Revolt of 1863hadbeen savagely quelled; and in theNorthCaucasus,
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which had been conquered only in the 1820s, the rebel leader Shamil
raisedaMuslimbannerof revolt against tsarismandwasnotdefeated
until1859.Theautonomygranted toFinnishadministrationandedu-
cation was trimmed on the instructions of Emperor Nicholas II. The
Uniate Church in Ukraine and Belorussia; the Armenian and Geor-
gian Orthodox Churches; the Lutheran Churches among Estonians
and Latvians; the Catholic Church in Lithuania and ‘Russian’
Poland: all resented the official interference in their practices of
worship and became crucibles of anti-tsarist discontent. Meanwhile
most Jews were constrained to live within the Pale of Settlement in
the empire’s western borderlands – and Nicholas crudely believed
them to be responsible for subverting the entire empire.

In his more reflective moments, however, he recognized that the
regime’s security was endangered less by the ‘national question’ than
by the ‘labour question’ – and most factory workers were ethnic
Russians. The illegal labour movement had come to life intermit-
tently in the 1890s, but strikes were more the exception than the
rule. Peasant disturbances also occurred. Until after the turn of the
century, however, tsarism was strongly in place. Rumblings against
the monarchy were only intermittent. Liberals, being forbidden to
form a political party, held grand banquets to celebrate anniversaries
of past events that had embarrassed the monarchy. Peasants whose
harvests were twice ruined by bad weather after 1900 were intensely
discontented. Workers, too, were disgruntled. The government,
acting on the advice of Moscow police chief Sergei Zubatov, had
allowed the setting up of politically-controlled local trade unions;
and this gave rise to a legal labour movement determined to take
on the authorities.

On Sunday, 9 January 1905 a revolutionary emergency occurred
when a peaceful procession of demonstrators, led by Father Georgi
Gapon, was fired upon outside the Winter Palace in St Petersburg.
Innocent civilians, including women and children, were slaughtered.
The event became known as Bloody Sunday. Immediately across the
Russian Empire there were strikes and marches in protest. Poland
and Georgia became ungovernable over the following weeks. In
Russia there was revulsion against the Emperor among factory
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workers, and their demonstrations were initially given approval by
industrialists.

As the press began to criticize the authorities, Nicholas II set up
an enquiry into the reasons for popular discontent. The news from
the Far East brought further discredit to the monarchy. In February
1905 Russian land forces were crushed atMukden; inMay the Baltic
fleet was annihilated in the battle of Tsushima. The myth of the
regime’s invincibility was dissipated and the illegal political parties
emerged fromclandestinity.The two largestof themwere theRussian
Social-Democratic Labour Party and the Party of Socialist-
Revolutionaries. The former were Marxists who wanted the urban
working class to lead the struggle against the monarchy; the latter
were agrarian socialists who, while also trying to appeal to workers,
put greater faith in the revolutionary potential of the peasantry.
Both sought the overthrow of the Romanov dynasty. Liberals, too,
organized themselves by establishing the Constitutional-Democratic
Party in October 1905. On all sides the autocracy was under siege.

Workers formed strike committees; peasants began tomake illegal
use of the gentry’s timber and pastures and to take over arable land.
Amutiny tookplace in theBlack Seafleet and thebattleshipPotëmkin
steamed off towards Romania. Troops returning from the Far East
rebelled along the Trans-Siberian railway. In September 1905 the
St Petersburg Marxists founded a Soviet (or Council) of Workers’
Deputies. It was elected by local factory workers and employees and
became an organ of revolutionary local self-government. Nicholas
II at last took the advice from Sergei Witte to issue an October
Manifesto which promised ‘civil liberty on principles of true invio-
lability ofperson,freedomofconscience,speech,assemblyandassoci-
ation’. There would also be an elected Duma and adult males in all
classes of the population would be enfranchised.Without the Duma,
no law could be put into effect. It seemed that autocracy was
announcing its demise.

The Manifesto drew off the steam of the urban middle-class
hostility and permittedNicholas II to suppress open rebellion.Many
liberals urged that the Emperor should be supported. The Petersburg
Soviet leaders – including its young deputy chairman Lev Trotski –
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were arrested. An armed uprising was attempted by the Moscow
Soviet under the Social-Democrats and Socialist-Revolutionaries in
December 1905. But the rising was quelled. Loyal military units
were then deployed elsewhere against other organizations and social
groups in revolt. And, as order was restored in the towns and on
the railways,Nicholas II published aBasic Lawandordered elections
for the State Duma. By then he had introduced qualifications to his
apparent willingness to give up autocratic authority. In particular,
he could appoint the government of his unrestricted choice; the
Dumacouldbedissolved at hiswhim; andhe could rule by emergency
decree. Not only Social-Democrats and Socialist-Revolutionaries
but also the Constitutional-Democrats (or Kadets) denounced these
manoeuvres.

The peasantry had not been much slower to move against the
authorities than the workers: most rural districts in European Russia
were categorized as ‘disorderly’ in summer 1905.18 Illegal sawing of
timber and pasturing of livestock on landlords’ land took place.
Threats were made on gentry who lived in the countryside. Often a
cockerel with its neck slit would be laid on the doorstep of their
houses to warn them to get out of the locality. The Russian peasant
households organized their activities within their communes – and
frequently it was the better-off households which took the leading
role in the expression of the peasantry’s demands. In 1905–6 the
countryside across the empire was in revolt. Only the fact that
Nicholas II could continue to rely upon a large number of the
regiments which had not been sent to the Far East saved him his
throne. It was a very close-run thing.

And so the First State Duma met in April 1906. The largest group
of deputies within it was constituted by peasants belonging to no
party. Contrary to Nicholas II’s expectation, however, these same
deputies stoutly demanded the transfer of the land from the gentry.
He reacted by dissolving the Duma. The party with the greatest
number of places in the Duma was the Constitutional-Democratic
Party and its leaders were so angered by the Duma’s dispersal that
they decamped to the Finnish town of Vyborg and called upon
their fellow subjects to withhold taxes and conscripts until a fuller
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parliamentary order was established. Nicholas faced them down
and held a further set of elections. To his annoyance, the Second
Duma, too, which assembled in March 1907, turned out to be a
radical assembly. Consequently Nicholas turned to his Minister of
Internal Affairs, Pëtr Stolypin, to form a government and to rewrite
the electoral rules so as to produce a Third Duma which would
increase the importance of the gentry at the expense of the peasantry.

Stolypin was a reforming conservative. He saw the necessity of
agrarian reform, and perceived the peasant land commune as the
cardinal obstacle to the economy’s efficiency and society’s stability.
He therefore resolved to dissolve the commune by encouraging
‘strong and sober’ peasant households to set themselves up as inde-
pendent farming families. When the Second Duma had opposed him
for his failure to grant the land itself to the peasantry, Stolypin had
used the emergency powers of Article 87 of the Basic Law to push
through his measures. When Russian peasants subsequently showed
themselves deeply attached to their communes, he used a degree of
compulsion to get his way. Nevertheless his success was very limited.
By 1916 only a tenth of the households in the European parts of the
empire had broken away from the commune to set up consolidated
farms – and such farms in an area of great fertility such as west-bank
Ukraine were on average only fifteen acres each.19

It was also recognized by Stolypin that the Imperial government
wouldwork better if co-operationwere forthcoming from theDuma.
To this end he sought agreements with Alexander Guchkov and the
so-called Octobrist Party (which, unlike the Kadets, had welcomed
the October Manifesto). Guchkov’s Octobrists were monarchist
conservatives who thought roughly along the same lines as Stolypin,
but insisted that all legislation should be vetted by the Duma.20 At
the same time Stolypin wanted to strengthen a popular sense of civic
responsibility; he therefore persuaded the Emperor to increase the
peasantry’s weight in the elections to the zemstva. Peasants, he
argued, had to have a stake in public life. The political, social
and cultural integration of society was vital and Stolypin became
convinced that Russian nationalists were right in arguing that Russia
should be treated as the heartland of the tsarist empire. Further
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curtailments were made on the already narrow autonomy of Poles,
Finns andother nationsof theRussianEmpire; andStolypin strength-
ened the existing emphasis on Russian-language schooling and
administration.

At court, however, he was regarded as a self-interested politician
bent upon undermining the powers of the Emperor. Eventually
Nicholas, too, saw things in this light, and he steadily withdrew his
favour from Stolypin. In September 1911, Stolypin was assassinated
by the Socialist-Revolutionary Dmitri Bogrov in Kiev. There were
rumours that the Okhrana, the political police of the Ministry for
the Interior, had facilitated Bogrov’s proximity to the premier – and
even that the Emperor may have connived in this. Whatever the
truth of the matter, the Emperor resumed policies involving the
minimum of co-operationwith the State Duma. Intelligent conserva-
tism passed away with the death of Pëtr Stolypin.

Yet it was no longer possible for tsarism to rule the country in
quite the old fashion. In the eighteenth century it hadbeen exclusively
the nobility which had knowledge of general political affairs. The
possession of this knowledge served to distance the upper classes
from the rest of society. At home the families of the aristocracy
took to speaking French among themselves; they imbibed European
learning and adopted European tastes. A line of exceptional noble-
men – from Alexander Radishchev in the 1780s through to an
anti-tsarist conspiracy known as the Decembrists in 1825 – ques-
tioned the whole basis of the old regime’s legitimacy. But vigorous
suppression did not eliminate the problem of dissent. Some of the
greatest exponents of Russian literature and intellectual thought –
including Alexander Herzen, Nikolai Chernyshevski, Ivan Turgenev
and Lev Tolstoy – made it their life’s work to call for a drastic
change in conditions.

Permanent opposition had taken organized form from the 1860s
despite the prohibition on the formation of political parties, on the
holding of political meetings and on public demands for political
freedom. Most of the rebels were believers in agrarian socialism.
Called the narodniki (or populists), they argued that the egalitarian
and collectivist spirit of the peasant land commune should be applied
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to the whole society. At first they had gathered in little secret circles.
But by 1876 they had founded a substantial party, Land andFreedom,
which conducted propaganda among intellectuals and workers as
well as among peasants, and also carried out acts of terror upon
officials. When Land and Freedom fell apart, a group of terrorists
calling themselves People’s Will was formed. It succeeded in
assassinating Emperor Alexander II in 1881. Political repression was
intensified; but as quickly as one group might be arrested another
would be formed. Not only narodniki but also Marxists and liberals
founded tenacious organizations in the 1890s.

The culture of opposition was not confined to the revolutionary
activists. In the nineteenth century therewas a remarkable expansion
of education: secondary schools and universities proliferated and
students were remarkably antagonistic to the regime. The methods
of instruction and discipline grated upon young people. Nor did
their unease disappear in adulthood. The tsarist order was regarded
by them as a humiliating peculiarity that Russia should quickly
remove.

Their feelingswere strengthenedby journalists andcreativewriters
who informed public opinion with a freedom that increased after
1905.21 Previously, most legal newspapers had been conservative or
very cautiously liberal; afterwards they spanned a range of thought
from proto-fascist on the far right to Bolshevik on the far left.
Although the Okhrana closed publications that openly advocated
sedition, the excitement of opinion against the authorities was con-
stant.Not only newspapers but also trade unions, sickness-insurance
groups and even Sunday schools were instruments of agitation. The
regime stipulated that trade unions should be locally based and that
their leaderships should be drawn from the working class. But this
served to give workers an experience of collective self-organization.
By thrusting people on to their own resources, tsarism built up the
antidote to itself. The rationale of the old monarchy was further
undermined.

Even so, theOkhranawasvery efficient at its tasks.The revolution-
ary leaders had been suppressed in 1907; their various organizations
in the Russian Empire were penetrated by police informers, and
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the arrest of second-rank activists continued. Contact between the
émigrés and their followers was patchy.

The repression securedmore time for the dynasty; it also strength-
ened the determination of the revolutionaries to avoid any dilution
of their ideas. At the turn of the century it had been the Marxists
who had been most popular with political intellectuals. A party had
been formed, the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party, in 1898.
But it quickly dissolved into factionalism, especially among the
émigrés. One of the factions, the Bolsheviks (or Majoritarians), was
led by Vladimir Lenin. His booklet of 1902, What Is To Be Done?,
described the need for the party to act as the vanguard of theworking
class. He laid down that party members should be disciplined in
organization and loyal in doctrine. The party in his opinion should
be highly centralized. His theories and his divisive activity disrupted
the Second Party Congress in 1903. And Lenin compounded his
controversial reputation in 1905 by proposing that the projected
overthrow of the Romanov monarchy should be followed by a
‘provisional revolutionary democratic dictatorship of the proletariat
and the peasantry’ – and he anticipated the use of terror in order to
establish the dictatorship.22

These specifications alarmed his opponents – the so-called
Mensheviks (or Minoritarians) – in the Russian Social-Democratic
Labour Partywho had always contended thatRussia should undergo
a ‘bourgeois’ revolution and complete her development of a capitalist
economy before undertaking the ‘transition to socialism’. They
denounced the projected dictatorship as having nothing in common
with genuinely socialist politics. And they wanted a more loosely-
organized party than the Bolsheviks had devised.

The other great revolutionary party was the Party of Socialist-
Revolutionaries, which inherited the traditions of the narodniki of
the nineteenth century. Their leading theorist was Viktor Chernov.
Unlike the narodniki, the Socialist-Revolutionaries did not think
that Russia could move straight into socialism without a capitalist
stage of economic development. But whereas the Marxists, be they
Bolsheviks or Mensheviks, saw the urban workers as the great
revolutionary class, the Socialist-Revolutionaries held the peasantry
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in higher regard and believed that peasants embodied, however
residually, the egalitarian and communal values at the heart of
socialism. But the Socialist-Revolutionaries recruited among the
working class, and in many cities, were rivals to the Russian Social-
Democratic Party. In many ways there were differing emphases
rather than totally sharp distinctions betweenMarxists and Socialist-
Revolutionaries in their ideas at lower organizational levels of their
respective parties; and they suffered equally at the hands of the
Okhrana.

The events of 1905–6 had already shown that if ever the people
were allowed free elections, it would be these three parties that
would vie for victory. The Kadets recognized the limitations of their
own popularity and responded by adopting a policy of radical
agrarian reform. They proposed to transfer the land of the gentry
to the peasantrywith suitablemonetary compensation for the gentry.
But this would never be sufficient to outmatch the appeal of the
Socialist-Revolutionaries, Mensheviks and Bolsheviks unless that
franchise was formulated in such a way as to give advantage to the
middle classes.

Truly this was already a creaky structure of power. Matters were
not helped by the fact that the Emperor was not respected. He was
a monarch whose capacity for hard work was not matched by
outstanding intelligence. He had no clear vision for Russia’s future
and wore himself out with day-to-day political administration. He
found contentment only in the company of his family and was
thought to be hen-pecked by his spouse Alexandra. In fact he was
more independent from her than the rumours suggested, but the
rumours were believed. Furthermore, he surrounded himself with
advisers who included a variety of mystics and quacks. His favourit-
ism towards the Siberian ‘holyman’GrigoriRasputin becamenotori-
ous. Rasputin had an uncanny ability to staunch the bleeding of the
haemophiliac heir to the throne, Aleksei; but, protected by the
Imperial couple, Rasputin gambled and wenched and intrigued in
St Petersburg. The Romanovs sank further into infamy.

It was not that Nicholas entirely isolated himself from the people.
He attended religious ceremonies; he met groups of peasants. In
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1913 the tercentenary of the Romanov dynasty was celebrated with
acclaim, and the Emperor was filmed for the benefit of cinema-goers.
But he seems to have had a horror of his urban subjects: intellectuals,
politicians and workers were distrusted by him.23 Nicholas was out
of joint with his times.

Yet the immediate danger to the regime had receded. The empire’s
subjects settled back into acceptance that theOkhrana and the armed
forces were too strong to be challenged. Peasant disturbances were
few. Stolypin had been ruthless ordering the execution of 2796
peasant rebel leaders after field courts-martial.24 The hangman’s
noose was known as ‘Stolypin’s necktie’. Student demonstrations
ceased. National resistance in the non-Russian regions virtually
disappeared. Professional associations behaved circumspectly so as
to avoidbeing closeddownby the authorities.The labourmovement,
too, was disrupted by police intervention. Strikes ceased for a while.
But as the economy experienced an upturn and mass unemployment
fell, workers regained their militant confidence. Sporadic industrial
conflicts returned, and a single event could spark off trouble across
the empire.

This eventually occurred in April 1912 when police fired upon
striking miners in the gold-fields near the river Lena in Siberia.
Demonstrations tookplace in sympathy elsewhere.A secondupsurge
of opposition took place in June 1914 in St Petersburg. Wages and
living conditions were a basic cause of grievance; so, too, was the
resentment against the current political restrictions.25

The recurrence of strikes and demonstrations was an index of the
liability of the tsarist political and economic order to intense strain.
The Emperor, however, chose to strengthen his monarchical powers
rather than seek a deal with the elected deputies in the State Duma.
Not only he but also his government and his provincial governors
could act without reference to legal procedures. The Duma could
be and was dispersed by him without consultation; electoral rules
were redrawn on his orders. Opponents could be sentenced to
‘administrative exile’ by the Ministry of Internal Affairs without
reference to the courts – and this could involve banishment to the
harshest regions of Siberia. In 1912, 2.3 million people lived under
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martial lawand 63.3millionunder ‘reinforcedprotection’; provincial
governors increasingly issued their own regulations and enforced
them by administrative order.26 The ‘police state’ of the Romanovs
was very far from complete and there were signs that civil society
could make further advances at the state’s expense. Yet in many
aspects there was little end to the arbitrary governance.

Nicholas would have made things easier for himself if he had
allowed himself to be restrained constitutionally by the State Duma.
Then the upper and middle classes, through their political parties,
would have incurred the hostility that was aimed at the Emperor.
Oppressive rule could have been reduced at a stroke. The decadence
and idiocy of Nicholas’s court would have ceased to invite critical
scrutiny; and by constitutionalizing his position, he might even have
saved his dynasty from destruction. As things stood, some kind of
revolutionary clash was practically inevitable. Even the Octobrists
were unsympathetic to their sovereign after his humiliation of
Stolypin.

But Nicholas also had reason to doubt that the Duma would have
been any better at solving the difficulties of the Russian Empire.
Whoeverwas to ruleRussiawould face enormous tasks in transform-
ing its economic, cultural and administrative arrangements if it was
not to fall victim to rival Great Powers. The growth in industrial
capacity was encouraging; the creation of an indigenous base of
research and developmentwas less so.Agriculturewas changing only
at a slow pace. And the social consequences of the transformation in
townand countrysidewere tremendous. Even the economic successes
caused problems. High expectations were generated by the increased
knowledge about the West among not only the intelligentsia but
also the workers.The alienated segment of society grew in number
and hostility.

Yet the empire suffered as much from traditionalism as from
modernity. For example, the possession of land in the village com-
mune or the ability to return to the village for assistance was a
powerful factor in enabling Russianworkers to go on strike. Russian
and Ukrainian peasants identified more with their village than with
any imperial, dynastic or national idea. Furthermore, those inhabit-
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ants of the empire who had developed a national consciousness,
such as the Poles, were deeply discontented at their treatment and
would always cause trouble. The religious variety of the empire only
added to the regime’s problems, problems which were likely to
increase as urbanization and education proceeded.

Yet if the empire was ever to fall apart, it would not even be
clear to which area Russia might easily be confined. Russians lived
everywhere in the Russian Empire. Large pockets of them existed
in Baku, in Ukraine and in the Baltic provinces. Migrations of
land-hungry Russian peasants had been encouraged by Stolypin, to
Siberia and to Russia’s possessions in central Asia. No strict notion
of ‘Russia’ was readily to hand, and the St Petersburg authorities
had always inhibited investigation of this matter. The Russian-ruled
region of Poland was described as ‘the Vistula provinces’; ‘Ukraine’,
‘Latvia’ and ‘Estonia’ did not appear as such on official maps. So
where was Russia? This sprawling giant of a country was as big or
as small as anyone liked to think of it as being. Few Russians would
deny that it included Siberia. Butwestwardswas it to includeUkraine
andBelorussia?Nationaldemographyandgeographywereextremely
ill-defined, and the vagueness might in the wrong circumstances lead
to violence.

After the turn of the century it was getting ever likelier that
the wrong circumstances would occur. Social strife was continual.
National resentments among the non-Russians were on the rise.
Political opposition remained strident and determined. The mon-
archy was ever more widely regarded as an oppressive, obsolescent
institution which failed to correspond to the country’s needs. Nich-
olas II had nearly been overthown in 1905. He had recovered his
position, but the basic tensions in state and society had not been
alleviated.
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The Fall of the Romanovs
(1914–1917)

Yet it was not the internal but the external affairs of the empire that
provided the definitive test of the dynasty. Clashes of interest with
Japan, the United Kingdom and even France were settled peacefully;
but rivalry with Austria-Hungary and Germany became ever more
acute. In 1906 a diplomatic dispute between Germany and France
over Morocco resulted in a French triumph that was acquired with
Russian assistance. In the Balkans, the Russians themselves looked
for France’s help. The snag was that neither Paris nor St Petersburg
relished a war with Austria-Hungary and Germany. Consequently
the Russian government, despite much huffing and puffing, did not
go to war when the Austrians annexed Bosnia and Herzegovina in
1908. The existence of a Duma and of a broad press meant that
newspaper readers appreciated that a diplomatic defeat had been
administered to Nicholas II. Tsarism, which had paraded itself as
the protector of Serbs and other Slavs, looked weak and ineffectual.
It looked as if the monarchy was failing the country.1

The diplomatic rivalries intensified. The British and the Germans
did not abandon friendly relations with each other; but the Anglo-
German naval race narrowed the options in Britain. Meanwhile
Russia looked on nervously lest Germany might take advantage of
the crumbling condition of the Ottoman Empire. Exports of Russian
and Ukrainian grain from Odessa through the Straits of the Darda-
nelles were important to the empire’s balance of trade. In 1912
Bulgaria, Serbia and Greece declared war on the Ottoman Empire.
In this instance Russia refused to back Serbian efforts to obtain
access to a sea-port and a crisis in Russo-Austrian relations was
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avoided. Unfortunately this sensible decision was seen in Russia as
yet another sign of Nicholas II’s weakness of will. Then a second
Balkan war broke out in 1913. This time it occurred between Serbia
and Bulgaria, the joint victors over the Turks. As a result Serbia
obtained greater territory in Macedonia and appeared even more
menacing to Austrian interests.

Russia’s relations worsened with Austria-Hungary and Germany
even though Serbia had not been acting at Russian instigation. And
on 28 June 1914 a fateful event occurred. This was the assassination
of the heir to the Habsburg throne, Archduke Franz Ferdinand,
by the Serbian nationalist Gavrilo Princip in Sarajevo, capital of
recently-annexedBosnia.Austria demanded humiliating concessions
from the Serbian government, which it blamed for the Archduke’s
death. Russia took Serbia’s side, and Germany supported Austria.
Austria stood by her ultimatum and declared war on Serbia. Russia
announced a general mobilization of her armies. Then Germany
declared war on Russia and France. Britain showed solidarity with
France and Russia by declaring war on Germany and Austria-
Hungary.

Nobody had anticipated exactly this denouement. No one as yet
haddefinite ideasaboutwaraims.Norwas theremuchunderstanding
that the fighting might drag on for years and bring down dynasties
and whole social orders. The calculation in Russian ruling circles
was that a short, victorious war would bind Imperial society more
closely together. A few long-sighted politicians such as Pëtr Durnovo
could see that war against Germanywould lead to intolerable strains
and might initiate the regime’s downfall. But such thoughts were
not given a hearing in mid-1914. The Emperor’s sense of dynastic
and imperial honour predominated.2 He might anyway have run
into trouble if he had not taken up the challenge in the Balkans. The
Octobrists and Kadets would have made a fuss in the Duma; even
many socialists, whose Second International had opposed general
war in Europe, felt that German pretensions should be resisted.

In the event their pressure did not need to be exerted: Nicholas
II leapt into the darkness of the Great War without anyone pushing
him. The decisions of the European powers had consequences of
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massive significance. The Great War produced the situation in
Russia,Austria andGermany that shattered theRomanov,Habsburg
and Hohenzollern monarchies. It also made possible the Bolshevik
seizure of power in October 1917. Except for the Great War, Lenin
would have remained an émigré theorist scribbling in Swiss libraries;
and even if Nicholas II had been deposed in a peacetime transfer of
power, the inception of a communist order would hardly have been
likely. The first three years of this military conflict, however, caused
an economic and political disorder so huge that Nicholas II had to
abdicate in February 1917. The subsequent Provisional Government
proved no less unequal to its tasks, and Lenin became the country’s
ruler within months of tsarism’s overthrow.

But let us return to 1914. Asmassivemilitary struggle commenced,
the Russian steamroller moved effortlessly into East Prussia in mid-
August. Victory over Germany was identified as the crucial war aim.
Even so, Austria-Hungary was also a redoubtable enemy and the
Russians had to mount an attack on the southern sector of what
was becoming known in the rest of Europe as the Eastern front. Not
since the Napoleonic wars had so many countries been directly
involved in military conflict.

Yet the Russians were quickly encircled by German forces. At the
Battle of Tannenberg 100,000 Russian prisoners-of-war were taken,
and the Germans advanced into Russian-ruled Poland.3 On the
Western front, too, Belgium and north-eastern France were overrun
by German forces. But the Allies – Russia, France and the United
Kingdom – regrouped and the lines were held. Static warfare ensued
with two great systems of trenches cutting north to south across
Europe. By the end of 1916, the Russian Imperial Army had con-
scripted fourteen million men, mainly peasants. Russian industrial
expansion was substantial; so, too, was the size of Russia’s factory
and mining work-force, rising by roughly forty per cent in the first
three years of theGreatWar.4 All classes of the population supported
Russian entry into the war and sought victory over Germany and
Austria-Hungary. A surge of patriotic feeling was suddenly available
to the government.

The Emperor was determined to gain the greatest advantage from
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thewar.Negotiatingwith theWesternAllies in early1915, his Foreign
Minister Sazonov laid down that the Straits of theDardanelles should
be incorporated into the Russian Empire when the Central Powers
were defeated. Secret treaties were signed with Britain and France
in accordancewith these demands.Russianwar aimswere not simply
defensive but expansionist.

All this had to be kept strictly confidential; otherwise the Fourth
State Duma might not have rung loud with support for the war
when it voted financial credits to the government in January 1915.
Only the socialist parties had sections that repudiated the war as an
‘imperialist’ conflict. Yet it was not long before popular antagonism
to themonarchy reappeared. The scandalous behaviour of Rasputin,
the favourite ‘holy man’ of Nicholas and Alexandra, brought still
greater opprobrium on the court. Rasputin was assassinated by a
disgusted monarchist, Prince Yusupov, in 1916. But Alexandra’s
German ancestry continued to feed rumours that therewas treachery
in high places.Nicholas II did not help his cause by dutifully deciding
to stay at military headquarters at Mogilëv for the duration of the
war. Thereby he cut himself off from information about the situation
in the capital. The government’s conduct of affairs induced Milyu-
kov, the Kadet party leader, to put the question in the State Duma:
‘Is this folly or is it treason?’5

Sharp dilemmas none the less awaited any conceivable wartime
administration in Petrograd (the new name for the capital after
St Petersburgwas judged to be tooGerman-sounding). Food supplies
wereadifficulty fromthe start; the taskof equippingandprovisioning
the soldiers and horses of the Imperial armed forces was prodigious.
The government showed no lack of will. In the winter of 1915–16
it introduced fixed prices for its grain purchases and disbarred sellers
from refusing to sell to it. Nor had Nicholas II entirely run out of
luck. Weather conditions in 1916 were favourable and agricultural
output was only ten per cent below the record annual level attained
in 1909–13.6 And the German naval blockade of the Black Sea had
the benefit of preventing the export of foodstuffs and releasing a
greater potential quantity of grain for domestic consumption.

All this, however, was outweighed by a set of severe disadvantages
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for the Russian Empire’s economy after 1914. Sufficient foodstuffs
regularly reached the forces at the Eastern front; but the government
was less successful in keeping the state warehouses stocked for
sale to urban civilians. Among the problems were the peasantry’s
commercial interests. Peasants were affected by the rapid
depreciation of the currency and by the shortage of industrial goods
available during the war; they therefore had little incentive to sell
grain to the towns. Certainly there was massive industrial growth:
by 1916 output in large enterprises was between sixteen and twenty-
two per cent higher than in 1913.7 But the increase resulted almost
exclusively from factories producing armaments and other military
supplies. About four fifths of industrial capital investment was
directed towards this sector, and the production of goods for the
agricultural sector practically ceased.8

No remedy was in sight so long as the country was at war and
military exigencies had to dominate industrial policy. Not even the
huge state loans raised from the empire’s banks andprivate investors,
from Russia’s allies and from American finance-houses were suf-
ficient to bail out the Imperial economy.9 The government was
compelled to accelerate the emission of paper roubles to deal with
the budgetary pressures. Rapid inflation became unavoidable.

Transport was another difficulty. The railway network had barely
been adequate for the country’s uses in peacetime; the wartime needs
of the armed forces nearly crippled it.10 Grain shipments to the towns
were increasingly unreliable. Industrialists complained about delays
in the delivery of coal and iron from the Don Basin to Petrograd
and Moscow. Financiers, too, grew nervous. In 1916 the banks
started to exert a squeeze on credit. Each sector of the economy –
agriculture, trade, industry, finance, transport – had problemswhich
aggravated the problems in the other sectors. Nor was it human
error that was mainly to blame. Not enough Russian factories,
mines, roads, railways, banks, schools and farms had attained the
level of development achieved by the world’ s other leading powers.
A protracted war against Germany – the greatest such power on the
European continent – unavoidably generated immense strains.

Nicholas II characteristically fumbled the poor hand he had been
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dealt. Above all, he continued to treat liberal leaders of the State
Duma with disdain; he rejected their very moderate demand for
a ‘government of public confidence’ even though it was only by
introducing some liberals to his cabinet that he could hope to
have them on his side if ever his government reached the point of
revolutionary crisis.

The tsar, a devoted husband and father, was more adept at
ordering repression than atmustering political support. TheMarxist
deputies to the Duma, including both Mensheviks and Bolsheviks,
were arrested in November 1914 on the grounds of their opposition
to the war effort; and the Okhrana broke up the major strikes which
occurred across the country in late 1915 and late 1916. The socialist
parties survived only in depleted local groups: most Bolshevik, Men-
shevik and Socialist-Revolutionary leaders were in Siberian exile or
Swiss emigration or had withdrawn from political activity. The
state’s sole compromise with the labour movement came with its
granting of permission to workers to join their employers in electing
War-Industry Committees. These bodies were supposed to flush
out the blockages in industrial output. But the existence of the
Committees allowed work-forces to discuss their grievances as well
as any proposals for the raising of productivity – and this gave the
labour movement a chance to escape the government’s tight grip.11

Furthermore,Nicholas II’s very acknowledgement of the necessity
of theWar-Industry Committees counted against him. Traditionally
the emperors had invoked the assistance of ‘society’ only when the
state authorities despaired of solving their difficulties by themselves.
But the German government was intent upon the dismemberment
of the Russian Empire. This was a life-or-death combat for Russia,
and the Emperor perceived that his administration could not cope
by itself.

The War-Industry Committees were not his only compromise. In
1915 he allowed the municipal councils and the provincial zemstva
to establish a central body known as Zemgor. The aim was to
enhance the co-ordination of the country’s administration. Zemgor
was also authorized to supplement the inadequate medical facilities
near the front. But neither Zemgor under Prince Georgi Lvov nor
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the War-Industry Committees under the Octobrist leader Alexander
Guchkov were given much scope for initiative. Frustrated by this,
opposition politicians in the State Duma, theWar-Industry Commit-
tees and Zemgor started to discuss the possibilities of joint action
against Nicholas – and often they met in the seclusion of freemason
lodges. Thus co-operation grew among the leading figures: Guchkov
the Octobrist, Milyukov the Kadet, Lvov of Zemgor and Kerenski
the Socialist-Revolutionary. Something drastic, they agreed, had to
be done about the monarchy.

Yet timidity grippedall exceptGuchkov,who soundedoutopinion
among the generals about some sort of palace coup d’état; but in
the winter of 1916–17 he still could obtain no promise of active
participation. His sole source of consolation was that the com-
manders at Mogilëv tipped him the wink that they would not
intervene to save the monarchy. Indeed nobody was even willing to
denounce him to the Okhrana: opinion in the highest public circles
had turned irretrievably against Nicholas II.

This did not happen in an ambience of pessimism about Russian
victory over the Central Powers. On the contrary, it had been in
1916 that General Brusilov invented effective tactics for breaking
through the defences of the enemy.12 Although the Central Powers
rallied and counter-attacked, the image of German invincibility
was impaired. The hopeful mood of the generals was shared by
industrialists. They, too, felt that they had surmounted theirwartime
difficulties as well as anyone could have expected of them. The early
shortages of equipment experienced by the armed forces had been
overcome; and the leaders ofRussian industry, commerce andfinance
considered that the removal of Nicholas II would facilitate a decisive
increase in economic and administrative efficiency. Such public
figures had not personally suffered in the war; many of them had
actually experienced an improvement either in their careers or in
their bank accounts. But they had become convinced that they and
their country would do better without being bound by the dictates
of Nicholas II.

The Emperor was resented even more bitterly by those members
of the upper and middle classes who had not done well out of
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the war. There was an uncomfortably large number of them. The
Okhrana’s files bulged with reports on disaffection. By 1916 even
the Council of the United Gentry, a traditional bastion of tsarism,
was reconsidering its loyalty to the sovereign.13

The background to this was economic. There were bankruptcies
and other financial embarrassments among industrialists who had
failed to win governmental contracts. This happened most notably
in the Moscow region (whereas Petrograd’s large businesses gained
a great deal from the war). But small and medium-sized firms across
the empire experienced trouble; their output steadily declined after
1914andmanyof themwent into liquidation.14 Plentyofbusinessmen
had grounds for objection to the sleazy co-operation between minis-
ters and the magnates of industry and finance. Many owners of rural
estates, too, were hard pressed: in their case the difficulty was the
dual impact of the depreciation of the currency and the shortage of
farm labourers caused by military conscription;15 and large commer-
cial enterprises were discomfited by the introduction of state regu-
lation of the grain trade. But the discontent did not lead to rebellions,
only to grumbles.

The peasantry, too, was passive. Villages faced several painful
problems: the conscription of their young males; the unavailability
of manufactured goods; inadequate prices for grain and hay; the
requisitioning of horses. There was destitution in several regions.16

Even so, the Russian Empire’s vast economy was highly variegated,
and some sections of the peasantry did rather well financially during
the war. They could buy or rent land more cheaply from landlords.
They could eat their produce, feed it to their livestock or sell it to
neighbours. They could illicitly distil it into vodka. Nothing, how-
ever, could compensate for the loss of sons buried at the front.

Those peasants who moved actively against the monarchy were
soldiers in the Petrograd garrison, who resented the poor food and
the severe military discipline and were growing reluctant to carry
out orders to suppress disorder among other sections of society.
Matters came to a head with the resumption of industrial conflict
in February 1917. Wages for workers in the Petrograd armaments
plants probably rose slightly faster than inflation in 1914–15; but
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thereafter they failed to keep pace – and the pay-rates in the capital
were the highest in the country. It is reckoned that such workers by
1917 were being paid in real terms between fifteen and twenty per
cent less than before the war.17 Wages in any case do not tell the
whole story. Throughout the empire there was a deficit in consumer
products. Bread had to be queued for, and its availability was
unreliable. Housing and sanitation fell into disrepair. All urban
amenities declined in quality as the population of the towns swelled
with rural migrants searching for factory work and with refugees
fleeing the German occupation.

Nicholas II was surprisingly complacent about the labour move-
ment. Having survived several industrial disturbances in the past
dozen years, he was unruffled by the outbreak of a strike on
22 February 1917 at the gigantic Putilov armaments plant. Next day
the women textile labourers demonstrated in the capital’s central
thoroughfares. The queuing for bread, amidst all their other prob-
lems, had become too much for them. They called on the male
labour-force of the metallurgical plants to show solidarity. By
24 February there was virtually a general strike in Petrograd.

On 26 February, at last sensing the seriousness of the situation,
Nicholas prorogued the State Duma. As it happened, the revolution-
ary activists were counselling against a strike since the Okhrana had
soeasilyandruthlesslysuppressedtroubleinthefactories inDecember
1916. But the popular mood was implacable. Army commanders
reported that troops sentout toquell thedemonstrationswere instead
handing over their rifles to the protesters or simply joining them.This
convinced the local revolutionaries – Bolsheviks, Mensheviks and
Socialist-Revolutionaries – that the monarchy could be overthrown,
and they resumed the task of agitating and organizing for such an
end. The capital had become a maelstrom of revolt; and by closing
down the Duma, the Emperor had effectively thrust conservatives
and liberals, too, into a posture of outright opposition.

The Emperor was given dispiriting counsel by those whom he
consulted. The Duma speaker, the Octobrist Mikhail Rodzyanko,
who fancied his chances of becoming prime minister by mediating
among the Duma’s politicians, urged Nicholas to agree that his
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position was hopeless. The Emperor would indeed have faced diffi-
culties even if he had summoned regiments from the Eastern front;
for thehigh command stayedvery reluctant to get involved inpolitics.
It is true that the monarchy’s troubles were as yet located in a single
city. Yet this limitation was only temporary; for Petrograd was the
capital: as soon as news of the events spread to the provinces there
was bound to be further popular commotion. Antipathy to the
regimewasfiercer than in1905–6ormid-1914.The capital’s factories
were at a standstill. The streets were full of rebellious soldiers and
workers. Support for the regime was infinitesimal, and the reports
of strikes, mutinies and demonstrations were becoming ever more
frantic.

Abruptly on 2 March, while travelling by train from Mogilëv to
Petrograd, the Emperor abdicated. At first he had tried to transfer
his powers to his sickly, adolescent son Aleksei. Then he offered the
throne to his liberally-inclined uncle, Grand Duke Mikhail. Such an
outcome commended itself to Milyukov and the right wing of the
Kadets. But Milyukov was no more in touch with current realities
in Petrograd than the Emperor. Appearing on the balcony of the
Tauride Palace, he was jeered for proposing the installation of a
constitutional monarchy.18

Nicholas’s final measure as sovereign was to abdicate. State
authority was assumed by an unofficial committee created by promi-
nent figures in the State Duma after the Duma had been prorogued
in February. The formation of the Provisional Government was
announced on 3 March. Milyukov, an Anglophile and a professor
of Russian history, becameMinister of Foreign Affairs, and theWar
Ministry was occupied by the ebullient Guchkov. But the greatest
influence was held by men at the centre and the left of Russian
liberalism. This was signalled by the selection of Lvov, who had led
Zemgor, as Minister-Chairman of the Provisional Government. It
was also evident in Lvov’s invitation to Kerenski, a Socialist-
Revolutionary, to head the Ministry of Justice. Lvov and most of
his colleagues, while celebrating the removal of the Romanovs,
argued that government and ‘people’ could at last co-operate to
mutual advantage.
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Under direct pressure from the socialist leaders of the anti-
Romanov demonstrations in Petrograd, the cabinet announced a
series of radical reforms. Universal and unconditional civil freedoms
were promulgated: freedoms of opinion, faith, association, assembly
and the press. Religious and social privileges were abolished. In
addition, elections were promised for a Constituent Assembly and
all adults over twenty-one years of age, including women, were to
have the vote. These measures immediately made wartime Russia
freer than any other country even at peace.

Although they had not secured the post of Minister-Chairman for
their leader Milyukov, the Kadets were the mainstay of the first
Provisional Government.19 Before 1917 they had tried to present
themselves as standing above class and sectional aspirations. In
particular, they had aspired to resolve the ‘agrarian question’ by
handingover the gentry-owned estates to thepeasantry andcompens-
ating landlords in cash. But in 1917 they argued that only the
Constituent Assembly had the right to decide so fundamental a
question and that, anyway, no basic reform should be attempted
during the war lest peasant soldiers might desert the Eastern front to
get their share of the redistributed land. It is true that the Provisional
Government initially condoned the bargaining between striking
workers and their employers over wages and conditions; but rapidly
the need to maintain armaments production took precedence in the
minds of ministers and any industrial stoppage incurred official
disapproval.

And so the Kadets, as they observed a society riven between the
wealthy élites and the millions of workers and peasants, chose to
make common cause with the interests of wealth. Nor did they see
much wrong with the expansionist war aims secretly agreed by
Nicholas II with Britain and France in 1915. Thus the Provisional
Government was not pursuing a strictly defensive policy which
would maintain the willingness of soldiers to die for their country
andofworkers towork uncomplainingly in deteriorating conditions.
The Kadets were taking a grave risk with the political dominance
they had recently been donated.

Theyoverlooked the fact that theyhadbenefited fromtheFebruary
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Revolution without having played much part in it. The heroes on
the streets had been Petrograd’s workers and garrison soldiers, who
believed that Russia should disown any expansionist pretensions in
the war. The Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries shared this
feeling and elaborated a policy of ‘revolutionary defencism’. For
them, the defence of Russia and her borderlands was the indispens-
ablemeansofprotecting thecivic freedomsgrantedby theProvisional
Government. Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries had great
political authority. Even before Nicholas II had abdicated, they had
helped to create the Petrograd Soviet of Workers’ and Soldiers’
Deputies and established themselves in its leading posts. And they
obtained dominance in the soviets which were established in other
cities. Without the consent of the Mensheviks and Socialist-
Revolutionaries, the Provisional Government could never have been
formed.

Lvov had been given his opportunity because Mensheviks and
Socialist-Revolutionaries, recognizing that workers were a tiny
minority of the population, made the judgement that any campaign
for the immediate establishment of socialism would lead to civil
war. They had always contended that Russia remained at much too
low a level of industrialization and popular education for a socialist
administration to be installed. On his return from Siberian exile, the
Menshevik IrakliTsereteli gavepowerful expression to suchopinions
in the Petrograd Soviet. Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries
concurred that, for the foreseeable future, the country needed a
‘bourgeois government’ led by theKadets. Socialists should therefore
offer conditional support to Prince Lvov. Even several leading Bol-
shevik leaders in Petrograd were of a similar mind.

At the same timeneitherMensheviks nor Socialist-Revolutionaries
renounced their struggle on behalf of theworking class; and, through
the Petrograd Soviet, theywielded so large an influence thatministers
referred to the existence of ‘dual power’. The cabinet could not have
been created without the sanction of the Soviet, and the Soviet acted
as if it had the right to give instructions to its own supporters –
mainly workers and soldiers – which then became mandatory for
the entire local population. Order No. 1, issued by the Petrograd
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Soviet on 1 March, abolished the code of military discipline in the
Petrograd garrison and enjoined troops to subject themselves to the
authority of the Soviet.20 This was the most famous of the early
derogations from the Provisional Government’s capacity to govern.
Other such orders introduced the eight-hour day and various
improvements in factoryworking conditions. Lvov and fellowminis-
ters could do nothing but wring their hands and trust that things
would eventually settle down.

Of this there was no likelihood. The crisis in the economy and
administration traced a line of ineluctable logic so long as Russia
remained at war. Milyukov understood this better than most minis-
ters; but on 18 April he displayed a wilful stupidity unusual even in
a professor of Russian history by sending a telegram to Paris and
London in which he explicitly affirmed the cabinet’s commitment
to the secret treaties signed with the Allies in 1915. The contents of
the telegram were bound to infuriate all Russian socialist opinion if
ever they became publicly revealed. Just such a revelation duly hap-
pened.The personnel of Petrograd telegraph offices wereMenshevik
supporters to a man and instantly informed on Milyukov to the
Petrograd Soviet. The Mensheviks, Socialist-Revolutionaries and
Bolsheviks organized a street demonstration against the Provisional
Government on 20 April. Against this assertion of the Petrograd
Soviet’s strength, the Provisional Government offered no resistance,
and Milyukov and Guchkov resigned.

After such a trial of strength, Lvov despaired of keeping a liberal-
led cabinet in office. His solution was to persuade the Mensheviks
and Socialist-Revolutionaries to take up portfolios in government.
Both parties had huge memberships in mid-1917. The Mensheviks
had 200,000 members and the Socialist-Revolutionaries claimed to
have recruited a full million.21 On 5 May, a second cabinet was
created. The Socialist-Revolutionary Alexander Kerenski was pro-
moted to the War Ministry; and the Mensheviks Irakli Tsereteli and
Mikhail Skobelev and the Socialist-Revolutionary leader Viktor
Chernov became ministers for the first time.

Their inclination had once been to let the Kadet ministers stew
in their own juice; but they now agreed to join them in the pot in
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an attempt to take Russian politics off the boil. They did not do this
without exacting substantial concessions. Skobelev’s Ministry of
Labour pressed for workers to have the right to impartial arbitration
in cases of dispute.22 Firmer state regulation of industry was also
ordered as part of a governmental campaign against financial corrup-
tion. And Chernov as Minister of Agriculture allowed peasants to
take advantage of the rule that any land that had fallen into disuse
in wartime could be taken over by elective ‘land committees’ and
re-allocated for cultivation.23 There was also a modification of
governmental policy on the non-Russian regions. Tsereteli, Minister
of Posts and Telegraphs, went outside his specific cabinet brief
by insisting that broader autonomy for self-government should be
offered to Ukraine.24

These adjustments in policy might have worked reasonably well
for the liberals and themoremoderate socialists if peace had reigned.
But society and economy continued to be dislocated by the war.
Class antagonisms lost none of their volatility, and the situation in
factory, garrison and village was a powder-keg that might be ignited
at any time.

Workers in most places desisted from outright violence. But there
were exceptions. Unpopular foremen in several Petrograd factories
were tied up in sacks and paraded around their works in wheel-
barrows.25 Some victims were then thrown into the icy river Neva.
Violence occurred also in the Baltic fleet, where several unpopular
officers were lynched. Such was the fate of Admiral Nepenin in
Helsinki. The dissatisfaction with the old disciplinary code made
the sailors indiscriminate in this instance; for Nepenin was far from
being the most authoritarian of the Imperial Navy’s commanders.
Most crews, at any rate, did not resort to these extreme methods.
In both the Imperial Army and Navy the tendency was for the men
to restrict themselves to humiliating their officers by behaviour of
symbolic importance. Epaulettes were torn off. Saluting ceased and
the lower ranks indicated their determination to scrutinize and
discuss instructions from above.

The defiant mood acquired organizational form. Workers set
up factory-workshop committees, and analogous bodies were
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established by soldiers and sailors in military units. The committees
were at first held regularly accountable to open mass meetings. A
neologism enteredRussian vocabulary:mitingovanie. If a committee
failed to respond to its electors’ requests, an open meeting could be
held and the committee membership could straightaway be changed.

The example set by workers, soldiers and sailors was picked up
by other groups in society. The zeal to discuss, complain, demand
and decide was ubiquitous. People relished their long-denied chance
to voice their opinions without fear of the Okhrana, and engaged
in passionate debate on public policy and private needs. Indeed
politics embraced so large an area that the boundary disappeared
between the public and private. Passengers on the trains of the
Trans-Siberian railway to Vladivostok elected carriage councils
(‘soviet’!). They did this not out of ideological fanaticism but from
the consideration that the train would need to pick up and distribute
food on the journey. Each carriage needed to ensure it received its
fair share. Thus the practical requirements of subsistence were in
themselves a stimulus to popular participation.

The country’s cultural customs also had their effect. The village
land communes of Russia and Ukraine had traditionally enabled
peasants to speak their mind on questions of local importance. This
practice had been transmitted to those many industrial workers who
hired themselves to factories not as individuals but as members of
work-groups (arteli); and soldiers and sailors operated in small units
under their terms of service. The apparent ‘modernity’ of politics in
1917 had a past which stretched back over centuries.

The various sectional groups became more assertive after perceiv-
ing the cabinet to be tardy in holding elections to a Constituent
Assembly. In theabsenceof anelectedgovernment, itwas everygroup
for itself. Employers regarded ‘wheel-barrowing’ as the beginning of
a Red Terror. They were over-reacting. But there was realism in
their claim that themilitance of theworkers was having a deleterious
impact on the economy. Strikes undoubtedly lowered productivity.
Even more alarming to owners in Petrograd, from May 1917
onwards, were the instances of factory-workshop committees insti-
tuting ‘workers’ control’ over the management of enterprises.26 This
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was direct action; it was no longer merely forceful lobbying: man-
agers were not allowed to do anything that might incur the dis-
approval of their work-force. Such a turnabout had its rural
equivalent. Already in March there were cases of peasants seizing
gentry-owned land in Penza province. Illegal pasturing and timber-
felling also became frequent.27

The middle classes, dismayed by what they saw as the cabinet’s
indulgence of ‘the masses’, contributed to the embitterment of social
relations. They, too, had an abundance of representative bodies.
Themost aggressivewas the Petrograd Society of Factory andWorks
Owners, which had encouraged a series of lock-outs in the capital
in summer 1917.28Norwas the atmosphere lightened by the comment
of the Moscow industrialist P. P. Ryabushinski that only ‘the bony
hand of hunger’ would compel workers to come to their senses.
Even the owners of rural estates were bestirring themselves as their
Union of Landowners campaigned against peasant demands in the
countryside.

Yet not only did few gentry owners live on their estates but also
none of them dared to attempt the sort of open challenge to ‘the
masses’ delivered by the capital’s industrialists. Instead they tried to
recruit the richerpeasants into theUnionofLandowners.29 In reality it
would have made little difference if they had succeeded in expanding
their membership in this fashion. For the influence of any given class
or group depended on its ability to assemble cohesive strength in
numbers in a given locality. Not even the Petrograd industrialists
maintained their solidarity for very long; and this is not to mention
the chaotic rivalries across the country among the industrialists,
financiers and large landowners. Demoralization was setting in by
midsummer. Savings were expatriated to western Europe; the com-
petition for armaments-production contracts slackened; the families
of the rich were sent south by fathers who worried for their safety.

Their concern had been induced by the somersault in social
relations since February 1917, a concern that was also the product
of the collapseof the coercive institutionsof tsarism; for thepersonnel
of the Okhrana and the local police had been arrested or had fled
in fear of vengeance at the hands of those whom they had once
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persecuted. The provincial governors appointed by Nicholas II were
at first replaced by ‘commissars’ appointed by the Provisional
Government. But these commissars, too, were unable to carry out
their job. What usually happened was that locally-formed commit-
tees of public safety persuaded them to stand down in favour of
their recommended candidate.30

The main units of local self-assertion were the villages, the towns
and the provinces of the Empire. But in some places the units were
still larger. This was the case in several non-Russian regions. In
Kiev a Ukrainian Central Rada (or Council) was formed under the
leadership of socialists of various types; and, at the All-Ukrainian
National Congress in April, the Rada was instructed to press for
Ukraine to be accorded broad powers of self-government. The same
idea was pursued by the Finns, whose most influential party, the
social-democrats, called for the Sejm (parliament) to be allowed to
administer Finland. Similar pressure was exerted from Estonia –
which had been combined into a single administrative unit by the
Provisional Government itself – and Latvia. In the Transcaucasus
the Provisional Government established a Special Transcaucasian
Committee; but the Committee operated under constant challenge
from the socialist parties and soviets established by the major local
nationalities: the Georgians, Armenians and Azeris.31

Among these various bodies, from Helsinki in the north to Tbilisi
in the south, there was agreement that their respective national
aspirations should be contained within the boundaries of a vast
multinational state. Autonomy, not secession, was demanded. The
country was no longer officially described as the Russian Empire,
and even many anti-Russian nationalist leaders were reluctant to
demand independence in case this might leave them defenceless
against invasion by the Central Powers.

The peoples in the non-Russian regions were typically motivated
less by national than by social and economic matters.32 The demand
for bread and social welfare was general, and increasingly there was
support for the slogan of peace. Furthermore, peasants were the
huge majority of the population in these regions and nearly all of
them favoured parties which promised to transfer the agricultural
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land into their keeping. Georgians, Estonians and Ukrainians were
united by such aspirations (and, of course, the Russian workers,
peasants and soldiers shared them too). The problem for the Pro-
visional Government was that the Rada, the Sejm and other national
organs of self-government among the non-Russians were beginning
to constitute a tier of unofficial regional opposition to policies
announced in Petrograd.

Thus the centralized administrative structure, shaken in the Febru-
aryRevolution,was already totteringby spring1917.TheProvisional
Government had assumed power promising to restore and enhance
the fortunes of state. Within months it had become evident that the
Romanov dynasty’s collapse would produce yet further disinte-
gration. The times were a-changing, and hopes and fears changed
with them.



.



PART ONE



‘ ‘‘Lenin has died.’’
‘‘England has given official recognition to the USSR.’’
‘‘100,000 workers have joined the Russian Communist Party.’’ ’
Boris Yefimov’s 1924 drawing of a foreign capitalist pondering
the latest news as his delight turns to anger and finally to fear.
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Conflicts and Crises
(1917)

Disputes intensified after the February Revolution about the future
of the old Russian Empire. Hardly any politicians, generals or
businessmen advocated a return of the monarchy; it was widely
taken for granted that the state would become a republic. Yet
the precise constitutional form to be chosen by the republic was
contentious. The Kadets wished to retain a unitary administration
and opposed any subdivision of the empire into a federation of
nationally-based territorial units. Their aim was to rule through the
traditional network of provinces.1 In contrast, the Mensheviks and
Socialist-Revolutionaries wanted to accede to the national aspira-
tions of the non-Russian population. In particular, they intended to
grant regional self-government to Ukraine, which had been merely
a collection of provinces in the tsarist period. When the Kadets
argued that this would ultimately bring about the disintegration of
the state, the Mensheviks and the Socialist-Revolutionaries replied
that it offered the sole way to prevent separatist movements from
breaking up the state.

The Kadets played for time, stipulating that any regional
reorganization would have to await decision by the Constituent
Assembly. But popular opinion was shifting against them on many
other policies. In particular, the liberal ministers were regarded as
having expansionistwar aims even after the resignation ofMilyukov,
the arch-expansionist, from the cabinet.

Yet the Kadets in the Provisional Government, despite being faced
by problems with the non-Russians, felt inhibited about making a
patriotic appeal exclusively to the Russians. Liberal ministers were
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understandably wary lest they might irritate the internationalist
sensibility of the Mensheviks and the Socialist-Revolutionaries. In
any case, Russian nationalism was not very attractive to most Rus-
sians, who could see for themselves that their non-Russian fellow
citizens were as keen as they were to defend the country. There
was a general feeling that ordinary folk of all nationalities were
oppressed by the same material difficulties. Not having been very
nationalisticbefore theGreatWar,Russiansdidnot suddenlybecome
so in 1917. On the whole, they responded most positively to slogans
which had a direct bearing on their everyday lives: workers’
control, land, bread, peace and freedom. And they assumed
that what was good for their locality was good for the entire
society.

Yet although theRussians did not act together as a nation, Russian
workers, peasants and soldiers caused difficulties for the cabinet. It
was in the industrial cities where the soviets, trade unions and
factory-workshopcommitteeswere concentrated; and sinceRussians
constituted a disproportionately large segment of factory workers,
they were to the fore in helping to form these bodies. Furthermore,
such bodies were instruments of political mobilization; they were
also dedicated to the country’s rapid cultural development.2 And
they established their internal hierarchies. In early June, for example,
soviets from all over the country sent representatives to Petrograd
to the First All-Russia Congress of Workers’ and Soldiers’ Deputies.
This Congress elected a Central Executive Committee to co-ordinate
all soviets across the country. A potential alternative framework of
administration was being constructed.

Meanwhile the Provisional Government depended on its marriage
of convenience with socialists. Liberal ministers gritted their teeth
because they recognized that the Mensheviks and Socialist-
Revolutionaries alone could preserve them in power. They had to
hope that eventually theywouldbe in aposition to annul themarriage
and rule without socialist interference. This was always a bit of a
gamble, being based on the premiss that no trouble would arise from
the other large socialist party which was consolidating itself after
the February Revolution: the Bolsheviks. Initially the gamble did
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not seem a very long shot. The Bolsheviks were a minority in the
Petrograd Soviet; there were even those among them who were
willing to contemplate giving conditional support to the Provisional
Government. Perhaps the Bolsheviks, too, could be embraced in the
marital arrangement.

But all this was set to change. On 3 April, Lenin came back to
Russia via Germany in a train put at his disposal by the German
government. He returned to a party divided on strategy, and he
quickly found that there were plenty of Bolsheviks eager to support
a policy of vigorous opposition to the cabinet. The February Revolu-
tion had disappointed all Bolsheviks. Against their expectations, the
monarchy’s overthrow had not been followed by a ‘provisional
revolutionary democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and peas-
antry’; and the Bolsheviks had failed to gain control over the Petro-
grad Soviet.

For someweeks they hadbeen in disarray. Several of their leaders –
includingLevKamenevand Iosif Stalin– favoured someco-operation
with the Mensheviks; but Lenin put a stop to this. When Kamenev
boarded his train on its way to Petrograd, Lenin expostulated: ‘What
have you been writing in Pravda? We’ve seen a few copies and called
you all sorts of names!’3 Despite not having been in Russia for ten
years and having had flimsy contact with fellow Bolsheviks since
1914, he articulated a strategy that successfully expressed the anger
of those who detested the Provisional Government. On 4 April he
presented hisApril Theses to comrades in theTauride Palace. Lenin’s
central thought involved a reconstruction of Bolshevism. He called
upon the party to build up majorities in the soviets and other mass
organizations and then to expedite the transfer of power to them.
Implicitly he was urging the overthrow of the Provisional Govern-
ment and the inception of a socialist order.4

His audience was stunned: no Bolshevik had previously suggested
that the ‘transition to socialism’ might be inaugurated instantly after
the monarchy’s removal. The party’s conventional notion had been
that Russia would still require an epoch of capitalist economic
development. Yet the Bolsheviks had also always stressed that the
bourgeoisie could not be trusted to establish political democracy
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and that a temporary ‘democratic dictatorship’ should be set up by
socialists. Essentially Lenin was now striking out the qualification
that socialist rule should be temporary.5

The ideas of the April Theses were accepted by the Seventh Party
Conference at the end of the month; and his party cut its remaining
links with the Mensheviks. Without Lenin, the crystallization of a
far-left opposition to the Provisional Government would have taken
longer. But while he chopped away at his party’s formal doctrines,
undoubtedly he was working with the grain of its impatience and
militancy. All Bolshevik leaders had always hated Nicholas II and
liberals with equal venom. Few were squeamish about the methods
that might be used to achieve the party’s ends. Dictatorship was
thought desirable, terror unobjectionable. Bolsheviks wanted to
reduce the schedule for the eventual attainment of communism.
Their lives had been dedicated to revolutionary aims. Hardly any
veteran Bolshevik had evaded prison and Siberian exile before 1917;
and, while operating in the clandestine conditions, each had had to
put up with much material distress. Lenin’s return gave them the
leadership they wanted.

Those who disliked his project either joined the Menshevik party
or abandoned political involvement altogether.6 The Bolshevik party
anticipated socialist revolution across Europe as well as in Russia.
The word went forth from Petrograd that when the Bolsheviks
took power, great changes would immediately be set in motion. By
midsummer 1917 they had worked out slogans of broad appeal:
peace; bread; all power to the soviets; workers’ control; land to the
peasants; and national self-determination.

The Bolshevik party adhered to democratic procedures only to
the extent that its underlying political purpose was being served;
and the circumstances after the February Revolution fulfilled this
condition. InMayandJune theBolsheviks increased their representa-
tion at the expense of the Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries
in many factory committees and some soviets. The party is said to
have expanded its membership to 300,000 by the end of the year.
Apparently about three fifths of Bolsheviks were of working-class
background.7 Such was the expansive revolutionary spirit among
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them that the Bolshevik leaders were carried away by it at least
to some extent. And unlike the Mensheviks and Socialist-
Revolutionaries, the Bolsheviks had neither any governmental
responsibility nor many administrative burdens in the soviets. They
had the time to conduct inflammatory propaganda, and they used
it.

Intellectuals of middle-class origins were prominent in the party’s
higher echelons; the return of the émigrés – including Trotski, who
worked alongside the Bolsheviks from summer 1917 after years of
antagonism to Lenin – reinforced the phenomenon. Their skills in
writing articles and proclamations and in keeping records were
essential to party bodies. Yet the fact that practices of electivity and
accountability pervaded the party impeded Bolshevik intellectuals
from doing just as they pleased. At any rate, Bolsheviks were united
by their wish for power and for socialism regardless of class origins.
From Lenin downwards there was a veritable rage to engage in
revolutionary action.8 Lenin revelled in his party’s mood. At the
First All-Russia Congress of Soviets in June 1917, the Menshevik
Irakli Tsereteli commented that no party existed that would wish
to take power alone. Lenin, from the floor, corrected him: ‘There
is!’9

Liberal ministers, however, were almost as worried about the
Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries as about the Bolsheviks.
In late June, when the Provisional Government decided to recognize
the Ukrainian Rada as the organ of regional government in Kiev,
theKadetswalked out of the cabinet.10 This could not have happened
at a worse time. A Russian military offensive had been started on
the Eastern front’s southern sector: Prince Lvov and Alexander
Kerenski, his War Minister, wanted to prove Russia’s continuing
usefulness to her Allies and to gain support at home by means of
military success. But German reinforcements were rushed to the
Austro-Hungarian lines and Russian forces had to retreat deep into
Ukraine. And in those very same days the Bolsheviks were making
mischief in Petrograd. They had tried to hold their own separate
demonstration against the cabinet earlier in June – and only a
last-minute intervention by the First All-Russia Congress of Soviets
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stopped them. The inhabitants of Petrograd were gripped by the
uncertainty of the situation.

The Bolshevik Central Committee drew encouragement from the
crisis, and planned to hold yet another armed demonstration in the
capital on 3 July. Evidently if things went his way, Lenin might opt
to turn the crisis into anopportunity to seize power.11TheProvisional
Governmentquickly issuedabanningorder.Unnervedby thisdisplay
of political will, the Bolshevik Central Committee urged the
assembled workers and troops, who had sailors from the Kronstadt
naval garrison among them, to disperse. By then Lenin had absented
himself from the scene, and was spending his time at a dacha
at Neivola in the Finnish countryside. But the crowd wanted its
demonstration. The sailors from the Kronstadt naval garrison were
prominent among the more unruly elements, but local workers and
soldiers were also determined to march through the central streets
of Petrograd. The Provisional Government ordered reliable troops
to break up the demonstration by firing on it. Dozens of people were
killed.

Ministers held the Bolshevik Central Committee responsible for
the clashes even though it had refrained from participating in the
demonstration. Ministry of Internal Affairs officials claimed that
the Bolsheviks had received money from the German government.
Lenin and Zinoviev managed to flee into hiding in Finland, but
Trotski, Kamenev and Alexandra Kollontai were caught and
imprisoned. In Petrograd, if not in most other cities, the Bolshevik
party reverted to being a clandestine party.

These complicationswere toomuch for Prince Lvov,who resigned
in favour of his War Minister, Kerenski. Russia’s ruin was ineluc-
table, according to Lvov, unless her socialists agreed to take prime
responsibility for the affairs of state. Certainly Kerenski was already
a master of the arts of twentieth-century political communication.
He wore his patriotism on his sleeve. He was a brilliant orator,
receiving standing ovations from his audiences and especially from
womenwhowere enrapturedbyhis charm.Hehadapicture designed
of himself and printed on tens of thousands of postcards; he had
newsreels made of his major public appearances. Kerenski was
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temperamental, but he was also energetic and tenacious. He had
carefully kept contact with all the parties willing to lend support to
the Provisional Government, and had avoided favouritism towards
his own Party of Socialist-Revolutionaries. Kerenski believed he had
positioned himself so as to be able to save Russia from political
disintegration and military defeat.

His elevation had been meteoric since the February Revolution.
Born in 1881 in Simbirsk, he was just thirty-six years old when he
succeeded Prince Lvov. By training he was a lawyer and had
specialized in the defence of arrested revolutionaries. He also was
acquainted with many leading figures in Russian public life through
membership of the main Freemasons’ lodge in Petrograd; but he had
no experience in administration. And he was thrust into power at a
time of the greatest crisis for the country since the Napoleonic
invasion of 1812.

His delight at being invited to replace Prince Lvov was followed
byweeksofdifficulty even inputtinga cabinet together.The rationale
of his assumption of power was that socialists ought to take amajor-
ity of ministerial portfolios; but Tsereteli, the leading Menshevik
minister under Lvov, stood down in order to devote his attention
to the business of the soviets. Most Kadets, too, rejected Kerenski’s
overtures to join him. Not until 25 July could he announce the
establishment of a Second Coalition. It is true that he had managed
to ensure that ten out of the seventeen ministers, including himself,
were socialists. Even the Socialist-Revolutionary leader Chernov
agreed to stay on asMinister of Agriculture. Moreover, three Kadets
were persuaded to ignore their party’s official policy and join the
cabinet. Nevertheless Kerenski was exhausted even before his
premiershipbegan, andalreadyhewas sustaininghimself by recourse
to morphine and cocaine.

He focused his cabinet’s attention on the political and economic
emergencies in Russia. Diplomatic discussions with the Allies were
not abandoned, but there was no serious planning of further offen-
sives on the Eastern front. Nor did Kerenski place obstacles in the
way of Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries who sought to
bring thewar to an end by convoking a conference of socialist parties
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from all combatant countries in Stockholm.12 In fact the conference
was prevented from taking place by the intransigence of the Allied
governments, which stopped British and French delegates from
attending. It had been a doomed effort from the start, as Lenin was
pleased to note.

The Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries retorted that there
was no greater plausibility in Lenin’s plan to bring the military
struggle to a halt by means of a ‘European socialist revolution’; they
contended that the Bolsheviks overlooked the will and the capacity
of both the Allies and the Central Powers to fight it out to the war’s
bitter end. In the interimKerenski had twopriorities. First, hewanted
to reimpose the government’s authority in the towns and at the
front; second, he aimed to secure a more regular supply of food
fromthecountryside.HesignalledhisfirmnessbyappointingGeneral
Lavr Kornilov, an advocate of stern measures against unruly soviets,
as Supreme Commander of Russian armed forces. He also refused
– at least initially – to accede to the peasants’ demands for increased
prices for their products. A complete state monopoly on the grain
trade had been announced inMarch and comprehensive food ration-
ing in April. Kerenski gave an assurance that his cabinet would bring
a new efficiency to the task of guaranteeing the availability of bread
for urban consumption.

But he could not keep his promises. Foreign financial support
became harder to obtain; and although a ‘Liberty Loan’ was raised
at home, this still had to be supplemented by an accelerated emission
of banknotes by the Ministry of Finances.13 An accelerated rate of
inflationwas the inevitable result. It was of little comfort to Kerenski
that the harvest of 1917 was only three per cent lower than the total
for 1916.14 Peasants continued to refuse to release their stocks until
there was a stable currency and an abundance of industrial products.
On 27 August the cabinet reluctantly licensed a doubling of prices
offered for wheat. But little improvement in food supplies followed.
In October, the state was obtaining only fifty-six per cent of the
grain procured in the samemonth in the previous year, and Petrograd
held stocks sufficient only to sustain three days of rations.15

The military situation was equally discouraging. After repelling
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the Russian offensive in June, the German commanders drew up
plans for an offensive of their own on the northern sector of the
Eastern front.Russia’s prospectswere grim.Her soldiers had become
ill-disciplined and had begun to ask whether the war was worth
fighting, especially when they suspected that the Provisional Govern-
ment might still be pursuing expansionist aims. They were agitated,
too,by talk that a comprehensive expropriationof the landedgentry’s
estates was imminent. Desertions occurred on a massive scale. The
German advance met with the weakest resistance since the start of
the war. Riga was lost by the Russians on 22 August. No natural
obstacle lay in the five hundred kilometres separating the German
army and the Russian capital. The Provisional Government could
no longer be confident of avoiding military defeat and territorial
dismemberment.

The fortunes of war and revolution were tightly interwoven;
Kerenski’s chances of surviving as Minister-Chairman depended in
practice upon the performance of Allied armies on theWestern front.
Were the British and French to lose the battles of the summer, the
Germans would immediately overrun Russia. The obverse side of
this was the possibility that if the Allies were quickly to defeat
Germany, they would relieve the Provisional Government’s position
because Russia would gain prestige and security as a victor power.
Unfortunately for the Provisional Government, the Central Powers
were nowhere near tomilitary collapse in summer and autumn 1917.

Trepidation about the situation led to a rightward shift in opinion
among the middle and upper social classes. Their leading figures
were annoyed byKerenski’s manoeuvres tomaintain support among
the Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries; they had come to
regard even theKadets as hopelesslyweakand inept.Theproblem for
middle-class opinion was that the other anti-socialist organizations
were weaker still. The Union of the Russian People had virtually
ceased activity and its leaders had gone into hiding. Their close
association with the monarchy before the February Revolution left
them discredited. While most citizens endorsed political freedom
and national tolerance there was no chance that the traditional
political right would make a comeback – and citizen Nikolai
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Romanov said nothing that might encourage monarchists: he and
his family lived as unobtrusively as they could in sleepy Tobolsk in
western Siberia from July 1917.16

Even the Russian Orthodox Church, freed at last from the con-
straints of tsarism, resisted the temptation to play the nationalist
card. Bishops and priests dedicated their energies to internal debates
on spirituality and organization. When an Assembly (Sobor) was
held in August, politics were largely avoided. Months of discussions
followed. Only in November did the Assembly feel ready to elect a
Patriarch for thefirst time since1700.The choice fell uponMetropoli-
tan Tikhon, who had lived abroad for much of his life and was
untainted by association with tsarism.17

And so it fell to elements in the army to take up the cause of the
political right. Most Russian military commanders were steadily
losing any respect they had for Kerenski. Initially Kornilov and
Kerenski had got on well together, and had agreed on the need for
greater governmental control over the soviets and for the reintroduc-
tion of capital punishment for military desertion. Both called for the
restoration of ‘order’. But Kerenski was soon irked by Kornilov,
who allowed himself to be greeted ecstatically by right-wing political
sympathizers on his visits from the Eastern front. Kerenski, having
summoned Kornilov to Petrograd to stiffen the Provisional Govern-
ment’s authority, changed his mind and countermanded the transfer
of any troops. On 27 August, Kornilov decided that this was a sign
of thecabinet’sultimateabandonmentof theprogrammeofnecessary
action already agreed with him. He pressed onwards to Petrograd
in open mutiny.18

Kerenski stood down the Second Coalition and governed through
a small inner group of trusted ministers. The emergency was made
even more acute by the bad news from the Eastern front, where Riga
had fallen to the Germans only five days before. Kerenski had no
choice but to turn for assistance to the very Petrograd Soviet which
hehad latelybeen trying tobring toheel.The responsewas immediate
and positive. Bolsheviks as well as Mensheviks and Socialist-
Revolutionarieswent out to confrontKornilov’s troops andpersuade
them to abandon their mission to Petrograd. The efforts of this
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united front of socialist activists were crowned with success. The
troops halted their own trains from moving further towards Petro-
grad and General Kornilov was put under arrest. His mutiny had
ended in fiasco.

Meanwhile popular discontent increased as conditions in the
country worsened. Soldiers wanted peace, peasants wanted land,
workers wanted job security and higher real wages. Not only the
working class but also the large number of ‘middling’ people faced
a winter of hunger. Shopkeepers, carriage-drivers and providers of
various other services shared the fear that bread and potatoes might
soonbecomeunobtainable; and their small businesseswere disrupted
by the general economic chaos.19 Moreover, the urban cost of living
rose sharply: the price index more than doubled betweenMarch and
October.20 The wage-rises negotiated after Nicholas II’s abdication
did not keep pace with inflation. Unemployment, too,was becoming
widespread; and there was no state welfare for those thrown out of
work. All workers in factories, mines and other enterprises felt the
adverse effects of a collapsing economy. They formed a united front
against their employers.

Kerenski could not begin to satisfy these desires except if he
withdrew from the war. And yet if he were indeed to withdraw from
the war, he would be castigated by all parties – including the
Bolsheviks – for betraying Russia’s vital interests. As it was, he was
being subjected to Lenin’s wholly unfair accusation of plotting to
hand over Petrograd to the Germans.21 Nor did Kerenski standmuch
chance of surviving in power once the elections to the Constituent
Assembly were held. Again Lenin made charges of malpractice.
Kerenski, he claimed, was deliberately delaying the elections. In fact
a huge administrative task, especially in wartime, was entailed in
the accurate compilation of voters’ rolls. Nevertheless Kerenski’s
prospects were far from good once the process had been completed.

Already the Provisional Government was confronted by direct
social disruption. Peasants in each village put aside their mutual
rivalries. The wealthier among them joined with the poor against
the gentry landlords. Their activity took the form of illegally using
arable land, grabbing crops and equipment, cutting timber and
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grazing livestock. But already in March there were three cases of
outright seizure of land owned by gentry. In July, 237 such cases
were reported. Admittedly there were only 116 cases in October;22

but this was not a sign that the peasants were calming down. A
truer index of their mood was their increasing willingness to attack
landowners and burn their houses and farming property. Whereas
there had been only five destructive raids of this sort in July, there
were 144 in October.23 After the harvest had been taken in, the
peasantry was delivering a final warning to both the government
and the landed gentry that obstruction of peasant aspirations would
no longer be tolerated.

Simultaneously the slogan of ‘workers’ control’ gained in appeal
to theworkingclass. Inmost cases thismeant that elective committees
of workers claimed the right to monitor and regulate managerial
decisions on finance, production and employment. In a few cases
the committees completely removed their managers and foremen
and took over the enterprises. Such a step was taken most often in
Ukraine and the Urals, where owners had always been uncompro-
mising towards the labour movement. Miners in the Don Basin, for
example, went as far as taking their managers captive, releasing
themonly after Kerenski sent in army units. But even the less extreme
versions of ‘workers’ control’ involved a massive interference with
capitalist practices. In July it was in force in 378 enterprises. By
October it had been spread to 573 and involved two fifths of the
industrial working class.24

The sailors and soldiers, too, were self-assertive. First they elected
their committees in the garrisons, but quickly after the February
Revolution committees were also set up by troops at the front.
Commands by officers were subject to scrutiny and challenge with
increasing intensity. The hierarchy of military command was no
longer fully functional, especially after the Kornilov mutiny in
August. Furthermore, troops caused a problem not only collectively
but also as individuals. The combined effect of the unpopularity of
the June offensive and the news that land was being seized in the
villages induced tensof thousandsof conscripts todesert. Peasants-in-
uniform wanted their share of the redistributed property of the
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gentry. Leaping into railway carriages with their rifles over their
shoulders, they added to the disorder of transport and public
governance.25

In trying to deal with such a crisis, the Provisional Government
lacked the aura of legitimacy that a popular election might have
conferred upon it. Ministers since February 1917 had perforce relied
upon persuasion to control the populace. For the disbanding of the
tsarist police limited Kerenski’s scope for repression. So, too, did
the unwillingness of the army garrisons to give unstinted obedience
to the Provisional Government’s orders.

Kerenski for someweeks after theKornilovmutiny ruled bymeans
of a temporary five-man Directory consisting of himself, the two
armed service chiefs, the obscure Menshevik A. M. Nikitin and the
recent Minister for Foreign Affairs M. I. Tereshchenko. But this was
an embarrassing mode of rule for a government claiming to be
democratic and Kerenski badly needed to widen the political base
of the government. On 14 September he therefore agreed to the
convocationofa ‘DemocraticConference’ of all parties andorganiza-
tions to the left of the Kadets; andKerenski himself agreed to address
the opening session. But the Conference turned into a shambles. The
Bolsheviks attended only in order to declare their disgust with
Kerenski. Quite apart from their opposition, the Conference
remained too divided to be able to supply a consensus of support
for Kerenski.26

Kerenski put on a show of his old confidence; he resolved to
reassert governmental authority and started to send troops to acquire
food supplies from the countryside by force. This stiffening of
measures enabled him to persuade six Kadets into a Third Coalition
on 27 September. Only seven out of the seventeen ministers were
socialists, and anyway these socialists had policies hardly different
from those of the liberals. The Provisional Government in its latest
manifestation would neither offer radical social and economic
reforms nor concentrate its diplomacy in quest of a peaceful end to
the Great War.

The Democratic Conference proposed to lend a representative,
consultative semblance to the Third Coalition by selecting a
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Provisional Council of the Russian Republic. This Council would
include not only socialists but also liberals and would function as a
quasi-parliamentary assembly until such time as the Constituent
Assembly met. Formed on 14 October, it became known as the
Pre-Parliament. To the Pre-Parliament’s frustration, however, Ker-
enski refused to limit his freedom of decision by making himself
accountable to it. And the Pre-Parliament could not steel itself to
stand up to him.27 Kerenski could and did ignore it whenever he
liked.The long-winded debates in the Pre-Parliament simply brought
its main participating parties – Kadets, Mensheviks and Socialist-
Revolutionaries – into deeper disrepute. Neither Kerenski nor the
Pre-Parliament possessed the slightest popular respect.

Lenin, from his place of hiding in Helsinki, saw this disarray as
a splendid opportunity for the Bolsheviks. Less words, more action!
For Bolsheviks, the course of Russian politics since the February
Revolution vindicated the party’s argument that two lines of develop-
ment alonewere possible: ‘bourgeois’ or ‘proletarian’. They declared
that the Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries had become
agents of the bourgeoisie by dint of collaborating with liberal minis-
ters and the magnates of capitalism.

By September Lenin was urging his party to seize power immedi-
ately (and he busily composed a treatise onThe State andRevolution
to justify his strategy). The Central Committee, convening in his
absence, rejected his advice. Its members saw more clearly than
their impatient leader that popular support even in Petrograd was
insufficient for an uprising.28 But the revulsion of society against the
Provisional Government was growing sharply. First the factory-
workshop committees and the trade unions and then, increasingly,
the city soviets began to acquire Bolshevik-led leaderships. In
Kronstadt the soviet was the local government in all but name, and
the Volga city of Tsaritsyn declared its independence from the rest
of Russia in midsummer. By 31 August the Petrograd Soviet was
voting for the Bolshevik party’s resolutions. The Moscow Soviet
followed suit a few days later. Through September and October the
urban soviets of northern, central and south-eastern Russia went
over to the Bolsheviks.
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Disguised as a Lutheran Pastor, Lenin hastened back to Petrograd.
On 10 October 1917 he cajoled his Central Committee colleagues
into ratifying the policy of a rapid seizure of power. The Central
Committee met again on 16 October with representatives of other
major Bolshevik bodies in attendance.29 Lenin again got his way
strategically. In the ensuing days Trotski and other colleagues
amended his wishes on schedule, insisting that the projected uprising
in Petrograd should be timed to coincide with the opening of the
Second All-Russia Congress of Soviets of Workers’ and Soldiers’
Deputies. Thus the uprising would appear not as a coup d’état by a
single party but as a transfer of ‘all power to the soviets’.

Lenin was infuriated by the re-scheduling: he saw no need for the
slightest delay. From his hiding-place in the capital’s outskirts, he
bombarded his colleagues with arguments that unless a workers’
insurrection took place immediately, a right-wing military dictator-
ship would be installed. It is doubtful that he believed his own
rhetoric; for no army general was as yet in any position to try to
overthrow Kerenski and tame the soviets. Almost certainly Lenin
guessed that the Kerenski cabinet was on the brink of collapse and
that a broad socialist coalition would soon be formed. Such an
outcome would not meet Lenin’s approval. Even if he were to
be invited to join such an administration, his participation would
unavoidably involve him in compromises on basic issues. Lenin did
not fancy sharing power with Mensheviks and Socialist-
Revolutionaries whom he accused of betraying the revolution.30

Since July, YuliMartov and the left-wing faction of theMenshevik
party had been calling for the Kerenski cabinet to be replaced with
an all-socialist coalition committed to radical social reform;31 and
the left-wingers among the Socialist-Revolutionaries broke entirely
with their party and formed a separate Party of Left Socialist-
Revolutionaries in October. With these groups Lenin was willing to
deal. But not with the rump of the Menshevik and Socialist-
Revolutionary Parties: they had supped with the capitalist Devil and
deserved to be thrust into outer darkness.

The situation favoured Lenin, and he knew it. For just a few
months the workers and soldiers and peasants held Russia’s fate in
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their hands. The Imperial family was under house arrest. Courtiers,
bishops and aristocrats were staying out of the public eye. The
generals were still too shocked by the Kornilov fiasco to know what
to do. The middle classes were sunk in despair. The shopkeepers
and other elements in the urban lower middle class had a thorough
dislike for the ProvisionalGovernment. Thus themain danger for the
Bolshevikswas not ‘bourgeois counter-revolution’ butworking-class
apathy. Even Lenin’s supporters in the Bolshevik central leadership
warned him that the Petrograd workers were far from likely to turn
out to participate in an insurrection – and perhaps this was yet
another reason for Lenin’s impatience. If not now, when?

Yet it was also a crucial advantage for Lenin that the political
and administrative system was in an advanced condition of disinteg-
ration. Peasants in most villages across the former Russian Empire
governed themselves. The military conscripts intimidated their
officers. The workers, even if they were loath to take to the streets,
wished to impose their control over the factories andmines. Kerenski
had lost authority over all these great social groups.

While central power was breaking down in Petrograd, moreover,
it had virtually collapsed in the rest ofRussia.And in the non-Russian
regions, local self-government was already a reality. The Finnish
Sejm and the Ukrainian Rada disdained to obey the Provisional
Government. In the Transcaucasus, Georgians and Armenians and
Azeris created bodies to challenge the Special Transcaucasian Com-
mittee appointedby the cabinet inPetrograd.32Analternative govern-
ment existed in the soviets in practically every region, province, city
and town of Russia. Soviets were not omnipotent organizations. But
they were stronger than any of their institutional rivals. They had
formal hierarchies stretching from Petrograd to the localities; they
had personnel who wanted a clean break with the old regime of
Nicholas II and the new regime of Lvov and Kerenski. They could
also see no prospect of improvement in political, social and economic
conditions until the Provisional Government was removed.

Kamenev and Zinoviev had been so appalled by Lenin’s démarche
that they informed the press of his plan for a seizure of power; they
contended that the sole possible result would be a civil war that
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would damage the interests of the working class. But Trotski,
Sverdlov, Stalin and Dzierz.yński – in Lenin’s continued absence –
steadied the nerve of the Bolshevik central leadership as plans were
laid for armed action. Trotski came into his ownwhen co-ordinating
theMilitary-Revolutionary Committee of the Petrograd Soviet. This
body’s influence over the capital’s garrison soldiers made it a perfect
instrument to organize the armed measures for Kerenski’s removal.
Garrison troops, Red Guards and Bolshevik party activists were
being readied for revolution in Russia, Europe and the world.
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The October Revolution
(1917–1918)

TheProvisionalGovernment ofAlexanderKerenskiwas overthrown
in Petrograd on 25 October 1917. The Bolsheviks, operating through
the Military-Revolutionary Committee of the City Soviet, seized
power in a series of decisive actions. The post and telegraph offices
and the railway stations were taken and the army garrisons were
put under rebel control. By the end of the day the Winter Palace had
fallen to the insurgents. On Lenin’s proposal, the Second Congress
of Soviets of Workers’ and Soldiers’ Deputies ratified the transfer of
authority to the soviets. A government led by him was quickly
formed. He called for an immediate end to the Great War and
for working people across Europe to establish their own socialist
administrations. Fundamental reforms were promulgated in Russia.
Land was to be transferred to the peasants; workers’ control was to
be imposed in the factories; the right of national self-determination,
including secession, was to be accorded to the non-Russian peoples.
Opponents of the seizure of power were threatened with ruthless
retaliation.

Bolsheviks pinpointed capitalism as the cause of the Great War
and predicted further global struggles until such time as the capitalist
order was brought to an end. According to this prognosis, capitalism
predestined workers in general to political and economic misery also
in peacetime.

Such thoughts did not originate with Bolshevism; on the contrary,
they had been shared by fellow socialist parties in the Russian
Empire, including the Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries,
and in the rest of Europe. The Socialist International had repeatedly
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expressed this consensus at its Congresses before 1914. Each of its
parties thought it was time for the old world to be swept away and
for socialism to be inaugurated. The awesome consequences of the
Great War confirmed them in their belief. Other ideas, too, were
held byBolshevikswhichwere socialist commonplaces. For example,
most of the world’s socialists subscribed strongly to the notion that
central economic planning was crucial to the creation of a fairer
society. They contended that social utility rather than private profit
ought to guide decisions in public affairs. Not only far-left socialists
but also the German Social-Democratic Party and the British Labour
Party took such a standpoint.

It was the specific proposals of the Bolshevik party for the new
world order that caused revulsion among fellow socialists. Lenin
advocated dictatorship, class-based discrimination and ideological
imposition. The definition of socialism had always been disputed
among socialists, but nearly all of them took it as axiomatic that
socialismwould involve universal-suffrage democracy. Lenin’s ideas
were therefore at variancewith basic aspects of conventional socialist
thought.

The Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries drew attention to
this, but their words were not always understood by socialists in
the rest of Europe who did not yet have much information about
Bolshevik attitudes. There persisted a hope in Western socialist
parties that the divisions between theMensheviks and the Bolsheviks
might yet be overcome and that they might reunite to form a single
party again. And so the mixture of contrast and similarity between
Bolshevism and other variants of socialist thought baffled a large
number of contemporary observers, and the confusion was made
worse by the terminology. The Bolsheviks said they wanted to
introduce socialism to Russia and to assist in the making of a
‘European socialist revolution’; but they also wanted to create some-
thing called communism. Did this mean that socialism and commun-
ism were one and the same thing?

Lenin had given a lengthy answer to the question in The State
andRevolution, which hewrote in summer 1917 andwhich appeared
in 1918. His contention was that the passage from capitalism to
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communism required an intermediate stage called the ‘dictatorship
of the proletariat’. This dictatorship would inaugurate the construc-
tion of socialism. Mass political participation would be facilitated
and an unprecedentedly high level of social and material welfare
would be provided. Once the resistance of the former ruling classes
hadbeenbroken, furthermore, theneed for repressive agencieswould
disappear. Dictatorship would steadily become obsolete and the
statewould start towither away. Then a further phase – communism
– would begin. Society would be run according to the principle:
from each according to his ability, to each according to his need.
Under communism there would be no political or national oppres-
sion, no economic exploitation. Humanity would have reached its
ultimate stage of development.1

Most other socialists in Russia and elsewhere, includingMarxists,
forecast that Lenin’s ideas would lead not to a self-terminating
dictatorship but to an extremely oppressive, perpetual dictatorship.2

They were furious with Lenin not only out of horror at his ideas
but also because he brought them too into disrepute in their own
countries. Liberals, conservatives and the far right had no interest
in thenicetiesof thepolemicsbetweenBolsheviksandother socialists.
For them, Bolshevik policies were simply proof of the inherently
oppressive orientation of socialism in general. ‘Bolshevism’ was a
useful stickofpropagandawithwhich tobeat the socialistmovements
in their own countries.

In 1917, however, such discussions seemed very abstract; for few
of Lenin’s critics gave him any chance of staying in power. Lenin
himself could hardly believe his good fortune. Whenever things
looked bleak, he convinced himself that his regime – like the Paris
Commune of 1871 – would offer a paradigm for later generations
of socialists to emulate. The Bolsheviks might be tossed out of power
at any time.While governing the country, they ‘sat on their suitcases’
lest they suddenly had to flee into hiding. Surely the luck of the
Bolsheviks would soon run out? The governments, diplomats and
journalists of western and central Europe were less interested in
events in Petrograd than in the shifting fortunes of their own respec-
tive armies. Information about the Bolsheviks was scanty, and it
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took months for Lenin to become a personage whose policies were
known in any detail outside Russia.

For the events of 25 October had taken most people by surprise
even in Petrograd. Most workers, shop-owners and civil servants
went about their customary business. The trams ran; the streets were
clear of trouble and there were no demonstrations. Shops had their
usual customers. Newspapers appeared normally. It had been a quiet
autumnal day and the weather was mild.

Only in the central districts had anything unusual been happening.
The Military-Revolutionary Committee of the Petrograd Soviet as
well as the Red Guards, under Trotski’s guidance, were hard at
work organizing the siege of the Winter Palace, where Kerenski and
several of his ministers were trapped, and in securing the occupation
of other key strategic points: the post and telegraph offices, the
railway stations, and the garrisons. The battleship Aurora from the
Baltic Sea fleet was brought up the river Neva to turn its guns
towards the Winter Palace. Kerenski could see that he lacked the
forces to save the Provisional Government. Exploiting the chaos, he
got into an official limousine which was allowed through the ranks
of the besiegers. Lenin had meanwhile come out of hiding. Taking
a tram from the city’s outskirts, he arrived at Bolshevik headquarters
at the Smolny Institute, where he harassed his party colleagues into
intensifying efforts to take power before the Second Congress of
Soviets opened later in the day

The reason for Lenin’s continuing impatience must surely have
stemmed from his anticipation that the Bolsheviks would not have
a clear majority at the Congress of Soviets – and indeed they gained
only 300 out of 670 elected delegates.3 He could not drive his policies
through the Congress without some compromise with other parties.
It is true that many Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries had
lately accepted that an exclusively socialist coalition, including the
Bolsheviks, should be formed. But Lenin could think of nothing
worse than the sharing of power with the Mensheviks and Socialist
Revolutionaries.TheCongress of Sovietsmight foist a coalitionupon
him. His counter-measure was to get the Military-Revolutionary
Committee to grab power hours in advance of the Congress on the
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assumption that this would probably annoy the Mensheviks and
Socialist-Revolutionaries enough to dissuade them from joining a
coalition with the Bolsheviks.

The ploy worked. As the Congress assembled in the Smolny
Institute, the fug of cigarette smoke grew denser. Workers and
soldiers sympathetic to the Bolsheviks filled the main hall. The
appearance of Trotski and Lenin was greeted with a cheering roar.
The Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries were disgusted, and
denounced what they described as a Bolshevik party coup d’état.
The Menshevik Yuli Martov declared that most of the Bolshevik
delegates to the Congress had been elected on the understanding
that a general socialist coalition would come to power, and his
words were given a respectful hearing. Yet tempers ran high among
other Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries present. In an act
of stupendous folly, they stormed out of the hall.4

Their exodus meant that the Bolsheviks, who had the largest
delegation, became the party with a clear-cut majority. Lenin and
Trotski proceeded to form their own government. Trotski suggested
that it should be called the Council of People’s Commissars (or, as
it was in its Russian acronym, Sovnarkom). Thus he contrived to
avoid the bourgeois connotations of words such as ‘ministers’ and
‘cabinets’. Leninwould not be PrimeMinister or Premier, butmerely
Chairman, and Trotski would serve as People’s Commissar for
Foreign Affairs. The Second Congress of Soviets had not been
abandoned by all the foes of the Bolsheviks: the Left Socialist-
Revolutionaries had remained inside the Institute. Lenin and Trotski
invited them to join Sovnarkom, but were turned down. The Left
Socialist-Revolutionaries were waiting to see whether the Bolshevik-
led administration would survive; and they, too, aspired to the
establishment of a general socialist coalition.

Lenin and Trotski set their faces against such a coalition; but they
were opposed by colleagues in the Bolshevik Central Committee
who also wanted to negotiate with the Mensheviks and Socialist-
Revolutionaries to this end. Furthermore, the central executive body
of theRailwaymen’sUnion threatened to goon strikeuntil a coalition
of all socialist parties had been set up, and the political position of
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Lenin and Trotski was weakened further when news arrived that a
Cossack contingent loyal to Kerenski was moving on Petrograd.

But things then swung back in favour of Lenin and Trotski. The
Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries no more wished to sit in
a government including Lenin and Trotski than Lenin and Trotski
wanted them as colleagues. The negotiations broke down, and
Lenin unperturbedlymaintained an all-Bolshevik Sovnarkom. Three
Bolsheviks resigned from Sovnarkom, thinking this would compel
Lenin to back down.5 But to no avail. The rail strike petered out,
and the Cossacks of General Krasnov were defeated by Sovnarkom’s
soldiers on the Pulkovo Heights outside the capital. The Bolshevik
leaders who had stood by Lenin were delighted. Victory, both
military and political, was anticipated by Lenin and Trotski not only
in Russia but also across Europe. Trotski as People’s Commissar
for Foreign Affairs expected simply to publish the secret wartime
treaties of the Allies and then to ‘shut up shop’.6 For he thought that
the Red revolutions abroad would end the need for international
diplomacy altogether.

Trotski met the Allied diplomats, mainly with the intention of
keeping the regime’s future options open. The burden of energy,
however, fell elsewhere. Sovnarkom was the government of a state
which was still coming into being. Its coercive powers were patchy
in Petrograd, non-existent in the provinces. The Red Guards were
ill-trained and not too well disciplined. The garrisons were as reluct-
ant to fight other Russians as they had been to take on the Germans.
Public announcements were the most effective weapons in Sovnar-
kom’s arsenal.On 25October, Leninwrote a proclamation justifying
the ‘victorious uprising’ by reference to ‘the will of the hugemajority
of workers, soldiers and peasants’. His sketch of future measures
included the bringing of ‘an immediate democratic peace to all the
peoples’. In Russia the Constituent Assembly would be convoked.
Food supplies would be secured for the towns and workers’ control
over industrial establishments instituted. ‘Democratization of the
army’ would be achieved. The lands of gentry, crown and church
would be transferred ‘to the disposal of the peasant committees’.7

Twomomentous documents were signed by Lenin on 26 October.
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The Decree on Peace made a plea to governments and to ‘all the
warring peoples’ to bring about a ‘just, democratic peace’. There
should be no annexations, no indemnities, no enclosure of small
nationalities in larger states against theirwill. Leninusually eschewed
what he considered as moralistic language, but he now described
the Great War as ‘the greatest crime against humanity’:8 probably
he was trying to use terminology congruent with the terminology of
President Woodrow Wilson. But above all he wanted to rally the
hundreds of millions of Europe’s workers and soldiers to the banner
of socialist revolution; he never doubted that, without revolutions,
no worthwhile peace could be achieved.

The Decree on Land, edited and signed by him on the same
day, summoned the peasants to undertake radical agrarian reform.
Expropriation of estates was to take place without compensation of
their owners. The land and equipment seized from gentry, crown
and church was to ‘belong to the entire people’. Lenin stressed that
‘rank-and-file’ peasants should be allowed to keep their property
intact. The appeal was therefore directed at the poor and the less-
than-rich. This brief preamble was followed by clauses which had
not been written by him but purloined from the Party of Socialist-
Revolutionaries, which had collated 242 ‘instructions’ set out
by peasant committees themselves in summer 1917. Lenin’s
decree repeated them verbatim. Land was to become an ‘all-people’s
legacy’; it could no longer be bought, sold, rented or mortgaged.
Sovnarkom’s main stipulation was that the large estates should not
be broken up but handed over to the state. Yet peasants were to
decide most practicalities for themselves as the land passed into their
hands.9

Other decrees briskly followed. The eight-hour day, which had
been introduced under the Provisional Government, was confirmed
on 29 October, and a code on workers’ control in factories and
mineswas issued on 14November. Thiswas not yet a comprehensive
design for the transformation of the economy’s urban sector; and,
while industry was at least mentioned in those early weeks of power,
Lenin was slow to announce measures on commerce, finance and
taxation.Hismain advice to the party’s supporters outside Petrograd
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was to ‘introduce the strictest control over production and account-
keeping’ and to arrest those who attempted sabotage.10

Frequently Sovnarkom and the Bolshevik Central Committee
declared that the new administration intended to facilitate mass
political participation. A revolution for and by the people was
anticipated. Workers, peasants, soldiers and sailors were to take
direct action. ‘Soviet power’ was to be established on their own
initiative. But Lenin’s will to summon the people to liberate them-
selves was accompanied by a determination to impose central state
authority. On 26 October he had issued a Decree on the Press, which
enabled him to close down any newspapers publishing materials
inimical to the decisions of the Second Congress of Soviets of
Workers’ and Soldiers’ Deputies.11 Repressive measures were given
emphasis. Lenin pointed out that the authorities lacked a special
agency to deal with sabotage and counter-revolutionary activity; and
on 7 December, Sovnarkom at his instigation formed the so-called
Extraordinary Commission (or Cheka). Its task of eliminating
opposition to the October Revolution was kept vague and extensive:
no inhibition was to deter this forerunner of the dreaded NKVD
and KGB.12

Nor did Lenin forget that the tsars had ruled not a nation-state
but an empire. Following up his early announcement on national
self-determination, he offered complete independence to Finland
and confirmed the Provisional Government’s similar proposal for
German-occupied Poland. This was done in the hope that Soviet
revolutionary republics would quickly be established by the Finns
and the Poles, leading to their voluntary reabsorption in the same
multinational state as Russia. Lenin believed that eventually this
state would cover the continent.13 His objective was the construction
of a pan-European socialist state.Meanwhile Lenin and his colleague
Iosif Stalin, People’s Commissar for Nationalities, aimed to retain
the remainder of the former empire intact; and on 3 November they
jointly published aDeclaration of theRights of the Peoples of Russia,
confirming the abolition of all national and ethnic privileges and
calling for the formation of a ‘voluntary and honourable union’. The
right of secession was confirmed for the various nations involved.14
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The Allied ambassadors in Petrograd did not know whether to
laugh or cry. How could such upstarts pretend to a role in global
politics? Was it not true that Lenin had spent more time in Swiss
libraries than Russian factories? Was he not an impractical intellec-
tual who would drown in a pool of practical difficulties once he
actually wielded power? And were not his colleagues just as
ineffectual?

It was true that not only the party’s central figures but also its
provincial leaderswere entirely inexperienced ingovernment.Marx’s
Das Kapital was their primer, which was studied by several of them
in the prison cells of Nicholas II. Few of them had professional
employment in private or governmental bodies before 1917. An
oddity was Lev Krasin, a veteran Bolshevik still working for the
Siemens Company at the time of the October Revolution. He was
later to be appointed People’s Commissar for Foreign Trade. The
rest of them were different. Most leading members of the party had
spent their adult life on the run from the Okhrana. They had
organized small revolutionary groups, issued proclamations and
joined in strikes and demonstrations. They had studied and written
socialist theory. Public life, out in the gaze of society, was a new
experience for themas their days of political obscurity and untestable
theorizing came to an end.

Lenin was the fastest at adjusting to the change. Until 1917 he
had been an obscure Russian emigrant living mainly in Switzerland.
Insofar as he had a reputation in Europe, it was not flattering; for
he was known as a trouble-maker who had brought schism to the
Marxistsof theRussianEmpire.EvenmanyBolshevikswereannoyed
by him. His supporters were constantly asking him to spend less
time on polemics and more time on making a real revolution, and
alleged that his head was made giddy with all that Alpine air.

But, for Lenin, there were great questions at stake in almost
any small matter. He had been involved in an unending line of
controversies since becoming a revolutionary as a student at Kazan
University. Born in the provincial town of Simbirsk in 1870, his real
name was Vladimir Ulyanov. ‘Lenin’ was a pseudonym assumed
years after he became a political activist. His background was a
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mixture of Jewish, German andKalmyk as well as Russian elements.
In the empire of the Romanovs this was not a unique combination.
Nor was his father wholly unusual as a man of humble social
origins in rising to the rank of province schools inspector (which
automatically conferred hereditary nobility upon him and his heirs).
This was a period of rapid educational expansion. The Ulyanovs
were characteristic beneficiaries of the reforms which followed the
Emancipation Edict.

The most extraordinary thing about the family, indeed, was the
participation of Vladimir’s older brother Alexander in a conspiracy
to assassinate Emperor Alexander III in 1887. The attempt failed,
but Alexander Ulyanov was found out and hanged. A family which
had dutifully made the best of the cultural opportunities available
suddenly became subject to the police’s intense suspicion.

Lenin shared his brother’s rebelliousness, and was expelled from
Kazan University as a student trouble-maker. He proceeded to take
a first-class honours degree as an external student at St Petersburg
University in 1891; but it was Marxism that enthralled him. He
joined intellectual dissenters first in Samara and then in St Petersburg.
The police caught him, and he was exiled to Siberia. There he wrote
a book on the development of capitalism in Russia, which was
published legally in 1899. He was released in 1900, and went into
emigration in the following year. Young as he was, he had pretty
definitenotionsaboutwhathisparty– theRussianSocial-Democratic
Workers’ Party – needed organizationally. What Is To Be Done?,
printed in Russian inMunich in 1902, asserted the case for discipline,
hierarchy and centralism; and it provoked the criticism that such a
book owed more to the terrorists of Russian agrarian socialism than
to conventional contemporary Marxism.

In 1903 the dispute over the booklet led the émigrés to set up
separate factions, the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks, in the Russian
Social-DemocraticWorkers’ Party. As Bolshevik leader he never lost
the common touch. He personally met comrades arriving off the
trains from Russia; and he volunteered to help fellow party member
Nikolai Valentinov with his part-time job to trundle a customer’s
belongings by handcart from one side of Geneva to another.15
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Doubtless he liked subordinate admirers better than rivals; all col-
leagues who rivalled his intellectual stature eventually walked out on
him. Nor was his abrasiveness to everyone’s taste. An acquaintance
likened him to ‘a schoolteacher from Småland about to lay into the
priest with whom he had fallen out’.16 But when Lenin returned to
Russia in the near-revolution of 1905–6, he showed that he could
temper his fractiousness with tactical flexibility, even to the point
of collaborating again with the Mensheviks.

The Okhrana’s offensive against the revolutionaries drove him
back to Switzerland in 1907, and for the next decade he resumed his
schismatic, doctrinaire ways. Acolytes like Lev Kamenev, Iosif Stalin
and Grigori Zinoviev were attracted to him; but even Stalin called
his disputations about epistemology in 1908–9 a storm in a tea-cup.
Moreover, Lenin struggled against the foundation of a legal workers’
newspaper in St Petersburg. Spurning the chance to influence the
labour movement in Russia on a daily basis, he preferred to engage
inpolemics in the journalsofMarxist political andeconomic theory.17

His political prospects hadnot lookedbright before theGreatWar.
He could exert influence over Bolsheviks in face-to-face sessions, but
his dominance evaporated whenever they returned to clandestine
activity in Russia; and his call in 1914 for the military defeat of his
native country lost him further support in his faction. But he held
out for his opinions: ‘And so this ismy fate.One campaign of struggle
after another – against political idiocies, vulgarities, opportunism,
etc.’18 The self-inflicted loneliness of his campaigns cultivated in him
an inner strength which served him handsomely when the Romanov
dynasty fell in February 1917. He was also older than any other
leading Bolshevik, being aged forty-seven years while Central Com-
mittee members on average were eleven years younger.19 He was
cleverer than all of them, including even Trotski. And while lacking
any outward vanity, he was convinced that he was a man of destiny
and that his tutelage of the Bolsheviks was essential for the inception
of the socialist order.20

His rise to prominence was effected with minimal technological
resources. The central party newspaper Pravda carried no photo-
graphs and had a print-run that did not usually exceed 90,000.21
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Such few cinemas as Russia possessed had shown newsreels not of
Lenin but of Alexander Kerenski. Nevertheless he adapted well to
the open political environment. His ability to rouse a crowd was
such that adversaries recorded that he could make the hairs stand
on the back of their necks with excitement. He also contrived to
identify himself with ordinary working people by giving up his
Homburg in favour of a workman’s cap. Lenin and the Bolsheviks
were becoming synonyms in the minds of those Russians who fol-
lowed contemporary politics.22

The mass media became freely available to him after the October
Revolution. The Decree on Land had a large impact on opinion
amidst the peasantry, and became popularly known as Lenin’s
Decree.23 But Bolsheviks were extremely small in number; and most
of the very few village ‘soviets’ were really communes under a
different name.24 Moreover, the usual way for the peasantry to hear
that the October Revolution had occurred in Petrograd was not
through Pravda but from the accounts of soldiers who had left the
Eastern front and the city garrison to return to their families and
get a share of the land that was about to be redistributed. In the
towns the profile of the Bolshevik party was much higher. Already
having won majorities in dozens of urban soviets before the Pro-
visionalGovernment’soverthrow,Bolsheviks spread their rule across
central, northern and south-eastern Russia; and their success was
repeated in major industrial centres in the borderlands. Baku in
Azerbaijan and Kharkov in Ukraine were notable examples.25

For the most part, the Bolsheviks came to power locally by
means of local resources. Sovnarkom sent auxiliary armed units
to assist the transfer of authority in Moscow; but elsewhere this was
typically unnecessary. In Ivanovo the Mensheviks and Socialist-
Revolutionaries put up little resistance, and theBolsheviks celebrated
Sovnarkom’s establishment with a rendition of the Internationale.
In Saratov there was fighting, but it lasted less than a day. On
assuming power, the Bolsheviks were joyful and expectant: ‘Our
commune is the start of the worldwide commune. We as leaders
take full responsibility and fear nothing.’26

And yet the October Revolution was not yet secure. The political
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base of the Sovnarkom was exceedingly narrow: it did not include
theMensheviks, the Socialist-Revolutionaries or even theLeft Social-
ist-Revolutionaries; it failed to embrace all Bolsheviks after the
walk-out of the three People’s Commissars. Yet Lenin, backed by
Trotski and Sverdlov, did not flinch. Indeed he seemed to grow in
confidence as difficulties increased. The man was an irrepressible
leader. Without compunction he gave unrestrained authority to the
Extraordinary Commission and their chairman, Felix Dzierz.yński.
Initially Dzierz.yński refrained from executing politicians hostile to
Bolshevism; his victims were mainly fraudsters and other criminals.
But the sword of the Revolution was being sharpened for arbitrary
use at the regime’s demand. Lenin had no intention of casually losing
the power he had won for his party.

Steadily the Bolshevik central leaders who had walked out on him
and Trotski returned to their posts; and in mid-December the Left
Socialist-Revolutionaries, cheered by the Decree on Land and con-
vinced that their political duty lay with the October Revolution,
agreed to become partners of the Bolsheviks in Sovnarkom. As
Left Socialist-Revolutionaries entered the People’s Commissariats,
a two-party coalition was put in place.

Yet the question remained: what was to happen about the Con-
stituent Assembly? Lenin had suggested to Sverdlov in the course of
the October seizure of power in the capital that the elections should
not go ahead.27 But Bolshevik party propaganda had played heavily
upon the necessity of a democratically-chosen government. Lenin
himself had jibed that Kerenski would find endless pretexts to post-
pone the elections and that, under the Bolsheviks, the overwhelming
majority of society would rally to their cause.28 And so Lenin’s
last-minute doubts about the Constituent Assembly were ignored.
The final polling arrangements were made by November and were
put to use in the first more or less free parliamentary elections in
the country’s history. (They were to remain the only such elections
in Russia until 1993.) To the horror of Sverdlov, who had dissuaded
Lenin from banning the elections, the Bolsheviks gained only a
quarter of the votes cast while the Socialist-Revolutionaries obtained
thirty-seven per cent.29
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The Sovnarkom coalition reacted ruthlessly: if the people failed
toperceivewhere their best interests lay, then theyhad tobeprotected
against themselves. The Constituent Assembly met on 5 January
1918 in the Tauride Palace. The Socialist-Revolutionary Viktor
Chernov made a ringing denunciation of Bolshevism and asserted
his own party’s commitment to parliamentary democracy, peace
and the transfer of land to the peasants. But he had more words than
guns. The custodian of the building, the anarchist Zheleznyakov,
abruptly announced: ‘The guard is tired!’ The deputies to the
Assembly were told to leave and a demonstration held in support
of the elections was fired upon by troops loyal to Sovnarkom. The
doors of theConstituentAssemblywere closed, never to be reopened.

The handful of garrison soldiers, Red Guards and off-duty sailors
who applied this violence could crush opposition in the capital,
but were less impressive elsewhere. Contingents were sent from
Petrograd and Moscow to Ukraine where the local government, the
Rada, refused to accept the writ of Sovnarkom. Tens of thousands
of armed fighters reached Kiev. The struggle was scrappy, and
it took until late January 1918 before Kiev was occupied by the
Bolshevik-led forces.

All this was gleefully noted by the German and Austrian high
commands. Negotiations were held at Brest-Litovsk, the town near-
est the trenches of the Eastern front’s northern sector on 14 Novem-
ber, and a truce was soon agreed. The Soviet government expected
this to produce an interlude for socialist revolutions to break out in
central Europe. Confident that the ‘imperialist war’ was about to
end, Lenin and his colleagues issued orders for the Russian armies
to be demobilized. To a large extent they were merely giving retro-
spective sanction to desertions. Ludendorff and Hindenburg at any
rate were delighted; for it was German policy to seek Russia’s
dissolution as a military power by political means. Inadvertently
the Bolsheviks had performed this function brilliantly. Now the
Bolsheviks, too, had to pay a price: in December 1917 the German
negotiators at Brest-Litovsk delivered an ultimatum to the effect
that Sovnarkom should allow national self-determination to the
borderlands and cease to claim sovereignty over them.
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AroundNew Year 1918 Lenin asked his colleagues whether it was
really possible to fight the Germans.30 Trotski saw the deserted
Russian trenches every time he travelled to and from Brest-Litovsk.
A Russian army no longer existed to repel attack. In this situation,
as Trotski contended, Sovnarkom could not fulfil its commitment
to waging a ‘revolutionary war’. And yet Trotski also argued against
signing a separate peace with the Central Powers, a peace that was
intolerable not only to the Bolsheviks but also to all other Russian
political parties. His recommendation was that Bolsheviks should
drag out the negotiations, using them as an opportunity to issue
calls to revolution which would be reported in Berlin as well as in
Petrograd.

Despite his professional inexperience, Trotski proved a match for
Richard von Kühlmann and Otto von Czernin who parleyed on
behalf of the Central Powers. His tactic of ‘neither war nor peace’
was sobizarre in theworldhistory of diplomacy that his interlocutors
did not immediately know how to reply. But in January 1918 the
Central Powers gave their ultimatum that, unless a separate peace
was quickly signed on the Eastern front, Russia would be overrun.
Lenin counselled Sovnarkom that the coalition had no choice but
to accept theGerman terms, and that procrastinationwould provoke
either an immediate invasion or a worsening of the terms of the
ultimatum. All the Left Socialist-Revolutionaries rejected his advice.
Successivemeetings of the Bolshevik Central Committee, too, turned
it down.As the ill-tempereddeliberationsproceeded,Trotski’s policy
of neither war nor peace was temporarily adopted. But eventually
a choice would have to be made between war and peace.

Lenin concentrated upon persuading fellow leading Bolsheviks.
On 8 January he offered his ‘Theses on a Separate and Annexationist
Peace’ to the party’s faction at the Third Congress of Soviets of
Workers’, Soldiers’ and Cossacks’ Deputies. Only fifteen out of
sixty-three listeners voted for him.31 But Lenin was fired up for the
struggle. He secured Trotski’s private consent that he would support
Lenin if and when it came to a straight choice between war and
peace; and he tempted the vacillators with the thought that a peace
on the Eastern front would enable the Bolsheviks to ‘strangle’ the
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Russian bourgeoisie and prepare better for an eventual revolutionary
war in Europe.32

Steadily Lenin gained ground in the Central Committee. Sverdlov,
Stalin, Kamenev and Zinoviev backed him strongly, and Bukharin
and the Left Communists, as they were becoming known, began to
wilt in the heat of Lenin’s assault. At the Central Committee he
circulated a questionnaire on contingency planning. Bukharin con-
ceded that there were imaginable situations when he would not
object in principle to the signature of a separate peace. Sverdlov’s
Secretariat plied the local party committees with a version of the
debate that was biased in Lenin’s favour. There was also a distinct
lack of impartiality in the Secretariat’s arrangements for the selection
of delegates to a Seventh Party Congress which would definitively
decide between war and peace.33 And as Lenin had warned, the
Germans were not fooled by Trotski’s delaying tactics. On 18 Febru-
ary they advanced from Riga and took Dvinsk, only six hundred
kilometres from Petrograd. That evening, at last, a shaken Central
Committee adopted Lenin’s policy of bowing to the German terms.

The vote had gone seven to five for Lenin because Trotski had
joined his side. But thenTrotski had second thoughts and again voted
against Lenin. Germany and Austria-Hungary, however, increased
their demands. The Soviet government had previously been asked
to relinquish claims of sovereignty over the area presently occupied
by the German and Austrian armies. Now Lenin and his colleagues
were required to forgo all Ukraine, Belorussia and the entire south
Baltic region to the eastern edge of the Estonian lands. Sovnarkom
would lose all the western borderlands.

Sverdlov took the news to the Central Committee on 23 February
that the Germans were giving them until seven o’clock the next
morning to announce compliance. Momentarily Stalin suggested
that their bluff should be called. But Lenin furiously threatened to
withdraw from Sovnarkom and campaign in the country for a
separate peace: ‘These terms must be signed. If you do not sign
them, you are signing the death warrant for Soviet power within
three weeks!’34 Trotski found a way to climb down by declaring a
preference for revolutionary war but postulating that it could not
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be fought by a divided party. He therefore abstained in the vote in
theCentralCommittee, and victorywas handed toLenin.TheTreaty
of Brest-Litovsk was signed on 3 March. Cannily Lenin, Russia’s
pre-eminent advocate of a separate peace, declined to attend the
official ceremony and entrusted this task instead to Central Commit-
tee member Grigori Sokolnikov.

Opinion in the rest of the party had also been moving in Lenin’s
favour; and at the Party Congress, which lasted three days from 6
March, his arguments and Sverdlov’s organizational manipulations
paid off: the delegates approved the signature of ‘the obscene peace’.
But at a price. Disgusted Left Communists, with Bukharin at their
head, resigned from both Sovnarkom and the Bolshevik Central
Committee.TheLeft Socialist-Revolutionarieswereno lesshorrified,
and pulled their representatives out of Sovnarkom. Not even Lenin
was totally confident that the separate peacewith the Central Powers
would hold. On 10 March the seat of government was moved from
Petrograd to Moscow, which had not been the Russian capital for
two centuries, just in case the German armies decided to occupy the
entire Baltic region. Nor was it inconceivable that Moscow, too,
might become a target for the Germans.

In fact it was in Germany’s interest to abide by the terms of the
treaty so as to be able to concentrate her best military divisions on
the Western front.35 Ludendorff needed to finish off the war against
Britain and France before the USA could bring her formidable
military and industrial power in full on their side. Only then would
Germany have the opportunity to turn on Russia. The Bolsheviks
had to keep on hoping that socialist revolution would occur in Berlin
before any such contingency might arise.

In the meantime Sovnarkom faced enormous difficulties. By the
stroke of a pen Russia had been disjoined from Ukraine, Belorussia
and theBaltic region.Half thegrain, coal, ironandhumanpopulation
of the former Russian Empire was lost to the rulers in Petrograd
andMoscow.Therewouldhavebeenaneconomiccrisis evenwithout
the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. The harvest of summer 1917 was only
thirteen per cent below the average for the half-decade before the
Great War; but this was 13.3 million metric tons of grain short of
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the country’s requirements.36Ukraine, southernRussia and theVolga
region usually enjoyed good enough harvests with which to feed
themselves and sell the remainder in the rest of the Russian Empire.
These three regions had a shortfall in 1917–18, and possessed no
surplus to ‘export’ to other parts. The Treaty of Brest-Litovsk made
a bad situation worse.

In addition, such peasant households as had surplus stocks of
wheat and rye continued to refuse to sell them. The state, which
maintained its monopoly on the grain trade, tried to barter with
them. But to little avail. The warehouses of agricultural equipment
had been nearly emptied. Industrial output in general was tumbling.
In 1918 the output of large and medium-sized factories fell to a third
ofwhat it had been in 1913.37 Themultiple difficulties with transport,
with finance and investment and with the unavailability of raw
materials continued. Enterprises closed down also because of the
‘class struggle’ advocated by the Bolsheviks. Owners retired from
production and commerce. Inflation continued to shoot up. In Janu-
ary 1918 a military-style system was introduced on the railways so
as to restore efficiency. The banks had been nationalized in the
previous December and many large metallurgical and textile plants
were state owned by the spring.38

Even so, the decrees to assert control by government and by people
were unable to restore the economy. The increased state ownership
and regulation were, if anything, counter-productive to the restora-
tionof the economy.TheBolshevikpartywasmenacedbyagathering
emergency of production, transportation and distribution which the
Provisional Government had failed to resolve. Lenin had blamed all
problems on ministerial incompetence and bourgeois greed and
corruption.His ownattempt to reconstruct the economywasproving
to be even more ineffectual.

Within a couple of years the party’s opponents were to claim that
Sovnarkom could have rectified the situation by boosting investment
in consumer-oriented industrial output and by dismantling the state
grain-trade monopoly. Yet they were not saying this in 1917–18. At
the time there was a recognition that the difficulties were largely
beyond the capacity of any government to resolve. All of them were
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adamantly committed to the prosecution of the war against the
Central Powers. The necessity to arm, clothe and feed the armed
forces was therefore paramount. A free market in grain would have
wrecked thewar effort. TheBolsheviks alonewerewilling, just about
willing, to sign a separate peacewith theGermans andAustrians. But
they set their facedeterminedly against economicprivatization.What
the liberal administration of Prince Lvov had nationalized they were
not going to restore to the conditions of an unregulated market.

For they were a far-left political party, and proud of their ideas
and traditions: they renamed themselves as the ‘Russian Communist
Party (Bolsheviks)’ expressly in order to demarcate themselves from
other types of socialism.39 Ideological impatience infused their think-
ing. Lenin was more cautious than most Bolsheviks on industrial
and agrarian policies, and yet he never seriously contemplated de-
nationalization. If he had done, he would not have got far with his
party. Victory in the Brest-Litovsk controversy had already stretched
the party to breaking-point. Any further compromise with Bolshevik
revolutionary principles would have caused an unmendable split.
As it was, the Treaty threatened its own disaster. A country which
already could not properly feed and arm itself had lost crucial
regionsofpopulationandproduction.Could theOctoberRevolution
survive?
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New World, Old World

Bolshevik leaders had assumed that people who supported them in
1917 would never turn against them and that the party’s popularity
would trace an unwavering, upward line on the graph. In the Central
Committee before theOctober Revolution, only Kamenev andZino-
viev had dissented from this naı̈ve futurology – and their scepticism
had incurred Lenin’s wrath. Certainly there were excuses for mis-
judging the potential backing for the party. The Bolsheviks had not
yet got their message through to millions of fellow citizens, and it
was not unreasonable for them to expect to reinforce their influence
once their reforms and their propaganda had had their desired
effect. Lenin and his associates could also point out that the
Constituent Assembly results had underplayed the popularity of the
Sovnarkom coalition because the candidate lists did not differentiate
between the Left Socialist-Revolutionaries and the Socialist-
Revolutionaries.

Nor had it been senseless to anticipate socialist revolution in
central andwestern Europe. Bread riots had led to upheaval inRussia
in February 1917. There were already reports of urban discontent in
Germany and Austria and disturbances had taken place in the Kiel
naval garrison. The Bolsheviks were right to suspect that the govern-
ments of both the Central Powers and the Allies were censoring
newspapers so as to hide the growth of anti-war sentiment.

When all due allowance is made, however, the Bolsheviks had not
acquired a governmental mandate from the Constituent Assembly
elections; and their popularity, which had been rising in the last
months of 1917, declined drastically in 1918. It was also clear that
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most persons in the former Russian Empire who voted for the party
had objectives very different from those of Lenin and Trotski. The
Constituent Assembly polls had given eighty-five per cent of the vote
to socialists of one kind or another.1 But the Bolsheviks were a
single socialist party whereas the working class wanted a coalition
government of all socialist parties and not just the Bolsheviks or an
alliance restricted to Bolsheviks and Left Socialist-Revolutionaries.
Workers in general did not demand dictatorship, terror, censorship
or the violent dispersal of the Constituent Assembly. Nor did most
of the soldiers and peasants who sided with the Bolshevik party
know about the intention to involve them in a ‘revolutionary war’
if revolutions failed to occur elsewhere.2

This discrepancy was not accidental. The public agenda of Bol-
shevism had not been characterized by frankness; and sympathizers
with the Bolshevik party, including most rank-and-file party
members, had little idea of the basic assumptions and principles of
the Central Committee. Yet this was not the whole story. For
the Central Committee, while fooling its party and its electoral
supporters, also deluded itself that the October Revolution would
be crownedwith easily-won success. They believed that their contin-
gency plan for revolutionary war was unlikely to need to be imple-
mented. When they replaced ‘land nationalization’ as a policy with
‘land socialization’, they felt that the peasantry would eventually
see that nationalization was in its basic interest.3

Also of importance was the need for the Bolshevik leaders to
simplify their policies to render them comprehensible to their own
party and to society. Open politics had been hobbled in the tsarist
period, and the public issues most readily understood by ordinary
men and women after the February Revolution were those which
were of direct significance for their families, factories and localities.
Whereas they immediately perceived the implications of the crises
in Russian high politics over Milyukov’s telegram in April and the
Kornilov mutiny in August, their grasp of the less sensational issues
of war, politics and economics was less sure. Consequently it was
vital for the Bolsheviks to concentrate on uncomplicated slogans
and posters that would attract people to their party’s side.4 This was
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a difficult task; for the universal political euphoria at the downfall
of the Romanov dynasty gave way to widespread apathy amidst the
working class about the soviets and other mass organizations in
subsequent months.

A further problemwas that the Bolsheviks were not agreed among
themselves. There had been a serious split in the Central Committee
over the composition of the government in November 1917, and
another in March 1918 over the question of war and peace. At a
time when the party’s need was to indoctrinate society, it had yet
to determine its own policies. Even Lenin was probing his way.
Society, the Russian Communist Party and its central leaders were
finding out about each other and about themselves.

The party’s difficulties were especially severe in the borderlands,
where Lenin’s regime was regarded as illegitimate. Practically the
entire vote for the Bolsheviks in the Constituent Assembly had come
from Russian cities or from industrial cities outside Russia that had
a large working class embracing a goodly proportion of ethnic
Russians. Only in the Latvian and Estonian areas, where hatred
of the Germans was greater than worry about Russians, did the
Bolsheviks have successwith a non-Russian electorate.5 In theTrans-
caucasus, the Mensheviks of Georgia got together with Armenian
and Azeri politicians to form a Transcaucasian Commissariat. A
Sejm, or parliament, was set up in February 1918. But already there
were divisions, especially between the Armenians and Azeris; and
an alliance between the Bolsheviks and Armenian nationalists in
Baku led to a massacre of the Muslim Azeris. The Ottoman army
intervened on the Azeri side in spring.6 ByMay 1918 three independ-
ent states had been set up: Georgia, Azerbaijan and Armenia. The
communists had been ousted even from Baku, and the entire Trans-
caucasus was lost to them.

Lenin and Stalin, as they continued to deliberate on this, recog-
nized that their ‘Declaration of the Rights of the Peoples of Russia’,
issued on 3 November 1917, had gone unnoticed by most of the
non-Russian population.7 Over the ensuing weeks they altered their
public commitment to the goal of a unitary state, and Lenin on 5
December published a Manifesto to the Ukrainian People which
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expressed the idea that the future government of Russia and Ukraine
should be based on federal principles. In his subsequent Declaration
of the Rights of the Toiling and Exploited People, which he wrote
for presentation to the Constituent Assembly, he generalized this
expectation by calling for a ‘free union of nations as a federation of
Soviet republics’.8 After dispersing the Constituent Assembly, he
came to theThirdCongress of Soviets in late January andproclaimed
the formation of the Russian Socialist Federal Soviet Republic
(RSFSR).9

The ‘Russian’ in the title was not Russkaya but Rossiiskaya. This
was deliberate. The former had an ethnic dimension; the latter
connoted the countrywhichwas inhabited bymany nations ofwhich
the Russians were merely one, albeit the largest one. Lenin wanted
to emphasize that all the peoples and territories of the formerRussian
Empire were being welcomed into the RSFSR on equal terms in a
federal system. He was also indicating his acceptance – in marked
contrast with Nicholas II – that there were areas of the old empire
that were not ‘Russia’. Russians were not to enjoy any privileges
under Soviet rule.

TheTreaty of Brest-Litovsk inMarch 1918 foreclosed the possibil-
ity to test this policy in the borderlands on Russia’s south-west, west
and north-west. The Ukrainian, Belorussian, Lithuanian, Latvian
and Estonian provinces of the former Russian Empire joined Poland
under German military control. A puppet government of ‘Hetman’
Pavlo Skoropadskyi was installed in Kiev. Communist party leaders,
some of whom attempted to organize a partisan movement, were
chased out of Ukraine. In each of the lands occupied by the Germans
a balance was struck between the enforcement of Berlin’s wishes
and the encouragement of local national sentiment. Political, admin-
istrative and economic tieswere brokenwithMoscowandPetrograd,
and the Russian Communist Party’s task of reincorporating the lost
territory was made the harder. There were problems even in areas
where neither the Central Powers nor the Allies were active. The
Muslim peoples of central Asia, most of whom dwelt outside cities,
had little communication with Russia; and within Russia, by the
river Volga and in the southern Urals, the Tatars and Bashkirs had
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yet to be persuaded that Sovnarkom would not rule the country
primarily for the benefit of the Russians.

By the middle of 1918 the triple effect of the October Revolution,
the Constituent Assembly’s dispersal and the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk
had been to trap the Bolsheviks in a Russian enclave. This was
infuriating for them. Apart from Bukharin, Russians were not the
leading figures in the Central Committee: Trotski, Kamenev, Zino-
viev and Sverdlov were Jews; Stalin was a Georgian, Dzierz.yński a
Pole; Lenin was only partly an ethnic Russian. They had seized
power in Petrograd so as to remake the politics of all Europe, and
at home they had intended to transform the Russian Empire into a
multi-national socialist state of free and equal nations.This remained
their dream. But until the Red Army could impose itself on the
borderlands the dream would not come near to reality. The Bol-
sheviks’ efforts in the meantime would perforce be concentrated in
an area inhabited predominantly by Russians.

But how would these efforts be organized? Like his communist
leaders,Leninasserted that socialismshouldbebuilt notonly through
a strongly centralized state but also by dint of the initiative and
enthusiasm of the ‘masses’. He liked to quote Goethe’s dictum:
‘Theory is grey but life is green.’ Yakov Sverdlov, the Central
Committee Secretary, had two other reasons for encouraging local
initiative: the lack of sufficient personnel and the paucity of informa-
tion about conditions in the provinces. To a party activist he
wrote: ‘You understand, comrade, that it is difficult to give you
instructions any more concrete than ‘‘All Power to the Soviets!’’ ’
Sovnarkom decrees did not lay down a detailed legal framework.
Law meant infinitely less to Lenin, a former lawyer, than the cause
of the Revolution. Sovnarkom was offering only broad guidelines
for action to workers, soldiers and peasants. The aimwas to inform,
energize, excite and activate ‘themasses’. It did notmatter ifmistakes
were made. The only way to avoid a blunder was to avoid doing
anything.

The effect of the Decree on Land was particularly cheering for
the Bolshevik party. Many peasants had been diffident about seizing
whole estates before the October Revolution. They wanted to have
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at least a semblance of governmental permission before so precipitate
a step. Lenin’s words released them from their fears. The gentry’s
houses and agricultural equipment were grabbed in a rising number
of incidents and peasants shared them among themselves.10

Not every region experienced this commotion. In central Asia the
old social structure was preserved and property was left with its
owners. In Ukraine the proximity of the Eastern front had discour-
aged peasants from a hasty movement against landowners in case
the Central Powers broke through and restored the old social order
– and this fear was realized with the Brest-Litovsk Treaty. But
elsewhere the peasantry sensed that their historic opportunity had
arrived. There was solidarity among established households of each
village. Where the peasant land commune existed, as in most parts
of Russia and Ukraine, its practices were reinforced. In thirty-nine
Russian provinces only four per cent of households stayed outside
the communal framework. Kulaks were pulled back into it; many
of them needed little persuasion since they, too, wanted a share of
the land of the dispossessed gentry. The peasants in Russia’s central
agricultural region gained control over an area a quarter larger than
before 1917; and in Ukraine the area was bigger by three quarters.11

Many a household divided itself into several households so as to
increase its members’ claim to land. The unintended consequence
was that sons had a say in communal affairs whereas previously the
father would have spoken on their behalf. As young men were
conscripted, furthermore, women began to thrust themselves for-
ward when decisions were taken: gradually the revolutions in the
villages were affecting rural relationships.12 But themain feature was
the peasantry’s wish to arrange its life without outside interference.
Liberated from indebtedness to the landlord and from oppression
by the land captains, peasants savoured their chance to realize their
ancient aspirations.

Among the other beneficiaries of this transformation were the
soldiers and sailors of Russian armed forces. Sovnarkomhad author-
ized their demobilization in the winter of 1917–18. This gave post
factum sanction to a mass flight from the trenches and garrisons
that had been occurring since midsummer. Most of the conscripts
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were peasants who, with rifles slung over their shoulders, jumped
on trains and horse-carts and returned to their native villages. Their
arrival gave urgency to the process of land reform, especially in
places where little had hitherto been known about the Bolsheviks
and their LandDecree. Thosemilitary unitswhichwere not demobil-
ized hadmuch internal democracy. Election of officers was common-
place and soldiers’ committees supervised the activities of the
structure of higher command. Many such units were supporters of
the Bolsheviks in the Constituent Assembly elections and fought in
the early campaigns to consolidate the October Revolution in Mos-
cow and Ukraine.

They demanded and received good rations, disdaining discipline
as a relic of the tsarist regime. Several units were little better than a
rabble of boozy ne’er-do-wells who had no homes to return to.
Thosewhichwerewell led andhadhighmoralewere treasured by the
Bolshevik party. The outstanding ones were typically non-Russian.
Without the Latvian Riflemen the regime might well have collapsed;
and Lenin was in no position to quibble when the Latvians insisted
on consulting with each other before deciding whether to comply
with his orders.

Workers, too, relished their new status. Palaces, mansions and
large town houses were seized from the rich and turned into flats
for indigent working-class families.13 The expropriations took place
at the instigation of the local soviets or even the factory-workshop
committees and trade union branches. The authorities also gave
priority to their industrial labour-force in foodsupplies.Aclass-based
rationing system was introduced. Furthermore, truculent behaviour
by foremenvanishedafter theOctoberRevolution.The chief concern
of the working class was to avoid any closure of their enterprise.
Most remaining owners of enterprises fled south determined to
take their financial assets with them before Sovnarkom’s economic
measuresbrought ruinupon them.But factory-workshopcommittees
unlocked closed premises and sent telegrams informing Sovnarkom
that they had ‘nationalized’ their factories and mines. The state was
gaining enterprises at a faster rate than that approved by official
policy.
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The movement for ‘workers’ control’ continued. Factory-
workshop committees in central and south-eastern Russia followed
their counterparts in Petrograd in instituting a tight supervision of
the management.14 Most committees contented themselves with the
supervising of existing managers; but in some places the committees
contravened the code on workers’ control, sacked the managers and
took full charge. There was also a movement called Proletarian
Culture (Proletkult) which sought to facilitate educational and cul-
tural self-development by workers. Lenin often worried that both
‘workers’ control’ and Proletkult might prove difficult for the party
to regulate. Already in 1918 he was seeking to limit the rights of
the workers in their factories and in the 1920s he moved against
Proletkult. Even so, the working class kept many gains made by it
before and during the October Revolution.

These fundamental changes in politics and economics demoralized
the middle and upper social classes. Only a few diehards tried to
form counter-revolutionary associations: the Main Council of the
Landowners’ Union still operated and some Imperial Army officers
banded together to forma ‘RightCentre’.15GeneralKornilov escaped
from house arrest outside Petrograd. After several weeks of travel
in disguise, he reached southern Russia, where he joined General
Alekseev in calling for the formation of a Volunteer Army to bring
about the overthrow of the Soviet government. Yet such persons
were exceptional. Most industrialists, landlords and officers tried to
avoid trouble while hoping for a victory for counter-revolutionary
forces. Many went into hiding; others were so desperate that they
hurriedly emigrated. They took boats across the Black Sea, trains
to Finland and haycarts into Poland. Panic was setting in. About
three million people fled the country in the first years after the
October Revolution.16

Their exodus caused no regret among the Bolsheviks.The Consti-
tution of the RSFSR, introduced in July 1918, defined the state
unequivocally as ‘a dictatorship of the urban and rural proletariat
and the poorest’. The right to vote was withdrawn from all citizens
who hired labour in pursuit of profit, who derived their income from
financial investments or who were engaged in private business.
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Quickly they became known as ‘the deprived ones’ (lishentsy). In
the main, the discrimination against themwas based upon economic
criteria. The Constitution stressed that this ‘republic of soviets of
workers’, soldiers’ and peasants’ deputies’ had been established so
as to effect the ‘transition’ to a socialist society. There was a formal
specification that ‘he who does not work shall not eat’. Other
disenfranchised groups included any surviving members of the
Romanov dynasty, former members of the Okhrana and the clergy
of all denominations.17 Lenin wanted it to be clearly understood that
the RSFSR was going to be a class dictatorship.

Nevertheless there was less of a transformation than at first met
the eye; this revolutionary society remained a highly traditional one
in many ways. Several workers who had helped to take the Winter
Palace on 25 October 1917 had simultaneously helped themselves
to the bottles of the Romanov cellars. (Their carousing gave new
meaning to calls for a replenishment of the revolutionary spirit.)
Vandalism and thuggishness were not uncommon in other places.
Traditional working-class behaviour was prominent, warts and all.
Sensing that the usual constraints on themhadbeen removed, factory
labourers, horsecab-drivers and domestic servants behaved every-
where in a fashion that had once been confined to the poor districts
of the townsandcities.BolsheviksandLeft Socialist-Revolutionaries,
who had begun by admiring such displays of belligerence, began to
understand the negative implications.

At any rate the fact that most workers had voted for socialist
parties in elections to the soviets and the Constituent Assembly did
not signify that they themselves were committed socialists. After the
October Revolution they consulted their sectional interests to an
even greater extent than before. Their collectivismwas expressed in a
factorywork-force deciding how to improve its particular conditions
without a thought for the ‘general proletarian cause’. Warehouse
stocks were ransacked for items which could be put on sale by
workers in groups or as individuals. A conscientious attitude to
work in the factories and mines had never been a notable virtue of
the unskilled and semi-skilled sections of the Russian working class,
and the reports of slackness were plentiful. Such a phenomenon
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was understandable in circumstances of urban economic collapse.
Workers were unable to rely on the state for their welfare and looked
after themselves as best they could.

Many, too, fell back on to the safety net of the countryside. They
were returning to their native villages to find food, to obtain a
share of the expropriated land or to sell industrial products. Their
customary connections with the rural life were being reinforced.

This same rural life was in vital ways resistant to the kind of
revolution desired by the communists: the Russian village organized
itself along centuries-old peasant precepts. Peasants were fair, or
could be made to be fair, in their dealings with other peasants so
long as they belonged to the same village. But rivalries between
villageswere often violent; and the elders of a given commune seldom
agreed to any land passing into the hands of ‘outsiders’ or even of
agricultural wage-labourers who had worked for years within the
village.18 Furthermore, the peasantry maintained its own ancient
order. There was no lightening of the harsh punishment of infringers
of tradition. The peasants wanted a revolution that complied with
their interests: they wanted their land and their commune; they
desired to regulate their affairs without urban interference.

The peasantry already had grounds for resenting Sovnarkom on
this score. The February 1918 Decree on the Separation of Church
from State had disturbed the Russian Orthodox believers, and they
and the various Christian sects were annoyed by the atheistic propa-
ganda emitted from Moscow. At a more materialist level, peasants
were also irritated at not being offered a good price for their agricul-
tural produce. Their pleasure in the Decree on Land did not induce
them to show gratitude by parting willingly with grain unless they
received adecent payment. Eachhousehold’s pursuance of its narrow
financial interests cast a blight over the working of the entire eco-
nomy. The food-supplies crisis would become steadily more acute
until the peasantry’s attitude could somehow be overcome.

Furthermore, the more or less egalitarian redistribution of land
did not bring about an agrarian revolution that might have boosted
production.The salient changewas social rather thaneconomic.This
was the process known as ‘middle-peasantization’. As landholdings
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were equalized, so the number of peasant households classifiable as
rich and poor was reduced. The middling category of peasants
(serednyaki) – vaguely-defined though the category remains – consti-
tuted the vast bulk of the peasantry in the Russian provinces.19 This
shift in land tenure, however, was not usually accompanied by a
sharing of implements and livestock so that peasants who lacked
either a plough or a cow were consequently reduced to renting out
their additional patches of soil to a richer household which already
had thewherewithal. Therewas little sign of rapid progress to amore
sophisticated agriculture for Russia. Apart from the expropriation of
the gentry, the rural sector of the economy survived substantially
unaltered from before the Great War.

To most communists this appeared as a reason to redouble their
revolutionary endeavour. Such problems as existed, they imagined,
were outweighed by the solutions already being realized. Fervour
had to be given further stimulation. Workers, soldiers and peasants
needed to be mobilized by Russian Communist Party activists: the
message of socialist reconstruction had to be relayed to all corners
of the country so that Bolshevism might be understood by everyone.

One of the obstacles was technical. Communication by post and
telegraph between cities was woeful; and even when metropolitan
newspapers reached the provinces it was not unknown for people
to use their pages not for their information but as cigarette-wrappers.
Moreover, the villages were virtually cut off from the rest of the
country save for the visits made by workers and soldiers (who
anyway tended not to return to the cities). The structures of adminis-
tration were falling apart. Policies enunciated by Sovnarkom were
not enforced by the lower soviets if local Bolsheviks objected. Trade
unions and factory-workshop committees in the localities snubbed
their own supreme bodies. Inside the party the lack of respect for
hierarchy was just as remarkable: the Central Committee was asked
for assistance, but usually on the terms acceptable to the regional
and city party committees.20 The country lacked all system of order.

The problem was not merely administrative but also political:
Bolshevikswere indispute about thenatureof their party’s project for
revolutionary transformation. Disagreements erupted about matters
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that had received little attention before October 1917 when the party
had been preoccupied with the seizing of power. It was chiefly the
pace of change that was controversial. About basic objectives there
was consensus; Bolsheviks agreed that the next epoch in politics and
economics around the world would involve the following elements:
thedictatorshipof theproletariat; the state’s ownership anddirection
of the entire economy; the gathering together of society into large
organizational units; and the dissemination of Marxism. At the
centre Lenin urged a cautious pace of industrial nationalization and
agricultural collectivization whereas Bukharin advocated the more
or less immediate implementation of such objectives.21

The friction between Lenin and Bukharin seemed of little
significance to most citizens. For although Lenin was a moderate in
internal debates among Bolsheviks on the economy, he was an
extremist by the standards of the other Russian political parties.
Lenin, no less than Bukharin, preached class war against the bour-
geoisie; and, for that matter, Lenin was the hard Old Man of
Bolshevism on political questions: it was he who had invented the
Cheka and destroyed the Constituent Assembly. Consequently it
was the common immoderacy of the party that impressed most
people.

The communist party therefore had to engage in a propaganda
campaign to win supporters and to keep those it already had.
Newspaper articles and speeches at factory gates had helped to
prepare for the seizure of power. Something more substantial was
needed to consolidate the regime. Plans were laid to establish a
central party school, whose students would supplement the handful
of thousands of activists who had belonged to the communist party
before the February Revolution of 1917.22 Discussions were also held
about the contents of the new party programme. Yet the communist
leaders had not learned how to dispense with Marxist jargon. When
the final version was settled in 1919, the language would have foxed
all except intellectuals already acquainted with the works of Marx,
Engels and Lenin.23 Neither the school nor the programme solved
the questions of mass communication.

The Bolshevik central leadership sought to improve the situation
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in various ways. Posters portraying the entire Central Committee
were commissioned.Statueswere erected to theheroesofBolshevism,
includingMarx and Engels (and even rebels from ancient Rome such
as Brutus and Spartacus).24 Busts of Lenin started to be produced,
and his colleague Zinoviev wrote the first biography of him in 1918.25

The leadership appreciated, too, the potential of cinema. A short
film was made of Lenin showing him shyly pottering around the
grounds of the Kremlin with his personal assistant V. D. Bonch-
Bruevich. Lenin also agreed to make a gramophone recording of
some of his speeches. Few cinemas were in fact operating any longer;
but propagandawas also conducted by so-called agit-trains and even
agit-steamships. These were vehicles painted with rousing pictures
and slogans and occupied by some of the party’s finest orators, who
gave ‘agitational’ speeches to the crowds that gathered at each stop
on the journey.

The party aimed to monopolize public debate and shut down all
Kadet and many Menshevik and Socialist-Revolutionary news-
papers; and the freedom of these parties to campaign openly for their
policies was wrecked by the dispersal of the Constituent Assembly as
well as by the overruling of elections to the soviets that did not yield
a communist party majority.26 Nevertheless the battle of ideas was
not entirely ended. The Bolsheviks had secured privileged conditions
to engage its adversaries in polemics, resorting to force whenever it
wished, but the clandestine groups of the Mensheviks and Socialist-
Revolutionaries continued to operate among theworkers and agitate
for the replacement of the communists in power.

The communist party had to compete, too, against its coalition
partners in 1917–18. The Left Socialist-Revolutionaries largely suc-
ceeded in prohibiting the use of force to acquire peasant-owned
grain stocks even though several towns were on the verge of famine;
they also issued denunciations of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. Unlike
the Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries, moreover, they man-
aged to keep their printing presses running even after the party
formallywithdrew from the governmental coalition inMarch 1918.27

The Orthodox Church, too, confronted the communists. Tikhon,
the Moscow bishop, had been elected Patriarch in November 1917.
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There had been no Patriarch since 1700; and when the Decree on
the Separation of Church from State forbade the teaching of religion
in schools and disbarred the Church from owning property, Tikhon
anathematized thosewhopropoundedatheism.28TheChurchrelayed
this message through its priests to every parish in the country.

Force gave the communists an unrivalled advantage in countering
the anti-Bolshevik current of opinion. But force by itself was not
sufficient. The enlistment of help from the intelligentsia was an
urgent objective for the Bolsheviks. The problem was that most
poets, painters, musicians and educators were not sympathetic to
Bolshevism. The People’s Commissariat of Enlightenment, led by
Anatoli Lunacharski, made efforts to attract them into its activities.
It was axiomatic for the Bolsheviks that ‘modern communism’ was
constructible only when the foundations of a highly educated and
industrialized society had been laid. The ‘proletarian dictatorship’
and the ‘nationalization of the means of production’ were two vital
means of achieving the party’s ends.A thirdwas ‘cultural revolution’.

The teachers behaved more or less as the communists wanted.
They had to co-operate with Sovnarkom if they wanted to be paid
and obtain food rations; and in any case they shared the party’s zeal
for universal literacy and numeracy. But artistic intellectuals were a
matter of greater concern. They had caused perennial difficulties for
the tsars by their commentaries upon political life and had acted as
a collective conscience for the Russian nation; and the Bolshevik
party worried lest they might start again to fulfil this role in the
Soviet state. Official policy towards artists and writers was therefore
double sided. On the one hand, intellectuals were subjected to
the threat of censorship embodied in the Decree on the Press; on the
other, the party appealed to them to lend their support to the
revolutionary regime – and material benefits were offered to those
willing to comply.

Some responded positively. The operatic bass Fëdr Shalyapin sang
his repertoire to packed theatres at cheap seat-prices. The Jewish
painter Marc Chagall was given a large studio in Vitebsk where he
taught workers to paint. Even the poet Sergei Yesenin believed the
best of theRussianCommunist Party, declaring that the intelligentsia
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was like ‘a bird in a cage, fluttering desperately to avoid a calloused,
gentle hand that wanted only to take it out and let it fly free’.29 It
would be hard to imagine a statement of more naı̈ve trust in the
party’s tolerance. Yesenin’s friend and fellow poet Alexander Blok
harboured no such illusions; but even Blok felt no hostility to the
OctoberRevolution as such.His great poem,TheTwelve, caught the
chaotic spirit of the times through the image of a dozen ill-disciplined
revolutionaries tramping the streets of Petrograd, talking about
politics and sex and engaging in occasional acts of thuggery, and
Blok was caught between admiration and repulsion for them.

Most intellectuals in the arts and scholarship were more hostile
even than Blok to the Bolsheviks and saw the Decree on the Press
as a preliminary step towards a comprehensive cultural clampdown.
But there were few heroes amidst the intelligentsia. The times pre-
cluded the composition of lengthy works castigating Bolshevism:
novels are not written in revolutions. Material circumstances, too,
had an influence. Intellectuals could not live by ideas alone. Most
of them were worse off than workers, who were given larger food
rations by Sovnarkom. Increasingly the official authorities tried to
suborn the intelligentsia by giving bread and money in return for
newspaper articles, posters and revolutionary hymns. Hunger, more
than direct censorship, pulled the intellectuals into political line.30

And so a tacit truce was coming into effect. The regime obtained
the educative tracts it desired while the intellectuals waited to see
what would happen next.

The intelligentsia of the arts, science and scholarship was not
alone in being courted by the Bolsheviks. Also indispensable to the
maintenance of communist rule was the expertise of engineers,
managers and administrators. The dictatorship of the proletariat,
as Lenin continued to emphasize, could not dispensewith ‘bourgeois’
specialists until a generation of working-class socialist specialists
had been trained to replace them.31

More than that: Lenin suggested that Russian industry was so
backward that its small and medium-size enterprises should be
exempted from nationalization and aggregated into large capitalist
syndicates responsible for each great sector of industry, syndicates
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which would introduce up-to-date technology and operational
efficiency.Capitalismstill hada role toplay in the country’s economic
development; socialism could not instantly be created. But the Soviet
authorities would be able to direct this process for the benefit of
socialism since they already owned the banks and large factories
and controlled commerce at home and abroad.32 Sovnarkom would
preside over amixed economywherein the dominant influencewould
be exerted by socialist institutions and policies. Capitalism, once it
had ceased to be useful, would be eradicated.

Lenin’s term for this particular type of mixed economy was ‘state
capitalism’, and in April 1918 he encouraged the iron and steel
magnate V. P. Meshcherski to submit a project for joint ownership
between the government and Meshcherski’s fellow entrepreneurs.33

This pro-capitalist initiative caused an outcry on the Bolshevik
party’s Left. Brest-Litovsk had been one doctrinal concession too
many for them, and Lenin lacked the political authority to insist on
acceptingMeshcherski’s project. It is anyway open to query whether
Lenin and Meshcherski could have worked together for very long
to mutual advantage. Lenin hated the bourgeoisie, depriving it of
civic rights after the October Revolution. When it looked as if
the Germans were going to overrun Petrograd in January, he had
recommended the shooting on the spot of the party’s class enemies.34

Meshcherski was a rare industrialist who briefly considered political
cohabitation with Lenin to be feasible.

There was anyway full agreement between Lenin and the Left
Communists that the party had to strengthen its appeal to the
workers. All Bolshevik leaders looked forward to a time when their
own endeavours in basic education and political propaganda would
have re-educated the entire working class. But in the interim they
had to be satisfied by the promotion of outstanding representatives
of the ‘proletariat’ to administrative posts within the expanding
Soviet state institutions. Talented, loyal workers were invited to
become rulers in their own dictatorship.

A rising proportion of the civilian state administration by 1918–
19 claimed working-class origins. Here the Petrograd metal-workers
were prominent, who supplied thousands of volunteers for service
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in local government. In the People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs
the removal of tsarist personnel had been started under the Pro-
visional Government and the process continued under Sovnarkom
throughout the agencies of administration. Social background
counted heavily as a qualification for promotion; but there was also
a need for the promotees to be comfortable with paper-work. Soviets
at central and local levels discovered how difficult it was to find
enough such people.35 The ‘localities’ asked the ‘centre’ to provide
competent personnel; the ‘centre’ made the same request of the
‘localities’. But demography told against the hopes of Bolshevism.
There were over three million industrial workers in 1917, and the
number tumbled to 2.4 million by the following autumn. A pre-
dominantly ‘proletarian’ administration was impossible.

Furthermore, the official percentages were misleading. As small
and medium-size businesses went bankrupt, their owners had to
secure alternative employment. Jobs for them were unavailable
in the economy’s shrinking private sector; but desk jobs in an
ever-swelling administration were plentiful: all it took was a willing-
ness to pretend to be of working-class background. Many ‘petit-
bourgeois elements’, as the Russian Communist Party designated
them, infiltrated the institutions of state after the October
Revolution.

Meanwhile many members of the urban working class proved
troublesome. The violence used by Sovnarkom was a shock to
popular opinion, and the labour-forces of Petrogradmetal and textile
plants, which had once supported the Bolsheviks, led the resistance.
With some assistance from the Menshevik activists, they elected
representatives to an Assembly of Plenipotentiaries in Petrograd in
spring 1918.36 The Assembly bore similarities to the Petrograd Soviet
after the February Revolution inasmuch as it was a sectional
organization whereby workers aimed to obtain civic freedoms and
larger food rations. But the Assembly operated in a hostile environ-
ment. The workers were tired, hungry and disunited. Among them
were many who still sympathized with several Bolshevik policies.
The communistswere ruthless. InMay a demonstration byAssembly
supporters at the nearby industrial town of Kolpino was suppressed
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by armed troops. The message could not have been blunter that the
‘dictatorship of the proletariat’ would be defended by any means
against the demands of the proletariat itself.

So that the question arose: how new was the world being built
by Lenin and Sovnarkom? The RSFSR had facets reminiscent of the
tsarist order at its worst. Central state power was being asserted in
an authoritarian fashion. Ideological intolerance was being asserted
and organized dissent suppressed. Elective principles were being
trampled under foot. The tendency for individuals to take decisions
without consultation even with the rest of their committees was on
the rise.

Lenin inThe State and Revolution had stated that his government
would combine a vigorous centralism with a vigorous local auto-
nomy.37 The balance was already tilted in favour of a centralism so
severe that the communists quickly became notorious for authorit-
arian excesses; and, in the light of Lenin’s casualness about the
restraints of democratic procedure throughout 1917, this was hardly
surprising. The Bolsheviks wanted action and practical results. As
proponents of efficient ‘account-keeping and supervision’ they pre-
sented themselves as the enemies of bureaucratic abuse. Yet their
own behaviour exacerbated the problems they denounced. There
was an increase in the number of administrators, whose power
over individuals rose as the existing restraints were demolished. In
addition, the Soviet state intruded into economic and social affairs
to a greater depth than attempted by the Romanov Emperors –
and the increased functions assumed by the state gave increased
opportunities to deploy power arbitrarily.

A cycle of action and reaction was observable. As Sovnarkom
failed to obtain its desired political and economic results, Lenin
and his colleagues assumed that the cause was the weakness of
hierarchical supervision. They therefore invented new supervisory
institutions. More and more paperwork was demanded as proof of
compliance. At the same time officials were licensed to do whatever
they felt necessary to secure the centrally-established targets. And,
moreover, new laws, decrees, regulations, commands and instruc-
tions cascaded from higher to lower organs of authority even though
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law in general was held in official disrespect. The unsurprising
consequence of these contradictoryphenomena continued to surprise
the Russian Communist Party’s leadership: a rise in bureaucratic
inefficiency and abuse.

Herein laygroundsforapopulardisgruntlementwith thecommun-
istswhich would have existed even if the party had not applied force
against dissenters and if there had been no fundamental crisis in
economic and international relations. Citizens were being made to
feel that they hadno inalienable rights. The state could grant favours,
and it could just as easily take them away. Even local officialdom
developedanuncooperative attitude towardsMoscow.As the central
political authorities kept on demanding ever greater effort from
them, so administrators in the localities were learning to be furtive.
They protected themselves in various ways. In particular, they gave
jobs to friends and associates: clientalism was becoming a political
habit. They also formed local groups of officials in various important
institutions so that a locality could present a common front to the
capital. They were not averse to misreporting local reality so as to
acquire favour from the central political leadership.

Thus many of the elements of the later Soviet compound had
already been put in place by Lenin’s Russian Communist Party. But
not all of them. At least through to mid-1918 the republic was not
yet a one-party, one-ideology state; and the chaos in all institutions
as well as the breakdown in communications, transport andmaterial
supplies was a drastic impediment to a centralized system of power.
The Soviet order was extremely disorderly for a great deal of the
time.

Yet the movement towards a centralized, ideocratic dictatorship
of a single party had been started. Neither Lenin nor his leading
comrades had expressly intended this; they had few clearly-
elaborated policies and were forever fumbling and improvising.
Constantly they found international, political, economic, social and
cultural difficulties to be less tractable than they had assumed. And
constantly they dipped into their rag-bag of authoritarian concepts
to work out measures to help them to survive in power. Yet their
survival would surely have been impossible if they had not operated
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in a society so little capable of resisting them. The collapse of the
urban sector of the economy; the breakdown of administration,
transport and communication; the preoccupation of organizations,
groups and individuals with local concerns; the widespread physical
exhaustion after years of war; the divisions among the opposition:
all such phenomena gave the Bolsheviks their chance – and the
Bolsheviks had the guile and harshness to know how to seize it.

And they felt that their ruthless measures were being applied in
the service of a supreme good. Bolsheviks in the capital and the
provinces believed that the iniquities of the old regime in Russia and
the world were about to be eliminated. The decrees of Sovnarkom
were formulated to offer unparalleled hope to Russian workers and
peasants, to non-Russians in the former Russian Empire, to the
industrialized societies of Europe and North America, to the world’s
colonial peoples. The Russian Communist Party had its supporters
at home. Local revolutionary achievements were not negligible in
urban and rural Russia. The party was inclined to believe that all
obstacles in its path would soon be cast down. It surely would win
any civil war. It would surely retake the borderlands. It would surely
foster revolution abroad. The agenda of 1917 had not yet been
proved unrealistic in the judgement of the Bolshevik leadership.
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Civil Wars
(1918–1921)

Civil war had been a recurrent theme in statements by Lenin and
Trotski before the October Revolution. Whenever workers’ rights
were being infringed, the Bolshevik leaders sang out that the bour-
geoisie had started a civil war. What others might dub industrial
conflict acquired a broader connotation. After 1917, too, Lenin and
Trotski used class struggle and civil war as interchangeable terms,
treating expropriations of factories and landed estates as part of the
same great process as themilitary suppression of counter-revolution.

Increasingly the Bolshevik Central Committee used the term in a
more conventional way to signify a series of battles between two
sets of armies. Yet the military challenge was still expected by
Sovnarkom to be easily surmountable; Lenin and his Central Com-
mittee, remembering the rapid defeat of the Kornilov mutiny,
assumed that they would quickly win any serious conflict. One
substantial campaign had been waged when Bolshevik-led forces
invaded Ukraine in December 1917; but otherwise the tale had been
of scrappy engagements since the October Revolution. A skirmish
with a Cossack contingent in the Don region in late January 1918
resulted in a Soviet victory that was celebrated by Lenin over the
next four months as marking the end of civil war.1 The Bolsheviks
began to build a Workers’ and Peasants’ Red Army from February;
but their intention was not merely to fight internal armed enemies:
Lenin wanted a vast force to be prepared in time to be sent to the
aid of the anticipated uprising of the Berlin working class.2

As he discovered in May 1918, this assumption was erroneous.
The Socialist-Revolutionary leadership fled to Samara on the river
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Volga to establish a Committee of Members of the Constituent
Assembly (orKomuch), which laid claim to be the legitimate govern-
ment of Russia. A socialist Volga confronted socialist Moscow
and Petrograd, and fighting could not permanently be forestalled.
Komuch as yet had aweakermilitary capacity even than Sovnarkom.
But this was not the case with other Russian opponents of the
communists. Generals Alekseev and Kornilov had escaped to
southern Russia where they were gathering a Volunteer Army for
action against the Bolsheviks. Inmid-Siberia a contingent of Imperial
officers was being formed under Admiral Kolchak, who had com-
manded the Black Sea fleet. General Yudenich invited other volun-
teers to his banner in the north-west. The forces of Alekseev,
Kornilov, Kolchak and Yudenich soon became known as the White
armies.

The German forces remained the dominant military power in the
western borderlands of the former Russian Empire, and were invited
by Lenin to help the Bolsheviks in northern Russia (even though,
ultimately, Sovnarkom’sdeclaredeventualpurposewas tooverthrow
KaiserWilhelm II).3 For the Brest-Litovsk Treaty angered the British
into dispatching an expeditionary contingent to Archangel andMur-
mansk, purportedly to defend Allied military equipment on Russian
soil. Other threats, too, were realized. The French landed a naval
garrison in Odessa on the Black Sea. The Turks were on the move
on the frontiers of the ‘Russian’ Transcaucasus. Japanese forces
occupied territory in the Far East, and the American contingent was
not far behind them. Russia had been reduced to a size roughly the
same as medieval Muscovy. Seemingly it would not be long before
a foreign power reached Moscow and overthrew the Bolsheviks.

In the capital the Bolshevik Central Committee members put on
a brave face. The Left Socialist-Revolutionaries agitated against
them, continuing to put the case against official communist policies.
Even leading supporters of Lenin in the Brest-Litovsk controversy
began to askwhether the treatywith the Central Powers had brought
any benefit. G. Sokolnikov, who had signed the treaty on Lenin’s
behalf, declared that it was not worth the paper it was printed on.4

The military situation of the Bolsheviks deteriorated in the same
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weeks. A legion of Czech and Slovak prisoners-of-war was being
conveyed along theTrans-Siberian railway to the Far East for further
shipment to Europe in compliance with an earlier agreement with
the Allies. These troops intended to join the struggle against the
Central Powers on the Western front. But there had always been
distrust between the Czechoslovak Legion’s leaders and the Bol-
sheviks. Trotski, who became People’s Commissar for Military
Affairs inMarch 1918, dealt with them abrasively. Then the Chelya-
binsk Soviet unilaterally tried to disarm the units of the Legion as
their train passed through the town.5 The Legion resisted this action,
and travelled back to the Urals and the Volga to pick up the rest of
its units. By the end of May it had reached Samara, crushing the
Bolshevik local administrations on the way. Komuch persuaded it
to forget about the Western front and join in the common effort to
overthrow Sovnarkom.

In central Russia there was panic. Although there were only fifteen
thousand Czechs and Slovaks, they might well prove more than a
match for thenascentRedArmy.SovnarkomandtheChekacouldnot
guarantee security even inMoscow.TheLeft Socialist-Revolutionary
CentralCommitteewasplanningan insurrectionagainstBolshevism.
Its other tactic was to wreck the relationship between the Soviet
and German governments by assassinating Count Mirbach,
Germany’sambassadortoMoscow.YakovBlyumkin,aLeftSocialist-
Revolutionary member of the Cheka, procured documents sanc-
tioning a visit to the embassy. On 6 July he met Mirbach in the
embassy and killed him.

Lenin, fearing that Berlinmight rip up the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk,
visited the embassy to express his condolences. Having carried
out this distasteful errand, he instructed the Latvian Riflemen to
arrest the Left Socialist-Revolutionaries. Their preliminary duty
was to liberate Dzierz.yński from the hands of the Left Socialist-
Revolutionaries who had taken him hostage.6 The Russian Socialist
Federal Soviet Republic was clearly not yet a properly-functioning
police state if this could happen to the Cheka’s chairman. The
Latvians succeeded in releasing Dzierz.yński and suppressing the Left
Socialist-Revolutionaries; and the Fifth Congress of Soviets, which
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was taking place at the time, passed all the resolutions tendered by
the Bolsheviks. Already on 9 May a Food-Supplies Dictatorship had
been proclaimed, and armed requisitioning of grain was turned from
an intermittent local practice into a general system. The removal of
the Left Socialist-Revolutionaries from the Congress eliminated the
last vestige of opposition to the new policy.

While Lenin, Sverdlov and a shaken Dzierz.yński imposed their
authority inMoscow,Trotski rushed to theVolgawhere theCzecho-
slovak Legion took Kazan on 7 August 1918. Komuch was poised
to re-enter central Russia. Trotski’s adaptiveness to the role of
People’s Commissar for Military Affairs was impressive. Not all the
orators of 1917 had managed an effective transition to the wielding
of power; but Trotski, having dazzled his diplomatic adversaries at
Brest-Litovsk, was turning his talents with equal success towards
the Red Army.

Temperamentally he was as hard as a diamond. Like Lenin, he
came from a comfortable family and had been a brilliant student.
Trotski’s real name was Lev Davydovich Bronshtein. He was a Jew
from southern Ukraine, whose farming father sent him to secondary
school in Odessa. His flair for writing and for foreign languages
revealed itself early; but so, too, did a restlessness with the kind of
society in which he had been brought up. He drew close to the
clandestine populist groups which approved of terrorism. But by
late adolescence he was a Marxist and by 1900 he was in Siberian
exile. He made a dramatic escape by sleigh a couple of years later,
joiningLenin inLondonandworkingwithhimon the émigréMarxist
journal, Iskra. At the Second Party Congress in 1903, however,
Trotski denounced Lenin for provoking the split between Bolsheviks
and Mensheviks.

In organization, Trotski had agreed with Menshevik criticisms of
Leninist organizational ideas, which he predicted would result in a
dictator placing himself in authority over the Central Committee.
He meant this satirically, and was not to know that Stalin would
one day realize the prophecy; but his hostility to Bolshevik divisive-
ness was sincere at the time. Trotski was already a distinctive figure
among Marxists. While opposing the Bolsheviks on organizational
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questions, he stoodclose to themonstrategy.His theoryof revolution
in Russia squeezed the schedule for the introduction of socialism to
a shorter span of time than even Lenin would accept: in 1905 Trotski
was calling for the installation of a ‘workers’ government’.

It was in September of the same year that he distinguished himself
as the firebrand deputy chairman of the Petersburg Soviet. Within
the Russian Social-Democratic Workers’ Party he refused to show
allegiance to either the Bolsheviks or the Mensheviks; and, after
returning abroad in 1907, he tried tounify the factions.Unfortunately
Trotski was arrogant even when doing his best to reunify the
party. Both the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks thought Trotski
was a windbag whose personal ambition mattered more to him than
his radical political strategy. Yet they could not deny his talents.
Trotski was a master of Russian literary prose, being incapable
of writing an inelegant paragraph. His knowledge of the history of
European politics and diplomacy was extensive. In 1912 he had
covered the war in the Balkans as a correspondent for the Kiev
Thought newspaper and therefore had an early insight into military
affairs.

Trotski returned from North America in May 1917 and was
horrified to find the Mensheviks collaborating with the Provisional
Government. Needing to belong to a party if he was to have any
influence, he accepted Lenin’s invitation to join the Bolsheviks. His
fluency of tongue and pen were a great asset. He was a handsome
fellow, a few inches taller than the average Russian, and he had
quick reflexes in dangerous situations. It was he who had saved the
Socialist-Revolutionary leaderViktorChernov,despite theirpolitical
differences, from being torn apart by a mob in midsummer 1917.7

Trotski himself spentweeks in prisonafter the ‘JulyDays’, but turned
his detention to effect bywriting Pravda articles that coruscatedwith
contempt for the Provisional Government. On his release in late
August, he had revelled in being the Bolshevik party’s spokesman
in the Petrograd Soviet.

His brilliance had been proved before 1918. What took everyone
aback was his organizational capacity and ruthlessness as he trans-
formed the Red Army into a fighting force. He ordered deserters to
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be shot on the spot, and did not give a damn if some of them were
communist party activists; and in this fashion he endeared himself
to Imperial Army officers whom he encouraged to join the Reds. He
sped from unit to unit, rousing the troops with his revolutionary
zeal. The hauteur of spirit which made him so annoying to his rival
politicians was an asset in situations where hierarchical respect was
crucial. His flair, too, paid dividends. He organized a competition
to design a Red Army cap and tunic; he had his own railway carriage
equipped with its own map room and printing press. He also had
an eye for young talent, bringing on his protégés without regard for
the length of time they had belonged to the Bolshevik party.

TheRedArmy’sfirst taskwas toretakeKazan.Lenin still suspected
Trotski of being weak minded, and wrote urging him not to worry
if historic buildings were damaged. Trotski needed no urging. On
10 September the city was recaptured for the communists. Trotski
was the hero of the hour. Lenin was delighted, and turned his
attention toRedArmycommanderswhomhe suspectedof reluctance
to press home their advantage. From Moscow he sent telegrams
emphasizing the need to clear the Volga region of the Komuch
forces.8

The Red Army overran Komuch’s base in Samara on 7 October,
and the Czechoslovak Legion retreated to the Urals and then to
mid-Siberia before regrouping under the command of Admiral Kol-
chak,who initially recognizedKomuchasRussia’s legitimate govern-
ment. His loyalty lasted only a few days. On 17 November Kolchak’s
officers organized a coup against the Socialist-Revolutionary admin-
istration, arresting several ministers. Kolchak was proclaimed
‘Supreme Ruler’ and the Party of Socialist-Revolutionaries never
again played a leading role upon the Russian national stage. Kol-
chak’s blood was up. He moved westwards from Omsk into the
Urals, capturing the provincial centre of Perm in late December. The
Red Army, the soviets and the party crumbled in his path. The Reds
briefly counter-attacked and succeeded in taking Ufa, to the south
of Perm; but Kolchak’s central group of forces were not deflected
from their drive on Moscow.

The last months of 1918 were momentous on the Western front
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in the Great War. The Allies had seen off the German summer
offensive in France, and military disarray ensued for the Central
Powers. On 9 November, Kaiser Wilhelm II abdicated. The German
army had been defeated; and, for the Russian Communist Party,
this meant that the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk could be disregarded as
obsolete. First and foremost, Lenin sought linkswithGerman far-left
socialists and gave encouragement to the formation of a German
Communist Party. Revolutionary opportunities beckoned. Within
days of the German military defeat, Red forces were aiding local
Bolsheviks to set up Soviet republics in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
and Ukraine.

In Russia, violence intensified not only on the war fronts but also
in civilian politics as Lenin widened the Cheka’s scope to suppress
rival political parties. The Socialist-Revolutionaries andMensheviks
were excluded from the soviets in June 1918 on the grounds of being
associated with ‘counter-revolutionary’ organizations, and the Left
Socialist-Revolutionarieswere arrested in large numbers.ManyKad-
ets were already in prison. Lenin, Trotski and Dzierz.yński believed
that over-killing was better than running the risk of being over-
thrown. And so, as the anti-Bolshevik forces approached the Urals
in the summer, the communist central leadership considered what
to do with the Romanovs, who had been held in Yekaterinburg for
some months. They opted to murder not only the former Emperor
but also his entire family, including his son and daughters. On
17 July the deed was done. Lenin and Sverdlov claimed that the
responsibility lay with the Bolsheviks of the Urals region, but the
circumstantial evidence strongly points to the Central Committee
having inspired the decision.9

On 30 August Lenin himself got it literally in the neck. As he
addressedameetingofworkers at theMikhelsonFactory inMoscow,
shots were fired at him. His chauffeur Stepan Gil bundled him into
the official limousine and drove him away. A woman standing
nearby, Fanya Kaplan, was arrested. It is doubtful that she carried
out the shooting since she was almost blind;10 but she was a sym-
pathizer with the Socialist-Revolutionaries and may well have been
involved in the plot in some form or other. Be that as it may, she
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was executed as the principal malefactor while Lenin convalesced
at the government’s new sanatorium at the Gorki estate, thirty-five
kilometres from the capital.

The attempt on Lenin’s life was answered with the promulgation
of a Red Terror. In some cities, prisoners were shot out of hand,
including 1300 prisoners in Petrograd alone. Fire would be met by
fire: Dzierz.yński’s Cheka had previously killed on an informal basis
and not very often; now their executions became a general phenom-
enon. Lenin, as he recovered from his wounds, wrote the booklet
Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade K. Kautsky, in which he
advocated dictatorship and terror.11 His confidential telegram to
Bolshevik leaders in Penza on 11 August had contained the instruc-
tion: ‘Hang no fewer than a hundred well-known kulaks, rich-bags
and blood-suckers (and make sure that the hanging takes place in
full view of the people).’12 Another such telegram went to Petrograd
in October 1919 at the time of an offensive by General Yudenich:
‘If the attack is begun, is it impossible to mobilize another 20,000
Petrograd workers plus 10,000 workers of the bourgeoisie, set up
cannons behind them, shoot a few hundred of them and obtain a
real mass impact upon Yudenich?’13

Terror was to be based on the criterion of class. Martyn Latsis,
a Cheka functionary, was in favour of exterminating the entire
middle class; and even Lenin made remarks to this effect.14 The
purpose was to terrify all hostile social groups. Lenin intended that
even the regime’s supporters should be intimidated. His recommen-
dation to the Penza communists had made this explicit: ‘Do it so
that for hundreds of kilometres around the people might see, might
tremble!’15 According to official records, 12,733 prisoners were killed
by the Cheka in 1918–20; but other estimates put the figure as high
as 300,000.16 Other prisoners were held either in prison or in the
concentration camps that were sanctioned by official decrees in
September 1918 and April 1919.17

The premisses of Bolshevik policy were worked out quickly. The
Food-Supplies Dictatorship which had been established inMay 1918
was consolidated. The territory under Soviet control was divided
into provinces and sub-divided into districts, and quotas of grain
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were assigned to each of them for delivery to the government.
This system of apportionment (or razvërstka) was based upon the
statistical evidence available, but Sovnarkom admitted that much
guesswork was involved; and in practice the People’s Commissariat
of Food Supplies grabbed grain wherever it could find it – and
peasant households were often left starving. Sovnarkom had hoped
to keep most peasants on its side. In June 1918 Lenin had decreed
the establishment of ‘committees of the village poor’ (kombedy),
which were meant to report the richer peasant families hoarding
grain to theauthorities;18 and in return theywere to receiveahand-out
from the requisitioned stocks. In reality the peasantry resented the
entire scheme. Clashes with the urban squads were widespread and
the kombedy fell into disrepute.

By December the kombedy had to be abolished by Lenin, who
also strove to prevent his local party comrades from forcing peasants
to give up the land they had taken since 1917 and enter collective
farms.19 Upon re-conquering Ukraine, communist leaders accom-
panying theRedArmy independently introducedapolicyof collectiv-
ization which it took the Central Committee months to reverse.20

Yet peasants were battered even by Lenin; for the state procurement
of grain nearly quadrupled between the fiscal years 1917–18 and
1918–19.

And yet the increase was never enough to feed the towns after the
RedArmy’s requirements hadbeenmet.Less thana thirdof theurban
diet in the Civil War came from state-provided rations: the rest
had to be obtained from the so-called sack-men who travelled
from the villages and sold produce on street corners in defiance of
the Cheka.21 The black market was an integral part of the wartime
economy. So, too, was the determination of the workers to eke out
their rations by selling hand-made or even stolen goods on the
side. Monetary wages became virtually worthless as the currency
depreciated to 0.006 per cent of its pre-war value by 1921.22 Sheer
physical survival was everyone’s aim. Industrial production formally
recorded in the official statistics declined precipitately: large-scale
enterprises in 1921 produced a fifth of the total recorded for 1913.23

Key armaments plants and textile factories were themain enterprises
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kept going. Nevertheless the Reds took on theWhites primarily with
inherited military supplies; and labour discipline in the factories and
mines, despite the introduction of ever more severe legislation, was
poor.

Meanwhile peasant households in the villages had to endure
immense exactions of grain-stocks, conscripts and labour power.
Villages tried to seal themselves off from the towns and hoard
their stores. Wherever possible, peasants kept back their cereal and
vegetable crops for trade with peasants from nearby villages or for
wages in kind in return for work done by the many workers who
were leaving the towns. The rural economic sector survived the Civil
War in better shape than the urban sector;24 but the reason for this
was not the government’s competence but the peasantry’s ability to
frustrate the government’s intentions.

TheBolsheviks recognized thepatchinessof theirmilitary,political
and economic control over town and countryside. Their leaders in
Moscow and the provinces aspired to a centralized party, a central-
ized government, a centralized army, a centralized security force.
Discipline, hierarchy and decisive action were their common aims.
Lenin, Trotski, Dzierz.yński, Sverdlov, Kamenev, Zinoviev and
Bukharin were generally in agreement: their disputes affectedmainly
matters of secondary importance. For instance, Bukharin and
Kamenev disliked the licence given to theCheka to execute in secret.25

Yet neither of them had a conscience about executions carried
out after peremptory trials. What is more, no communist leader
objected to the predominant economic orientation adopted since
mid-1918. A strengthened campaign of industrial nationalization
had occurred, and by 1919 all large factories and mines were owned
by government. Grain requisitioning, too, was uncontroversial
among the Bolsheviks. The Russian Communist Party became more
militaristic in methods. Their members grew from about 300,000 in
late 1917 to 625,000 in early 1921, and most of these Bolsheviks, old
and new, fought in the Red Army.26

The intensification of military hostilities softened the disagree-
ments between Lenin and the Left Communists. It is not hard to see
why. There was a surge of measures to bring the entire economy
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into the state’s control in the early months of the Civil War, and
little reason remained for the Left Communists to cavil at Lenin’s
industrial and agricultural policy. The utopian spirit prevailed
throughout the communist party. Russia, according to the party’s
leaders, was on the verge of creating a socialist society. At such a
time the need for political authoritarianism was an article of faith.
Soviets, trade unions and factory-workshop committees were
instructed to reinforce centralism at the expense of electivity and
consultation. Power in Moscow was the priority; and, as Sverdlov
explained, thiswasunachievableunless a single institution controlled
the state at each level. Everyone agreed that only the Russian
Communist Party should and could fulfil this role. The party alone
had the reliable personnel, the ideology and the esprit de corps.27

Therewasnoobjection to this at theparty’s lower levels. Provincial
communist leaders had always been centralizers in theory, and their
present sense of political isolation and military danger in their
localities convinced them in practice that a fundamental overhaul
of the political and administrative machinery was essential: they
wanted greater central intervention because they needed the help.
In the economy, too, their inclination had always been to nationalize.
Local practicality reinforced this inclination. Every province which
had serious shortfalls in supplies, whether in grain or coal or oil or
machinery, sought Moscow’s assistance.28 Lenin had always taken
it for granted that the guidance of the party was vital to the October
Revolution’s consolidation. Now he and his leading administrators,
including Sverdlov, opted to give institutional form to this. The
party was to become the supreme state institution in all but name.29

Therewas a reshufflingof arrangements in the capital.TheCentral
Committee couldmeetonly infrequentlybecausemostof itsmembers
were political commissars on the fronts or in cities outside Moscow.
From January 1919 two inner subcommittees were introduced, the
Politburo and the Orgburo. The Politburo was to decide the great
questions of politics, economics, war and international relations;
the Orgburo, serviced by an expanded Secretariat, was to handle
internal party administration. Sovnarkom’s authority was per-
manently reduced in favour of the Politburo, which was chaired
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by Lenin and immediately began to give rulings on everything
from military strategy against Kolchak to prices of shoes and
eggs in Saratov. The Politburo became an unofficial government
cabinet.

Its founding members were Lenin, Trotski, Stalin, Kamenev and
Nikolai Krestinski. On the whole, this was an effective body even
though Trotski and Stalin usually had to be consulted by telegram.
Lenin was good at coaxing his team to co-operate with each other.
In the case of Trotski and Stalin he had his hands full. Stalin bridled
at having to take instructions from Trotski as People’s Commissar
for Military Affairs. They hated each other, but there was also a
political edge to their clash. Stalin disliked the practice of employing
Imperial Army officers, and he encouraged other Bolsheviks to
complain about it. Thus was born a Military Opposition in the
party.Trotski retorted that theRedArmy could not functionwithout
experienced officers – and Lenin supported the policy at the Eighth
Party Congress in March 1919.30 Trotski was anyway not wholly
traditional in his military preferences. He attached a political com-
missar to each officer; he also took the families of many officers
hostage to ensure loyalty. Proud of his ruthlessness, he published a
book in 1920, Terrorism and Communism, which eulogized mass
terror.

Admiral Kolchak’s advance into the Urals in winter 1918–19
prevented Trotski from attending the Eighth Party Congress. Lenin
had been so worried that he put out feelers to the Allies to see
whether they might broker a halt to the Civil War if the communists
forswore sovereignty over the parts of the country not presently
occupied by the Reds.31 This was not defeatism but a temporary
ploy. His thoughts were still directed at the ‘European socialist
revolution’. A rising of far-left German socialists, the Spartakists,
occurred in Berlin in January 1919; it was suppressed, but successful
insurrections took place in March in Munich and Budapest. In the
same month Lenin summoned communist and other far-left parties
from around the world to the First Congress of the Communist
International (or Comintern) in Moscow.

Kolchak was defeated by the Reds in April 1919. Perm was back
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in their hands in July, Omsk in November. Kolchak himself was
captured and executed in the following year. The Volunteer Army
in southern Russia which had been founded by the anti-Bolshevik
Generals Alekseev and Kornilov was taken over by General Denikin,
who moved his forces into Ukraine in summer. Denikin seized
Kharkov in late June and Kiev and Odessa in August. Orël, only
350 kilometres from the capital, fell to him in mid-October. His
strategy was expressed in a Moscow Directive ordering a rapid
advance into central Russia. Yet the Red Army had been able
to regroup after seeing off Kolchak. A devastating counter-attack
against theWhites was organized which, by mid-December, resulted
in the capture of Kiev and the re-establishment of a Ukrainian Soviet
Republic. Luck was again on the side of the Reds; for it was only
in October that General Yudenich had crossed the Estonian frontier
in the direction of Petrograd. There was no co-ordination between
him and Denikin. By the middle of November, Yudenich’s army was
retreating in tatters to Estonia. The Civil War in Russia, including
Siberia, and Ukraine had been won by the Reds.

This outcome of the war between the Reds and the Whites deter-
mined the result of most of the many armed conflicts elsewhere in
the former Russian Empire. In the Transcaucasus, the Georgians
contended against the Armenians; the Armenians also fought the
Azeris. And each state in the region had internal strife. For example,
battles and massacres occurred in Georgia between Georgians and
Abkhazians.32 Consequently the armed struggle in the lands of the
Romanov dynasty was never merely a ‘Russian’ Civil War. Indeed
it was not just one Civil War at all: there were dozens of civil wars
after 1917, wars in which the Red Army was able to intervene after
its defeat of Kolchak, Denikin and Yudenich.

The communists aimed to make their task easier by offering
various concessions to non-Russians. This policy had already been
implemented in the RSFSR itself. Lenin established a People’s Com-
missariat forNationalities (Narkomnats), headedbyStalin, to realize
the official commitment to native-language schools and to cultural
autonomy. Stalin and his subordinates did not merely allow non-
Russians to exercise their freedom: they actively propelled them in
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this direction. Politically-compliant representatives of these national-
ities were introduced to Narkomnats. Propaganda was prepared in
each of their languages. Enquiries were put in hand to ascertain the
boundaries of the territories inhabitedmainly by these nationalities.33

The Russian Communist Party bent over backwards to appease
non-Russians – and towards the end of the Civil War the Russian
Cossacks in the North Caucasus were ejected from their farms in
favour of the local Chechens, whose land had been seized by the
tsars and given to the Cossacks in the nineteenth century.

Both Lenin and Stalin, moreover, committed themselves to intro-
ducing a federal mode of rule once the Civil War had ended. From
1918, as proof of their intent, they started to set up internal ‘auto-
nomous’ republics in the RSFSR wherever the Russians constituted
aminority of the population. The first plan to set up a Tatar-Bashkir
Republic within the RSFSR collapsed in some measure because
Tatars and Bashkirs refused to collaborate with each other. There
were also difficulties because ethnicRussians, too, lived among them,
and the major towns had a Russian majority: not all Russians, by
any means, felt that non-Russians should receive such apparent
indulgence. Representations were made to Moscow that Russians
were being done down. But the communists persisted and founded
both a Tatar Republic and a Bashkir Republic.34 As Soviet-occupied
territory was expanded, so the number of autonomous republics
rose.

Certain outlying regions had experienced years of independent
statehood in the course of the Civil War, a statehood that in most
cases was unprecedented for them. It would therefore have been
difficult to incorporate them without further ado into the RSFSR.
Ukrainians in particular did not take kindly to their resubjugation
to Russian rule. Consequently Ukraine, once reoccupied by the Red
Army, was proclaimed as a Soviet republic in its own right. This
devicewas repeated elsewhere. By the timeof the completed conquest
of the Transcaucasus in March 1921, Soviet republics had been
founded also in Belorussia, Azerbaijan, Armenia and Georgia. And
the RSFSR had bilateral relations with each of them.

This had much cartographic importance. In January 1918, when
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the creation of the RSFSR had been announced, the assumption
had been that each piece of land conquered by Soviet forces would
be incorporated in the RSFSR through a federal arrangement of
some kind. But the pressing need of the Bolsheviks to win support
in the non-Russian borderlands had led to the creation of several
Soviet republics. The RSFSR was easily the largest, the most power-
ful and the most prestigious; but formally it was only one Soviet
republic among all the others. Quite what constitutional settlement
there would be at the end of the Civil War had not yet been decided.
But one thing had been resolved: namely that there was a place
called ‘Russia’ which would occupy a defined territory on the map,
a territory which was considerably smaller than the former Russian
Empire. The RSFSR was the state that governed this Russia and
the vast majority of its population consisted of Russians.

Yet a distinct ethnically-based sense of Russian statehood could
not develop. For the boundaries of the RSFSR were not set exclus-
ively by considerations of national and ethnic geography. In particu-
lar, there was no Soviet republic in central Asia on the model of the
Ukrainian Soviet Republic. Instead the lands of the Kazakhs, Kirgiz,
Tajiks and Uzbeks belonged to ‘the Turkestani Region’ and were
included in the RSFSR. A so-called ‘Kirgiz (Kazakh) Republic’ was
at last established in 1920, but only as an autonomous republic
within the RSFSR.35

At any rate, the fundamental reality was that the entire RSFSR
was subjected to highly centralized authority and that both the
RSFSR and all other Soviet republics were ruled by the Politburo.
Thiswas done in severalways. Themost effectivewas the stipulation
in the Party Rules drawn up in March 1919 that the communist
organizations in the various Soviet republics were to be regarded
merely as regional organizations of the Russian Communist Party.36

Thus the central party bodies of the Ukrainian Bolsheviks in Kiev
were strictly subordinated to the Central Committee in Moscow.
Party centralism was to prevail. Lenin and his colleagues also drew
up a confidential instruction to republican governments to the effect
that republican people’s commissariats were to act as mere regional
branches of Sovnarkom.37 In addition, the new Soviet republics on
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the RSFSR’s borders were disallowed from having ties with any
other republic except the RSFSR.38 The aim was not to reinforce
the RSFSR but to consolidate the Politburo’s capacity to control all
the republics, including the RSFSR, from Moscow.

Yet enough concessions were being made to the sensitivities of
non-Russians to make the Civil War easier for the Reds than for the
Whites in the non-Russian regions. Jews in particular were terrified
by the anti-Semitic mayhem perpetrated by the Whites.39 Yet the
advantage held by the Reds was helpful without being decisive.
Invading troops misbehaved in all the armies. The Reds frequently
committed butchery against religious leaders. Twenty-eight bishops
and thousands of priests of the Russian Orthodox Church were
killed; and the other Christian sects as well as Islam and Judaism
were also subjected to a campaign of terror. Lenin’s policy was to
introduce atheism by persuasion; but he, too, instigated the mass
murder of clerics.40 For most people, religious belief was entwined
with their national or ethnic identity. The rampaging of the Red
Army – and especially its cavalrymen – undid much of the good
done for Sovnarkom’s cause by the People’s Commissariat for
Nationalities.

Nevertheless the Whites had lost. The dispirited Denikin, as he
retreated to Crimea, resigned his command to General Vrangel;
Yudenich and his forces faded into inactivity. The Whites were in
a hopeless position. Vrangel belatedly appreciated the damage done
to their campaigns by their refusal to leave the peasants with the
land taken by them since theOctober Revolution. Kolchak had given
farms to landlords at the peasantry’s expense even in places where
the landlords had not owned estates.41 By announcing their faith in
‘RussiaOne and Indivisible’, theWhites alienated those non-Russian
nationalities who recognized the slogan as thinly disguised Russian
imperialism. By hanging trade unionists, they made workers think
twice before turning against the Russian Communist Party.

Kolchak,DenikinandYudenichhad rested theirhopes inamilitary
knock-out blow, and refused to fight a ‘political’ war. They were
contemptuous of the Kadets who organized the civilian adminis-
tration for them.42 Lip service was given by the White commanders
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to the ultimate goal of re-convoking a representative assembly of
some kind; but their officers were hostile to this: their fundamental
aim was a right-wing military dictatorship. Kolchak and Denikin
came within striking range of Moscow; Yudenich reached the out-
skirts of Petrograd. It would therefore be wrong to dismiss their
calculations out of hand. But they had the odds stacked against
them.TheReds always held an areawith a hugely greater availability
of conscripts and military equipment;43 they also were based at the
heart of the country’s network of telegraph, railways and adminis-
tration. The Reds had high morale and felt certain that they were
making a new, better world and that science and social justice were
on their side.

Indisputably, luck was with them. The Germans lost the Great
War and stopped interfering in Russian affairs; the Allies donated
money and guns to the Whites, but never seriously undertook the
conquest of Russia themselves. The peoples of the West were in any
event ill-disposed to fighting in eastern Europe once Germany had
been defeated. Many Western socialists argued that the Bolshevik
party should be given the chance to soften its dictatorial rule, and
there were plenty of industrialists, especially in the United Kingdom,
who wished to resume commercial links with Russia.44 In January
1920 the Supreme Allied Council lifted the economic blockade on
the RSFSR. The Whites were left to fend for themselves.

The Bolsheviks had won, and felt that their ideas had helped them
to this end. They had become comfortable with the one-party,
one-ideology state as the basis of their power. They legalized and
reinforced arbitrary rule and had no intention of holding free elec-
tions. Dictatorship and terror appealed to them as modes of solving
problems.Theywere convinced that Bolshevismwas the sole authen-
tic form of socialism. This internal party consensus contained its
own disagreements. A group known as the Democratic Centralists
sprang up in 1919 and contended that too few officials were taking
too many decisions at both central and local levels of the party, that
the party was run inefficiently, that the central party bodies too
rarely consulted opinion in the local committees. Another Bolshevik
group, theWorkers’ Opposition, emerged in 1920; its complaint was
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that the aspirations of the factory labourers were being flouted.
Workers’ Oppositionist leader Alexander Shlyapnikov urged that
power should be shared among the party, the soviets and the trade
unions and that ordinaryworkers and peasants should have influence
over decisions on economic affairs.

Neither the Democratic Centralists nor the Workers’ Opposition
wished to stop the harassment of the other political parties or to
end the requisitioning of grain. Their factional disagreements with
the Central Committee took second place in their minds to the need
for loyalty to the party. While they may have thought of themselves
as the conscience of the Revolution, they, too, had given up part of
the more idealistic heritage of 1917. At any rate their factions were
numerically tiny: they could not hope to beat the Central Committee
for votes at the yearly Party Congresses.

A military-style approach to party organization and to politics in
general had become customary in the Civil War. Orders replaced
consultation. Having served in the Red Army, most Bolshevik
officials had acquired the habits of command. Another novelty was
the ‘cleansing’ of the party. The Russian word for this, chistka, is
usually translated as purge; and the first purge in May 1918 was
confined to the expulsion of ‘idlers, hooligans, adventurers,
drunkards and thieves’ from the party’s ranks. By mid-1919 there
were 150,000 party members: half the total claimed twelve months
previously. The willingness to exclude people in order to maintain
purity of membership can be traced back to Lenin’s wrangles with
the Mensheviks in 1903. But practicality as well as ideology was at
work; for the one-party state was attracting recruits to the party
who were not even committed socialists. Periodic cleansings of the
ranks were vital to raise the degree of political dependability.

The political leadership at central and local levels distrusted the
various state institutions, and repeatedly called for ‘the most severe
discipline’. In 1920 a Central Control Commission was established
to eradicate abuses in the party. But the party was not the only
institution presenting problems of control. The People’s Commis-
sariats gave even greater cause of concern to the Kremlin leadership,
and a Workers’ and Peasants’ Inspectorate was established in the
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same year to investigate the reliability and efficiency of the various
civilian state bodies in their day-to-day work.

Of all bodies, it was the party that underwent the largest change.
Yet the habit of criticizing the leadership remained; and, while the
official who counted for most in local party committees was the
committee secretary,45 discussionwithother committeememberswas
still the norm. Furthermore, the Politburo, Orgburo and Secretariat
lacked the accurate, up-to-date information which would have
enabled them to intervene with confidence in local disputes. The
Red Army, too, was resistant at its lower levels to tight detailed
control. Ill-discipline among soldiers was notorious. There are
thought to have been a million deserters and conscription defaulters
by the endof 1919.46 Indisputably the Soviet state as awhole increased
its internal co-ordination in the Civil War; but chaos remained in
all institutions. And the proliferation of bodies such as the Workers’
andPeasants’ Inspectoratehad the effect of enlarging thebureaucracy
without increasing its efficiency.

This sprawling state ruled a disgruntled society, and there was
much to give rise to resentment. The food rations were poor. Disease
and malnutrition killed eight million people in 1918–20.47 Political
parties other than the Bolsheviks were persecuted or suppressed.
‘Barrier detachments’ were arresting persons carrying food for the
black market.48 The workers were angry about such conditions and
called for an end to the Bolshevik monopoly of political power.
Strikes took place in Petrograd,Moscow, Tula and elsewhere during
the Civil War; they became especially intense once the danger from
theWhites had been eliminated. Thewomen, girls, boys and residual
skilled men in the Russian work-force had just enough energy left
to make protest. Mutinies broke out in army garrisons, and by
mid-1920 there were hints that the loyalty of the pro-Bolshevik
sailors of the Kronstadt naval garrison might be fading.

Peasants clashed with the food-supplies commissars across the
country. According to official figures, 344 rebellions are reported as
havingbrokenoutbymid-1919.49 In1920, severe troublewas reported
from the Volga provinces, especially Tambov, fromUkraine, Siberia
and the North Caucasus. The villages were in revolt. They hated
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the conscription of their menfolk, the requisitioning of foodstuffs,
the infringements of customary peasant law, the ban on private trade
with the towns and the compulsion of households to supply free
labour to the authorities for the felling of timber and the clearing
of roads.50 The Bolshevik party assumed that the answer was to
intensify repression. Industryandagriculture, too,were tobebrought
more firmly under the state’s control. Trotski proposed that Red
Army soldiers, instead of being demobilized, should be transferred
into labour armies; Lenin was firmly attached to the policy of
requisitioning foodstuffs through a centrally-assigned set of quotas:
the economic programme of the Civil War was to be maintained in
peacetime.

The other way out of the emergency for the Russian Communist
Party was socialist revolution in Europe. During 1919 they had
continued to probe opportunities to link up with the Hungarian
Soviet Republic until its collapse in August. The Bavarian Soviet
Republic had been overturned in May. Yet the cities of northern
Italy, too, were in ferment: as one door closed, another was thought
to be opening. The party’s optimism was all the more striking
since Red rule in the borderlands of Russia remained under threat.
Conflicts with the Poles took place in the course of the year, and
erupted into full-scale war when Józef Piłsudski invaded Ukraine
and took Kiev in May 1920. The Red Army gathered support at this
conjuncture from Russians in general. The arthritic former Imperial
commander Alexander Brusilov came out of retirement to urge his
former subordinates to fulfil their patriotic duty by seeing off the
Poles; and, by July, Piłsudski’s army was fleeing westwards.

Lenin spotted his chance to carry revolution into central Europe.
The Red Army was instructed to plunge into Poland and then into
Germany. To his colleagues Lenin confided: ‘My personal opinion
is that for this purpose it is necessary to sovietize Hungary and
perhaps Czechia andRomania too.’51 Italian communists inMoscow
for the Second Congress of Comintern were told to pack their bags
and go home to help organize a revolution. In fact the other Politburo
members were doubtful about Lenin’s judgement; they especially
questioned whether the Polish working class would rise to welcome
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the Red Army as its liberator. But Lenin had his way and the Reds
hastened across eastern Poland. A pitched battle occurred by the
river Vistula, short of Warsaw, in mid-August. The Reds were
defeated. The dream of taking revolution to other countries on the
point of a bayonet was dispelled.

The débâcle in Poland concentrated minds upon the difficulties
at home. Even before the Polish-Soviet War there had been attempts
to modify economic policies. The most notable was Trotski’s pro-
posal to the Central Committee in February 1920 that, in certain
provinces and with certain restrictions, grain requisitioning should
be replaced with a tax-in-kind that would be fixed at a lower level
of procurement. He was turned down after a heated debate in which
Lenin denounced him as an advocate of laissez-faire capitalism.52

Such disputes demonstrated how hard it was to promote any
change of policy; for Trotski’s proposal seemed bold only within a
milieu which viscerally detested capitalism. Lenin, too, suffered as
he had made Trotski suffer. When a Soviet republic was set up in
Azerbaijan in April 1920, Lenin proposed that foreign con-
cessionnaires should be invited to restore the Baku oilfields to pro-
duction. Since 1918 he had seen ‘concessions’ as vital to economic
recovery, but his suggestion now caused outrage among Bolshevik
leaders in the Transcaucasus. If Baku oil were to be exploited again
by the Alfred Nobel Company, hardly any non-private industry
would be left in Baku.53 Lenin also urged, at the Eighth Congress of
Soviets in December 1920, that richer peasant households should be
materially rewarded for any additional gains in agricultural pro-
ductivity rather than be persecuted as kulaks. The Congress was
horrified and most of Lenin’s scheme was rejected.54 The party
leadership at the centre and the localities was determined tomaintain
existing economic policy.

And so it came about that the great controversy in the Bolshevik
party in the winter of 1920–21 was not about grain requisitioning
or about the return of foreign companies but about the trade unions.
InNovember, Trotski had proposed that the unions should be turned
into agencies of the state. Strikes would be banned; wage increases
would be forgone. The Workers’ Opposition criticized this as yet
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another sign of the bureaucratization of the October Revolution.
Others in the party, includingLenin, simply felt thatTrotski’s project
was unrealizable at a time of turmoil in the country. Ferocious debate
broke out within the party. But as Bolshevik leaders haggled over
Marxist doctrine on the labour movement, the Soviet economy
moved towards catastrophe and a growing number of peasants,
workers, soldiers and sailors rebelled against the victors of the Civil
War.
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The New Economic Policy
(1921–1928)

The basic compound of the Soviet order had been invented by Lenin
and his fellow communist leaders within a couple of years of the
October Revolution. There had been created a centralized, one-
ideology dictatorship of a single party which permitted no challenge
to its monopoly of power. The Bolshevik party itself was strictly
organized; the security police were experts at persecution and there
was systematic subordination of constitutional and legal propriety
to political convenience. The regime had also expropriated great
segments of the economy. Industry, banking, transport and foreign
trade were already nationalized and agriculture and domestic trade
were subject to heavy state regulation. All these elements were to
remain intact in ensuing decades.

The Civil War had added to the pressures which resulted in the
creation of the compound. On taking power in 1917, the communist
leaders had not possessed a preparatory blueprint. Nevertheless they
had comewith assumptions and inclinationswhichpredisposed them
towards a high degree of state economic dominance, administrative
arbitrariness, ideological intolerance and political violence. They
also lived for struggle. Theywanted action; they could barely contain
their impatience. And they were outnumbered by enemies at home
and abroad. They had always expected the party to be ‘the vanguard’
of the Revolution. Leadership was a key virtue for them. If they
wanted to prevail as the country’s rulers, the communists would
have been pushed into introducing some kind of party-run state even
in the absence of a civil war – and, of course, the way that the
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October Revolution had occurred made a civil war virtually certain.
This in turnmeant that once theCivilWarwasover, theparty-state

was unlikely to be dismantled by the Russian Communist Party.
The party-state was at the core of the Soviet compound. Without
the party-state, it would not be long before all the other elements in
the compound underwent dissolution.

Even as things stood, not all the elements were as yet sustainable
– at least, not in their entirety – in the harsh conditions of 1920–
21. Popular discontent could no longer simply be suppressed. Even
among those segments in society which had preferred the Reds to
the Whites in the Civil War there were many people unwilling to
tolerate a prolongation of wartime policies. Administrative disorder
was increasing. Whole nations and whole regions were supervised
only patchily fromMoscow. The technical facilities for control were
in a ruinous state: transport and communications were becoming a
shambles.Most industrial enterprises had ceased production: factory
output in 1920 was recorded as being eighty-six per cent lower than
in 1913. Agriculture, too, had been reduced to a shabby condition.
The grain harvest of 1920 was only about three fifths of the annual
average for the half-decade before the Great War.1

By the start of 1921, strategical choice could no longer be avoided.
Lenin, having had conversations while visiting peasants, at last
recognized the enormity of the emergency. For him, the ultimate
alarm bell was sounded by the rural revolt in Tambov province.
The last great peasant risings in Russia had occurred in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries under the leaderships of Razin,
Bolotnikov and Pugachëv. Ancient Russia now confronted the
Bolsheviks in struggle. Lenin foresaw that force alone would
not be enough to quell the peasants, and he decided that in order
to sustain the political dictatorship he had to offer economic
relaxations.

In his opinion, the peasantry had to be placated by the replacement
of grain requisitioning with a tax in kind. Knowing that this would
evoke intense opposition in his party, he initially limited the dis-
cussion to the Politburo. On 8 February 1921 he convinced its
members of the need for urgentmeasures and a resolutionwas passed
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calling for a partial re-legalization of ‘local economic exchange’ in
grain.2 Such fussiness of language was necessary to avoid offending
the ideological sensibilities among fellow Bolsheviks. But the under-
lying purpose was unmistakable: the Politburo intended to restore
private commercial activity. In addition, the tax-in-kind was to be
set at a much lower level than the grain-requisitioning quotas and
would secure only theminimumof the state’s requirements on behalf
of civilian consumers. These measures were the core of what quickly
became known as the New Economic Policy (or NEP).

Some such gamble was essential for the regime to survive. The
Politburo permitted a press campaign to commend the NEP’s merits
to the rest of the party. Having had his fingers burnt in the Brest-
Litovsk controversy, Lenin for some weeks distanced himself from
the policy by getting obscure party officials to put his case; and the
commission established by the Politburo to elaborate the details was
headed not by himself but by Kamenev.3

But thereafter Lenin, supported by Trotski and Kamenev, can-
vassed for the NEP. It was of assistance to him that the party had
exhausted itself in the winter’s dispute about the trade unions. A
desire for unity had emerged before the opening of the Tenth Party
Congress on 15 March 1921, a desire stiffened by news of the
outbreak of a mutiny by the naval garrison on Kronstadt island.
The sailors demanded multi-party democracy and an end to grain
requisitioning. Petrograd was affected by discontent and strikes
broke out in its major factories. Those many Congress delegates
who had not accepted Lenin’s arguments were at last persuaded of
the argument for economic reform. Lenin anyway stressed that he
did not advocate political reform. Indeed he asserted that the other
parties should be suppressed and that even internal factions among
the Bolsheviks should be banned. The retreat in economics was to
be accompanied by an offensive in politics.

Congress delegates from all factions, including the Workers’
Opposition, volunteered to join the Red Army units ordered to quell
the Kronstadt mutineers. Mikhail Tukhachevski, a commander who
had recently returned from the Polish front, clad his soldiers in white
camouflage to cross the iced-over Gulf of Finland undetected. In the
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meantime a depleted Party Congress ungratefully condemned the
Workers’ Opposition as an ‘anarcho-syndicalist deviation’ from
the principles of Bolshevism.

Lenin had got his way at the Congress in securing an end to grain
requisitioning. And yet there was trouble ahead. The NEP would
remain ineffective if confined to a legalization of private trade in
foodstuffs. Other economic sectors, too, needed to be removed from
the state’s monopolistic ownership and control. Peasants would
refrain from selling their crops in the towns until they could buy
industrial goods with their profits; but large-scale state-owned fact-
ories could not quickly produce the shoes, nails, hand-ploughs and
spades that were wanted by the peasantry. Rapid economic recovery
depended upon a reversion of workshops and small manufacturing
firms to their previous owners. There was no technical impediment
to this. But politically it would be hard to impose on local communist
officials who already at the Party Congress had indicated their
distaste for any further compromises with the principle of private
profit.4

Leninhad to come into theopen topersuade theseofficials to soften
their stance. Indefatigably he tried to attract Western capitalists to
Soviet Russia. On 16 March, after months of negotiation,
an Anglo-Soviet Trade treaty was signed; and Soviet commercial
delegations were established in several other European countries
by the end of the year. Lenin also continued to push for the
sale of ‘concessions’ in the oil industry in Baku and Grozny.
The Red Army’s defeat in the war in Poland convinced him that
temporary co-operation with international capitalism would better
facilitate economic reconstruction than the pursuit of ‘European
socialist revolution’. If Lenin needed proof, it was supplied by
the German communists. In the last fortnight of March 1921,
encouraged by Zinoviev and Bukharin, they tried to seize power in
Berlin. The German government easily suppressed this botched
‘March Action’; and Lenin roundly upbraided his comrades for their
adventurism.

By then Lenin was no longer looking only to foreign concession-
aires for help with economic recovery. In April he argued in favour
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of expanding the NEP beyond its original limits; and he achieved
his ends when the Tenth Party Conference in May 1921 agreed
to re-legalize private small-scale manufacturing. Soon afterwards
peasants obtained permission to trade not only locally but anywhere
in the country.Commercialmiddlemen, too,were allowed to operate
again. Private retail shops were reopened. Rationing was abolished
in November 1921, and everyone was expected to buy food from
personal income. In August 1921, state enterprises had been reorgan-
ized into large ‘trusts’ responsible for each great manufacturing and
mining subsector; they were instructed that raw materials had to be
bought and workers to be paid without subsidy from the central
state budget. InMarch1922,moreover, Leninpersuaded theEleventh
Party Congress to allow peasant households to hire labour and rent
land.

Thus a reintroduction of capitalist practices took place and ‘War
Communism’, as the pre-1921 economic measures were designated,
was ended. A lot of Bolsheviks felt that the October Revolution was
beingbetrayed.Tempersbecame so frayed that theTenthConference
proceedings were kept secret.5 Not since the Brest-Litovsk contro-
versy had Lenin had to endure such invective. But he fought back,
purportedly shouting at his critics: ‘Please don’t try teaching me
what to include and what to leave out of Marxism: eggs don’t teach
their hens how to lay!’6

He might not have succeeded at the Conference if his critics had
not appreciated the party’s need for unity until the rebellions in the
country had been suppressed; and Lenin sternly warned about the
adverse effects of factionalism. Throughout 1921–2 there persisted
an armed threat to the regime. The Kronstadt mutiny was put down;
its organizers were shot and thousands of ordinary sailors, most of
whom had supported the Bolsheviks in 1917, were dispatched to the
Ukhta labour camp in the Russian north.7 The rural revolts, too,
were crushed. Red Army commander Tukhachevski, after defeating
the Kronstadters, was sent to quell the Tambov peasant uprising in
mid-1921.8 Insurrections in the rest of the Volga region, in Ukraine,
Siberia and theNorthCaucasuswere treated similarly.ThePolitburo
also smashed the industrial strikes. The message went forth from
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the Kremlin that the economic reforms were not a sign of weakened
political resolve.

Not only real but also potential trouble-makers were dealt with
severely. Those members of the Socialist-Revolutionary Party’s Cen-
tral Committee whowere still at liberty were rounded up. In summer
1922 they were paraded in Soviet Russia’s first great show-trial and
given lengthy prison sentences. There was a proposal by Lenin to
do the same to the Menshevik Organizational Committee, and he
was annoyed at being overruled by the Politburo.9 But the lesson
was administered that the Bolshevik party, having won the Civil
War, would share its power with no other party.

Nor were there to be illusions about national self-determination.
It is true that Finland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania had gained
independence and that provinces had been lost to Poland, Romania
and Turkey. Yet by March 1921, when Georgia was re-conquered,
the Red Army had largely restored the boundaries of the Russian
Empire. Russian nationalists applauded this. It would not be long,
they surmised, before the Bolsheviks accommodated themselves to
Russia’s geo-political interests and abandoned their communist
ideas. Red Army commanders, some of whom had served as officers
in the Imperial Army, were delighted that Russian military, political
and economic power had risen again over two continents. In the
People’s Commissariats, too, many long-serving bureaucrats felt
a similar pride. The émigré liberal Professor Nikolai Trubetskoi
founded a ‘Change of Landmarks’ group that celebrated the NEP
as the beginning of the end of the Bolshevik revolutionary project.

TheBolsheviks responded that theyhadmade theOctoberRevolu-
tion expressly to establish a multinational state wherein each
national or ethnic group would be free from oppression by any
other. They refused to accept that theywere imperialists even though
many nations were held involuntarily under their rule. They were
able to delude themselves in this fashion for two main reasons. The
first was that they undoubtedly wanted to abolish the old empires
around the world. In this sense they really were anti-imperialists.
Secondly, the central Bolshevik leadership had no conscious desire
to give privileges to the Russian nation. Most of them were appalled
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by the evidence that Russian nationalist sentiment existed at the
lower levels of the Soviet state and even the communist party. And
so by being anti-nationalist, Lenin and his colleagues assumed that
they were automatically anti-imperialist.

But how, then, were they going to resolve their very complex
problems of multi-national governance in peacetime? Probably most
leading Bolsheviks saw the plurality of independent Soviet republics
as having been useful to gain popularity during the Civil War but
as being likely to reinforce nationalist tendencies in the future.10

There was consensus in the party that a centralized state order was
vital; no one was proposing that any of the republican governments
or communist parties should have the right to disobey the Bolshevik
leadership in theKremlin.Buthowtoachieve this?Stalin,whoheaded
the People’s Commissariat for Nationalities, wished to deprive the
Soviet republics of even their formal independence by turning them
into autonomous republics within the RSFSR on the Bashkirian
model. His so-called federalism would therefore involve the simple
expedientof incorporatingUkraine,Belorussia,Armenia,Azerbaijan
and Georgia into an enlarged RSFSR, and he had been working
along these lines since mid-1920.11

Lenin thought Stalin’s project smacked of Russian imperial domi-
nance; and his counter-proposal was to federate the RSFSR on equal
terms with the other Soviet republics in a Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics.12 In summer 1922 their disagreements became acrimoni-
ous. Yet it must be noted that the ground separating Lenin and Stalin
was narrow. Neither aimed to disband the system of authoritarian
rule through a highly centralized, unitary communist party run from
Moscow. While castigating the United Kingdom’s retention of India
with her empire, the Politburo had no scruples about annexing states
which had gained their independence from Russia between 1917 and
1921.

In any case Lenin and Stalin themselves faced common opposition
in the localities. Their adversaries fell into two main groups. The
first groupdemandeda slackeningof theKremlin’s gripon republican
political bodies.13 Even so, none of these persons demanded a com-
plete release. They wished to remain part of a common Soviet state
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and understood that they depended upon the Red Army for their
survival in government. The other group of adversaries felt that
official policy was not too strict but too indulgent towards the
non-Russian republics. Both Lenin and Stalin wished to keep the
promises made since the October Revolution that native-language
schools, theatres and printing presses would be fostered. Stalin in
1921 was accused of ‘artificially implanting’ national consciousness;
the charge was that, if the Belorussians had not been told they were
Belorussians, nobody would have been any the wiser.14

This debate was of great importance (and the reason why it
remains little noticed is that Stalin suppressed discussion of it in the
1930swhenhe did notwish to appear indulgent to the non-Russians).
Stalin’s self-defence was that his priority was to disseminate not
nationalistbut socialist ideas.Hisargumentwasprimarilypragmatic.
He pointed out that all verbal communication had to occur in a
comprehensible language and that most of the people inhabiting
the Soviet-held lands bordering Russia did not speak Russian. A
campaign of compulsory Russification would therefore cause more
political harm than good.

Nor did Stalin fail to mention that the vast majority of the
population was constituted by peasants, who had a traditional
culture which had yet to be permeated by urban ideas.15 If Marxism
was to succeed in the Soviet Union, the peasantry had to be incorpor-
ated into a culture that was not restricted to a particular village.
Whatever else they were, peasants inhabiting the Belorussian region
were not Russians. It behoved the communist party to enhance their
awareness of their own national culture – or at least such aspects of
their national culture that did not clash blatantly with Bolshevik
ideology. Thus would more and more people be brought into the
ambit of the Soviet political system. Bolshevism affirmed that society
had to be activated, mobilized, indoctrinated. For this reason, in
contrast with other modern multinational states which had discour-
aged national consciousness, Politburo members fostered it. They
did so because they worried lest there should be further national
revolts against Bolshevism; but they also calculated that, by avoiding
being seen as imperial oppressors, they would eventually win over
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all their national and ethnic groups to principles of international
fraternity. The central party leaders had not ceased being militant
internationalists.

A few leading Bolsheviks resented this as being a cynical approach.
Practically all these critics were post-1917 recruits to the party, and
prominent among them was a young Tatar named Mirza Said
Sultan-Galiev. As a functionary in the People’s Commissariat for
Nationalities, he had impugned any action that seemed to favour
Russians at the expense of the other national and ethnic groups.16

Matters came to a head in 1923 when Sultan-Galiev advocated the
desirability of a pan-Turkic socialist state uniting theMuslimpeoples
of the former Russian and Ottoman Empires. Sultan-Galiev was
arrested for promoting a scheme that would have broken up the
Soviet state. This first arrest of a senior communist leader by the
communist authorities was a sign of the acute importance they
attached to the ‘national question’.

Yet Politburo members remained worried about the potential
appeal of pan-Turkism, and sought to accentuate the differences
among Muslims by marking out separate administrative regions for
the Uzbeks, Tajiks and Kazakhs. Stimulation was given for their
paths of cultural development to diverge. This was not the sole
method whereby the Bolsheviks tried to divide and rule: they also
bought the acquiescence of majority nationalities in each Soviet
republic at the expense of the local minorities. Romanians, Greeks,
Poles and Jews in Ukraine did not receive as much favourable
attention as Ukrainians. And if the attempt to rule the nations by
dividing them among themselves ever became ineffectual, the Cheka
–whichwas known from 1923 as the UnitedMain Political Adminis-
tration (or by its Russian acronym OGPU) – arrested troublesome
groups and individuals. In the last resort the Red Army, too, was
used. A Georgian insurrection against the Soviet regime in 1924 was
ferociously suppressed.17

Nations picked up whatever scraps the Bolshevik leadership was
willing to toss from its table. These scraps were far from insubstan-
tial. Native-language schooling flourished as never before in Russian
history (and the Soviet authorities provided the Laz people, which
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numbered only 635 persons, with not only a school building but
even an alphabet).18 Ukraine had not been an administrative-
territorial unit before 1917; in formal terms it had been only a
collection of provinces subject to the tsar. In the 1920s the Politburo
sanctioned the return toKiev fromabroadof the nationalist historian
Mihaylo Hrushevskyi, who made no secret of his nationalism.

At the same time the Bolshevik central leadership wanted to give
stiff ideological competition to Hrushevskyi and his counterparts in
other Soviet republics. The difficulty was that the party’s rank-and-
file membership even in the non-Russian regions consisted over-
whelmingly of Russians. Steps were taken to train and promote
cadres of the local nationality. Thiswas the policy known as koreniz-
atsiya (or ‘the planting down of roots’). Initially it could not be
done, especially in central Asia but in other places too, without
appeals being made to young men and women who were not neces-
sarily of working-class background. Many potential recruits would
have to be drawn from the local traditional élites. The hope was
that the People’s Commissariat of Enlightenment and the Party
Central Committee’s Agitation and Propaganda Department would
succeed in nudging the promotees towards feeling that their national
and cultural aspirations were compatible with Bolshevik revolution-
ary aims.

Confidential discussions to settle the state’s constitutional struc-
ture proceeded. In September 1922 Lenin, despite still convalescing
from a major stroke, won his struggle against Stalin’s proposal for
the RSFSR to engorge the other Soviet republics. Instead all these
republics, including the RSFSR, were to join a federation to be
called the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (or USSR). This meant
that Russia – in the form of the RSFSR – was for the first time given
its own boundaries within the larger state it belonged to. At the time
this hardly mattered in any practical way to most Russians; it was
only in the late 1980s,when BorisYeltsin campaigned for theRussian
presidency before the USSR’s disintegration, that the possible im-
plications of delineating ‘Russia’ as a cartographic entity became
evident. Under the NEP, however, the Bolsheviks anticipated not
disintegration but, if anything, expansion. And so the decision on
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theUSSRConstitutionwas ratified inprincipleby theFirstAll-Union
CongressofSovietson31December1922, and thecentral government
newspaper Izvestiya hailed the events as ‘a New Year’s gift to the
workers and peasants of the world’.19

In the communist party across the country only the Georgian
leadershipmade strongobjection.They had lobbiedLenin for several
months, claiming that Stalin had ridden roughshod over Georgian
national sensitivities. They particularly resented the plan to insert
Georgia into the USSR not as a Soviet republic but as a part of a
Transcaucasian Federation. In their estimation, this was a trick
whereby Stalin could emasculate Lenin’s somewhat gentler attitude
to Georgians as a people. They demanded that Georgia should enter
the USSR on the same terms as Ukraine. But Lenin and the Politburo
accepted Stalin’s advice in this specific matter. The formation of a
Transcaucasian Federation would enable the curtailment of
unpleasantries meted out to their respective ethnic minorities by the
Armenian, Azerbaijani and Georgian Soviet republics: there was
abundant evidence that the Georgians, sinned against by Stalin, were
not blameless in their treatment of non-Georgians.20

The Transcaucasian Federation would also diminish Turkey’s
temptation to interfere in Muslim-inhabited areas on the side of
Azerbaijan against Armenia. Continuing nervousness about the
Turks induced central party leaders to award Nagorny Karabakh
to ‘Muslim’ Azerbaijan despite the fact that the local population
were Armenian Christians.21

Azeri-inhabited Nakhichevan, too, was given to Azerbaijan even
though Nakhichevan lay enclosed within Armenia and did not abutt
upon Azerbaijani territory. The central party leadership’s measures
were therefore not untainted by considerations of expediency, and
Armenians had little cause to celebrate the territorial settlement.
Cossack farmers in the North Caucasus were even less contented.
The Politburo took the decision to secure the acquiescence of the
non-Russian peoples of that region by returning land to them that
had been taken from them in the previous century by the tsarist
authorities. Thousands of Cossack settlers were rounded up and
deported to other regions held by the Soviet authorities in April
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1921.22 National deportations were to become a basic aspect of
governmental policy in the 1930s and 1940s, but the precedent had
been set under Lenin.

Yet there was a degree of justification in the party’s claim that its
treatment of the national and ethnic minorities put many European
governments to shame; and prominent Bolshevik C. G. Rakovsky
argued that many peoples in eastern and central Europe would relish
the degree of autonomy accorded in theUSSR.23Nevertheless several
leading party figures were fearful of the long-term risks involved.
The administrative demarcation of territory according to national
and ethnic demography laid down internal boundaries that could
become guidelines for nationalism. The opportunities for linguistic
and cultural self-expression, too, allowed the different peoples to
develop their respective national identities. Only ruthless inter-
ventions from Moscow stopped these chickens of official policy
coming home to roost before the late 1980s. Lenin thought he was
helping to resolve the national question; in fact he inadvertently
aggravated it.

The nation with the greatest potential to upset Bolshevik policy
were the Russians themselves. According to the census published in
1927 they amounted to nearly three fifths of the population,24 and
it couldnotbediscounted thatoneday theymightprove susceptible to
nationalist ideas. Under the NEP they were therefore the nationality
most tightly restricted in their cultural self-expression. Classic Rus-
sian nineteenth-century writers who had disseminated anti-socialist
notions lost official approval; and Fëdor Dostoevski, who had
inspired thinkers as diverse as Nietzsche and Freud, was no longer
published. Russian military heroes such as Mikhail Kutuzov, the
victor over Napoleon, were depicted as crude imperialists. Allegedly
no emperor, patriarch or army general had ever done a good deed
in his life. Non-Bolshevik variants of Russian socialist thought were
equally subjected to denigration, and Menshevik and Socialist-
Revolutionarypoliciesweredenouncedas hostile to the requirements
ofworkingpeople.Traditions ofRussian thoughtwhichwere uncon-
genial to Bolshevism were systematically ridiculed.

The Russian Orthodox Church especially alarmed the Bolsheviks.
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A survey of Russian peasants in the mid-1920s suggested that fifty-
five per cent were active Christian worshippers. This was almost
certainly a large underestimate; and there can be no denying that
the Russian Orthodox Church constituted part and parcel of the
Russian identity in the minds of most ethnic Russians. In 1922 Lenin
arranged for the execution of several bishops on the pretext that
they refused to sell their treasures to help famine relief in the Volga
region.Anti-religious persecutiondid not ceasewith the introduction
of theNEP, and Lenin’s language in Politburo discussions of Christi-
anity was vicious, intemperate and cynical.25

Yet generally the Bolsheviks became more restrained in the mid-
1920s. The OGPU was instructed to concentrate its efforts on
demoralizing and splitting the Church by indirect methods rather
than by physical assault. This policy took the form of suborning
priests, spreading disinformation and infiltrating agents; and when
Patriarch Tikhon died in 1925, the Church was prevented by the
Soviet authorities from electing a successor to him. Metropolitan
Sergei, who was transferred from Nizhni Novgorod to Moscow,
was allowed to style himself only as Acting Patriarch. Meanwhile
Trotski had observed the rise of a ‘Living Church’ reformmovement
in the Church that despised the official ecclesiastical hierarchy and
preached that socialism was Christianity in its modern form. The
adherents of this movement were reconcilable to Soviet rule so long
as they could practise their faith. Trotski urged that favourable
conditions should be afforded to ‘Living Church’ congregations in
order that a wedge could be driven down the middle of the Russian
Orthodox Church.26

Other Christian denominations were handled less brusquely. Cer-
tain sects, such as the Old Believers, were notable for their farming
expertise and the central party leadership did not want to harm their
contribution to the economy as a result of clashes over religion.27

Non-RussianChristian organizationswere also treatedwith caution.
For instance, the harassment of the Georgian and Armenian Ortho-
dox Churches diminished over the decade. Islam was left at peace
even more than Christianity (although there was certainly inter-
ference with religious schools and law-courts). The Politburo saw
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that, while secularism was gaining ground among urban Russians,
Muslims remained deeply attached – in towns as in the villages – to
their faith. In desperation the party tried to propagate Marxism in
Azerbaijan and central Asia through the medium of excerpts from
the Koran that emphasized communal, egalitarian values. Yet the
positive results for the party were negligible: ‘the idiocy of religion’
was nowhere near as easy to eradicate as the communists had
imagined.

They had a nerve in being so condescending. Leading Bolshevik
cadres themselves were intense believers in a faith of a certain kind.
The works of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels were like prophetic
works in the Bible for most of them; and Lenin as well as Marx
and Engels were beatified. Marxism was an ersatz religion for the
communist party.

Real religious belief was mocked in books and journals of the
state-subsidized League of the Militant Godless. Citizens who
engaged in public worship lost preferment in Soviet state employ-
ment; and priests had been disenfranchised under the terms of
successive constitutions since 1918. In local practice, however, a
more relaxed attitude was permitted. Otherwise the middle strata
of the Azerbaijani government would have had to be sacked. Even
inRussia therewas the same problem.Officials in Smolensk province
decided that since a disavowal of God did not appear in the party
rules, it should not be a criterion for party membership.28 Such
pragmatism, as with other aspects of the NEP, stemmed from a
sense of short-term weakness. But this did not signify any loss of
medium-term confidence: both the central and local party leadership
continued to assume that religious observance was a relic of old
‘superstitions’ that would not endure.

Not only priests but also all potentially hostile groups in society
were denied civic rights. The last remaining industrialists, bankers
and great landlords had fled when Vrangel’s Volunteer Army
departed the Crimean peninsula, paying with their last roubles to
take the last available ferries across the Black Sea or to hide in
haycarts as they were trundled over the land frontier with Poland.

As the ‘big and middle bourgeoisie’ vanished into the emigration
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or into obscurity in Russia, the Politburo picked on whichever
suspected ‘class enemies’ remained. Novelists, painters and poets
were prominent victims. The cultural intelligentsia had always con-
tainedrestless, awkwardseekersafternewconceptsandnewtheories.
The Bolshevik leaders discerned the intelligentsia’s potential as a
shaper of public opinion, and for every paragraph that Lenin wrote
castigating priests he wrote a dozen denouncing secular intellectuals.
The most famous representatives of Russian high culture were held
under surveillance by the OGPU and the Politburo routinely dis-
cussedwhich of them could be granted an exit visa or special medical
facilities:29 the nearest equivalentwould be a post-war British cabinet
decidingwhetherGeorgeOrwell could visit France or EvelynWaugh
have a gall-bladder operation.

In summer1922 theSovietauthoritiesdeporteddozensofoutstand-
ing Russian writers and scholars. These included a philosopher
of world importance, Nikolai Berdyaev, who was interrogated by
Dzierz.yński. Berdyaev complained that he, too, was a socialist, but
onewithamore individualist outlook thanDzierz.yński.His assertion
was rejected; for the Bolsheviks treated non-Bolshevik varieties of
socialism as an acute threat to the regime. The deportations taught
the intelligentsia that no overt criticisms of the regime would be
tolerated; and in June 1922 the Politburo drove home the lesson by
reintroducing pre-publication censorship through the agency of a
MainAdministration forAffairs of Literature andPublishingHouses
(which became known asGlavlit and which lasted until its abolition
by Gorbachëv). The aim was to insulate Soviet society from the
bacillus of ideas alien to Bolshevism.30

The dilemma for Politburo members was that they badly needed
the help of intellectuals in effecting the cultural transformation
essential for the creation of a socialist society. Scarcely any writers
of distinction were Bolsheviks or even sympathizers with the party.
An exception was the Futurist poet Vladimir Mayakovski. Not all
central party leaders regarded him as a boon to Bolshevism. Lenin
remarked: ‘I don’t belong to the admirers of his poetic talent,
although I quite admit my own incompetence in this area.’31 A
warmer welcome was given to the novelist Maksim Gorki even
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though he had often denounced Leninism and called Lenin a misan-
thrope before 1917. Gorki, however, had come to believe that atroc-
ities committed in the Civil War had been as much the fault of
ordinary citizens in general and of the Soviet state in particular; and
he began to soften his comments on the Bolsheviks. Even so, he
continued to prefer to live in his villa in Sorrento in Italy to the
dacha he would obtain if he returned home.

Trotski and Zinoviev persuaded the Twelfth Party Conference in
1922 that as long as writer-Bolsheviks were so few, the regime would
have to make do with ‘fellow travellers’.32 Writers and artists who
at least agreedwith someof the party’s objectiveswere to be cosseted.
Thousands of roubleswere thrownat the feet of thosewho consented
to toe the political line; and Mayakovski, taking pity on the plight
of his friends who opposed Marxism-Leninism, discreetly left his
banknotes on their sofas. But acts of personal charity did not alter
the general situation. Large print-runs, royalties and famewere given
to approved authors while poverty and obscurity awaited those who
refused to collaborate.

Dissentient thought continued to be cramped under the NEP. The
authorities did not always need to ban books from publication:
frequently it was enough to suggest that an author should seek
another publisher, knowing that Gosizdat, the state publishers,
owned practically all the printing-presses and had reduced most
private publishers to inactivity. Nevertheless the arts in the 1920s
could not have their critical edge entirely blunted if the state also
wished to avoid alienating the ‘fellow travellers’. Furthermore, the
state could not totally predetermine which writer or painter would
acquire a popular following. Sergei Yesenin, a poet and guitar-player
who infuriated many Bolshevik leaders because of his Bohemian
lifestyle, outmatched Mayakovski in appeal. Whereas Mayakovski
wrote eulogies for the factory, twentieth-century machinery and
Marxism-Leninism, Yesenin composed nostalgic rhapsodies to the
virtues of the peasantry while indulging in the urban vices of cigar-
smoking and night-clubbing.

Neither Yesenin nor Mayakovski, however, was comfortable in
his role for very long. Indeed both succumbed to a fatal depression:
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Yesenin killed himself in 1925, Mayakovski in 1930. Yet several of
their friends continued to work productively. Isaak Babel composed
his masterly short stories about the Red Cavalry in the Polish-Soviet
War. Ilf and Petrov wrote The Twelve Chairs poking fun at the
NEP’s nouveaux riches as well as at the leather-clad commissars
who strutted out of the Red Army into civilian administrative posts
after the Civil War. Their satirical bent pleased a Politburo which
wished to eradicate bureaucratic habits among state officials; but
other writers were less lucky. Yevgeni Zamyatin wrote a dystopian
novel, We, which implicitly attacked the regimentative orientation
of Bolshevism. The novel’s hero did not even have a name but rather
a letter and number, D-503, and the story of his pitiful struggle
against the ruler – the baldheaded Benefactor – was a plea for the
right of the individual to live his or her life without oppressive
interference by the state.

Zamyatin’s work lay unpublished in the USSR; it could be printed
only abroad. The grand theorizings of Russian intellectuals about
the meaning of life disappeared from published literature. Painting
had its mystical explorers in persons such as Marc Chagall (who,
until his emigration to western Europe in 1922, went on producing
canvasses of Jewish fiddlers, cobblers and rabbis in the poverty-
stricken towns and villages around Vitebsk). Practically no great
symphonies, operas or ballets werewritten. TheOctober Revolution
and the Civil War were awesome experiences from which most
intellectuals recoiled in shock. Many entered a mental black hole
where they tried to rethink their notions about the world. It was a
process which would last several years; most of the superb poetry
of Osip Mandelshtam, Boris Pasternak and Anna Akhmatova came
to maturity only in the 1930s.

Central party leaders endeavoured to increase popular respect for
those works of literature that conformed to their Marxist vision.
They used the negative method of suppression, seizing the presses
of hostile political parties and cultural groups and even eliminating
thosemanypublicationswhich tookanon-political stance.Apolitical
light-heartedness virtually disappeared from the organs of public
communication.33 Party leaders also supplied their own propaganda
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for Bolshevism through Pravda and other newspapers. Posters were
produced abundantly. Statues and monuments, too, were com-
missioned, and there were processions, concerts and speeches on
May Day and the October Revolution anniversary.

The regime gave priority to ‘mass mobilization’. Campaigns were
made to recruit workers into the Russian Communist Party, the
trade unions and the communist youth organization known as the
Komsomol. Special attention was paid to increasing the number of
Bolsheviks by means of a ‘Lenin Enrolment’ in 1924 and an ‘October
Enrolment’ in 1927. As a result the membership rose from 625,000 in
1921 to 1,678,000 at the end of the decade;34 and by that time, too,
ten million workers belonged to trade unions.35 A large subsidy was
given to the expansion of popular education. Recreational facilities
also underwent improvement. Sports clubs were opened in all cities
andnational teamswere formed for football, gymnasticsandathletics
(in 1912 the Olympic squad had been so neglected that the ferry-boat
to Stockholm left without many of its members). Whereas tsarism
had struggled to prevent people from belonging to organizations,
Bolshevism gave them intense encouragement to join.

The Bolshevik leaders were learning from recent precedents of
the German Social-Democratic Party before the Great War and the
Italian fascists in the 1920s. Governments of all industrial countries
were experimenting with novel techniques of persuasion. Cinemas
and radio stations were drawn into the service of the state; and
rulers made use of youth movements such as the Boy Scouts. All this
was emulated in the USSR. The Bolsheviks had the additional
advantage that the practical constraints on their freedom of action
were smaller even than in Italy where a degree of autonomy from
state control was preserved by several non-fascist organizations,
especially by the Catholic Church, afterMussolini’s seizure of power
in 1922.

Yet most Soviet citizens had scant knowledge of Marxism-
Leninism in general and the party’s current policies. Bolshevik propa-
gandists acknowledged their lack of success,36 and felt that a
prerequisite for any basic improvementwas the attainment of univer-
sal literacy. Teachers inherited from the Imperial regime were
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induced to return to their jobs. When the Red Cavalry rode across
the borderlands in the Polish-SovietWar, commissars tiedflash-cards
to the backs of the cavalrymen at the front of the file and got
the rest to recite the Cyrillic alphabet. This kind of commitment
produced a rise in literacy from two in five males between the ages
of nine and forty-nine years in 1897 to slightly over seven out of ten
in 1927.37 The exhilaration of learning, common to working-class
people in other societies undergoing industrialization, was evident
in day-schools and night classes across the country.

Despite all the problems, the Soviet regime retained a vision of
political, economic and cultural betterment. Many former army
conscripts and would-be university students responded enthusiasti-
cally. Many of their parents, too, could remember the social oppres-
siveness of the pre-revolutionary tsarist regime and gave a welcome
to the Bolshevik party’s projects for literacy, numeracy, cultural
awareness and administrative facility.

This positive reception could be found not only among rank-and-
file communists but also more broadly amidst the working class and
the peasantry. And experimentswith new sorts of living andworking
were not uncommon. Apartment blocks in many cities were run
by committees elected by their inhabitants, and several factories
subsidized cultural evenings for their workers. A Moscow orchestra
declared itself a democratic collective and played without a con-
ductor. At the end of the Civil War, painters and poets resumed
their normal activity and tried to produce works that could be
understood not only by the educated few but by the whole society.
The Bolshevik central leaders often wished that their supporters in
the professions and in the arts would show less interest in experi-
mentation and expend more energy on the basic academic education
and industrial and administrative training of the working class. But
the utopian mood was not dispelled: the NEP did not put an end to
social and cultural innovation.38

For politically ambitious youngsters, furthermore, there were
courses leading on to higher education. The new Sverdlov University
in Moscow was the pinnacle of a system of ‘agitation and propa-
ganda’ which at lower levels involved not only party schools but
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also special ‘workers’ faculties’ (rabfaki). Committed to dictatorship
of the proletariat, the Politburo wished to put a working-class
communist generation in place before the current veteran revolution-
aries retired. (Few of them would in fact reach retirement age,
because of Stalin’s Great Terror in the 1930s.)Workers and peasants
were encouraged, too, to write for newspapers; this initiative, which
came mainly from Bukharin, was meant to highlight the many petty
abuses of power while strengthening the contact between the party
and the working class. Bukharin had a zest for educational progress.
He gathered around himself a group of young socialist intellectuals
and established an Institute of Red Professors. In 1920 he had shown
the way for his protégés by co-authoring a textbook with Yevgeni
Preobrazhenski, The ABC of Communism.

Thus the tenets of Bolshevism were disseminated to everyone
willing to read them.39 The Soviet proletariat was advertised as the
vanguard of world socialism, as the embodiment of the great social
virtues, as the class destined to remake history for all time. Posters
depicted factory labourers wielding hammers and looking out to a
horizon suffused by a red dawn. On everything from newspaper
mastheads to household crockery the slogan was repeated: ‘Workers
of the world, unite!’

Bolshevik leaders, unlike tsars, strove to identify themselves with
ordinary people. Lenin and head of state Mikhail Kalinin were
renowned for having the common touch. As it happens, Kalinin –
who came from a family of poor peasants in Tver province – had
an eye for young middle-class ballerinas. But such information did
not appear inPravda: central party leaders tried topresent themselves
as ordinary blokes with unflamboyant tastes. This was very obvious
even in the way they clothed themselves. Perhaps it was Stalin who
best expressed the party’s mood in the 1920s by wearing a simple,
grey tunic: he thereby managed to look not only non-bourgeois but
also a modest but militant member of a political collective. The
etiquette and material tastes of the pre-revolutionary rich were
repudiated. Any interest in fine clothes, furniture or interior décor
was treated as downright reactionary. A roughness of comportment,
speech and dress was fostered.
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In fact these leaders were emphasizing what appealed to them in
working-class culture and discarding the rest. Much as they extolled
the virtues of the industrial worker, they also wanted to reform him
or her. Ever since 1902, when Lenin had written his booklet What
Is To Be Done?, Bolshevik theory had stressed that the working class
would not become socialist by its own devices. The party had to
explain and indoctrinate and guide.

The authorities emphasized the need not only for literacy and
numeracy but also for punctuality, conscientiousness at work and
personal hygiene. The desirability of individual self-improvement
was stressed; but so, too, was the goal of getting citizens to subordin-
ate their personal interests to those of the general good as defined
by theparty.A transformation in social attitudeswasdeemed crucial.
This would involve breaking people’s adherence to the way they
thought and acted not only in public life but also within the intimacy
of the family, where attitudes of a ‘reactionary’ nature were incul-
cated and consolidated. Official spokesmen urged wives to refuse to
give automatic obedience tohusbands, and childrenwere encouraged
to challenge the authority of their fathers and mothers. Communal
kitchens and factory cafeterias were established so that domestic
choresmight not get in theway of fulfilment of public duties. Divorce
and abortion were available on demand.40

Social inhibitions indeed became looser in the 1920s. Yet theGreat
War and the Civil War played a more decisive role in this process
than Bolshevik propaganda. For the popular suspicion of the regime
remained acute. A particular source of grievance was the fact that
it tookuntil the late1920s foraveragewages tobe raised to theaverage
amount paid before 1914. This was unimpressive to a generation of
the working class which had felt exploited by their employers under
Nicholas II. Strikes were frequent under theNEP. The exact number
of workers who laid down tools is as yet unascertained, but
undoubtedly it was more than the 20,100 claimed by governmental
statisticians for 1927.41

Not that the Politburo was greatly disconcerted by the labour
movement.Conflicts tended tobe small in scale and short induration;
the raging conflicts of 1920–21 did not recur. The long-standing
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policy of favouring skilled workers for promotion to administrative
posts in politics and industry had the effect of removing many of
thosewhomight havemade the labourmovementmore troublesome;
and although wages were no higher than before 1914, the state
had at least increased rudimentary provision for health care and
unemployment benefit.42 Above all, the party and the trade unions
had offices in all factories and were usually able to see off trouble
before it gotoutof hand; and the resolutionofdisputeswas facilitated
by arbitration commissions located in the workplace. The OGPU,
too, inserted itself into the process. Once a strike had been brought
to an end, the Chekists would advise the management about whom
to sack in due course so that industrial conflict might not recur.
Sometimes strike leaders were quietly arrested.

Obviously the party leaders could not be complacent about the
situation. They could never be entirely sure that a little outbreak of
discontent in some factory or other would not explode into a protest
movement such as had overwhelmed the monarchy in February
1917. Through the 1920s the Politburo was fumbling for ways to
understand the working class in whose name it ruled the USSR.

Workers were not the only group to cause perplexity: the whole
society baffled the authorities. The NEP had reintroduced a degree
of capitalism; but it was a capitalism different from any previous
capitalism inRussia or the externalworld. Bankers, big industrialists,
stockbrokers and landlords were a thing of the past. Foreign entre-
preneurs were few, and those few kept out of public view. The main
beneficiaries of the NEP in the towns did not conform to the
stereotype of a traditional high bourgeoisie; they were more like
British spivs after 1945. As a group they were called ‘nepmen’ and
were quintessentially traders in scarce goods. They trudged into the
villages and bought up vegetables, ceramic pots and knitted scarves.
They went round urban workshops and did deals to obtain chairs,
buckles, nails and hand tools. And they sold these products wherever
there were markets.

It was officially recognized that if the market was to function,
there had to be rules. Legal procedures ceased to be mocked as
blatantly as in the Civil War. A Procuracy was established in 1922
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and among its purposes was the supervision of private commercial
transactions.More generally, people were encouraged to assert their
rights by recourse to the courts.43

But arbitrary rule remained the norm in practice. The local author-
ities harassed the traders, small-scale manufacturers and stall-
holders: frequently there were closures of perfectly legal enterprises
and arrests of their owners.44 Lenin had anyway insisted that the
Civil Code should enable the authorities to use sanctions including
even terror.45 This had the predictable effect of inducing the nepmen
to enjoy their profits while they could. The dishonest, fur-coated
rouble millionaire with a bejewelled woman of ill-repute on either
arm was not an excessive caricature of reality in the 1920s. Yet if
many nepmen had criminal links, the fault was not entirely theirs;
for the regime imposed commercial conditions which compelled all
traders to be furtive. Without the nepmen, the gaps in the supply of
products would not have been plugged; with them, however, the
Bolsheviks were able to claim that capitalist entrepreneurship was
an occupation for speculators, sharpsters and pimps.

Yet the Bolshevik belief that the middle class was striving to grab
back the economic position it had occupied before 1917 was untrue
not only of the higher bourgeoisie but also of lower members of the
old middle class. The Russian Empire’s shopkeepers and small
businessmen for the most part did not become nepmen. Instead they
used their accomplishments in literacy and numeracy to enter state
administrative employment. As in the Civil War, they found that
with a little redecoration of their accounts of themselves they could
get jobs which secured them food and shelter.

The civil bureaucracy included some famous adversaries of the
communist party. Among them were several economists, including
the formerMenshevik Vladimir Groman in the State Planning Com-
mission and ex-Socialist-Revolutionary Nikolai Kondratev in the
People’s Commissariat of Agriculture. But such figures with their
civic dutifulness were untypical of bureaucrats in general. The
grubby, unhelpful state offices became grubbier and even less helpful.
Citizens got accustomed to queuing for hours with their petitions.
Venality was endemic below the central and middling rungs of the
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ladder of power. Even in the party, as in Smolensk province in 1928,
there was the occasional financial scandal. A pattern of evasiveness
had not ceased its growth after the Civil War, and it affected the
workers as much as the bureaucrats. In the factories and mines the
labour force resisted any further encroachment on their rights at
work. Although by law the capacity to hire and fire was within the
gift of management, factory committees and local trade union bodies
still counted for something in their own enterprises.46

Older workers noted that infringements which once would have
incurreda foreman’s fine resultedmerely in a tickingoff.Theworkers
sensed their worth to a party which had promulgated a proletarian
dictatorship; they also knew the value of their skills to enterprises
which were short of them. One task for the authorities was to
inhibit the work-force from moving from job to job. Other jobs and
enterprises were nearly always available at least for skilled labour
(although unemployment in general grew in the 1920s). Managers
were commencing to bribe their best men and women to stay by
conceding higher wages.47

All these factors reduced the likelihood of the working class
revolting against ‘Soviet power’. The mixture of blandishment,
manipulation and coercion meant few labourers were keen to join
the scanty, scattered groups of anti-Bolshevik socialists – be they
Mensheviks, Socialist-Revolutionaries or disillusioned former Bol-
sheviks – who tried to stir them into organized resistance. Nor is it
surprising that the peasants were not minded to challenge ‘Soviet
power’. The peasantry had not forgotten the force used by the party
to obtain food-supplies, labour and conscripts in the Civil War.
They also remembered that the NEP, too, had been introduced by
means of unremitting violence. The Red Army, including cavalry
units, had been deployed not only to suppress revolts but also to
force peasants to increase the sown area in 1921–2. A deep rancour
was still felt towards the town authorities, but it was the rancour
of political resignation, not of rebellious intent.

In any case, not everything went badly for the peasantry. The
total fiscal burden as a proportion of the income of the average
peasant household differed little from the normal ratio before the
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Great War; and their standard of living recovered after the Civil
War. Certainly the pattern of the grain trade changed in the 1920s.
This was mainly the result of the fall in prices for cereals on the
world market. Consequently most of the wheat which had gone to
the West under Nicholas II stayed in the country. A large amount
of any harvest was not sold to the towns, for peasant households
could often get better deals in other villages. Alternatively they could
feed up their livestock or just hoard their stocks and wait for a
further raising of prices. The villages were theirs again, as briefly
they had been in 1917–18. Rural soviets were installed by visiting
urban officialdom, but their significance consisted mainly in the
creation of an additional layer of administrative corruption. Mos-
cow’s political campaigns went barely noticed. Peasants continued
to have a hard, short and brutish life; but at least it was their own
style of life, not a style inflicted upon them by Emperor, landlord or
commissar.

Thiswasaphenomenon regrettedby theBolsheviks,whomanaged
to establish only 17,500 party groups in the countryside by 192748 –
one for every 1200 square kilometres. Itwas bad enough thatworkers
preferred Charlie Chaplin and Mary Pickford to Soviet propaganda
films.49 Worse still was the fact that few peasants even knew what
a cinema was or cared to find out. The USSR was a predominantly
agrarian country with poor facilities in transport, communication
and administration. As a result, it was virtually as ‘under-governed’
as the Russian Empire.

Such a structure of power was precarious and the Soviet regime
reinforced its endeavour to interpose the state into the affairs of
society. The stress on ‘accountancy and supervision’ had not origi-
nated inRussiawith the Bolsheviks: it had been a feature of the tsarist
administrativetradition.ButLeninist theorygavehuge reinforcement
to it. Surveillance, both open and covert, was a large-scale activity.
Contemporary bureaucracies in all industrial countries were col-
lecting an ever larger amount of information on their societies, but
the trend was hyper-developed in the USSR. Vast surveys were
conducted on economic and social life: even the acquisition of a job
as a navvy entailed the completion of a detailed questionnaire. For
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example, Matvei Dementevich Popkov’s work-book shows that he
was born in 1894 to Russian parents. He had only a primary-school
education. Popkov joined the Builders’ Union in 1920 but refrained
from entering the communist party. He had hadmilitary experience,
probably in the Civil War.

The distrust felt by the central party leadership for both its society
and even its own state continued to grow. Control organs such
as the Workers’ and Peasants’ Inspectorate and the Party Central
Control Commission had their authority increased. Investigators
were empowered to enter any governmental institution so as to
question functionaries and examine financial accounts.50

And yet whowas to control the controllers? The Bolshevik leaders
assumed that things would be fine so long as public institutions,
especially the control organs, drew their personnel mainly from
Bolsheviks and pro-Bolshevik workers. But how were the leaders to
know who among such persons were genuinely reliable? Under the
NEP the system known as the nomenklatura was introduced. Since
mid-1918, if not earlier, the central party bodies had made the main
appointments to Sovnarkom, the RedArmy, the Cheka and the trade
unions. In 1923 this system was formalized by the composition of a
list of about 5,500 designated party and governmental posts – the
nomenklatura –whoseholders couldbe appointedonlyby the central
party bodies. The Secretariat’s Files-and-Distribution Department
(Uchraspred) compiled a file-index on all high-ranking functionaries
so that sensible appointments might be made.51

And provincial party secretaries, whose posts belonged to this
central nomenklatura, were instructed to draw up local nomenkla-
turas for lower party and governmental posts in analogous fashion.
The internal regulation of the one-party state was tightened. The
graded systemofnomenklaturaswasmeant to ensure that thepolicies
of the Politburo were carried out by functionaries whom it could
trust; and this system endured,with recurrentmodifications, through
to the late 1980s.

This same system, although it increased central control, had
inherent difficulties. Candidates for jobs knew in advance that overt
political loyalty and class origins counted for more than technical
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expertise. But this induced people to lie about their background.
Over-writing and over-claiming became a way of life. The state
reacted by appointing emissaries to check the accuracy of reports
coming to Moscow. Yet this only strengthened the incentive to lie.
And so the state sent out yet more investigative commissions. The
party itself was not immune to the culture of falsehood. Fiddling
and fudging pervaded the operation of lower Bolshevik bodies. Each
local leader formed a group of political clients who owed him
allegiance, right or wrong.52 There was also a reinforcement of the
practice whereby local functionaries could gather together in a
locality and quietly ignore the capital’s demands. Although the
party was more dynamic than the rest of the Soviet state, its other
characteristics gave cause for concern in the Kremlin.

The NEP had saved the regime from destruction; but it had
induced its own grave instabilities into the compound of the Soviet
order. The principle of private profit clashed in important economic
sectors with central planning objectives. Nepmen, clerics, better-off
peasants, professional experts and artists were quietly beginning to
assert themselves. Under the NEP there was also a resurgence of
nationalist, regionalist and religious aspirations; and the arts and
sciences, too, offered cultural visions at variance with Bolshevism.
Soviet society under the New Economic Policy was a mass of contra-
dictions and unpredictabilities, dead ends and opportunities, aspira-
tions and discontents.
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Leninism and its Discontents

It would have been possible for these instabilities to persist well into
the 1930s if the Politburo had been more favourably disposed to the
NEP. Admittedly Lenin came to believe that the NEP, which had
started as an economic retreat, offered space for a general advance.
He argued that the policy would enable the communists to raise the
country’s educational level, improve its administration, renovate its
economy and spread the doctrines of communism. But not even
Lenin saw the NEP as permanently acceptable.1

And there was huge tension between what the communist party
wanted for society and what the various social groups – classes,
nationalities, organizations, churches and families – wanted for
themselves.Most Bolshevik leaders had never liked theNEP, regard-
ing it at best as an excrescent boil on the body politic and at worst
a malignant cancer. They detested the reintroduction of capitalism
and feared the rise of a new urban and rural bourgeoisie. They
resented the corrupt, inefficient administration they headed; they
disliked such national, religious and cultural concessions as they had
had tomake.Theywere embarrassed that they hadnot yet eliminated
the poverty in Soviet towns and villages. They yearned to accelerate
educational expansion and indoctrinate the working class with their
ideas. They wanted a society wholly industrialized and equipped
with technological dynamism. They desired to match the military
preparedness of capitalist powers.

What is more, Lenin’s NEP had always disconcertedmany central
and local party leaders. His chief early opponent behind the scenes
was Trotski. The disagreement between them related not to the
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basic immediate need for the NEP but to its scope and duration.
Lenin wanted large-scale industry, banking and foreign trade to
remain in Sovnarkom’s hands and ensured that this was achieved.
This was not enough for Trotski, who urged that there should be
an increase in the proportion of investment in industry and that the
State Planning Commission (Gosplan) should draw up a single ‘plan’
for all sectors of the economy; and although he did not expressly
demand a debate on the timing of the eventual phasing out of the
NEP, his impatience with the policy evoked sympathy even among
those communists who were suspicious of Trotski’s personal
ambitions.

Lenin secretly arranged for Stalin andother associates to facedown
Trotski at the Eleventh Party Congress in March 1922.2 Yet Lenin
himselfwasailing;andtheCentralCommittee,on theadviceofMolo-
tov andBukharin, insisted that he should reduce his political activity.
In the winter of 1921–2 he was residing at a sanatorium in Gorki,
thirty-five kilometres from the capital, while he recuperated from
chronic severe headaches and insomnia. In May 1922, however, he
suffered a major stroke and his influence upon politics diminished as
his colleagues began to run the party and government without him.

He continued to read Pravda; he also ordered the fitting of a direct
telephone line to the Kremlin.3 Stalin, too, kept him informed about
events by coming out to visit him. With Lenin’s approval, Stalin had
become Party General Secretary after the Eleventh Congress and
knew better than anyone what was happening in the Politburo,
Orgburo and the Secretariat. Lenin looked forward to Stalin’s visits,
ordering that a bottle of wine should be opened for him.4 And yet
the friendliness did not last long. The constitutional question about
what kind of federation should be created out of the RSFSR and
the other Soviet republics flared up in summer 1922, and found Lenin
and Stalin at odds. Stalin also infuriated Lenin by countenancing
the abolition of the state monopoly over foreign trade as well as by
running the central party apparatus in an authoritarian manner.
Now perceiving Trotski as the lesser of two evils, Lenin turned to
him for help in reversing the movement of policy in a Politburo
controlled by Stalin, Kamenev and Zinoviev.
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On foreign trade Trotski won the Central Committee discussion
in mid-December 1922, as Lenin remarked, ‘without having to fire
a shot’.5 Lenin also began to have success in his controversy with
Stalin over the USSR Constitution. But his own ill-health made it
highly likely that his campaign might not be brought to a successful
conclusion before he died. In late December 1922, despairing of his
ownmedical recovery, he dictated a series of confidential documents
that became known as his political testament. The intention was
that the materials would be presented to the next Party Congress,
enabling it to incorporate his ideas in strategic policies.

He had always behaved as if his own presence was vital to the
cause of theOctober Revolution; his testament highlighted this when
he drew pen-portraits of six leading Bolsheviks: Stalin, Kamenev,
Zinoviev, Pyatakov, Bukharin and Trotski. Not one of them –
not even his newly-found ally Trotski – emerged without severe
criticism.6 The implication was plain: no other colleague by himelf
was fit to become supreme leader. Lenin sensed that Bolshevism’s
fate depended to a considerable extent onwhether Stalin andTrotski
would work harmoniously together. Hoping that a collective leader-
ship would remain in place after his own demise, he argued that an
influx of ordinary factory-workers to the Party Central Committee,
the Party Central Control Commission and the Workers’ and Peas-
ants’ Inspectoratewouldprevent a split in the Politburo and eradicate
bureaucracy in both the party and the state as a whole.

In January 1923 Lenin dictated an addendum to his testament, to
the effect that Stalinwas too crude to be retained as the PartyGeneral
Secretary.7 Lenin had learned that Stalin had covered up an incident
in which Sergo Ordzhonikidze had beaten up a Georgian Bolshevik
whoopposed the line takenbyStalinandOrdzhonikidzeon theUSSR
Constitution. Lenin had also discovered from his wife Nadezhda
Krupskaya that Stalin had subjected her to verbal abuse on hearing
that she had broken the regime of Lenin’s medical treatment by
speaking to him about politics.

Yet Lenin’s health had to hold out if he was to bring down the
General Secretary. On 5 March 1923 he wrote to Stalin that unless
an apology was offered to Krupskaya, he would break personal
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relations with him.8 It was all too late. On 6 March, Lenin suffered
another major stroke. This time he lost the use of the right side of
his body and could neither speak nor read. In subsequent months
he made little recovery and was confined to a wheel-chair as he
struggled to recover his health. His wife Nadezhda and sister Maria
nursed him attentively; but the end could not long be delayed. On
21 January 1924 his head throbbed unbearably, and his temperature
shot up. At 6.50 p.m. he let out a great sigh, his body shuddered
and then all was silence. The leader of the October Revolution, the
Bolshevik party and the Communist International was dead.

There was no disruption of politics since the Politburo had long
been preparing itself for Lenin’s death. Since Trotski was recuperat-
ing from illness in Abkhazia at the time, it was Stalin who headed
the funeral commission. Instead of burying him, the Politburo
ordered that Lenin should be embalmed and put on display in a
mausoleum to be built on Red Square. Stalin claimed that this
corresponded to the demands of ordinary workers; but the real
motive seems to have been a wish to exploit the traditional belief of
the Russian Orthodox Church that the remains of truly holy men
didnotputrefy (even though theChurchdidnotgoas farasdisplaying
the corpses in glass cabinets9). A secular cult of Saint Vladimir of
the October Revolution was being organized. Krupskaya, despite
being disgusted, was powerless to oppose it.

The NEP had increased popular affection for Lenin; and the
members of the Politburo were hoping to benefit from his reputation
by identifying themselves closely with him and his policies. Arrange-
ments were made for factory hooters to be sounded and for all traffic
to be halted at the time of his funeral. Despite the bitter cold, a great
crowd turned out for the speeches delivered by Lenin’s colleagues
on Red Square. The display of reverence for him became mandatory
and any past disagreements with him were discreetly overlooked.
Bukharin, Dzierz.yński, Kamenev, Preobrazhenski, Stalin, Trotski
and Zinoviev had each clashed with him in the past. None of them
was merely his cipher. As his body was being laid out under glass,
a competition took place as to who should be recognized as the
authentic heir to his political legacy.
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Oathswere sworn to hismemory and picture-books of his exploits
appeared in large print-runs. An Institute of the Brain was founded
where 30,000 slices were made of his cerebral tissue by researchers
seeking the origins of his ‘genius’. His main works were published
under Kamenev’s editorship while rarer pieces of Leniniana were
prepared for a series of volumes entitled the Lenin Collection.10

Petrogradwas renamedLeningrad in his honour.Onamorepractical
level, Stalin insisted that homage to Lenin should be rendered by
means of a mass enrolment of workers into the ranks of the Russian
Communist Party, which in 1925 renamed itself the All-Union Com-
munist Party (Bolsheviks).

But what was Leninism? Lenin had eschewed giving a definition,
affirming that Marxism required perpetual adjustment to changing
circumstances. But his successors needed to explain what essential
ideology theypropounded inhis name.Theprincipal rivals –Trotski,
Zinoviev, Bukharin, Kamenev and Stalin – produced speeches,
articles and booklets for this purpose in 1924. A new term emerged:
Marxism-Leninism. (There were still clumsier neologisms such as
Marksovo-Engelso-Leninism; but Marxism-Leninism was clumsy
enough: itwas as ifMohammedhad chosen tonominate his doctrines
as Christianity-Islam.) The contenders for the succession announced
their commitment to every idea associated with Lenin: the dictator-
ship of the proletariat; violence as the midwife of revolutionary
transformation; hierarchy, discipline and centralism; concessions
to peasants and oppressed nationalities; the incontrovertibility of
Marxism; and the inevitability of world revolution.

Each Bolshevik leader believed in the one-party state, the one-
ideology state, in legalized arbitrary rule and in terror as acceptable
methods of governance, in administrative ultra-centralism, in philo-
sophical amoralism. Neither Lenin nor any of the others used this
terminology, but their words and deeds demonstrated their commit-
ment.The speculation that ifonlyLeninhadsurvived, ahumanitarian
order would have been established is hard to square with this gamut
of agreed principles of Bolshevism.

The differences with Lenin’s oeuvre touched only on secondary
matters. Trotski wished to expand state planning, accelerate indus-
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trialization and instigate revolution in Europe. Zinoviev objected to
the indulgence shown to richer peasants. Kamenev agreed with
Zinoviev, andcontinued to try tomoderate the regime’sauthoritarian
excesses. Bukharin aspired to the creation of a distinctly ‘proletarian’
culture (whereas Lenin wanted cultural policy to be focused on
traditional goals such as literacy and numeracy).11 Intellectual and
personal factors were entangled because several Politburo members
were engaged in a struggle to showwhowas the fittest to don Lenin’s
mantle. Although Zinoviev and Kamenev had joined hands with
Stalin to prevent Trotski from succeeding Lenin, by summer 1923
they were also worrying about Stalin; and they conferred with
Bukharin and even Stalin’s associatesOrdzhonikidze andVoroshilov
in the north Caucasian spa of Kislovodsk as to how best to reduce
Stalin’s powers.

They might eventually have achieved their purpose had Trotski
not picked that moment to challenge the wisdom of the Politburo’s
handling of the economy. Fear of Trotski continued to be greater
than annoyance with Stalin; and Kamenev, Zinoviev and Bukharin
put aside their differences with Stalin in order to repel Trotski’s
attack.

Economically it appeared that the NEP had succeeded beyond
everyone’s expectations. Agricultural output in 1922 had risen
enough for the Politburo to resume the export of grain. As trade
between town and countryside increased, output recovered. By 1923,
cereal production had increased by twenty-three per cent over the
total recorded for 1920. Domestic industrial recovery also gathered
pace: in the same three years output from factories rose by 184 per
cent.12 The snag was that, as Trotski memorably put it, a ‘scissors’
crisis’ divided the economy’s urban and rural sectors. For by 1923,
the retail prices of industrial goods were three times greater than
they had been in relation to agricultural goods back in 1913. The
state’s pricing policy had turned the terms of trade against the
peasantry, which responded by refraining from bringing its wheat,
potatoes and milk to the towns. The two scissor blades of the
economy had opened and the NEP was put at risk.

The fault lay not with market pressures but with the decisions of
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politicians, and Trotski teased the ascendant central leadership for
its incompetence.Many on the left of the communist partywelcomed
Trotski’s decision to speakhismind. InOctober1923Preobrazhenski
and others signed a Platformof the Forty-Six criticizing the Politburo
and demanding an increase in central state economic planning and
internal party democracy. They were not a monolithic group: most
of them insisted on appending their own reservations about the
document.13 Trotskimade arguments similar to those of the Platform
in The New Course, published in December. It was his contention
that the stifling of democracy in the party had led to a bureaucratiza-
tion of party life. Debate and administration had become inflexible.
The erroneous decisions on the prices of industrial goods were
supposedly one of the results.

Zinoviev, Stalin, Kamenev and Bukharin counter-attacked. They
rebutted the charge of mismanagement and authoritarianism and
argued that Trotski had been an anti-Leninist since the Second Party
Congress in 1903. Trotski’s proposal for more rapid industrializa-
tion, they declared, would involve a fiscal bias against the peasantry.
At the Thirteenth Party Conference in January 1924 they accused
him of wishing to destroy Lenin’s NEP. ‘Trotskyism’ overnight
became a heresy. By the mid-1920s, moreover, Bukharin had con-
cluded that further steps in the ‘transition to socialism’ in Russia
wereunachievable bymainly violentmeans.TheOctoberRevolution
and Civil War had been necessary ‘revolutionary’ phases, but the
party ought presently to devote itself to an ‘evolutionary’ phase.
The objective, according to Bukharin, should be civil peace and a
gradual ‘growing into socialism’. He was enraptured by the NEP,
urging that the Bolshevik philosophical and political antagonism to
private profit should temporarily be abandoned. To the peasantry
Bukharin declared: ‘Enrich yourselves!’

This imperative clashed soblatantlywith theparty’s basic ideology
that Bukharin had to retract his words; and it was Stalin who
supplied a doctrine capable of competing with the Left’s criticisms.
In December 1924 he announced that it was a perfectly respectable
tenet of Leninism that the party could complete the building of
‘Socialism in One Country’. This was a misinterpretation of Lenin;
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but it was a clever political move at the time. Trotski’s appeal to
Bolshevik functionaries in the party, theKomsomol, the armed forces
and the security police derived in part from his urgent will to
industrialize theUSSR andcreate a socialist society. Stalin’sdoctrinal
contribution reflected his long-held opinion that Europe was not yet
‘pregnantwith socialist revolution’; and hemaintained thatTrotski’s
insistence on the need for fraternal revolutions in the West under-
estimated the Soviet Union’s indigenous revolutionary potential.
Stalin, by talking up the achievability of socialismwithoutTrotskyist
policies, was offering an encouraging alternative.

As Stalin began to addan ideological dimension to his bureaucratic
authority, he was also contriving to clear his name of the taint
applied to it by the deceased Lenin. At the Twelfth Party Congress
in April 1923 Stalin leant on Kamenev and Zinoviev, who still
preferred Stalin to Trotski, to restrict knowledge of Lenin’s political
testament to the leaders of provincial delegations.

He worked hard to win the confidence of such leaders and their
fellow committee-men, putting aside time at Congresses and in his
Secretariat office to converse with them. Yet abrasiveness, too,
remained part of his style when he attacked oppositionists. His
language was sarcastic, repetitious and aggressive; his arguments
were uncompromising and schematic. At the Party Conference in
January 1924 it had been he who had lined up the speakers for
the assault upon Trotski, Preobrazhenski and the so-called Left
Opposition. Stalin’s ability to run the Secretariat was well attested;
the surprise for his rivals, inside and outside the Left Opposition,
was his talent at marshalling the entire party. He personified the
practicality of those Bolsheviks who had not gone into emigration
before 1917; and his recent military experience increased his image
as a no-nonsense leader.

Stalin stressed that the party was the institutional cornerstone of
the October Revolution. This had been Lenin’s attitude in practice,
but not in his theoretical works. Stalin gave a series of lectures in
1924 on The Foundations of Leninism that gave expression to this.14

As General Secretary he derived advantage from the absolutizing of
the communist party’s authority and prestige. Yet this served to
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aggravate again the worries of Kamenev and Zinoviev. Kamenev
wasMoscow Soviet chairman andZinoviev headed both the Comin-
tern and the Bolshevik party organization of Leningrad. They were
unreconciled to seeing Stalin as their equal, and continued to despise
his intellectual capacity. The rumour that Stalin had plagiarized
material from F. A. Ksenofontov in order to complete The Founda-
tions of Leninismwas grist to the mill of their condescension.15 Now
that Trotski had been pulled off his pedestal, Stalin had exhausted
his usefulness to them; it was time to jettison him.

The struggle intensified in the ascendant party leadership about
the nature of the NEP. Bukharin and Zinoviev, despite advocating
measures at home that were substantially to the right of Trotski’s,
were adventuristic in foreign affairs. Not only had they prompted
the abortive March Action in Berlin in 1921, but also Zinoviev had
compounded the blunder by impelling the Communist Party of
Germany to make a further ill-judged attempt to seize power
in November 1923. This attitude sat uncomfortably alongside
Stalin’s wish to concentrate on the building of socialism in the
USSR.

The issues were not clear cut. Bukharin and Zinoviev, while
itching to instigate revolution in Berlin, wanted to negotiate with
Western capitalist powers. After signing the trade treaties with the
United Kingdom and other countries in 1921, the Politburo aimed
to insert itself in European diplomacy on a normal basis. The first
opportunity camewith the Genoa Conference inMarch 1922. Under
Lenin’s guidance, the Soviet negotiators were not too ambitious.
Lenin had given up hoping for diplomatic recognition by the Allies
as long as the French government demanded the de-annulment of
the loans to Russia made by French investors before the October
Revolution. People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs Georgi Chich-
erin was instructed to seek a separate deal with Germany. And so
the twopariah powers after theGreatWar got together.They agreed,
at the Italian resort of Rapallo, to grant diplomatic recognition to
each other and to boost mutual trade; and, in a secret arrangement,
the Soviet authorities were to help Germany to obviate the Treaty
of Versailles’s restrictions on German military reconstruction by
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setting up armaments factories and military training facilities in the
USSR.16

The Rapallo Treaty fitted with Lenin’s notion that economic
reconstruction required foreign participation. But German generals
proved more willing partners than German industrialists. Lenin’s
scheme for ‘concessions’ to be used to attract capital from abroad
was a miserable failure. Only roughly a hundred agreements were
in operation before the end of 1927.17 Insofar as Europe and North
America contributed to the Soviet Union’s economic regeneration,
it occurred largely through international trade. But the slump in the
price of grain on the world market meant that revenues had to be
obtained mainly by sales of oil, timber and gold; and in the financial
year 1926–7 the USSR’s exports were merely a third in volume of
what they had been in 1913.18

Bukharin by the mid-1920s had come over to Stalin’s opinion that
capitalism was not yet on the verge of revolutionary upheaval.
The intellectual and political complications of the discussion were
considerable.Trotski, despite castigating Stalin’s ideas about ‘Social-
ism in One Country’, recognized the stabilization of capitalism as a
medium-term fact of life.19 In criticizing the March Action of 1921
and the Berlin insurrection of November 1923, he was scoffing at
thePolitburo’s incompetence rather than its zeal to spread revolution;
and his ridicule was focused upon Zinoviev, whom he described as
trying to compensate for his opposition to Lenin’s seizure of power
in Russia in October 1917 with an ultra-revolutionary strategy for
Germany in the 1920s. Bukharin and Stalin replied to Trotski that
their own quiescence in foreign policy by 1924 had yielded an
improvement in the USSR’s security. A Soviet-Chinese treaty was
signed in the same year and relations with Japan remained peaceful.
The Labour Party won the British elections and gave de jure recog-
nition to the Soviet government.

This bolstered the Politburo’s case for concentrating upon eco-
nomic recovery. A further adjustment of the NEP seemed desirable
in order to boost agricultural output, and Gosplan and the various
People’s Commissariats were ordered to draft appropriate legisla-
tion. After a wide-ranging discussion, it was decided in April 1925
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to lower the burden of the food tax, to diminish fiscal discrimination
against better-off peasants, and to legalize hired labour and the
leasing of land.

Yet the Politburo’s unity was under strain. Zinoviev and Kamenev
asserted that excessive compromise had been made with the aspira-
tions of the peasantry. Bukharin stepped forward with a defiant
riposte. At the Fourteenth Party Congress in December 1925 he
declared: ‘We shall move forward at a snail’s pace, but none the less
we shall be building socialism, and we shall build it.’ Throughout
the year Trotski had watched bemused as Zinoviev and Kamenev
built up the case against official party policy. Zinoviev had a firm
organizational base in Leningrad and assumed he was too strong
for Stalin; but the Politburo majority were on the side of Stalin and
Bukharin,and in1926Stalin’sassociateSergeiKirovwasappointed to
the party first secretaryship in Leningrad.Zinoviev andhis Leningrad
Opposition saw the writing on the wall. Overtures were made by
Zinoviev to his arch-enemy Trotski, and from the summer a United
Opposition – led by Trotski, Zinoviev and Kamenev – confronted
the ascendant party leadership.

The United Opposition maintained that Stalin and Bukharin had
surrendered entirely to the peasantry. This was not very plausible.
In August 1925 Gosplan took a major step towards comprehensive
state planning by issuing its ‘control figures for the national eco-
nomy’. At the Fourteenth Congress in December, moreover, indus-
trial capital goods were made the priority for longer-term state
investment. TheCentral Committee repeated the point inApril 1926,
making a general call for ‘the reinforcement of the planning principle
and the introduction of planning discipline’.20 Two campaigns were
inaugurated in industry. First came a ‘Regime of Economy’, then a
‘Rationalization of Production’. Both campaigns were a means of
putting pressure upon factories to cut out inefficient methods and
to raise levels of productivity.

The USSR’s industrialization was never far from the Politburo’s
thoughts. The United Opposition, for its part, was constantly on the
defensive. Stalin sliced away at their power-bases as the Secretariat
replacedopponentswith loyalists at all levels of the party’s hierarchy;
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Bukharin had a merry time reviling his leading critics in books and
articles. The United Opposition’s access to the public media was
continually reduced. Prolific writers such as Trotski, Radek, Preob-
razhenski, Kamenev and Zinoviev had their material rejected for
publication in Pravda. Claques were organized at Party Congresses
to interrupt their speeches. In January 1925 Trotski was removed
as People’s Commissar forMilitary Affairs, and in December he lost
his Politburo seat.Zinovievwas sackedasLeningradSoviet chairman
in January 1926 and in July was ousted from the Politburo with
Kamenev. InOctober1926 the leadershipof theExecutiveCommittee
of the Comintern passed from Zinoviev to Dmitri Manuilski.

The United Opposition leaders fell back on their experience as
clandestine party activists against the Romanov monarchy. They
produced programmes, theses and appeals on primitive printing
devices, keeping an eye open for potential OGPU informers. They
also arranged unexpected mass meetings where they could com-
municate their ideas to workers. They talked to sympathizers in
the Comintern. They would not go gently into oblivion.

Yet although the Left Opposition, the Leningrad Opposition and
the United Opposition exposed the absence of internal party demo-
cracy, their words had a hollow ring. Trotski and Zinoviev had
treated Bolshevik dissidents with disdain until they, too, fell out
with the Politburo. Their invective against authoritarianism and
bureaucracy seemed self-serving to the Workers’ Opposition, which
refused to co-operate with them. In any case, no communist party
critic of the Politburo – from Shlyapnikov through to Trotski –
called for the introduction of general democracy. The critics wanted
elections and open discussion in the party and, to some extent, in
the soviets and the trade unions. But none favoured permitting
the Mensheviks, Socialist-Revolutionaries and Kadets to re-enter
politics. The All-Union Communist Party’s monopoly, while having
no sanction even from the USSR Constitution, was an unchallenged
tenet; and oppositionists went out of their way to affirm their
obedience to the party. Even Trotski, that remarkable individualist,
demurred at being thought disloyal.

Such self-abnegation did him no good: Stalin was out to get the
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United Opposition and the OGPU smashed their printing facilities
and broke up their meetings. Stalin’s wish to settle accounts with
Trotski and Zinoviev was reinforced by the débâcles in international
relations. InMay 1927 amassacre of thousands of Chinese commun-
ists was perpetrated by Chiang Kai-shek in Shanghai. The Soviet
Politburo had pushed the Chinese Communist Party into alliance
with Chiang, and Trotski did not fail to point out that foreign policy
was unsafe in the hands of the existing Politburo.

This time Stalin had his way: in November 1927 the Central
Committee expelled Trotski, Kamenev and Zinoviev from the party.
Hundreds of their followers were treated similarly. Kamenev and
Zinoviev were so demoralized that they petitioned in January 1928
for re-admittance to the party. They recanted their opinions, which
they now described as anti-Leninist. In return Stalin re-admitted
them to the party in June. Trotski refused to recant. He and thirty
unrepentant oppositionists, including Preobrazhenski,were sent into
internal exile. Trotski found himself isolated in Alma-Ata, 3000
kilometres from Moscow. He was not physically abused, and took
his family, secretaries and personal library with him; he was also
allowed to write to his associates elsewhere in the USSR. But the
activity of the United Opposition was in tatters, and Pyatakov and
V. A. Antonov-Ovseenko were so impressed by Stalin’s industrializ-
ing drive that they decided to break with Trotski on the same terms
as Kamenev and Zinoviev.

Victory for Stalin and Bukharin was completed by the winter of
1927–8. The NEP had apparently been secured for several more
years and the Politburo seemed to be made up of nine men who gave
no sign of serious divisions among themselves. Their record of
achievement, furthermore,was substantial. The statistics are contro-
versial, but there seems little doubt that the output of both industry
and agriculture was roughly what it had been in the last year before
the Great War. Economic recovery had more or less been achieved.21

And the skewing of official policy since 1925 had led to a re-
attainment of the late tsarist period’s proportion of industrial pro-
duction reinvested in factories and mines. The NEP was showing
itself able notmerely to restore industry but also to develop it further.
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The engineering sub-sector, which was almost wholly state-owned,
had already been expanded beyond its pre-war capacity. But private
small-scale and handicrafts output also increased: by 1926–7 it was
only slightly less than in 1913. Later computations have suggested
that an annual growth of six per cent in production from Soviet
factories andmines was possible within the parameters of theNEP.22

The villages, too, displayed renewed liveliness. Agriculture was
undergoing diversification. Under Nicholas II about ninety per cent
of the sown area was given over to cereal crops; by the end of the
1920s the percentage had fallen to eighty-two. Emphasis was placed,
too, upon sugar beet, potatoes and cotton; and horse-drawn equip-
ment was also on the increase.23

The Politburo could take satisfaction inasmuch as this was
achieved in the teeth of hostility from the capitalist world. Direct
foreign investment, which had been crucial to the pre-revolutionary
economy, had vanished: the Soviet authorities had to pay punctili-
ously for every piece of machinery they brought into the country.
Even if they had not refused to honour the loans contracted by
Nicholas II and theProvisionalGovernment, theOctoberRevolution
would always have stood as a disincentive to foreign banks and
industrial companies to return to Russia.

The central party leadership did not recognize its own successes
as such, but brooded upon the patchiness of economic advance. It
was also jolted by difficulties which were of its own making. In 1926
the party’s leaders had introduced large surcharges on goods carried
by rail for private commerce; they had also imposed a tax on
super-profits accruing to nepmen. Article No. 107 had been added to
the USSR Criminal Code, specifying three years’ imprisonment for
price rises found to be ‘evil-intentioned’.24 In the tax year 1926–7
the state aimed to maximize revenues for industrial investment by
reducing by six per cent the prices it paid for agricultural produce.
In the case of grain, the reduction was by 20–25 per cent.25 Simul-
taneously the state sought to show goodwill to agriculture by lower-
ing the prices for goods produced by state-owned enterprises. The
effect was disastrous. Nepmen became more elusive to the tax-
collecting agencies than previously. Peasants refused to release their
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stocks to the state procurement bodies – and even the lowered
industrial prices failed to entice them since factory goods were in
exceedingly short supply after their prices had been lowered and
they had been bought up by middlemen.

These measures were fatal for the policy inaugurated by Lenin in
1921. By the last three months of 1927 there was a drastic shortage
of food for the towns as state purchases of grain dropped to a half
of the amount obtained in the same period in the previous year.
Among the reasons for the mismanagement was the ascendant party
leaders’ ignorance of market economics. Another was their wish to
be seen to have a strategy different from the United Opposition’s.
Trotski was calling for the raising of industrial prices, and so the
Politburo obtusely lowered them. Such particularities had an influ-
ence on the situation.

Nevertheless they were not in themselves sufficient to induce the
NEP’s abandonment. Although there was a collapse in the amount
of grain marketed to the state, no serious crop shortage existed in
the country: indeed the harvests of 1926–7 were only five per cent
down on the best harvest recorded before the First World War. But
whereas Bukharin was willing to raise the prices offered by the state
for agricultural produce, Stalin was hostile to such compromise.
Stalin’s attitude was reinforced by the basic difficulties experienced
by the party earlier in the decade. The national and religious re-
surgence; the administrative malaise; poverty, ill-health and illiter-
acy; urbanunemployment;military insecurity; problems in industrial
production; the spread of political apathy; the isolation of the party
from most sections of society: all these difficulties prepared the
ground for Stalin to decide that the moment was overdue for a break
with the NEP.

The alliance of Stalin and Bukharin had been the cardinal political
relationship in the defeat of successive challenges to the ascendant
party leadership. With help from Zinoviev and Kamenev, Stalin and
Bukharin had defeated Trotski and the Left Opposition. Together
they had proceeded to crush the United Opposition of Trotski,
Zinoviev and Kamenev. They seemed a formidable, unbreakable
duumvirate. But disagreements on food-supplies policy started to
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divide them. And whatever was done about this policy would
inevitably deeply affect all other policies. The USSR was entering
another political maelstrom.
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PART TWO



‘Vaterland.’

A Pravda cartoon (1938) by Boris Yefimov alleging that the
communist leaders put on show trial are like pigs being fed
from the trough of Nazism.
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The First Five-Year Plan
(1928–1932)

From 1928 Stalin and his associates undertook a series of actions
that drastically rearranged and reinforced the compound of the
Sovietorder.Lenin’sbasic elementsweremaintained: the single-party
state, the single official ideology, the manipulation of legality and
the state’s economic dominance. In this basic respect Stalin’s group
was justified in claiming to be championing the Leninist cause.

Yet certain other elements were greatly altered and these became
theobject of dispute.Compromiseswithnational andcultural aspira-
tions had existed since 1917, and there had been relaxations of
religious policy from the early 1920s: Stalin brusquely reversed this
approach. Moreover, he crudified politics and hyper-centralized
administrative institutions. Yet this was still a compound bearing
the handiwork of Lenin’s communist party – and in economics,
indeed, he strengthened the state’s existing dominance: legal private
enterprise above the level of highly-restricted individual production
and commerce practically ceased. Stalin’s enemies in the party con-
tended that a rupture with Leninism had occurred and that a new
system of Stalinism had been established. Official spokesmen, invet-
erate liars though they were, were nearer to the truth in this matter
when they talked of the development of ‘Marxism-Leninism-
Stalinism’. Such a termasserted continuitywhile affirming that Stalin
had changed the balance and composition of the elements of the
Soviet compound.

The fracturing of the NEP began not in Moscow but in the
provinces – and at the time there were few signs that anything was
afoot. Nor did it start with foreign policy or factional struggles
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or industrializing schemes. The origins can be traced to a journey
to the Urals and Siberia taken by Stalin in January 1928. He
was travelling there on behalf of the Central Committee in order
to identify what could be done about the fall-off in grain shipments
to the towns. None of his colleagues had any idea of his true
intentions.

Once he was beyond the scrutiny of his central party colleagues,
Stalin brashly issued fresh instructions for the collection of cereal
crops in the region. In many ways he was re-instituting the methods
of War Communism as peasants were called to village gatherings
and ordered to deliver their stocks of grain to the state authorities.
The policy of grain requisitioning was replicated later in 1928 across
the USSR. Anastas Mikoyan, Andrei Andreev, Andrei Zhdanov,
Stanislav Kosior and Stalin’s newly-discovered supporter in mid-
Siberia, Sergei Syrtsov, were instructed to lead campaigns in the
major agricultural regions. Over the next two years the New Eco-
nomic Policy was piece by piece destroyed. In agriculture it was
replaced by a system of collective farms. In industry it gave way to
a Five-Year Plan which assigned both credit and production targets
to factories, mines and construction sites. Private commercial firms
vanished. Force was applied extensively. Kulaks were repressed,
managers were persecuted, wages were lowered.

Planning as a concept acquired a great vogue around the world.
The instability of capitalism after the Great War had an impact
upon the attitudes of many people in the West, especially when the
foundations of the global financial system were shaken by the Great
Depression in autumn1929.Mass unemployment afflicted all capital-
ist countries. There was a slump in trade and production across
Europe. Bankrupt financiers leapt out of the windows of New York
skyscrapers.

Central state direction of economic development gained in favour
as politicians and journalists reported that the Soviet Union was
avoiding the financial catastrophe that was engulfing the Western
economies.Outside theglobal communistmovement there continued
to be abhorrence for theUSSR; but the use of authoritarianmeasures
to effect an exit from crisis acquired broader respectability. Dictator-
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ship was not uncommon in inter-war Europe. Benito Mussolini, an
ex-socialist, hadseizedpower inRome in1922 forhisNationalFascist
Party, and right-wingdictatorshipswere established in countries such
as Poland, Romania and Yugoslavia. In Germany, too, democracy
was under threat in the 1920s from a Nazi party which – like the
German Communist Party – did not disguise its contempt for due
legal process. Confidence in the old – and not so old – ways of
conducting politics was widely being eroded.

Yet Stalin, while talking of the virtues of planning, did not have
detailed projects in mind when changing policy in 1928–32. If he
had a Grand Plan, he kept it strictly to himself. Nevertheless he was
notbehaving at random:his activities occurredwithin the framework
of his prejudices and ambition; and there was an internal logic to
the step-by-step choices that he made.

Stalin attracted much support from fellow communist leaders.
The use of force on ‘kulaks’ was welcomed as an end of ideological
compromise: Stalin seemed to be fulfilling the commitments of the
October Revolution and ending the frustrations of the NEP. In
particular, several centralpoliticianswarmed tohis initiative:Central
Committee Secretaries Vyacheslav Molotov and Lazar Kaganovich;
Supreme Council of the National Economy Chairman Valeryan
Kuibyshev; andWorkers’ andPeasants’ InspectorateChairmanSergo
Ordzhonikidze. Their enthusiasm for Stalin was replicated in many
local party bodies. Favourwas also shown by low-level functionaries
in the OGPU, the Workers’ and Peasants’ Inspectorate, the Komso-
mol and the Russian Association of Proletarian Writers. Personnel
in those institutions with an interest in increasing their control over
society were in the forefront of his supporters. In Stalin they found
a Politburo leader who gave them the opportunity they had been
seeking.

Certain economists, too, backed his case. S. G. Strumilin argued
that it did not matter if the setting of economic targets was not based
on the normal extrapolation of statistics; his demand was always
for the party to aim at achieving the impossible. This ‘teleological’
school of economic planning signified a determination to make
the data fit any desired objective. Supporters such as Strumilin
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treated Stalin’s programme like a priceless photographic film
waiting to be exposed to the light by their eager professional
chemistry.

Stalin’s actions appalled his ally Nikolai Bukharin. The NEP
had entered a critical phase by the winter of 1927–8; but whereas
Bukharin wished to assure peasants that the party aimed to foster
their immediate interests, Stalin had lost patience. Ostensibly Buk-
harinwas in a strongposition.The list of communist party luminaries
who supported the NEP was impressive: Aleksei Rykov, Lenin’s
successor as Chairman of Sovnarkom; Mikhail Tomski, Chairman
of the Central Council of Trade Unions; Nikolai Uglanov, Moscow
CityPartyFirst Secretary.The fact thatBukharin,RykovandTomski
also belonged to the Politburo meant that they could press their
opinions at the summit of the political system. Moreover, they had
privileged access to the media of public communication. Through
the pages of Pravda, which Bukharin edited, they affirmed to their
readers that the NEP had not been abandoned.

Stalin dared not contradict this. The NEP was closely associated
with the nameofLenin, andStalin always saw thepoint of identifying
his policies as a continuation of Lenin’s intentions. Even in later
years, when the NEP had been completely jettisoned, Stalin went
on claiming that his new measures were merely an incremental
development of the NEP.

His sensitivity had been acute upon his return from the Urals and
Siberia; for he knew that he could not yet count on being able to
convince thecentral party leadership thathis requisitioningcampaign
should be extended to the rest of the country. In January 1928 he
had already been contemplating the rapid collectivization of Soviet
agriculture as the sole means of preventing the recurrent crises in
food supplies.1 But he was still unclear how he might achieve this;
and his need at the time was to withstand criticisms by Bukharin
and his friends. The Politburo met in April 1928 to discuss the
results of the requisitioning campaign. Bukharin was unsettled by
the violence; but he, too, was reticent in public. Having just seen off
the United Opposition, he did not wish to reveal any divisions
in the ascendant party leadership. Thus although the Politburo
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condemned ‘excesses’ of local grain-seizing authorities, the resolu-
tion did not appear in the newspapers and did not mention the main
culprit, Stalin, by name.

For some weeks it seemed to many who were not privy to the
balance of authority in the Politburo that Bukharin was getting the
upper hand. The July 1928 Central Committee plenum debated
the party’s attitude to the agrarian crisis, and Bukharin proposed
that conciliatory measures were overdue. The plenum decided to
raise prices paid by governmental agencies for grain. The hope was
to revive the willingness of rural inhabitants to trade their surpluses
of wheat and other cereal crops. The restoration of voluntary trade
between countryside and town seemed to have become the central
party’s goal yet again. But the plenum’s decision had little impact
on the availability of food supplies and tensions in the Politburo did
not abate. In September a frantic Bukharin published ‘Notes of an
Economist’, an article which summarized the arguments for the
party to abide by the NEP. The impression was given that official
policy had reverted to its earlier position and that the emergency
situation would shortly be brought to an end.2

In reality, Stalin and Bukharin were barely on speaking terms and
Stalin had in no way become reconciled to rehabilitating the NEP.
Bukharin was accustomed to standing up for his opinions. As a
young Marxist in 1915, he had argued against Lenin on socialist
political strategy. In 1918 he had led the Left Communists against
signing the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. In 1920–21 he had criticized
not only Trotski but also Lenin in the ‘trade union controversy’;
and he had held his ground when Lenin had subsequently continued
to attack his views on philosophy and culture.

He was intellectually inquisitive and rejected the conventional
Bolshevik assumption that only Marxists could contribute to know-
ledge about history and politics. He lectured at the Institute of Red
Professors, and brought on a group of young Bolshevik philosophers
as his protégés. His mind had a cultural sophistication; he loved
poetry and novels and was a talented painter in oils: he would
always come back from his summertime trips to the mountains with
freshly-finished canvases. He also liked a bit of levity in his life: he
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did cartwheels on a Paris pavement in order to impress a new wife.3

Bukharin identified himself with the country’s youth, often wearing
the red necktie sported by teenage adherents of the Komsomol. Born
in 1888 to a schoolmaster’s family, he was nearly a decade younger
than Stalin. As Lenin once remarked, he was ‘the golden boy’ of the
Bolshevik party. Even oppositionists found it hard to dislike him.

Bukharin was no saint. In the 1920s he had shown his nasty
side in internal party polemics about the NEP. In the universities,
moreover, he imperturbably ruined the career of many non-
communist academics. But he also had more than his fair share of
naı̈vety. In particular, he had been taken in by Stalin’s gruff charm.
They appeared to get on famously together, and Bukharin did much
to make Stalin respectable again after the brouhaha over Lenin’s
testament. By 1928 it was too late for Bukharin to admit to Kamenev
and Zinoviev that they had been right – however belatedly, even in
their case – about Stalin’s personal degeneracy.

This was not a politician who had the insight or skills to defeat
Stalin. By the lastmonths of 1928 the spat between themwas resumed
when the results of Bukharin’s defence of the NEP became apparent.
The increase in prices offered by the state for agricultural produce
failed to induce the peasantry to return to the market on the desired
scale. At the Central Committee plenum in November, Stalin went
back on to the offensive and demanded a comprehensive policy of
requisitioning. From theUrals and Siberia there also came a proposal
that the grain supplies should be seized mainly from the kulaks. This
wouldbedone, itwas suggested, by local authorities calling ameeting
of all peasants within a given locality and invoking them to indicate
which of the richer households were hoarding grain. The poorer
households were simultaneously to be enabled to have a share of
the cereal stocks discovered during the campaign. This process,
which became known as ‘the Urals-Siberian method’, was applied
across the USSR from the winter of 1928–9.4

Every action by Stalin put Bukharin at a disadvantage; for the
struggle between them was not confined to the problem of grain
supplies. InMarch1928, at Stalin’s instigation, it hadbeenannounced
that a counter-revolutionary plot had been discovered among the
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technical staff at the Shakhty coal-mine in the Don Basin. The trial
was a judicial travesty. Stalin took a close, direct part in decisions
about the engineers.5 His ulterior purpose was easy to guess. He was
grasping the opportunity to use Shakhty as a means of intimidating
every economist, manager or even party official who objected to the
raising of tempos of industrial growth. This was a feature of his
modus operandi. Although his own basic thinking was unoriginal,
he could quickly evaluate and utilize the ideas of others: Stalin knew
what he liked when he saw it, and his supporters quickly learned
the kind of thing that appealed to him.

It ought to be noted that he also added his own little flourishes.
The Shakhty engineers were physically abused by the OGPU, forced
to memorize false self-incriminations and paraded in a show-trial
in May and June 1928. Five of the accused were shot; most of the
rest were sentenced to lengthy terms of imprisonment. The Shakhty
trial stirred up industrial policy as crudely as Stalin’s visit to the
Urals and Siberia had done to agricultural policy. Experts inGosplan
were harassed into planning for breakneck economic growth; and
factory and mining managers were intimidated into trying to put all
Gosplan’s projects into effect. Otherwise they faced being sacked
and even arrested.

A campaign of industrialization was being undertaken that went
beyond the ambitions of the defeated United Opposition. By mid-
summer 1928, Stalin was telling the central party leadership that
industry’s growth required that a ‘tribute’ should be exacted from
agriculture. Factories were to be built with the revenues from the
countryside. Yet most of the expansion, he declared, would be
financed not by rural taxation but by a further massive campaign
of rationalization of industrial production. Thus the ‘optimal’ ver-
sion of the Plan sanctioned by the Fifth USSR Congress of Soviets
in May 1929 anticipated a rise by only thirty-two per cent in the
number of workers and employees in industry whereas labour pro-
ductivity was expected to rise by 110 per cent. Stalin was supported
robustly by Molotov, Kuibyshev and Ordzhonikidze in the press
and at party gatherings. Their prognosis was outlandish (although
it may possibly have been intended sincerely); but it allowed them
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to predict that the average real wages of the working class would
rise by seventy per cent.6

This placed Bukharin in the unenviable position of arguing
against an economic policy purporting to guarantee an improvement
in the standard of living of the urban poor. Stalin’s belligerence
increased. At the joint meeting of the Central Committee and
the Central Control Commission in January 1929 he upbraided
Bukharin for his objections and accused him of factionalism. The
last Politburo leader to be found guilty of this, Trotski, was deported
from the country in the same month. Bukharin was placed in serious
political danger as the charge was levelled that he and Rykov and
Tomski headed a Right Deviation from the principles of Marxism-
Leninism.

‘Deviation’ was a significant term, implying that Bukharin’s group
was too ill-organized to merit being called an Opposition.7 But
Bukharin did not give up. At the next Central Committee meeting,
inApril 1929, he attacked the pace of industrialization being imposed
by Stalin; he also castigated the resumption of violent requisitioning
of agricultural produce. Stalin counter-attacked immediately: ‘None
of your côterie is a Marxist: they’re fraudsters. Not one of you has
got an understanding of Lenin.’ Bukharin retorted: ‘What, are you
the only one with such an understanding?’8 But the mood of the
majority of Central Committee members was against the ‘Rightists’,
and the industrial quotas and the grain seizures were approved.
Across the country the active supporters of Bukharin, few as they
were, were dismissed from their posts. InMoscow, Nikolai Uglanov
was replaced by Molotov as City Party Committee secretary. The
NEP became virtually irretrievable.

Stalin was roused by the response to his reorientation of policy.
The Urals Regional Committee, for instance, commissioned the
making of a ceremonial sword: on one side of the bladewas inscribed
‘Chop the Right Deviation’, on the other ‘Chop the Left Deviation’;
and on the butt were the words: ‘Beat Every Conciliator’. This was
the language Stalin liked to hear. His career would be ruined unless
the Five-Year Plan was successful, and he was determined that there
should be no shilly-shallying. Stalin put the matter vividly in 1931:
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‘To lower the tempos means to lag behind. And laggards are beaten.
But we don’t want to be beaten. No, we don’t want it! The history
of old Russia consisted, amongst other things, in her being beaten
continually for her backwardness. She was beaten by the Mongol
khans. She was beaten by the Turkish beys. She was beaten by
the Swedish feudal lords. She was beaten by the Polish-Lithuanian
nobles. She was beaten by the Anglo-French capitalists. She was
beaten by the Japanese barons. She was beaten by all of them for
her backwardness.’9

The economic transformation, in Stalin’s opinion, could not be
accomplishedunless theUSSR stayed clear ofmilitary entanglements
abroad. His Five-Year Plan was premised on the Kremlin’s need
to purchase up-to-date machinery from these powers. It would
obviously be difficult to induce foreign governments and business
companies to enter into commercial deals if there remained any
suspicion that the Red Army might be about to try again to spread
revolution on the points of its bayonets.

The ascendant party leaders assumed that Soviet grain exports
would pay for the machinery imports; but there was a further slump
in global cereal prices in 1929: the result was that although over
twice as much grain was shipped abroad in 1930 than in 1926–7,
the revenue from such sales rose by only six per cent.10 Since gold
exports were not enough to bridge the gap, short-term credits had
to be raised to finance the Five-Year Plan. Banks and businesses in
the West were only too eager to sign deals with the USSR after the
Great Depression of autumn. Up-to-date machinery was imported,
especially from the USA and Germany. Contracts were signed,
too, for large foreign firms to supply expertise to assist with the
construction of new Soviet enterprises. The American Ford car
company, the greatest symbol of world capitalism, signed a deal to
help to build a gigantic automotive works in Nizhni Novgorod.11

Stalin hardly needed to be nudged towards allaying Western fears
about Soviet international intentions. Under the NEP he had made
a name for himself with the slogan of ‘Socialism in One Country’.
Repeatedly he had suggested that the USSR should avoid involve-
ment in capitalist countries’ affairs while building a socialist society
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and economy at home. Foreign policy during the Five-Year Plan was
made subordinate to domestic policy more firmly than ever.

Bukharin came to agree with Trotski that Stalin had abandoned
the objective of European socialist revolution. The unequivocality
of this judgement was incorrect. In 1928, most communists grew to
believe in the imminent collapse of capitalism. Stalin went along
with them so long as nothing was done to endanger the USSR’s
security. The German Communist Party contained many leaders
who wanted to break with the policy of a ‘united front’ with other
socialist parties in Germany, and in the first year of the Five-Year
Plan itwashard todissuade these leaders fromthinking revolutionary
thoughts. Under a certain amount of pressure from the German
communist leadership, the Comintern at the Sixth Comintern Con-
gress in 1928 laid down that an instruction was given that the parties
such as the German Social-Democrats and the British Labour Party
should be treated as communism’s main political adversaries. Thus
the Comintern took ‘a turn to the left’.12 The European political far
right, including Hitler’s Nazis, was largely to be disregarded. The
task for the German Communist Party was to build up its strength
separately so that it might seize power at some future date.

Among Stalin’s several motives in supporting the international
turn to the leftwas awish to causemaximumdiscomfort toBukharin,
who was closely identified as the NEP’s advocate at home and
abroad. Throughout 1928–9 Bukharin was humiliated by being
forced to condemn ‘rightist’ policies among the various member
parties of Comintern. This was of considerable help to Stalin in the
imposition of the Five-Year Plan at home. Bukharin was no longer
the ascendant star of official world communism.

Constantly the Politburo quickened the projected pace of indus-
trialization. Cheap labour was made available by peasants fleeing
the villages. They came for work and for ration-cards, and their
arrival permitted a lowering of the wages of labourers; for the
commitment to raising wages was soon found unrealistic. In spring
1929 Stalin, seeking still cheaper labour, appointed a Central Com-
mittee commission under N. Yanson to explore opportunities for
convicts to work on projects in the USSR’s less hospitable regions.
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The prisons were already crammed with peasants who had resisted
beingpushed into collective farms:Yanson recommended their trans-
fer to the forced-labour camps subject to the OGPU.13 Among the
first results was the formation of the ‘Dalstroi’ trust in the Far East
which ran the notorious gold mines of Kolyma.

The Politburo also resolved the question as to how to handle
those peasantswho remained in the countryside.After two successive
wintersofgrain seizures, thepeasantswouldnotvoluntarilymaintain
their sown area. Bolsheviks already believed that collective farms,
with large production units and electrically-powered machinery,
were the solution to agrarian backwardness. Thus the Politburo
majority, against Bukharin’s counsel, came to the opinion that com-
pulsory collectivization should be initiated (although the fiction was
maintained in public that coercion would not be used). To Molotov
was entrusted the job of explaining this to the Central Committee
in November 1929. Bukharin was sacked from the Politburo at the
same meeting and, in the following month, Stalin’s fiftieth birthday
was celebrated with extravagant eulogies in the mass media. By
January 1930 the Politburo was insisting that a quarter of the
sown area should be held by collective farms within two years. An
agricultural revolution was heralded.

And yet both agriculture and industry were altogether too chaotic
to be described without reservation as being integrated within ‘a
planned economy’. For example, the Five-Year Plan of 1928–33 was
drawn up six months after it was said to have been inaugurated (and
the Plan was said to be completed a year before it was meant to
end). Rough commands were of a more practical importance than
carefully-elaborated planning; and the commands were based on
guesses, prejudices and whims. At best the officials of Gosplan could
rectify the worst mistakes before too much damage was done. But
huge human suffering occurred before any particular experiment
was halted on the grounds of being dyseconomic.

‘Class struggle’ was intensified through a governmental assault
upon the so-called kulaks. It was laid down that the collective
farms should be formed exclusively from poor and middling peasant
households. Kulaks stood to lose most from collectivization in
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material terms; they tended also to be more assertive than average.
At least, this is how Stalin saw things. He set up a Politburo commis-
sion to investigate how to decapitate kulak resistance. Its proposals
were accepted by him and incorporated in a Sovnarkom decree of
February 1930. Kulaks were to be disbarred from joining collective
farms and divided into three categories. Those in category one were
to be dispatched to forced-labour settlements or shot. Category two
comprised households deemedmore hostile to the government; these
were to go to distant provinces. Category three consisted of the least
‘dangerous’ households, which were allowed to stay in their native
district but on a smaller patch of land. Between five and sevenmillion
persons were treated as belonging to kulak families.14

The decree could not be fulfilled without magnifying violence.
The Red Army and the OGPU were insufficient in themselves and
anyway the Politburo could not depend on the implicit obedience
of their officers of rural origins.15 And so tough young lads from the
factories, militia and the party went out to the villages to enforce
the establishment of collective farms. About 25,000 of them rallied
to the Politburo’s summons. Before they set out from the towns,
these ‘25,000-ers’ were told that the kulaks were responsible for
organizing a ‘grain strike’ against the towns. They were not issued
with detailed instructions as to how to distinguish the rich, middling
and poor peasants from each other. Nor were they given limits on
their use of violence. The Politburo set targets for grain collection,
for collectivization and for de-kulakization, and did not mind how
these targets were hit.

But when they arrived in the villages, the ‘25,000-ers’ saw for
themselves that many hostile peasants were far from being rich. The
central party apparatus imaginatively introduced a special category
of ‘sub-kulaks’ who were poor but yet opposed the government.16

Sub-kulaks were to be treated as if they were kulaks. Consequently
Stalin’s collectivizing mayhem, involving executions and deport-
ations, was never confined to the better-off households. The slightest
resistance to the authorities was met with punitive violence. With
monumental insincerity he wrote an article for Pravda in March
1930, ‘Dizzy with Success’, in which he called local functionaries to
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task for abusing their authority. But this was a temporizing posture.
For Stalin, the priority remained mass collectivization. By the time
of the harvest of 1931, collective farms held practically all the land
traditionally given over to cereal crops. Stalin and the Politburo had
won the agrarian war.

The price was awful. Probably four to five million people perished
in 1932–3 from ‘de-kulakization’ and from grain seizures.17 The
dead and the dying were piled on to carts by the urban detachments
and pitched into common graves without further ceremony. Pits
were dug on the outskirts of villages for the purpose. Child survivors,
their stomachs swollen through hunger, gnawed grass and tree-bark
and begged for crusts. Human beings were not the only casualties.
While the government’s policies were killing peasants, peasants were
killing their livestock: they had decided that they would rather eat
their cattle and horses than let them be expropriated by the collective
farms. Even some of Stalin’s colleagues blanched when they saw the
effects with their own eyes. For instance, Ordzhonikidze was aghast
at the behaviour of officials in eastern Ukraine;18 but he felt no need
to criticize mass compulsory collectivization as general policy.

Collectivization was a rural nightmare. It is true that the average
harvest in 1928–30 was good.19 But this was chiefly the product of
excellent weather conditions. It certainly did not result from
improved agricultural management; for often the collective farm
chairmen were rural ne’er-do-wells or inexpert party loyalists from
the towns.Nordid the state fulfil itspromise to supply the countryside
with 100,000 tractors by the end of the Five-Year Plan. Only half of
these were built,20 and most of them were used inefficiently through
lack of experienced drivers and mechanics.

With the exception of 1930, mass collectivization meant that not
until themid-1950s did agriculture regain the level of output achieved
in the last years before the Great War. Conditions in the countryside
were so dire that the state had to pump additional resources into
the country in order to maintain the new agrarian order. Increased
investment in tractors was not the only cost incurred. Revenues had
to be diverted not only to agronomists, surveyors and farm chairmen
but also to soldiers, policemen and informers. Moreover, ‘machine-
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tractor stations’ had to be built from 1929 to provide equipment
and personnel for the introduction of technology (as well as to
provide yet another agency to control the peasantry). Otherwise the
rickety structure of authority would have collapsed. No major state
has inflicted such grievous economic damage on itself in peacetime.

Yet Stalin could draw up a balance sheet that, from his standpoint,
was favourable. From collectivization he acquired a reservoir of
terrified peasants who would supply him with cheap industrial
labour. To some extent, too, he secured his ability to export Soviet
raw materials in order to pay for imports of industrial machinery
(although problems arose with foreign trade in 1931–2). Above all,
he put an end to the recurrent crises faced by the state in relation to
urban food supplies as the state’s grain collections rose from 10.8
million tons in 1928–9 to 22.8 million tons in 1931–2.21 After
collectivization it was the countryside, not the towns, which went
hungry if the harvest was bad.

Stalin was still more delighted with the record of industry. The
large factories and mines had been governmentally-owned since
1917–19, but the number of such enterprises rose steeply after 1928.
Thirty-eight per cent of industrial capital stock by the end of 1934
was located in factories built in the previous half-dozen years.22

Simultaneously the smaller manufacturing firms – most of which
had been in private hands during the NEP – were closed down. The
First Five-Year Plan was meant to end in September 1933; in fact its
completion was announced in December 1932. Mines and factories
were claimed to have doubled their production since 1928. This was
exaggeration. Yet even sceptical estimates put the annual expansion
in industrial output at ten per cent between 1928 and 1941; and the
production of capital goods probably grew at twice the rate of
consumer goods during the Five-Year Plan.23 The USSR had at last
been pointed decisively towards the goal of a fully industrialized
society.

Stalin the Man of Steel boasted that he had introduced ‘socialism’
to the villages. The nature of a collective farm was ill-defined; no
Bolshevik before 1917 – not even Lenin – had explained exactly what
such farms shouldbe like.Therewasmuchpractical experimentation
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with them after 1917: at one end of the range there were farms that
required their employees to take decisions collectively and share
land, housing, equipment and income equally, regardless of personal
input of labour; at the other end it was possible to find arrangements
allowing peasant households to form a co-operative and yet keep
their land, housing and equipment separately from each other and
to make their own separate profits.

The idea of peasants taking most of their own decisions was
anathema to Stalin. The government, he insisted, should own the
land, appoint the farm chairmen and set the grain-delivery quotas.
His ideal organization was the sovkhoz. This was a collective farm
runon the same principles as a state-owned factory. Local authorities
marked out the land for each sovkhoz and hired peasants for fixed
wages. Such a type of farming was thought eminently suitable for
the grain-growing expanses in Ukraine and southern Russia. Yet
Stalin recognized that most peasants were ill-disposed to becoming
wage labourers, and he yielded to the extent of permitting most
farms to be of the kolkhoz type. In a kolkhoz the members were
rewarded by results. If the quotas were not met, the farm was not
paid. Furthermore, each peasant was paid a fraction of the farm
wage-fund strictly in accordance with the number of ‘labour days’
he or she had contributed to the farming year.

And so the kolkhoz was defined as occupying a lower level of
socialist attainment than the sovkhoz. In the long run the official
expectation was that all kolkhozes would be turned into sovkhozes
in Soviet agriculture; but still the kolkhoz, despite its traces of private
self-interest, was treated as a socialist organizational form.

In reality,mostkolkhozniki, as the kolkhozmemberswere known,
could no more make a profit in the early 1930s than fly to Mars.
Rural society did not submit without a struggle and 700,000 peasants
were involved in disturbances at the beginning of 1930.24 But the
resistance was confined to a particular village or group of villages.
Fewer large revolts broke out in Russia than in areas where non-
Russians were in the majority: Kazakhstan, the North Caucasus,
Ukraine and parts of Siberia. Yet the official authorities had advant-
ages in their struggle against the peasants which had been lacking
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in 1920–22.25 In the collectivization campaign from the late 1920s it
was the authorities who went on the offensive, and they had greatly
superior organization and fire-power. Peasants were taken by
surprise and counted themselves lucky if they were still alive by
the mid-1930s. Battered into submission, they could only try to
make the best of things under the new order imposed by the Soviet
state.

An entire way of life, too, was being pummelled out of existence.
The peasant householdwas no longer the basic social unit recognized
by the authorities. Grain quotas were imposed on the collective farm
as a whole, and peasants were given their instructions as individuals
rather than as members of households.

Industrial workers were fortunate by comparison. Except during
the famine of 1932–3, their consumption of calories was as great as
it had been under the NEP. But although conditions were better in
the towns than in the countryside, they were still very hard. The
quality of the diet worsened and food rationing had to be introduced
in all towns and cities: average calory levels were maintained only
because more bread and potatoes were eaten while consumption of
meat fell by two thirds. Meanwhile wages for blue-collar jobs fell
in real terms by a half in the course of the Five-Year Plan.26 Of
course, this is not the whole story. The men and women who had
served their factory apprenticeship in the 1920s were encouraged to
take evening classes and secure professional posts. Consequently
many existing workers obtained material betterment through pro-
motion. About one and a half million managers and administrators
in 1930–33 had recently been elevated from manual occupations.27

This was also one of the reasons why the working class endured
the Five-Year Plan’s rigours without the violent resistance offered
by peasant communities. Another was that most of the newcomers
to industry, being mainly rural young men who filled the unskilled
occupations, had neither the time nor the inclination to strike for
higher wages; and the OGPU was efficient at detecting and sup-
pressing such dissent as it arose. Go-slows, walk-outs and even
occasional demonstrations took place, but these were easily
contained.
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Of course, Stalin and OGPU chief Yagoda left nothing to chance.
The OGPU scoured its files for potential political opponents still at
large. FormerMensheviksandSocialist-Revolutionarieswerehunted
out even though their parties had barely existed since the 1922
show-trial of the Socialist-Revolutionaries. But whereas Lenin had
trumpedupcharges against genuinely existingparties, Stalin invented
parties out of the air. A show-trial of the imaginary ‘Industrial Party’
was staged in November 1930. The defendants were prepared for
their judicial roles by an OGPU torturer; they were mainly persons
who had worked for the Soviet regime but had previously been
industrialists, high-ranking civil servants or prominent Mensheviks
and Socialist-Revolutionaries. In 1931 a trial of the fictitious ‘Union
Bureau’ of the Menshevik party was organized. Trials were held in
themajor cities of Russia and the other Soviet republics. Newspapers
were stuffed with stories of professional malefactors caught,
arraigned and sentenced.

Stalin glorified the changes in the political environment by declar-
ing that the party had ‘re-formed its own ranks in battle order’.
Administrators with ‘suspect’ class origins or political opinions were
sacked from their jobs. Workers were hallooed into denouncing any
superiors who obstructed the implementation of the Five-Year Plan.
A witch-hunt atmosphere was concocted. For Stalin used the party
as a weapon to terrify all opposition to his economic policies. He
needed to operate through an institution that could be trusted to
maintain political fidelity, organizational solidity and ideological
rectitude while the Soviet state in general was being transformed
and reinforced. In the late 1920s only the party could fulfil this
function.

But the party, too, needed to be made dependable. Expulsions
started in May 1929, resulting in a loss of eleven per cent of the
membership. A recruitment campaign began at the same time, and
the party expanded its number of members from 1.3 million in 1928
to 2.2 million in 1931.28 Party secretaries at the various local levels
were the Politburo’s local chief executives. Republican party leaders
were handpicked by the Politburo for this role; and in the RSFSR
Stalin constructed a regional tier in the party’s organizational
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hierarchy which brought together groups of provinces under the
reinforced control of a single regional committee.29 Thus the Mid-
Volga Regional Committee oversaw collectivization across an agri-
cultural region the sizeof theentireUnitedKingdom.Party secretaries
had been virtually the unchallengeable economic bosses in the local-
ities since the middle of the Civil War. But there was also a large
difference. In the 1920s private agriculture, commerce and industry
had been widespread; under the Five-Year Plan only a few corners
of non-state economic activity survived.

Yet still the central leadership could not regard the party with
equanimity. The picture of over-fulfilled economic plans painted by
the newspapers involved much distortion. And where there was
indeed over-fulfilment, as in steel production, its quality was often
too poor for use in manufacturing. Wastage occurred on a huge
scale and the problem of uncoordinated production was ubiquitous.
The statistics themselves were fiddled not only by a central party
machine wishing to fool the world but also by local functionaries
wanting to trick the central partymachine.Deceitwas deeply embed-
ded in the mode of industrial and agricultural management.

It has been asserted that shoddy, unusable goods were so high a
proportion of output that official claims for increases in output
were typically double the reality. If the increase in output has been
exaggerated, then perhaps Stalin’s forced-rate industrialization and
forcible mass collectivization were not indispensable to the transfor-
mation of Russia into a military power capable of defeating Hitler
in the Second World War. An extrapolation of the NEP’s economic
growth rate into the 1930s even suggests that a Bukharinist leadership
would have attained an equal industrial capacity. This is not the
end of the debate; for as the First Five-Year Plan continued, Stalin
diverted investment increasingly towards the defence sub-sector.
Nearly six per cent of such capital was dedicated to the Red Army’s
requirements: thiswashigher than thecombined total for agricultural
machines, tractors, cars, buses and lorries.30 It was easier for Stalin
to bring this about than it would have been for Bukharinwhowanted
peasant aspirations to be taken into account.

YetBukharinwouldhave ruleda less traumatized society, andbeen
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moreable to countonpopular goodwill. Bukharin’s perceptiveness in
foreign policy might also have helped him. Stalin’s guesses about
Europe were very faulty. In the German elections of 1932 the com-
munists were instructed to campaign mostly against the social-
democrats: Hitler’s Nazis were to be ignored. There were comrades
from Berlin such as Franz Neumann who questioned Stalin’s judge-
ment. But Stalin calmly replied: ‘Don’t you think, Neumann, that if
the nationalists come to power in Germany, they’ll be so completely
preoccupied with the West that we’ll be able to build up socialism in
peace?’31 Stalin’s judgement did not lack perceptiveness: he correctly
anticipated that Hitler would stir up a deal of trouble for the Allies
who had imposed the Treaty of Versailles – and since the end of the
Great War it had been Britain and France, not Germany, which had
caused greatest trouble to Soviet political leaders.

Yet when due allowance is made, his comment underestimated
the profound danger of Nazism to the USSR and to Europe as a
whole. It also displayed the influence of Leninist thinking. Lenin,
too, had asserted that the German extreme right might serve the
purpose of smashing up the post-Versailles order;32 he had also
stressed that Soviet diplomacy should be based on the principle of
evading entanglement in inter-capitalist wars. The playing of one
capitalist power against another was an enduring feature of Soviet
foreign policy.33 This does not mean that Lenin would have been as
casual as Stalin about Adolf Hitler. Yet as socialism was misbuilt
in the USSR, silence was enforced by the Politburo about the risks
being taken with the country’s security.

Stalin had tried to root out every possible challenge to both
domestic and foreign policies. His suspicions were not without
foundation. Many party and state functionaries had supported his
rupture with the NEP without anticipating the exact policies and
their consequences. Most of them had not bargained for famine,
terror and Stalin’s growing personal dictatorship. Small groupings
therefore came together to discuss alternative policies. Beso
Lominadze and Sergei Syrtsov, one-time supporters of Stalin,
expressed their disgruntlement to each other in autumn 1929. An
informer denounced them and they were expelled from the Central
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Committee.34 In 1932 another group was formed byMikhail Ryutin,
who sought Stalin’s removal from power; and yet another group
coalesced under A. P. Smirnov, Nikolai Eismont and V. N. Tolma-
chev. Both groups were detected by the OGPU and arrested; but
their existence at a time when the punishments for ‘factionalism’
were increasing in severity showed how restive the party had become.

Then there were the oppositionist leaders waiting for a chance to
return to the Politburo:Kamenev andZinoviev hadpublicly recanted
and been allowed to return to the party in 1928; Bukharin had
avoided expulsion from the party by publicly accepting official party
policy in November 1929. Their professions of loyalty convinced no
one, and Trotski wasted no time in publishing his Bulletin of the
Opposition from abroad and in initiating a secret correspondence
with several disaffected communist officials.35 All these disgraced
former leaders knew that they could count on many existing party
functionaries, activists and rank-and-file members to support them
if ever an opportunity arose.

They might also be able to appeal to the persons who had walked
out on the party or had been expelled: there were about 1,500,000
such individuals by 1937.36 In addition, the Socialist-Revolutionaries
had possessed a million members in 1917, the Mensheviks a quarter
of a million. Dozens of other parties in Russia and the borderlands
had also existed. Huge sections of the population had always hated
the entire Bolshevik party. Whole social strata were embittered:
priests, shopkeepers, gentry, mullahs, industrialists, traders and
‘bourgeois specialists’. Among these ‘former people’ (byvshie lyudi),
as the Bolsheviks brusquely described persons of influence before the
OctoberRevolution,hatredofBolshevismwasstrong.Manypeasants
and workers had felt the same. And Stalin had made countless new
enemies for the party.Collectivization, de-kulakization, urban show-
trials and the forced-labour penal system had wrought suffering as
great as had occurred in the Civil War.

Stalin had engineered a second revolution; he had completed the
groundwork of an economic transformation. But his victory was
not yet totally secure. For Stalin, the realization of the First Five-Year
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Plan could only be the first victory in the long campaign for his
personal dictatorship and his construction of a mighty industrial
state.
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Fortresses under Storm: Culture,
Religion, Nation

Stalin’s ambition was not confined to economics and politics. Like
other Bolsheviks, he had always seen that the creation of a com-
munist society necessitated further changes. Communist leaders also
aspired to raise the level of education and technical skills in the
population. They wished to expand the social base of their support;
they had to dissolve Soviet citizens’ attachment to their national
identity and religion. Bolshevism stood for literacy, numeracy, inter-
nationalism and atheism, and this commitment was among the
reasons for the replacement of the NEP with the First Five-Year
Plan.

Of all the regime’s achievements, it was its triumph over illiteracy
that earned thewidest esteem– and even anti-Bolshevikswere among
the admirers. Education was treated as a battlefront. Only forty per
cent of males between nine and forty-nine years of age had been
able to read and write in 1897; this proportion had risen to ninety-
four per cent by 1939.1 The number of schools rose to 199,000 by
the beginning of the 1940–41 academic year.2 They were built not
only in major areas of habitation like Russia and Ukraine but
also in the most far-flung parts of the country such as Uzbekistan.
Pedagogical institutes were created to train a generation of young
teachers to take up their duties not only in schools for children
and adolescents but also in polytechnics, night-schools and factory
clubs for adults. Compulsory universal schooling was implemented
with revolutionary gusto. The USSR was fast becoming a literate
society.
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As workers and ex-peasants thronged into the new educational
institutions, they couldbuy readingmaterials atminimal cost.Pravda
and Izvestiya in the 1930s were sold daily for ten kopeks, and the
print-run of newspapers rose from 9.4 million copies in 1927 to 38
million in 1940.3 Other literature, too, was avidly purchased. The
poet Boris Slutski recalled: ‘It may have been stupid economically,
but books were sold for next to nothing, more cheaply than tobacco
and bread.’4

Revenues were also channelled into the provision of inexpensive
facilities for relaxation. By the end of the 1930s the USSR had 28,000
cinemas.5 Football, ice-hockey, athletics and gymnastics were turned
into major sports for both participants and spectators. All-Union,
republican, regional and local competitions proliferated across the
country. For those who wanted quieter forms of recreation, ‘houses
of culture’ were available with their own reading-rooms, notice-
boards, stages and seating. Each medium-sized town had its theatre.
Drama and ballet became popular with a public which looked for-
ward to visits by companies on tour from Moscow. The authorities
also laid aside space for parks. Families took Sunday strolls over
public lawns – and the largest of all was the Park of Culture, which
was named after the novelist Maksim Gorki, in the capital.

As in other industrial countries, the radiowas becoming amedium
of mass communication. Performers and commentators based in
Moscow became celebrities throughout the USSR. News reports
vied for attention with symphony concerts and variety entertain-
ments. The telephone network was widened. Communications
between district and district, town and town, republic and republic
were impressively strengthened.

The foundation of new cities such asMagnitogorskwas celebrated
(although Pravda was not allowed to report that a segment of the
labour-force used for the construction consisted ofGulag prisoners).6

Housing was not built as fast as factories. But Russian towns whose
houses had been chiefly of wooden construction were becoming
characterized by edifices of brick and stone; and most new dwellings
were apartments in immense blocks whose heating was supplied by
communal boilers. The steam escaping through air-vents was a
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feature of the broad thoroughfares. The internal combustion engine
took the place of horse-drawn vehicles for people going about their
working lives. Goods were transported in lorries. In Moscow, the
first section of the underground railway came into operation in 1935.
A fresh style of life was introduced in remarkably short time so that
Stalin’s slogan that ‘there are no fortresses the Bolsheviks cannot
storm!’ seemed justified.

Thusa triumph for ‘modernity’wasclaimedas theUSSR advanced
decisively towards becoming an urban, literate society with access
to twentieth-century industrial technology; and Stalin’s adherents
declared their modernity superior to all others by virtue of its
being collectivist. The typical apartment block contained flats called
kommunalki. Each such flatwas occupied by several families sharing
the same kitchen and toilet. Cafeterias were provided at workplaces
so that meals need not be taken at home. The passenger vehicles
produced by automotive factories were mainly buses and trams
rather than cars – and such cars as were manufactured were bought
mainly by institutions and not by individuals. State enterprises,
which had a monopoly of industrial output from the end of the
NEP, were steered away from catering for the individual choices of
consumers. Whereas capitalism manufactured each product in a
competitive variety, communism’s rationale was that this com-
petition involved awaste of resources.Whywastemoney by develop-
ing and advertising similar products?

And so a pair of boots, a table, a light-bulb or a tin of sardines
bought in Vladivostok or Archangel or Stavropol would have the
same size and packaging. Clothing, too, became drab; local styles
of attire disappeared as kolkhozniki were issued with working
clothes from the factories and as village artisans ceased production.
Standardization of design, too, was a basic governmental objective.
Uniformity had been installed as a key positive value. Stalin was
proud of his policies. Brazenly he announced to a mass meeting:
‘Life has become better, life has become gayer!’7

The changes in life were not better or gayer for everyone. Wage
differentials had been sharply widened; material egalitarianism,
which had anyway not been practised even in the October Revol-
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ution, was denounced. The administrative élites were amply
rewarded in a society which had undergone huge structural change
since the NEP. Spivs, grain-traders, shopkeepers and workshop
owners had gone the way of the aristocracy, the gentry and the ‘big
bourgeoisie’. The administrators had the cash to pay for goods in
the sole retail outlets where high-quality consumer goods were
on legal sale. These were state shops belonging to the Torgsin
organization. In a Torgsin shop a previously well-off citizen could
deposit some family heirloom which the shop would sell at a com-
mission on the citizen’s behalf.8 Stalin’s economywas not all tractors,
tanks and canals; it was also luxury goods, albeit luxury goods that
were not being made in Soviet factories but were being sold on by
individuals who had fallen on hard times since 1917.

By means of these blandishments the Politburo aimed to ensure
that the stratum of newly promoted administrators would remain
keen supporters of the NEP’s abandonment; and such persons were
a large proportion of the fourfold increase in the number of state
employees in institutions of education, health, housing, and public
administration between 1926 and the end of the 1930s. But life was
tough even for the middle-ranking administrators. The new schools,
apartment blocks, hotels and kindergartens took years to build.
Most working-class people, moreover, had yet to benefit at all from
the general improvements promised by the Politburo. A generation
was being asked to sacrifice its comfort for the benefit of its children
and grandchildren. Hunger, violence and chaos were widespread,
and the rupture of social linkages drastically increased the sense of
loneliness in both the towns and the countryside. This was not a
society capable of being at ease with itself.

Stalin, too, felt uneasy lest political oppositionmight arise insideor
outside the party to exploit the situation. His attitude toMartemyan
Ryutin, who was arrested in 1932 for leading a secret little group of
communists who denounced his despotic rule and called for his
removal from power, supplied a terrifying signal of his intentions.
The fact that Ryutin had once belonged to the Central Committee
apparently did not stop Stalin from calling for his execution. The
Politburo instead ordered him to be sentenced to ten years’ detention
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in the Gulag. This treatment of an oppositionist was horrific by
most standards, but was much too light for Stalin’s taste.

Yet he felt compelled to yield somewhat to the warnings being
given, inside and outside the party, that failure to reduce the tempos
of economic development would result in disaster. Even many of his
central and local supporters stressed that conditions in industry were
altogether too chaotic for the Second Five-Year Plan, introduced at
thebeginningof1933, tobe fulfilled inmostof its objectives.Ahurried
re-drafting took place and a lower rate of growth was accepted. The
new expectation was for a doubling of the output of industrial pro-
ducers’ goods in the half-decade before the end of 1937. This was still
a very rapid growth, but not at the breakneck speed of the First
Five-Year Plan. The Politburo began to lay its emphasis upon com-
pleting the construction of the half-built factories and mines and
getting them into full production. Consolidation of existing projects
became the priority in the industrial sector.9

As policy was being modified in 1932, Bukharin was appointed
chief editor of Izvestiya. Meanwhile Sergo Ordzhonikidze, as Chair-
man of the Supreme Council of the National Economy in 1930–32
and as People’s Commissar for Heavy Industry from 1932, protected
managers and engineers from persecution.10

These modulations in official stance were extended to agriculture,
which was in a frightful condition. In 1932 the fantastic scheme to
increase state grain procurements by nearly thirty per cent over the
previous year was quietly abandoned. The total of cereal crops
actually obtained by the state did not rise at all, but dropped by
nearly a fifth.11 A decree was passed in the same year permitting the
establishment of ‘kolkhozmarkets’, where peasants could trade their
surplus produce so long as they worked on those few kolkhozes
which had fulfilled their quota of deliveries to the state. Another
decree in 1933 allowed each household in a kolkhoz to cultivate
a garden allotment for personal consumption or sale. Private
profit was reintroduced even though it was banned from official ter-
minology. In any case, these concessions were restricted to the
margins of economic activity. Most industry, agriculture and com-
merce remained under strict state control; and the mass deportation
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of kulaks was intensified in the Kuban region and the North Cau-
casus. Yet the lesson had been learned that not even the economy
of Stalin’s USSR could function without some residual components
of the market.

And so the hope was inspired in some observers that Stalin’s
demeanour during the First Five-Year Plan had been an aberration
and that he would revert to less severe methods. Perhaps the party
was about to return to theNEP.Whenhe told theCentralCommittee
plenum in January 1933 that he would not ‘go on whipping the
country’, he was heard with relief by most of his listeners.12

Yet at the same plenum he bared his tigrine fangs as he advanced
the following proposition: ‘The abolition of classes is not obtained
through the elimination of class struggle but through its reinforce-
ment.’13 For Stalin, his victory in the First Five-Year Plan was an
occasion for the intensification rather than the relaxation of state
violence. He pounced on his friend Ordzhonikidze for objecting to
trials being held of officials from the People’s Commissariats for
Heavy Industry andAgriculture. According to Stalin,Ordzhonikidze
was guilty of hooliganism while Kaganovich, who was not unsym-
pathetic to Ordzhonikidze, was accused of joining ‘the camp of
the party’s reactionary elements’.14 The Boss, as his associates
referred to him, was prowling with menace. The gravest snub he
suffered face to face came not from an associate but from his wife
Nadezhda, who seems to have agreed with Bukharin that the
countryside had been ravaged by mass collectivization. Nor was she
willing to tolerate his alleged flirtations with other women. After an
altercation with him in November 1932, she had gone outside and
shot herself.15

He had always been a solitary fellow, but the suicide ofNadezhda,
whom he had loved despite their stormy relationship, shoved him
further into himself. Stalin’s early life had been hard. Born to a
Georgian couple in the little town of Gori near Tiflis, his real name
was Iosif Dzhugashvili. His birthday was given out officially as 21
December 1879; but the parish records indicate that he entered this
world a year earlier.16 Why he wished to alter the date remains a
mystery; but, whatever his reasons, such a desire was in keeping
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with a man who liked to manipulate the image that others held of
him.

Iosif ’s father was a child-beating drunkard who died leaving the
family penniless; but Katerina Dzhugashvili, the mother of Iosif,
managed to have him enrolled in the Tiflis Ecclesiastical Seminary.
He quickly picked up the Russian language and the rhythms of the
catechism; but he was also rebellious: like thousands of adoles-
cents of his generation, he preferred revolutionary literature to
the Bible. After being expelled from the seminary, he wandered
over the Transcaucasus picking up odd jobs and getting involved
with clandestine political circles. When news of the split of the
Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party reached him, he sided
with the Bolsheviks whereas most Georgian Marxists became
Mensheviks. Young Dzhugashvili, whose pseudonymwas first Koba
and then Stalin (or ‘Man of Steel’), reacted positively to themes of
dictatorship, terror, modernity, progress and leadership in Lenin’s
writings.

Stalin became an organizer for the Bolsheviks and so underwent
arrest several times. His articles on the ‘national question’ com-
mended him to Lenin as ‘the wonderful Georgian’, and he was
co-opted to the Bolshevik Central Committee in 1912. He was sent
to St Petersburg to edit the legal Bolshevik newspaper Pravda, but
was quickly captured and exiled to Siberia. There he stayed until
1917. A street accident he had suffered as a lad left him with a
slightly shortened arm, and because of this he escaped conscription
into the Imperial Army.

Returning to the Russian capital after the February Revolution,
he was not fêted to the extent of Lenin and the émigré veterans. He
seemed unimpressive alongside them. Unlike them, he had made
only brief trips abroad. He could not speak German or French or
English. He was a poor orator, a plodding theorist and a prickly
character. Yet his organizational expeditiousness was highly valued,
and he joined the inner core of the Central Committee before the
October Revolution. Thereafter he became People’s Commissar for
Nationalities in the first Sovnarkom and served uninterruptedly in
the Party Politburo from 1919. In the Civil War he was appointed
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as leading political commissar on several fronts and was regarded
by Lenin as one of his most dependable troubleshooters, acquiring
a reputation for a fierce decisiveness. In 1920 he added the chair-
manship of the Workers’ and Peasants’ Inspectorate to his list of
posts, and in 1922 became General Secretary of the Party Central
Committee.

Stalin’s rivals in his own party would soon pay dearly for their
condescension.Hewas crudeandbrutal evenbyBolshevik standards,
and was proud of the fact. On the Southern front in 1918 he had
put villages to the torch to terrorize the peasantry of an entire region,
and but for Lenin’s intervention would have drowned scores of
innocent former Imperial Army officers on a prison barge moored
on the river Volga.

But Stalin’s rivals had no excuse for underestimating Stalin’s
intelligence. His lack of intellectual sophistication did not mean that
he was unmotivated by ideas; and he was conscious enough of the
gaps in his education to take on Jan Sten as a private tutor in
philosophy in the 1920s.17Hewas also a voracious reader, supposedly
getting through a daily quota of 500 pages.18 Although his objects
of study changed, his orientation was constant. He despised middle-
class experts, believing that the regime could train up its own ‘special-
ists’ in short order. The ‘filth’ from the old days ought to be cleansed
(or ‘purged’); social, economic and political problems should not be
allowed to await solution. Those persons deemed responsible for
the survival of such problems had to be physically exterminated. Let
saboteurs and renegades perish! Let there be steel, iron and coal!
Long live comrade Stalin!

That this maladjusted character, whose mistrustfulness was close
to paranoia, should have won the struggle to succeed Lenin boded
ill for his opponents past and present and for his potential opponents
as well. It has been speculated that his vengefulness was influenced
by the beatings he supposedly had received from his father or by the
traditions of honour and feud in the Caucasian region. Yet his
fascination with punitive violence went far beyond any conditioning
by family or national customs. Stalin supposedly remarked: ‘To
choose one’s victims, to prepare one’s plans minutely, to slake an
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implacable vengeance, and then to go to bed . . . there is nothing
sweeter in the world.’19

He also had a craving for adulation. As his doings were celebrated
in the public media, only his ageing mother, to whom he dutifully
sent packets of roubles, was oblivious of his status. Official history
textbooks by Nikolai Popov and Emelyan Yaroslavski exaggerated
his importance. Articles were published on the Civil War which
treated the battles aroundTsaritsyn in 1918, when Stalin was serving
on the Southern front, as the turning point in the Red Army’s
fortunes. Already in 1925, Tsaritsyn had been renamed Stalingrad.
The phrase was put into circulation: ‘Stalin is the Lenin of today.’
Ostensibly he shrugged off claims to greatness, complaining to a
film scriptwriter: ‘Reference to Stalin should be excised. The Central
Committee of the party ought to be put in place of Stalin.’20 He also
repudiated the proposal in 1938 that Moscow should be renamed
as Stalinodar (which means ‘Stalin’s gift’)!21 His modesty on this and
other occasions was insincere, but Stalin knew that it would enhance
his popularity among rank-and-file communists: in reality he was
extremely vainglorious.

Egomania was not the sole factor. The cult of Stalin was also a
response to the underlying requirements of the regime. Russians and
many other nations of the USSR were accustomed to their statehood
being expressed through the persona of a supreme leader. Any
revolutionary state has to promote continuity as well as disruption.
The First Five-Year Plan had brought about huge disruption, and
the tsar-like image of Stalin was useful in affirming that the state
possessed a strong, determined leader.

Full regal pomp was nevertheless eschewed by him; Stalin, while
inviting comparison with the tsars of old, also wished to appear as a
mundane contemporary communist.Audiences at public conferences
or at the Bolshoi Ballet or on top of the Kremlin Wall saw him in
his dull-coloured, soldierly tunic – as hemingled with delegates from
the provinces to official political gatherings – and he always made
sure to have his photograph taken with groups of delegates. The
display of ordinariness was a basic aspect of his mystique. The
incantations of public congresses and conferences included not only
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Stalin but also ‘the Leninist Central Committee, the Communist
Party, the Working Class, the Masses’. It was crucial for him to
demonstrate the preserved heritage ofMarxism-Leninism.The hero-
ism, justice and inevitability of the October Revolution had to be
proclaimed repeatedly, and the achievements of the First Five-Year
Plan had to be glorified.

There is no doubt that many young members of the party and the
Komsomol responded positively to the propaganda. The construc-
tion of towns, mines and dams was an enormously attractive project
for them. Several such enthusiasts altruistically devoted their lives
to the communist cause. They idolized Stalin, and all of them –
whether they were building the city of Magnitogorsk or tunnelling
under Moscow to lay the lines for the metro or were simply teaching
kolkhozniki how to read andwrite – thought themselves to be agents
of progress for Soviet society and for humanity as a whole. Stalin
had his active supporters in their hundreds of thousands, perhaps
even their millions. This had been true of Lenin; it would also be
true of Khrushchëv. Not until the late 1960s did Kremlin leaders
find it difficult to convince a large number of their fellow citizens
that, despite all the difficulties, official policies would sooner or later
bring about the huge improvements claimed by official spokesmen.22

Stalin’s rule in the early1930sdependedcruciallyupon thepresence
of enthusiastic supporters in society. Evenmany people who disliked
him admired his success in mobilizing the country for industrializa-
tion and in restoring Russia’s position as a great power. There was
a widespread feeling that, for all his faults, Stalin was a determined
leader in the Russian tradition; and the naı̈vety of workers, peasants
and others about high politics allowed him to play to the gallery of
public opinion more easily than would be possible for Soviet leaders
in later generations.

But enthusiasts remained a minority. Most people, despite the
increase in cultural and educational provision, paid little mind to
communist doctrines. They were too busy to give politics more than
a glancing interest. It was a hard existence. The average urban
inhabitant spent only an hour every week reading a book or listening
to the radio and twenty minutes watching films or plays.23 Adulatory
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newsreels were of limited help to Stalin while there remained a
paucity of spectators. Furthermore, in 1937 there were still only 3.5
million radios in the country.24 The authorities placed loudspeakers
on main streets so that public statements might be broadcast to
people as they travelled to work or went shopping. But this was
rarely possible in the countryside since only one in twenty-five
collective farmshadaccess to electrical power.25 Severalweeks passed
in some villages between visits from officials from the nearby town,
and Pravda arrived only fitfully. The infrastructure of intensive mass
indoctrination had not been completed before the Second World
War.

Theunderlying cause for the ineffectivenessofofficial propaganda,
however, was the hardship caused by official measures. The non-
Russian nationalities were especially embittered. The assertiveness
ofnational andethnicgroups in the1920shadbeenamong the reasons
for the NEP’s abolition. Several imaginary anti-Soviet organizations
were ‘discovered’, starting with the Union for the Liberation of
Ukraine in July 1929.26 Artists, scholars and novelists were arraigned
in Kiev and sentenced to lengthy years of imprisonment. Analogous
judicial proceedings took place in Belorussia, Georgia, Armenia and
Azerbaijan. Communist officials thought to have shown excessive
indulgence to the sentiments of nations in their republics suffered
demotion. The prime victim was Mykola Skrypnik in Ukraine. In
1933 he was dropped as Ukraine’s People’s Commissar of Enlighten-
ment, and committed suicide. Simultaneously those writers and
artists who had developed their national cultures under the NEP
were subject to ever stricter surveillance.

Nor was the menace of Russian nationalism ignored. In 1930 the
historians S. F. Platonov and E. V. Tarle, famous Russian patriots,
were put on trial and imprisoned for leading the non-existent All-
People’s Union of Struggle for Russia’s Regeneration.27 Three thou-
sand Red Army commanders who had been officers in the Imperial
Army were also arrested.28 Russian-language literary figures, too,
were persecuted. Novels dealing sensitively with the peasants, rural
customs, spirituality and individual emotions had appeared in the
1920s and had offered consolation to readers who dislikedMarxism-
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Leninism. With the occasional exception such as Mikhail Sholok-
hov’s stories of Cossack life in Quiet Flows the Don, this artistic
trend was eradicated. The field was dominated during the First
Five-Year Plan by writer-activists belonging to the Russian Associ-
ation of Proletarian Writers. Works depicting working-class
selflessness and internationalism flooded from Soviet publishing
houses.

Each nationality felt itself to be suffering worse than all the others:
such is the norm for national and ethnic groups in times of stress
and privation. In 1934 some daredevils in the Russian city of Saratov
produced an illicit poster of a broad river with two bands of men
lining up on opposite banks to give battle to each other. On one
bank stood Trotski, Kamenev and Zinoviev, all of them being
Jewish; the other was held by the Georgians: Stalin, Yenukidze and
Ordzhonikidze. Underneath was the caption: ‘And the Slavs fell into
dispute over who was to rule in Old Russia.’29 The message was that
Russians, Ukrainians and Belorussians were being humiliated in
theirown lands.EvenunderStalin, in theearly1930s, the composition
of the central party leadership failed to mirror the country’s demo-
graphy even though it was not so much out of focus as previously.
To a popular tradition of anti-Semitism was added a resentment
against the nations of the Transcaucasus.

In reality the Georgians were tormented along with the other
peoples. The local OGPU chief in Tbilisi, the Georgian Lavrenti
Beria, was winning plaudits from Stalin for his ruthlessness towards
Georgian nationalist dissent and peasant resistance. And those Jew-
ish institutions of the USSR which had flourished in the 1920s were
either emasculated or crushed. Winter followed the springtime of
the nations.

This did not mean that nations suffered equally. Most deaths
caused by the Soviet state during the First Five-Year Plan were
brought about by the collectivization of agriculture. Consequently
the less urbanized nationalities were victimized disproportionately.
For example, it is reckoned that between 1.3 million and 1.8 million
Kazakh nomads died for this reason;30 and the imposition of agricul-
tural quotas upon such a people led to the destruction of an entire
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way of life. Kazakhs, who knew nothing of cereal cropping, were
ordered to cultivate wheat on pain of execution. The Soviet eco-
nomy’s patchwork quilt was being replaced by a blanket cut from
a single bloodied cloth. Several victim-nations concluded that Stalin
was bent on genocide. Not only Kazakhs but also Ukrainians sus-
pected that he aimed at their extermination under cover of his
economic policies. Collectivization, according to surviving national-
ists, was Stalin’s equivalent of Hitler’s ‘Final Solution’. Purportedly,
the difference was that Stalin had it in for the Ukrainians whereas
Hitler wished to annihilate all Jews.

Certainly Ukraine was subject to perniciously peculiar dispensa-
tions. Passenger traffic between the Russian and Ukrainian republics
was suspended in 1932 and the borders were sealed by Red Army
units.31 From village to village the armed urban squads moved
without mercy. ‘Kulaks’ were suppressed and the starving majority
of the Ukrainian peasantry had to fulfil the state’s requirements or
else face deportation. Famine was the predictable outcome. It is true
that the central authorities cut the grain-collection quotas three times
in response to reports of starvation. Yet the cuts were a long, long
way short of the extent sufficient to put a quick stop to famine.
Horrendous suffering prevailed over Ukraine in 1932–3.

Were not these official measures therefore genocidal? If genocide
means the killing of an entire national or ethnic group, the answer
has to be no. The centrally-imposed quotas for grain deliveries from
Ukrainewere in fact somewhat reduced from the second half of 1932.
The evidence of millions of starving people gave even the Politburo
some pause for thought. It must be stressed that the reductions were
nothing like enough to end the famine; but the occurrence of any
reductions at all casts doubt on the notion that Stalin had from the
start intended to exterminate the Ukrainian nation. Furthermore,
Ukrainians were only seventy-four per cent of the Ukrainian Soviet
Republic’s population before the First Five-Year Plan, and to this
extent the infliction of famine was not nationally specific.32 In any
case Stalin needed Ukrainians as well as Russians to take up jobs in
the factories, mines and railheads being opened in Ukraine and
elsewhere.
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Indeed Stalin did not go as far as banning their language from the
local schools. Tobe sure,Russian-language schooling assumedmuch
greater prominence than in the 1920s; and the ability of Ukrainian
educationists and writers to praise specifically Ukrainian cultural
achievements was severely limited. Nevertheless Stalin – albeit with
great reservations – accepted Ukrainian linguistic and cultural dis-
tinctness as a fact of life (and in 1939 he sanctioned sumptuous
celebrations of the 125th anniversary of the birth of the great Ukrain-
ian national poet and anti-tsarist writer Taras Shevchenko). But
Stalin also wanted to teach Ukraine a political lesson; for Ukraine
had always appeared to Bolsheviks as the black heart of kulakdom
and national separatism. The bludgeoning of its inhabitants, going
as far as the killing of a large number of them, would serve the
purpose of durable intimidation.

A logical corollary was the resumed persecution of the Ukrainian
Autocephalous Church. Indeed the authorities were zealous in
smashing the foundations of organized religion of all kinds and in
all places. TheGod of the Christians,Muslims and Jews was derided
as that ‘nice little god’. The limited tolerance afforded to religion
since the middle of the NEP was thrown aside.

Unlike de-kulakization, de-clericalization was not explicitly
announced as a policy, and there were no quotas for elimination.
Yet a licence was given for physical attacks on religious leaders.
Stalin thought godlessness the beginning of righteousness and had
no compunction about the mass slaughter of clerics. The number of
killings during the First Five-Year Plan outdid even the record of
the Civil War. In the Russian Orthodox Church alone the number
of active priests tumbled from around 60,000 in the 1920s to only
5,665 by 1941. No doubt many of them fled in disguise to the towns
in order to escape the attentions of the armed squads that were
searching for them.Butmanypriestswerecaughtunawaresandeither
imprisoned or executed.33 Thousands of other Christian leaders,
mullahs, both Shi’ite and Sunni, and rabbis were also butchered.
The one-ideology state was imposed with a vengeance.

Political pragmatism as well as a philosophy of militant atheism
spurred on the campaign. Stalin and his associates remembered that
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in 1905 a demonstration headed by Father Gapon had touched off
an avalanche that nearly buried the monarchy. Churches, mosques
and synagogues were the last large meeting-places not entirely con-
trolled by the state authorities after the October Revolution of 1917.

The feasts of the religious calendar also stood as marking points
for the farming year. Particularly in Russia the tasks of ploughing,
sowing, reaping and threshing were deemed incomplete unless a
priest was present to pray for success. Agriculture and religious faith
were intimately entwined. From its own fanatical standpoint, the
League of the Militant Godless had logic on its side in pressing for
the demolition of the houses of ‘god’. Priest and mullah and rabbi
were vilified as parasites. In reality most parish clergy were as poor
as church mice and, after the separation of Church from state in
1918, depended entirely on the voluntary offertories from their
congregations. The same was usually true of other faiths. Clerics
of all religions were integral parts of social order in their small
communities. They welcomed children into the world, blessed
marriages and buried the dead. They alternately rejoiced and com-
miserated with ordinary peasants. A village without a church,
mosque or synagogue had lost its principal visible connection with
the old peasant world. A countryside deprived of its priests, shrines,
prayers and festivities was more amenable to being collectivized.

The destruction continued through the 1930s. Only one in forty
churches was functioning as such by the decade’s end; the others
hadbeen reduced to rubble or recommissioned for secular purposes.34

Equally significantly, no place of worship was built in the new cities
and towns arising in the Soviet Union. Stalin and Kaganovich, as
the capital’s party first secretary from 1930 to 1935, implemented
schemes for the re-creation of the vista of central Moscow. They
knocked down the little streets around the Kremlin so that great
parades might be held along broad new avenues. The Cathedral of
Christ the Saviour was blown up; the plan was to use the site for
the construction of the world’s tallest building, which would house
a Palace of Soviets with a massive statue of Lenin on its roof.35

Kaganovich, a Jewish atheist, had no compunction in assailing a
Russian Orthodox Church notorious for its anti-Semitism before
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1917. But even he was wary, and instructed that the demolition of
the Cathedral should take place secretly at dead of night.

The leaders of the various faiths had been traumatized. TheActing
Russian Orthodox Church Patriarch Sergei lived in perpetual fear
of arrest. The violence threw the communist party’s campaign
for cultural and national reconstruction into grotesque relief. Indis-
putable gains were made in literacy, numeracy, industrial skills
and urban infrastructure. The account-sheet, however, was in debit:
both culturally and nationally there had been more destruction
than construction. A society had gone into semi-dissolution.
Nations, religions and popular traditions had been ground into
the dust.

Among the reasons for this was Stalin’s desire to produce ‘Soviet’
men and women and create a ‘Soviet’ people. As a follower of Marx
and Engels, he held that the ultimate antidote to conflicts among
national groups was the ‘fusion’ of all nations. The post-national
compoundwould supposedly include ingredients fromeachnational-
ity. Among Stalin’s acolytes during the First Five-Year Plan there
had been several who assumed the moment of fusion to be imminent
in the USSR. But Stalin recognized that this might damage the last
elements of cohesion in society. Some binding factor had to be
introduced. By 1934 he had come to the opinion that the Soviet state,
for reasons of security, needed to foster Russian national pride.
Russians were fifty-two per cent of the USSR’s population in the
late 1930s.36 A large number of them lived in each republic, especially
after themigrationof people during the First Five-Year Plan; and they
were disproportionately well-represented in administrative posts.
Russians were anyhow used to inhabiting a state larger than mere
Russia as defined by Soviet communists and had no wish to see this
state dismembered.

Already in 1930 the communist versifier Demyan Bedny had been
reprimanded for insulting the Russian people in one of his doggerel
verses.Marxism-Leninismwas not to be used as a cover for humiliat-
ing a nation whose workers had been the vanguard of the October
Revolution; limits existed on the deprecation of Russianness.

It was in 1934 that the privileging of Russian nationhood began
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in earnest. Concerns about the USSR’s security had been growing
in the early 1930s; and Stalin and the leadership felt edgy about
Ukraine, about Polish infiltration into the western borderlands and
about the threat posed by Adolf Hitler and the Third Reich. Russian
national feelings were nurtured more warmly, and nowhere was this
more obvious than in the writing of history. The doyen of the
academic profession until his death in 1932 had been M. N. Pokrov-
ski, who had waged a vendetta in his books and in university
administration against writers who failed to put class struggle at the
centre of their interpretations. He had insisted, too, that Russian
imperial expansion over the centuries had brought harm to the
non-Russian peoples. This approach now fell into official disrepute;
and Professor E. V. Tarle, the non-Marxist historian and Russian
patriot, was released from prison to reoccupy his university chair in
Moscow.

It remained obligatory to analyse the Soviet period predominantly
in terms of class struggle, but the distant Russian past could now
be handled more flexibly. Stalin himself was an admiring reader of
the best works that appeared. AsRussian emperors and commanders
came in for gentler treatment, scholars still had to criticize their
faults but were also required to accentuate the benefits brought to
Russians by the tsarist unification of Muscovy and to the non-
Russians by the growth of theRussianEmpire. TheRussian language
was given heightened status. In the academic year 1938–9 it became
one of the compulsory subjects of instruction in all schools; and
from the late 1930s a campaign was begun to alter the various
non-Russian languages to a Cyrillic-style alphabet on the Russian
model. Thus in 1940 the Uzbek tongue was no longer allowed to be
written in Arabic characters.37

Yet therewere restrictionson the expressionofRussianpatriotism.
Ivan the Terrible and Peter the Great could be praised, but not
Nicholas II; and the aristocracy, gentry, merchantry and other so-
called ‘former people’ had to be denounced. The expression of
contemporary Russian nationhood, moreover, excluded the Ortho-
dox Church. It rejected most village traditions. In literature it in-
corporated Alexander Pushkin and Maksim Gorki, but rejected the
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Christian nationalist Fëdor Dostoevski.38 For the central political
leaders in the 1930s remained wary lest Russian national pride might
get out of hand. They were willing to modify Marxism-Leninism
and even to distort it by adding Russian national ingredients to it;
but they insisted that Marxism-Leninism should remain at the core
of the state ideology.

Russians anyway did not always do better than other peoples in
the USSR. The famine that devastated society in Ukraine in 1932–3
was also grievous in southern Russia. The Russian nation, despite
the accolades it received, could reasonably perceive itself as a victim
people. Territorially the Russian Soviet Federal Socialist Republic
(RSFSR) abruptly lostmuch of its status. In 1936 the internal borders
of the USSR were redrawn. The Transcaucasian Federation was
dissolved and Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan became republics
on a par with the RSFSR. At the same time a huge chunk of the
RSFSR was hacked away when the territory previously known as
the Turkestan Region became the Kazakh Socialist Soviet Republic,
thereby supplanting Ukraine as the USSR’s second largest republic.
Most significantly, the new republic of Kazakhstan acquired its own
communist party whereas the RSFSR remained without one.

For Stalin feared a New Russia as much as the Old. He wielded
the knout to discourage certain aspects of Russianness while waving
a flag to foster others. But he could not do this without increasing
the self-awareness of Russians as Russians. The process was driven
also by other forces. Chief among these were urbanization and mass
literacy; for as Russian-speaking peasants poured into the towns
and as Russian-speaking workers moved from one town to another
in search of jobs, so millions of Russians discovered how much they
had in common.

A certain administrative measure gave unintended impetus to the
process. From December 1932 urban inhabitants had to acquire
identitybooklets (or ‘internal passports’) specifyingpersonal particu-
lars. Item No. 5 referred to nationality. Labour books and other
documents had long contained such information; but, unlike them,
the new passports were mandatory for all town-dwellers. Many
individuals might previously have described themselves as peasants
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or workers, as natives of Samara or Nakhichevan, as Christians
or Muslims. They now had to make a definitive choice of their
nationality. Should they be of mixed parentage, they had to opt
for either the paternal or the maternal line of descent. Aleksei
Kulichenko, whose father was Ukrainian and mother was half-
Russian and half-Tatar, decided to put ‘Ukrainian’ in his passport;
and Avraam Epshtein, a Jew from the Belorussian capital Minsk
who had lost his faith and was at ease linguistically in Russian,
registered himself as a Russian.

The passports had been introduced to control the surge of villagers
into the towns in search of industrial work. The kolkhozniks were
denied the automatic right to obtain them.More generally, passports
were a signal of the party leaders’ concern that society remained
outside their full control. The First Five-Year Plan had intensified
state authority beyondprecedent.The Politburo under Stalin decided
every great aspect of policy in foreign affairs, security, politics,
administration, economy, science and the arts. No organized hostile
group, except for a few bands of Basmachi in central Asia, endured.
Yet somehow the peoples of the USSR had resisted being pummelled
into the shape prescribed by the Kremlin.

Thus the first half-decade of the 1930s was a time of sharp
contrasts. Cultural work was strengthened, but in an atmosphere
that induced fear among school-teachers, writers and even party
propagandists; and the peoples of the USSR had succeeded in pre-
serving their traditions and beliefs against the pressure of official
Soviet doctrines. Economic relaxations were announced, but gener-
ally the methods of obtaining food supplies by intimidation and
violence was kept in place. National and religious leaderships and
organizations were attacked; and yet there was also an increasing
indulgence to Russian nationhood. Internationalism and Russian
semi-nationalism were engaged in uneasy cohabitation. The First
and Second Five-Year Plans were meant to secure the voluntary
allegiance of workers, peasants, administrators and intellectuals
to the regime. But although some enthusiasm for Stalin’s policies
undoubtedly existed, hostility was much more widely disseminated.
The integration of the aspirations of party, state and society was a
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very distant goal. The USSR was a country in travail and the
compound of the Soviet order had yet to be stabilized sufficiently
for the central party leadership’s comfort of mind.
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Terror upon Terror
(1934–1938)

It was in this volatile situation that the engine of a Great Terror
wascrankedupandset inmotion.Theexact calculationsofStalinand
his associates have not been recorded for posterity, but undoubtedly
several leaders had been made edgy by the situation con-
fronting them after the First Five-Year Plan. They knew that resent-
ment of their rule in the rest of society was deep and wide, and
they feared lest former Bolshevik oppositionists might exploit this
circumstance. Stalin’s allies felt deeply insecure, and shared a rising
sense of frustration. They were annoyed by the chaos that prevailed
in the network of public institutions – and they had doubts about
the loyalty of party, governmental, military andmanagerial officials,
even including those who had implemented the First Five-Year Plan.
They had few scruples about applying their repressive power. The
thought, practices and institutionsof theCivilWarhad set precedents
for the horrors of the late 1930s.

Indeed state violence was already being applied widely under the
First and Second Five-Year Plans. ‘Kulaks’, railwaymen-‘wreckers’,
‘nationalists’ and managerial ‘saboteurs’ were being arrested in
large numbers. Nearly a million Soviet citizens languished in the
forced-labour camps and colonies of theOGPU by 1933, and further
millionswere in prisons, deportation camps and compulsory resettle-
ment areas.1 Consequently the Great Terror of 1937–8 was not a
thunderclap in a cloudless sky but the worsening of a storm that
was already raging.

None the less the Great Terror would not have taken place but
for Stalin’s personality and ideas. He it was who directed the state’s
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punitive machinery against all those whom he identified as ‘anti-
Soviet elements’ and ‘enemies of the people’. Among his purposes
was a desire to use his victims as scapegoats for the country’s pain;
and in order to sustain his mode of industrialization he also needed
to keep his mines, timber forests and construction sites constantly
supplied with slave labour.2 It was probably also his intention to
take pre-emptive measures against any ‘fifth column’ operating
against him in the event of war.3 These considerations, furthermore,
fitted into a larger scheme to build an efficient Soviet state subservient
to his personal dictatorship – and to secure the state’s total control
over society. Such was the guiding rationale of the Great Terrorist.

Back in 1933, not even Stalin had been urging repression on that
scale: he was still selecting specific ‘anti-Soviet elements’ as targets
for the OGPU. Yet official violence was never absent from the
Politburo’s agenda for long, and Stalin reprimanded his Politburo
colleagues whenever they failed to support him. The tensions in
public life were maintained. Stalin and his most trusted associates
saw a tightening of discipline as the main means to attain economic
success and political stability. Repeatedly they affirmed the need to
root out class enemies, saboteurs and spies.

This did not happen without dissension in the Politburo. Three
great power-bases had been consolidated during the First Five-Year
Plan: the All-Union Communist Party, the People’s Commissariats
and the OGPU. Relations between the party and the commissariats
caused heated controversy. To Stalin’s fury, Ordzhonikidze as
People’s Commissar of Heavy Industry prevented local party bodies
from interfering in the activity of factory directors.4 But at the same
time Stalin was angered by the power of the party at its lower
levels, power that was frequently used to thwart the central party
apparatus’s instructions. So that Stalin was unhappy with both the
party and the government. Debate about this in the Politburo ensued
in the winter of 1933–4 and the balance of opinion was in favour
of letting the commissariats get on with fulfilling the Second Five-
Year Plan without interference by local party bodies.5

But how could this be achieved without losing control of the
commissariats? Kaganovich suggested that the party should be given
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a crucial supervisory role at the local level.Thus theparty committees
would establish an internal department for each major branch of
the economy. The task of the departments would be to check on the
implementation of central economic objectives at the local level
without taking over the functions of detailed management.

Kaganovich’s proposal had the virtue, from Stalin’s standpoint,
of strengthening compliance with the Second Five-Year Plan. Each
local party secretarywould be reduced in authoritywhenhis commit-
tee was turned into ‘a small apparatus subordinate to the People’s
Commissar’,6 and the party as a whole was subjected to greater
control from the centre. In 1933 yet another purge of themembership
was undertaken, resulting in the withdrawal of party cards from
854,300 persons identified as careerists, drunkards, idlers and unre-
pentant oppositionists.7 While all this was sweet music to Stalin’s
ears, there remained much to annoy him. Firstly, the trimming of
the party’s sprawling powers served to increase hostility to Stalin’s
policies and mode of leadership among many party secretaries in
the provinces. Stalin was less and less their hero. Secondly, the
enhanced autonomy of the governmental organs made them still less
amenable to Stalin’s control. Stalin was not the sort of leader who
found this a tolerable situation.

Basic questions about how to consolidate the regime were there-
fore yet to be resolved. The Politburo reserved the right to take any
definitive decision. No one was allowed to refer directly to these
questions at the Seventeenth Congress of the All-Union Communist
Party, which opened in Moscow on 26 February 1934. The press
had indicated that it would be a Congress of Victors. The internal
communist oppositions had been defeated; industrialization and
agricultural collectivization had been imposed; military security had
been reinforced. The party’s unity under its great leader was to be
celebrated.

Stalin in his speech to the Congress, however, indicated that he
was not going to be gracious in victory: ‘Consequently it is necessary
not to sing lullabies to the party but to develop its vigilance, not to
send it to sleep but to keep it in a condition of militant readiness,
not to disarm but to arm it.’8 He warned against complacency about
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the party’s economic achievements and against indulgence towards
the former oppositionists. His associates were equally intransigent.
Molotov asserted that ‘vestiges of capitalism’ continued to affect
thinking in the party;Kaganovich added that anti-Leninist deviations
still threatened the party.9 Lesser figures added to the belligerent
chorus.M. F. Shkiryatov suggested that the central leadership needed
to intervene more vigorously to make improvements in local party
life; and R. I. Eikhe declared that Bukharin had not done enough to
prevent the emergence of ‘Ryutin and other counter-revolutionary
swine’.10

They did not have everything their own way. Politburo members
Kuibyshev and Mikoyan refrained from calling for a sharpening
of political struggle.11 Similar reluctance was shown by influential
regional party first secretaries including Pëtr Postyshev of Ukraine,
I.M.Vareikis of theCentralBlack-EarthRegionandB.P. Sheboldaev
of the Azov-Black Sea Region.12 Molotov bridled at any such signs
of diminishing militancy, and in his report on the economy he
proposed – presumablywith Stalin’s approval – to raise the projected
annual industrial growth rate by another five per cent.13 Ordzhoni-
kidze’s intervention led to a limitation of the increase to three
per cent.14 The intensity of the dissension between Molotov and
Ordzhonikidze ought not to be exaggerated. Nevertheless the Con-
gress’s other decisions were generally in favour of slackening the
political tensions, and itwould seem that Leningrad party boss Sergei
Kirov, too, was popular among Congress delegates for favouring
such a relaxation. Pointedly Kirov had stated in his main speech:
‘The fundamental difficulties are already behind us.’15

There is also fragmentary evidence that Stalin did so poorly in
the elections to the new Central Committee that the number of votes
cast for each candidate was withheld from publication. Another
story is that several Congress delegations asked Kirov to stand
against Stalin for theGeneral Secretaryship – and that Kirov declined
the request.16 The full truth remains beclouded. What is clear is that
Stalin lost his title of General Secretary and was redesignated simply
as Secretary, and that Kirov was given the same rank.17 On the other
hand, it remains far from clear that Kirov’s policies were really very
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different from those of Stalin and Molotov. Certainly he eulogized
Stalin in his same speech to the Congress;18 and probably, too, he
actually tried to resist his own promotion to Central Committee
Secretary.19Nevertheless Stalinhadnothad the enjoyable timeduring
and after the Congress which he had thought his due: this much
appears clear. His usual reaction in such a situation was to search
for ways to settle accounts finally with those whom he regarded as
his enemies.

From spring to autumn 1934 some impression was given that
Stalinwasmaking compromises just asLeninhaddone in introducing
the NEP. Kirov went on speaking in support of increased rations
for workers, greater respect for legal procedures and an end to the
violent extortion of grain from peasants.20 Restrictions were placed
on the arbitrary arrest of economic experts.21 The OGPU lost its
separate institutional status, and its activities and personnel were
transferredunder thecontrolof thePeople’sCommissariatof Internal
Affairs (NKVD).Thus the state’smechanismsofarbitrary repression
appeared to have beenweakened. Yet the changes for the better were
nugatory. Massive instrumentalities of violence remained intact,
and the NKVD’s engorgement of the OGPU had the result of
constructing an even mightier centralized organ for policing and
security. Political passions therefore remained high: the Congress
had ultimately resolved little.

On 1 December 1934 an astonishing event triggered an upward
ratcheting of the level of repression. A young ex-Zinovievite, Leonid
Nikolaev, walked into Kirov’s office in Leningrad, pulled out a
revolver and shot him. Stalin exploited the assassination as a pretext
to rush through a set of decrees granting full authority to the NKVD
to arrest, try and execute at will. This gave rise to the belief that
Stalin connived in the killing. Nikolaev had previously been caught
in possession of a firearm in suspicious circumstances. He was
executed before any exhaustive interrogation could take place and
an improbably large proportion of those who handled Nikolaev
after Kirov’s death, including the van-drivers, quickly perished in
mysterious circumstances. Yet Stalin’s complicity in the Kirov mur-
der remains unproven. What is beyond dispute is that the assassina-
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tion enabled him and his associates to begin to move against the
somewhat less militant among the Stalinists and their tacit sup-
porters.

Stalin first took revenge upon Zinoviev and Kamenev, who were
accused of conniving in Kirov’s death. They agreed to accept moral
and political responsibility for their former minor adherent in return
for an assurance that they would receive a light sentence. Their trial
was held in camera in January 1935. On Stalin’s orders Zinoviev
and Kamenev were consigned to ten and five years of imprisonment
respectively. Stalin’s prisons were not rest-homes. Furthermore, 663
past supporters of Zinoviev in Leningrad were seized and sent into
exile in Yakutia and other bleak Siberian locations. Over 30,000
deportations of members of social groups regarded as hostile to the
communism in Leningrad and other cities as the security agencies
intensified its years-old campaign against undesirables.22

Stalin was cranking up the motor of prophylactic repression.
Neither the exiled communist ex-oppositionists nor the deported
former middle-class city dwellers had been conspiring against Stalin.
But Stalin did not want to give them the chance to do so. His desire
for complete control was even extended to ordinary communists
who had never belonged to an oppositional faction. Yet another
clear-out of undesirable rank-and-file members was ordered in 1934
and a block was placed on recruitment for the second half of the
year. Coming after the purge of 1933, this measure was a sign of the
Secretariat’sundispelledconcernabout the revolutionary ‘vanguard’.
In January 1935, as Kamenev and Zinoviev received their prison
sentences, a general exchange of party cards was announced. This
would be a purge under a different name: the aim was to identify
and remove those many members who did nothing for the party
while deriving advantage from having a card. In consequence, by
May 1935, 281,872 persons had ceased being Bolsheviks.23

This fitted the schemes of Andrei Zhdanov, who had become a
Central Committee Secretary in 1934 and Leningrad party chief after
Kirov’s murder. Zhdanov wanted to restore the authority of the
party at the expense of the people’s commissariats; he saw the
internal party purge as a prerequisite of this task. Once it had been
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‘cleansed’, the party would be in a condition to resume its role as
the supreme institution of the Soviet state. At a practical level,
Zhdanov aimed to reverse the Seventeenth Party Congress’s decision
to reorganize the departments of party committees on parallel lines
to theeconomicbranchesofgovernment.The localparty committees,
according to Zhdanov, should reclaim their role in propagating
Marxism-Leninism, mobilizing society and in selecting personnel
for public office. His implicit argument was that the Soviet order
could not safely be entrusted to the people’s commissariats.

Zhdanov’s success was an episode in the struggle among insti-
tutions. The Soviet economy was run on the basis of central com-
mand, and it was important that the people’s commissariats
maximized their power to impose their will. Yet there was a danger
that this power might be used against the wishes of the central
political leadership. And so the party had to be retained to control
the commissariats. But the party might lack the necessary expertise.
As central politicians tried to resolve this dilemma, they alternated
in their preferences between the people’s commissariats and the
party. Indeed this had become the perennial institutional dilemma
of the one-party, one-ideology state and the state-owned economy
of the USSR.

YetStalinhadhisownmotives in supportingZhdanov.Apparently
Zhdanov wished to box off the party purge from the concurrent
arrestsof ex-oppositionists.ButStalin rejectedanysuchdemarcation,
and on 13 May 1935 the Secretariat sent out a secret letter to local
party committees asserting that party cards had got into the hands
of many adventurers, political enemies and spies.24 Thus persons
expelled from the party could nowfind themselves accused of espion-
age, for which the punishment was either execution or years of
forced labour. On 20 May, the Politburo issued a directive for every
former Trotskyist to be sent to a labour camp for a minimum of
three years. On 20 November, Trotski, Kamenev and Zinoviev were
accused of spying for foreign powers.25 Stalin, designedly or not,
was moving towards a violent general resolution of the political
tensions. Apparently not even Kaganovich or Zhdanov or even
Molotov, his closest associates, were demanding the extension of
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terror. But by then none of them dared deny Stalin something upon
which his mind was fixed.26

Not only political administration but also economic management
becamemorehazardous. For itwas also in1935 that an extraordinary
campaignwas introduced to raise industrial productivity. In the Don
Basin, in eastern Ukraine, the miner Aleksei Stakhanov hewed 102
tons of coal in a six-hour stint in August. This feat was fourteen
times thenormsetbyhis enterprise.When thenews reachedMoscow,
Stalin and Molotov perceived that a summons to all industrial
labourers to emulate Stakhanov would help to break the spine of
the objections by managers, technical experts and workers to the
Politburo’s policies.

Stakhanovwas hailed as aworker-hero; a Stakhanovitemovement
was founded. Suddenly it was found that practically every industrial
machine could be made to function much, much faster. Even the
boilers of steam-trains started to perform wonders. Managers and
administrative personnel were intimidated into altering patterns of
work to accommodate attempts on records; and the workers were
put under pressure to change their working procedures.27 Critics of
Stakhanovism in any enterprise were not merely reprimanded but
arrested as ‘wreckers’. Ordzhonikidze as a Politburo member had
immunity from such a sanction, and he pointed out that Stakhanov
and his emulators could perform miracles only by means of the
deployment of other workers to service their needs. Yet he was
ignored. The Stakhanovite movement suited Stalin, who wanted
to foster utopian industrial schemes by terrorizing doubters and
encouraging enthusiasts.

His hostility to factory directors, local party chiefs and former
oppositionists was coalescing into a single repressive campaign. It
would take little to impel Stalin into action. Politics had been
dangerously volatile for years as institutional interests clashed and
rivalries among the leaders intensified. In 1935–6 there was again a
dispute in the Politburo about tempos of economic growth.28 As
usual, Stalin was strongly in favour of increasing the tempos. At the
same time there was administrative chaos and popular resentment
in the country. And then suddenly, in summer 1936, Stalin was
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driven frantic by evidence obtained by the NKVD that Trotski
had been keeping contact from abroad with clandestine groups of
supporters and that these groups had been negotiating with sup-
porters of Bukharin, Kamenev and Zinoviev.29 For an extremely
suspicious and vengeful person such as Stalin, this threat called for
massive retaliation. In the rest of the year he sought to settle accounts
bloodily with all those whom he identified as his enemies.

First he moved against Kamenev and Zinoviev. On 29 June 1936,
a secret letter was sent by the Central Committee Secretariat to the
local party bodies alleging the discovery of ‘the terrorist activities of
the Trotskyist-Zinovievite counter-revolutionary bloc’.30 In August
1936, Kamenev and Zinoviev were dragged from their cells and
re-tried. This time the proceedings were held in public. The defend-
ants were privately threatened with the death sentence unless they
‘confessed’ to having set up an Anti-Soviet Trotskyist-Zinovievite
Centre that organized assassinations. Supposedly Stalin was next on
their list after Kirov. They duly confessed, and Stalin duly broke his
promise. The court condemned them to death and sentence was
carried out early next morning.

This was the first execution of anyone who had belonged to
the Party Central Committee. Stalin’s campaign was relentless. He
sacked Yagoda in September on the grounds that he was four years
behind in catching enemies of the people. His replacement was
Nikolai Yezhov a rising figure in the central party apparatus. The
atmosphere in the Soviet leadership was not relaxed by the economic
news. The 1936 grain harvest turned out to be twenty-six per cent
smaller than the harvest of the previous year;31 and in November a
massive explosion occurred at the Kemerovo coal-mine. Many such
troubles in agriculture and industry were the product of the technical
disruptions brought about by Stalin’s management of the economy.
But he blamed the troubles on wreckers and anti-Soviet elements
and strengthened his resolve to stick to his methods.

Ordzhonikidze and Kuibyshev, who themselves had supported
the brutal industrialization during 1928–32, were disconcerted by
Stalin’s continued brutality.32 But Kuibyshev, a heavy drinker, died
of a heart attack (or was he poisoned on Stalin’s orders?) in January
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1935. Ordzhonikidze was becoming isolated in the Politburo. Others
who had their doubts – Mikoyan, Voroshilov and Kalinin – were
threatened back into submission.And so Stalin had the preponderant
influence in the central party organs. The Politburo, which had
convened weekly during the First Five-Year Plan, met only nine
times in 1936.33 Despite losing his title of General Secretary in 1934,
Stalin still dominated the Secretariat. He also had his own office,
headed by A. N. Poskrëbyshev, which kept hold of its own long-
established links with the NKVD.

EvenStalin, however, neededa sanction stronger thanhis signature
as Party Secretary in order to start a systematic extermination of
communist oppositionists. He was not yet a dictator. The party was
the regime’s most influential institution, and Stalin still had to get
his strategy, ill-definedas itwas, approvedby the restof thePolitburo.
Ordzhonikidze was a source of difficulty. Stalin attacked him in a
particularly nasty fashion by putting Pyatakov, former oppositionist
and presently Ordzhonikidze’s deputy in the People’s Commissariat
of Heavy Industry, on show-trial alongside fellow ex-oppositionist
Karl Radek. Under intense psychological pressure Pyatakov and
Radek confessed to leading an imaginary Parallel Anti-Soviet
Trotskyist Centre aiming to restore capitalism in Russia. Pyatakov
was shot and Radek sent to a labour camp. In February, unhinged
by Pyatakov’s execution, Ordzhonikidze shot himself – or possibly
he was murdered on Stalin’s orders.

Ordzhonikidze’s death freed Stalin to present his ideas to the
lengthy Party Central Committee plenum that stretched from the
end of February into mid-March 1937. He wasted no words of
sympathy onOrdzhonikidze. Stalin also declared that the local party
leadershipwasa tap-rootof theSoviet state’s problems.Hecastigated
the cliental system of appointments: ‘What does it mean if you drag
a whole group of pals along yourself ? It means you’ve acquired a
certain independence from local organizations and, if you like, a
certain independence from the Central Committee.’34

This was no longer a prim administrative point because Stalin
at the same time asserted that wreckers, spies and assassins had
insinuated themselves into influential party posts, formingTrotskyist
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groups and aiming at a capitalist restoration. Allegedly, enemies of
the people existed in every locality and party organization. The First
Party Secretary in Ukraine, Pëtr Postyshev, had for weeks been
rejecting this extraordinary claim. Postyshev had previously been a
close supporter of Stalin; and Stalin, being determined to have
implicit obedience from his supporters, made a public example of
Postyshev by declaring that he had allowed enemies of the people
to infiltrate the Kiev party apparatus.35 This was a hair’s breadth
from denouncing Postyshev as an enemy of the people, and the
plenum was cowed. Having achieved the desired effect, Stalin
appeared to show magnanimity by only calling for Postyshev to be
removed from the Politburo.36

The shooting of Pyatakov and the humiliation of Postyshev terri-
fied every Central Committee member, and it was almost with relief
that theplenum listened toZhdanov’s parallel proposal to inaugurate
a campaign for ‘democratization’ in local party organizations. The
fact that the projected ‘re-elections’ might end the political careers
ofmost of the audiencewas overlooked.37 For the number of arrested
oppositionists and economic officials increased sharply in spring
1937, and Stalin deftly obviated any last obstacle to his wishes in
the Politburo by getting sanction for the creation of a commission
which could take decisions on the Politburo’s behalf. The com-
mission consisted exclusively of leaders who by then accepted the
case for intensified terror:Molotov,Voroshilov,Kaganovich,Yezhov
(who was not even a Politburo member at the time) and Stalin
himself.38

Thus empowered, Stalin expanded the scope of terror: no insti-
tution in the Soviet state failed to incur his suspicion. The next group
picked by him for repression were the Red Army leaders. Stalin’s
aimwas to ensure that the armed forces were incapable of promoting
policies in anyway different from his own, andMarshal Tukhachev-
ski laid himself open to trouble by arguing for a more adventurous
military strategy for the USSR.39 He and several high-ranking com-
manders were arrested inMay and beaten into confessing to plotting
a coup d’état. Stalin called them all spies at a meeting of theMilitary
Soviet of the People’s Commissariat of Defence, and they were shot
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in mid-June. On the same occasion he announced that Bukharin,
Tomski and Rykov were guilty of espionage.40 Stalin repeated these
charges against these former leaders of the Right Deviation at a
Central Committee plenum starting on 23 June, where he stated that
the NKVD had collected information sufficient to merit judicial
proceedings.

At this Osip Pyatnitski, who had first been elected a Central
Committee member in 1912 before Stalin himself became one, pro-
tested. An intermission was called so thatMolotov and Kaganovich,
Stalin’s intermediaries at the plenum, might bring Pyatnitski to his
senses.41 Pyatnitski opted for death before dishonour. Thereupon
Yezhov took not only Bukharin and Pyatnitski but also his own
NKVD predecessor Yagoda into his care.

Yezhov enjoyed the technical chores of administering repression,
devising instructions that anticipated most practical snags. Since
1927 he had risen to ever more senior posts in the Central Committee
Secretariat. At the age of forty-three years he was a living caricature
of gleeful fanaticism. He was ‘short of stature, almost a dwarf, with
a piercing voice and bandy legs’.42 His associates played on the verbal
associations of his name in the Russian language by dubbing him
the Iron Hedgehog. On 2 July, at Stalin’s instigation, the Politburo
passed a resolution ‘On Anti-Soviet Elements’, and Yezhov scuttled
back to the Politburo on 31 July with the scheme for the NKVD to
arrest 259,450 persons over the following four months.43 In mid-
August 1937 torture was sanctioned as a normal procedure of inter-
rogation in Soviet prisons. The Great Terror was raging. It did not
cease until the end of 1938.

Central direction was constantly involved. On 27 August, when
the Krasnoyarsk Regional Committee wrote to him about a grain-
store fire, Stalin telegrammed back within hours: ‘Try the guilty [sic]
persons in accelerated order. Sentence them to death.’44 His method
was systematically arbitrary; for the Politburo decision of 31 July
1937 assigned arrest-quotas to each major territorial unit of the
USSR. No serious effort was made to catch and punish people for
offences they had really committed; and it was laid down that 72,950
of victims – twenty-eight per cent – should be shot and the rest given
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‘eight to ten’ years in prison or labour camp.45 A Central Committee
plenum in January 1938 momentarily seemed to terminate the mad-
ness by passing a resolution calling for greater scrupulousness to be
shown in decisions to expel individuals from the party, decisions
which by then were normally a preamble to arrest by the NKVD.46

But the relief was illusory, and on 15 March 1938 an additional
target of 57,200 ‘anti-Soviet elements’ was introduced. Fully 48,000
of them were marked for execution this time.47

The victims were tried by trios (troiki), typically consisting of
the local NKVD chief, party secretary and procurator. Trials
were derisorily brief and sentences were carried out without
right of appeal. In searching out ‘anti-Soviet elements’, troiki were
enjoined to capture escaped kulaks, ex-Mensheviks, ex-Socialist-
Revolutionaries, priests, pre-revolutionary policemen and former
members of non-Russian parties.48 As the Great Terror was intensi-
fied, the resolution ‘OnAnti-Soviet Elements’was applied to virtually
anyone who had been active in or sympathetic to a communist
oppositionist faction; and soon pretty well everybody who held a
political, administrative ormanagerial post lived in fear. Not a single
institution was unscathed by the NKVD’s interrogators. The quota
system was applied not merely to geographical areas but also to
specific public bodies. The objective was to effect a ‘cleansing’
throughout the state. TheNKVDwasnot to restrain itself by notions
about an individual’s possible innocence: the point was to eliminate
all the categories of people believed by Stalin and Yezhov to contain
the regime’s enemies.

According to official central records, 681,692 persons were
executed in 1937–8.49 This may well be an underestimate, but the
total number of deaths caused by repression in general was anyway
much higher as people also perished from the inhuman conditions
of their captivity. Between one million and one and a half million
persons, it is tentatively reckoned, were killed by firing squad,
physicalmaltreatmentormassiveover-work in the careof theNKVD
in those two years alone.50 The Jews and Gypsies exterminated by
Hitler knew that they were dying because they were Jews and
Gypsies. Stalin’s terror was more chaotic and confusing: thousands
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went to their deaths shouting out their fervent loyalty to Stalin.
Even Hitler’s Gestapo had to trick Jews to travel peacefully to

the gas-chambers, and Stalin had to be still more deceitful: the
risible fiction had to be disseminated throughout the country that a
conspiracy of millions of hirelings of foreign states existed. Victims
usuallyhad tosignaconfessionmentioningparticipation ina terrorist
conspiracy headed by Trotski and Bukharin and directed by the
British, American, Japanese or German intelligence agencies. An
immense punitive industry was developed with guaranteed employ-
ment for torturers, jailors, stenographers, van-drivers, executioners,
grave-diggers and camp-guards. Meticulous records were kept, even
though the blood of the signatories occasionally smudged the
documents.51

Bukharin, who was put on show-trial in March 1938, was one of
the luckier ones inasmuch as he was not physically abused. But he
was nevertheless put under acute psychological duress to ‘confess’.
Bukharin surrendered as part of a deal to save the lives of his wife
and son. The protracted rigmarole of denunciations, confessions,
trials and sentencings in any event made the immense stratum of
surviving officials complicit in the Terror. Even Nikita Khrushchëv,
a rising party official in the 1930s who lived to denounce Stalin
posthumously in 1956, was heavily involved; and Georgi Zhukov
was exceptional among Red Army generals in refusing to make
allegations of criminal activity against fellow generals.52 At the
central level Stalin’s civilian associates competed with each other in
the stylistic flourish with which they confirmed death sentences.
Among Molotov’s favourite addenda was: ‘Give the dog a dog’s
death!’

Vans and lorries marked ‘Meat’ or ‘Vegetables’ could carry the
victims out to a quiet wood, such as the one near Butovo twenty-five
kilometres north of Moscow, where shooting-grounds and long,
deep pits had been secretly prepared. Plenty of work could be
found for prisoners spared capital punishment. Cattle-trucks were
commandeered for journeys to the labour camps of the Gulag in
Siberia, Kazakhstan and arctic Russia. The trains rumbled through
towns at night-time to avoid public curiosity. Food and drink on
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the journey were grievously inadequate. The convicts were treated
as badly as the Negro slaves who had been shipped to the West
Indies. On arrival at their camp they sawed timber, dug for gold,
mined coal and built towns. Their meals left them constantly
famished: Yezhov’s dieticians had estimated a provision of calories
barely enough to sustain men and women who were not doing
strenuous physical labour with wholly inadequate clothing and
medical care in some of the USSR’s most inhospitable regions.53

The exact death-rate of inmates is not known, butwas indubitably
high. Contingent after contingent of fresh (or rather newly-battered)
prisoners were needed to replenish a labour-force that afforded a
crucial portion of the state’s industrial output. Not even Stalin, an
enterprising proponent of the virtues of penal servitude, turned over
his camps to agriculture. The kolkhozes and sovkhozes were already
so close to being labour camps that the transfer of wheat cultivation
to the Gulag would have brought no advantage. In times of famine,
indeed, peasants in Vologda province were reduced to begging for
crusts of bread from the convoys of prisoners in the locality.

And so it would seem that by 1939 the total number of prisoners
in the forced-labour system– includingprisons, labour camps, labour
colonies and ‘special settlements’ – was 2.9 million.54 In each camp
there were gangs of convicted thieves who were allowed by the
authorities to bully the ‘politicals’. The trading of sexual favours
was rife. Many inmates would kill or maim a weaker fellow victim
just to rob him of his shoes. Alexander Solzhenitsyn, who was
arrested after the Second World War, later wrote that experience of
the camps could ennoble the character of prisoners. But Solzhenitsyn
served most of his sentence in a camp in the Moscow suburbs where
the inmates were given unusually light conditions in order to carry
out scientific research. More typical for the Gulag inmates were the
camps outside central Russia where it was every person for himself
and moral self-control was rarely practised.

This convulsion of Soviet state and society had the severest con-
sequences. Only one in thirty delegates to the Seventeenth Party
Congress in 1934 returned to the Eighteenth Congress in 1939. The
loss from the Central Committee was also drastic: just sixteen out
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of seventy-one members survived.55 Another devastated institution
was the Red Army. Tens of thousands of officers fell into the grip
of Yezhov’s ‘hedgehog gloves’, including fifteen out of the sixteen
army commanders.

These figures are most easily compiled for high and medium-
ranking functionaries. But other folk could also get caught by the
mass repression. Inhis pursuit of political security Stalin resumedand
expanded the policy of national deportations. Especially vulnerable
were national and ethnic groups which had a large number of people
living beyond the USSR’s frontiers: Stalin was concerned lest they
might prove disloyal in the event of war. Thus the Poles were
removed from Soviet Ukraine by a secret decree of April 1936,
roughly deposited in Kazakhstan and left to build their settlements.
In the following year the Kurds were driven out from the North
Caucasus, and the Koreans from eastern Siberia. Uninhabited tracts
of Kazakhstan became a dumping ground for all peoples which
incurred Stalin’s suspicion.56 As Yezhov carried out his master’s
command, countlessdeporteesdiedbefore reaching theirdestination.

The impact of the Great Terror was deep and wide and was
not limited to specific political, administrative, military, cultural,
religious and national groups. Even a harmless old Russian peasant
woman muttering dissatisfaction with conditions in the kolkhoz
or her young worker-son blurting out complaints about housing
standards would be dispatched to the horrors of the Gulag. No trace
of ‘anti-Soviet agitation’ was meant to survive. Casual jokes against
Stalin, the communist party or the Soviet state were treated as the
most heinous form of treason. In this fashion practically all Soviet
citizens were extirpated who had displayed an independent mind
about public affairs.

Yet Stalin’s very success brought about a crisis of its own. The
original purpose of his clique in the central leadership had been to
reconstruct the state so as to secure their authority and impose their
policies. In carrying through this design, the clique came close to
demolishing the state itself. The blood-purge of the armed forces
disrupted the USSR’s defences in a period of intense international
tension. The arrest of the economic administrators in the people’s
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commissariats impeded industrial output. The destruction of cadres
inparty, tradeunions and local governmentunderminedadministrat-
ive co-ordination. This extreme destabilization endangered Stalin
himself. For if the Soviet state fell apart, Stalin’s career would be at
an end.He had started the carnage of 1937–8 because of real hostility
to his policies, real threats to his authority, a real underlying menace
to the compoundof the Soviet order.Yet his reactionwas hysterically
out of proportion to the menace he faced.

Stalin had a scarily odd personality. He was in his element amidst
chaos and violence, and had learned how to create an environment
of uncertainty wherein only he could remain a fixed, dominant point
of influence. His belief in the rapid trainability of functionaries and
experts, furthermore, gave him his equanimity when butchering an
entire administrative stratum. The Stalin of the Civil War and the
First Five-Year Plan lived again in the Great Terror. His hyper-
suspicious, imperious temperament came to the fore. No one coming
into frequent contact with him in the late 1930s had a chance to
become disloyal: he had them killed before such thoughts could
enter their heads. He was unflustered about murder. When his old
comrade Vlas Chubar telephoned him out of concern lest he be
arrested, Stalin warmly reassured him; but Chubar was arrested the
same day and, after disgusting physical torment, executed.

By then Stalin was privately identifying himself with the great
despots of history. He was fascinated by Genghis Khan, and under-
lined the following adage attributed to him: ‘The deaths of the
vanquished are necessary for the tranquillity of the victors.’ He also
tookashine toAugustus, thefirstRomanemperor,whohaddisguised
the autocratic character of his rule by refusing the title of king just
as Stalinwaspermittinghimself atmost theunofficial titleofLeader.57

Other rulers who tugged at his imagination were the Russian tsars
Ivan the Terrible and Peter the Great. He admired them with the
critical eyeof a twentieth-centurydictator: ‘Oneof Ivan theTerrible’s
mistakes was to overlook the five great feudal families. If he had
annihilated those five families, there would definitely have been no
Time of Troubles. But Ivan the Terrible would execute someone
and then spend a long time repenting and praying. God got in his
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way in this matter. He ought to have been still more decisive!’58 And,
when proposing a toast at a celebratory banquet in honour of the
Bulgarian communist Georgi Dimitrov in 1937, Stalin declared that
any partymember trying toweaken themilitarymight and territorial
integrity of the USSR would perish: ‘We shall physically annihilate
him together with his clan!’ He summarized his standpoint with the
war-cry: ‘For the destruction of traitors and their foul line!’59

This was a leader who took what he wanted from historical
models and discarded the rest – and what he wanted apparently
included techniques for the maintenance of personal despotism. No
candidate for the Lenin succession in the mid-1920s would have
done what Stalin did with his victory a decade later in the Great
Terror. Nadezhda Krupskaya, Lenin’s widow, quipped that if he
had not died in 1924, he would be serving time in one of Stalin’s
prisons.

Leninwould surelyhavebeenappalledat theNKVD’sbacchanalia
of repression. But it must not be overlooked how much Stalin had
learned and inherited from Lenin. Stalin continued to admire Lenin
even though Lenin on his death-bed wished to sack him from the
General Secretaryship. Lenin’s ideas onviolence, dictatorship, terror,
centralism, hierarchy and leadership were integral to Stalin’s think-
ing. Furthermore, Lenin had bequeathed the terroristic instrumen-
talities to his successor. The Cheka, the forced-labour camps, the
one-party state, the mono-ideological mass media, the legalized
administrative arbitrariness, the prohibition of free and popular
elections, the ban on internal party dissent: not one of these had to
be invented by Stalin. Lenin had practised mass terror in the Civil
War and continued to demand its application, albeit on a much
more restricted basis, under the NEP. Not for nothing did Stalin
call himself Lenin’s disciple.

It is hard to imagine Lenin, however, carrying out a terror upon
his own party. Nor was he likely to have insisted on the physical
and psychological degradation of those arrested by the political
police. In short, Lenin would have been horrified by the scale and
methods of the Great Terror.

He would also have been astounded by its autocratic insouciance.
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Stalin over the years reviewed 383 lists of themost important arrested
persons in bound booklets he endearingly called albums, and his
self-assigned chore was to append a number to each name. A number
‘1’ was a recommendation for execution, a ‘2’ indicated ten years in
the camps, a ‘3’ left it to Yezhov’s discretion. A single album might
contain 200 names, and the technique of reviewing cases ‘in the
album fashion’ was copied at lower rungs of the ladder of state
repression.60 Also attributable to Stalin personally was the insistence
that leading victims shouldnotbe shotuntil theyhadbeen thoroughly
humiliated. In one of his last pleas to Stalin, Bukharin wrote asking
what purpose would be served by his death. This question must
have given profound satisfaction to Stalin, who kept the letter in his
desk until his own death in 1953. Countless unfortunates across the
USSRwere similarly robbedof every shredofdignityby interrogators
who extracted a grovelling confession before releasing them to the
firing squad.

Stalin had an extraordinary memory, but not even he could know
the biographies of every real or potential antagonist. His method of
rule had always been tomanufacture a situation which induced local
officials to compete with each other in pursuit of his principal aim.
It gladdened him that troiki in the provinces sometimes appealed
against centrally-assigned arrest quotas, conventionally known as
‘the limits’, that they regarded as too low.61 Nor did he punish
local officials who went beyond their quotas. Between August and
September 1938, for instance, the security police in Turkmenia
carried out double the originally-assigned number of executions.62

Thus the Great Terror followed the pattern of state economic
planning since1928: central directionwasaccompaniedbyopportun-
ities for much local initiative. While aiming to reach their ‘limits’,
NKVD officials were left to decide for themselves who were the
‘anti-Soviet elements’ in their locality.Neither Stalinnor evenYezhov
could ensure that these ‘elements’ fell precisely into the categories
defined in their various instructions. Nor were even the local NKVD
officials entirely free to choose their own victims. As well as personal
jealousies there were political rivalries in play. Conflicts at the local
level among leaders, among enterprises and among institutions could
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suddenly be settled by a nicely-timed letter of ‘exposure’. There was
little incentive to delay in denouncing an enemy; for who could be
sure that one’s enemy was not already penning a similar letter? Old
scores were murderously paid off. And it greatly simplified the task
of repression, once a fellow had been arrested, to compile a list of
his friends and associates and arrest them too.

But if vile behaviour was widespread, it was at its worst among
the employees of the NKVD. Neither Stalin nor Yezhov in person
directly inflicted pain on those under arrest. But the duties of the
NKVD attracted some enthusiastic physical tormentors. One such
was Lavrenti Beria who became Yezhov’s deputy in July 1938. He
had a collection of canes in his office, and Red Army commanders
ruefully talked of such interrogations as occasions when they went
‘to have a coffee with Beria’.63 This newcomer to Moscow was
notorious in Georgia, where he beat prisoners, sentenced them to
death and gratuitously had them beaten again before they were
shot.64 And Beria was by no means the worst of the gruesome sadists
attracted to the NKVD’s employment.

Furthermore, the morbid suspiciousness of the Kremlin dictator
was internationalized as Stalin turned his attention to the world’s
communist parties. The irony was that he did this during a period
of improvement of the USSR’s relations with several major foreign
states. Formal diplomatic ties had been agreed with the United
Kingdom, France and the USA in 1933. Entrance had been effected
to the League of Nations in 1934 and treaties signed with France
and Czechoslovakia. In the same year the Politburo also overturned
its injunction to foreign communist parties to concentrate their
hostility upon rival socialists; instead they were to form ‘popular
fronts’ with such socialists in a political campaign against fascism.
The containment of the European far right had become a goal in
Soviet foreign policy. The reorientation was affirmed at the Seventh
Congress of the Comintern in August 1935.

While making this adjustment in foreign policy, Stalin demanded
vigilance fromEurope’s communists, and theCominternwasordered
to rid its ranks of Trotskyist and Bukharinist ‘traitors’. Until 1937
this was a strictly political process because only the All-Union
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Communist Party in Moscow was a governing communist party
with a secret police which could arrest those party members who
had been expelled. This meant that while communists were being
tortured in the USSR for long-past associations with members of
left-of-centre political parties, communists abroad were expelled
from their own parties as Trotskyists if they refused to collaborate
with other parties on the left.

There was certainly reason for Stalin to worry about the world
situation. Germany and Japan signed an Anti-Comintern Pact in
November 1936, increasing the menace of a war against the USSR
on two fronts. In the same year Hitler had wrecked the Treaty of
Versailles inEuropebyoccupying theRhinelandandofferingmilitary
support to the fascist forces of General Franco in the Spanish Civil
War. The USSR’s call for intervention by the parliamentary demo-
cracies of Europe in concert with the Soviet state was ignored. Stalin
sent equipment and advisers to Spain all the same. Official Soviet
propagandists praised the principled stand being taken by the
Kremlin. The USSR was the only state willing to translate its
anti-fascist rhetoric into action and Stalin enhanced his prestige
among those sections of Western political opinion which bridled at
the passivity of the British and French governments.

As Soviet assistance reached Spain in 1937, however, so too did
Soviet political practices.The Spanish and foreign volunteers fighting
for the Madrid republican government did not consist exclusively
of members of parties belonging to the Comintern: there were
also liberals, social-democrats, socialists, Trotskyists and anarchists.
Stalin, while wanting to preserve the policy of ‘popular fronts’
against fascism, rejected co-operation with rival far-left groupings;
and he instructed his emissaries to conduct the same bloody terror
against the Trotskyists, anarchists and others that he was applying
to them in theUSSR.Thousands of anti-fascist fighterswere arrested
and executed at the behest of the Soviet functionaries.

Stalinwanted to increase the influence of theworld-wide commun-
ist movement, but only insofar as it in no way damaged the USSR’s
interests as he perceived them. In 1938 he took the otherwise incom-
prehensible decision to wipe out the leading cadre of the Polish
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Communist Party.The victimswere by then resident inMoscow, and
the few surviving figures were those lucky enough to be in prison
in Warsaw (and one of these, Władisław Gomułka, was destined to
become the Polish communist leader in 1945). Stalin, knowing that
manycomrades fromPolandhad sympathizedwith leftist communist
factions in Moscow in the 1920s, aimed to crush insubordination
before it recurred.Moreover, the NKVD infiltrated their agents into
groupsofpolitical émigrés fromtheSovietUnion.Assassinationswere
frequent.Trotski, immured inhisownarmedcompoundinCoyoacán
inMexico, survived for awhile; but evenhis defenceswerepenetrated
on 20 August 1940, when his killer, Ramon Mercader, plunged an
ice-pick into the back of his head.

All this time the situation around the USSR’s border becamemore
threatening.WhilefightingawaragainstChina, theJapanesemilitary
command was not averse to provoking trouble with the USSR.
Violent clashes occurred in July 1937. Another series of incidents
took place between July and August 1938, culminating in the battle
of Lake Khasan on the Manchurian border. A truce was arranged,
but there was no guarantee that Japan would desist from further
aggression. In the sameyear,HitlermadeGermany themostpowerful
state in Europe by occupying all of Austria and the Sudetenland in
Czechoslovakia.

Yet it was also in 1937–8 that Stalin chose to liquidate practically
the entire high command of his armed forces. Nothing more vividly
demonstrates that his was the statesmanship of the madhouse. By
late 1938 even Stalin was coming to the conclusion that the scale of
state terror had to be reduced. The most obvious sign of this was
given on 19 November 1938, when Yezhov unexpectedly resigned
from the NKVD after a brief interview with Stalin. He retained a
job as People’s Commissar for Water Transport, but began to while
away the meetings of Sovnarkom by folding paper aeroplanes and
flying them around the room. Acquaintances were puzzled as to
whether he had finally gone off his head or was an accomplished
actor; but Stalin was not one to leave such things to guesswork:
Yezhov was arrested in April 1939 and executed in the following
February.65
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The Iron Hedgehog’s disappearance signalled the closing of the
floodgates of the Great Terror. It was not the end of extensive terror;
on the contrary, Stalin used it liberally for the rest of his career. But
at the end of 1938 he had decided that the arrests should be fewer.
He did not explain his changed position; and yet surely even he must
have been shaken by the many practical effects of the blood-purge.
There is still much uncertainty about the physical volume of indus-
trial output in 1937–8; but certainly the rate of growth was severely
curtailed. There may even have been an absolute decrease in pro-
duction.66 The disorganization was extraordinary. Even the purgers
of the purgers of the purgers had been arrested in some places. There
are hints that Stalin recognized his own proneness to being too
suspicious for his own good; he was to mutter in Khrushchëv’s
presence several years later: ‘I trust nobody, not even myself.’67

Yet such comments were rare. On the whole Stalin gave the
impression that abuses of power were not large in number and that
anyway they were Yezhov’s fault. Consequently no action was taken
against people who referred to the Great Terror as the Yezhovshch-
ina.68 For this term distracted unpleasant attention from Stalin. And
Stalin, having used Yezhov to do his dirty business, emerged as
Soviet dictator in all but name.

He had broken the party as an independent, supreme political
agency. Five years passed after the Seventeenth Party Congress in
1934 before he would permit another Congress to convene, and
he restricted the Central Committee to one plenum in 1939. The
Politburo was ceasing to meet on a regular, formal basis: Stalin
preferred to hold discussions with whatever group of Politburo
members suited his purposes at the time.69 The NKVD’s star had
risen while the party’s had fallen; and Beria, when replacing Yezhov,
entered the small circle of Stalin’s close advisers. The ‘organs’, as
the security police were known, were at Stalin’s elbow whenever
he needed them. Fearsome as it was, moreover, the NKVD itself
operated in dread of Stalin. In consequence of the Great Terror of
1937–8, therefore, Stalin had succeeded in elevating himself above
party, people’s commissariats, army, trade unions and police.

He fostered tension among these powerful institutions so as to
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maintain his towering position. Communists had typically given
little mind to the demarcation of functions among state bodies since
the October Revolution; they despised such pernicketiness as an
obstacle to communist progress. Stalin exploited this attitude to his
personal advantage. The NKVD conflicted with the Red Army, the
Red Army with various People’s Commissariats, the Commissariats
with the Central Council of Trade Unions and the Central Council
with the Party Central Committee.

After 1938 these clashes were mainly bureaucratic squabbles; they
often involved differing orientations of policy, but they were less
frequently accompanied by mass arrests. All public institutions,
while abjectly professing loyalty to Stalin, were confirmed in their
power over the rest of society. The Soviet state was authoritative as
never before. Satisfied that he had brought the party to heel, Stalin
restored its prestige and authority somewhat. The salaries of its
functionarieswere raised. InDecember 1938 theNKVDwas ordered
to seekpermission from theparty apparatus before taking anyofficial
of the party into custody; and, at the Eighteenth Party Congress in
March 1939, Beria stressed that not all the economic problems of
the USSR were attributable to sabotage. It was even admitted that
a great many expulsions from the party – which in 1937–8 had
typically led to arrests – had been unjustified. Stalin confirmed the
fresh attitude by asserting the necessity to ‘value cadres like the gold
reserves of the party and state, esteem them, have respect for them’.70

The applause which greeted this statement of monumental hypoc-
risy stemmed from a feeling of relief that the party might again
enjoy durable favour. Other institutions were similarly reassured;
but the party remained rather special. It incarnated continuity with
the October Revolution, with Lenin, with Marxism-Leninism, with
the Communist International. It provided the ideological cement to
help to maintain the Soviet state. Its cohesive capacity was equally
important organizationally: holders of governmental, administrative
and military office were virtually obliged to be party members and
to operate under the party’s discipline; and the party apparatus, at
the centre and elsewhere, helped to co-ordinate state institutions.

Furthermore, citizens of the USSR were acutely aware of their
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state’s immense and pervasive powers. The Great Terror, following
quickly after the violent campaigns of collectivization and indus-
trialization, left no one in doubt about the consequences of overt
disobedience. The kind of conversation held by the visitingAmerican
engineer John Scott with Soviet managers in the early 1930s about
the inefficiency of a particular coal-mine no longer took place.
Similarly, the complaining talk among workers recorded at the
beginning of the decade by the ex-Menshevik Viktor Kravchenko
becamemorediscreet by its end.Oppositional leaflets ofdiscontented
party activists, which still appeared as late as 1933, had become
antiquarian artefacts. Officials in every institution and at every level
were wary of saying the slightest thing that might conceivably be
interpreted as disloyal. The traumatization had been profound, and
the carnage of 1937–8 left a mark on popular consciousness that
endures.
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Coping with Big Brothers

By the late 1930s the term totalitarianism was being widely used to
describe the kind of state and society engineered by Iosif Stalin.
Benito Mussolini had used it in reference to his own fascist Italy
nearly two decades before. Commentators on Soviet politics, while
recognizing contrastsof ideology, sawthe similarities among fascism,
nazism and communism in their methods of rule. In Moscow as in
Berlin there was a dominant leader and a one-party state. Both
countries had witnessed a merciless crushing of internal opposition.
The state not only monopolized the instrumentalities of coercion
but also dominated the means of mass communication. It allowed
no challenge to the single official ideology. There was persecution
of any independent individual, organization or institution standing
between the central statebodies andordinarycitizens.Total, unmedi-
ated pervasion of society by his power was each leader’s aspiration.

That something close to this had been Stalin’s underlying objective
in carrying through the Great Terror there can be little doubt. Yet
his power was not absolute. Those who had carried out the bloody
purges knew that, in order to survive, they had to use the practices
of patronage and mutual protection which Stalin had hoped to
eradicate. And Stalin himself had had to scale down his totalist aims
in the course of the Terror. Concessions to Russian national pride
had been strengthened.Moreover, not all public entertainmentswere
heavily political: frivolity existed even in Stalin’s USSR. Stalin felt
the need to identify himself with the aspirations of the people he
governed. This fearsome dictator had fears of his own.

Yet he could take comfort from the knowledge that he had
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promoted a vast number of newly-trained young activists. The
central nomenklatura of personnel involved in state economic man-
agement had risen to 32,899 posts. Of these, 14,585 at the beginning
of 1939 had been appointed in the past two years – forty-seven per
centof the total. In theRedArmytheproportionwasalso remarkable:
Stalin had purged the officer corps at its highest levels with particular
thoroughness. The apparatus of the party, too, had been overhauled.
Four out of five provincial committee first secretaries had joined the
party after Lenin’s death; ninety-one per cent of them had yet to
reach the ageof forty (and sixty-twoper centwere less than thirty-five
years old).1 A cohort of young men gained advancement who were
later togovern the country through to theearly1980s:Mikhail Suslov,
Dmitri Ustinov, Leonid Brezhnev, Aleksei Kosygin and Nikolai
Podgorny. It was a new élite and it was Stalin’s élite.

Most of its members were workers or peasants who had taken
the opportunities offered by the Soviet authorities to get themselves
educated. Over half of the voting delegates to the Eighteenth Party
Congress in 1939 had completed their secondary schooling.2 Their
adult life and their politics marked them off from the generation of
Old Bolsheviks: they had not operated in the clandestine Bolshevik
groups before 1917; they had not made the October Revolution or
fought in the Civil War; and theirMarxismwas not their intellectual
passion but a crude creed purveyed to them by the party’s agitation-
and-propaganda departments.

They were taught to obey and be vigilant; their obligation was
not only to ‘unmask’ traitors but also to engage in ‘self-criticism’
whenever they could not fulfil orders. Simultaneously they were
cajoled to clamber up the ladder of promotion. The administrative
hierarchy in the USSR was much simpler than in advanced capitalist
societies: the duties, perks and authority accompanying each post
were evident to every ambitious man and woman. The Soviet Union
was distinguished by a uniformity ofwork-style and by great symbol-
ism and ceremony. Not only military but also civilian medals were
worn in normal public life: even Molotov sported a Hero of the
Soviet Union badge on his suit’s lapel. Outstanding actors, opera
singers and clowns were awarded the title of ‘People’s Artist of the
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USSR’; and when national gatherings were held in the capital, ritual
obeisance to Stalin was compulsory: the major decisions had been
taken in advance by the party leadership.

The promotees could hardly believe their luck.Most of themwere
persons who had not dreamed of staying in a hotel or even having
a healthy diet earlier in their lives. As the Great Terror came to an
end, they became able to enjoy their privileged conditions. The gap
between the rulers and the ruled widened. In 1940, Stalin approved
the introduction of fees to be paid by parents for students in the last
three years of secondary school and at university. High-ranking
administrators were in a better position to find the necessary finance
than any other group in society. A new social class was in the process
of formation.3

Its members acclaimed Stalin as the world’s outstanding phil-
anthropist, leader and theorist. In the 1930s he attempted no lengthy
contribution to the canon of Bolshevism: he was too busy killing
Bolsheviks.Many among the party’s writers whomight have written
textbooks for him fell victim to his butchery. A new explication of
the principles of Marxism-Leninism was essential for the regime. As
regional party secretary M. M. Khataevich had put it in 1935, there
was a need for ‘a book of our own, in place of the Bible, that could
give a rigorous answer – correct and comprehensible – to the many
important questions of the structure of the world’.4 Khataevich
perished in the Great Terror; and the project for a grand treatise on
Marxism was not realized until after Stalin’s death. In the mean-
time the gap was filled by a book with a narrower title, The History
of the All-Union Communist Party: A Short Course.

Themain authors were veteran party loyalists V. G. Knorin, E.M.
Yaroslavski and P. N. Pospelov. But Stalin closely supervised the
contents and personally wrote the sub-chapter on ‘dialectical and
historical materialism’. To most intents and purposes he was the
textbook’s general editor and hid behind the pseudonym of ‘a com-
mission of the Central Committee’.

The Short Course traced the rise of the Bolsheviks from the
political struggles against theRomanovmonarchy through toStalin’s
ascendancy. The last section of the final chapter dealt with ‘the
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Liquidation of the Remnants of the Bukharinite-Trotskyist Gang of
Spies, Wreckers and Traitors to the Country’. Hysterical self-
righteousness imbued the book. Stalinwanted to stress thatMarxism
provided the sole key to understanding both the social life of human-
ity and even the material universe, and that only Stalin’s variant of
Marxism was acceptable. Just as prophet followed prophet in the
Old Testament, the Short Course traced a lineage of authentic
scientific communism from Marx and Engels through Lenin down
to Stalin. According to Stalin, Bolshevism had triumphed pre-
dominantly through struggle, often bloody, merciless struggle, and
unceasing vigilance.5

Purportedly its victories had also resulted from the virtues of its
leadership. Lenin and Stalin, and subsequently Stalin by himself,
had led the Central Committee. The Central Committee had led the
communist party and the party had led the masses. In each period
of the party’s history there had been maleficent communists such as
Trotski and Bukharin who had linked up with kulaks, priests,
landlords and tsarist officers at home and capitalist espionage agen-
cies abroad. But in vain! For Comrade Stalin had rooted out the
traitors and pointed the party in the direction of the attainment of
a perfect society!

The book divided everything between black and white (or, as
Stalin preferred, White and Red). There was no palette of colours
in this Stalinist catechism. Violence, intolerance, pitilessness, com-
mand, discipline, correctness and science were the central themes.
In the USSR of the 1930s this was a conservative set of recommenda-
tions. Current holders of office could act without qualms. Stalin’s
infallibility meant that they need not question their consciences,
even when taking up the posts of innocent dead men and buying up
their possessions in the special shops runs by the NKVD. By obeying
theLeader, theywereacting incompleteaccordwith the requirements
of patriotism, class struggle and History. Their power and their
privileged life-style were in the natural order of things, and the
existence of an impregnable, terrifying Soviet statewas the guarantee
of the October Revolution’s preservation. The Short Course was a
manifesto for Stalin’s style of communist conservatism.
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According to Lenin, however, the communist dictatorship would
wither away and be succeeded by a society without any state bodies
whatsoever. Stalin brazenly declared that much progress had already
been made towards that ultimate goal. The bourgeoisie no longer
existed, and a new social and economic order had been built.

Nowitwas stated thatonly three social classes existed: theworking
class, the peasantry and the ‘working intelligentsia’ (which included
everyone with an administrative, managerial or educational post).
Therefore the Soviet Union was still a society of classes. But suppos-
edly it was different from all such previous societies inasmuch
as the three classes had no reason to conflict with each other. Thus
the working class, the peasantry and the intelligentsia had ‘non-
antagonistic’ interests and drew common benefit from the state’s
provision of employment, education, health care, nutrition and
shelter.6 In November 1936, when introducing a new Constitution
for the USSR, Stalin proclaimed: ‘Socialism, which is the first phase
of communism, has basically been realized in our country.’7 He
therefore proposed that the electoral franchise should be made
universal. The ‘deprived ones’ (lishentsy) – including former kulaks,
White Army officers and priests – should be allowed to vote.8

Universal civil rights were introduced on paper, and the freedoms
of thought, the press, religion, organization and assembly were
guaranteed. Furthermore, Stalin insisted that economic rights were
as important as political ones. In particular, he drew attention to
the guarantees of employment given in the Soviet Union. This led
him to claim that the new Constitution proved that the USSR was
the most democratic country in the world.

Stalin was being monumentally insincere. The lishentsy were
picked out for repressionwhen theGreat Terror began in full earnest
in mid-1937. Moreover, the new Constitution itself was laden with
stipulations that restricted the exercise of civil freedoms. In the first
place, the USSR was defined as ‘a socialist state of the workers and
peasants’. Thus the rights of citizens were made entirely subsidiary
to thedetermination topreserve theexisting structureandorientation
of the Soviet state.No clause in theConstitution expressly sanctioned
the All-Union Communist Party’s political monopoly; but only the
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existing public institutions, including the communist party, were
allowed to put up candidates in elections. Formal approval was
given in this indirect fashion to the one-party state. Stalin carefully
supervised the wording of the final draft and, when introducing the
Constitution, specified that the communist dictatorship was not
going to be weakened.9

Not surprisingly the Constitution was not taken seriously by
citizens of the USSR.10 Its main admirers were gullible foreigners.
The most notorious of them were Sidney and Beatrice Webb, whose
Soviet Communism: A New Civilization? sought to defend Stalin
against the charge that dictatorshipof anykind existed in theUSSR!11

In the meantime Molotov bluntly affirmed that years would pass
before full implementation of all the civil freedoms granted by the
Constitution;12 and already in 1933 Stalin himself had contended
that, as the party advanced to victory after victory, so the state
required strengthening against the bitter onslaughts of its foes at
home and abroad. In 1939 he expatiated on this point at the Eight-
eenth Party Congress: ‘Will our state be retained also in the period
of communism? Yes, it will be retained unless capitalist encirclement
is liquidated and unless the danger of a military attack from abroad
is liquidated.’13

This contradicted Marxist doctrine inasmuch as communism was
supposed to involve the ‘withering away of the state’. But Stalin
ignored such a nicety; his overriding aim was to reinforce the regi-
mentative aspects of Bolshevism. The Congress delegates were any-
way not the sort to worry about interpretations of Marxism. They
were also well accustomed to the fact that the USSR was a terror-
state. At the same Eighteenth Congress Stalin alluded to this in his
po-faced comment that, whereas the elections to the USSR Supreme
Soviet yielded a 98.6 per cent vote in favour of the regime after the
sentencing of Tukhachevski in 1937, the proportion rose to 99.4 per
cent after Bukharin’s trial in 1938.14

Stalin, needless to say, knew that themore favourable vote derived
not from the cogency of the evidence against the alleged traitors but
from the intimidating example of their execution. Not even he,
however, ruled exclusively through the violence of his security and
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judicial machinery. He had his equivalent of an old boys’ network,
consisting of cronies who had supported him in his past battles and
who served him through to his death. The first in political seniority
wasMolotov. Then cameKaganovich andMikoyan,who had joined
him in the early 1920s. Others included pre-revolutionary party
veterans such asAndrei Zhdanov, Andrei Andreev,Nikolai Bulganin
and Kliment Voroshilov. Nor did Stalin neglect the young: Lavrenti
Beria, Nikita Khrushchëv and Georgi Malenkov were hauled up by
him from the lower political echelons and promoted to supreme
party and government posts.

The central leadership was like a gang, and Stalin as its leader
relied upon his fellow members to organize the state’s institutions.
Competence and obedience remained prerequisites of gang member-
ship. The penalty for disagreement with Stalin was constant: ‘seven
grams of lead’ in the head.

Stalin continued to make occasional arrests of cronies. Like Al
Capone, he knew how to ‘keep the boys in line’.15 For instance, he
asked Khrushchëv whether it was true that he was really a Pole.16

This was quite enough to terrify Khrushchëv, who knew that in
1938 Stalin had executed the Polish communist émigrés in Moscow.
The nearer someone was to the apex of power, the more directly he
was intimidated by Stalin. People’s commissars trembled atmeetings
of Sovnarkom. Stalin’s ploy was to get up from the long green-baize
table and pad up and down in his soft leather boots behind the seats
of his colleagues. It was an unnerving experience. In reply to Stalin’s
enquiry about the number of recent plane crashes, air force com-
mander Rychagov, being the worse for drink, blurted out: ‘There
will continue to be a high level of accidents because we’re compelled
by you to go up in flying coffins.’ The room fell silent as a graveyard,
and after a long pause Stalin murmured: ‘You shouldn’t have spoken
like that.’ Rychagov was shot a few days later.17

Yet the uppermost élite lived in greater safety than in 1937–8.
Stalin could not afford to reduce his associates to the condition of
robots: he needed them to accompany their self-abasement before
him with a dynamic ruthlessness in the discharge of their tasks –
and to give orders on their own initiative. Laws, decrees, regulations
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and commands were produced in profusion in this period of frightful
legal abusiveness.18 But, as under Lenin, office-holders were given
to understand that they would not be assessed on the basis of their
adherence to procedural norms. What would ultimately count for
or against them was their record of practical results.

At the supreme and middling levels they had to combine the
talents of cardinals, condottieri and landed magnates: they had to
be propagators of Marxism-Leninism; they had to fight for the
policies of the party; and each of them had to assemble a band of
followers who would carry out orders throughout the area of their
patron’s responsibility. The unavoidable result was that Stalin had
to settle for a less amenable administration than he had aimed to
establish bymeans of the Great Terror. Just as he needed his cronies,
so they needed cronies of their own. The cliental groupings therefore
stayed in place. For example, Postyshev’s team in the Ukrainian
party leadership gave way to Khrushchëv’s team when Stalin sent
Khrushchëv to Kiev in 1938; and Beria likewise cleared out Yezhov’s
team from theNKVD and installed his own: it was the only available
way to ensure the substitution of reliable anti-Yezhovites.

Not only vertically but also horizontally the old administrative
practices stayed in place. In June 1937 Stalin had complained: ‘It’s
thought that the centre must know everything and see everything.
No, the centre doesn’t see everything: it’s not like that at all. The
centre sees only a part and the remainder is seen in the localities. It
sends people without knowing these people one hundred per cent.
You must check them out.’19 But new local ‘nests’ or ‘family circles’
were formed almost as soon as Stalin destroyed the existing ones.
Wheeling and dealing occurred among the heads of party, soviet,
police, army and enterprise management; local officials protected
each other against the demands made by central authorities. More
than ever, lying to Moscow was a skill crucial for physical survival.
Institutions had to fiddle the accounts so as to exaggerate achieve-
ments enough to win acclaim, but not to the point that the following
year’s quotas would be raised intolerably high.

Such evasiveness was not confined to officialdom. A black market
existed in those many types of product which were in severe deficit
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in the USSR.Moisei Kaganovich, brother of Stalin’s close associate,
loudly objected to the general evidence of disobedience: ‘The earth
ought to tremble when the director walks around the plant!’ In
theory the managerial stratum was obliged to give its work-forces
a harder time than since the October Revolution. But the potential
for harshness was limited outside the forced-labour camps by the
chronic shortage of skilled free labour. Strict time-keeping and
conscientious work could not be enforced if hired labourers could
simply wander off and find employment elsewhere. A kind of social
concordat was established whereby managers overlooked labour
indiscipline so long as they could hang on to their workers. Records
were written to over-state a worker’s technical qualifications or his
hours of attendance or his output. Managers had to break the law
in order to fulfil their own quotas.20

In every branch of the economy it was the same story. Even
in the kolkhozes and the sovkhozes the local authorities found it
convenient to make compromises with the work-forces. A blind eye
was turned to the expansion of the size of peasants’ private plots.21

Regular contribution of ‘labour days’ was not always insisted upon.
Illicit borrowing of the farm’s equipment was overlooked by the
chairman who needed to keep the peasants on his side in order to
fulfil the governmental quotas.

The central political leadership had been encouraging the workers
and kolkhozniki to denounce factory directors and farm chairmen
for their involvement in sabotage; but the end of theGreat Terror led
to a renewed emphasis on labour discipline. Increasingly draconian
punishments were introduced. Managers in town and countryside
were threatened with imprisonment if they failed to report absentee-
ism, lack of punctuality, sloppy workmanship as well as theft and
fraud. According to a decree of December 1938, labourers who were
late for work three times in a month should be sacked. Another
decree in June 1940 stated that such behaviour should incur a penalty
of six months’ corrective labour at their place of work.22 Stalin also
tightened his grip on the collective farms. A decree of May 1939
ordered local authorities to seize back land under illegal private
cultivation by kolkhozniki.23 But the fact that such measures were
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thought necessary showed that, at the lower levels of administration,
non-compliance with the demands of the central authorities was
widespread. Sullen, passive resistance had become a way of life.

The Soviet order therefore continued to need a constant dosage
of excitation in order to keep functioning. Otherwise the institutions
of party and government would tend to relapse into quietude as
officials pursued personal privilege and bureaucratic compromise.
Ideological apathy would also increase. The provision of dachas,
nannies, special shops and special hospitals was already well
developed in the 1920s; and, with the termination of the Great
Terror, these benefits were confirmed as the patrimony of Stalin’s
ruling subordinates. How to ensure a lively discomfort among the
central and local nomenklaturas?

Or indeed among all sections of the USSR’s society? Denunciation
by ordinary workers became a routine method of controlling poli-
ticians and administrators. Stalin knew that anonymous letter-
writing was open to abuse; and yet he fostered the practice in order
to keep all leaders in a state of trepidation. Likewise he reinforced
Pravda’s custom of carrying out muck-raking investigations in a
specific locality. The idea was that an exposé of malpractice would
stimulate the eradication of similar phenomena elsewhere. Stalin
and his colleagues were attracted to a campaigning style of work.
Time after time the central political authorities imposed a fresh
organizational technique or a new industrial product, and used the
press to demand enthusiastic local obedience. Reluctantly they had
accepted that Stakhanovism caused more disruption than increase
in output; but the pressurizing ofmanagers andworkers to over-fulfil
plans was an unchanging feature.24

These traditions had existed since 1917; but Stalin relied upon
them to a greater extent than Lenin. Organizational pressure and
ideological invocation, in the absence of the predominant stimulus
of the market, were the principal instruments available to him apart
from resort to the security police. A structural imperative was at
work. Stalin’s preferences gave strength to the practices, but the
practices were also necessary for the maintenance of the regime.

The central authorities aimed at the total penetration of society.
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The Great Terror had smashed down nearly all associations that
competed with the regime for popularity. The only surviving poten-
tial challenge of an organized nature came from the religious bodies,
and all of these were in a deeply traumatized condition. It was the
aim of the authorities that no unit of social life – not only the tribe
and the clan but also even the family – might be left free from their
control. Within the walls of each family home there could be talk
about the old days before the October Revolution and about values
and traditions other than the Marxist-Leninist heritage. Discussions
between parents and their children therefore became a matter for
governmental concern. In 1932 a fourteen-year-old village boy called
Pavlik Morozov had denounced his father for fraud. The peasants
on the same kolkhoz were enraged by such filial perfidy, and lynched
the lad. Young Pavlik became a symbol of the official duty of each
citizen to support the state’s interest even to the point of informing
upon his parents.

Other groups, too, attracted Stalin’s persecution. No recreational
or cultural club was permitted to exist unless it was run by the state;
and harmless groups of philatelists, Esperantists and ornithologists
were broken up by the arrest of their members. Labourers had to
watch their tongues when gathering together over a glass of vodka
in taverns; intellectuals were wary of sharing their thoughts with
each other in the kommunalki in case their neighbours might over-
hear them.NKVD informers were everywhere and everyone learned
to exercise extreme caution.

Lower than this level, however, the Soviet state found it difficult
to achieve its goals. The plan was to maximize the influence over
people as individuals. Citizens were permitted to act collectively
only whenmobilized by party and government. But the groups based
on family, wider kinship, friendship, leisure and a common culture
were molecules resistant to disintegration into separate atoms.25 The
difficulties for the authorities were compounded by the abrupt,
massive process of urbanization: a third of the population of the
USSR lived in towns and cities by 1940: this was double the pro-
portion three decades earlier. The newcomers from the villages
brought with them their folk beliefs, their religion and even their
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forms of organizations; for some of them,when leaving their villages,
stayed together in zemlyachestva, which were the traditional groups
based upon geographical origin. In the short term the influx had a
‘ruralizing’ effect as former villagers introduced their habits and
expectations to the towns.26

If customary patterns of behaviour caused problems for the politi-
cal leadership, so too did newer ones. Under the First Five-Year Plan
there had been a drastic loosening of moral restraints and social ties.
Juvenile delinquency reportedly increased by 100 per cent between
1931 and 1934.Hooliganismwas rife not only in the newshanty-cities
under construction but also in the old metropolitan centres. In 1935
there were three times as many abortions as births. The incidence of
divorce rose sharply. Promiscuity was rampant. Vital social linkages
were at the point of dissolution.27

Even before the Great Terror the authorities had seen the risks of
this situation. Measures were taken to restore a degree of stability.
Respect for parents and teachers was officially stressed from 1935.
There were curtailments of the rights to get a divorce and to have
an abortion in 1936. Awards were to be made to ‘mother-heroines’
who had ten or more children. School uniforms were reintroduced
for the first time since 1917. Discipline at school, at work and at
home was officially demanded and most of the new inhabitants of
the towns went along with this. But their behaviour displeased the
authorities in other respects. Peasants were thought unhygienic,
ignorant and stupid. They needed, in the contemporary phrase, to
become kul’turnye (‘cultured’). Campaigns were organized to rectify
the situation. People were instructed to wash their hands and faces,
brush their teeth and dress smartly in the dourly Soviet manner.
Men were told that beards were unmodern. Even Kaganovich, at
Stalin’s behest, had to shave off his beard.28

It was therefore for pragmatic reasons that political leaders began
in the mid-1930s to give encouragement to the family and to rather
traditional proprieties. But this shift in policy occurred within
carefully-maintained parameters. Stalin was determined that it
shouldnot culminate in the disintegrationof theOctoberRevolution.

He similarly aimed to hold expressions of Russian nationhood
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under control. His particular stratagem was to attempt to amalgam-
ate ‘Russian’and ‘Soviet’ identities.ThusRussianswere tobe induced
to take much pride in Russia but even greater pride in the USSR.
There were indeed many achievements about which the Soviet state
could boast in the 1930s. Daring expeditions weremade to the frozen
Russian north, where gold, oil and other precious deposits were
discovered. Records were broken by Valeri Chkalov and other avi-
atorswhoflewover theNorthPole.Gymnasticdisplayswere frequent
and football became a major sport across the USSR. The Moscow
Metro was renowned for its sumptuous frescos, candelabra and
immaculate punctuality. Almost every edition of Pravda carried a
large photograph of some young hero who had accomplished some
great feat – and in 1937–8 there were more pictures of such persons
than of Stalin himself on the first page of the newspaper.29 The
popularity of such successes was among the reasons why he got
away with his bloody mass purges.

Science, mathematics and technology were also celebrated. Bol-
sheviks had always dreamed of engineering an entirely new physical
environment, and Lenin hadminted the slogan: ‘Communism equals
electrification plus soviet power.’ Under theNEP, few advanceswere
made either in academic research or in the diffusion of up-to-date
technology. But things changed under Stalin, who put the resources
of the Soviet state firmly behind such efforts.

The authorities demanded that scientists should produce work
that would benefit the economy. The goals included not only electri-
fication but also ‘radiofication’ and ‘tractorization’. Close control
was imposed upon research, often with baleful results: many
researchers languished in Siberian labour camps. At the same time
the fraudulent geneticist Timofei Lysenko, exploiting his access
to Stalin, built up a sparkling career; and one particular foreign
adventurer is alleged to have been given funds for the rearing of
herds of giant rabbits.30 (This was surely the most hare-brained of
all Stalinist schemes!) Nevertheless science in general made immense
progress in the USSR and acquired world renown. Pëtr Kapitsa did
brilliant work on low-temperature physics and became director of
the Institute of Physical Problems in Moscow. Aleksei Bakh was a
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founding father of biochemistry. The veteran physiologist Ivan
Pavlov remained at work through to his death in 1935, and other
giants of the period were the physicists Lev Landau and Yevgeni
Lifshits. Promising youths such as Andrei Sakharov were being
trained by them to serve the country’s interests.

Literature, too, was accorded prestige; but, as with science, Stalin
supported activity only insofar as it assisted his ulterior purposes
and this naturally affected its quality. Notoriously, he dragooned
Maksim Gorki and others to write a eulogistic account entitled
‘Stalin’s White Sea–Baltic Canal’.31 Other participating writers
included Mikhail Zoshchenko, Valentin Kataev, Aleksei Tolstoy
and Viktor Shklovski. All artistic figures went in fear of their lives.
Many of the country’s most glorious poets, novelists, painters, film
directors and composers came to an untimely end. Isaak Babel was
shot; Osip Mandelshtam perished in the Gulag; Marina Tsvetaeva,
whose husband and son were slaughtered by the NKVD, committed
suicide. The despairing Mikhail Bulgakov died of nephritis outside
prison. Anna Akhmatova and Boris Pasternak lived a living death,
not knowing why they had been spared the fate of others.

Just a few works of merit, such as Andrei Platonov’s stories, were
published in the late 1930s. Bulgakov’s The Master and Margarita,
with its phantasmagoric portrayal of the clowns and bureaucrats of
contemporaryMoscow, lay in his desk drawer. None of the wonder-
ful elegies by Mandelshtam, Pasternak and Tsvetaeva on the fate of
their country appeared in print. Pasternak wanted to survive and, if
this involved keeping his decent poems to himself, he understandably
thought it a price worth paying. In 1934 the founding Congress of
the Union of Writers was held and the principle of ‘socialist realism’
became officially mandatory. This meant that ‘the truthfulness and
historical concreteness of artistic portrayal must be in harmony with
the objective of the ideological transformation and education of the
workers in the spirit of socialism’. Above all, the arts had to be
optimistic. The typical novel would involve a working-class hero
who undertakes a task such as the construction of a damor a housing
block and fulfils it against near-miraculous odds.

Reconditeness in themeor stylewas forbiddennotonly in literature
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but also in music. Stalin wanted melodies that were whistlable, and
wonderful composers and Marxist-Leninist sympathizers such as
Dmitri Shostakovich fell into disgrace for their atonalities and dis-
cords. Stalin’s taste leant in the direction of the less demanding
pre-revolutionary Russian classics: he adored Glinka and Chaikov-
ski. Indeed the ballet and the symphony concert were becoming the
favourite evening entertainment for the central party élite. Patriotic
(nay, chauvinistic!) films such as Sergei Eisenstein’s Ivan the Terrible
and novels about the tsars by Aleksei Tolstoy were also admired.
Lightermental fare, too,was provided. Spy novels, patriotic doggerel
and folk-songs were popular, and many theatres specialized in ‘light
entertainment’. Love ditties were particular favourites with the audi-
ences. Jazz and Western ballroom dancing were also increasingly
common.32

The opportunities for cultural self-edification and recreation were
widely welcomed; but what most people wanted above all else was
an improvement in their material situation. Food shortages had
troubled most Soviet citizens since the beginning of the First Five-
Year Plan. And things were gradually getting a little better. Bread,
meat, sugar were among several staple products no longer rationed
from 1934–5. All rationing was abolished in 1936, and material
provision improved for most non-arrested people in the late 1930s.
Cheap food in work-place cafeterias also made a difference to the
average diet. Admittedly consumption per head of the population
was still three per cent lower in 1940 than in 1928.33 But the general
trend was towards betterment in the late 1930s. The network of free
educational and medical establishments was also expanded and
people in employment received their work-clothes free of charge.
Such changes proved a surer means of ensuring acquiescence than
compulsory study of the Short Course.

Many workers and kolkhozniki were anyway pleased by the
repression of peremptory, privileged administrators. Sometimes
there was a xenophobic aspect to popular attitudes – and Pravda
played cunningly upon worries about spies and about the military
threats from abroad. Furthermore, the Bolsheviks who had made
the October Revolution included a disproportionate number of
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non-Russians, especially Jews.34 Indeed many relished the discomfi-
ture of such people. At last the biters were being bitten. Nor were
themassmedia always disbelievedwhen they claimed that ‘wreckers’
and ‘spies’ existed in a countless quantity.35 Practically everyone had
experienced a breakdown in factory machinery, in public transport
or in the supply of food. The years of industrialization and
collectivization had been exceptionally turbulent, and it was not
hard to persuade people that sabotage was widespread. Moreover,
Russian peasants had a tradition of dealing severely with the wrong-
doers in theirmidst. Therewas a certain amount of popular approval
for the harsh punishment of those whom Stalin purged.

The survival of old social attitudes was important in enabling
Stalin to carry out the Great Terror and to deflect blame from
himself. Among Russians there was a centuries-old assumption that,
if the policies of the tsar were unfair, the fault laywith his malevolent
advisers. Stalin persistently induced people to think that he had their
interests at heart. Itwasnecessary, hehaddeclared, ‘to listen carefully
to thevoiceof themasses, to thevoiceof rank-and-filepartymembers,
to the voice of the so-called ‘‘little people’’, to the voice of simple
folk.’36

Nevertheless it is unclear whether his pose won him friends even
among the most simple-minded of citizens. Of course, Stalin’s mes-
sage appealed to the newly-promoted members of the various élites.
Of course, too, itwas attractive to youngsterswhohad been schooled
to revere him and whose parents were too terrified to say anything
even privately against him. But rural hatred of Stalin was visceral.37

He had identified himself so closely with agricultural collectivization
that he could not easily disassociate himself from its horrors. And
in the towns there were millions of inhabitants who had no reason
whatsoever to regard the period of his rule with affection. Religious
belief remained a solace for most people. In the USSR census of
1937, fifty-seven per cent of the population disclosed that they were
believers – and the real percentage was probably a lot greater in
view of the state’s aggressive promotion of atheism.38 All in all, little
political acquiescence would have been obtained if people had not
been afraid of the NKVD: silent disgruntlement was the norm.
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Most adults in the Soviet Union knew all too well how far official
rhetoric was at variance with their direct experience. Real wages
per person in 1937 were about three fifths of what they had been in
1928.39 The material improvement for the average family since the
mid-1930s was mainly the result of more members of each family
taking up paid employment.40 People knew they were working much
harder for their living. They also retained a keen memory of the
military-style collectivization, the famine, the persecution of religion
and the bludgeoning of all dissent, near-dissent and imaginary dis-
sent. It is difficult to quantify the degree of hostility to Stalin’s
regime. Who but a fool or a saint talked openly about these matters?
But the NKVD did not delude itself that the voluntary communion
of Stalin, the party and the masses was a reality. Police informers
in Voronezh province, for example, indicated that the contents of
the 1936 Constitution were widely regarded as not being worth the
paper they were printed upon.41

The conclusion must be that the Soviet state was far from its goal
of reshaping popular opinion to its liking. But a caveat must be
entered here. Interviews with Soviet citizens who fled the USSR in
theSecondWorldWarshowed that support forwelfare-statepolicies,
for strong government and for patriotic pride was robust – and this
was a sample of persons who had shown their detestation of Stalin
by leaving the country.42 Some elements in the regime’s ideology
struck a congenial chord while others produced only disharmony.
This was not a settled society, far less a ‘civilization’. People knew
they lacked the power to get rid of the Societ order. While hoping
for change, they made the best of a bad job. Probably most of them
ceased to dream of a specific alternative to Stalinism. They tried to
be practical in an efford to survive. All the more reason for Stalin
to reward the men and women who staffed the institutions that
administered society on his behalf. Insofar as it was a durable system,
this was to a large extent because a hierarchically graduated system
of power and emoluments held their loyalty. Even many doubters
thought that the regime’s nastiness was not unreformable. Hope,
too, endured in the USSR.

A wilder misjudgement of Stalin is hard to imagine. Stalin was
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unembarrassed about the need to use force in order to maintain his
rule. In August 1938, as the penal terms of a generation of convicts
drew to a close, he playfully asked theUSSR Supreme Sovietwhether
such convicts should be released on time. He declared that ‘from
the viewpoint of the state economy it would be a bad idea’ to set
them free since the camps would lose their best workers. In addition,
convicts on release might re-associate with criminals in their home
towns and villages. Better for them to complete their rehabilitation
inside the Gulag: ‘In a camp the atmosphere is different; it is difficult
to go to the bad there. As you know, we have a system of voluntary-
compulsory financial loans. Let’s also introduce a system of volun-
tary-compulsory retention.’43 And so just as free wage-earners had
to agree to ‘lend’ part of their wages to the Soviet government, so
camp inmates would have to agree to the lengthening of their
sentences.

And so control over people came nearest to perfection in relation
to two groups: those at the very bottom and those at the very top.
Camp inmates had no rights: their daily routine ensured compliance
with the instruction of their guards on pain of death. Politburo
members, too, lacked rights, and their physical proximity to Stalin
necessitated an unswerving obedience to the whim of the Leader.
Molotov, Kaganovich, Malenkov, Beria and their colleagues could
never safely object to a line of policy which Stalin had already
approved.

But in between there were gradations of non-compliance which
were possible and common. Policies could be obfuscated, modified
and even emasculated. Choices could be made between one official
priority and another; for there was practically no message from
the Kremlin that was not said to be a priority of the Politburo.
Furthermore, the entire structure of public information, surveillance
and enforcement was patchy. Such a state and such a society were
clearly not totalitarian if the epithet involves totality in practice as
well as in intent.Compliancewith the supremecommunist leadership
was greater in politics than in administration, greater in adminis-
tration than in the economy, greater in the economy than in social
relations. The totalitarian order was therefore full of contradictions.
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Perfect central control eluded Stalin. The Soviet compound was a
unity of extremely orderly features and extremely chaotic ones.

It is plain that Stalin in the 1930s was driven by the will to destroy
the old relationships and to build new ones within a framework
entirely dominated by the central state authorities. He did not
entirely succeed. Nor did his mirror-image adversary Adolf Hitler in
Germany. But the goalwas soambitious that even its half-completion
was a dreadful achievement.
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The Second World War
(1939–1945)

Stalin had always expected war to break out again in Europe. In
every major speech on the Central Committee’s behalf he stressed
the dangers in contemporary international relations. Lenin had
taught his fellow communists that economic rivalry would pitch
imperialist capitalist powers against each other until such time
as capitalism was overthrown. World wars were inevitable in the
meantime and Soviet foreign policy had to start from this first
premiss of Leninist theory on international relations.

The second premiss was the need to avoid unnecessary entangle-
ment in an inter-imperialist war.1 Stalin had always aimed to avoid
risks with the USSR’s security, and this preference became even
stronger at the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in mid-1936.2 The
dreamofMaksimLitvinov, People’sCommissar forExternalAffairs,
of the creation of a system of ‘collective security’ in Europe was
dissipated when Britain and France refused to prevent Germany and
Italy from aiding the spread of fascism to Spain. But what could
Stalin do? Complete diplomatic freedom was unfeasible. But if he
dealt mainly with the victor powers of the Great War, what trust
could he place in their promises of political and military co-
operation? If he attempted an approach to Hitler, would he not be
rebuffed? And, whatever he chose to do, how could he maintain
that degree of independence from either side in Europe’s disputes
he thought necessary for the good of himself, his clique and the
USSR?

Stalin’s reluctance to take sides, moreover, increased the instab-
ilities in Europe and lessened the chances of preventing continental
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war.3 In the winter of 1938–9 he concentrated efforts to ready the
USSR for such an outbreak. Broadened regulations on conscription
raised the size of the Soviet armed forces from two million men
under arms in 1939 to five million by 1941. In the same period there
was a leap in factory production of armaments to the level of 700
military aircraft, 4,000 guns and mortars and 100,000 rifles.4

The probability of war with either Germany or Japan or both at
once was an integral factor in Soviet security planning. It was in the
Far East, against the Japanese, that the first clashes occurred. The
battle near Lake Khasan in mid-1938 had involved 15,000 Red Army
personnel. An extremely tense stand-off ensued; and in May 1939
there was further trouble when the Japanese forces occupied Mon-
golian land on the USSR–Mongolian border near Khalkhin-Gol.
Clashes occurred that lasted several months. In August 1939 the Red
Army went on to the offensive and a furious conflict took place.
The Soviet commander Zhukov used tanks for the first occasion in
the USSR’s history of warfare. The battle was protracted and the
outcome messy; but, by and large, the Red Army and its 112,500
troops had the better of the Japanese before a truce was agreed on
15 September 1939.5

Hitlerwas active in the samemonths.Having overrun the Sudeten-
land in September 1938, he occupied the rest of Czechoslovakia in
March 1939, thereby coming closer still to the USSR’s western
frontier. Great Britain gave guarantees of military assistance to
Poland in the event of a German invasion. All Europe already
expected Warsaw to be Hitler’s next target, and the USSR engaged
in negotiations with France and Britain. The Kremlin aimed at the
construction of a military alliance which might discourage Hitler
from attempting further conquests. But the British in particular
dithered over Stalin’s overtures. The nadir was plumbed in summer
when London sent not its Foreign Secretary but a military attaché
to conduct negotiations in Moscow. The attaché had not been
empowered to bargain in his own right, and the lack of urgency was
emphasized by the fact that he travelled by sea rather than by air.6

Whether Stalin had been serious about these talks remains unclear:
it cannot be ruled out that he already wished for a treaty of some
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kind with Germany. Yet the British government had erred; for
even if Stalin had genuinely wanted a coalition with the Western
democracies, he now knew that they were not to be depended upon.
At the same time Stalin was being courted by Berlin. Molotov, who
had taken Litvinov’s place as People’s Commissar of External Affairs
in May, explored the significance of the German overtures.7 An
exchange of messages between Hitler and Stalin took place on 21
August, resulting in an agreement for German Foreign Minister
Ribbentrop to come to Moscow. Two lengthy conversations
occurred between Stalin, Molotov and Ribbentrop on 23 August.
Other Politburo members were left unconsulted. By the end of
the working day a Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Treaty had been
prepared for signature.

This document had two main sections, one made public and the
otherkept secret.Openly the twopowersasserted theirdetermination
to prevent war with each other and to increase bilateral trade.
The USSR would buy German machinery, Germany would make
purchases of Soviet coal and oil. In this fashion Hitler was being
given carte blanche to continue his depredatory policies elsewhere
in Europe while being guaranteed commercial access to the USSR’s
natural resources.Worse stillwere the contentsof the secretprotocols
of the Non-Aggression Treaty. The USSR and Germany divided the
territory lying between them into two spheres of influence: to the
USSR was awarded Finland, Estonia and Latvia, while Lithuania
and most of Poland went to Germany. Hitler was being enabled to
invade Poland at the moment of his choosing, and he did this on 1
September. When he refused to withdraw, Britain and France
declared war upon Germany. The Second World War had begun.

Hitler was taken aback by the firmness displayed by the Western
parliamentary democracies even though they could have no hope of
rapidly rescuing Poland from his grasp. It also disconcerted Hitler
that Stalin did not instantly interpret the protocol on the ‘spheres
of influence’ as permitting the USSR to grab territory. Stalin had
other things on his mind. He was waiting to see whether the Wehr-
macht would halt within the area agreed through the treaty. Even
more important was his need to secure the frontier in the Far East.
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Only on 15 September did Moscow and Tokyo at last agree to end
military hostilities on the Soviet-Manchurian frontier. Two days
later, Red Army forces invaded eastern Poland.

This was to Germany’s satisfaction because it deprived the Polish
armyof any chance of prolonging its challenge to theThirdReich and
theUSSR had beenmade complicit in the carving up of north-eastern
Europe. While Germany, Britain and France moved into war, the
swastika was raised above the German embassy in Moscow. Talks
were resumed between Germany and the USSR to settle territorial
questions consequent upon Poland’s dismemberment. Wishing to
win Hitler’s confidence, Stalin gave an assurance to Ribbentrop ‘on
his word of honour that the Soviet Union would not betray its
partner’.8 On 27 September 1939, a second document was signed,
the Boundary and Friendship Treaty, which transferred Lithuania
into the Soviet Union’s sphere of interest. In exchange Stalin agreed
to give up territory in eastern Poland. The frontier between the
Soviet Union and German-occupied Europe was stabilized on the
river Bug.

Stalin boasted to Politburomembers: ‘Hitler is thinking of tricking
us, but I think we’ve got the better of him.’9 At the time it seemed
unlikely that the Germans would soon be capable of turning upon
the USSR. Hitler would surely have his hands full on the Western
front. Stalin aimed to exert tight control in the meantime over the
sphere of interest delineated in the Boundary and Friendship Treaty.
The governments of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania were scared by
Stalin and Molotov into signing mutual assistance treaties which
permitted the Red Army to build bases on their soil.

On 30 November 1939, after the Finns had held out against such
threats, Stalin ordered an invasion with the intention of establishing
a Finnish Soviet government and relocating the Soviet-Finnish border
northwards at Finland’s expense. Yet the Finns organized unexpect-
edly effective resistance. The Red Army was poorly co-ordinated;
and this ‘Winter War’ cost the lives of 200,000 Soviet soldiers before
March 1940, when both sides agreed to a settlement that shifted the
USSR’s border further north from Leningrad but left the Finns with
their independence. Thereafter Stalin sought to strengthen his grip
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on the other Baltic states. Flaunting his military hegemony in the
region, he issued an ultimatum for the formation of pro-Soviet
governments in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania in June. Next month
these governments were commanded, on pain of invasion, to request
the incorporation of their states as new Soviet republics of the USSR.
Also in July 1940, Stalin annexed Bessarabia and northern Bukovina
from Romania.

The Sovietization of these lands was conducted with practised
brutality. Leading figures in their political, economic and cultural
life were arrested by the NKVD. Condemned as ‘anti-Soviet
elements’, they were either killed or consigned to the Gulag. The
persecution also affected less exalted social categories: small traders,
school-teachers and independent farmers were deported to ‘special
settlements’ in the RSFSR and Kazakhstan;10 4,400 captured Polish
officers were shot and buried in Katyn forest. Thus the newly-
conquered territory, from Estonia down to Moldavia, lost those
figures who might have organized opposition to their countries’
annexation. A Soviet order was imposed. A communist one-party
dictatorship was established, and factories, banks, mines and land
were nationalized.

Stalin and his associates felt safe in concentrating on this activity
because they expected the war in western Europe to be lengthy.
Their assumption had been that Francewould defend herself dought-
ily against the Wehrmacht and that Hitler would be in no position
to organize a rapid attack upon the Soviet Union. But Holland,
Belgium, Denmark and Norway had already been occupied and,
in June 1940, French military resistance collapsed and the British
expeditionary forceswere evacuatedatDunkirk.Even so, theUSSR’s
leadership remained confident. Molotov opined to Admiral Kuznet-
sov: ‘Only a fool would attack us.’11 Stalin and Molotov were
determined to ward off any such possibility by increasing Soviet
influence in eastern and south-eastern Europe. They insisted, in their
dealingswith Berlin, that the USSR had legitimate interests in Persia,
Turkey and Bulgaria which Hitler should respect; and on Stalin’s
orders, direct diplomatic overtures were also made to Yugoslavia.

But when these samemoves gave rise to tensions betweenMoscow
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and Berlin, Stalin rushed to reassure Hitler by showing an ostenta-
tious willingness to send Germany the natural materials, especially
oil, promised under the two treaties of 1941. The movement of
German troops from the Western front to the Soviet frontier was
tactfully overlooked, and only perfunctory complaint was made
about overflights made by German reconnaissance aircraft over
Soviet cities. But Richard Sorge, a Soviet spy in the German embassy
in Tokyo, told the NKVD that Hitler had ordered an invasion.
Winston Churchill informed the Kremlin about what was afoot.
Khrushchëv, many years later, recalled: ‘The sparrowswere chirping
about it at every crossroad.’12 Stalin was not acting with total
senselessness. Hitler, if he planned to invade had to seize themoment
beforehis opportunitydisappeared.BothSoviet andGermanmilitary
planners considered that the Wehrmacht would be in grave diffi-
culties unless it could complete its conquest of the USSR before the
Russian snows could take their toll.

Convinced that the danger had now passed, Stalin was confident
in the USSR’s rising strength. Presumably he also calculated that
Hitler, who had yet to finish off the British, would not want to fight
a war on two fronts by taking on the Red Army. In any case, the
cardinal tenet of Soviet military doctrine since the late 1930s had
been that if German forces attacked, the Red Army would immedi-
ately repel them and ‘crush the enemy on his territory’.13 An easy
victory was expected in any such war; Soviet public commentators
were forbidden to hint at the real scale of Germany’s armed might
and prowess.14 So confident was Stalin that he declined to hasten
the reconstruction of defences in the newly annexed borderlands or
to move industrial plant into the country’s interior.

Throughout the first half of 1941, however Stalin and his generals
could not overlook the possibility that Germany might neverthe-
less attempt an invasion. Movements of troops and equipment in
German-occupied Poland kept them in a condition of constant
nervousness. But Stalin remained optimistic about the result of such
awar; indeed he and his political subordinates toyedwith the project
for the Red Army to wage an offensive war.15 At a reception for
recently-trained officers in May 1941, Stalin spoke about the need
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for strategical planning to be transferred ‘from defence to attack’.16

But he did not wish to go to war as yet, and hoped against hope
that an invasion by theWehrmacht was not imminent. Soviet leaders
noted that whereas the blitzkrieg against Poland had been preceded
by a succession of ultimatums, no such communication had been
received in Moscow. On 21 June Beria purred to Stalin that he
continued to ‘remember your wise prophecy: Hitler will not attack
us in 1941’.17 The brave German soldiers who swam the river Bug
to warn the Red Army about the invasion projected for the next day
were shot as enemy agents.

At 3.15 a.m. on 22 June, the Wehrmacht crossed the Bug at the
start of Operation Barbarossa, attacking Soviet armed forces which
were under strict orders not to reply to ‘provocation’. This com-
pounded the several grave mistakes made by Stalin in the previous
months. Among them was the decision to shift the Soviet frontier
westward aftermid-1940without simultaneously relocating the fort-
resses and earthworks. Stalin had also failed to transfer armaments
plants fromUkrainedeeper into theUSSR.Stalin’s years-oldassump-
tion prevailed that if and when war came to the Soviet Union, the
attack would be quickly repulsed and that an irresistible counter-
attack would be organized. Defence in depth was not contemplated.
Consequently no precautionary orders were given to land forces:
fighter planes were left higgledy-piggledy on Soviet runways; 900
of them were destroyed in that position in the first hours of the
German-Soviet war.18

Zhukov alerted Stalin about Operation Barbarossa at 3.25 a.m.
The shock to Stalin was tremendous. Still trying to convince himself
that the Germans were engaged only in ‘provocational actions’,
Stalin rejected the request of D. G. Pavlov, the commander of the
main forces in the path of the German advance, for permission to
fightback.Onlyat6.30a.m.didhesanction retaliation.19Throughout
the rest of the day Stalin conferred frenetically with fellow Soviet
political and military leaders as the scale of the disaster began to be
understood in the Kremlin.

Stalin knewhe had blundered, and supposedly he cursed in despair
that his leadership had messed up the great state left behind by
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Lenin.20 The story grew that he suffered a nervous breakdown.
Certainly he left it to Molotov on 22 June to deliver the speech
summoning the people of the USSR to arms; and for a couple of
days at the end of the month he shut himself off from his associates.
It is said that when Molotov and Mikoyan visited his dacha, Stalin
was terrified lest they intended to arrest him.21 The truth of the
episode is not known; but his work-schedule was so intensely busy
that it is hard to believe that he can have undergone more than a
fleeting diminution of his will of steel to fight on and win the
German-Soviet war. From the start of hostilities he was laying down
that the Red Army should not merely defend territory but should
counter-attack and conquer land to the west of the USSR. This was
utterly unrealistic at a time when the Wehrmacht was crashing its
way deep into Belorussia and Ukraine. But Stalin’s confirmation
of his pre-war strategy was a sign of his uncompromising deter-
mination to lead his country in a victorious campaign.

The task was awesome: the Wehrmacht had assembled 2,800
tanks, 5,000 aircraft, 47,000 artillery pieces and 5.5 million troops
to crush the Red Army. German confidence, organization and tech-
nology were employed to maximum effect. The advance along the
entire front was so quick that Belorussia, Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia were under German occupation within weeks. The Russian
city of Smolensk was overrun with a rapidity that left the party
authorities no time to incinerate their files. By the beginning of
September, theWehrmacht had cut off Leningrad by land: transport
to and from the Soviet Union’s second city had to be undertaken
overLakeLadoga.To the south, huge tracts ofUkrainewereoverrun:
Kiev was captured in mid-August. After such success Hitler amassed
his forces in the centre. In September, Operation Typhoon was
aimed at the seizure of Moscow.

In the first six months of the ‘Great Fatherland War’, as Soviet
leaders began to refer to the conflict, three million prisoners-of-war
fell into German hands.22 There had been a massive loss to the USSR
in its human, industrial and agricultural resources. Roughly two
fifths of the state’s population and up to half its material assets were
held under German dominion.
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A political and military reorganization was rushed into place. For
such a war, new forms of co-ordination had to be found. On 30
June it was decided to form a State Committee of Defence, bringing
together leading Politburo members Stalin, Molotov, Beria, Malen-
kov and Voroshilov. The State Committee was to resolve all major
political, economic and strategical questions and Stalin was
appointed as its chairman.On 10 July hewas also appointed Supreme
Commander (although no immediate announcementwasmade since
Stalinwanted to avoid being held popularly culpable for the continu-
ing military débâcle). In addition, he became chairman of the High
Command (Stavka) on 8 August.23 Stalin was attempting to be the
Lenin and Trotski of the German-Soviet conflict. In the Civil War
Lenin had operated the civilian political machinery, Trotski the
military. Stalin wished to oversee everything, and dispatched several
of his central civilian colleagues to secure his authority over the
frontal commands.

It was a gruelling summer for the Red Army. The speed of the
German invasion induced Stalin to contemplate moving the capital
to the Volga city of Kuibyshev (once and now called Samara), 800
kilometres to the south-east of Moscow. Foreign embassies and
several Soviet institutions began to be transferred. But suddenly in
late October, the Wehrmacht met with difficulties. German forces
on the outskirts of Moscow confronted insurmountable defence,
and Stalin asked Zhukov whether the Red Army’s success would
prove durable. On receiving the desired assurances from Zhukov,
Stalin cancelled his emergency scheme to transfer the seat of govern-
ment and intensified his demand for counter-offensives against the
Wehrmacht.24

Hitler had already fallen crucially short of his pre-invasion
expectations. His strategy had been based on the premiss that
Moscow, Leningrad and the line of the river Volga had to be seized
before the winter’s hard weather allowed the Red Army to be
reorganized and re-equipped. The mud had turned to frost by Nov-
ember, and snow was not far behind. The supply lines of the Wehr-
macht were overstretched and German soldiers started to feel the
rigours of the Russian climate. Soviet resolve had already been
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demonstrated in abundance. On 3 July, Stalin made a radio-
broadcast speech, addressing the people with the words: ‘Comrades!
Citizens! Brothers and Sisters!’ He threatened the ‘Hitlerite forces’
with the fate that had overwhelmed Napoleon in Russia in 1812.
‘History shows,’ he contended, ‘that invincible armies do not exist
and never have existed.’25 In the winter of 1941–2 his words were
beginning to acquire a degree of plausibility.

YetStalinknewthatdefeatbyGermanyremainedastrongpossibil-
ity. Nor could he rid himself of worry about his own dreadful
miscalculations in connection with Operation Barbarossa. On 3
October 1941 he blurted out to General Konev: ‘Comrade Stalin is
not a traitor. Comrade Stalin is an honest person. Comrade Stalin
will do everything to correct the situation that has been created.’26

He worked at the highest pitch of intensity, usually spending fifteen
hours a day at his tasks. His attentiveness to detail was legendary.
At any hint of problems in a tank factory or on a military front, he
would talk directly with those who were in charge. Functionaries
were summoned to Moscow, not knowing whether or not they
would be arrested after their interview with Stalin. Sometimes he
simply phoned them; and since he preferred to work at night and
take a nap in the daytime, they grew accustomed to being dragged
from their beds to confer with him.

As a war leader, unlike Churchill or Roosevelt, he left it to his
subordinates to communicate with Soviet citizens. He delivered only
nine substantial speeches in the entire course of the German-Soviet
war,27 and his public appearances were few. The great exception
was his greeting from the Kremlin Wall on 7 November 1941 to a
parade ofRedArmydivisionswhichwere on theway to the front-line
on the capital’s outskirts. He spent the war in the Kremlin or at his
dacha. His sole trip outsideMoscow, apart from trips to confer with
Allied leaders in Tehran in 1943 and Yalta in 1945, occurred in
August1943,whenhemadeaverybrief visit to aRedArmycommand
post which was very distant from the range of gunfire.

The point of the trip was to give his propagandists a pretext to
claim that he had risked his life along with his soldiers. Khrushchëv
was later to scoff at such vaingloriousness; he also asserted – when
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Stalin was safely dead and lying in state in the Mausoleum on Red
Square – that the office-based mode of leadership meant that Stalin
never acquired a comprehension of military operations. The claim
was even made by Khrushchëv that Stalin typically plotted his
campaigns not on small-scale maps of each theatre of conflict but
on a globe of the world. At best this was an exaggeration based
upon a single incident. If anything, Stalin’s commanders found him
excessively keen to study the minutiae of their strategic and tactical
planning – and most of them were to stress in their memoirs that
hegainedan impressive technical understandingofmilitaryquestions
in the course of the war.

Not that his performance was unblemished. Far from it: not only
the catastrophe of 22 June 1941 but several ensuing heavy defeats
were caused by his errors in the first few months. First Kiev was
encircled and hundreds of thousands of troops were captured. Then
RedArmy forceswere entrappednearVyazma.Then theWehrmacht
burst along the Baltic littoral and laid siege to Leningrad. All three
of these terrible set-backs occurred to a large extent because of
Stalin’s meddling. The same was true in the following year. In
the early summer of 1942, his demand for a counter-offensive on
German-occupied Ukraine resulted in the Wehrmacht conquering
still more territory and seizing Kharkov and Rostov; and at almost
the same time a similar débâcle occurred to the south of Leningrad
as a consequence of Stalin’s rejection of Lieutenant-General A. N.
Vlasov’s plea for permission to effect a timely withdrawal of his
forces before their encirclement by the enemy.

Moreover, there were limits to Stalin’s military adaptiveness. At
his insistence the State Committee of Defence issued Order No. 270
on 16 August 1941 which forbade any Red Army soldier to allow
himself to be taken captive. Even if their ammunition was expended,
they had to go down fighting or else be branded state traitors. There
could be no surrender. Punitive sanctions would be applied to Soviet
prisoners-of-war if ever they should be liberated by the Red Army
from German prison-camps; and in the meantime their families
would have their ration cards taken from them. Order No. 227 on
28 July 1942 indicated to the commanders in the field that retreats,
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even of a temporary nature, were prohibited: ‘Not one step back-
wards!’ By then Stalin had decided that Hitler had reached the
bounds of his territorial depredation. In order to instil unequivocal
determination in his forces the Soviet dictator foreclosed operational
suggestions involving the yielding of the smallest patch of land.

Nor had he lost a taste for blood sacrifice. General Pavlov, despite
having tried to persuade Stalin to let him retaliate against theGerman
invasion on 22 June, was executed.28 This killing was designed to
intimidate others. In fact no Red Army officer of Pavlov’s eminence
was shot by Stalin in the rest of the German-Soviet war. Nor were
any leading politicians executed. Yet the USSR’s leaders still lived
in constant fear that Stalin might order a fresh list of executions.
His humiliation of them was relentless. On a visit to Russia, the
Yugoslav communist Milovan Djilas witnessed Stalin’s practice of
getting Politburo members hopelessly drunk. At one supper party,
the dumpy and inebriated Khrushchëv was compelled to perform
the energetic Ukrainian dance called the gopak. Everyone knew that
Stalin was a dangerous man to annoy.

ButStalinalsoperceived thatheneeded tobalancehis fearsomeness
with a degree of encouragement if he was to get the best out of his
subordinates. The outspoken Zhukov was even allowed to engage
in disputes with him in Stavka. Alexander Vasilevski, Ivan Konev,
Vasili Chuikov and Konstantin Rokossovski (who had been
imprisoned by Stalin) were more circumspect in their comments;
but they also emerged as commanders whose competence he learned
to respect. Steadily, too, Stalin’s entourage was cleared of the less
effective civilian leaders. Kliment Voroshilov, People’s Commissar
for Defence, had been shown to have woefully outdated military
ideas and was replaced. Lev Mekhlis and several other prominent
purgers in the Great Terror were also demoted.Mekhlis was so keen
on attack as the sole mode of defence in Crimea that he forbade the
digging of trenches. Eventually even Stalin concluded: ‘But Mekhlis
is a complete fanatic; he must not be allowed to get near the Army!’29

The premature Soviet counter-offensive of summer 1942 had
opened the Volga region to the Wehrmacht, and it appeared likely
that the siege of Stalingrad would result in a further disaster for the
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Red forces. Leningrad in the north and Stalingrad in the south of
Russia became battle arenas of prestige out of proportion to their
strategical significance. Leningrad was the symbol of the October
Revolution and Soviet communism; Stalingrad carried the name of
Lenin’s successor. Stalin was ready to turn either city into aMartian
landscape rather than allow Hitler to have the pleasure of a victory
parade in them.

Increasingly, however, the strength of the Soviet Union behind
the war fronts made itself felt. Factories were packed up and trans-
ferred by rail east of the Urals together with their work-forces. In
addition, 3,500 large manufacturing enterprises were constructed
during the hostilities. Tanks, aircraft, guns and bullets were desper-
ately needed. So, too, were conscripts and their clothing, food and
transport. The results were impressive. Soviet industry, which had
been on a war footing for the three years before mid-1941, still
managed to quadruple its output of munitions between 1940 and
1944. By the end of the war, 3,400 military planes were being
produced monthly. Industry in the four years of fighting supplied
the Red forces with 100,000 tanks, 130,000 aircraft and 800,000 field
guns. At the peak of mobilization there were twelve million men
under arms. The USSR produced double the amount of soldiers and
fighting equipment that Germany produced.

In November 1942 the Wehrmacht armies fighting in the outer
suburbs of Stalingrad were themselves encircled. After bitter fighting
in wintry conditions, the city was reclaimed by the Red Army in
January 1943. Hitler had been as unbending in his military disposi-
tions as Stalin would have been in the same circumstances. Field-
Marshal von Paulus, the German commander, had been prohibited
from pulling back from Stalingrad when it was logistically possible.
As a consequence, 91,000 German soldiers were taken into captivity.
Pictures of prisoners-of-war marching with their hands clasped over
their heads were shown on the newsreels and in the press. At last
Stalin had a triumph that the Soviet press and radio could trumpet
to the rest of the USSR. The Red Army then quickly also took
Kharkov and seemed on the point of expelling the Wehrmacht from
eastern Ukraine.
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Yet themilitarybalancehadnot tipped irretrievably againstHitler;
for German forces re-entered Kharkov on 18 March 1943. Un-
deterred, Stalin set about cajoling Stavka into attacking the Germans
again. There were the usual technical reasons for delay: the Wehr-
macht had strong defensive positions and the training and supply
of the Soviet mobile units left much to be desired. But Stalin would
not be denied, and 6,000 tanks were readied to take on the enemy
north of Kursk on 4 July 1943. It was the largest tank battle in
history until the Arab-Israeli War of 1967. Zhukov, who had used
tanks against the Japanese at Khalkhin-Gol, was in his element. His
professional expertise was accompanied by merciless techniques.
Penal battalions were marched towards the German lines in order
to clear the ground of land-mines. Then column after column of
T-34 tanks moved forward. Red Army and Wehrmacht fought it
out day after day.

The result of the battle was not clear in itself. Zhukov had been
gaining an edge, but had not defeated the Wehrmacht before Hitler
pulled his forces away rather than gamble on complete victory. Yet
Kurskwasa turningpoint since it proved that thevictoryat Stalingrad
was repeatable elsewhere. The Red Army seized back Kharkov on
23 August, Kiev on 6 November. Then came the campaigns of the
following yearwhichwere known as the ‘Ten Stalinist Blows’. Soviet
forces attacked andpushedback theWehrmacht on a front extending
from the Baltic down to the Black Sea. Leningrad’s 900-day siege
was relieved in January and Red forces crossed from Ukraine into
Romania in March. On 22 June 1944, on the third anniversary of
theGerman invasion, Operation Bagrationwas initiated to reoccupy
Belorussia and Lithuania. Minsk became a Soviet city again on 4
July, Vilnius on 13 July.

As the Red Army began to occupy Polish territory, questions
about the post-war settlement of international relations imprinted
themselves upon Soviet actions.On 1August the outskirts ofWarsaw
were reached; but further advance was not attempted for several
weeks, and by that time the German SS had wiped out an uprising
and exacted revenge upon the city. About 300,000 Poles perished.
Stalin claimed that his forces had to be rested before freeingWarsaw
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from theNazis. His real motive was that it suited him if the Germans
destroyed those armed units of Poles which might cause political
and military trouble for him.

The USSR was determined to shackle Poland to its wishes. In
secret, Stalin and Beria had ordered the murder of nearly 15,000
Polish officers who had been taken captive after the Red Army’s
invasion of eastern Poland in 1939. Subsequently Soviet negotiators
had been suspiciously evasive on the question of Poland’s future
when, in July 1941, an Anglo-Soviet agreement was signed; and the
British government, which faced a dire threat from Hitler, had been
in no position to make uncompromising demands in its talks with
Stalin. Nor was Stalin any more easily controllable when the USA
entered the Second World War in December 1941 after Japan’s air
force attacked the American fleet in Pearl Harbor and Hitler aligned
himself with his Japanese partners against the USA. The USSR’s
military contribution remained of crucial importance when the
Anglo-Soviet-German war in Europe and the Japanese war of con-
quest were conjoined in a single global war.

There was an exception to Stalin’s chutzpah. At the end of 1941
he hadordered Beria to ask the Bulgarian ambassador Ivan Stamenov
to act as an intermediary in overtures for a separate peace between
the USSR and Germany.30 Stalin was willing to forgo his claims
to the territory under German occupation in exchange for peace.
Stamenov refused the invitation. Stalin would anyway not have
regarded such a peace as permanent. Like Hitler, he must have
calculated that the Wehrmacht’s cause was ultimately lost if
Leningrad, Moscow and the Volga remained under Soviet control.
A ‘breathing space’ on the model of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk
would have been more advantageous to Stalin in 1941–2 than to
Lenin in 1918.

Naturally Stalin kept this gambit secret from the Western Allies;
and through 1942 and 1943, he expressed anger about the slowness
of preparations for a second front in the West. Churchill flew to
Moscow in August 1942 to explain that the next Allied campaign
in the West would be organized not in France or southern Italy
but in north Africa. Stalin was not amused. Thereafter a meeting
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involving Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin was held in Tehran in
November 1943 – the greatest distance Stalin had travelled from
Moscowin threedecades.Churchill flewagain toMoscowinOctober
1944, and in February 1945 Stalin played host to Roosevelt and
Churchill at Yalta in Crimea. At each of these meetings, he drew
attention to the sacrifices being borne by the peoples of the USSR.
Not even the D-Day landings in Normandy in June 1944 put an end
to his habit of berating the other Allies; for he knew that his
complaints about them served the purpose of distracting attention
from his designs upon eastern Europe.

All this notwithstanding, Stalin had been receiving considerable
military and foodstuffs assistance from the USA and the United
Kingdom to plug the gaps in Soviet production. TheGerman occupa-
tion of Ukraine deprived the USSR of its sugar-beet. Furthermore,
Stalin’s pre-war agricultural mismanagement had already robbed
the country of adequate supplies ofmeat; and his industrial priorities
had not included the development of native equivalents to American
jeeps and small trucks. In purely military output, too, misprojections
had been made: the shortage of various kinds of explosive was
especially damaging.

From 1942, the Americans shipped sugar and the compressedmeat
product, Spam, to Russia – and the British naval convoys braved
German submarines in the Arctic Ocean to supplement supplies.
Jeeps, as well as munitions and machinery, also arrived. The Ameri-
can Lend-Lease Programme supplied goods to the value of about
one fifth of the USSR’s gross domestic product during the fighting
– truly a substantial contribution.31 Yet Allied governments were
not motivated by altruism in dispatching help to Russia: they still
counted upon the Red Army to break the backbone of German
armed forces on the Eastern front. While the USSR needed its
Western allies economically, the military dependence of the USA
and the United Kingdom upon Soviet successes at Stalingrad and
Kursk was still greater. But foreign aid undoubtedly rectified several
defects in Soviet military production and even raised somewhat the
level of food consumption.

There was a predictable reticence about this in the Soviet press.
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But Stalin and his associates recognized the reality of the situation;
and, as a pledge to the Western Allies of his co-operativeness, Stalin
dissolved the Comintern in May 1943. Lenin had founded it in 1919
as an instrument of world revolution under tight Russian control.
Its liquidation indicated to Roosevelt and Churchill that the USSR
would cease to subvert the states of her Allies and their associated
countries while the struggle against Hitler continued.

While announcing this to Churchill and Roosevelt, Stalin played
upon their divergent interests. Since Lenin’s time it had been a
nostrum of Soviet political analysis that it was contrary to the USA’s
interest to prop up the British Empire. Roosevelt helped Stalin by
poking a little fun at Churchill and by turning his charm upon Stalin
in the belief that the USSR and USA would better be able to reach
a permanentmutual accommodation if the two leaders could become
friendlier. But Stalin remained touchy about the fact that he was
widely known in the West as Uncle Joe. He was also given to nasty
outbursts. Churchill walked out of a session at the Tehran meeting
when the Soviet leader proposed the execution of 50,000 German
army officers at the end of hostilities. Stalin had to feign that he had
not meant the suggestion seriously so that the proceedings might be
resumed.

At any rate, he usually tried to cut a genial figure, and business
of lasting significance was conducted at Tehran. Churchill suggested
that the Polish post-war frontiers should be shifted sideways. The
proposal was that the USSR would retain its territorial gains of
1939–40 and that Poland would be compensated to her west at
Germany’s expense. There remained a lack of clarity inasmuch as
theAllies refused to givede jure sanction to the forcible incorporation
of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania into the USSR. But a nod and a
wink had been given that the Soviet Union had special interests in
parts of eastern Europe that neither Britain nor the USA cared to
challenge.

This conciliatory approach was maintained in negotiations
between Churchill and Stalin in Moscow in October 1944. Japan
had not yet been defeated in the East, and the A-bomb stayed at
an early experimental stage. Germany was still capable of serious
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counter-offensives against the Allied armies which were converging
on theThirdReich. Itmade sense to divideGerman-occupied Europe
into zones of influence for the immediate future. But Churchill and
Stalin could not decide how to do this; each was reluctant to let the
other have a completely free hand in the zone accorded to him. On
his Moscow trip, therefore, Churchill put forward an arithmetical
solution which appealed to Stalin. It was agreed that the USSR
would gain a ninety per cent interest in Romania. She was also
awarded seventy-five per cent in respect of Bulgaria; but both Hun-
gary and Yugoslavia were to be divided fifty-fifty between the two
sides and Greece was to be ninety per cent within the Western zone.

Very gratifying to Stalin was the absence of Poland from their
agreement, an absence that indicated Churchill’s unwillingness to
interfere directly in her fate. Similarly Italy, France and the Low
Countries were by implication untouchable by Stalin. Yet the under-
standing between the two Allied leaders was patchy; in particular,
nothing was agreed about Germany. To say the least, the common
understanding was very rough and ready.

But it gave Stalin the reassurance he sought, and he scrawled a
large blue tick on Churchill’s scheme. The interests of the USSR
would be protected in most countries to Germany’s east while to
the west the other Allies would have the greater influence. Churchill
and Stalin did not specify how they might apply their mathematical
politics to a real situation. Nor did they consider how long their
agreement should last. In any case, an Anglo-Soviet agreement was
insufficient to carry all before it. The Americans were horrified by
what had taken place between Churchill and Stalin. Zones of influ-
ence infringed the principle of national self-determination, and at
Yalta in February 1945 Roosevelt made plain that he would not
accede to any permanent partition of Europe among the Allies.

But on most other matters the three leaders could agree. The
USSR contracted to enter the war against Japan in the East three
months after the defeat of Germany. Furthermore, the Allies delin-
eated Poland’s future borders more closely and decided that Ger-
many, once conquered, should be administered jointly by the USSR,
USA, Britain and France.
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Stalin saw that his influence in post-war Europe would depend
upon the Red Army being the first force to overrun Germany. Soviet
forces occupied both Warsaw and Budapest in January 1945 and
Prague in May. Apart from Yugoslavia and Albania, every country
in eastern Europe was liberated from German occupation wholly or
mainly by them. Pleased as he was by these successes, his preoccu-
pation remained with Germany. The race was on for Berlin. To
Stalin’s delight, it was not contested by the Western Allies, whose
Supreme Commander General Eisenhower preferred to avoid
unnecessary deaths among his troops and held to a cautious strategy
of advance. The contenders for the prize of seizing the German
capital were the Red commanders Zhukov and Konev. Stalin called
them toMoscow on 3 April after learning that the British contingent
under General Montgomery might ignore Eisenhower and reach
Berlin before the Red Army. The Red Army was instructed to beat
Montgomery to it.

Stalin drew a line along an east-west axis between the forces of
Zhukov and Konev. This plan stopped fifty kilometres short of
Berlin. The tacit instruction from Stalin was that beyond this point
whichever group of forces was in the lead could choose its own
route.32 The race was joined on 16 April, and Zhukov finished it just
ahead of Konev. Hitler died by his own hand on 30 April, thwarting
Zhukov’s ambition to parade him in a cage on Red Square. The
Wehrmacht surrendered to the Anglo-American command on 7 May
and to the Red Army a day later. The war in Europe was over.

According to the agreements made at Yalta, the Red Army was
scheduled to enter the war against Japan three months later. Amer-
ican andBritish forces had fought long and hard in 1942–4 to reclaim
the countries of the western coastline of the Pacific Ocean from
Japanese rule; but a fierce last-ditch defence of Japan itself was
anticipated. Harry Truman, who became American president on
Roosevelt’s death on 11 April, continued to count on assistance from
the Red Army. But in midsummer he abruptly changed his stance.
The USA’s nuclear research scientists had at last tested an A-bomb
and were capable of providing others for use against Japan. With
such a devastating weapon, Truman no longer needed Stalin in
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the Far East, and Allied discussions became distinctly frosty when
Truman, Stalin and Churchill met at Potsdam in July. On 6 August
the first bomb was dropped on Hiroshima, on 9 August a second
fell on Nagasaki.

Yet Stalin refused to be excluded from the war in the Far East.
Alarmed by the prospect of a Japan exclusively under American
control, he insistedondeclaringwaronJapanevenafter theNagasaki
bomb. The Red Army invaded Manchuria. After the Japanese
government communicated its intention to offer unconditional sur-
render, the USA abided by its Potsdam commitment by awarding
southern Sakhalin and the Kurile Islands to the Soviet Union. Thus
the conflict in the East, too, came to an end. The USSR had become
one of the Big Three in the world alongside the United States of
America and the United Kingdom. Her military, industrial and
political might had been reinforced. Her Red Army bestrode half of
Europe and had expanded its power in the Far East. Her government
and her All-Union Communist Party were unshaken. And Stalin still
ruled in the Kremlin.



‘Spring Sowing in Ukraine.’

A cartoon (1942) showing Hitler and a German soldier planting
a whip-carrying German government official in a Ukrainian
village.
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Suffering and Struggle
(1941–1945)

TheUSSR would not have achieved itsmilitary victory if the country
had not become one of the world’s great industrial powers by 1941.
It outranked Germany in material output and natural resources, and
had a population nearly three times greater. Soviet educational
attainments and applied technological expertise were impressive.
TheUSSR had institutions, policies andexperience that could exploit
such advantages in war. Consequently Hitler had taken a risk
in attacking the USSR, and he had done this not only as a result of
his ideological obsessions but also because he wanted to strike
before the Red Army could recover from the Great Terror and the
Soviet-Finnish war. It was for this reason that the Russians and
the other Untermenschen of the USSR were paid the compliment
of having three quarters of Hitler’s divisions concentrated against
them.

Yet the human cost of Stalin’s industrial strategy had been huge
throughout the 1930s.Deaths occurred in theirmillions. The diet and
health of the surviving population was poor, and popular hostility to
the government had been intensified.Nor can it bewholly discounted
that the USSR would have been able to achieve about the same
volume of output from its factories and mines if the New Economic
Policy had beenmaintained.1 State violence had not been a prerequis-
ite of the country’s industrialization: such violence was really the
product of the wishes and interests of Stalin and his close supporters
in the communist party leadership. It is true that Stalin in the 1930s
managed to give a priority to the defence sector of industry that had
been lacking in the previous decade. But account must also be taken
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of the fact that Stalin’s blunders in June 1941 threw away a great
portion of the USSR’s hard-won military and industrial achieve-
mentswhenUkraine,BelorussiaandwesternRussia fellunder foreign
occupation.

Nor was there comprehensive success for the Soviet economy in
the remainder of the German-Soviet war. The USSR demonstrated
its excellence at producing tanks and aircraft while proving itself
woefully inadequate in the feeding of its population. Moscow
workers in the hardest manual occupations in 1943 were receiving
only 2,914 calories per day; they needed at least 3,500 for mere
subsistence.2 If the widespread drought of 1946 had occurred three
or four years earlier, the result of the war itself might have been
different.3 Stalin’s collective farms were the worst imaginable form
of wartime food production. The USSR was in some ways at its
peak of efficiency in the Second World War; but it was at its lower
depths in others.

The regime’s self-inflicted damage was not confined to the eco-
nomy. In 1941 Stalin ordered the deportation of the Volga Germans
from their autonomous republic in the RSFSR. Two years later,
as the Wehrmacht was beginning to retreat into the eastern parts
of Ukraine and Belorussia, the process was repeated. Karachai,
Kalmyks, Ingushi, Chechens, Balkars, Crimean Tatars, Meshketian
Turks and Greeks of Crimea were arrested and deported from their
native lands in the North Caucasus and other southern parts of the
RSFSR. Men, women and children were crammed into freezing
cattle-trucks and transported to inhospitable areas of Kazakhstan,
where they were abandoned without the rudimentary means of
sustenance. Stalin secretly branded whole nationalities as traitors,
and the NKVD was instructed to round them up in a lightning
military operation; and Beria was able to report to Stalin on the
fulfilment of these instructions by NKVD General I. A. Serov.4

Armed groups of Chechens and others had indeed rendered active
assistance to the Wehrmacht. But this was not the whole story; for
thirty-six Chechens had been decorated as Heroes of the Soviet
Union for their conspicuous valour asRedArmy soldiers.5Moreover,
even the Third Reich did not trust the Volga Germans. They had
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settled inRussia in the eighteenth century andNazi officials classified
them according to four categories of Germanhood – and the fourth
category embraced those who were impervious to Nazi ideas and
were to be handed over to the Gestapo.6 And vastly more Ukrainians
than Volga Germans or Chechens had started by warmly greeting
the German invasion. Nevertheless the Ukrainian nation was not
subsequently deported. Presumably even Stalin blanched at the scale
of resources that hewould have to divert from thewar againstHitler.
Probably, too, hewasusing themaltreatment of small nationalities as
a signal to the larger ones to accord the maximum co-operation to
the Soviet authorities.

Stalin also caused wholly needless resentment even among Rus-
sians.Lieutenant-GeneralA.N.Vlasov,whomtheGermanforceshad
captured in 1942, was infuriated by Stalin’s refusal to allow him to
retreat in time from an unavoidable encirclement. Vlasov the un-
questioning Stalinist turned into an anti-Stalin Russian patriot who
agreed to organize a Russian Liberation Army out of Soviet POWs.
Vlasov was a dupe. His intention was for these armed units to fight
on the Eastern front, overthrow Stalin and then turn on the Nazis,
driving them out of Russia and installing a government committed
to moderate socialist policies; but Hitler foresaw such a trick and
restrictedVlasov’smenmainly to guardduties in theChannel Islands.
Yet the Russian Liberation Army’s very existence testified to the
hatred stirred up by Stalin, and Vlasov’s comrades undertook the
most concerted endeavour ever made by Russians to bring him
down.7

Thus the ultra-authoritarian features of the Soviet regime caused
harm to its war effort. Britain and the USA were states which lacked
a capacity to enforce their political, social and economic commands
before entering the war. This had not impeded them from carrying
out the necessary wartime reorganization. Indeed a democratic state
probably benefits from needing to secure voluntary acceptance of
centralization and discipline. An elected political leadership, buoyed
up by popular consent, has small reason to use violence on its own
citizens.

Such considerations were odious to Stalin and his cronies. Already
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having been a highly ‘militarized’ society before 1941, the USSR
became co-ordinated as if it were simply a great armed campwherein
the Red Army itself was but the most forward and exposed contin-
gent. ‘Everything for the Front!’ was the state’s rallying slogan. The
NKVD unconcernedly reduced the dietary provision in the Gulag
system by a further thirty per cent. The new norms for prisoners
were far below the level of subsistence, and 622,000 of them are
reckoned to have died in the penal-labour camps between 1941 and
1945.8 Food distribution had also become a powerful instrument for
the control of the free population: urban inhabitants were eligible
for official ration-cards, which could be withdrawn for acts of
delinquence. For a brief and unique time in Soviet history, factories
and mines had dependable work-forces.

The increased compliance did notmean that the previous informal
patterns of organization were eliminated. The opposite was the case:
both the cliental ‘tails’ and the ‘family circles’ were indispensable to
the operation of administrative machinery in wartime, when abrupt
movements of the military front could cut off a city, province or
whole region from commands from Moscow. The vertical and
horizontal linkages which Stalin had tried to uproot in the Great
Terror had been replanted in 1939–41; they were crucial to the
state’s ability to organize its military effort.

And so committees of defence were formed in all cities, typically
involving the leading figures in the party, soviet, police and army
command. The precise relationships among institutions behind the
front line underwent modification and the further enhancement of
the party’s authority was particularly noteworthy. Nikolai Patoli-
chev, who served successively in Yaroslavl and Chelyabinsk as first
secretary of the party province committee, later recorded how he
had intervened in factories when industrial targets were not being
met. He countermanded instructions frommilitary commanders and
the local NKVD for the good of the cause. Patolichev knew that, if
his judgement was called into question, he could get on the phone
to Moscow and seek central political support.9 Party committees
were not as dominant as they had been in the course of the First
Five-Year Plan: they had to share power with other institutions at
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the local level. Yet the reinforcement of the communist party’s
authority was none the less substantial.

Stalin used cunning to restrict the potential for insubordination
to himself. He made appointments from rival cliental groups to the
most important institutions, localities and fronts. This brought him
several advantages. It ensured a lively competition to fulfil his orders.
It gave ample opportunity, too, for denunciations of one group by
another: the slightest sign of disloyalty to Stalin would be reported
to him. He also kept watch over the Red Army through political
commissars whose main task was to check on the obedience of
military officers.

Yet at the same time he reduced some of the annoyance given to
such officers. In November 1942 he decreed that the commissars
should become mere deputies to their commanders and no longer
be their equals. Moreover, the best-nourished citizens were those on
active service. Each soldier, in addition to his daily ration, was given
a 100-cc tot of vodka to steady the nerves and keep out the cold.10 The
officers were looked after still more carefully, and the central state
organs ensured that their families were given additional privileges.11

Epaulettes were restored to uniforms. The practice of saluting
superiorswasreintroduced.Aswaggerreturnedtothegaitofgenerals.
Stalin had little alternative but to treat them better than before 1941.
The losses in the officer corps were grievous in the Second World
War. According to Red Army records, 1,023,093 commissioned
officers were killed and 1,030,721 were invalided out of service.12

The plight of the armed forces in summer 1941 was such that
thousands of officers convicted as ‘spies’ were recalled from Siberian
labour camps, given a couple of square meals and recommissioned
to fight against their alleged spymasters. These were the lucky ones.
Other inmates who had not been officers before their arrest were
also released, but only on condition that they served in the dreaded
penal regiments whichmarched out in front of their own side’s tanks
and armoured vehicles, clearing the enemy’s minefields at the high
risk of their lives. They were motivated by patriotism as well as by
a desire to erase the undeserved shame of a prison sentence: the
regulationsof thepenal regiments allowed themto earn their freedom
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in reward for acts of conspicuous bravery.13 They also saw the
frightful dangers as being more tolerable than the living death of
Gulag labour on starvation rations.

Not that the Gulag system was dismantled: the great majority of
camp prisoners were given no chance to fight Hitler. The exact
number of them at the moment of the German invasion and through
the war is still uncertain; but probably there was a decline by two
fifths in the three years after January 1941. Thereafter the camps
were replenished with fresh intakes. By January 1945 the estimated
total came to nearly nine tenths of the pre-war one.14

Slave labour had become a permanent category of Stalin’s thought
and a permanent mode of his governance. None of his associates
dared to challenge this. The timber still needed felling and the gold
mining; the new factory sites still had to be completed in the Urals
and Siberia.Confidential official discussions started from the premiss
that the economy would be seriously dislocated if the Gulag camps
were to be closed and emptied of their prisoners. A certain industrial
administrator, when his department had difficulty in hitting its
production target, was heard to remark: ‘The fact is that we haven’t
yet fulfilled our plans for imprisonments.’15 It is therefore hardly
surprising that many prisoners felt they had nothing to lose by
rebelling. In January 1942 an uprising was led by Mark Retyunin
in the Vorkuta.16 The insurgents were put down with exemplary
savagery and the terror-regime was reinforced.

Repressioncontinued throughthewar.Soviet citizenswerewarned
to continue to treat foreigners warily, including citizens of the Allied
countries. After December 1941, when the USA entered the war, a
new offence was created by the NKVD: the praising of American
technology (voskhalenie amerikanskoi tekhniki). An unguarded,
admiring comment about an American jeep could lead to someone
being consigned to the labour camps.17 By 1943, as the Red Army
reconquered the western USSR, the security police arrested not only
thoseSoviet citizenswhohadcollaboratedwith theGermansbut even
those who had just been taken prisoner-of-war by them. Victories in
battle also encouraged Stalin to resume campaigns for Marxist-
Leninist indoctrination in the armed forces themselves. Soldiers had
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previously been ordered only to fight well. Now they had to think
acceptable thoughts too.18 Evidently Stalin had already decided that
the pre-war regime was to be reinstated in all its brutality as soon
as was possible.

Nevertheless this was not yet obvious to most people. What many
of them preferred to note was that Stalin had introduced several
concessions since the beginning of the German-Soviet war. And
hopes grew that the regime would become more humane once
Germany had been defeated.

This mood was encouraged by the concessions made in culture.
Artists were permitted to create what they wanted so long as their
works avoided direct criticism of Marxism-Leninism and had a
patriotic resonance. Themagnificent Leningrad Symphonywaswrit-
ten in the city of that name by composer and part-time fire-warden
Shostakovich, who had been in trouble with the official authorities
before 1941. Writers, too, benefited. One was among the century’s
greatest poets, Anna Akhmatova, whose innocent son had died in
the NKVD’s custody. She continued to compose without fear, and
the following stanza drew forth an ovation from within the Hall of
Columns in Moscow:19

It’s not awful to fall dead under the bullets.
It’s not bitter to be left without shelter –
We will preserve you, Russian speech,
Great Russian word.
We will bear you free and pure
And hand you to our grandchildren, and save you forever from

captivity.

Many ordinary working citizens were attracted to high art as never
before, and the link that bound the arts and politics became a source
of strength for the state authorities.

Stalin also somewhat moderated his rough approach to the
religious faith of most Soviet citizens. At a time when he needed the
maximum co-operation in the war effort it made no sense to give
unnecessary offence to such believers, and the word was put about
that the authorities would no longer persecute the RussianOrthodox
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Church. In its turn the Church collected money for military needs
and its priests blessed tank divisions on their way from the factories
to the Eastern front.

The shift in policy towards organized religion was formalized in
September 1943, when Metropolitan Sergei was summoned to the
Kremlin. To his bemusement, he was given the good news that
permission was being given by the Soviet authorities for the Russian
Orthodox Church to hold an Assembly and elect the first Patriarch
since the death of Tikhon in 1925. Stalin playfully affected surprise
that the Metropolitan had so few priests escorting him – and the
Metropolitan forbore to mention that tens of thousands of priests
would have been available had they not been killed by the NKVD.
In fact Metropolitan Sergei died soon after being confirmed as
Patriarch and he was succeeded in 1944 by Metropolitan Aleksi of
Leningrad. But both Sergei and Aleksi followed a policy of grateful
accommodation to Stalin’s wishes.

The Russian Orthodox Church was helpful to Stalin as an instru-
ment whereby he could increase popular acquiescence in his rule. It
was also pressed by him into the service of suppressing other Russian
Christian sects as well as those Christian denominations associated
with other nationalities. As the Red Army moved into Ukraine and
Belorussia, nearly all ecclesiastical buildings were put under the
authority of PatriarchAleksi.TheRussianOrthodoxChurchbecame
one of the main beneficiaries of Stalinism. Real authority, it need
hardly be added, remained with Stalin, whom Aleksi grotesquely
described as a ‘God-given leader’.20

While making manipulative compromises with religion, Stalin
extended those he had been offering to Russian national sensitivities.
In June 1943 the Internationale was dropped as the state anthem.
Stalin ordered the composition of a less internationalist set of verses
which began:

An indestructible union of free republics
Has forever been welded by Russia the Great.
Long live the land created by the will of the peoples:
The united, powerful Soviet Union!
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Cheap copies of it were reproduced on postcards for soldiers to send
back from the front. Stalin also tried to appeal more generally to
Slavic peoples, including not only Ukrainians but also Czechs, Serbs
and Poles. The bonds between the Slavs were stressed by official
Soviet historians. Stalin wanted to increase the Red Army’s popular
welcome in eastern Europe as it moved on Berlin. Russia’s role as
past protector of the Slav nations was emphasized (and, it must be
added, exaggerated).21

Special praisewas showeredupon theRussians for their endurance
and commitment to the defeat of Hitler. An unnamed partisan gave
an account to Pravda about German atrocities in a provincial city;
his conclusionwas defiant: ‘Pskov is in chains.Russian history knows
that the people have more than once broken the chains welded on
to a free town by the enemy.’22

The Russian nation was encouraged to believe that it was fighting
for its Motherland (and Fatherland: propagandists used the terms
indiscriminately), and that this included not only Russia but the
entire USSR. Political commissars urged troops to charge into action
shouting in unison: ‘For the Motherland, for Stalin!’ It is doubtful
that most of them really mentioned Stalin in their battle-cries; but
certainly the idea of theMotherland was widely and enthusiastically
accepted by Russians on active service. They would have taken this
attitude even if the regime had not given its encouragement. The
German occupation of Ukraine, Belorussia and the Baltic republics
in the first two years of the war meant that the great majority of
Red Army soldiers perforce originated from the RSFSR and were
Russians; and such soldiers needed little convincing that the Russian
contribution was uniquely crucial to the struggle against Hitler.23

Yet the eulogies of the Russians also had to avoid giving offence
to other nations whose young men had been conscripted into the
Red Army.Multinational harmony was emphasized in the following
appeal to the Uzbek people: ‘The home of the Russian is also your
home; the home of the Ukrainian and the Belorussian is also your
home!’24 Such invocations were not without their positive impact
upon several peoples belonging to the USSR. The war induced an
unprecedented sense of co-operation among nations.25
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But this was very far from meaning that a ‘Soviet people’ was
created. Most national and ethnic groups experienced an increase
in their sense of distinctness in the heat of the war. The brutal
policies before 1941 had induced permanent hatred of Stalin among
most non-Russians. Antagonism was especially noticeable both
among the deported nationalities but also among peoples living in
states which had recently been independent fromMoscow. Western
Belorussians, for example, were reported as being keen to fight
against Hitler but not to swear a military oath of loyalty to the
USSR. ‘Why,’ some of them asked, ‘is our nation being trampled
upon?’ Romanians from Moldavia took a similar attitude; they
especially objected to being prohibited from singing their own patri-
otic songs on campaign and being forced to learn the officially-
approved Russian ones.26 For such conscripts, talk of the Soviet
Motherlandwas a disguisedway of advocating Russian imperialism.

Yet still they fought in the ranks of the Red Army; for they judged
Hitler’s defeat to be the supreme goal. The Soviet regime exploited
this situation and anti-German sentiments were given raucous
expression in themassmedia. A poem byKonstantin Simonov ended
with the words:

Then kill a German, kill him soon –
And any time you see one, kill him.

Propagandists who had portrayed Germans as honorary Russians
during the two years of the Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Treaty
came to treat the entire German people as the enemy; and most
citizens of the USSR readily condoned this in the light of the
barbarities of the Nazis.

They also approved of certain alterations in economic policy. For
example, the authorities earned a degree of popularity by quietly
dropping the May 1939 restriction on the size of private plots on
kolkhozes: there was recognition that the goodwill of the peasantry
was vital to halt the steep decline in agricultural output. In practice,
too, peasants were allowed to trade their produce not only in the
legal private markets but also illicitly on street corners. The Soviet
state continued to bear responsibility for the supply of all kinds of
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food to the armed forces; but only an extremely small range of
products, mainly bread, was guaranteed to urban civilians, who had
to supplement their diet in whatever fashion they could. Sanction
was given for themarking out of vegetable allotments outside factory
buildings and on the outskirts of towns. The potatoes grown on
these little patches of ground prevented many families from starving
to death.27

Only in Stalin’s USSR could such meagre concessions to cultural,
religious, national and economic aspirations be regarded as startling
indulgences on the part of the authorities. If conditions had not been
so hard for most people, the concessions would also have been
discerned as a sign of the inability of the state authorities to exert
total, detailed control over society. This inability, which had already
been observable before 1941, attained even greater salience during
the German-Soviet war: Stalin had learned the need for a dose of
pragmatism in his choice of policies.

Urban conditions were appalling. Hunger was incessant for most
townspeople in the regions held by the Red Army. There was a very
high rate of mortality; and human corpses in some places were used
by the living to survive a little longer. Cattle, pigs and poultry had
gone first; then dogs, cats and rats, followed by any berries and
herbs and then nettles, grass and tree bark. So that dead people were
sometimes quite literally a last resort. Geographical factors had a
deep and direct influence on things. Leningrad was the city worst
supplied with food: the courageous convoys sent over the ice of
Lake Ladoga could not always get through the German siege. But
malnutrition and disease affected all urban areas; and houses demol-
ished by artillery and bombing from the air were not replaced;
sanitationwas ruined. Precious few families escaped the loss of loved
ones: even Stalin’s son Yakov was killed by the Germans.

In the countryside it was mainly old women and men judged unfit
for military conscription who worked on the farms. Most of the
twelve million military volunteers and conscripts came from the
villages;28 and appeals were made also for able-bodied men and
women to enter industrial employment so that the factory labour-
force increased by a third between 1942 and 1945.29 The consequence
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was a further depopulation of the countryside. Not only that: the
tractor drivers who were needed for the maintenance of large-scale
arable cultivation were among the earliest lads to be pressed into
the Red Army. The technical core of collective farms imploded;
whole rural areas collapsed to a level of production insufficient to
meet the subsistence requirements of the villages. On farms in the
vicinity of the military fronts there was usually total devastation.
Homes, byres and barns were bombed into oblivion, and it was
common for peasants to live out the war sheltering in holes in the
ground.30

So whence came this capacity to endure and resist? The answer
cannot lie onlywith the industrialmight andorganizational efficiency
of the regime, even when allowance is made for the informal insti-
tutional patterns and the modified policies that enhanced perfor-
mance. What was crucial was the reaction of countless millions of
Soviet citizens to the news of what was going on in the vast area of
the USSR currently under German occupation. Above all, they
learned that the policies of Hitler were even more ghastly than those
of Stalin. They learned that defeat by the German forces would
bring about consequences of almost unimaginable horror.

Thus the Gestapo and Wehrmacht had the task of killing every
Jew and Gypsy. Captured communist party members were to be
summarily executed. There was piteous slaughter at Babi Yar in
Ukraine where 33,771 Jews were machine-gunned to death over the
edge of a ravine; and around the town of Cherkessk alone there
were ‘twenty-four vast pits filled with the corpses of men, women
and children tortured and shot by the German monsters’.31 Further
millions of people – Jews, Ukrainians, Belorussians and Russians –
were deported to labour camps such as Auschwitz where all but
very few met their deaths through brutal labour, starvation and
beatings. The author of Mein Kampf did not merely despise the
Russians and other Slavs: he classified them as sub-human. About
eleven million Soviet citizens died under German occupation, and
of these roughly five million perished in captivity.32

Not all governments in the eastern half of Europe were simply
victims of German oppression. Hungary and Romania, albeit under
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pressure from Berlin, provided contingents for the invasion of the
Soviet Union. Hitler also gave favoured status to Croats in what had
been pre-war Yugoslavia; and the Germans encouraged Estonian,
Latvian and Lithuanian volunteers to form SS units that sought
revenge for their sufferings at Stalin’s hands. The Wehrmacht was
warmly received, too, further south. Ukrainian peasants offered
bread and salt as a traditional sign of welcome to their invaders in
the hope that Hitler would break up the collective farms and abolish
the state quotas for grain deliveries.

In fact the Ostministerium, which Hitler established to govern
the territory seized from the USSR, refused to de-nationalize the
collective farms and large industrial enterprises but instead
transferred them into the property of the Third Reich.33 But other
concessions were forthcoming. Elections were held to local adminis-
trative posts. German officials held such functionaries under ruthless
control, but at least a semblance of self-administration existed for
some months. In addition, former entrepreneurs could apply for
licences to run their workshops and cafés again: small-scale private
business was restored to the economy.34 The Ostministerium also
authorized the reopening of churches. In contrast to the Soviet
authorities, the Germans prevented the re-emergence of the Russian
Orthodox Church and gave preference to Ukrainian and Belorussian
denominations (although these, too, were highly restricted in their
public activities).35Thus theOstministeriumendeavoured toalleviate
the tasks of the Wehrmacht on the Eastern front.

Initially collaborators were not hard to find. Many deportees and
ex-prisoners were persuadable to work for the Nazis. For example, a
policeman calledNoga fromProkovskoe district in southernUkraine
enthusiastically informed on ‘the people who interested the Ger-
mans’. Noga, having served out six years of Siberian exile, eagerly
took his chance to beat a captured partisan to death.36 Plenty of such
persons volunteered their services to the German occupiers; and
inhabitants of the western provinces of Ukraine and Belorussia
(which had recently been annexed to the USSR) deserted the Red
Army in large numbers.37 In December 1941 Hitler sanctioned the
recruitment of volunteer military units from among the non-Slav
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nationalities. The Turkestani, Armenian, Azerbaijani, Georgian,
Tatar and North Caucasian legions were quickly formed. Even a
Cossack unit came into existence since Hitler’s racial theorists
rejected the incontrovertible fact that the Cossacks were descended
from runaway Russian peasants and from Russian soldiers who had
completed their military service.

Most of the conquered peoples soon learned by direct experience
that one of three destinies had been planned for them: execution;
deportation for forced labour; or starvation. In the kolkhozes the
German delivery quotas were raised even above the levels imposed
byStalinbefore1941. Field-MarshalReichenau implacablyexplained
to theWehrmacht: ‘To supply local inhabitants andprisoners-of-war
with food is an act of unnecessary humanity.’38

There was astonishment at the savagery ordered by Hitler. Fero-
cious conflicts had taken place between the Russian and Ottoman
Empires in the previous two centuries; but the butchery had by and
largebeen confined to the fields of battle.The last timewhenRussians
confronted an external enemy disposed to take hostages as a normal
method of war was in the campaigns against the Chechens in the
1820s and 1830s – and the Chechens were the objects of Russian
aggression, not themselves the invaders. In the 1930s it had been the
unconscious assumption of Soviet politicians and ordinary citizens
alike that if ever war broke out with Germany, the fighting would
be no dirtier than in the First World War. They failed to anticipate
that an advanced industrial society, even one that had been infected
with belligerent racism, could resort tomass inhumanities onHitler’s
scale.

Resistance intensified as Hitler’s intentions became public know-
ledge, and the German-occupied zone was never free from military
conflict. Even in many areas where non-Russians were the majority
of the population and where the Wehrmacht had initially been
welcomed, there was a spirit of defiance. Groups of armed men
formed themselves in the woods and made sporadic attacks on
German armed units. By mid-1942 there were 100,000 partisans
active against the Wehrmacht.39 German soldiers and airmen could
never forget that they were detested by local inhabitants determined
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to see the back of them and to push a bayonet between their
shoulder-blades for good measure. The student Zoya Kosmodeyan-
skaya was hailed as a national heroine. Captured by the Germans
after setting fire to their billets in the village of Petrishchenko, she
was tortured and hanged. On the scaffold she called out defiantly:
‘German soldiers, give yourselves up before it’s too late!’40

Yet even where the partisans had minor successes, terrible retalia-
tion was effected upon nearby towns and villages. The Wehrmacht
and the SS applied a rule that a hundred local inhabitants, usually
randomly selected, would be shot in reaction to every killing of a
German soldier. The result was that the Soviet partisan groups did
not cause decisive damage to German power even when, from 1943,
munitions and guidance started to reach them from Moscow.

In practical terms, then, it was the attitude to the war taken by
civilians and soldiers in Soviet-held territory that was the crucial
component of the USSR’s victory. They had quickly understood
what was in store for them if Hitler were to win. They got their
information from conversationswith refugees, soldiers and partisans
as well as from the mass media. Reporters such as Vasili Grossman,
who was at double risk as a Jew and a communist party member,
travelled to the front areas, and the facts as discovered by themwere
so terrible that the newspapers were allowed to reveal them without
the usual official distortions. The regime, moreover, had the sense
not to over-fill the press with eulogies to Stalin, Marxism-Leninism
and the October Revolution. Only after the battle of Kursk, when
it was already clear that the Red Army was likely to win the war,
was the ‘cult’ of the great Stalin resumed in its pre-war devoutness.41

There was always an abundance of volunteers to join the Red
Army. The war gave many people who were deeply dissatisfied
with the Soviet regime a reason at last for co-operating with the
authorities.42 This was especially noticeable among refugees whose
minds burned with the ambition to fight their way back to their
home towns and villages to rescue their families before it was too
late.43 Thus the hostility caused by Stalin’s policies since the late
1920s could, at least to some extent, be put into suspension. The
will to beat the Germans had a unifying effect.
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Militant patriotism was in the air. Russians in particular acquired
amore intense sense of nationhood asmillions of them came together
as soldiers and factory workers. Many other peoples of the USSR,
furthermore, displayed the same toughness and resilience. All drew
upon reserves of endurance associated with a life-style that, by the
standards of industrial societies in western Europe, was already
extraordinarily harsh. The Civil War, the First Five-Year Plan and
the Great Terror had habituated Soviet citizens to making the best
of an extremely bad lot: hunger, disease, low wages, poor shelter
and state violence had been recurrent features in the lives of most
of them. Their material expectations were low even in the good
times. The difference in 1941 was that the torment originated from
without rather than within the country. This time it was a foreign
Führer, not a Soviet General Secretary, who was the source of their
woes.

The genocidal intent of Nazism impelled both Russians and the
other peoples living in the regions unoccupied by the Wehrmacht to
put up the sternest defence. If it had not been for Hitler’s fanatical
racism, the USSR would not have won the struggle on the Eastern
front. Stalin’s repressiveness towards his own citizens would have
cost him the war against Nazi Germany, and the post-war history
of the Soviet Union and the world would have been fundamentally
different.



PART THREE



‘Whether you believe it or not, I’m telling you that there really
was an occasion when I managed to get a quick interview with
the boss here.’
Acomment in themagazineKrokodil in1952about the relentless
growth of queues in administrative offices after the war. It is a
mild satire; but not every official statement in the Soviet Union
claimed that all was well in the running of society.
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The Hammers of Peace
(1945–1953)

Thecompoundof theSovietorderhadbeenputunderanexcruciating
test from abroad and had survived. Not only was Stalin still in power
but also the one-party, one-ideology state was intact. There also
remained a state-owned economy orientated towards the production
of industrial capital goods and armaments. The mechanisms of the
police state were in place; and, as before, it was not even a police
state where due process of law was respected.

Yet there were features of the Soviet compound that had proved
their ineffectiveness during thewar even fromapragmatic viewpoint.
Political, economic, national, social and cultural difficulties were
acute. In the subsequent twenty-five years the political leaders tried
various answers. Stalin simply reimposed the pre-war version of the
compound and crushed any hopes of incipient change.His successors
under Khrushchëv tried to remove certain elements in a campaign
of reforms. But Khrushchëv introduced deep instabilities and fellow
leaders came to regard his policies and techniques as a threat to the
regime’s long-term durability. After sacking him, they attempted to
conserve the compound by policies which trimmed the commitment
to reform. All these changes, furthermore, were made while Soviet
leaders wrestled with problems of geo-politics, technological
modernization, popular indoctrination and their own power and its
legitimization as a group and as individuals. Their constant quest
was to conserve the compound in amanner that suited their interests.

For the world in 1945 had changed beyond retrieval since 1939.
Adolf Hitler had shot himself in his Berlin bunker. Benito Mussolini
had been hanged by Italian partisans and Hideki Tojo was awaiting
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trial before American judges. German, Italian and Japanese racist
militarism had been shattered. The USA, the USSR and the United
Kingdom had emerged as the Big Three in global power.

It was they who established the United Nations in October 1945.
Without the Big Three, no major international project could be
brought to completion. Britain had incurred huge financial debts to
the Americans in the Second World War and already was a junior
partner in her relationship with them. The crucial rivalry was there-
fore between the Big Two, the USA and the USSR, a rivalry which
at times threatened to turn into all-out military conflict. Fortunately
the Third World War did not break out; and the American-Soviet
rivalry, while constituting a constant danger to global peace, became
known as the Cold War. Global capitalism confronted global
communism. President Harry S Truman, Roosevelt’s successor,
was determined to assert the superiority of free markets and
electoral politics over the Soviet system; but the likelihood of
capitalism’s eventual victory in this struggle was far from being
self-evident.

Multitudes of people in the USSR and Eastern Europe detested
communist government, and there was no paucity of commentary
in the West about Stalin. The horrors of his rule were vividly
described by journalists and diplomats. Quickly the admiration of
the USSR for its decisive contribution to the defeat of Hitler gave
way to revulsion from the policies and practices of the Soviet regime
after 1945.

Yet the Soviet Union of ‘Uncle Joe’ Stalin continued to attract a
degree of approval. It still seemed to many observers that the USSR
served as a model for enabling the emergence of industrial, literate
societies out of centuries of backwardness. Central state planning
had acquired global respect during the war. But whereas most
countries with capitalist economies tended to restrict such planning
after 1945, the USSR persistedwith it on the grounds that it obviated
the social evils characteristic of the West. Unemployment did not
exist in the USSR. Among the large capitalist economies after
the defeat of Germany and Japan, only a few such as Britain and
Sweden sponsored a comprehensive system of state welfare-
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assistance. Furthermore, the new communist authorities in Eastern
Europe commenced a campaign of universal education and took
steps so that the local nationalisms which had helped to cause the
First and Second World Wars might be prevented from exploding
again into violence.

The world communist movement followed the USSR’s example:
even the Chinese communist party, which took power in Beijing in
September 1949, acknowledged the USSR’s hegemony. The large
communist parties in Italy and France had fought their own partisan
struggles against Fascism and Nazism; but they, too, obeyed
Moscow’s line of the day; their relationship with the All-Union
Communist Party was more filial than fraternal. The Soviet Union
was a military power of the first rank. In the post-war years, through
to the break-up of the USSR, pride in the Soviet armed forces’
victory over Hitler and in their ability to compete with the USA’s
nuclear power pervaded the regime . The resonance of her ideology
reached parts of the globe where it had been unknown. Soviet
political institutions had never been stronger, and the confidence of
the country’s leaders never greater.

If Stalin and his confederates were to maintain their image around
the world, however, they had to curtail the world’s knowledge about
their country. The consequences of war were dreadful. Stalin sent
NKVD investigators into all the areas that had ever been under
German occupation to draw up an account of Soviet losses, and their
reports made for depressing reading. Roughly twenty-six million
citizens of the USSR lay dead as the direct result of the SecondWorld
War.1 The western regions of the USSR suffered disproportionate
damage: perhaps as much as a quarter of the population of Ukraine
and Belorussia failed to survive the war. The losses in Russia itself
were also enormous. The number of Russians killed in wartime is
not yet known; but indisputably it was huge. The Germans had
occupied large regions of central, northern and southern Russia for
lengthy periods and 1.8 million civilians were killed by them on the
territory of the RSFSR.2 This was half the number of such deaths
in Ukraine; but it should not be forgotten that Russians constituted
one tenth of Ukraine’s population in 1939.3 In any case the RSFSR,
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where four fifths of citizens were Russians, had supplied most of the
conscripts to a Red Army which suffered grievous losses throughout
the Soviet-German war.

The dead were not the only victims. Russia and the rest of the
USSR teemed with widows, orphans and invalids. Innumerable
families had been destroyed or disrupted beyond repair. The state
could not cope with the physical rehabilitation of those veterans left
disabledat the endofmilitaryhostilities.Nor could it secure adequate
food and shelter for the waifs and strays on Soviet streets. And since
manymoremen thanwomen had been killed, there would inevitably
be a demographic imbalance between the sexes. The USSR’s people
appeared more like the losers than the victors of the Second World
War.

The urban landscape throughout the western Soviet Union was a
ruin. Minsk, Kiev and Vilnius had become acres of rubble. In the
RSFSR, Stalingrad was a blackened desert. The Red Army had
implemented a scorched-earth policy in its rapid retreat in 1941.
But the damage done by the Wehrmacht on its own long retreat in
1944–5 was vastly more systematic. Hardly a factory, collective
farm, mine or residential area was left intact; 1710 towns were
obliterated along with about 70,000 villages. Whole rural districts
were wrecked so thoroughly that agriculture practically ceased in
them.4 In Cherkessk in Stavropol region, for instance, the Soviet
investigative commission reported the demolition of thirty main
buildings, including the party and soviet headquarters, the furniture
factory, the radio station, the saw-mill and the electricity-generating
plant. Hospitals and clinics had been put out of action. The town’s
thirty-five libraries had been blown up along with their 235,000
books. The commission added in a matter-of-fact fashion: ‘All the
good new schools were turned into stables, garages, etc.’5

It had been Nazi policy to reduce the Russians and other Soviet
nations to starvation, poverty and cultural dissolution. And so, as
the Wehrmacht and Gestapo moved out of north-western Russia,
they paused at Petrodvorets in order to annihilate the palace built
for the Empress Elizabeth to the design of the Italian architect
Rastrelli. No one who has visited that now-reconstructed great
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palace is likely to forget the records of vandalism: pictures defaced,
wall-coverings burnt, statues bludgeoned to smithereens.

Displaced civilians and disattached soldiers swarmed on to the
highways and rail-routes leading to Moscow. The Smolensk Road,
fromWarsaw to Moscow, was crammed with Soviet troops making
their way back home and often carrying war booty. Lorries, cars,
horses and even railway carriages were commandeered by them.
The chaos of administration increased at the end of military hostil-
ities, and total detailed dominance by the Kremlinwas unobtainable.
The police state was at its most efficient in Moscow; but the Soviet
securitypolicewasoverstretchedby its recently-acquired responsibil-
ity for conducting surveillance over the countries of Eastern Europe.
An attempt had been made in 1943 to rationalize the NKVD’s
functions between two agencies: the NKVD itself and a newNKGB
(People’s Commissariat of State Security). But the workload was
enormous, and the result was that in many towns and most villages
of theUSSR therewas a temporary relief from the state’s interference
on a day-to-day basis.

A depiction of the scene comes to us from the Italian writer Primo
Levi. Having escaped from the Auschwitz concentration camp, Levi
had to make his own arrangements to get back to his native Turin.
He wandered into Warsaw, where thieving and black-marketeering
were rife. He walked on fromWarsaw into Belorussia, and yet again
he found that illegal private bartering was the only way to stay alive.
After much haggling, he exchanged a few trinkets with peasants for
one of their chickens. Of the party-state’s presence there was little
sign.6

For Stalin, therefore, military victory in 1945 presented many
risks.7 The material and social damage would take years to mend,
and disorder might occur in Russia or any other Soviet republic
or indeed any country of Eastern Europe. Stalin’s discomfort was
sharpened by the reports that broad segments of society yearned for
him to abandon the policies and methods of the past. The Red Army
soldiers who had marched into Europe had seen things that made
them question the domestic policies of their own government. Greet-
ing fellow soldiers of the Western Allies on the river Elbe or in
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Berlin, they had been able to learn a little about foreign ways. Those
other citizens, too, who had never crossed the boundaries of the
USSR had had experiences which increased their antagonism to the
Soviet regime. Partisans and others had resisted Hitler without
needing to be compelled by the Kremlin; and Stalin’s near-
catastrophic blunders in 1941–2 had not been forgotten.

Then there were those who had objections of an even more
immediate nature: the kulaks, priests and national leaders repressed
during the 1930s; the Gulag inmates; the deported nationalities of
the Second World War; the peoples of the annexed Baltic states,
western Ukraine and Moldavia; the Red Army soldiers captured
as prisoners-of-war by the Germans. Countless millions of Soviet
citizens would have been delighted by the collapse of Stalin’s party
and government.

The sentiment was popular, too, that the wartime rigours applied
by the Soviet political leadership for the defeat of Hitler should be
removed. Otherwise the war would not have been worth fighting.
This sense was strong among men and women who had become
adults in 1941–5; for they, unlike their parents, had no direct experi-
ence of the purges of 1937–8. They felt fear, but it was not always
the petrifying fear common to their parents.8 There was also less
tension than in earlier times between the working-class and the
intelligentsia. In particular, the soldiers on campaign had shared
appalling conditions regardless of social origin, and they wanted
policies to be changed not just for a section of society but for
everyone. Courageous individual spirits had been produced by the
war. It is no accident that some of the most durable critics of
the ascendant party leadership in the 1960s and 1970s, including
Alexander SolzhenitsynandRoyMedvedev, hadbeenyoungveterans
in the war.9

At the USSR Supreme Soviet elections in 1946, people privately
complained that there was no point in voting since there was only
a single candidate for each seat and the electoral results would not
affect decisions of policy. In the countryside rumours spread like
wildfire that the kolkhozeswere about to be disbanded,10 and peasant
households went on appropriating land from the farms and growing
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produce for personal consumption and black-market trade.11 There
was disgruntlement with the abject remuneration for farm-work.
The same mutterings were heard in the towns, especially after the
raising of food-ration prices in 1946.12

Stalin ordered his intimates ‘to deliver a strong blow’ at any talk
about ‘democracy’, talk which he thought to be the unfortunate
result of the USSR’s wartime alliance.13 He was striking before
opposition got out of hand. No unifying political vision existed
among the peasants; factory workers, low-ranking administrators,
teachers and other professional people were equally vague about
what needed to be done. It is true that bands of guerrillas challenged
Soviet rule in the newly-annexed regions of the USSR – in western
Ukraine they held out until the mid-1950s. But such resistance was
rare in the older parts of the USSR. In Russia it was virtually
non-existent, and only a very few clandestine dissentient groups
were formed. These consisted mainly of students, who were quickly
arrested. In any case, such students were committed to a purer
versionofLeninismthanStalin espoused: thecommunistdictatorship
had lasted so long that young rebels framed their ideas in Marxist-
Leninist categories. Lenin, the planner of dictatorship and terror,
was misunderstood by such students as a libertarian. The groups
anyway failed to move beyond a preliminary discussion of their
ideas before being caught and arrested by the security police.

Most other citizens who detested Stalin were grumblers rather
than insurrectionaries. Police phone-tappers recorded the following
conversation between General Rybalchenko and General Gordov:

Rybalchenko: So this is the life that has begun: you just lie down and
die! Pray God that there won’t be another poor harvest.

Gordov: But where will the harvest come from? You need to sow
something for that!

Rybalchenko: The winter wheat has been a failure, of course. And yet
Stalin has travelled by train. Surely hemust have looked out of thewindow?
Absolutely everyone says openly how everyone is discontented with life.
On the trains, in fact everywhere, it’s what everyone’s saying.14

This loose talk led to their arrest. But no matter how many persons
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were caught in this way, the resentment against the regime persisted.
A local party secretary, P. M. Yemelyanov, gave this confidential
warning: ‘There are going to be revolts and uprisings, and the
workerswill say: ‘‘Whatwerewe fighting for?’’ ’15 Even Stalin seemed
to feel the need to choose his words with circumspection. In a speech
on 24 May 1945 he acknowledged that society had had every right
in mid-1941 ‘to say to the Government: you have not justified our
expectations; get out of here altogether and we shall install another
government which will conclude a peace with Germany’.16

Yet this was a long way from being a fulsome confession. On the
contrary, he was inculpating the Soviet government as if he himself
had not led that government. Nor did he relent in his practical
campaigns ofmass repression. Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,Moldavia,
western Ukraine were subjected to a resumed quota of deportations.
Those persons who had collaborated with the German occupying
forces were imprisoned, and the Soviet security forces hunted down
‘bandits’ and ‘kulaks’.17 The arrests were not confined to overt
opponents. Prominent among the victims were also persons guilty
of no other crime than the fact that they belonged to the political,
economic and cultural élites of the local nationality. According to
the police files, 142,000 citizens of the three formerly independent
Baltic states were deported in 1945–9. Most of the deportees were
dispatched to ‘special settlements’ in the Russian far north, Siberia
and Kazakhstan.18

This meant that Russians, too, came to learn of Stalin’s continued
application of terror even though the violence was at its most intense
outside the RSFSR in the USSR’s ‘borderlands’. Many gained such
knowledge still more directly if they happened to have had relatives
taken prisoner by the Wehrmacht. Vlasov, the Russian Liberation
Army leader, fell into Soviet captivity and was hanged. His soldiers
were either shot or sent to labour camps, usually for terms of between
fifteen and twenty-five years.19 But Stalin did not restrict himself to
military renegades. The infamous Order No. 270 that defined as a
traitor anyone taken captive by the Germans had not been repealed.
Emaciated by their suffering in Hitler’s concentration camps,
2,775,700 former Red Army soldiers were taken into Soviet custody
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upon their repatriation. After being interrogated by the Department
ofVerification-FiltrationCamps, about half of themwere transferred
into the Gulag system.20

The usual pressure to guarantee a supply of inmates to the forced-
labour camps had been intensified by Stalin’s predictable decision
to catch up with the Americans and British in nuclear-bomb
capacity.21 He had put Beria in charge of the bomb research project,
commanding him tobuild testing-sites, to assemble scientists (includ-
ing captured Germans), to collect American secrets by means of the
Soviet spy network, to discover and mine the necessary natural
resources. Hundreds of thousands of Gulag prisoners were deployed
in the secret quest for uranium.22

The technology of war had changed, and Stalin’s simple response
was to want the USSR to stay abreast of the transformation. Yet
even Stalin perceived that several major political and economic
questions did not offer easy answers. Debate was allowed in his
inner circle of leaders about the difficulties; academics and journalists
were also allowed, within prescribed limits, to offer their opinions to
the leadership inbooks, journals andnewspapers. Suchdeliberations,
especially in 1945–7, were lively enough to strengthen the hope
among some of the participants that Stalin might be contemplating
a permanent softening of his political style. These were, as the last
tsar had said in 1895 about projects for reform, ‘senseless dreams’.
The one-party, one-ideology state; the retention of the peoples of
the USSR and Eastern Europe under Soviet imperial control; the
Stalinist personal dictatorship: these basic features of the compound
of the Soviet order as modified in the course of Stalin’s rule were
held firmly beyond the scope of permissible discussion.

Yet some questions of immense importance had to be kept under
collective review: even Stalin did not trust himself to anticipate
everything. In foreign policy, he felt nervous about the USA’s
ambitions. Potential flashpoints in Soviet-American relations existed
not only in Japan, China and Iran but also in Europe. The Soviet
leadership had to decide whether to support revolutionary move-
ments in France, Italy and Greece. Jenö Varga, Director of the
Institute of the World Economy and World Politics, urged caution
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and argued that a parliamentary road to communism was in any
case a realistic possibility in Western Europe. By contrast, Politburo
member Zhdanov argued that revolutionary movements should be
encouraged wherever they might arise – and he warmed to the
Yugoslav communist leaders who criticized the slowness of the
political and economic changes being imposed by communist parties
elsewhere in Eastern Europe.23

Issues at home were equally vexatious. The problems of state
organization that had arisen in the 1930s remained unresolved. The
party’s rolewas yet again controversial and this time the protagonists
wereZhdanov andMalenkov. Zhdanovwished to restore the party’s
role in selecting governmental cadres and in mobilizing society
whereas Malenkov opposed an increase in the party’s authority and
wished to keep the party organized along the lines of branches of
the economy.24 Their dispute was only in part a competition to
become Stalin’s prime adjutant. It was also the result of the inherent
structural tensions within the one-party state.

This was not the only dissension in the Soviet political leadership.
On industry, there was severe disagreement about regional policy.
At first it was the Politburo’s policy to accelerate the development
of Siberia and central Asia; butMolotov andVoznesenski apparently
preferred to concentrate resources in the traditional Europeanmanu-
facturing regions where the costs of production were smaller and
where the population was greater. Andwhile the priority for capital-
goods production was fixed, the precise proportion of expenditure
to be left for the requirements of civilian consumers was contentious.
Mikoyan advocated the boosting of light-industrial production. On
agriculture, Khrushchëv felt the collective farms were too small and
called for amalgamations that would lead to the establishment of
‘agrotowns’. Andreev argued the opposite, proposing the division
of each farm’s work-force into several groups (or ‘links’) that would
take responsibility for particular tasks.25

The agenda for deliberations at the highest level was therefore
large. Its major items included the following: the military and diplo-
matic competition with the USA; the security of Soviet frontiers;
Eastern Europe; the communist movement in Western Europe;
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industrial planning and investment; agricultural organization; the
scope of national and cultural self-expression. Decision-making was
complicated because the various items intersected with each other.
And this was not a static situation: the post-war world was in rapid
flux.

Soviet politicians operated in an environment thatwas exceedingly
unsettling.Molotov,Zhdanov,Malenkov,Khrushchëv,Voznesenski
and Beria had to compete for Stalin’s approval. After the war it was
Zhdanov who was his favourite. Zhdanov returned to the Central
Committee Secretariat in Moscow in 1946. He brought with him
the prestige of a leader who had spent time in Leningrad while it
wasunder siegeby theGermans.Malenkov’s careerwent into eclipse.
But Zhdanov, sodden with drink, died in August 1948. An alliance
was formed between Malenkov and Beria. Together they plotted
the demise of Zhdanov’s protégés. Practically the entire Leningrad
and Gorki party leadership was executed in 1949. Even Politburo
member and native Leningrader Voznesenski, who had argued
against someofZhdanov’s proposals,was incarcerated.Voznesenski
was shot in 1950. Civilian political struggle was resuming its bloody
pre-war characteristics.

Zhdanov’s scheme for a resurgent communist party was aban-
doned and the authority of the economic agencies of the government
was confirmed. The USSR was still a one-party state; but the party
as such did not rule it. The Politburo rarely met. No Party Congress
was held after the war until 1952. The party was pushed back into
the role proposed for it by Kaganovich in the mid-1930s: it was
meant to supervise the implementation of policy, not to initiate it and
certainly not to interfere in the detailed operation of governmental
bodies. The infrequency of meetings of the party’s supreme bodies
– the Congress, the Central Committee and the Politburo – meant
that Stalin no longer accorded great significance to its tasks of
supervision.

In any case, Zhdanov had not challenged the priority of the
capital-goods sector, which in 1945–50 amounted to eighty-eight
per cent of all industrial investment.26 The Fourth Five-Year Plan’s
first draft, which had taken consumers’ aspirations into more
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favourable consideration than at any time since the NEP, was
ripped up.27 Capital goods output, including armaments, rose by
eighty-three per cent in the half-decade after the Second World
War.28 This towering priority was enhanced in subsequent years.
The budget of 1952 provided for a forty-five per cent increase of
output for the armed forces in comparison with two years before.29

Meanwhile the Soviet team of nuclear scientists led by Sergei Kurch-
atov and controlledbyBeria had exploded anA-bombat the Semipal-
atinsk testing-site inKazakhstan inAugust1949. Beriawas so relieved
at the sight of the billowing mushroom cloud that he momentarily
abandoned his haughtiness and gave Kurchatov a hug.30

The priority for the armed forces meant that factory production
for the ordinary consumer was starved of investment. Although
output in this sectorwasdoubled in thecourseof theFourthFive-Year
Plan, this was an increase from the pitifully low level of wartime.31

Machine-tools, guns and bombs took precedence over shoes, coats,
chairs and toys. The supply of food was also terribly inadequate.
The grain harvest reaching the barns and warehouses in 1952 was
still only seventy-seven per cent of the 1940 harvest.32

Schemes were introduced to raise additional revenues. Stalin
sucked back citizens’ personal savings into the state’s coffers on 16
December 1947 by announcing a nine tenths devaluation of the
rouble. Extra taxes, too, were invented. Among them was a charge
on the peasant household for each fruit tree in its kitchen garden.
Owners of cattle, pigs, sheep and henswere also subjected to punitive
taxation. In 1954, fully a year after Stalin’s death, the monthly pay
for a typical kolkhoznik remained lower than a sixth of the earnings
of the average factory worker: a miserable sixteen roubles.33 To be
sure, many kolkhozniki found other means of income; and some
urban inhabitants were able to eke out their miserable wages by
means of land allotments on which they grew potatoes and even
kept the odd chicken. But conditions were generally abysmal. There
was famine in Ukraine and Moldavia, a famine so grievous that
cases of cannibalism occurred.

Many rural families elsewhere were left with so little grain after
delivering their quotas to the government that they themselves had
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to buy flour in the towns. Innumerable farms in any case failed to
comply with the state’s procurement plan. Agriculture recovery had
hardly begun. This meant that it was not unusual for kolkhozniki
to receive no payment whatsoever from one year’s end to the next.
Such individuals would have no money to buy things from shops.

In the towns, too, there was great hardship. Stalin’s ministers
planned a programme of apartment construction (for which his
successors took exclusive credit) but little was achieved in the early
post-war years. The Soviet welfare state was not universal: social
misfits and mentally-unstable individuals were neglected; and pen-
sions were set at a derisory level. Furthermore, they were claimable
by only a million people as late as 1950. Certain occupations in the
towns offered just twenty roubles monthly, considerably below the
poverty level as defined by the United Nations. Admittedly these
were the worst-paid jobs. But official statistics also indicated that
the average urban wage in 1952 was still no higher than it had been
in 1928. Pressure therefore existed not only to get a job but also to
seek promotion to higher posts.34

And a similar economic systemwas simultaneously being imposed
on many other countries by the Soviet armed forces and security
police and Eastern Europe’s fraternal communist parties. The
decisions of Allied political leaders at Moscow and Yalta in 1945
divided the European continent into broad zones ofmilitary respons-
ibility; there had also been an assumption that the respective basic
interests of the USSR, the USA, the UK and France would be safe-
guarded after the last shot of the Second World War had been fired.

TheYugoslav communist fighterMilovanDjilas has given a record
of Stalin’s musings: ‘This war is not as in the past; whoever occupies
a territory also imposes his own social systemon it. Everyone imposes
his own system as far as his army can reach. It cannot be otherwise.’35

Initially Stalin had to act stealthily since until August 1949 the USSR,
unlike the USA, had no A-bomb at its disposal. Initially he therefore
geared his diplomacy to protecting his gains in Eastern Europe,
where his forces had occupied Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania,
Bulgaria, Albania,Hungary and easternGermany in 1944–5. Among
his goals was the arrangement of communist parties’ entrance to
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government in these countries. Having conquered an outer empire,
he intended to reinforce his sway over it; and many Soviet citizens,
however much they distrusted him, were proud that the USSR
had defeated mighty Germany and had to all intents and purposes
acquired an empire stretching across half the continent. Russians in
particular had a pride in this military achievement and imperial
consolidation lasted through to and beyond the last years of the
USSR’s existence.

Still needing to avoid trouble with the Western Allies, he imposed
restraints upon the Italian, French and Greek communist parties in
the West. These parties had played the major role in the resistance
toNazism in their countries, and several communist leaders assumed
that military victory would be followed by political revolution.
Palmiro Togliatti consulted with Stalin before returning to Italy
after the war,36 and Maurice Thorez anyway accepted anything laid
down in the Kremlin for France. In Greece, the communists ignored
Stalin’s cautionary instructions and tried to seize power. They paid
dearly for their insubordination. Stalin ostentatiously stood aside
while the USA and the UK aided the Greek monarchist forces in
their defeat of communist guerrillas.

But what to do about the countries directly under Soviet occupa-
tion? At the Potsdam Conference of Allied leaders in July 1945
Stalin, on his last ever trip outside the USSR, secured the territorial
settlement he demanded. The boundaries of Lithuania and Ukraine
were extended westward at the expense of pre-war Poland while
Poland was compensated by the gift of land previously belonging to
the north-eastern regionofGermany.37Yet theWesternAllies refused
to recognize theUSSR’s annexationofLithuania,Latvia andEstonia.
Wishing to affirm that the post-war boundarieswould be permanent,
Stalin therefore decided that Königsberg and the rest of East Prussia
would belong not to Lithuania or Poland but to the RSFSR. Conse-
quently a ‘Russian’ territory was to act as a partial wedge between
Poland and Lithuania. The RSFSR would have a military base and
an all-season port at Königsberg – now renamed as Kaliningrad –
in order to deter any attempt to redraw the map of Europe.

The Soviet occupying authorities also inserted communists into
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the coalition government formed in Poland at the war’s end. The
same process occurred inHungary even though the communist party
received only seventeen per cent of the votes in the November 1945
election. Elections in Czechoslovakia were delayed until May 1946,
when the communists won nearly two fifths of the vote and were
the most successful party. A coalition government led by communist
Clement Gottwald was established in Prague.

In all countries where the Red Army had fought there were similar
arrangements: communists shared power with socialist and agrarian
parties and the appearance of democratic procedures was main-
tained. In reality there was unremitting persecution of the leading
non-communist politicians. Everywhere in Eastern Europe the Soviet
security police manipulated the situation in favour of the commun-
ists. Defamatory propaganda, jerrymandering and arrests were the
norm.Teams of police operativeswere sent to catch the large number
of people who had actively collaborated with the Nazis. In Germany
a Soviet organization was installed to transfer industrial machinery
to the USSR. Local communist leaders were carefully supervised
from the Kremlin. They were selected for their loyalty to Stalin;
and they in turn knew that, with the exception of Yugoslavia and
Czechoslovakia, their positions of influence in their own countries
would be fragile in the absence of support from the Soviet armed
forces.

Yet these same leaders were aware of the awful effects of Stalin’s
policies on his own USSR. Polish communists wanted to avoid mass
agricultural collectivization; and even the Yugoslav comrades, who
generally rebuked the East European communist parties for a lack
of revolutionary resolve, refused to de-kulakize their villages. Several
parties, including the Poles, Hungarians and Czechoslovaks, aimed
to form left-of-centre governmental coalitions; there were few pro-
ponents of the need for the immediate formation of one-party states.
The Soviet road to socialism was not regarded by them as wholly
desirable.38

Stalinwent alongwith these divergences fromMarxism-Leninism-
Stalinism in 1945–6 while the general world situation remained in
flux. But he was unlikely to tolerate heterodoxy for long, and it was
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only a matter of time before he moved to strap an organizational
strait-jacket around European communist parties. Furthermore, in
1946 there was a hardening of the USA’s foreign policy. President
Truman resolved to contain any further expansion of Soviet political
influence; he also decided in 1947, on the suggestion of his Secretary
of State GeorgeMarshall, to offer loans for the economic reconstruc-
tion of Europe, East and West, on terms that would provide the
USA with access to their markets. Stalin was aghast at the prospect.
As he saw things, the problem in Eastern Europe was that there was
too little communism: a resurgent market economy was the last
thing he wanted to see there. The Marshall Plan was regarded by
him as an economic device to destroy Soviet military and political
hegemony over Eastern Europe.

Relations between the USSR and the former Allies had worsened.
The USA, Britain and France were resisting demands for continued
reparations to be made to the USSR by regions of Germany unoccu-
pied by Soviet forces, and Germany’s partition into two entirely
separate administrative zones was becoming a reality. Stalin feared
that the western zone was about to be turned into a separate state
that would re-arm itself with the USA’s encouragement and would
belong to an anti-Soviet alliance. In the Far East, too, the USA
seemed interested mainly in rehabilitating Japan as an economic
partner. As in the 1930s, Stalin felt threatened from both the Pacific
Ocean and central Europe.

Stalin could do little about the Far East except build up hismilitary
position on Sakhalin and the Kurile Islands acquired at the end of
the Second World War; and in March 1947 he decided to withdraw
from northern Iran rather than risk confrontation with Britain and
the USA. But in Europe he was more bullish. On 22 September 1947
he convoked a conference of communist parties from the USSR,
Poland, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary,
France and Italy. The venue was Szklarska Porȩba in eastern Poland.
Soviet politicians dominated the proceedings. Stalin was not present,
but was kept closely informed by his Politburo associates Zhdanov
and Malenkov about what was said. The organizational aim was to
re-establish an international communist body,whichwould be called
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the Information Bureau. Several delegates were uneasy about the
proposal and stressed the need to co-operate with non-communists
in their country and to avoid agricultural collectivization.

But in the end they agreed to the creation of an Information
Bureau, which quickly became known as Cominform. Ostensibly it
was a very different body from the defunct Comintern: Cominform
was to be based not in Moscow but in Belgrade; it was to involve
only the parties present at the Conference and to have no formal
control over these parties.39 Yet Stalin clearly intended to use Comin-
form so as to impose his will on the communist leaderships with
delegates at the Conference.

In 1948, as he continued to harden his purposes towards the
communist parties in Eastern Europe, he sanctioned the replacement
of the various coalition governments with communist dictatorships.
One-party communist states were formed by a mixture of force,
intimidation and electoral fraud; and the Soviet security police
operated as overseers. If Ukraine and other Soviet republics were
the inner empire ruled from Moscow, the new states were the
outer imperial domains. They were officially designated ‘people’s
democracies’. This term was invented to emphasize that the East
European states had been established without the civil wars which
had occurred in Russia.40 Thus the Soviet Army inhibited any
counter-revolution and the social and economic reconstruction could
proceedwithoutobstruction.The termalso served to stress the subor-
dination of the East European states to the USSR; it was a none too
discreet way of affirming imperial pride, power and cohesion.

Themain impediment to cohesion in the politics of Eastern Europe
was constituted not by anti-communists but by the Yugoslav
communist regime. Its leader Josip Broz Tito was a contradictory
figure. On the one hand, Tito still refused to de-kulakize his peas-
antry; on the other, he castigated the slow pace of the introduction
of communism to other countries in Eastern Europe. Both aspects
of Tito’s stance implied a criticism of Stalin’s policies for Eastern
Europe after the Second World War. Stalin was accustomed to
receiving homage from the world’s communists whereas Tito tried
to treat himself as Stalin’s equal.
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Therewas also a danger for Stalin that Tito’s independent attitude
might spread to other countries in Eastern Europe. In 1946–7 Tito
hadbeencanvassing for the creationofa federationofYugoslaviaand
other communist states in south-eastern Europe. Stalin eventually
judged that such a federation would be hard for him to control. Tito
also urged the need for active support to be given to the Greek
communist attempt at revolution. This threatened to wreck the
understandings reached between the USSR and the Western Allies
about the territorial limits of direct Soviet influence. And so Stalin,
in June 1948, ordered Yugoslavia’s expulsion from the Cominform.
Tito was subjected to tirades of vilification unprecedented since the
death of Trotski. This communist leader of his country’s resistance
against Hitler was now described in Pravda as the fascist hireling of
the USA.

In the same month there were diplomatic clashes among the Allies
when Stalin announced a blockade of Berlin. The German capital,
which lay in the Soviet-occupied zone of Germany, had been divided
into four areas administered separately by the USSR, the USA,
Britain and France. Stalin was responding to an American attempt
to introduce the Deutschmark as the unit of currency in Berlin, an
attempt he regarded asdesigned to encroachon theUSSR’s economic
prerogatives in the Soviet zone. His blockade, he expected, would
swiftly produce the requested concessions from theWestern powers.
But no such thing happened. After several weeks he had to back
down because the Americans and her allies airlifted food supplies
to their areas in the German capital. Neither side in the dispute
wished to go to war over Berlin, and tensions subsided. But lasting
damage had been done to relations between the USSR and USA.

The expulsion of the Yugoslavs from the fraternity of world
communism and the recurrent clashes with the USA terrified the
communist governments of Poland, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria,
Albania, Romania and Hungary into servility. None was allowed
toacceptMarshallAid. Instead, fromJanuary 1949 theyhad toassent
to the formation of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
(Comecon). In October 1949 Stalin also decided that, if the USA
was going to dominate western Germany, he would proceed to form
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aGermanDemocraticRepublic in the zone occupied by Soviet armed
forces. Private economic enterprise, cultural pluralism and open
political debate were eliminated throughout Eastern Europe. Excep-
tions persisted. For example, agricultural collectivization was only
partially implemented in Poland. But inmost ways the Soviet histori-
cal model was applied with ruthlessless to all these countries.

Furthermore, Władisław Gomułka, who had shown an independ-
ent turn of mind at the Cominform Conference in 1947, was pushed
out of power in Warsaw and arrested. Another delegate to the
Conference, Hungary’s Internal Affairs Minister László Rajk, was
arrested in June 1949. Bulgarian former deputy premier Trajcho
Kostov was imprisoned in December 1949 and Rudolf Slánsky,
Czechoslovakia’s Party General Secretary, was imprisoned in
December 1952. Of these leaders only Gomułka escaped execution.
Bloody purges were applied against thousands of lower party and
government officials in each of these countries from the late 1940s
through to 1953.

Soviet and American governments used the most intemperate
language against each other. At the First Cominform Conference in
September1947a resolutionwas agreed that theUSAwasassembling
an alliance of imperialist, anti-democratic forces against the USSR
and the democratic forces. On the other side, the Western powers
depicted the USSR as the vanguard of global communist expansion.
Soviet self-assertion increased in subsequent years after the successful
testing of a Soviet A-bomb in August 1949 had deprived the Amer-
icans and British of their qualitative military superiority. Stalin’s
confidence rose, too, because of the conquest of power in Beijing by
the Chinese Communist Party led by Mao Zedong in November.
ThePeople’sRepublicofChinaquickly signedaTreatyofFriendship,
Alliance and Mutual Assistance. A great axis of communism
stretched from Stettin on the Baltic to Shanghai in the Far East. A
quarter of the globe was covered by states professing adherence to
Marxism-Leninism.

Since 1947, furthermore, Stalin had begun to license the French
and Italian communist parties to take a more militant line against
their governments. He remained convinced that ‘history’ was on the
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side of world communism and was willing to consider schemes that
might expand the area occupied by communist states.

One such possibility was presented in Korea in 1950. Korea had
been left divided between a communist North and a capitalist South
since the end of the Second World War. The Korean communist
leader Kim Il-Sung proposed to Stalin that communist forces should
take over the entire country. Stalin did not demur, and gave support
to Kim in a civil war that could eventually have involved the forces
of the USSR and the USA facing each other across battlefields in
the Far East. Mao Zedong, too, was in favour. Given the political
sanction and military equipment he had requested, Kim Il-Sung
attacked southern Korea in June 1950. Foolishly the Soviet Union
temporarily withdrew its representative from the debate on the
Korean civil war at the Security Council of the United Nations. Thus
Stalin robbed himself of the veto on the United Nations’ decision to
intervene on the southern side with American military power. China
supplied forces to assist Kim Il-Sung. A terrible conflict ensued.41

Kim Il-Sung seemed invincible as he hastened southwards, but
then the arrival of the Americans turned the tide. By mid-1951 there
was a bloody stalemate acrossKorea. Soviet forceswere not seriously
involved; but President Truman justifiably inferred that the USSR
had rendered material assistance to Kim. Millions of soldiers on
both sides were killed in 1952–3.

But how had the USSR and the USA allowed themselves to come
so close to direct armed collision so soon after a world war in which
they had been each other’s indispensable allies? The apologists for
either side put the respective cases robustly. Indeed it took no great
skill topresent the actionsof eitherof themashavingbeen responsible
for the onset of theColdWar.TheAmericans hadactedprecipitately.
They formed a separate state in western Germany; they flaunted the
possession of their nuclear weaponry; they built up Japan as an ally
and established the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The Soviet
Union had also behaved provocatively. It had terrorized Eastern
Europe,delayed itswithdrawal fromIranandsupportedKimIl-Sung.
Each successive crisis left the two sides ever more intransigent in
their postures towards each other. Clashes between American and
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Soviet diplomats became normal over everymatter of global politics.
Yet it would have taken little short of a miracle to avoid a Cold

War.TheUSSR and theUSAwere stateswithdiametrically-opposite
interests. Both states, indeed, aimed to expand their global power
and were not too scrupulous about the methods used. They also
had opposing ideologies. Each thought the principles of human
betterment were on its side. Each was armed to the teeth. Each
operated in an environment of considerable ignorance about the
politicians and society of the other side. So was the balance of
responsibility equal? No, because the USSR depended much more
directly than its rival upon militarism, terror and injustice to get
its way. There was as much financial blandishment and political
persuasion as manipulativeness and force at work in the American
domination of Western Europe. But manipulativeness and force,
involving systematic savagery, was the predominant method of the
USSR in Eastern Europe.

The USSR and Eastern Europe were an armed camp confronting
the Western Allies. The USSR itself was an armed camp charged
with maintaining the subjugation of Eastern Europe. In the USSR,
the Soviet political order applied the most brutal repression to its
society. Stalin’s domestic order was inescapably militaristic; and
only by maintaining such a posture in its foreign relations could it
contrive to justify and conserve its power at home. Stalin expected
to find trouble in the world and was not averse to seeking it out.
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The Despot and his Masks

Stalin could not dominate by terror alone. Needing the support of
the elites in the government, the party, the army and the security
police, he systematically sought favour among them. The privileges
and power of functionaries were confirmed and the dignity of insti-
tutions was enhanced. By keeping the gulf between the rulers and
the ruled, Stalinhoped toprevent theoutbreakofpopularopposition.
What is more, he tried to increase his specific appeal to ethnic
Russians by reinforcing a form of Russian nationalism alongside
Marxism-Leninism; and Stalin cultivated his image as a leaderwhose
position at the helm of the Soviet state was vital for the country’s
military security and economic development.

Such measures could delay a crisis for the regime; they were not
a permanent solution. In any case Stalin did not adhere to the
measures consistently. He was far too suspicious of his associates
and the country’s élites to provide them with the entirely stable
circumstances that would have alleviated the strains in politics, the
economy and society. His health deteriorated after the SecondWorld
War. His holidays in Abkhazia became longer, and he sustained his
efforts much more concentratedly in international relations than
in domestic policy. But he could intervene whenever he wanted in
any public deliberations. If an open debate took place on any
big topic, it was because he had given permission. If a problem
developed without reaction by central government and party
authorities, it was either because Stalin did not think it very impor-
tant or did not think it amenable to solution. He remained the
dictator.
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He so much avoided flamboyance that he refrained from giving
a single major speech in the period between mid-April 1948 and
October 1952. At first he declined the title of Generalissimus pressed
upon him by Politburo colleagues. In a characteristic reference to
himself in the third person, he wondered aloud: ‘Do you want
comrade Stalin to assume the rank of Generalissimus? Why does
comrade Stalin need this? Comrade Stalin doesn’t need this.’1

But assume it he did, and he would have been angry if the torrents
of praise had dried up. His name appeared as an authority in books
on everything from politics and culture to the natural sciences. The
Soviet state hymn, which he had commissioned in the war, contained
the line: ‘Stalin brought us up.’ In the film The Fall of Berlin he was
played by an actor with luridly ginger hair and a plastic mask
who received the gratitude of a multinational crowd which joyfully
chanted: ‘Thank you, Stalin!’ By 1954, 706 million copies of Stalin’s
works had been published.2 In 1949 a parade was held in Red Square
to celebrate his seventieth birthday andhis facial imagewas projected
into the evening sky over the Kremlin. His official biography came
out in a second edition, which he had had amended so as to enhance
the account of his derring-do under Nicholas II. His height was
exaggerated in newsreels by clever camera work. The pockmarks on
his face were airbrushed away. This perfect ‘Stalin’ was everywhere
while the real Stalin hid himself from view.

Among the peoples of the USSR he strained to identify himself
with the ethnic Russians. In private he talked in his native tongue
with those of his intimateswhowereGeorgian; and even his deceased
wife Nadezhda Allilueva had Georgian ancestors.3 He ran his supper
parties like a Georgian host (although most such hosts would not
have thrown tomatoes at his guests as Stalin did).4 But publicly
his origins embarrassed him after a war which had intensified the
self-awareness and pride of Russians; and his biography referred
just once to his own father’s nationality.5 Stalin placed the Russian
nation on a pedestal: ‘Among all peoples of our country it is the
leading people.’6 Official favour for things Russian went beyond
precedent. The lexicographers were told to remove foreign loan-
words from the dictionaries. For instance, the Latin-American tango
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was renamed ‘the slow dance’.7 The history of nineteenth-century
science was ransacked and – glory be! – it was found that practically
every major invention from the bicycle to the television had been
the brainchild of an ethnic Russian.

Simultaneously the Soviet authorities re-barricaded the USSR
from alien influences. Polina Zhemchuzhina, Molotov’s wife, was
imprisoned for greeting the Israeli emissary GoldaMeir too warmly.
The poet Boris Pasternakwas terrifiedwhen theRussian-bornBritish
philosopher, Isaiah Berlin, then serving as a diplomat in Moscow,
paid him a visit at home. Stalin expressed the following opinion to
Nikita Khrushchëv: ‘We should never allow a foreigner to fly across
the Soviet Union.’8 After the war, Kliment Voroshilov placed a ban
on the reportingofCanadian ice-hockey results.9GreatRussiaalways
had to be the world’s champion nation. A propaganda campaign
was initiated to stress that there should be no ‘bowing down’ before
the achievements and potentiality of the West.

All national groups suffered, but some suffered more than others.
The cultures of Estonians, Latvians and Lithuanians – who had only
recently been re-conquered – were ravaged. The same occurred to
theRomanian-speakingMoldavians; in their case even their language
was emasculated: first it was equipped with a Cyrillic alphabet and
then its vocabulary compulsorily acquired loan-words from Russian
so as to distinguish it strongly from Romanian.10 The Ukrainian
language was decreasingly taught to Ukrainian-speaking children in
the RSFSR.11 More sinister still was the experience of a philologist
who was imprisoned simply for stating that some Finno-Ugric lan-
guages had more declensions than Russian. Historiography became
ever more imperialist. Shamil, the leader of the nineteenth-century
rebellion in the North Caucasus against tsarism, was depicted
unequivocally as a reactionary figure. Anyone dead or alive who
since time immemorial had opposed the Russian state was prone to
be denounced.12

The nationality which underwent the greatest trauma were the
Jews. The Anti-Fascist Jewish Committee was closed down without
explanation, and its leader and outstanding Yiddish singer Solomon
Mikhoels was murdered in a car crash on Stalin’s orders. Several
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prominent Soviet politicians who happened to be Jewish, such as
Semën Lozovski, disappeared into prison.

Stalin, starting with his article on the national question in 1913,
refused to describe the Jews as a nation since, unlike the Ukrainians
or Armenians, they did not inhabit a particular historic territory. In
1934 he sought to give them a territory of their own by establishing
a ‘Jewish Autonomous Region’ in Birobidzhan and asking for volun-
teers to populate it. But Birobidzhan lay in one of the coldest regions
of eastern Siberia. Little enthusiasm was invoked by the project,
and after the war there was tentative talk about turning Crimea
instead into a Jewish homeland. But in the 1940s Stalin’s unease
about the Jews had increased to the point that he cursed his daughter
Svetlana for goingoutwith a Jewishboyfriend. Particularly annoying
to him was the admiration of many Soviet Jews for the Zionist
movement which had founded the state of Israel in 1948. Stalin
responded by denouncing ‘cosmopolitanism’ and ‘rootlessness’. He
ignored the fact thatMarxists had traditionally opposed nationalism
in favour of cosmopolitan attitudes. Restrictions were introduced
on the access of Jews to university education and professional
occupations. Soviet textbooks ceased to mention that Karl Marx
had been Jewish.

Russian chauvinism was rampant. The first party secretary, the
police chief and the governmental chairmen in other Soviet republics
such asUkraine andKazakhstanwere invariably ofRussiannational-
ity. There was similar discrimination in appointments to other
important public offices. Russians were trusted because they, more
than any other nation, were thought to have a stake in the retention
of the USSR in its existing boundaries.

This imperialism, however, was not taken to its fullest imaginable
extent. Ordinary Russians lived as meanly as Ukrainians and
Kazakhs; indeed many were worse off than Georgians and other
peoples with higher per capita levels of output of meat, vegetables
and fruit than Russia. Furthermore, Stalin continued to limit the
expression of Russian nationhood. Despite having distorted Marx-
ism-Leninism,healso clung to severalof itsmain tenets.Hecontinued
to hold theRussianOrthodoxChurch in subservience, andpractising
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Christians were debarred from jobs of responsibility throughout the
USSR. Stalin also exercised selectivity towards Russian literary
classics and allowed no nostalgia about pre-revolutionary village
traditions. His version of Russian national identity was so peculiar
a mixture of traditions as to be virtually his own invention. The
quintessence of Russia, for Stalin, was simply a catalogue of his own
predilections: militarism, xenophobia, industrialism, urbanism and
gigantomania.

It also embraced a commitment to science. But as usual, Stalin gave
things a political twist. His spokesman Zhdanov, despite negligible
training, breezily denounced relativity theory, cybernetics and
quantum mechanics as ‘bourgeois’ and ‘reactionary’. Crude, ideo-
logically-motivated interventionsweremade in the research institutes
for the natural sciences. The relativist concepts of Einstein were
an irritant to the monolithism of Marxism-Leninism-Stalinism.
Zhdanov proclaimed the axiomatic status of absolute notions of
space, time and matter; he insisted that an unshifting objective truth
existed for all organic and inorganic reality.13

Persecution of scholarship was accompanied by the continued
promotion of cranks. By the 1940s the pseudo-scientist Lysenko was
claiming to have developed strains of wheat that could grow within
the Arctic circle. His gruff manner was attractive to Stalin. The
result was disaster for professional biology: any refusal to condone
Lysenkoite hypotheses was punished by arrest. Where biology led,
chemistry, psychology and linguistics quickly followed. Physics
escaped this mauling only because the scientists employed on the
Soviet nuclear weapon project convinced Beria that the USSR would
not acquire an A-bomb unless they were allowed to use Einstein’s
concepts. Stalin muttered to Beria: ‘Leave them in peace. We can
always shoot them later.’14 This grudging indulgence proved the
rule. Researchers of all kinds, in the arts as well as in the sciences,
were treated as technicians investigating problems strictly within
the guidelines prescribed by the state authorities.

Stalinmade this crystal clearwhen he intruded himself into erudite
debates among linguisticians. In his quirky booklet of 1950,Marxism
and Questions of Linguistics, he took it upon himself to insist that
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theRussian language originated in the provinces of Kursk andOrël.15

The entire intelligentsia was constrained to applaud the booklet as
an intellectual breakthrough and to apply its wisdom to other fields
of scholarship. Writers scrambled to outdo each other in praise of
Stalin’s injunctions.

The arts suffered alongside the sciences and the wartime cultural
semi-truce was brought to an end. Zhdanov again led the assault,
describing the poet Anna Akhmatova as ‘half-nun, half-whore’. The
short-story writer Mikhail Zoshchenko, who had avoided trouble
bywritingpredominantly for children,wasalsocastigated. Shostako-
vich could no longer have his symphonies performed.Zhdanov noted
that several artists had withheld explicit support for the official
ideology, and he announced that this ‘idea-lessness’ (bezideinost)
would no longer be tolerated. Essentially he was demanding overt
adherence to a single set of ideas, ‘Marxism-Leninism-Stalinism’.
The various official organizations of creative artists were trundled
into action. Tikhon Khrennikov, chairman of the Union of
Musicians, was rivalled only by Alexander Fadeev, leader of the
Union of Writers, in fawning before Zhdanov’s judgements on
particular composers, painters, poets and film directors. Such cheer-
leaders cried that the arts should be the conveyor-belt for the regime’s
commands.

Only rarely did Stalin intervene in Zhdanov’s campaign forMarx-
ist-Leninist compliance. But when he did, his effect was terrifying.
For instance, in 1947 Stalin, Zhdanov and Molotov paid a visit to
the director Sergei Eisenstein, whowas filming the second instalment
of his two-part depiction of Ivan the Terrible. To Stalin’s mind,
Eisenstein had failed to stress that Tsar Ivan’s terror against the
aristocracy had been justified; he urged Eisenstein to ‘show that it
was necessary to be ruthless’. The intimidated director –who already
had a chronic cardiac complaint – asked for further detailed advice;
but Stalin would only reply, in false self-deprecation: ‘I’m not giving
you instructions but expressing the comments of a spectator.’ Eisen-
stein was deeply scared by the conversation. He died a few months
later.16

Meanwhile only a few works that were critical of social and
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economic conditions were permitted. Among the most interesting
were the sketchesof collective-farm life publishedbyValentinOvech-
kin under the title Rural Daily Rounds. And so Stalin, probably at
Khrushchëv’s instigation, permitted a portrait of the troubles of
contemporary farming to appear in Pravda. This seepage through
the Stalinist cultural damoccurred solely because Politburomembers
themselves were in dispute about agrarian policy. For the most part,
in any case, official propagandists remained utterly self-satisfied,
asserting that all Soviet citizens were living in comfort. A massive
cookbookwas produced in 1952,The Book ofDelicious andHealthy
Food, which took as its epigraph a quotation from Stalin: ‘The
peculiar characteristic of our revolution consists in its having given
the people not only freedom but also material goods as well as the
opportunity of a prosperous and cultured life.’17

The beneficiaries of the Soviet order were not the ‘people’, not
the workers, kolkhozniki and office-clerks. Even doctors, engineers
and teacherswere poorly paid. But one group in societywas certainly
indebted to Stalin. This was constituted by the high and middling
ranks of the bureaucracy in the ministries, the party, the armed
forces and the security organs. The material assets of functionaries
were small by the standards of the rich in the West. But they knew
how hard life was for the rest of society; they also understood that,
if theywere unlucky in someway in their career, theymight suddenly
enter prison despite being innocent of any crime. Immediate pleasure
was the priority for them.18

The tone of their lifestyle was set by Politburo members as the
ballet and the opera were given the imprimatur of official approval.
Stalin patronized the Bolshoi Theatre, favouring its singers with
coveted awards. The families of the Politburo went to the spa-town
Pyatigorsk in the North Caucasus to take the waters. Occasionally
they went to Karlovy Vary in Czechoslovakia. Flats were done up
with wallpaper, lamps and chairs that were unobtainable in general
stores such as GUM on Red Square. Special shops, special hospitals
and special holiday-homes were available to persons of political
importance. The compulsory fees that had been introduced in 1940
for pupils wishing to complete their secondary schooling meant that
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the proportion of working-class entrants to universities fell from
forty-five per cent in 1935 to just above twenty-five by 1950.19 The
central and local nomenklaturas were steadily turning into a
hereditary social group.

But the nomenklatura did not yet flaunt their perks which had to
be enjoyed discreetly in deference to the official ultimate aim of
social egalitarianism. The Politburo took care to wear modest tunics
or dull suits and hats. Ordinary people were given no hint about the
tables creaking under the weight of caviar, sturgeon and roast lamb
served at Kremlin banquets. Stalin himself lived fairly simply by the
standards of several Politburo members; but even he had a governess
for his daughter, a cook and severalmaids, a large dacha atKuntsevo,
an endless supply of Georgian wine and so fewworries about money
that most of his pay-packets lay unopened at the time of his death.
Armed guards secured the privacy of the apartment blocks of the
central political élite. Only the domestic servants, nannies and chauf-
feurs knew the truth about the lifestyle of the nomenklatura.

No wonder the emergent ruling class was determined to keep the
foundations of the Soviet order in good repair. The mood of most
functionaries was triumphalist; they felt that the USSR’s victory
in the Second World War had demonstrated the superiority of
communism over capitalism. They themselves were by now better
qualified than before the war; they were more literate and numerate
and most of them had completed their secondary education. But this
in no way diminished their ideological crudity. Far from it: they did
not distinguish between the interests of the regime and their own,
and they would brook no challenge to their exploitative, repressive
measures.

Stalin and his subordinates still talked about the eventual realiza-
tion of communism, reaffirming that ‘the state will not last forever’.20

But how to create a communist society was not a question under
consideration. Far from it. The specific aspirations of the Soviet
working class no longer figured prominently in Soviet propaganda.
Workers in the rest of the world were called upon to engage in
revolutionary struggle, but not in the USSR. At home the main
requirement was for patriotism. Stalin implicitly laid down this line
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even in hisMarxism and Questions of Linguistics. For example, he
stressed the need to reject the notion that language was the product
of class-based factors. This notion had conventionally been propa-
gated by communist zealots who declared that words and grammar
were the product of the social imperatives of the ruling class of a
given society. Stalin instead wanted Soviet schoolchildren to admire
the poetry of the nineteenth-century writer Alexander Pushkin with-
out regard to his aristocratic background. Patriotism was to count
for more than class.21

Here Stalin was clarifying the doctrines of communist conserva-
tism prominent in his thought immediately before the SecondWorld
War. As ruler and theorist he wished to emphasize that no trans-
formation in the Soviet order was going to happen in the foreseeable
future. The attitudes, policies and practices of the post-war period
were meant to endure for many more years.

Nowhere was this more obvious than in the discussions in
1950–51 among 240 leading scholars about a projected official
textbook on political economy. Dauntlessly many of the 240 partici-
pants took issue with the premisses of current state policy.22 Stalin
entered the debate in 1952 by producing yet another booklet, The
Economic Problems of Socialism in the USSR. He laid down that the
objective ‘laws’ of economics could not be ignored by governmental
planners and that there were limits on what was achievable by
human will. This was a rebuff to S. G. Strumilin, who had been
among his scholarly supporters at the end of the 1920s. On the other
hand, Stalin offered no hope for the relaxation of economic policy.
Taking issue with L. D. Yaroshenko, he argued that the primacy
of capital goods in industrial planning was unalterable; and he
reprimanded V. G. Venzher and A. V. Sanina for proposing the
selling-off of the state-owned agricultural machinery to kolkhozes.23

Stalinmadenomentionof topics suchas theparty, thegovernment,
elections, relationsbetween classes, participation, international com-
munism, authority or terror. On a single great subject he was expan-
sive: global capitalism. He began by declaring that the economies
ofwar-beatenGermanyandJapanwould soonrecover.Thisaccurate
prediction was accompanied by a prognosis which has proved awry:
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namely that after communism’s victory in China, the market for
global capitalism would be too limited for capitalist countries to be
able to expand their economies. According to Stalin, the result would
be yet another world war among the major non-communist powers,
and he reaffirmed Lenin’s thesis on the inevitable recurrence of such
wars so long as capitalist imperialism endured. Stalin repeated that
the most acute danger of a Third World War occurring lay in
rivalry between one capitalist coalition and another and not between
communism and capitalism.24

His plan was to go on and compose a broader work; but it is
unlikely that he would have tugged such a work out of the rut worn
by his previous writings. Stalin had accommodated his thought to
the kind of Soviet state that already existed. He ruled over this state,
but needed also to rule through it.

And so relations among the various public bodies by the late 1940s
were entering a stable period by themeasure of the past two decades.
In order to indicate that revolutionary disturbance would not recur
in the institutional framework, Stalin in 1946 renamed the People’s
Commissariats as Ministries. He also ordered that the Red Army
should henceforward be called the Soviet Army. This emphasis on
continuity with the pre-revolutionary state was reinforced artisti-
cally. In 1948 the octocentenary of Moscow’s foundation was celeb-
rated, and a statue of the medieval patriot Prince Dolgoruki was
commissioned for erection on Gorki Street. Dolgoruki’s stern visage
and muscular limbs gave monumental expression to Stalin’s vision
of Soviet statehood.25 Architects abetted the process. The power
and dignity of the USSR acquired visible form in the vast granite
buildings, topped by fairy-castle decorations. Six of them were
constructed in central Moscow. A seventh was added in Warsaw,
as if to emphasize Poland’s inclusion in the Soviet imperial domain.

And yet Stalin could not afford to allow institutional stabilization
to be carried too far. As he well understood, his despotism required
him periodically to re-agitate the elements in the Soviet order. In the
post-war years there remained much to worry him. Those vertical
clienteles and horizontal local groups were an object of continuing
concern. So, too, was the fact that each of the great organizations
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of state was developing its own corporate identity. Soviet Army
officers, like their predecessors in the tsarist forces, had begun to
see themselves almost as a separate caste. The same phenomenon –
albeit to a lesser degree – was visible in the economic ministries, the
security police and the party.

Furthermore, the indoctrination of administrative, professional
and intellectual functionaries was far from satisfactorily achieved.
Some of them had ideas which sat uncomfortably alongside Marx-
ism-Leninism-Stalinism and which came from a variety of sources.
People were influenced by folk customs and by stories and memories
recounted within families. Military veterans had had a glimpse of a
different way of life abroad – and their conclusions were often to
the USSR’s discredit. Many others continued to be motivated by
national and religious traditions. Even officially-approved publica-
tions could give rise to un-Stalinist thoughts. Scientific textbooks
propounded rules of investigation and validation at variance with
Stalin’s claim thatMarxismwas based on premisses of eternal verity.
Despite the heavy censorship exercised byGlavlit, moreover, citizens
could glean unorthodox ideas from the approved Russian literary
classics: Pushkin’s poems and Tolstoy’s novels teemed with dis-
cussions about religion, philosophy, nationhood and – last but not
least – politics.

Howwell Stalinwas acquaintedwith this information is unknown;
but certainly he acted to rearrange the pattern of Soviet politics. His
despotic will was undiminished. When his personal physician V. N.
Vinogradov advised him to run down his official duties on grounds
of failing health, Stalin had him arrested. Stalin did not want others
to know that he was no longer up to the job. He also turned against
the chief of his bodyguards N. S. Vlasik and his personal assistant
A. N. Poskrëbyshev. His isolation increased. He rarely saw his
beloved daughter Svetlana and had not remarried since his second
wife’s death in 1932. Stalin trusted nobody.

As his suspicions grew, so too did his anti-Semitic tendencies.
Several other Kremlin physicians were arrested in 1952 after being
denounced by a certain Lidya Timashuk. Most of the thirteen
detainees in thisDoctors’ Plot had Jewishnames and the tirades in the
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press against the ‘assassins in white coats’ produced an anti-Semitic
hysteria. Individual Jews were subjected to verbal abuse by their
neighbours throughout the country. It made no difference that many
of themno longer practised their religion: the fact that their passports
recorded them as Jewishmade it easy for their persecutors to identify
them. Meanwhile Stalin was giving confidential consideration to a
scheme to round up all Jews and force them to live in the Jewish
Autonomous Region established in eastern Siberia. Polina Zhem-
chuzhina, Molotov’s Jewish wife, was brought back from a camp
and re-interrogated. The prospects for Soviet Jewry grew very bleak.

Nevertheless Jews were not Stalin’s sole intended victims. The
treatment of Zhemchuzhina raised the question how long it might
be before Politburo member Molotov, too, would share her fate.
Stalin also appeared to be planning to move against past and present
leaders of the Soviet security organs. Beria was a notable potential
target. In 1951, arrests had begun of party and governmental officials
of Mingrelian origin. Mingrelians are an ethnic division of the
Georgian nation, and the fact that Beria was their most famous son
was not coincidental. A bloody purge of some kind was in the offing
even though its exact nature and scale remained unclear. Almost
certainly something broader than the Leningrad purge of 1949 was
in Stalin’s mind. The shadow cast over Molotov and Beria might
well eventually reach many other persons at the apex of the Soviet
state. It cannot be excluded that his ultimate purpose was to conduct
yet another great bloody purge of personnel in government, party,
army and police.

Probably his exact purposes will never be discovered. Certainly
he did not confide them to the Nineteenth Party Congress in October
1952. The biggest event was the change of name from the All-Union
Communist Party (Bolsheviks) to the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union. Stalin left it to Malenkov to give the Central Committee
report; and the contributions not only by Malenkov but also by
everyone else emphasized that Stalin’s wise leadership had their
unanimous approval and gratitude. Apparently not the slightest
disagreement on policy existed in the Kremlin.

Yet while offering obeisance to the officially-tabled resolutions,
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Stalin’s associates used indirect language to indicate their respective
differences of opinion.Malenkovwanted greater attention to be paid
to light-industrial investment and to the development of intensive
methods of agriculture. Beria highlighted the desirability of treating
the non-Russians more carefully. After propounding his agricultural
schemes, Khrushchëv declared that every party member should dis-
play ‘vigilance’: a conventional code-word for support of political
repression. A careful reader of the Pravda reports could therefore
discern that tensions existed at the apex of the Soviet communist
party. Stalin made no attempt to arbitrate among them. Most of the
delegates anyway did not care: they had come to theCongressmainly
tocatchaglimpseofStalinand topass the resolutionswithunanimity.
At the very mention of Stalin’s name they applauded, and several
times in the course of the Congress they gave him standing ovations.

Only at the Central Committee elected by the Congress did Stalin
at last reveal his impatience. Firstly he asked to resign as Central
Committee Secretary.Malenkovwas chairing the session and turned
white with dread lest the Central Committee members failed spon-
taneously to rise to their feet to deny Stalin his request. Luckily for
him, they did.26

Then Stalin gave an impromptu address. Still speaking of his
weariness, he gave the impression that he knew this might be the
last speech he made. In particular, he rambled through his memories
of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk in 1918: ‘And what about Lenin? Just
you read again what he said and what he wrote at that time. He let
out a roar at that time, in so incredibly grievous a situation; he
thundered, he was scared of no one. Thundered, he did.’ In almost
the same breath Stalin considered his own career. While almost
begging the Central Committee to compare him favourably with
Lenin, he also wanted to appear as the party’s modest and dutiful
leader. ‘Once this task has been entrusted to me,’ he declared, ‘I
carry it through. But not in such a way that it’s accredited only to
me. I’ve not been brought up that way.’27

This was a man anticipating his obituary. Stalin, too, wanted to
be remembered as a leader of courage and foresight, a leader who
thundered. These were not the characteristics which immediately
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sprang to mind among those who knew him at close quarters: he
had not been notably brave, foresightful or devoid in vanity.

Weary or not, Stalin continued to pose a deadly threat to his
colleagues. Halfway through his Central Committee address he
suddenly accused Molotov and Mikoyan of political cowardice.28

They rejected his criticisms as tactfully as they could in the circum-
stances, and the topicwas dropped.Nevertheless Central Committee
members had been shocked by the episode.Many of them concluded
that Stalin wanted at the very least to prevent these two veteran
leaders from succeeding him. This impression was strengthened by
othermoveshemadeat theCentralCommittee plenum.For example,
he redesignated the Politburo as a Presidium and increased the
number of its members to twenty-five. The sinister aspect of the
change was that Stalin simultaneously secured the appointment of
a seven-person Bureau of the Presidium which, by involving mainly
the younger leaders, would allow him to drop the veterans at a
convenient moment in the future.

Several central politicians already had reason to expect to be
arrested before he collapsed in his dacha at Kuntsevo on 1 March
1953. The sudden, secret nature of his indisposition gave rise to
rumours that someone, perhaps Beria, had ordered some skuldug-
gery. Certainly Beria and fellow Politburo members took an uncon-
scionably long time to make a serious attempt to resuscitate Stalin
over the next few days.29 The kindest interpretation is that they were
too afraid to intervene in decisions on his medical care. Finding him
on the floor of his bedroom, they dithered as to what to do with his
body; and after doctors pronounced him definitely dead on 5 March,
there was much weeping over his passing. Their Boss had entranced
as well as horrified them.

Their grief was shared in homes and on the streets after the radio
announcement was made on 6 March. Stalin’s funeral took place
on Red Square three days later. Foreign statesmen attended as
Molotov, Malenkov and Beria pronounced eulogies to the deceased
dictator. Molotov, despite having a wife held in prison on Stalin’s
orders, was visibly distraught. Malenkov was better composed. But
Beria in private dropped all pretence of respect for Stalin and cursed
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hismemory.After the speeches, Stalin’s corpse, embalmed by experts
from the same institute as had developed the technique for Lenin,
was displayed in what was renamed as the Lenin-StalinMausoleum.
A silence was meant to descend over Moscow. But such was the
crowd in thenearby streets that a commotionbrokeout.Thepressure
of bodies led to dozens of fatalities. From under the glass the
chemically-treated corpse could still terminate innocent lives.

And so Stalin’s accomplices came into a disturbing inheritance.
It is true that the Soviet Union was still a superpower. It dominated
Eastern Europe. It had theworld’s second largest industrial capacity;
its population was literate and acquiescent. The armed forces, the
security organs, the party and the ministries of government were
calmly able to confront their duties. If Soviet leaders were going to
face trouble in 1953, it would arise only because they had grossly
mishandled opinion among the élites or fallen out irretrievably
among themselves – and the leaders could at least take consolation
from the fact that Stalin’s death had pre-empted the immediate
possibility of a massive purge that would lead to the deaths of
leaders, their cliental groups and perhaps millions of other people.

Yet enormous problems had been bequeathed by him, and not
the least of them was agricultural. Malenkov had asserted at the
Nineteenth Party Congress that wheat production had recovered to
the level of 1940 and that the country’s grain problem had been
solved ‘definitively and forever’. This was nonsense. The statistics
were a wild exaggeration of reality since they were based upon what
was known as the ‘biological yield’. This was a calculation derived
from observations of the crop before it was harvested. Subsequent
loss of grain in fact often occurred through bad weather; and it
always took place because the harvest was stored so badly. Further-
more, whole regions of Russia had fallen out of cultivation. The
kolkhozniki were under-paid and over-taxed, and the demographic
structure of countless villages was distorted by the exodus of most
able-bodied men and the young of both sexes. The neglect of rural
problems could not be allowed to persist.

Even the forced-labour system presented difficulty. Discontent
was on the rise in the prisons, camps, colonies and ‘special
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settlements’ where 5.5 million prisoners were still held.30 A rebellion
in Kolyma in 1949 was followed by another near Krasnoyarsk in
1951 and yet others in Labytnangi and Ozerlag in 1952.31 Permanent
quiescence in the Gulag could no longer be taken for granted.

At the same time it was questionable whether the ‘free’ industrial
sector could continue as previously. Workers were too afraid to go
on strike, but resented their conditions of labour, their low wages
and poor diet and housing. There was little that administrators
could do to make them more conscientious; and the administrators
themselves were constrained by patterns of organization inimical to
honesty and independent thought. Wasteful methods of production
persisted in factories, mines and other enterprises. Stalin, further-
more, had rejected advice to invest substantially in chemical indus-
tries or in natural gas. His projections had become extremely
inflexible. Capital goods in general and armaments in particular
were given reinforced priority: expenditure on the armed forces,
their weaponry and equipment, was forty-five per cent more in 1952
than two years earlier. This was a great strain upon the Soviet budget
and was not indefinitely sustainable.

National problems, too, had accumulated. Acute, lasting embit-
terment had been caused by Stalin’s deportations of nationalities
during and after the Second World War; and the elevation of the
prestige of the Russians above the other peoples of the USSR also
caused lasting offence. Science and culture, too, were subjected
to excessive supervision. Not only writers and scientists but also
teachers, engineers, lawyers and managers worked in fear. Initiative
from below was thwarted. The disgruntlement among administrat-
ive, professional and intellectual groups was intensifying. They
especiallywanted toworkwithout fear of imprisonment.Only terror
at the punitive repercussions held them back from complaining
publicly.

All in all, Stalin’s system of rule was not at its most effective when
dealing with an increasingly complex society. The government, the
party, the army and the security police – at metropolitan as well as
local levels – were run on principles of the most rigid hierarchy.
The scope for constructive consultation and collaboration had been
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severely reduced. The Soviet state as a whole was vastly over-
centralized. Policies were decided by a tiny group of leaders, and
the danger that they might blunder was acute. The leadership itself
was subject to permanent intimidation; none of its members could
fail to be mindful of the power of the security organs. For years the
various Politburo members had taken objection to official policies
but never dared to express themselves openly. Stalin had scared them
rigid. In short, there was too much fear and too little trust for such
a system to endure indefinitely.

The world outside was also dangerous. East European nations
resented their subjugation to the Soviet Union. The USA and its
allies inNATO hadno intention of rescuing them from this position;
but resistance to further communist expansion was a firm objective.
The Korean War was a suppurating sore in relations between the
USSR and the USA.

Thesewere among the problems left behind by Stalin.They existed
in every area of public life: politics, economy, ethnic relations,
culture, security and continental and global power. And they compli-
cated and aggravated each other. It is true that the Soviet order was
not on the verge of collapse. But if several of these problems were
not tackled within the next few years, a fundamental crisis would
occur. Stalin’s legatees were justified in feeling nervous, and knew
that the next few months would be a period of great trial for them.
The uncontainable surge of crowds on to the streets of Red Square
as he was laid to rest alongside Lenin in the joint Lenin-Stalin
Mausoleum had been a warning to his successors about the passions
lurking under society’s calm surface. This was the first act of self-
assertion by the people since the inception of Stalin’s dictatorship.
It was by no means clear how the Kremlin leaders would respond
to the challenge.
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‘De-Stalinization’
(1953–1961)

The people, however, had only a brief walk-on role in the drama.
Themajorpartswere jealouslygrabbedbyStalin’s veteranassociates,
who wanted to consolidate their positions of power as individuals
and to preserve the compound of the Soviet order. Their common
goals were to maintain the one-party, one-ideology state, to expand
its economy, to control all public institutions and their personnel,
tomobilize the restof society, to secure theSovietUnion’sdomination
of Eastern Europe and to expand communist influence around the
world. And several of these veterans were convinced that such goals
were unattainable unless a reform programme were quickly to be
implemented.

There was dispute about this, but at first it did not matter because
all the veteran leaders had a transcendent interest in securing their
powerat the expenseof the younger rivalswhomStalinhadpromoted
to high office. The veterans agreed tactics before convoking a com-
binedmeeting of the Council ofMinisters, the USSR Supreme Soviet
and the PartyCentral Committee on 6March 1953. They had already
decided among themselves on the size and composition of the various
leading political bodies. In particular, they arranged a decrease in
the number of members of the Presidium of the Central Committee
from twenty-five to ten. The purpose of this was to remove the
younger leaders from the Presidium and reduce their authority.
Among the older figures who asserted themselves were the three
leaders – Molotov, Mikoyan and Beria – who had appeared likely
to be arrested before Stalin’s death.

Malenkov benefited most from the new division of posts. He was
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appointed as both Chairman of the Council of Ministers and Party
Central Committee Secretary. His Deputy Chairmen in the Council
of Ministers were to be Beria and Molotov. Beria was to lead the
Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD), and this institution was merged
with the Ministry of State Security (MGB) into an enlarged MVD.
Molotov was promoted to Minister of Foreign Affairs and Khrush-
chëv kept his post as Party Central Committee Secretary. They were
ruthless, ambitious men, but at the time there seemed little to stop
Malenkov from becoming the dominant leader in succession to
Stalin.

While outward loyalty was shown to Stalin’s memory, his policies
were already undergoing reconsideration. Malenkov wanted quieter
relations with the West; he also favoured the boosting of industrial
consumer-goods production and the intensification of agricultural
techniques. Beria agreed with this and went further by demanding
that concessions be made to the non-Russians in terms of political
appointments in the USSR and that a lighter grip should be main-
tained in Eastern Europe (and secretly he resumed contact with
Tito in Yugoslavia). Malenkov, Beria and Khrushchëv backed a
curtailment of the security police’s arbitrariness. Khrushchëv’s par-
ticular priority was agriculture, and he urged the ploughing up of
virgin lands in Kazakhstan as a cheap way to raise output rapidly.
Only a couple of Presidium members, Molotov and Kaganovich,
opposed reform. The dynamism in the central political leadership
belonged to Malenkov, Beria and Khrushchëv.1

Beria organized an exhibition for Central Committee members
where tapes of Stalin’s conversations with the security police were
played. Stalin’s guilt in arresting innocent officials was established.2

The general public had no access to the exhibition; but when the
MVD announced that the accused professors in the Doctors’ Plot
had been freed, it was evident that the Soviet supreme leadership
wished to attenuate its reliance on terror. Articles appeared in Pravda
proclaiming that the masses rather than single leaders made history.
Marxism-Leninism was stated to be hostile to any ‘cult of the
individual’ and to favour ‘collective leadership’. The barely disguised
object of such commentary was Stalin.
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Simultaneously the main reformers were locked in struggle about
the rest of their reforms. On 14 March, Malenkov was compelled
to choose between his respective posts in party and government. He
stepped down as Central Committee Secretary, calculating that his
job as Chairman of the Council ofMinisters held the greater political
authority. This handed the Central Committee Secretariat into the
keeping of Khrushchëv, who thereby acquired an incentive to
strengthen the party’s authority. At the time, however, the thoughts
of most leaders were preoccupied not with Khrushchëv but with
Beria, who embodied a double threat to all of them. First, his radical
plans for reform endangered the interests of influential institutions
and could even have destabilized the entire Soviet order; second, his
position in the MVD gave him the capacity to deal violently with
any political rivals. Beria was a complex politician. But most of his
colleagues did not ponder his complexities: they simply feared him.

The reforming projects of Beria came thick and fast. He also
obtained republican-level appointments in both the MVD and the
communist party for his nominees; and when he introduced MVD
troops to Moscow to deal with a mass outbreak of larceny (caused
byhis release of thousands of petty criminals from theGulag camps!),
Khrushchëv and others guessed that Beria was about to use the
troops to carry out a coup d’état. They were not willing to wait to
see whether their speculationwas correct: Beria’s past careermarked
him out as a danger to everyone.

Khrushchëv has left us his account of what happened next. Not
unexpectedly, he appears as the hero of the drama. Apparently
Khrushchëv first cajoled Malenkov into joining a plot against Beria,
and Voroshilov wept with relief when told of their plans. Mikoyan
had his doubts but went along with the rest of the Party Presidium.
On 26 June the Presidium met in the Kremlin. Khrushchëv had
arranged for Marshals Zhukov and Moskalenko to hide outside the
door until an agreed signal for them to burst in and grab Beria. If
Beria had a fault as a potential single leader, it was over-confidence.
He was taken by surprise, bundled into the back of a car and
held in military custody. Army commanders enthusiastically took
possession of their past tormentor-in-chief. Party officials, too, were
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delighted at the news. Both central and local politicians felt relief
that an incubus had been removed from Soviet politics.

A Central Committee plenum was held on 2 July, where Beria’s
actions as head of the security police were denounced. Khrushchëv’s
proposal for theMVD to be placed directly under the party’s control
was given warm sanction. Party officials could no longer be arrested
except with permission of the party committee to which they
belonged. Beria himselfwas accusedof havingbeen ananti-Bolshevik
agent in the Civil War (which may have been true) and a British
agent after the Second World War (which was nonsense). From
prison he mewled to Malenkov that Khrushchëv had tricked the
Presidium.3 But he also acknowledged his many abuses of political
power and admitted to having raped young girls. Once arrested,
Beria was never very likely to emerge alive. In December 1953 he
was convicted in camera and shot.

The process was rich in ironies. For the movement away from
Stalin’s legacy had been engineered by typically Stalinist tactics:
Beria’s judicial sentence was imposed in advance by politicians and
the allegation that he was a British spy was a Stalin-style fatuity.
Nevertheless the times were a-changing. The first drastic adjustment
of institutional relationships since the 1930s took place as the com-
munist party fully subordinated the state’s policing agencies to itself.
A few months later, in March 1954, the gigantic Ministry of Internal
Affairs was broken up into two institutions.Onewas still to be called
theMVD andwas to deal with problems of ordinary criminality and
civil disorder; the other would be the Committee of State Security
(KGB): as its name suggested, it was charged with the protection of
the USSR’s internal and external security. No doubt the Presidium
calculated that any resultant rivalry between theMVD and the KGB
would render the police agencies easier to control.

Such changes were the product of decisions taken at the apex of
the Soviet political system: the party leaders wanted no interference
in their claim to govern.Most citizens followeddevelopmentswarily.
There were no illicit posters, no strikes, no demonstrations. Fear of
retribution remainedpervasive.Only in the camps,where the inmates
had nothing left to lose, was a challenge thrown down to the
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authorities. In Norilsk and Vorkuta there were uprisings which were
suppressed only by the introduction of armed troops who mowed
down the defenceless rebels with tanks and machine guns.4 Yet the
uprisings had some effect inasmuch as discipline in the camps was
relaxed somewhat. Mention of these events was forbidden in the
mass media; but politicians had been given a lesson that repression
alone was not enough to keep regular control even over prisoners.
All the more reason for changing policy before popular discontent
got out of hand.

The reformers kept their advantage in the Presidium.After Stalin’s
death a leavening of the cultural and social atmosphere was allowed
to occur. Permission was given for the appearance of an article by
Vladimir Pomerantsev calling for greater sincerity in literature. The
deceits and self-deceits in literature and the mass media were widely
denounced, and a sensation was caused by Ilya Erenburg’s short
novel The Thaw, which described the problems of administrators
and intellectuals in the Stalin period.

But the conflict intensified between Malenkov and Khrushchëv
over the nature of the reforms to be adopted. Already in April 1953,
Malenkov had lowered retail prices for both food and industrial
consumer products; and in August he presented a budget to the
Supreme Soviet cutting taxes on agriculture and raising the prices
paid to the collective farms for their output. By October he was
arguing that the consumer-oriented sector of industry should expand
faster than armaments and capital goods. But Khrushchëv countered
with his own projects. At the September Central Committee plenum
he successfully proposed the cultivation of the virgin lands. Nor did
he do himself any harm by giving the impression that no one else
was quite as keen as he to end rule by police terror. The plenum
rewarded him for his initiative in the Beria affair by designating him
as First Secretary of the Central Committee.

His elevation came from his daring; but this would have counted
for little unless his policies had been attractive to influential political
constituencies. Unlike Malenkov, he did not advocate peaceful
coexistence with world capitalism. Nor did he propose to alter the
existing investment priorities; and, in contrast with Malenkov, he
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proudly described the central and local party apparatus as ‘our
underpinning’.5 Deftly he gained more friends than Malenkov in the
heavy-industrial ministries, the armed forces and the communist
party. Furthermore, he had shown a large capacity for shouldering
responsibility. He obviously had a talent for setting himself clear
practical objectives in a situation of extraordinary flux.

The dangers were not restricted to internal Kremlin disputes. The
tensions between the USSR and the USA remained acute, and the
KoreanWarhadnotended. In1952Americanscientistshadattaineda
further stageofdestructivemilitarycapacitybyproducingahydrogen
bomb. Their Soviet counterparts fortified their competing research
programme. In the meantime Stalin had made moves to effect a
settlement in Korea lest the conflict might erupt into a Third World
War. His successors maintained this approach. The Korean War
was brought to a close and Korea was divided between a communist
North and a capitalist South. But the Cold War between the Soviet
and American governments continued. In March 1954 the USA
successfully tested a hydrogen bomb that could be delivered by
long-range aircraft. But the USSR was catching up. Already in
August 1953 Soviet scientists had tested its own hydrogen bomb and
they were conducting research on long-range aircraft capable of
delivering it.6

The Soviet regime had sharp difficulties not only with the USA
but also with several countries in Eastern Europe. The industrial
workers in Berlin, sensing that Stalin’s death gave them an opportun-
ity to express their discontentwith thepolitical and economic policies
of the German Democratic Republic, went on strike in midsummer
1953. There were riots, too, in Plzeň in Czechoslovakia; and rum-
blings of discontent were reported in Poland and Hungary. The
Soviet Party Presidium members made material concessions while
ruthlessly suppressing overt opposition; but all of them recognized
the dangers of the international situation: they were confronted by
instabilities and threats which needed handling with decisiveness.

Khrushchëv had this quality aplenty; but his eventual victory in
the dogfight in the Kremlin was not yet guaranteed: he had to
continue making his own luck. Among his manoeuvres was the
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establishment of a commission under P. N. Pospelov to investigate
the crimes of the 1930s and 1940s. The Leningrad purge of 1948–9
came under particular scrutiny. This was not the greatest case of
blood-letting inStalin’s time, but forKhrushchëv it had theadvantage
that Malenkov had been involved as a perpetrator of repression.
Malenkov was a politician on the slide. The harvest of summer 1954
was a good one, and the success was attributed to Khrushchëv
even though the virgin lands contributed next to nothing to the
improvement. By December, Malenkov’s authority in the Presidium
had been so weakened that he was compelled to resign as Chairman
of the Council of Ministers.

Although the Presidium steadily came under Khrushchëv’s per-
sonal influence, he still had to show restraint. Malenkov’s post in
the Council of Ministers was given in February 1955 to Nikolai
Bulganin, who had allied himself with Khrushchëv but was not his
protégé. Furthermore, the Ministry of Defence – which until then
had been led by Bulganin – was handed over to Marshal Zhukov,
who had never been known to kowtow to civilian politicians. But
Khrushchëv was in irrepressible mood. Together with Bulganin he
visited Yugoslavia despite having executed Beria for having written
letters to Tito. Khrushchëv’s pre-eminence was on display in Bel-
grade: his boisterous vulgarity left no room for ambiguity for
observers. Nor did he fail to stress that, as Stalin’s successor, he
would frame his policies to compete with the USA. In May 1955 the
Soviet government convoked ameeting of East European communist
leaders and formed the Warsaw Pact in reaction to the permission
given by NATO for West Germany to undertake its rearmament.

Khrushchëv had to watch his back. Gradually Malenkov shifted
back into an alliance with Molotov and Kaganovich: having lost the
struggle to be the supreme reformer, he settled for becoming an
associate of communist reactionaries. There was much uneasiness
about Khrushchëv. His enemies understood, above all else, that
the Soviet edifice as reconstructed by Stalin was held together by
tightly-interlocked structures and that any improvised architectural
alterations might bring the roof down on everyone’s head.

But how to stopKhrushchëv’smischief ? In foreign policyMolotov
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as yet had little objection to Khrushchëv, who had helped him to
repudiate Malenkov’s contention that any nuclear war would bring
about ‘the destruction of world civilization’. Khrushchëv’s weakness
in 1955 lay instead in domestic economic policy. In pursuit of
his virgin lands scheme Khrushchëv had replaced the Kazakhstan
communist party leadership in Alma-Ata, and sent his follower
Leonid Brezhnev there to secure policy on his behalf. He recruited
300,000 ‘volunteers’, especially from among students, for summer
work in Kazakhstan and western Siberia. As a consequence Khrush-
chëv’s survival in power depended on the germination of wheat seed
in the ploughed-up steppe of central Asia. Fortunately for him, the
1955 grain harvest across the USSR was twenty-one per cent higher
than in the previous year.7

What is more, Khrushchëv had kept his ability to surprise. On
13 February 1956, a day before the Twentieth Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, he proposed to the Presidium
that a speech should be delivered on ‘the Cult of the Individual and
itsConsequences’.This constitutedacall fordiscussionof thehorrors
of the Stalin period. Khrushchëv argued not from moral but from
pragmatic premisses: ‘If we don’t tell the truth at the Congress, we’ll
be forced to tell the truth some time in the future. And then we
shan’t be the speech-makers; no, then we’ll be the people under
investigation.’8 Molotov’s counter-proposal was for the speech to
be made on the theme ‘Stalin the Continuer of Lenin’s Work’. But
Khrushchëv had a majority, and arrangements were made for his
speech to be given at a closed session of the Congress.9

This decision was not mentioned by Khrushchëv in his general
report at the start of the Congress on 14 February. It was not
Khrushchëv but Mikoyan who stirred things up by making some
derogatory remarks about Stalin. But behind the scenes Khrushchëv
was preparing himself. The Pospelov commission had made a de-
position to the Presidium in late January detailing many of Stalin’s
abuses. Khrushchëv wanted to increase trenchancy of the com-
mission’s criticisms and to offer an account of Stalin throughout his
rule. With this in mind he recruited D. T. Shepilov, fellow Central
Committee Secretary and a former Pravda editor, to head a drafting
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group.10 Presidium members eyed the process with trepidation. As
Stalin’s adjutants, they knew about the mass repressions: all of them
– including Khrushchëv – had blood on their hands. They could
only hope that Khrushchëv was right that it was better to raise the
Stalin question sooner rather than later.

On 25 February he spoke, as planned, to a closed session of the
Congress: only delegates from the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union were allowed to attend. Journalists were banned. Even distin-
guished foreign communists such as Togliatti were prohibited from
being present. The Presidium exercised the greatest possible control
of the occasion.

The speech, which lasted four hours, was a turning-point in the
USSR’s politics. Its unifying topic was Stalin. Khrushchëv informed
the Congress about Lenin’s call in 1923 for Stalin’s removal from
the General Secretaryship. The rest of the speech was given over to
the abuses perpetrated by Stalin in the following three decades. The
repressions of 1937–8were itemized. Khrushchëv stressed that Stalin
was a blunderer as well as a killer. The failure to anticipate Hitler’s
invasion in mid-1941 was given as a particularly gross example.
Wanting todemonstrate thepersistenceof Stalin’s terrorism,Khrush-
chëv described the ethnic deportations of the Second World War
and the post-war carnage in the Leningrad Affair, the Doctors’ Plot
and theMingrelian Affair. Stalin had brought about a drastic decline
in internal party democracy. Thirteen years elapsed between the
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Party Congresses. After 1945 the Central
Committee rarely met, and the Politburo fell into desuetude.

Khrushchëv had agreed to exculpate the current Presidium. Al-
legedly Stalin had decided everything. Only fitfully did Khrushchëv
yield to the temptation to score points off fellowPresidiummembers.
For instance, he mentioned the difficulties in Ukraine in the Second
WorldWarwhen an appealwasmade to Stalin for increased supplies
of equipment. Malenkov had given the following answer on Stalin’s
behalf: ‘You have to arm yourselves.’ The revelation of so curt a
response, even if Malenkov had merely been relaying a message,
reflected badly upon him. Khrushchëv was casting a shadow over
the reputation of his most powerful rival.
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Otherwise he heaped the blame on Stalin and the conveniently
dead leaders of the security police. On the Great Terror he declared
to the Congress: ‘The majority of Politburo members did not, at the
time, know all the circumstances in these matters and therefore
could not intervene.’ He suggested that only a handful of associates
helped Stalin in his dastardly activity: the security-police leaders
Yezhov, Beria, Abakumov (and subordinates of theirs such as the
‘bird-brained’ Rodos).11 Supposedly the repressions could not have
been stopped bywell-meaning communist party leaders because they
lacked the necessary information about the purges undertaken by
Stalin andhis police cronies.Khrushchëv,whohadhelped toorganize
the terror inMoscowandUkraine in1937–8,12was lying shamelessly;
but this is what he knew he needed to do if he was to retain his
reputation and ruin Stalin’s.

For the supreme intention was to knock Stalin from the pedestal
of public esteem. Stalin was portrayed as a capricious autocrat. As
an example of Stalin’s megalomania he recalled the comment: ‘I’ll
wag my little finger, and Tito will be no more!’ Stalin, moreover,
had been extremely distrustful. ‘Why,’ he would enquire of his
associates, ‘are your eyes so shifty today?’

Khrushchëv’s analysis was focused more upon personality than
upon policy. He stipulated that the bloodshed had started only after
the assassination of Kirov in 1934. Indeed Khrushchëv proposed
that, before the mid-1930s, Stalin had performed ‘great services
to the party, to the working class and the international labour
movement’. Thus the horrors committed in the Civil War, the NEP
and the First Five-Year Plan were ignored. Agricultural collectiviza-
tion, despite all the deaths and deportations, was condoned. In
addition, the burden of Khrushchëv’s message was that mostly it
was prominent officials who had been Stalin’s victims. There had
been, he suggested, ‘several thousand’ functionaries of party, govern-
ment and army; he gave no hint that millions of people, many of
whom did not hold any rank at all in public life, had died.

His undeclared purpose was to show the Congress that the attack
on Stalin would not involve a dismantlement of his entire system.
Arbitrary arrests and executions would cease; but the communist
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one-party state would be preserved, alternative ideologies would be
suppressed and state economic ownership would remain intact. In
Khrushchëv’s presentation, this would involve a reversion to the
days of Lenin, when supposedly all the working people of the USSR
had luxuriated in the beneficent farsightedness of Marxism-
Leninism. The future for the USSR lay in a return to the past.

By reassuring, flattering and inspiring the Congress, Khrushchëv
won support from its delegates even though many of them were so
shockedby the contents of the closed-session speech that they fainted.
Molotov could frighten them, Malenkov confuse and sedate them.
Only Khrushchëv had had the animal boldness to exhilarate them;
and, having pulled off this achievement, he turned his attention to
the rest of the country. Confidential briefings of party members were
given to activists in local party organizations. Khrushchëv gave
transcripts to foreign communist party leaders as they departed
home. As if suspecting that several of the recipients might censor its
contents, he also arranged for the KGB to ensure that the CIA
should obtain a copy, and the London Observer scooped the world
by printing a full version.

In the West his policies were dubbed de-Stalinization. This was
understandable since Khrushchëv had devoted an entire report to
denouncing Stalin. But Khrushchëv himself talked instead of a cam-
paign to eliminate ‘the cult of the individual’.13 This was not an
inappropriate term even though it was so euphemistic. For Khrush-
chëv kept Stalin’s kolkhozes in agriculture and his capital-goods
priority in industry; he also refrained from rehabilitating Trotski,
Bukharin and the various other communists alleged to have been
foreignspies.Muchremained inplace thatwouldhavebeencongenial
to Stalin.

Despite the limited nature of the closed-session speech, however,
Khrushchëv was already experiencing difficulty in Moscow, where
the Presidium baulked at his efforts to publicize the report. Only a
brief summary was published in the press. Even this caused a furore.
Many citizens were astounded by what was revealed about the 1930s
and 1940s. It was not news to them that abuses of power had
occurred: practically every household in the land had at least one
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relative who had fallen victim to the Gulag. But not everyone,
especially amidst the generations born and educated under Stalin,
had known that Stalin was the instigator of the horrors recounted
by Khrushchëv. In Georgia he was venerated as a national hero
although he had executed many Georgians. A riot took place in
Tbilisi. Yet by and large, the revelations evoked an enormous sense
of relief, and the decrease in overt political intimidation was enjoyed
even by Stalin’s admirers.

Nevertheless Khrushchëv and his historians, crafty as they had
been in formulating the case against Stalin, had not been quite crafty
enough. They had done an efficient job solely in relation to the
pre-war USSR. Since Lenin had founded the Soviet state, a ‘return
to Lenin’ was an attractive path to recommend to comrades at home.
But this could not be the case for the other countries of Eastern
Europe or indeed for Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. They had been
conquered not in the Civil War but in Stalin’s military campaigns
of 1944–5 – and nowKhrushchëv, the Soviet communist leader, was
claiming that Stalin was a mass murderer. The closed-session speech
gusted away the rags of legitimacy claimed by communism in the
countries of the Warsaw Pact.

First to express discontent were Polish industrial workers. As the
rumours spread in Poland aboutKhrushchëv’s closed-session speech,
they went on strike. Poles had always known that Stalin had been
a wrong ’un, but Khrushchëv’s confirmation of this gave them
irrefutable grounds for revolt. Compromises were swiftly agreed.
Władisław Gomułka, the veteran communist imprisoned by Stalin
in 1948 for showing too much care for Polish national interests, was
released and, with much grumpiness, Khrushchëv assented to his
becoming First Secretary of the Polish United Workers’ Party.14 This
manoeuvre was combined with police action inWarsaw. The strikes
faded and order was restored. But the episode was yet another
indication of the unpopularity of the Soviet Army, the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union and the KGB throughout Eastern Europe.
No Presidium member took seriously the official Soviet trumpetings
about the fraternal feelings felt by the peoples of the Warsaw Pact
towards the USSR.
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Gomułka’s transfer to supreme power was the most spectacular
example of the trend towards compromise. The Kremlin already in
Beria’s time had slackened the pace of ‘Sovietization’ in Eastern
Europe. Changes of personnel had been undertaken so as to hasten
the acceptance of reforms. In particular, campaigns for agricultural
collectivization had been halted. Recalcitrant Stalinists had been
reprimanded in mid-1953, and told to adopt the Kremlin’s new
course of policies.

But things went badly for the USSR. Rákosi was replaced as
governmental premier by Imre Nagy but remained leader of the
Hungarian party. Only after Khrushchëv’s speech to the Twentieth
Congress in Moscow was Rákosi at last constrained to step down
entirely. By then Budapest’s workers and intellectuals were pressing
for the regime’s fundamental reform.15 Nagy’s Hungarian patriotism
proved stronger than hisMarxism-Leninism and he went along with
the crowds, trusting that Moscow would not resort to forcible
intervention. He also assumed that the West would lean on the
Soviet Union to respect Hungary’s sovereignty. On 23 October a
popular disturbance took place in Budapest. In the following week
a revolt against Soviet domination occurred; and the courageous but
naı̈ve Nagy, a communist who had fallen foul of Rákosi in the late
1940s, continued to believe that a political compromise could be
reached with Moscow. Visits by Mikoyan, Malenkov and Yuri
Andropov, the Soviet ambassador to Budapest, failed to induce a
more realistic judgement.

On 4 November 1956 the tanks of the Soviet Army moved against
the rebels. Resistance was fierce but futile. The Hungarian revolt
was castigated by Khrushchëv as a counter-revolution inspired by
the West, and Nagy fled to the safety of the Yugoslav embassy; but
he was tricked into leaving it and taken into custody – he was
executed in 1958 for refusing to repent of his actions. The NATO
countries refused to intervene on Hungary’s side. The joint attack
by British, French and Israeli forces on the Suez Canal preoccupied
the West at the time; but in any case the major powers flinched from
risking the outbreak of a Third World War. A tame Hungarian
regime was set up in Budapest under János Kádár, and the countries
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of the Warsaw Pact were put on notice that, under Khrushchëv as
under Stalin, no challenge to the Kremlin’s dominance would be
tolerated.

The prestige of Khrushchëv, who had been hailed around the
world as the hero of the Twentieth Party Congress, tumbled; but
this did not bother him as much as the criticism he suffered in the
Presidium. Already in June he had been compelled to agree to an
official resolution playing down the abuses of power by Stalin. The
Polish strikes and the Hungarian revolt gave further stimulus to his
critics. Printed copies of the closed-session report were destroyed
before they could be distributed. Legal publication in the USSR did
not occur until the rule of Gorbachëv, and for this reason the report
became known as ‘the secret speech’. Khrushchëv began to avoid
overt commitment to reform; such was his discomfiture that at the
end of the year he denounced anti-Stalinist novels such as Vladimir
Dudintsev’s Not by Bread Alone as being anti-Soviet. Khrushchëv
had not attained supreme office to preside over the collapse of the
post-war order in the USSR and its subject states.

But it was only a matter of time before Molotov, Malenkov and
Kaganovich mounted an assault on him. On 18 June 1957 they
struck. At a Presidium meeting lasting three days, Khrushchëv was
outnumbered and defeated. Rather than simply sack him, Molotov
and his friends had hit on the device of abolishing the post of Party
First Secretary.16 In this way they hoped to win over those leaders
alarmed by the renewal of dissension in the Kremlin. For any other
contender for the leadership this might have been the end of the
matter, but Khrushchëv staunchly insisted that the right to dismiss
him lay with the Central Committee. With the assistance ofMarshal
Zhukov as Minister of Defence, Central Committee members were
flown to Moscow to attend an emergency plenum. Some of them
banged on the doors of the Presidium as it discussed Khrushchëv’s
fate. The Central Committee plenum commenced on 21 June and
resulted in a resounding victory for Khrushchëv.

Molotov, Malenkov and Kaganovich – along with their last-
minute ally D. T. Shepilov – were dismissed from the Presidium by
the Central Committee. Into the Presidium came Zhukov, Frol
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Kozlov and other figures who had stood by Khrushchëv in the crisis.
Khrushchëv had won because his amalgam of policies continued to
appeal to Central Committee members. Also important was the
suspicion that his opponents, were they to achieve victory, might
revert to terror. After the plenum, Kaganovich had rung up Khrush-
chëv pleading for mercy. Khrushchëv issued a contemptuous retort:
‘Your words yet again confirm what methods you intended to use
for your vile ends . . . You measure other people by your own
standard. But you are making a mistake.’17 Such self-righteousness
would have been more plausible if Khrushchëv had not had Beria
shot in 1953. In his favour, however, it deserves stress that his mercy
towards the ‘Anti-PartyGroup’was an important breakwith Stalin’s
practices. Khrushchëv guaranteed that internal élite disputes should
be conducted without manacles and rifles.

Khrushchëv had fun at the losers’ expense chiefly by subjecting
them to humiliating demotions. Molotov became ambassador to
Mongolia, Malenkov director of a hydro-electric power station in
Kazakhstan and Kaganovich director of a Sverdlovsk cement works.
Khrushchëv’s ascendancy led to a disgorging of victims of Stalin’s
purges from the Gulag penal camps. Until 1956 only some 7000
reprocessed cases had resulted in judicial rehabilitation of prisoners.
(Molotov’s wife had been among the first of them.) Within a few
months, between eight and nine million people had been rehabilit-
ated.18 It is true that this good fortune came to most of Stalin’s
victims posthumously. Even so, the releases from the camps became
amassphenomenonafter theTwentiethCongress, and theydeepened
popular knowledge about the past.

The policy of ‘socialist legality’ had been proclaimed since 1953.
This did not signify that the USSR wasmeant to become a law-based
state: Khrushchëv provided a system under which the constitution
and the law would be enforced solely insofar as communist party
rulewaspreserved.ThePresidium’s dominanceover high state policy
remained in place. If Hungary needed invading or a summit with
the American president arranging or a new crop imposing on the
kolkhozes, this was normally done by the Presidium. Thus the
Central Committee was able to intervene in discussions on policy
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only at the Presidium’s request – and this happened most decisively
when the Presidium was itself divided. Yet the Central Committee
had had a taste of power; and Mikhail Suslov, when pleading with
the Central Committee to vote for Khrushchëv at the June 1957
plenum, took the liberty of noting the need for Khrushchëv to end
his sharp-tongued, overbearing behaviour towards colleagues.19

For a while Khrushchëv seemed to take Suslov’s words to heart.
He consulted often with Presidium andCentral Committee members
andpublished theproceedingsofCentralCommitteeplenums.Power
at the centre was exercised more formally than before 1953. Party
bodies met regularly and asserted control over the other public
institutions. The party inherited by Khrushchëv grew in size as a
recruitment campaign gathered strength. When Stalin died, there
were nearly 6.1 million members; by 1961 there were 9.7 million.20

Khrushchëv also started to show considerable contempt for the
desk-bound bureaucracy of the communist party apparatus. He
wanted action in society, and he set an example by visiting factories,
mines and kolkhozes. The party had to be mobilized so that the
party might mobilize society.

The change in the party’s condition, however, had its limits. The
party set policies, but these policies continued to be conditioned by
the existing interests of groups, organizations and institutions. Thus
the Soviet Army impeded a reconsideration of military priorities.
Khrushchëvpreferrednuclearweapons to themore traditional armed
forces on grounds of cheapness as well as deterrence. Marshal
Zhukov argued strongly against Khrushchëv. From Khrushchëv’s
standpoint, Zhukov had outlived his usefulness as soon as the Anti-
Party Group had been defeated. Khrushchëv moved with dispatch.
In October 1957 a startled Zhukov was pitched into retirement.
Nevertheless the Soviet Army command remained a serious con-
straint on the Presidium’s freedom to govern. So, too, were the
economic ministries that could in practice choose which of the
various priorities set for them by the Presidium they would pursue.

While the Presidium could push its policies upon the ministers as
party members, the ministers in their turn had access to the party’s
decision-making; and, much as he altered the party’s apparatus,
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Khrushchëv retained the system of economic departments in the
Secretariat.21 As ever, the officials in such departments did little to
inhibit the inclinations of ‘their’ ministries. The entanglement of
partyandgovernmentwas strengthened inMarch1958whenKhrush-
chëv, having waited his chance to get rid of Bulganin who had
supported the Anti-Party Group, took over the post of Chairman of
the Council of Ministers. The head of the party now also became
head of the government.

Having worsted the Anti-Party Group, Khrushchëv at last felt
well placed to rectify the inadequacies in consumer-goods production
in Soviet factories.22 Malenkov’s priority became his own. This
adjustment of policy, however, unsettled the institutional support
that had facilitated his rise to power since Stalin’s death; the tra-
ditional lobbies in the armyand theheavy-industrial civilian adminis-
trations were appalled by what they saw as his treachery. Conflict
was avoided mainly because Khrushchëv did not push his wishes
too hard. In any case he adhered to his original contention that
agricultural improvements remained more urgent than changes in
industrial investment policy. He expressed his opinion as follows:
‘It is important to have good clothing and good footwear, but it is
still more important to have a tasty dinner, breakfast and lunch.’23

Khrushchëv also vetoed suggestions that Soviet automotive plants
should produce cars for purchase by the private citizen.24

Thushisbasic economicpreferencesweremuchmoreconventional
than appeared from his declarations about the need to satisfy all the
aspirations of Soviet consumers. The incidence of such declarations
increased in the late 1950s, and his confidence in his own judgement
on the entire range of official policies was extreme. Khrushchëv, the
Party First Secretary and the Chairman of the Council of Ministers,
led from the front.

His colleagues noticed the paradox that the politician who
denounced the ‘cult of the individual’ was zealous in accumulating
prestige. A day would not pass without his picture appearing in the
press. The practice was resumed of prefacing books with mandatory
eulogies to the party’s leader. Khrushchëv secured additional pub-
licity for himself by appointing his son-in-law Aleksei Adzhubei as
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editorof Izvestiya.Hehadakeen eye for self-advertisement (although
thephotographofhimwrapped in abearskin rugprobably confirmed
the Western image of the threat posed by each Soviet leader!).
Significantly, he stopped short of commissioning a full-scale biog-
raphy: presumablyhis criticismof Stalin’s vanity-publishing ventures
dissuaded him from such an attempt. But this was a rare instance
of restraint. Khrushchëv demanded and obtained adulation from
the press, radio, cinema and television.

It was this ebullience that had powered his rise from unpropitious
social origins. As a lad in the village of Kalinovka in Kursk province,
Khrushchëv hadworked as a shepherd. In adolescence he had drifted
– like many other young Russians – to the Don Basin and signed on
as a miner. In the First World War he was active in the labour
movement. In the Civil War he fought on the Red side, becoming a
Bolshevik in 1918. His exuberant intelligence was coupled to
ambition. After rising through the local party network in Ukraine,
in 1929 he undertook training at the Industrial Academy inMoscow.
Despite his inadequate formal education, he made further headway
after taking up the cudgels against Bukharin in the struggle over the
First Five-Year Plan. Kaganovich, who already knewhim inUkraine,
helped to bring him to the attention of Stalin himself.

By 1935 Khrushchëv was leading theMoscowCity Party Commit-
tee and three years later he became First Secretary of the Communist
Party of Ukraine. In the Great Terror he was an unflinching purger,
but he was also a dynamic administrator. In 1941 he became the
main political commissar on the Southern front. His career was not
without its setbacks. Stalin’s moods were hard to anticipate and
Khrushchëv had sometimes carried metal-working instruments in
his jacket in case he were suddenly to be cast down from office and
were to need to seek factory employment.25 YetKhrushchëv survived,
and was honoured with the joint appointment as leader of the party
and the government of Ukraine in February 1944. In December 1949,
when he was recalled to Moscow as Central Committee Secretary,
it had obviously been Stalin’s intention to use him as a political
counterweight to Malenkov.

He relished the grandeur of supremeauthority from themid-1950s,
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and was delighted when his grandson enquired: ‘Grandad, who are
you? The tsar?’26 He also liked his vodka and was given to earthy
anecdotes and crude outbursts. Amore careful First Secretary would
not have said to Western politicians: ‘We will bury you!’ Nor would
any alternative Soviet leader in 1960 have banged a shoe on his desk
at the United Nations to interrupt a speech by the delegate from the
Philippines. In power, he had a wonderful time. He adored gadgets,
and welcomed scientists to his dacha. Never having been an avid
reader, he got distinguished authors to read their works aloud to
him. He fancied himself as a thinker with a practical bent. Going to
the USA in September, he admired the fertile plains of maize and
on his return he instructed all kolkhozes and sovkhozes to grow it.
Khrushchëv was ever the enthusiast.

But his impulsiveness irked his colleagues. The maize campaign
was a case in point. Leading Soviet agronomists told him that it was
a crop unsuited to many regions of the USSR. But he rejected their
advice. Khrushchëv, like Stalin before him, always assumed he knew
best, and he disrupted the work of any institution which opposed
his policies. Even the Party Central Committee’s activities were
impaired. Since Khrushchëv was not always able to secure its
approval, he introduced outsiders to its proceedings so that they
might help to put pressure on its members. In the process he under-
mined the very patterns of consultation and procedural regularity
that he had once helped to establish.

Thus, having used the party apparatus as a means of taking
supreme power, he attempted to reduce its capacity to constrain
him; and he convinced himself that the party’s problems stemmed
from the kind of officials he had inherited from Stalin. In 1961 he
brought in a rule confining them to three periods of tenure of office:27

job insecurity for his erstwhile supporters increased. At the same
time he was a sucker for flattery. A. M. Larionov, the first party
secretary in Ryazan province, inserted himself into Khrushchëv’s
affections by claiming an unprecedented expansion in local meat
production. Larionov had achieved this only by killing off an inordi-
nate number of livestock and by buying the remainder from outside
his area. Found out, Larionov committed suicide in 1960. But
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Khrushchëv blundered on regardless. A vast turnover of personnel
occurred in the late 1950s.

In economics, too, Khrushchëv made his imprint. In 1953 his
personal objective had been the exploitation of the virgin lands, and
he had implied that no large diversion of finances would be needed
to turn agriculture out of its Stalinist rut. It was quite a campaign.
Within three years of Stalin’s death an additional 36 million hectares
were put under the plough. This was as large as the cultivated area
of Canada and represented a staggering extension of Soviet cereal
agriculture. Khrushchëv also returned to one of his pet schemes by
carrying out the amalgamation of kolkhozes into bigger units. The
number of such farms consequently dropped from 125,000 to
36,000.28Khrushchëvwanted thebiggest possible units of agricultural
production.He also strove to turn kolkhozes into sovkhozes, thereby
increasing the number of peasants employed directly as state
employees; and he severely reduced the area under cultivation in
private plots.

For Khrushchëv, in his own way, was a communist believer who
wished to demonstrate the superiority of communism.While he tried
to increase central state intervention in some ways, he also tried to
liberate rural initiative. Themachine-tractor stations were abolished
in 1958. Kolkhozes were to be allowed to run their affairs without
excessive local interference. The annual harvest figures, which were
the key test of Khrushchëv’s agricultural policy, were generally
encouraging. Wheat output rose by over fifty per cent between 1950
and 1960. Milk and meat production had increased by sixty-nine
and eighty-seven per cent respectively in the seven years after Stalin’s
death.29

Food was consumed in the greatest quantity in the country’s
history; but such an improvement was not the end of the matter for
Khrushchëv. He wanted adjustments in the economy that would
afford an even fuller satisfaction of the needs of ordinary consumers.
He felt that the ministries in Moscow prevented any solution. They
were detached from everyday questions of production and remained
careless of local needs. In 1957 he secured the Presidium’s sanction
to break up the central ministries and to allocate their functions to
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105 regional economic councils (sovnarkhozy). Khrushchëv’s idea
was that this new administrative tier would introduce more dynamic
planning andmanagement. In 1958, too, he secured a reconsideration
of priorities for industrial investment. Capital goods were still pro-
jected to expand production at a faster rate than consumer goods:
Khrushchëv did not touch this sacred cow. But he adjusted priorities
so as to boost those sectors – especially oil, gas and chemicals – that
had been neglected by Stalin.

Soviet economic achievements under Khrushchëv were unde-
niable. An ambitious Seven-Year Plan came into effect in 1959. Gross
national income had grown by fifty-eight per cent by 1965 and
industrial output by eighty-four per cent. Even consumer goodswent
up by sixty per cent. There were spectacular successes for the USSR,
especially in 1957 when the first sputnik was sent up to circle the
earth; in 1960 Yuri Gagarin followed this with the first manned orbit
of the globe. Gagarin had a film star’s good looks, but Khrushchëv
was his equal as a showman, habitually holding public receptions
for cosmonauts when they returned from subsequent missions.

In agriculture, his over-confidence remained incorrigible.He inter-
fered persistently with crop-rotation patterns. Even more damaging
were his further restrictions on the size of the private plots which
couldbeallocated tokolkhozniki. Since twofifthsofSovietvegetables
were grown on them it took little expertise to foresee that shop
shelveswould soonbecomeemptyunless his policywas reversed.The
same picture was discernible in industry. For instance, he disrupted
co-ordination in Moscow and other cities by arbitrarily raising
targets for the construction of apartment blocks; and, when he
simultaneously downgraded the priority for bricks, he brought chaos
to his already outlandish schemes.30 Khrushchëv was brought up in
the Stalinist tradition of command and did not alter his habits
after denouncing Stalin. Never the most self-questioning of men, he
assumed he knew best; his bossiness had been hardened into an
essential feature of his mode of rule.

Therewere disappointments forKhrushchëv evenby the standards
of his own Seven-Year Plan as introduced in 1959. The virgin lands
were so over-ploughed that parts of Kazakhstan were turned into a
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dust-bowl, and Khrushchëv’s authority was diminished by poor
harvests across the USSR: agricultural output in 1963 was only
ninety-two per cent of the total achieved in 1958. Consumer products
were not coming out of the factories in the quantity and with the
quality he desired. The investment in capital goods continued to be
skewed heavily towards military needs, still more heavily than the
Plan required. Khrushchëv’s attempt to associate himself with youth,
science and progresswas belied by the survival of economic priorities
and practices from the 1930s.

So long as the official aim was to achieve military parity with the
USA, it was difficult to alter economic policy to any great extent.
Yet Khrushchëv, after his early refusal to support Malenkov’s plea
for more relaxed relations with the American government, began to
reconsider the situation. By the late 1950s Khrushchëv, too, was
advocating ‘peaceful coexistence’. Professional historians dutifully
ransacked the archives for evidence that Lenin had strongly believed
that global socialism and global capitalism could peacefully coexist.
In fact Lenin had mentioned such an idea only glancingly.31 In any
case Khrushchëv did not unequivocally repudiate the traditional
Leninist thesis on the inevitability of world wars until global capi-
talism had been brought to an end.32 But certainly he preferred to
put his practical stress on the need for peace. Repeatedly he argued
that competition between the communist East and the capitalist
West should be restricted to politics and ideology.

The Soviet-American relationship was at the crux of deliberations
in the Presidium. The USSR and the USA were left as the only
superpowers. As the old empires crumbled, the Presidium sought to
befriend the emergent African and Asian states. The opportunity
overlooked by Stalin was grasped by Khrushchëv. Together with
Bulganin, he had toured India, Burma andAfghanistan in 1955. Nine
years later he went to Egypt and offered President Nasser a subsidy
sufficient to build the Aswan Dam. In 1959 the guerrilla movement
led by Fidel Castro seized power in Cuba and associated itself with
the USSR.

At last the original Bolshevik objective to promote the interests
of the colonial peopleswas being vigorously pursued. Yet the nations
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of Eastern Europe felt that the Soviet Unionwas itself an ‘imperialist’
power. There was also an edginess elsewhere, especially in theWest,
about Soviet pretensions in central Europe. Admittedly the USSR
co-signed the peace treaty in 1955 which involved the Soviet Army’s
withdrawal from Austria; and West German Chancellor Konrad
Adenauer went to Moscow in the same year and secured the release
of the thousands of German POWs not yet repatriated to West
Germany. But the Soviet forces’ suppression of the Hungarian popu-
lar revolt revived old fears. Also intimidating was the USSR’s
refinement of its H-Bomb after its first successful test in August 1953.
The USSR had the personnel, ideology and technology to threaten
the heart of the continent, and the USA made clear that it would
retaliate with nuclear weaponry if any NATO state were to be
attacked.

Khrushchëv tried to relieve the tensions between the USSR and
the USA. A conference was held in Geneva in 1955 attended by
himself and President Eisenhower. In 1959 Khrushchëv permitted
anexhibitionof theAmericanwayof life inMoscowwhich includeda
model kitchen. There, the ebullient First Secretary of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union participated in a televised impromptu
discussion with American Vice-President Richard Nixon on the
respective virtues of communism and capitalism, and Khrushchëv
enhanced his popularity at home and abroad by his readiness to
debate directly with foreign leaders. Khrushchëv, accompanied by
his wife and a host of advisers, reciprocated with a visit to the USA
in September 1959.

Soviet politicians were gradually ceasing to seem utopian fanatics
or mindless automatons. But mutual suspicions were not entirely
dispelled. Far from it: a summit meeting of Khrushchëv and Eisen-
hower thathadbeenplanned formid-1960was ruinedby the shooting
down of an American U-2 spy-plane over Soviet airspace. The
fact that the American pilot Gary Powers had been captured gave
Khrushchëv andhis spokesmen an irresistible opportunity to upbraid
the Americans for their diplomatic untrustworthiness. Yet he still
wanted peaceful coexistence with the West. In the 1960 American
elections Nixon was defeated by John Kennedy; and Khrushchëv
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arranged a summit with him in Vienna in June 1961. This proved
to be not the easiest of meetings since Khrushchëv did not hide his
condescension towards the younger man. But eventually the two
leaders agreed to move towards introducing greater predictability
and harmony to relations between their countries.

Khrushchëv no longer faced serious domestic challenge to his
foreign policy. His control was such, he boasted, that he could
instruct ForeignMinister Andrei Gromyko to take down his trousers
and sit on a block of ice and Gromyko would meekly comply. He
also knew that Soviet nuclear capacity was as yet nowhere near to
parity with the Americans’ despite the claims made by Kennedy in
his electoral campaign; he could therefore count on considerable
support in the Presidium for a cautious handling of affairs with the
USA.33

Yet the Soviet rapprochement with the USA caused upset in the
‘world communist movement’, especially in the People’s Republic
of China. Tensions had existed for years. Mao had never forgotten
his demeaning treatment at Stalin’s hands. A Soviet-Chinese agree-
ment was signed in 1959 which promised Soviet technical and finan-
cial aid in an attempt to buy off Chinese criticism. But it did not
work. In 1960Mao fulminated against thosewho based their policies
on the priority to avoid nuclear war. Such a war, according to Mao,
would in fact be both survivable and winnable. Once the mushroom
clouds of the H-bombs had lifted, ‘a beautiful system’ would be
created in place of capitalist imperialism. As this tacit critique of
Khrushchëv continued, other communist parties were appalled by
the growing breach in the international communist movement; and,
although the militarist recklessness of Mao was widely rejected,
there remained several foreign leaders who had waited for years to
opposeKhrushchëv forhis insults toStalin’smemory.Theconference
of eighty-one parties held in Moscow in 1961 did little to rally
Marxist-Leninist global unity.

And soKhrushchëv, despite his dominance, was beset by problems
by the early 1960s. His political and economic changes were not as
effectiveashehadanticipated, andhis foreignpolicywas running into
obstacles. By removing aspects of Stalin’s heritage and undertaking a
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semi-return to Leninism, hewas solving a few problems but avoiding
most. His failure was in some measure his fault. He had an erratic,
autocratic personality and a deeply authoritarian outlook. Yet his
quarter-reforms of the Soviet order were probably the maximum
that his close colleagues and the rest of the central and local élites
would have tolerated at the time. The upholders of this order were
too powerful, accomplished and confident for any more radical
transformation.
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Hopes Unsettled
(1961–1964)

Khrushchëv still believed that historywas on the side of communism.
His confidence was infectious and attracted a lot of lower-echelon
party functionaries and ambitious youngsters to his side. Like Stalin
in the 1930s, he persuaded such people that the problems for com-
munism in the USSR could be solved by a more rigorous application
of the basic principles of Marxism-Leninism. This, he suggested,
would necessarily involve a rejection of Stalin and a reversion to the
ideals of Lenin. There were many people who responded to his
summons to join the party and to help to change public life. The
enthusiasts among them were known as ‘Children of the Twentieth
Congress’.

They believed that a reformed Soviet order would quickly demon-
strate its political and economic superiority over its Western rivals;
they agreedwith Khrushchëv that capitalismwas like ‘a dead herring
in themoonlight, shining brilliantly as it rotted’.1 Khrushchëv himself
assumed that popular gratitude for his liberating influence would
engender co-operation between the central political élite and society.
He was proud of the achievements made for the average Soviet
citizen. High-rise apartment blocks were put up in all cities. Diet
went on improving. Meat consumption rose by fifty-five per cent
between 1958 and 1965 alone.2 Fridges, televisions and evenwashing-
machines entered popular ownership. The hospital and education
services were free and universally available; rents, home heating and
cooking fuel were very inexpensive. Labour discipline was relaxed.3

Unemployment was practically unknown. Wages rose after 1953
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and kept on rising; in the RSFSR between 1959 and 1962, for
instance, they increased by seven per cent.4

General financial provision had also been introduced for those
who had retired from work. In fact the minimum annual pension
was set at thirty roubles and was barely sufficient for subsistence;5

but Khrushchëv had made a start in tackling the problem and
jobs were anyway available for many elderly citizens as concierges,
doorkeepers and hotel cleaners. The retention of cheap urban cafe-
terias meant that neither pensioners nor the working poor starved.

Recreational clubs flourished. Lev Yashin, the soccer goalkeeper,
was one among the many sportsmen adored by the population.
Escapist entertainment was heard on Soviet radio. A very popular
ditty began with the words:

Let there always be sunshine,
Let there always be sky,
Let there always be mama,
Let there always be me!

Such songs had been allowed even under Stalin; the difference was
that they were heard much more frequently. Another novelty was
Khrushchëv’s permission for a change in the design of apartment
blocks so that a family might have its privacy. The shared kitchens
and corridors of Stalin’s kommunalki had prevented this; but now
parents could speak to their childrenwithout fear of being overheard.
Nor was it any longer dangerous to take an interest in foreign
countries. Hobbies such as philately and Esperanto became activities
that did not lead to arrest by the KGB. One of the most popular
film series, Fantomas, was a French sci-fi thriller with Russian
subtitles; and theauthorities began toallowspecially-trusted citizens,
usually party members, to travel to the West in tourist groups.

Yet much stayed unchanged. Although Khrushchëv rehabilitated
millionshepunishedonlyahandfulofStalin’s intimates for theabuses
of power he regularly condemned. Apart fromBeria and the security-
police leaders, apparently, there were no serious transgressors in the
entire Soviet state. It would, of course, have been difficult to arraign
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all those whose activities had led to arrests and deaths under Stalin:
the result would have been an anti-Gulag as big as the Gulag – and
Khrushchëv would have been a convict. Nevertheless his evasiveness
had the effect of maintaining public distrust of politicians.

The media of public communication continued to blare out mes-
sages of support for the communist party. News programmes stuck
closely to the party line of the day. Alternatives to Soviet Marxism-
Leninism were banned: Khrushchëv, while getting rid of some of
Stalin’s rigidities, introduced rigidities of his own. Doctrinal ortho-
doxy remained an unquestionable objective, and the authorities did
not give up the habit of lecturing society about everything from
nuclear-bomb test negotiations tomethods of child-care. Day-to-day
dispensation of justice was improved and a proliferation of legal
reforms took place.6 But arbitrariness remained a basic feature of
the management of society. The dense network of informers was
maintained in every corner of society: the USSR was still a police
state. Those Soviet citizens who travelled abroad exemplify the
point. They had to write reports on foreigners they met on their
holidays; they were also constrained to leave behind a close member
of their family as a surety that they would return to the USSR. The
state continued to hold its society in suspicion.

Consequently people did not feel grateful to Khrushchëv for long.
Material and social conditions had got better, but life in general re-
mained hard – and the political, economic and cultural orderwas still
extremelyauthoritarian.Khrushchëvinhisfrequent, lengthyspeeches
showed that he underestimated the depth of popular grievances.

In the countryside he failed to grasp that the amalgamation of the
kolkhozes into super-kolkhozes produced enormous social distress.7

His campaign to build quasi-urban settlements for compulsory
inhabitation by all farmworkers nearly finished off a peasantry
bludgeoned to its knees by Stalin. No kulaks survived to be de-
kulakized, and theKGB didnotpile trouble-makers intocattle-trucks
bound for Siberia and Kazakhstan. But deportations of a kind
occurred as villages were bulldozed and large settlements were
established to form the centres of the enlarged farms. The avowed
intention was that schools, shops and recreational facilities should
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simultaneously be attached to each super-kolkhoz; and probably
Khrushchëv genuinely believed that the amalgamations would bring
benefit to the rural population. But, as usual, the regime was better
at destruction than creation. The new rural facilities always fell
short of Khrushchëv’s promises in number and quality.

If peasants had no love for him, he received little greater affection
from urban inhabitants. All towns across the USSR were dreary,
ill-appointed places to live. Even Khrushchëv’s record in building
apartmentswas ridiculed.Thenewflatswere referred to askhrushch-
ëby, a pun on his surname and the Russian word for slums. Further-
more, the increase in industrial output was achieved at huge cost to
the environment. In Kazakhstan his neglect of the effects of nuclear
testing led to the deaths of thousands of people. A repertoire of
private satirical commentary circulated. Millions of Gulag inmates
returned from the camps with bitter jokes about the Soviet order,
but most people did not need to have had this penal experience to
mock the authorities. The Presidium and the KGB took preventive
action against trouble. On days of official celebration, such as May
Day or the October Revolution anniversary, the security police
regularly cleared the streets of likely trouble-makers. Individuals
waving critical placards or clutching petitions of complaint were
swiftly arrested.

Theauthorities couldmaintain theirone-party, one-ideology state;
but they were unable to secure acquiescence in their more mundane
demands on a daily basis – and the extent of non-collaboration was
worrisomely broad in a society wherein no social, economic or
cultural activity was officially considered innocent of political
implications.

Non-compliance rather than direct resistance was the norm and
many social malaises survived from the 1920s. Turnover of workers
at the country’s factories peaked at one fifth of the labour-force per
annum, and official invocations to stay at an enterprise for one’s
working life were despised.8 Financial deals struck to dissuade
persons from leaving were the convention. This was illegal, but the
economywould have come to ahalt if suchdeals hadbeen eradicated.
Enterprises, district councils and local party organizations gave the
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appearance solely of subservience to the central political authorities.
Misinformation remained a pervasive feature of the Soviet order:
the trend remained to supply inaccurate data to higher bodies in
order to obtain lowproduction targets in the following year. Cliental
groups and local nests of officials conspired to impede the Kremlin’s
decrees. The frequent sackings of party, governmental and police
officials served only to bind their successors together in a campaign
to save their new jobs.

These phenomena were well known to Khrushchëv, who fitfully
tried to eliminate them. But at best, a sullen acceptance of his policies
was replacing the initial enthusiasm he had evoked. The difficulty
was that the Soviet order did not and could notwelcome autonomous
initiative in political, social and economic life: spontaneity of thought
and behaviour would threaten the entire structure of the state. How,
then, could he inspire people again?

In facing up to this problem, he saw that he had to propound his
own positive vision of communism. The closed-session speech of
1956 was a denunciation of Stalin, not a delineation of new and
inspiring ideas. Before the Twenty-Second Party Congress in Mos-
cow in October 1961 he began to address the task by rewriting the
Party Programme, which had been the communist political credo
under Stalin (and indeed under Lenin, since it had been accepted in
1919).A teamof theorists, editors and journalists hadbeenassembled
under B. N. Ponomarëv to produce a draft. Khrushchëv edited
its contents.9 He insisted that it should avoid incomprehensible
abstraction: ordinary people had to be able to understand itswording
and its goals. More dubiously, he overrode his advisers’ objection
to the inclusion in the Programme of precise quantitative predictions
and ideological schedules that were ludicrously over-ambitious.10

The proceedings of the Twenty-Second Congress were ructious.
A verbal barrage was aimed at Stalin’s record, and this time there
was no sparing of those among the deceased dictator’s associates
who had belonged to the so-called Anti-Party Group: Molotov,
Malenkov and Kaganovich were reviled for their complicity in mass
murder. An Old Bolshevik, D. A. Lazurkina, took the platform to
recount a dream she had had the previous night in which Lenin had
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appeared to her saying how unpleasant it was for him to lie next to
Stalin’s corpse.11 This stage-managed sentimentality led to a decision
to remove Stalin from the Lenin-Stalin Mausoleum and to bury him
under a simple plinth and bust outside the Kremlin Wall.

The Party Programme accepted by the Congress described the
USSR as an ‘all-people’s state’ which no longer needed to use
dictatorial methods.12 Data were adduced on Soviet achievements in
production, consumption and welfare. Massive future attainments
were heralded: by the end of the 1960s, according to the Programme’s
prediction, the per capita output of the USA would be overtaken;
by 1980 the ‘material-technical basis’ of a communist society would
have been laid down. Full communismwould be in prospect. Khrush-
chëv asserted that the USSR had already reached a point where the
‘all-out construction’ of such a society could begin.13 Thus there
would be complete freedom for individuals to develop their talents
to the full along with the complete satisfaction of every person’s
needs. The Soviet Union would enter an age of unparalleled human
happiness.

Khrushchëv’s ideaswere jumbled. Under communism as projected
by Lenin’s The State and Revolution, the state would wither away
and society would become entirely self-administering; and Lenin
implied political organizationswould cease to exist once the dictator-
ship of the proletariat came to an end. Khrushchëv by contrast
expected that the party would increase in influence as the communist
epoch came nearer; he never revealed how and why the party would
ever give up being the vanguard of communism. Furthermore, it was
difficult to see the logic in his argument that dictatorship had ended
if freedom of belief, publication, assembly and organization had yet
to be realized.

He was less exercised by theory and logic than by the desire to
issue an effective summons to action. He called upon all Soviet
citizens to participate in public life. The lower organizational units
of the party, the Komsomol and the trade unions were to meet
more regularly, and new voluntary associations were to be formed.
(Interestingly, there was no reference to the KGB.) Themost notable
innovation were the so-called druzhinniki, which were groups of
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citizens acting as a vigilante force for law and order on urban streets.
Needless to add, Khrushchëv’s summons was delivered on the strict
condition that the authority of himself, the Presidium and the entire
Soviet order was respected. Mass participation, he assumed, had to
be heavily circumscribed. It was consequently hardly surprising that
most citizens felt that the main result of his policy was to encourage
the busybodies in each town and city to become still more intrusive
than ever.

But Khrushchëv’s optimism was unabated, and the Programme
eulogized the achievements of the ‘Soviet people’. The opening
section proclaimed the October Revolution as the first breach in the
wall of imperialism and stressed that the vast majority of workers,
peasants and soldiers had supported the Bolsheviks through the
years of the Civil War and the NEP. The Five-Year Plans were
depicted as the crucible of unrivalled industrial, cultural and even
agricultural progress; and the resilience of the Soviet order was said
to have been proven by the USSR’s destruction of Nazism in the
Second World War.

This was a forceful blend of patriotic and communist rhetoric.
Yet theProgrammealso stated thatmimicryof theUSSR’s experience
was no longer treated as compulsory. It was even conceded that,
while the non-communist countries would have to come to socialism
through a revolution of some kind, there was no inevitability about
civil war. But therewas a limit toKhrushchëv’s ideological tolerance.
Yugoslavia’s ‘revisionism’ was condemned. ‘Dogmatism’, too, was
castigated: he did not name names here, but his obvious target was
the People’s Republic of China. Evenmore odious, however, was the
USA. The Americans were the bastion of imperialist oppression
around the globe. Peaceful coexistence would prevent a ThirdWorld
War taking place; but non-violent competition between the two
systems would continue. Capitalism was entering its terminal crisis.

The reasoning behind this prognosis was not explained; and
indeed there were incompletenesses and confusions throughout the
Programme. This was especially obvious in the treatment of the
‘national question’. While one paragraph referred to ‘the Soviet
people’ as a single unit, another noted that a large number of
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peoples lived in the USSR. By fudging the terminology, Khrushchëv
presumably had it in mind to avoid giving offence to national
and ethnic groups. The Programme explicitly conceded that class
distinctions took a shorter time to erase than national differences.
Thus the convergence (sblizhenie) of the country’s nations would
not happen in the near future; and Khrushchëv, unlike Stalin,
refrained from picking out the Russians for special praise. Unlike
Lenin, however, he omitted to hail the ‘fusion’ (sliyanie) of all nations
as an ultimate communist objective. Consequently the Programme
left it unclear how it would be possible to build a communist society
within just a few years.

But Khrushchëv was undeterred by logical considerations of this
kind. His aim was to carry his listeners and readers on the wave of
his enthusiasm. He aimed to revive the political mood of the 1920s,
when Bolsheviks had thought no task to be impossible. The Pro-
gramme, at his insistence, boldly declared: ‘The party solemnly
declares: today’s generation of Soviet people will live under com-
munism!’14

Khrushchëv had published a charter for Soviet patriotism, party
authoritarianism, economic conservatism and mass participation.
But he was mortified to find that most people were uninspired by
it. Radical anti-Stalinists were worried by its silence about the
KGB. Peasants were demoralized by its plan to turn kolkhozes into
sovkhozes; and the emphasis on increased industrial productivity
alarmed workers. Russians pondered why the Programme no longer
gave them a higher status than the other nations of the USSR while
the other nations – or at least sections of each of them – bridled at
being classified as part of ‘the Soviet people’.Traditional communists
were equally agitated: the Programme constituted a serious threat
to their prerogatives if implemented in full. For nearly all sections
of society, furthermore, Khrushchëv’s ideas would involve an
increase in the burden of work. Few people were happy about the
prospect.

Khrushchëv’s boastful projections were especially inappropriate
in the light of the economic difficulties of 1961–2. Prices paid by the
state since 1958 to the collective farms were below the cost of
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production. This was financial idiocy. Shortages of meat, butter and
milk had resulted and the Presidium decided to raise the prices. In
order to balance the budget it was also resolved, on 31 May 1962,
to increase theprices charged to theurban consumers. Itwasofficially
pointed out that these prices had been held at the same level since
the First Five-Year Plan;15 but the economic explanation did not
interest most people. Life was hard and was about to get harder.
Popular opinion was outraged.

There had been urban disturbances before, notably in Karaganda
in 1958 where building workers protested against their dreadful
living conditions. In 1962, popular disturbances broke out in Riga,
Kiev and Chelyabinsk. The hostile mood existed in most major
cities, and on 1 June 1962 an uprising took place in Novocherkassk.
Several party and police officials were lynched before order was
restored by Soviet Army units. The thousands of demonstrators
were fired upon, and twenty-three were killed. Presidium members
Mikoyan and Kozlov were dispatched to tell the city’s inhabitants
that the Kremlin understood their feelings; but only the military
action to put Novocherkassk in quarantine and suppress the ‘terror-
istic’ activity stopped the trouble spreading to the rest of the Soviet
Union. KGB chairman Semichastny confidentially informed the Pre-
sidium that themajority of rebelswere youngmaleworkers.Without
such people on his side Khrushchëv could never realize his dream
of a consensus between government and the governed.16

For a timehehad successwith the intelligentsia.UnderKhrushchëv
the creative arts flourished as at no time since the 1920s. Novelists,
painters, poets and film-makers regarded themselves as Children of
the Twentieth Congress. After his closed-session speech of 1956
Khrushchëvwas given the benefit of the doubt; for it was appreciated
that he had a less oppressive attitude to high culture than his rivals
in the Soviet political leadership at the time.

Certain works of art were published that, but for him, would
never have seen the light of day. New words were written for the
state anthem: at the Melbourne Olympic games in 1956 the previous
version had had to be played without being sung, because of its
eulogy to Stalin. The young Siberian poet Yevgeni Yevtushenko
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wrote Babi Yar, which denounced not only the Nazi mass murder
of Jews inUkraine but also the Stalinist terror-regime. Anti-Semitism
re-emerged as a topic of debate. Andrei Voznesenski, another young
writer, composed his Antiworlds cycle of poems which spoke to the
emotions of educated teenagers and said nothing about Marxism-
Leninism. Jazz was heard again in restaurants. Painters started to
experimentwith styles that clashedwith the severely representational
technique approved by the authorities. Poet-guitarists such as Bulat
Okudzhava satirized bureaucratic practices. Yevtushenko and Voz-
nesenski became famous, filling large theatres with audiences for
their poetry recitations; they were treated by their fans as were pop
stars in the West.

Easily the most explosive event in the arts was touched off by a
middle-aged former Gulag inmate. In 1962 Alexander Solzhenitsyn
brought out his story One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich. This
was a vivid account of twenty-four hours in the life of a construction
worker in one of Stalin’s camps. Solzhenitsyn’s emphasis that his
story was about a comparatively benign day in Ivan Denisovich
Shukhov’s life enhanced the literary effect: readers were left wonder-
ing what the other days were like. Solzhenitsyn, a reclusive fellow,
instantly acquired international renown.

Yet Ivan Denisovich was the peak of the concessions made to
cultural freedom. Khrushchëv continued to approve the ban placed
upon writers such as Anna Akhmatova and Boris Pasternak. When
Pasternakwas awarded aNobel Prize in 1958 for hisDoctorZhivago,
Presidium member Suslov persuaded Khrushchëv to compel the
writer to refuse the honour. Thereafter political difficulties with his
colleagues made the First Secretary regress towards even sterner
censorship. In 1963 he visited amodern art exhibition on theManège
below the Kremlin. Wading among the artists’ stands, Khrushchëv
described their paintings as ‘shit’. On another occasion he lost his
temper with Andrei Voznesenski and other writers. Khrushchëv
ranted: ‘Mr Voznesenski! Off you go! Comrade Shelepin [as KGB
chairman] will issue you with a passport!’17

Subjects such as political science and sociology, moreover, were
forbidden. The same was true of national studies; only the
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‘ethnographic’ analysis of small, non-industrialized peoples could
be undertaken. The machinery of censorship stayed in place. Type-
scripts had to be submitted to Glavlit before being published; film
rushes and even musical scores had to be similarly vetted. Writers
of a politically critical bent had to content themselves with writing
only ‘for their desk drawer’.

Yet the contrast with the Stalin period must not be overlooked.
Until 1953 it had been dangerous even to write for desk drawers;
there really had been a loosening of official ideological constraints
under Khrushchëv. The works of poet-troubadour Sergei Yesenin
were published again. Novels by the nineteenth-centurywriter Fëdor
Dostoevskiwere reprinted andhistorianswritingabout tsaristRussia
werealsopermitteda somewhat slacker frameworkof interpretation.
Moreover, not all the intellectual critics of Khrushchëv had entirely
given up hope in him. Writers such as the historian Roy Medvedev,
the physicist Andrei Sakharov and the journal editor Alexander
Tvardovski hoped that Khrushchëv might be persuaded to resume
amore relaxed posture on the arts and scholarship. Even the novelist
AlexanderSolzhenitsyn,whoquickly tookadimviewofKhrushchëv,
continued to submit manuscripts for publication.

Hopefulness was more evident in Russia than in the other Soviet
republics, where nationalism complicated the situation. In the Baltic
region the memory of pre-war independence and of post-war armed
resistance was alive. Estonians, Latvians and Lithuanians thought
little of the industrial advance they made as parts of the Soviet
economy. Instead they noticed the influx of Russians and other Slavs
to the factories being built in their countries. Latvia was a prime
example. By 1959 twenty-seven per cent of the republic’s population
was Russian.18 The Baltic region was virtually being colonized by
retired Russian generals and young working-class Russian men and
women who refused to learn the local language.

The Kremlin leaders proclaimed that this national intermingling
was simply a sign of socialist internationalism at work; but they
were being disingenuous. In reality they were pumping Russians
into the other republics as a means of holding together the vast
multi-national state. Russian people, more than any other nation,
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were capable of identifying their own aspirations with the interests
of the USSR. Khrushchëv, unlike Stalin, did not put Russian officials
in charge practically everywhere. But Russians were none the less
in key positions of authority and control. Khrushchëv customarily
appointed them to posts such as second party secretaryships; and
nearly always the KGB chiefs in the non-Russian republics were
Russians. He also set up a Bureau for the RSFSR within the Party
Central Committee; it had little autonomous authority, but its exis-
tence was a quiet signal that Russian interests were never overlooked
in the Kremlin. Above all, he punished any cases of anti-Russian
discrimination. Thus he conducted a large peaceful purge of the
Communist Party of Latvia in 1959–61 on the grounds that function-
aries had been promoted there purely because they happened to be
Latvians. This was a warning to other republics that crypto-
nationalist tendencies would not be tolerated.

Khrushchëv consolidated his approach educationally. Going
further than Stalin, he stipulated that parents had the right to exempt
their children fromnative-language classes in the non-Russian Soviet
republics. This reform, carried through in 1958–9, fortified the
attempt to promote the study of Russian in schools. Among non-
Russian nationalists, consequently, the name of Khrushchëv was
mud. In Kiev, where he had spent many years, he was detested for
restricting the expression of Ukrainian national pride.

Even so, the traffic of policy was not unidirectional. In 1954 he
transferred Crimea from the RSFSR to Ukraine on the grounds that
the local links of transport and economic co-operation were closer
with Kiev than with Moscow;19 but he also aimed to give honour to
Ukraine and to increase its interest in the maintenance of the Soviet
order. Crimea, which had been seized by the Russians from the
Turks in the eighteenth century, was prominent in the annals of
Russian military valour. Furthermore, Khrushchëv expressed regret
for the abuses suffered by the deported nationalities in 1943–4,
and sanctioned the repatriation of the Balkars, Chechens, Ingushi,
Kalmyks and Karachai. It must be added that Khrushchëv’s magna-
nimity was not comprehensive. Not only the Volga Germans but
also the Crimean Tatars and the Meshketian Turks were refused
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permission toreturnhomefromKazakhstan.Probablyhewasunwill-
ing to show friendliness to Germans so soon after the war; the
Meshketians, moreover, lived near the Turkish border and were
presumably regarded as a menace to Soviet security.

The reasons for Khrushchëv’s overtures to Ukrainian popular
opinion are not hard to guess. It was already obvious that, if current
trends prevailed, theRussianswould cease to constitute amajority of
the USSR’s society. The Presidium assumed that common linguistic
origins, culture and history united the Russians, Ukrainians and
Belorussians. These three peoples were seventy-six per cent of the
population in 1959 and were tacitly regarded as the backbone of the
Soviet state.20

Yet the authorities curtailed and controlled the public expression
of nationhood; for Ukraine was a hindrance as well as a help to the
Soviet supreme leadership. Too much concession to national feeling
might encourage separatist aspirations, and Ukraine’s very size – it
contained the largest non-independent nation in Europe – would
endanger the USSR’s integrity if a national movement got out of
hand. Consequently only a limited celebration of the nineteenth-
century poet Taras Shevchenko was permitted. The policy was the
same elsewhere. The anti-tsaristMuslim rebel Shamil, who had been
defamed in Stalin’s last years, became a respectable historical figure
again in the northCaucasus – but only up to a certain point: emphasis
was still given to the benefits brought to the Muslim peoples after
their conquest by the Russian Imperial Army. The Presidium knew
that the USSR had many deep, ethnically-based enmities; but these
had been put into the freezer by the communist party dictatorship:
they were not seen boiling in the pot. And, as the regime’s advocates
untiringly pointed out, the incidence of national intermarriages had
reached ten per cent and was therefore not insignificant.21

Most wedding ceremonies, furthermore, were civil affairs conduc-
ted by local government functionaries. Encouragement was given to
newly-weds to follow their ceremony with visits to monuments to
the dead of the Second World War. Soviet patriotism and secular
ceremony were meant to supplant religious practice. For the persist-
ence of belief in God was displeasing to the atheistic state and
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was also regarded as a potential instrument for covert political
opposition.

Khrushchëvmounted a crude assault upon religion.Onhis instruc-
tions Christian churches of all denominations were demolished
across the country. Only 7,560 were left standing by the mid-1960s.22

The Russian Orthodox Church, which Stalin had exempted from
his earlier excesses after the Second World War, suffered from
Khrushchëv’s attacks. Yet not even Khrushchëv could do without
the Russian Orthodox Church as a tool of foreign and domestic
policy. The State Committee of Religious Affairs interfered in its
appointments andorganization; and theKGB kept dozens of bishops
as informers. The Patriarch Aleksi was compelled to travel the
world on behalf of the Soviet campaign for ‘peaceful coexistence’.
Furthermore, the hierarchy of the Russian Orthodox Church
remained corrupted by its continued occupation of cathedrals pre-
viously owned by other denominations. This ecclesiastical imperial-
ism was flagrant in Ukraine where both the Greek Catholic (Uniate)
Church and the Ukrainian Autocephalous Church were kept locked
out of their own buildings.

Not only in the Baltic region but also in Moldavia, Georgia and
Armenia theofficial authorities reinforcedpersecutionand suborned,
demoralized and exploited the priesthood as in Russia. But not all
the religious groups succumbed. Certain of them gathered adherents
precisely because theywere unwilling to collaborate with the regime.
The Catholic Church in Latvia and Lithuania was indomitable, and
in Russia the Baptists gained in popularity.

Khrushchëv was also ruthless towards non-Christian believers.
He allowed only 12,000 mosques and 60 synagogues to survive, and
the Buddhists in Siberia were harassed. The anti-religious campaign
of the regime involved a further undermining of social morale and
cohesion, especially in rural areas. Khrushchëv was not the sole
threat to religion: urbanization in the USSR strengthened secularist
tendencies in Soviet society just as it did in other advanced industrial
countries.What saved these faiths fromextinctionwas the reluctance
of local party and government officials to be quite as brutal to people
of their own ethnic group as central party policy demanded. In
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Tajikistan and in the villages of Azerbaijan there was general revul-
sion at the intrusion of militant Marxism-Leninism. Many function-
aries themselves continued to practise Islam in the privacy of their
homes.

This situation makes it impossible to know how many religious
believers existed. A later survey carried out in Moscow province in
1970 suggested that 16 per cent of men and 45 per cent of women
held a faith in God.23 The younger generation believed less than the
older. Furthermore, people lower down the social hierarchy believed
more than those higher up, and villagers believed more than urban
inhabitants. If this was the pattern of religious belief in a highly-
urbanized province such asMoscow, itmust be assumed that religion
was much more densely practised elsewhere.

Khrushchëv was furious. While lowering the number of political
prisoners in the Gulag, he showed no mercy to religious activists:
1,500 of them, at the very lowest estimate, were locked up by the
early 1960s. A troublesome pair of Orthodox archbishops, Andrei
of Chernigov and Iov of Kazan, were put to forced labour.24 That
somanyharmless Soviet citizenswere subjected to suchmaltreatment
is a sign that the state was very far from succeeding in indoctrinating
society. There is a paradox here. Enthusiastic Marxist-Leninists
tended to be newcomers – including Mikhail Gorbachëv – to the
positions of power. Butmost of the sons and daughters of the current
generation of high-ranking central officials did not give a fig for the
Party Programme; and when such youngsters of privileged back-
grounds had an opportunity to visit foreign parts, many of them
returned with a hankering for Western jeans and pop music. The
language of Marxism-Leninism was used by them in furtherance of
careers; but in their homes they avoided such verbiage. The worm
had entered the apple: the offspring of the nomenklatura despised
the state ideology.

Meanwhile all was not well within officialdom itself. The pre-war
and wartime cohort of functionaries in party, police, army and
government were disoriented by the recent innovations; they were
uncomfortable, too, with the recurrent attacks on Stalin, who was
venerated by many of them. As the years passed, they tended to
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forget that Stalinhadkilleda largenumberofpersons like themselves.
Khrushchëv increasingly annoyed them.While they desired certainty
and reassurance, he brought them only disturbance.

This was true not only in Moscow but also in the provinces. Few
party secretaries hadmore than a brief party-school education. Local
politicians flattered Khrushchëv at Congresses and fawned upon him
whenever he paid a visit to their locality. No ruler in Russian history,
not even the energetic Peter the Great, had gone to so many parts
of his country. But once out of the range of his surveillance, they
gave priority to their personal comforts. They drank and ate; they
used the special shops which were barred to the general public.
They were chauffeured everywhere. They took well-appointed holi-
days by the Black Sea and participated in official Soviet delegations
to the countries of Eastern Europe. They grabbed access to higher
education and to professional jobs for members of their families
regardless of their qualifications. They lived in cantonments separate
from the common run of humanity.

Khrushchëv himself delighted in occupying his palatial dacha at
Pitsunda; he gladly received gifts from foreign statesmen, especially
if they were rifles or scientific instruments.25 (How he would have
loved hand-held computer games!) Nor did he refrain from dispens-
ing jobs, titles and privileges to close relatives. This proponent of
communism would never have liked communist egalitarianism in
reality, and he was so accustomed to the luxuries of office that he
was incapable of recognizing his hypocrisy.

What irked Khrushchëv was not so much the morality of officials
in the provinces as their uncontrollability. But his own measures in
fact contributed to the problem. The combination of economic
decentralization and political consultation served to strengthen
localist tendencies.ApingLenin and Stalin,Khrushchëv set up special
supervisory bodies. One such was the Committee of Party-State
Control; but this was no more able to bring institutions and their
officials to heel than any of its predecessors. The custom of fudging
figures on industrial and agricultural output according to self-interest
was ineliminable. Khrushchëv, like his predecessors, reacted with
campaigns of mass mobilization. Ordinary party members and the
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general public were encouraged to blow the whistle on illegalities
and disobedience. The difficulty was that the entire Soviet order
exerted a pressure on everyone to be deceitful in everyday life.
Eradication of all the fiddles would really have necessitated a
revolution.

At the lowest levels of society the joke went the rounds: ‘They
pretend to pay us and we pretend to work!’ Soviet workers saw no
point in being more punctual, co-operative and conscientious than
they absolutely had to be. Theft from farms and factories was
not regarded with popular disapproval. Individuals looked after
themselves, their families and their close friends. Khrushchëv, who
had expected that people would toil tirelessly for the communist
common weal, was deeply frustrated; but the Novocherkassk upris-
ing had shown that, unless he slackened his demands on society, the
entire political status quo might be challenged.

An ever-growing menace to his position and his plans came from
higher levels. Ostensibly he was unchallengeable. The ministries,
the KGB, the trade unions and the party shared his commitment to
maintaining theSoviet order; and these same institutionswere subject
to the Party Presidium. They could select representatives to put their
case to the Presidium. Khrushchëv could even brow-beat the Soviet
Army. He not only sacked Zhukov in 1957 but also reduced the
number of troops from 5.8 million to 3.7 million in the second
half of the decade.26 His justification was that the USSR’s nuclear
weaponry provided a more adequate base for the country’s defence
than conventional land and air forces. Khrushchëv had depended
upon the Soviet Army’s assistance in his struggle against the Anti-
PartyGroup; andZhukov, at themoment of his sacking, hadwarned
Khrushchëv that even Marshal Moskalenko, one of Khrushchëv’s
favourites, had been talking about the desirability of a coup d’état.27

But Khrushchëv refused to be bullied by such talk. He was totally
confident that power at last lay firmly in the hands of the civilian
politicians.

His willingness to think the unthinkable was proved in September
1962 when he permitted a debate in Pravda on economic reform.
The main participant, Yevsei Liberman, urged the desirability of
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according greater autonomy to factory managers in decisions about
production, sales and labour inputs. This project would have
impinged upon the prerogatives of Gosplan and the entire police-
party-military-industrial complex.Not since the 1920s hadmanagers
enjoyed the authority proposed by Liberman.

Whether Khrushchëv’s heart lay in so basic a reform is question-
able. As Stalin’s legatee, he never seriously tried to lower the pro-
portion of the country’s gross investment in the capital-goods sector.
Resourceswere poured into defence production in particular. Rather
than offer autonomy to managers, he suggested yet another insti-
tutional reorganization in September 1962. The agency he picked to
mobilize economic advance was the party. In a note written to the
Presidium, Khrushchëv suggested that each local party committee
should be split into two separate committees to deal respectively
with industry and agriculture. This bipartition, he argued, would
concentrate attention upon both sectors of economic production in
each province. His colleagues regarded it as a bureaucratic nonsense
whichwouldmakedemarcationof responsibilities evenmorecompli-
cated than at present; but they yielded to him when he insisted on
implementing the scheme.

He had raised most members of the central political élite to their
posts: Frol Kozlov, Leonid Brezhnev and Nikolai Podgorny were his
protégés; and other figures who had built careers independently
of him, notably Mikhail Suslov and Aleksei Kosygin, had gained
additional promotion through his efforts. He grossly underestimated
their dislike of his interminable reorganizations, a dislike that was
shared at lower levels of the party’s hierarchy. The scheme for the
party’s bipartition caused particular irritation in the localities. Each
provincial party secretarywho had previously run the party through-
out a province was being asked to choose between industry and
agriculture in his province. No official welcomed this abrupt
reduction in power.

Khrushchëv had become too isolated to discern this. Certainly he
was careful to consult colleagues on foreign policy. In August 1961,
for example, he obtained the preliminary sanction of the Presidium
for the building of a wall between the Soviet and Western sectors of
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Berlin. For years there hadbeen an exodus of theGermanDemocratic
Republic’s citizens to West Germany, and one of the results had
been the loss of doctors, engineers and other professional people.
Khrushchëv rather shamefacedly argued that the German Demo-
cratic Republic ‘had yet to reach a level of moral and material
development where competition with the West was possible’;28 but
the building of the Berlin Wall was disastrous for Soviet prestige
around the world. In trying to put pressure on the NATO govern-
ments, moreover, he resumed the testing of Soviet nuclear bombs.
He wanted to show that the USSR was capable of defending its
interests under his guidance.

He also had the Presidium’s consent in trying to extend the
country’s influence elsewhere in the world. Soviet leaders had always
been angry about the USA’s placement of nuclear missile facilities
in Turkey on the USSR’s borders. The communist revolution under
Fidel Castro gave rise to a plan for the Soviet Union to construct
similar facilities on the Caribbean island of Cuba, not far from the
Florida coast. Khrushchëv and his advisers, with Castro’s enthusi-
astic participation, made the necessary preparations in 1962.

American spy-planes picked out the unusual construction-work
being carriedout inCuba. InOctober1962PresidentKennedy, before
the Soviet missiles could complete their voyage to the Caribbean,
declared that Cuba would be placed in military quarantine. Soviet
ships would be stopped and searched for missiles. Castro recklessly
urged Khrushchëv to bomb American cities, but was brushed aside
as a madman.29 For a few days the diplomats of the USSR and the
USA faced the possibility of a Third World War. Khrushchëv had
badly underestimated Kennedy’s will. The old dog, far from
intimidating the young pup, had to give way. The ships were turned
back, and the Soviet regime was humbled in the eyes of the world.
In fact Kennedy had made a substantial concession to Khrushchëv
by promising both to dismantle the Turkish facilities and never to
invade Cuba. The snag was that this compromise was to be a secret
between the American and Soviet administrations.

PresidiummembershadbeenconsultedbyKhrushchëv throughout
the crisis; but it was he who had brought the Cuban proposal to
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their attention, and therefore it was he alone who was blamed by
them for the USSR’s humiliation. Khrushchëv had run out of luck.
All the main economic data indicated that his policies were running
into trouble. The harvest of 1963 was nine per cent lower than in
the previous year. The fodder crop was so inadequate that imports
had to take place for the first time – a deeply-annoying development
at a time when the Presidium needed to use its hard-currency funds
for the purchase of Western industrial technology.30

There was scarcely a group, organization or institution that did
not hate Khrushchëv. He had offended the party, the economic
ministries, the generals, the diplomatic service, the intelligentsia, the
managers and the security police.His achievementswere undeniable,
especially in the ending of terror and the raising of the general
standard of living. But further improvement was not forthcoming;
and Khrushchëv’s futurological boasts, his idiosyncratic bossiness
and his obsessive reorganizations had taken their toll on the patience
of practically everyone. He was a complex leader. At once he was
a Stalinist and anti-Stalinist, a communist believer and cynic, a
self-publicizingpoltroonandacrustyphilanthropist,a trouble-maker
and a peacemaker, a stimulating colleague and domineering bore, a
statesman and a politicker who was out of his intellectual depth.
His contradictions were the product of an extraordinary personality
and a lifetime of extraordinary experiences.

Yet it must be appreciated that his eccentricities in high office also
resulted from the immense, conflicting pressures upon him. Unlike
his successors, he was willing to try to respond to them by seeking
long-term solutions. But the attempted solutions were insufficient
to effect the renovation of the kind of state and society he espoused.
Reforms were long overdue. His political, economic and cultural
accomplishments were a great improvement over Stalin. But they
fell greatly short of the country’s needs.
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Stabilization
(1964–1970)

The Soviet political system since 1917 had developed few fixed
regulations. When Lenin died there was no assumption that a single
successor should be selected. The same was true at Stalin’s death.
No effort had yet been made to establish rules about the succession
even though it was by then taken for granted that whoever was
appointed to lead the Secretariatwould rule the country. Inmid-1964,
as Khrushchëv’s colleagues wondered what to do about him, this
uncertainty persisted and they also had the problem that the
PartyFirst Secretarywasnotdeadbut alive and capable of retaliating.

Khrushchëv returned from trips to Scandinavia and Czechoslo-
vakia in summer. Sensing nothing afoot, he took a break at Pitsunda
by the Black Sea in October. He was still fit for a man of seventy.
His Presidium colleagues had recently congratulated him at his
birthday celebrations and wished him well in political office, and
the First Secretary took them at their word. Mikoyan popped over
to chat with him and hinted to him not to be complacent. But
Khrushchëv ignored the allusion; insteadhewaitedwith bated breath
for news that the latest team of Soviet cosmonauts had returned
safely to earth. As was his wont, he arranged to greet them in person.
Everything seemedwell to him despite an alarm raised by a chauffeur
who had overheard details of a plot to oust the First Secretary.1 He
who had outplayed Beria refused to believe that he might one day
meet his match.

The Presidium had in fact put together a peaceful plot involving
older colleagues like Brezhnev and Suslov as well as the younger
ones such as Shelepin and Semichastny. KGB chief Semichastny’s
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betrayal was crucial since it was properly his duty to inform
Khrushchëv of any such conspiracy. The plotters had also used
former Central Committee Secretary Nikolai Ignatov, who had been
sacked by Khrushchëv, to take discreet soundings among Central
Committee members. Nothing was left to chance.

The only thing left to decide was about the timing. After several
false starts, Suslov made a phone call to Khrushchëv on 12 October
1964 and requested that he fly to Moscow for an unscheduled
Presidium discussion of agriculture. At last Khrushchëv guessed
what was in store; for he said to Mikoyan: ‘If it’s me who is the
question, I won’t make a fight of it.’ Next day, when his plane landed
at Vnukovo 2 Airport, Semichastny’s men isolated him and rushed
him to aPresidiummeeting in theKremlin. InitiallyMikoyanworked
for a compromise whereby Khrushchëv would lose the First Secre-
taryship but remain Chairman of the Council of Ministers. But
the rest of the Presidium wanted Khrushchëv completely retired.
Eventually the old man buckled under the strain and tearfully
requested: ‘Comrades, forgive me if I’m guilty of anything. We
worked together. True, we didn’t accomplish everything.’ Uncon-
ditional surrender followed: ‘Obviously it will now be as you wish.
What can I say? I’ve got what I deserved.’2

On 14 October, an emergency Central Committee plenum was
held. It was attended by 153 out of 169 members. Brezhnev was in
the chair since the Presidium had already agreed that he should
become Party First Secretary. After briefly referring to Khrushchëv’s
‘cult of the individual’ and ‘voluntaristic actions’, he vacated the
podium so that Suslov might make a report. The Central Committee
needed to hear from someone who had no close association with
Khrushchëv.3

Suslov asserted that what Lenin had said about Stalin’s crudity
andcapriciousnesswasalsoapplicable toKhrushchëv.Theprinciples
of collective leadership had been infringed, and Khrushchëv had
intrigued to set colleague against colleague. Policy had been changed
without consultation. Khrushchëv had arbitrarily introduced out-
siders to Central Committee meetings. He had promoted members
of his family and taken them on expensive foreign trips. His inter-
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ventions in industry were bad, in agriculture even worse. His
reorganizations had damaged the party, and he had behaved high-
handedly towards the countries of theWarsawPact. He had replaced
the Stalin cult with a Khrushchëv cult. ‘So there you have it,’
declaimed Suslov. ‘Not leadership but a complete merry-go-round!’
Suslov’s tone was softened only towards the end when he read out
a letter from Khrushchëv recognizing the validity of the criticisms.4

Emotions in the audience were highly charged and several Central
Committee members shouted out that Khrushchëv should undergo
punishment of some sort. But Brezhnev was already assured of
victory, and ignored such demands. Khrushchëv, depressed and
contrite, was shunted into comfortable retirement. He was hardly
mentioned in the press again in his lifetime. In the contemporary
Western term, he became a ‘non-person’ overnight.

Khrushchëv none the less came to regard the manner of his going
with some satisfaction. No guns, no executions. Not even many
sackings apart from his own. Brezhnev would head the Central
Committee Secretariat and Kosygin the Council of Ministers;
Podgorny, as chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet was
to become head of state. They and their associates approved of the
general line taken by the party since 1953; but they wished to
introduce greater stability to policies and institutions. New themes
appeared in Pravda: collective leadership, scientific planning, consul-
tation with expert opinion, organizational regularity and no light-
headed schemes. At Khrushchëv’s going there was no popular
commotion. On the contrary, there was a widespread feeling of
relief; even the dour image cultivated by Brezhnev, Kosygin and
Podgorny seemed admirable after Khrushchëv’s unsettling ebul-
lience. Most Soviet citizens, including the intellectuals, anticipated
a period of steady development for Soviet economy and society.

Certain early decisions on policy were predictable. The Central
Committee plenum in October 1964 forbade any single person from
holding the two supreme posts in the party and government simul-
taneously. In November the bipartition of local party committees
was rescinded. In the winter of 1964–5 overtures were made toMao
Zedong to close the breach between the USSR and the People’s
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Republic ofChina. InOctober 1965 the sovnarkhozeswere abolished
and the old central ministries were restored.

Yet there was no consensus about what substantial innovations
should be made. Shelepin, who was made Presidium member after
helping to organize Khrushchëv’s dismissal, made a bid for the
supreme leadership in February 1965 by calling for a restoration of
obedience and order. He disliked the concept of the ‘all-people’s
state’; he wanted to resume an ideological offensive against Yugo-
slavia; and he showed a fondness for the good old days in his
confidential support for the rehabilitation of Stalin’s reputation.5

‘Iron Shurik’, as he was nicknamed, got nowhere in the Presidium.
He did not help himself by parading his contempt for his older
colleagues and by proposing to cut back the perks enjoyed by party
office-holders. Brezhnev was not yet strong enough to remove him
from the Presidium; but in 1967 he directed him out of harm’s way
by moving him from the Committee of Party-State Control to the
USSR Central Council of Trade Unions.

The Presidiummember who struggled the hardest for any positive
sort of reform was Kosygin. Brezhnev had kept up an interest in
agriculture since guiding the virgin lands campaign in Kazakhstan;
but mainly he busied himself with internal party affairs. It was
Kosygin who initiated a reconsideration of economic policy. Yevsei
Liberman’s proposal of 1962 for an increase in the rights of factory
managers was dusted down and presented by Kosygin to the Central
Committee in September 1965.6

Kosygin did not open the door to complete managerial freedom:
even Liberman had avoided that, and Kosygin as a practising poli-
tician was yet more cautious. Yet the implications of his reforms
were large. If the heads of enterprises were to operate with reduced
interference by Gosplan, then the authority of economic ministries
and the party would decline. Kosygin’s long-standing advocacy of
the consumer-goods sector of industrial investment increased his
colleagues’ suspicion of him. Party officials were especially annoyed
at his proposal to reduce the authority of economic-branch depart-
ments in the Central Committee Secretariat. The post-war organiza-
tional dispute between Malenkov and Zhdanov was re-emerging
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as Kosygin challenged the interests of the central party apparatus.
If Kosygin had had his way, the premisses of economic policy would
stealthily be shifted towards profit-making, managerial initiative
and ministerial freedom from the party’s interference.

Brezhnev decided that his best stratagem was not to confront
Kosygin but to position himself between Kosygin and Shelepin
until he could bring his own appointees into the Presidium. With
Brezhnev’s approval, the Central Committee gave formal permission
to Kosygin to go ahead with the reforms; but all the while Brezhnev,
both at the plenum and afterwards, impeded him with unhelpful
modifications.

He quietly went about enhancing his own authority, ringing up
provincial party secretaries for their opinion at each stage. He often
spent a couple of hours each day on such conversations. His modesty
seemed impressive. On the Kremlin Wall he was indistinguishable
from the other late middle-aged men in staid suits and staider hats.
At the March 1965 Central Committee plenum he displayed his
preferences in policy by getting a larger share of the budget for
agriculture (which was another sign that Kosygin’s industrial pro-
posals were not going to be allowed to work). Brezhnev regarded
chemical fertilizers and advanced mechanical equipment as the main
solution to the grain shortage. He had concluded that budgetary
redistribution rather than Khrushchëvian rhetoric and reorganiza-
tion was the most effective instrument of progress. His primary
objective was to make the existing system work better and work
harder.

Brezhnev’s stabilization of politics and administration after the
upsets of Khrushchëv also led him to clamp down on cultural
freedom. As Khrushchëv had become more illiberal, many intellec-
tuals had taken to meeting in little groups and circulating typescripts
of poems, novels and manifestos that were certain to be refused
publication. Thismethod of communicationwas known as samizdat
(or self-publishing); and it was to acquire a broader technical range
when tape-recorder cassettes became available. The latter method
was known as magnitizdat.

The participants in such groupings grew in number as access to
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official publication narrowed. Roy Medvedev’s book on the Great
Terror, which itemized previously-unknown details of Stalin’s activ-
ity, was banned from the press. The same fate befell ViktorDanilov’s
opus on agricultural collectivization at the end of the 1920s. Alex-
ander Solzhenitsyn wrote two lengthy novels, The First Circle and
Cancer Ward, describing the lower levels of the political and social
hierarchy under Stalin. He, too, had his works rejected or even
‘arrested’by theKGB.AndreiSakharovwrote letters to thePresidium
requesting freedom of opinion and self-expression, but to no avail.
A lesson was given to them that the avenues of consultation with the
country’s supreme political leadership that had been kept semi-open
under Khrushchëv were being closed. The cultural spring turned to
autumn without an intermediate summer.

And a chilly winter was imminent. In September 1965 the KGB
arrestedtwowriters,AndreiSinyavskiandYuliDaniel,whohadcircu-
lated somesatirical tales in samizdatabout theSoviet state.Theywere
put on trial in the following February and charged under Article No.
70 of the Criminal Code with spreading ‘anti-Soviet propaganda’.
Sinyavski and Daniel were unyielding, and sympathizers demon-
strated on their behalf outside the Moscow court building. Yet they
were found guilty and sentenced to forced labour in the Gulag.7

The principal embarrassment to the Presidium was that the trial
had lasted so long. New articles were therefore added to the Code
so as to expedite matters in the future. The result was that dissenters
could quickly be branded as common criminals, parasites or even
traitors. The dissenters referred to themselves as ‘other-thinkers’
(inakomyshlyashchie). This was a neat term which encapsulated the
origin of their predicament: namely that they disagreed with the
postulates of the ruling ideology. Certainly it was more accurate
than the word favoured in the West, ‘dissidents’. The etymological
root of dissidence implies a sitting apart; but Soviet ‘other-thinkers’
were by nomeans distant from the rest of society: indeed they shared
the living conditions of ordinary citizens; even a leading scientist
such as Sakharov had most of his comforts withdrawn as soon as
he became a dissenter. What was different about the dissenters was
their willingness to make an overt challenge to the regime.
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Starting in 1968, the samizdat journal The Chronicle of Current
Events appeared. It was produced on typewriters with sheaves of
carbon paper tucked into them. In 1970 a Human Rights Committee
was formed by Andrei Sakharov, Valeri Chalidze and Andrei Tver-
dokhlebov. In 1971 an Estonian National Front was created in
Tallinn. In Moscow, the priests Gleb Yakunin and Dmitri Dudko
gatheredChristian followerswhodemanded freedomof faith. Jewish
organizations were established for the purpose of gaining visas to
emigrate to Israel.

By the mid-1970s there were reckoned to be about 10,000 political
and religious prisoners across the Soviet Union. They were held in
grievous conditions, most of them being given less than the
intake of calories and proteins sufficient to prevent malnutrition.
Punishments for disobedience in the camps were severe and the
guards were both venal and brutal. But labour camps were not
the sole methods used by the KGB. Punitive psychiatry, which had
been used under Khrushchëv, was extended after 1964. Medicine
became an arm of coercive state control as doctors were instructed
to expect an influx of cases of ‘paranoiac schizophrenia’ shortly
before public festivals; and many persistent dissenters were confined
for years in mental asylums. Meanwhile the KGB maintained a
vast network of informers and agents provocateurs. No group
operated for long without being infiltrated by them, and the security
police also tried to demoralize camp inmates into repenting their
past.

Yet Brezhnev and his colleagues refrained from all-out violent
suppression. They had not forgotten how the Great Terror had
affected party leaders such as they had now become. Furthermore,
they did not want to incur greater hostility from the intelligentsia
than was absolutely necessary; they continually stressed that they
would treat the opinions of professional experts seriously. Con-
sequently dissent was not eliminated, but was held at a low level of
intensity.

Brezhnev himself had a kindly reputation among political col-
leagues and in his family; and he can hardly have been consistently
anti-Semitic since his wife Viktoria was Jewish.8 But first and fore-
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most he was an apparatchik, a functionary of the party apparatus,
and an ambitious, energetic one at that. When appointed as First
Secretary, hewas fifty-eight years old.He had been born to a Russian
working-class family in Ukraine in 1906 and had no involvement in
the October Revolution or CivilWar. He became a communist party
member towards the end of the First Five-Year Plan and qualified
as an engineer in 1935. He had just the background to enter politics
in Dneprodzherzhinsk as the Great Terror raged. By 1939 he was
working in the party apparatus in Dnepropetrovsk in Ukraine. In
the Second World War he served as a commissar on both the
SouthernandUkrainian fronts.Attaining the rankofMajor-General,
he made impression enough on Khrushchëv to be taken under his
patronage and marked out for rapid promotion.

No one who had held this succession of posts could have been
over-endowed with moral sensitivity. Collusion in repression was a
job specification. So, too, was an ability to trim to the changing
winds of official policy; and most functionaries of the pre-war
generation were more like Brezhnev than Khrushchëv: they had
learned to avoid being seen to have independent opinions. Brezhnev’s
guiding aim was to avoid getting himself into trouble with higher
authority.

He therefore stamped ruthlessly upon the ‘bourgeois nationalism’
ofRomanian speakerswhenappointedas theMoldavianCommunist
Party First Secretary in 1950. He was put on the Presidium by Stalin
in 1952 as a member of the younger generation of Soviet leaders.
Losing this status on Stalin’s death, he rejoined the Presidium after
the Twentieth Party Congress. By then he had played a major
part in the virgin lands campaign, and photographs of him by
Khrushchëv’s side became frequent in Pravda. Meanwhile he built
up his own power-base by recruiting personnel from among his
associates fromhis time asDnepropetrovsk Province Party Secretary.
He had a handsome look with his generous grin and his shock of
black hair – and he was proud of his appearance. Only his pragmatic
need to subsume his personality under the demands of ‘collective
leadership’ stopped him from shining in the glare of the world’s
media.
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And yet it would have been a brightness of style, not of substance;
and the style, too, would have been dulled by Brezhnev’s defects as
a public speaker. He had no oral panache. He was also very limited
intellectually, and acknowledged this in private: ‘I can’t grasp all
this. On the whole, to be frank, this isn’t my field. My strong point
is organization and psychology.’9 This comment hit the mark. For
indeed Brezhnev was masterly at planning an agenda so as to
maximize consensus. Always he strove to circumvent direct conflict
with colleagues. Even when he decided to get rid of someone, he
carried out the task with charm.

Such qualities were embarrassingly narrow for the leader of one
of the world’s superpowers. And Brezhnev’s vanity was extraordi-
nary. For instance, he shunted the Moscow City Party Secretary
N. G. Yegorychev into an obscure ambassadorship for refusing to
sing his praises.10 Moreover, he was indifferent to problems of
corruption. ‘Nobody,’ he casually opined, ‘lives just on his wages.’11

He permitted his family to set a grotesque example. His daughter
Galina was a promiscuous alcoholic who took up with a circus
director running a gold-bullion fraud gang. Brezhnev himself outdid
Khrushchëv in the nepotism for which he had criticized him. Nor
did he forget to be generous to himself. His passion was to add to
his fleet of foreign limousines donated to him by the leaders of states
abroad. He drove them on the roads between his dacha and the
Kremlin with flagrant disregard for public safety.

Yet itwas initially a distinct point of attraction for his central party
colleagues that Brezhnev was so undistinguished. Each Presidium
member expected to be able to guide the First Secretary in policy-
making. They had underestimated him. Shelepin and Kosygin were
steadily being worn down. Podgorny, who wanted Brezhnev kept
in check, had no personal following in the Presidium; and Suslov
apparently hadnoambition tobecome the supreme leader, preferring
to exercise influence behind the scenes.12 Brezhnev’s fellow leaders
perceived that he was becomingmore than primus inter pares among
them only when it was too late to reverse the process.

Brezhnev had helped to make his own luck. But he was also
assisted by the trends of current economic data. Khrushchëv had
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lost his political offices partly as a result of the poor grain harvest
of 1963. He was sacked just before the encouraging news of the
harvest of 1964 had become fully available. The improvement con-
tinued in the immediately following years. Between 1960 and
1970 Soviet agricultural output increased at an annual average of
three per cent.13 Industry, too, enhanced its performance. At the end
of the Eighth Five-Year Plan period of 1966–70 the output of
factories and mines was 138 per cent greater than in 1960.14 At
the same time the regime was effective in maintaining strict
political control. There were several disparate strikes, but nothing
remotely akin to theNovocherkasskuprisingof1962.Theauthorities
had a tight grip on society, and Brezhnev’s prestige grew among
members of the Soviet political élite.

The Twenty-Third Party Congress, which began on 29 March
1966, changed the name of the Presidium back to the Politburo and
allocated eleven members to it. The post held by Brezhnev was
redesignated as the General Secretaryship (as it had been known in
the 1920s). This hint at continuity with the Stalin era was meant to
emphasize that the disruptions of Khrushchëv’s rule were at an end.
Since Brezhnev wanted to avoid the Politburo turning on him as he
and his colleagues had turned upon Khrushchëv, very few sackings
occurred in the central party leadership. For a while only the most
dangerous opponents were removed. In particular, Shelepin’s ally
Semichastny was replaced by Yuri Andropov as KGB chairman in
May 1967; and Shelepin himself was moved out of the Committee
of Party-State Control in June and out of the Party Secretariat in
September.

The Politburo was still feeling its way towards settled policies.
This was especially obvious in its handling of those countries in
Eastern Europe where economic reforms were being implemented.
Hungarianparty leaderJánosKádárhad introducedmeasures similar
to those advocated by Kosygin in the USSR. He got away with this
because he had moved stealthily while Khrushchëv was in power
and because he had Kosygin’s protection after Khrushchëv’s retire-
ment. By 1968 a New Economic Mechanism which included limited
permission for the creation of retail markets had been introduced.
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In Poland a different approach was taken. Władisław Gomułka had
failed to fulfil his promises of industrial and agricultural growth and
was removed in favour of Eduard Gierek in 1970. The new Polish
government raised huge Western loans to facilitate the rapid expan-
sion of heavy industry. Financial support and technological transfer,
Gierek argued, would unblock the country’s economic bottlenecks.

The Soviet communist leaders gave approval to both the Hun-
garian and the Polish experiments not least because the USSR could
ill afford to maintain its massive subsidy of the East European
countries in the form of cheap oil and gas exports. In any case the
basic structures of the centrally-planned economy remained in place
in both countries.

Less contentment was shown by the Soviet Politburo with the
policies adopted by the communist leadership in Czechoslavakia. At
first there had been little cause for concern. Czechoslovak party
leader Antonin Novotný had become as unpopular as Gomułka in
Poland, andBrezhnev on his visit to Prague inDecember 1967 refused
to intervene in the factional dispute. Novotný resigned in January
1968 and was succeeded by Alexander Dubček. The consequence
was the ‘Prague Spring’. Dubček and his colleagues allowed the
emergence of independent pressure groups; they allowed the mass
media to criticize theCzechoslovak official authorities, not excluding
himself. The trade unions resumed the role of defence of workers’
interests, and market reforms of the Hungarian type were treated
as a minimum short-term aim. Dubček, hoping to create a ‘socialism
with a human face’, still thought of himself as a Leninist. But by
introducing so many checks on the communist party dictatorship,
he was unknowingly rejecting the main tenets of Lenin’s thought
and practice.

His cardinal error lay in assuming that he could pull the Soviet
Politburo along with him. In Moscow, the Czech reforms were seen
as threatening the existence of one-party rule, the centrally-planned
economy and the survival of Eastern Europe as an exclusively com-
munist zone. Brezhnev sent his emissaries to Prague over the summer
to pull him back into line. But Dubček ignored all the hints that his
intransigence would incur a military penalty.
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On the night of 20–21 August 1968 the tanks of the Warsaw Pact
rolled into Czechoslovakia. The decision had been taken in the
Soviet Politburo. Kosygin had wavered earlier in the summer,
remembering the complications around the world that had followed
the suppression of the Hungarian revolt.15 Brezhnev, too, had not
always been enthusiastic. But the vote in the Politburo was
unanimously in favour of invasion. Brezhnev was later to affirm
that ‘if I hadn’t voted in the Politburo for military intervention,
I probably wouldn’t be sittingherenow’. In themeantimeHungarian
leader Kádár had tried to dispel Dubček’s naı̈vety: ‘Don’t you under-
stand what kind of people you are dealing with?’ Dubček rebuffed
the warning; and when the tanks arrived in Prague, he was taken
prisoner and flown to Russia, where he was injected with drugs and
threatened with execution unless he complied with the USSR’s
orders. Dubček succumbed, but with obvious heavy reluctance, and
in spring 1969 the Soviet Politburo put the compliant Gustav Husak
in power.

After a brief period as Czechoslovak ambassador to Turkey,
Dubček was demoted to the job of local forest administrator. A
bloodless purge of the participants in the Prague Spring was put in
hand. No country of the Warsaw Pact was permitted to follow
policies involving the slightest derogation from the premisses of the
one-party state, Marxism-Leninism and Warsaw Pact membership.
The Brezhnev Doctrine was imposed, whereby upon any threat to
‘socialism’ in any country of the Pact, the other member countries
of the Pact had the right and duty to intervene militarily.

The invasion of Czechoslovakia had baleful consequences for the
political and economic debates in the USSR. Ideological retrench-
ment was inevitable. This was appreciated by dissenters outside the
party such as Pavel Litvinov, who led a small group of protesters
on Red Square on 23 August. The participants were seized by police,
put on trial inOctober and sentenced to three years in prison camps.16

Litvinov’s treatment could easily have been worse; but within the
Politburo there was reluctance to resort to greater repression than
was deemed completely necessary.Themeasureswere anyway severe
enough for the intelligentsia to lose any remaining illusions about
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Brezhnev. Khrushchëv, who spent his days at his dacha telling tales
to visitors who came out to picnic in the woods, was becoming a
figure of nostalgia among artists and scholars. A siege mentality
gripped the regime: if a Gorbachëv had existed in the Kremlin in
1968, he would have been arrested.

The USA assured the USSR that the invasion of Czechoslovakia
would not cause a world war and that Western political revulsion
would not get in the way of negotiations between the superpowers.
The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty was signed in 1969 and Stra-
tegic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) were begun in the same year.
By 1970 the USSR had caught up with its rival in the number of its
intercontinental ballisticmissiles. But bothMoscowandWashington
were keen that competition in military preparedness should occur
in a predictable, non-violent fashion.

Yet the Czechoslovak invasion damaged the USSR irreparably
inside the global communist movement. Hopes for a reconciliation
with China had been slim since 1966, when Mao Zedong had
castigated Moscow as a ‘centre of modern revisionism’ that had
betrayed the principles of Marx, Engels and Lenin. After 1968 the
number of critics grew. Albania, Romania and Yugoslavia con-
demned the Brezhnev Doctrine; and when seventy-five communist
parties met in Moscow in June 1969, the polemics were incessant.
Only sixty-one parties agreed to sign the main document at the
conference. World communism had definitively become polycentric.
Indeed border skirmishes broke out along the Siberian border with
the People’s Republic of China. All-out war was a possibility until
Moscow and Beijing each concluded that a diplomatic settlement
was in its interest. The Politburo was finding relations with China
as intractable as at any time under Khrushchëv.

Not that everything in foreign affairs was problematical. Kosygin,
Brezhnev and Podgorny followedKhrushchëv’s precedent by visiting
several foreign countries. In 1966 the USSR had brought India and
Pakistan together under Kosygin’s chairmanship in Tashkent to
settle their recurrent conflicts. The Soviet-Indian relationship was
especially warm.17 Furthermore, Cuba remained defiantly pro-Soviet
despite an American diplomatic and economic embargo, and in 1970
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theMarxist coalition leaderSalvadorAllende came topower inChile.
InAsia,NorthVietnam, fightingwith Sovietmilitary equipment,was
wearing down the American-supported regime in South Vietnam.
In Europe, the USSR had its successes even after the Soviet-led
invasion of Czechoslovakia. As soon as Willy Brandt was elected
German Chancellor in Bonn in 1969, he made overtures to the
Kremlin. A treaty was signed between the USSR and the Federal
Republic of Germany in the following year giving formal recognition
to the separate German Democratic Republic.

Elsewhere in the non-communist world the attempts to increase
Soviet power and prestige were not quite so productive. In Ghana,
Kwame Nkrumah was chased from power in 1966. His departure
left the USSR without friends in Africa except for Egypt. Then
Egypt, too, fell away. In 1967 Soviet influence in theMiddle East was
underminedwhen Israeli forces defeated anArabmilitary coalition in
the Six-Day War. President Nasser of Egypt died in 1970 and was
succeeded by Anwar Sadat, who saw no advantage in keeping close
ties with the USSR. The Soviet-Egyptian alliance rapidly collapsed.
Countries of the Third World were finding that the USSR might be
able to supply them adequately with military equipment but could
not sustain them economically. It was increasingly understood
around the globe that occasional acts of munificence such as the
financing of the Aswan Dam did not generate long-term industrial
and agricultural development.

Yet the campaign to increase Moscow’s influence abroad was
sustained. At home, furthermore, central political prerogatives were
asserted. The Politburo abandoned the decentralizing experiments
of Khrushchëv. In 1966 its members scrapped the sovnarkhozes.
Inside the party, the Bureau of the RSFSR in the Central Committee
– established by Khrushchëv – was abolished. Thus the largest
republic by far in the USSR lost its co-ordinating party body. The
other republics still had theirownparties, central committeesandfirst
secretaries. The humbling of the RSFSR signified that no national
political unit, not even the Russian, was immune to the Politburo’s
supra-national demands.

Accordingly, theother republicswereplacedunder tightdiscipline.
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Eighteen well-known Ukrainian nationalist and intellectual dis-
senters were brought to court in Kiev in August 1965 – a full
month before the arrest of Daniel and Sinyavski in Moscow. They
refused to disown their beliefs and received harsh prison sentences.
Also in 1965 there was a large demonstration in Erevan, protesting
about past and present injustices against the Armenian people.
It was suppressed by armed force. The subsequent invasion of
Czechoslovakia horrified nationalist opinion, especially in the
Baltic Soviet republics and Ukraine. A student was arrested in
the Estonian city of Tartu for daubing a cinema wall with the
declaration: ‘Czechs, we are your brothers.’ But disturbances also
occurred independently of the Prague events. Riots broke out in the
Uzbek capital of Tashkent, in 1969. Several officials of Russian
nationality were murdered before sufficient troops arrived to restore
control.

In the Politburo there were lively discussions. It would seem that
Alexander Shelepin and Dmitri Polyanski took the strongest line in
advocating the eradication of national dissent among non-Russians.
It was rumoured that Polyanski’s ideas were virtually those of a
Russian nationalist. On the other side there was Petro Shelest, First
Secretary of the Ukrainian Central Committee, who believed that
any further scouring of Ukrainian culture would open wounds that
would turn the Ukrainian speakers of his republic into irretrievable
opponents of a ‘Soviet Ukraine’. Shelest himself had a deep sympathy
for the traditions of the Cossacks.

Brezhnev steered a middle course between them. In November
1967 he called for the ‘convergence’ of the Soviet Union’s peoples,
but stressed that this would involve highly-sensitive decisions and
that hastiness had to be avoided. Even so, neither Brezhnev nor even
Shelestwas diffident about quelling overt oppositionwhether it came
inmass demonstrations or in poems, songs and booklets. Thismeant
that the basic problems of a multinational state were suppressed
rather than resolved. Russian nationalists resented the fact that their
culture was not allowed to develop outside the distortive framework
imposed by the Politburo. Among the non-Russians, nationalists
resented what they perceived as the Politburo’s Russian chauvinism;
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their grievances were ably summarized in Ivan Dziuba’s lengthy
memorandumto theUkrainianparty andgovernment, International-
ism or Russification?18

Ostensibly most republic-level communist party leaders endorsed
the suppressionofnationalism in thevariousSoviet republics.Eduard
Shevardnadze, who was installed as Party First Secretary in Georgia
in 1972, rhapsodized that ‘the true sun rose not in the East but
in the North, in Russia – the sun of Leninist ideas’. Sharaf Rashidov,
the First Secretary of the Uzbekistan Communist Party, eulogized
the Russian people as ‘the elder brother and true friend’ of the
Uzbeks.19

When at home in Uzbekistan, Rashidov was not so self-abasing;
on the contrary, he was promoting his fellow clan members into
high office and ensuring that they could benefit from the perks of
officewithoutMoscow’s interference. The same had been happening
in Georgia under Shevardnadze’s predecessor V. P. Mzhavanadze –
and Shevardnadze’s subsequent struggle against corruption had only
limited success. Even Dinmukhammed Kunaev, First Secretary of
theKazakhstanCommunist Party and boon companion of Brezhnev,
covertly gave protection to emergent national aspirations. Rashidov,
Mzhavanadze and Kunaev zealously locked up overt nationalist
dissenters in their respective republics; but they increasingly them-
selves selected and organized the local élites on a national principle.
Such phenomena were also on the rise in the RSFSR, whose internal
autonomous republics were allowed much freedom to promote the
interests of the local national majority.

The Politburo’s own commitment to ‘stability of cadres’ contrib-
uted to the difficulties of holding together the USSR as a multi-
national state. Brezhnev assured officials in the party and major
governmental institutions that their jobs were secure so long as they
did not infringe current official policies. He wanted to avoid the
enmity incurred by Khrushchëv’s endless sackings of personnel;
he also contended that officials needed stable working conditions
if the Politburo’s objectives were to be realized in the localities.
Consequently Mzhavanadze’s replacement by Shevardnadze was
a rare direct attempt to indicate to the official leaderships of
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the non-Russian republics that there were limits to the Kremlin’s
indulgence.

A general lightness of touch was applied in the Russian provinces
of the RSFSR. Leningrad Party Secretary V. S. Tolstikov was sacked
in 1970. Tolstikov had drawn attention to himself as a communist
arch-conservative, but the reason for his dismissal was not politics
but his sexual escapades on a yacht in the Gulf of Finland.20 Brezhnev
anyway punished him gently by sending him as Soviet ambassador to
Beijing. Elsewhere in the RSFSR there was bureaucratic tranquillity.
Typical province-level party secretaries were either left in post or
else promoted to higher party and governmental offices. Cliental
systems of personnel were fortified, and local officials built their
‘nests’ of interests so tightly that Central Committee emissaries could
seldomunravel the local scams. Brezhnev sometimes talked about the
need to ‘renew’ the cadres of party and government; but self-interest
discouraged him from putting an end to the immobilism he detected.
He did not want to risk alienating lower-level officialdom.

By the end of the 1960s Politburo members were united in their
broad approach. They did not abandon Khrushchëv’s basic policies;
but they erased his eccentricities and pencilled in what they thought
to be sound alternatives. Stalin had been too brutal, Khrushchëv too
erratic. They did not want to revert to the bloody fixities of the
post-war years; they were glad that the unsettling reorganizations
after 1953 had been terminated.

It was their assumption that such an approach would effect a
successful stabilization of the Soviet order. They acted out of optim-
ism, and still believed in the superiority of communism over its
competitors. They could point to the military security and economic
advance achieved since 1964. They were confident about having
checked the rise of dissent and having brought the intelligentsia and
the working class under control. They were not entirely hostile to
experimentation in their measures at home and in Eastern Europe.
But the scope for novelty was brusquely narrowed after the Warsaw
Pact’s invasion of Czechoslovakia. And already the Soviet leaders
were becoming entangled in complications which they had not
anticipated. They confronted deepening problems in politics, eco-
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nomics, society, culture, nationalism and international relations.
Little did they know that the price of their attempt at stabilizing the
Soviet order was about to be paid.
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PART FOUR



A. Umyarov in Krokodil sees Gorbachëv as a tailor trying to
stitch together the torn cloth of the USSR.
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‘Developed Socialism’
(1970–1982)

The Soviet compound, as it emerged from the successive changes
after the Second World War, had only a limited capacity for radical
experimentation. Brezhnev and his fellow leaders understood and
welcomed this. But the problems about the compound persisted.
There was political frustration and resentment throughout the
USSR, including its party, government and other public institutions.
There were economic set-backs. There was social alienation and
national, religious and cultural embitterment. Only when Brezhnev
diedwas there a serious reconsiderationof the compound’sproblems.
At first this was attempted cautiously. But Gorbachëv, coming to
power in 1985, overlooked the internal necessities of the compound.
Always he assumed that experimentation could be open ended. In
the end he developed an audacious programme of comprehensive
reforms which led to the dissolution of the Soviet compound and to
the emergence of new forms of state and society in Russia and the
other former Soviet republics.

But back in 1970, despite its growing problems, the Soviet Union
was still a stable entity and was treated by the rest of the world
as a permanent feature of the international landscape. Statesmen,
scholars and commentators took it for granted that Soviet armed
strength and political militance were too great to be ignored. The
USSR had nearly reached military parity with the United States,
and the Soviet economy had the world’s second greatest industrial
capacity and already produced more steel, oil, pig-iron, cement and
even tractors than any other country.1 British PrimeMinister Harold
Macmillan had trembled at the possibility that Russia’s centrally-
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planned industry might succeed in outmatching advanced capitalist
countries in other sectors of industry. The skills and equipment
developed for the Soviet Army, he thought,might one day be diffused
to the rest of the country’s factories. Not only he but still more
sceptical observers of the Soviet economy warned against under-
estimating the USSR’s capacities.

Not everyone subscribed to this conventional wisdom. The
NATO countries continued to refuse to recognize Stalin’s annexa-
tion of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania in 1940, and émigré groups of
various nationalities continued to argue that the USSR was an
illegitimate state. They exposed the repressive record from Lenin to
Brezhnev. Some thought that the Soviet order would fall apart if
only the Western powers would cease to make diplomatic and
commercial compromises.

At any rate few people in the West had any affection for the
USSR. Too much was known about the brutality and immobilism
of Soviet communism for it to shine out as a beacon of political
freedom and social justice. Even the Italian and Spanish communist
parties abandoned their ideological fealty toMoscowand formulated
doctrines hostile to dictatorship. Especially after the USSR-led
invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968, the number of admirers of Lenin
was getting smaller in states not subject to communist leaderships.
Moreover, changes in the Third World were steadily diminishing
the international appeal of the USSR because most of the world’s
colonies had by then been given their independence. Meanwhile the
grinding poverty widespread in several European countries, such
as Spain, was being overcome: capitalism was found to be more
adaptable to welfare economics than had previously been supposed
possible.

Nevertheless some optimists contended that the Soviet political
system could be softened and that a convergence between commun-
ism and capitalism might occur as capitalist states resorted increas-
ingly to central economic planning and governmentally-provided
welfare. This was rejected by others who asserted that basic reform
was incompatible with the maintenance of the communist order.
Supposedly no Politburo leader would attempt such a reform.
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Certainly Brezhnev was not of a mind to undermine the party he
served as General Secretary, and the development of the relationship
between the USSR and the USA for several years appeared to justify
his stance. As he took control of Soviet foreign policy he exchanged
visits with American presidents. Richard Nixon went to Moscow in
1972 and 1974, Gerald Ford toVladivostok in 1976. Brezhnev himself
was received in New York in 1973. The Strategic Arms Limitation
Talks after protracted negotiations produced an Anti-Ballistic
Missiles Treaty in 1972. The trust between the two superpowers
steadily increased. In order to stress that a warmer relationship than
Khrushchëv’s ‘peaceful coexistence’ had been attained, a new phrase
was coined, ‘détente’ (in Russian, razryadka), which referred to the
slackening of the tensions of the Cold War. Brezhnev confidently
proposed to American Secretary of State Henry Kissinger that the
two superpowers could maintain a global condominium if they had
the sense to reinforce détente.

Moreover, not all events elsewhere in theworldwere unfavourable
to Soviet interests. The Kremlin’s resolve was strengthened in 1970
when the coalition led by the communist Salvador Allende acceded
to power in Chile. When Ethiopia, too, had a revolution in 1974,
military equipment was supplied fromMoscow; and the Portuguese
Empire’s disintegration in Africa gave the USSR and its Cuban ally
a further opportunity to intervene in civil wars in Angola and
Mozambique. At successive Party Congresses Brezhnev asserted the
USSR’s willingness to support struggles for national liberation in
Asia, Africa and South America.

The USA meanwhile suffered from the demoralizing effects of its
unsuccessful war in Vietnam, even after the withdrawal of its troops
in 1973. In the same year the American economy was buffeted by
the decision of the Organization of Petroleum-Exporting Countries
(OPEC) to introduce a massive rise in the price of oil. All advanced
capitalist economies suffered from this; but the USSR, despite not
having influencedOPEC’s decision, gained enormous revenues from
her energy exports outside Eastern Europe. Undoubtedly the USA’s
rapprochement with the People’s Republic of China in the early
1970s caused a tremor among Soviet policy-makers. Yet even this
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event had its positive aspect. Politburo members were able to see
the Americans’ need for Chinese support as proof of the relative
decline of the USA as a superpower. Soviet General Secretary and
American President bargained as equals at their summits.

Nevertheless the USA extracted concessions from the USSR.
Military and economic deals with Moscow were made dependent
on the Politburo allowing Soviet Jews to emigrate if they so desired.
Suchwould-be emigrantsbecameknown in theWest as the refuseniks
on account of their having been refused permission to emigrate on
the grounds that they had had previous access to secret information
vital to the state’s interests; a quarter of a million of them left the
USSR under Brezhnev’s rule. The Western powers also sought to
place limits on the regime’s oppression of Soviet citizens in general.
In 1975 the Helsinki Final Act was signed as the culmination of
several years of negotiations to settle Europe’s post-war territorial
boundaries and to make provision for economic and scientific co-
operation between West and East. The Final Act’s commitment to
the free passage of information was to prove a valuable instrument
for dissenters in the Soviet Union to embarrass the Politburo.

For the USA and the USSR, much as they wanted to eliminate
the danger of nuclear war, remained rivals. Intensive development
of weaponry continued in both countries. In 1977 the Soviet Union
stationed its newly-tested SS-20 missiles in Eastern Europe, missiles
which had a capacity to attack Western Europe. The USA reacted
by setting up facilities for the basing of Cruise missiles in the United
Kingdom and West Germany and for the introduction of Pershing
missiles toWest Germany. The danger and costliness of all this were
evident to politicians in Moscow and Washington, who simul-
taneously aimed at achieving agreement in the second stage of
the StrategicArmsLimitationTalks, knownby the acronymSALT 2.
By 1979 it looked as though the negotiators had elaborated a draft
that would be acceptable to both sides.

The expansion of the USSR’s global influence served to enhance
Brezhnev’s personal authority in the Politburo. In agricultural policy
he reinforced the conventional methods for organizing the collective
farms. The central imposition of quotas of output was maintained,
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and instructions on what to sow and when came to the villages from
Moscow. The policy of amalgamating farms was prolonged by
Brezhnev,who sharedwithKhrushchëv abelief thatbigger kolkhozes
would increase productivity. At the same time Brezhnev insisted that
agriculture should have a massive increase in the government’s
financial support.Collective farms in the1970s received twenty-seven
per cent of all state investment – and even this figure did not
include the revenues being channelled into the production of tractors,
chemical fertilizers and other farm equipment. In 1981 the budgetary
allocation constituted the ‘highest food-and-agriculture subsidy
known in human history’, amounting to 33,000 million dollars at
the contemporary official exchange rate.2

Gross agricultural output by 1980 was twenty-one per cent higher
than the average for 1966–70. Cereal crops in particular rose by
eighteen per cent in the same period.3 This allowed Brezhnev to bask
in the praise heaped upon him. On closer inspection, the improved
results were not encouraging. The usual criterion for assessing the
effectiveness of Soviet agriculture had been and still was the grain
harvest. In fact the imports of cereals, which had been started by
Khrushchëv, had become a regular phenomenon. When it became
difficult to seal commercial deals with the USA in 1974, the USSR’s
foreign-trade officials began to make hole-in-the-corner purchases
in Argentina and elsewhere. This was necessary because Soviet
domestic production was severely deficient in fodder crops. There
were also problems in other important sectors; for instance, the
sugar-beet harvest, far from rising, declined by two per cent in the
decade prior to 1980.

Brezhnev’s attempted solution was to increase state investment.
Reform-minded central party functionaries were cowed by the fate
of Politburo member G. I. Voronov. For years Voronov had advo-
cated the division of each farm work-force into ‘links’ or teams
which would be entrusted with specific functions. A link might, for
instance, run a farm’s dairy unit. Voronov’s argument was that
work-forces were so vast that individual kolkhozniki felt little sense
of responsibility for the work on the farm. Accordingly, the
link system, accompanied by suitable material incentives, would
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introduce conscientiousness and lead to an expansion of output.
This proposal had been put to Stalin unsuccessfully byA. A. Andreev
in the 1940s and had been opposed by Khrushchëv both before and
after Stalin’s death. Voronov was equally ineffective in trying to
convinceBrezhnev about the need for such a reform. IndeedBrezhnev
removed Voronov from the Politburo in April 1973.

Experimentationwith agricultural linkswasnot totally disallowed
on a local basis (and among the party officials who tried them out
was the young Stavropol Region Party Secretary, Mikhail Gorba-
chëv). Yet central policy was otherwise unimaginative and incom-
petent. In 1976 the Politburo issued a resolution ‘On the Further
Development of Specialization and Concentration of Agricultural
Production on the Basis of Inter-Farm Co-operation and Agro-
Industrial Integration’. The resolution called for several kolkhozes
in a given district to combine their efforts in production; it was
therefore not a cure but a prescription for aggravated difficulties by
virtue of adding yet another administrative layer to agricultural
management. Meanwhile the state’s food-and-agriculture subsidy
didnotpreventmanykolkhozes fromoperatingat a loss; for although
the prices paid for farming produce were raised, the costs charged
for fuel and machinery also rose. Oil, for example, cost eighty-four
per cent more in 1977 than in the late 1960s – and the price of certain
types of seed-drills more than doubled.4

Agricultural policy was therefore very confused, and in such a
situation Khrushchëv would probably havemade yet another assault
on the private plots of kolkhozniki. Brezhnev was not so misguided,
but instead in 1977 and 1981 issued two decrees to expand the
maximumsize of eachplot to half a hectare.Thesemeasures removed
a large obstacle to the expansion of agricultural output. Under
Brezhnev the private plots yielded thirty per cent of total production
while constituting only four per cent of the USSR’s cultivated area.

Both ideological traditionandpolitical interests impededPolitburo
members from recognizing this as proof that de-collectivization was
essential to an expansion of agricultural production. They were so
nervous about private plots that the 1977 decree was withheld from
publication for a whole year.5 The underlying problems therefore
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lay unresolved: the shortage of skilled labour; the wrecked rural
culture; the payment of farmworkers by quantity of work without
regard to its quality; the roadless countryside; the central imposition
of quotas for planting, harvesting and procurement; the technology
and machinery too large for their functions on Soviet farms; the
memory of the horrors of collectivization from the late 1920s. Apart
from throwing money at the problems, Brezhnev could only propose
grandiose schemes of land reclamation, irrigation and of river diver-
sion. He listened to flattering advisers who deflected attention from
any endeavour to address those underlying problems.

At the same time he eased his leading opponents out of high office.
Not only Voronov but also Shelest were discarded in 1973. Shelepin
at last went the same way in 1975. Each had had disagreements
about policy with Brezhnev and eventually paid a personal price.
The forced retirement of rivals continued. Membership of the Polit-
burowaswithdrawn fromD. S. Polyanski in 1976, Nikolai Podgorny
in 1977 and K. T. Mazurov in 1978. The long-serving Chairman
of the Council of Ministers, Aleksei Kosygin, resigned because of
ill-health in1980.MeanwhileBrezhnevhadbeen recruitingassociates
to fill the empty seats. Dinamukhammed Kunaev and Volodymyr
Shcherbytskiy became full members of the Politburo in 1971,
Konstantin Chernenko in 1978 and Nikolai Tikhonov in 1979 (and
Tikhonov tookover theCouncil ofMinisters atKosygin’sdeparture).
Their claimtopreferencewas theaccidentofhavingworkedamicably
with Brezhnev in Dnepropetrovsk, Moldavia and Kazakhstan
between the 1930s and 1950s. The Politburo was being remade in
the General Secretary’s image.

Brezhnev was extolled as a dynamic leader and intellectual co-
lossus.TheremovalofPodgornyenabledhimtooccupytheadditional
post of Chairman of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet and
thereby become head of state.WhenKosygin died inDecember 1980,
Pravdapostponed the reportingof the newsuntil after the celebration
of Brezhnev’s birthday. In May 1976 he had been made Marshal of
the SovietUnion. In 1979hepublished three volumesof ghost-written
memoirswhich treatedminorbattlesnearNovorossiskas thedecisive
military theatre of the Second World War; and his account of the
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virgin lands campaign of the 1950s barely mentioned Khrushchëv.
The growing cult of Brezhnev was outrageously at variance with

actuality. His physical condition was deteriorating. He was addicted
to sleeping pills; he drank far toomuchof the Belorussian ‘Zubrovka’
spirit and smoked heavily; to his embarrassment, he was also greatly
overweight.6 From 1973 his central nervous system underwent
chronic deterioration, and he had several serious strokes.7 At the
successive ceremonies to present himwithOrders of Lenin, Brezhnev
walked shakily and fumbled his words. Yevgeni Chazov, Minister
ofHealth, had to keep doctors in the vicinity of theGeneral Secretary
at all times: Brezhnev was brought back from clinical death on
several occasions. The man in the East whose finger was supposed
to be on the nuclear-war button inside the Soviet black box was
becoming a helpless geriatric case. He was frequently incapable of
rudimentary consecutive thought even in those periods when he was
not convalescing.

His cronies had cynically decided that it suited them to keep
Brezhnev alive and in post. The careers of Chernenko, Tikhonov
and others might suffer if Brezhnev were to pass away. Even several
Politburomembers whowere not friends of his – Central Committee
Secretary Suslov, Defence Minister Ustinov and Foreign Minister
Gromyko – feared the uncertainties of any struggle to succeed him.
Such figures also recognized that their unhappiness with the General
Secretary’s policies impinged only on secondary matters. Brezhnev’s
Lazarus-like returns from physical oblivion allowed them to hold in
place the policies agreed in the second half of the previous decade.

The central political leadership had turned into a gerontocracy.
By 1980 the average age of the Politburo was sixty-nine years.8 Each
member, surrounded with toadying assistants, wanted an old age
upholstered by material comfort and unimpeded power. The idea
of preparing a younger generation of politicians to take over the
state leadership was distasteful to them. Fifty-year-old Konstantin
Katushev was demoted from the Central Committee Secretariat in
1977 and his promising career was nipped in the bud. Grigori
Romanov had become a full member of the Politburo at the age of
fifty-three in 1976; Mikhail Gorbachëv did the same when he was
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forty-nine in 1980. But thesewere exceptions to the norm. Brezhnev’s
Politburo was composed mainly of Stalin’s ageing promotees. Their
fundamental attitudes to politics and economics had been formed
before 1953. They were proud of the Soviet order and present
achievements. Change was anathema to them.

Already in 1969 there had been an attempt by Brezhnev and a
majority of Politburo members to rehabilitate Stalin’s reputation.
They were not proposing a reversion to the terror of the 1930s and
1940s; but as they grew old in office, their unpleasant memory grew
dimmer and they became nostalgic about their own contribution
to the glorious past. It would seem that whereas Shelepin had
hoped to use Stalin as a symbol for the robust restoration of order,
Brezhnev and his friends wanted to use him more as the personi-
fication of the USSR’s achievements in industrialization in the early
1930s and in victory in the Second World War. Only strenuous
representations to the Politburo by foreign communist parties
brought about a last-minute reversal of the decision on Stalin’s
rehabilitation.9

Nevertheless the Politburo still had to supply citizens with its
analysis of the country’s current condition. The favoured terms were
‘really existing socialism’, ‘real socialism’, ‘mature socialism’ and
‘developed socialism’.10 Really existing socialism was too wordy.
Real socialism invited an undesirable comparison with surrealist
socialism; mature socialism sounded altogether too decrepit a note.
And so from 1966 the propagandists increasingly claimed that the
country had entered the stage of ‘developed socialism’. This term,
while avoiding theover-optimismofKhrushchëv’sPartyProgramme,
highlighted achievements already made and objectives yet to be
attained. The authorities looked back with pride on the October
Revolution, the Five-Year Plans and the Second World War; they
anticipated a future involving an incremental improvement of living
standards, of technology and of social and political integration
throughout the USSR.

Developed socialismwas a term used in Brezhnev’s opening report
to the Twenty-Fourth Party Congress in March 1971. In a purple
passage he declared: ‘Accounting for its work in this very important
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direction of activity, the Central Committee of the Party has every
justification to say that the Soviet people, having worthily completed
the Eighth Five-Year Plan, has taken a new great step forward in
the creation of the material-technical base of communism, in the
reinforcementof thecountry’smightand in the raisingof the standard
of living of the people.’11

His report offered an agenda for step-by-step improvement; and
as the concept was elaborated in later years, the Politburo acknow-
ledged that developed socialism would constitute a ‘historically
protracted period’. A tacit indication was being given that roughly
the same kind of state order would prevail for the duration of
the lives of Soviet citizens. In the course of the construction of a
communist society as projected by Khrushchëv there was no scheme
for the party to become obsolete; the party was even more crucial to
Brezhnevite developed socialism.Article 6 of the Soviet Constitution,
which was introduced in 1977, announced: ‘The leading and guiding
force of Soviet society and the nucleus of its political system, its
state organizations and public organizations is the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union.’ Stalin’s 1936 Constitution had mentioned the
party’s authority only in relation to electoral arrangements. The
USSR had always been a one-party state; but the new Article 6 gave
the most formal validation to this reality to date.12

Not even Brezhnev entirely stopped calling for higher levels of
participation by ordinary members of society in public life or talking
about a future communist society. But his statements on such topics
were ritualistic verbiage.Hewasmuchmore seriouswhenhe stressed
the need for hierarchy and planning. The party, under the Politburo’s
leadership, would formulate the policies and give the guidance.
Society’s main duty was to supply the orderly obedience.

A ‘scientific-technical revolution’ would be accomplished, and
central state planning would prove its superior rationality. Official
theorists stressed that already the USSR outmatched capitalism in
bettering the human condition. The Soviet state guaranteed employ-
ment, health care, shelter, clothing and pensions; and citizens were
brought up to respect the general interests of society and to avoid
selfish individualism. Not that the USSR’s leaders wanted to be seen
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as complacent. There was a recognition that the Soviet economy
had fallen behind the advanced capitalist countries in civilian techno-
logy. It was also admitted that much needed to be done to meet the
material aspirations of ordinary consumers and that the political
organs of the Soviet state, including the party, had to become more
responsive to the people’s wishes. Indeed there had to be a perfecting
of all mechanisms of governance and welfare. ‘Developed socialism’
had to be brought to its triumphant maturity.

No basic novelty in industrial and agricultural measures was
contemplated. The options were limited by the Politburo’s diversion
of massive resources to the state food-subsidy and to the nuclear
arms race. But the very word reform caused most Soviet leaders to
shudder. After the defeat of Kosygin’s endeavour to widen mana-
gerial freedom in 1965, no one tried to pick up his banner.

Althoughthe1970swerea lostdecadeforpotential reformers,how-
ever, not everything was static. Not quite. The Ninth Five-Year Plan
was the first to project a slightly higher rate of increase in the output
of industrial consumer products than of industrial capital goods.
Watches, furniture and radios were at last meant to bemanufactured
in abundance. Yet the Plan still left the predominant bulk of invest-
ment at the disposal of capital-goods production. And in practice the
economic ministries and the rest of the party-police-military-
industrial complexmanaged to prevent the Plan’s consumer-oriented
investment projects from being fully realized.13 By 1975, for example,
consumer goods had expanded at a rate nine per cent slower than
capital goods.14 This thwarting of the Politburo’s policy continued
throughout the decade despite Brezhnev’s reaffirmation of his com-
mitment to the rapid shift of investment towards satisfying the needs
of Soviet consumers at both the Twenty-Fifth Party Congress in
February 1976 and the Twenty-Sixth Congress in February 1981.

And so only the most minuscule steps were taken in the modifi-
cation of policy. In 1973 a decree was issued to draw factories with
complementaryactivities into ‘associations’ (ob''edineniya).The idea
was that enterprises would be enabled to serve each other’s needs
without resort to permission from Gosplan and the ministries in
Moscow. Associations were also expected to operate on a self-
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financing basis and recurrent deficits in their accounts were no longer
to be tolerated. By 1980 there were 4,083 associations in the USSR,
producing slightly over a half of total industrial output. Yet self-
financing was never fully realized. An experiment along these lines
had been started at the Shchëkino Chemical Association as early as
1967; yet the reluctance of the central authorities to abandon control
over decisions on investment, prices, wages and hiring and firing
had condemned it to a fitful performance.

In 1979 another general decree on industry was issued which
emphasized the need for scientific planning and for the avoidance
of deficits in annual factory accounts. But this yielded miserable
results. Soviet economic trends became ever more depressing. The
contemporaryofficial statistics gaveadifferent impression: industrial
output was still said to have risen by 4.4 per cent per annum in
1976–80. Yet even these statistics indicated a steady decrease in the
rate of expansion. The supposed annual rise in 1966–70 had been
8.5 per cent.

In fact the official statistics took no account of the inflation
disguised by the trick of slightly altering products and then selling
themat higher prices. The statistics also hid the plight ofmanufactur-
ing industry in comparison with extractive industry. Unwittingly the
oil-producing Arab states had rescued the Soviet budget in 1973 by
increasing the world-market prices for oil. The USSR was a major
exporter of oil, petrol and gas. The reality was that the country, so
far from catching up with the advanced capitalist West, was as
reliant upon the sales abroad of its natural resources as it had been
before 1917; and, in contrast with the tsarist period, it could no
longer find a grain surplus for shipment to the rest of Europe. There
can as yet be no exact statement of the percentage of industrial
growth achieved. The sceptics suggest that no growth at all occurred.
Be that as it may, nobody denies that by the end of the 1970s chronic
absolute decline was in prospect.

The Politburo’s modifications were still more pathetic in other
sectors of the economy. No fresh thinking was applied to banking,
insurance, transport, personal services, constructionor foreign trade.
Policy was so motionless that it was rarely a topic for glancing
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comment in Pravda or even in the scholarly economic journals. The
claims that, by avoiding Khrushchëv’s utopianism, the USSR could
make steady economic advancewere being tested and foundwanting.

Only very dimly were Brezhnev and his colleagues aware that
doing nothing was a recipe for political disaster. If they needed proof
of the regime’s vulnerability, they had only to look to the country
adjacent to the Soviet western border. Poland was seething with
working-class opposition. Strikes and demonstrations occurred in
the Gdansk shipyards in 1970 under the leadership of Lech Wałesa.
Repression worked only briefly: by 1976 the authority of the Polish
government was again being challenged. Other countries in Eastern
Europe were also restless. Yugoslavia and Romania recurrently
criticized the Soviet communist leadership. Albania did the same
and reaffirmed her support for the People’s Republic of China.
But what could Brezhnev and his colleagues do about anti-Soviet
developments in Eastern Europe? The Politburo had no principled
objection to theproject of aWarsawPact invasion, but the experience
of Czechoslovakia since 1968 showed that military occupation was
not a solution in itself.

Problems also persisted about the potential for working-class
unrest in the USSR. Since the Novocherkassk rebellion of 1962
the Politburo had feared lest the ‘party of the workers’ should be
challenged by the Russian working class. Central party leaders
concluded that timely concessions, if necessary, should always be
made; and Brezhnev, while not espousing egalitarianism in wages
policy, sanctioned a narrowing of formal differentials. He also
ensured that blue-collar workers were paid better than several pro-
fessional groups. For example, a bus driver in the 1970s earned 230
roubles, a secondary schoolteacher 150 roubles.15

Brezhnev wanted workers to be materially comfortable; and
although the investment in the industrial consumer-goods sector fell
behind projections, the expansion in output was enough to improve
the conditions of ordinary people. Refrigerators were owned by
thirty-two per cent of households in 1970 and by eighty-six per cent
in 1980. Ownership of televisions rose from fifty-one to seventy-four
per cent in the same decade.16 Trade unions opened further holiday
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centres for their members on the Baltic and Black Sea coasts. Trusted
workers could travel on officially-organized trips to Eastern Europe
and, if they were extremely lucky, to the West. Prices in the shops
for staple products such as bread, potatoes, meat and clothing, as
well as apartment rents and gas were held low, indeed barely higher
than they had been during the First Five-Year Plan. Workers had
never known it so good. Nor had the kolkhozniki; for the state
pension system had been extended to them in 1964 and they were
given internal passports from 1975.17

The Politburo also had to appeal to themiddling groups in society.
A persistent source of their dissatisfaction were those remaining
aspects of official educational policywhich provided sons anddaugh-
ters of workers with preferential access to university education.
The Politburo abolished all such discrimination. In the same spirit,
measures were introduced to move away from Khrushchëv’s highly
vocational orientation in the schools. The economic ministries and
even many factory directors came to feel that the pendulum was
swinging too far in the opposite direction; but, after a spirited debate,
only a halfway return towards vocational training in schools was
sanctioned in 1977.18

Yet the Politburo was failing to maintain active support in society
evenat previous levels. It therefore sought to intensify the recruitment
of communist party members. In 1966 there had been 12.4 million
rank-and-filers; by 1981 this had risen to 17.4 million.19 Thus nearly
one in ten Soviet adults were party members. Their assigned duty
was to inspire and mobilize the rest of society. The idea was that
the more members, the better the chance to secure universal acquies-
cence in the status quo. As ever, the result was not a compact political
vanguard but a party which reflected the diverse problems of broad
social groups. Politburo leaders contrived to overlook the problem.
For them, the dangers of further change outweighed the risks of
keeping things as they were. Indeed the contemplation of change
would have required a concentration of intellectual faculties that
hardly any of them any longer possessed. And those few, such as
Andropov, who had even mildly unorthodox ideas kept quiet about
them.
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Despite being inclined towards caution in domestic affairs, they
were still tempted to undertake risky operations abroad. In 1978–9
they hadbeen disconcerted by the course of a civilwar inAfghanistan
across the USSR’s southern frontier. Afghan communists repeatedly
asked the Soviet leadership to intervene militarily; but Brezhnev and
his associates, sobered by the knowledge of the mauling meted out
to the USA in Vietnam, rejected their pleas;20 and Jimmy Carter,
who had assumed office as American President in 1977, saw this as
evidence that détente was a force for good throughout the world.

In December 1979, however, the Politburo’s inner core decided
that failure to support Afghan communist forces would leave the
way open for the USA to strengthen the military position of their
Islamist adversaries. Soviet Army contingents were sent fromTajiki-
stan to support the communist-led Afghan regime. President Carter
felt deceived by the USSR, and ordered a substantial rise in the
USA’smilitary expenditure. The policy of détente collapsed. In 1980,
Moscow’s troubles increased when the Polish independent trade
union Solidarity led strikes against the government in Warsaw.
Poland was becoming virtually ungovernable, and in December
1981 General Wojciech Jaruzelski, who was already the Party First
Secretary and Prime Minister, obtained the USSR’s sanction to
mount a coup d’état to restore order. The eventual alternative, as
Jaruzelski understood, would be that Warsaw Pact forces would
invade Poland. But Solidarity, though damaged, did not crumble.
Deep fissures were beginning to open in the communist order of
Eastern Europe.

The Soviet Union’s international position was shaken further
when Ronald Reagan, the Republican Party’s right-wing candidate,
defeated Carter in the American presidential elections in 1980. The
Politburo was put on notice to expect a more challenging attitude
on the part of the USA. Domestic and foreign policies which had
seemed adequate in the 1970s were about to be put to their stiffest
test.
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Privilege and Alienation

The Soviet political leaders did not feel insecure in power. There
were occasional acts of subversion, such as the detonation of a bomb
in the Moscow Metro by Armenian nationalists in 1977. But such
terrorism was not only rare; it was also usually carried out by
nationalistson the territoryof theirownrepublics.Russians,however
hostile they were to the Politburo, had an abiding horror of political
upheaval. Civil war, inter-ethnic struggles and terror were the stuff
not of medieval folklore but of stories told by grandparents and
even fathers and mothers.

The KGB’s repressive skills remained at the ready. In 1970 the
biologist and dissenter Zhores Medvedev was locked up in a lunatic
asylum. Only the timely intervention of his twin brother Roy and
others, including Andrei Sakharov and Alexander Solzhenitsyn,
secured his release.1 Human-rights activist Viktor Krasin and the
Georgian nationalist Zviad Gamsakhurdia were arrested, and they
cracked under the KGB’s pressure on them to renounce their dis-
senting opinions. Another method was employed against the young
poet Iosif Brodski. Since his works were banned from publication
and he had no paid occupation, the KGB took him into custody and
in 1964 he was tried on a charge of ‘parasitism’. In 1972, after being
vilified in the press, hewasdeported. Solzhenitsyn, too,was subjected
to involuntary emigration in 1974. Vladimir Bukovski suffered the
same fate a year later in exchange for imprisonedChilean communist
leader Luis Corvalan. In 1980 Sakharov was subjected to an order
confining him to residence in Gorki, a city which it was illegal for
foreigners to visit.
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Yet the members of the various clandestine groups appreciated
the uses of publicity. Within a year of the signature of the Helsinki
Final Act in 1975, informal ‘Helsinki groups’ in the USSR were
drawing the world’s attention to the Soviet government’s infringe-
ments of its undertakings. Western politicians and diplomats picked
up the causeof thedissenters at summitmeetings;Western journalists
interviewed leading critics of the Politburo – and, to the KGB’s
annoyance, several writers let their works appear abroad. The Soviet
government did not dare to stop either Solzhenitsyn in 1970 or
Sakharov in 1975 from accepting their Nobel Prizes.

Three figures stood out among the dissenters in Russia: Sakharov,
Solzhenitsyn and Roy Medvedev. Each had achieved prominence
after Stalin’s death and had tried to persuade Khrushchëv that basic
reforms were essential. Initially they were not recalcitrant rebels; on
the contrary, they were persons promoted by the political establish-
ment: they did not seek confrontation. But all eventually concluded
that compromise with the Politburo would not work. They were
unique and outstanding individuals who could not be broken by the
weight of material and psychological pressures that were brought
to bear upon them. But they were also typical dissenters of the 1970s.
In particular, they shared the characteristic of deriving a spiritual
forcefulness from their acceptance of their precarious living and
working conditions; they had the advantage of truly believing what
they said or wrote, and were willing to endure the punishments
inflicted by the state.

They gained also from the country’s traditions of respect for
relatives, friends and colleagues. Before 1917, peasants, workers and
intellectuals kept awall of confidentialitybetweenagroup’smembers
and the ‘powers’, as they referred to anyone in official authority
over them. Russians were not unique in this. All the peoples of the
Russian Empire had coped with oppressive administrators in this
way. The informal ties of the group were reinforced in the Soviet
period as adefence against the state’s intrusiveness, and thedissenters
latched on to the traditions.

What Sakharov, Medvedev and Solzhenitsyn had in common was
that they detested Stalin’s legacy and knew that Brezhnev’s Politburo
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had not entirely abandoned it. But on other matters their ideas
diverged. Sakharov had contended in the late 1960s that the world’s
communist and capitalist systems were converging into a hybrid of
both. But steadily he moved towards a sterner assessment of the
USSR and, being committed to the rights of the individual,
he saw democracy as the first means to this end.2 This attitude
was uncongenial to Medvedev, a radical communist reformer who
argued that there was nothing inherently wrong with the Leninism
enunciated by Lenin himself.3 By contrast, Solzhenitsyn put his
faith in specifically Christian values and Russian national customs.
Solzhenitsyn’s nuanced anti-Leninism gave way to strident attacks
not only on communism but also on virtually every variety of
socialism and liberalism. He even rehabilitated the record of the
last tsars.4 Thus he infuriated Sakharov and Medvedev in equal
measure.

By 1973 these disputes were ruining their fellowship, and the
situationwas not improved by the differential treatment of dissenters
by the authorities. Sakharov had once received privileges as a nuclear
scientist. The fact that he and his wife had an austere life-style did
not save them from Solzhenitsyn’s carping comments, at least until
Sakharov and his wife were dispatched into exile to the city of Gorki.
Of the three leading dissenters, it was Medvedev who received the
lightestpersecution.Hisdetractors claimed that although the security
police pilfered his manuscripts, he had defenders in the central party
leadership who felt that the time might come when his brand of
reformist communism would serve the state’s interests.

Yet theeffortsof thedissentersat co-ordinationwere insubstantial.
The Moscow-based groups had some contact with the Jewish
refuseniks in the capital; but they had little connection with the
clandestine national organizations in Ukraine, the Transcaucasus or
the Baltic region. And when in 1977 Vladimir Klebanov founded a
Free Trade UnionAssociation, he and his fellow unionists conducted
their activities almost entirely in isolation from the intellectual dis-
senters. Few ordinary citizens had copies of their samizdat works.
Occasionally it looked as if the KGB, by focusing efforts upon them,
unnecessarily increased their significance. This was true to some
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extent. But the USSR was an authoritarian ideocracy; any failure
to extirpate heterodoxy would be taken as a sign of weakness.
The snag was that Brezhnev was not Stalin, and understood that
persuasion to support the regimewouldnot be effective if persecution
were to be increased.

Key ideas of the dissenters continue to leech into the minds of
many thousands of citizens. Some heard the ideas on Radio Liberty,
the BBC World Service or the Voice of America in the periods when
foreign radio stations ceased to be jammed. Others in Estonia could
pick up and understand Finnish television. Still others knew people
who knew people who had read the original works in samizdat.
Having refrained from killing the leaders of dissent, the Politburo
had to live with the consequence that their ideas could not be kept
wholly in quarantine.

The dissenters probably had less impact on opinion in society
than critics of the regime who stayed on the right side of the KGB.
In the literary journals a host ofwriters appeared. InRussia,Vladimir
Soloukhin and Valentin Rasputin wrote about the ruination of
agriculture and village life. Vasil Bykaw did the same in Belorussia.
Despite recurrent disagreements with the party, all of them success-
fully demanded respect for the pre-revolutionary customsandbeliefs.
Such writers were known as the ‘ruralists’ (derevenshchiki).5 Some
of them involved themselves in public debates on ecology. They
were joined by the Kyrgyz novelist Chingiz Aitmatov, who described
the ravaging of nature and traditional culture in central Asia. Nor
was it only living writers whose arguments against the designs of
communism had an influence. Classics of Russian literature, such
as Fëdor Dostoevski’s novels, continued to provide material for a
strong critique of Marxism-Leninism.6

In every branch of the arts it was the same. The film directors
Andrei Tarkovski and Tengiz Abuladze; the science-fiction writers
Arkadi and Boris Strugatski; the musical composer Alfred Schnittke;
the sculptor Ernst Neizvestny; the theatre director and performer
Vladimir Vysotski: none of them belonged to the groups of overt
dissent, but their works offered an alternativeway of assessing Soviet
reality. And they had a depth of analysis and emotion greater than
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most of the artists whom Khrushchëv had promoted to eminence.
There was resentment among natural scientists, too, about their

working conditions. Distinguished physicists queued up in the Acad-
emy of Sciences Library in Leningrad to read copies of the London
scientific weekly Nature with the advertisements cut out (which
meant that crucial bits of articles on the other side of the excised
pageswere removed).7 Evenmore strictly supervisedwere historians,
economists and political scientists. Politburo member Suslov kept a
sharp eye on them and punished delinquents with demotion: his
favourite sanction was to transfer them to a pedagogical institute
and stop their books from being published. He also interviewed the
novelist Vasili Grossman about the manuscript of his Life and Fate,
which exposed both the dictatorial essence of Leninism as well as
the anti-Semitism of Stalin’s policies. Suslov predicted that the novel
would not be printed for 300 years. (As things turned out, his
prophecy was wildly wrong because Life and Fate was published in
1989.)

Although professional people were fed up with the humiliating
customs of subordination, they usually complied with the summons
to cast their votes in favour of single candidates from a single party
in Soviet elections: any failure to do this would attract unpleasant
attention from the KGB. For similar reasons it was difficult to refuse
to join the Communist Party of the Soviet Union if invited. By the
late 1970s approximately forty-four per cent of ‘the party’ was
constituted by white-collar employees.8

Thus the state was regarded with suspicion by practically every-
body and lying and cheating remained a popularly approved mode
of behaviour. The fish rotted from the head. Brezhnev was a cynic
and his family was corrupt. But even if he had been a communist
idealist, he would have had no remedy. The old problems remained.
In order to fulfil the quotas assigned by the Five-Year Plan, factories
still needed to bend regulations. Skilled workers still had to be
paid more than was centrally intended. Unskilled sections of the
labour-force still had to be indulged in relation to punctuality,
conscientiousness and sobriety. The flitting of workers from one job
to another was an ineradicable feature in industry; the absence of
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unemployment meant that the state had no serious counter-measure.
Factories, mines and offices were staffed by salaried and waged
personnelwhoput greater effort into theprotectionof their indolence
than into the discharge of their duties. A work-shy attitude was
characteristic of both administrators and workers.

The Politburo was given no credit for the material improvements
secured in the 1970s, and the cheap provision of food, shelter,
clothing, sanitation, health care and transportwas taken for granted.
Brezhnev’s successes were notedmore for their limitations than their
progress beyond the performance before 1964. He earned neither
affection nor respect.

Soviet citizens concentrated on getting what enjoyment they could
out of their private lives. Families operated as collective foragers in
an urban wilderness. Turning up at a restaurant was seldom enough
unless a booking had been made or a bribe been offered. And so
Granny was dispatched to queue for hours in the ill-stocked food
shop; young Yevgeni missed a morning at the pedagogical institute
to dig the potatoes at the family dacha; and Dad (or ‘Papa’) took a
set of spanners he had acquired from the factory and swapped them
for an acquaintance’s armchair. The people who carried the greatest
burden were the women. Years of propaganda had not bettered their
lot even though many had entered occupations once reserved for
men. Wives were simply expected to do their new job while also
fulfilling the traditional domestic duties. Itwasnot a sexual liberation
but a heavier form of patriarchy.

Consequently Soviet citizens, while remaining resolutely slack at
work, had to be indefatigable in obtaining alleviation of their living
conditions. They had no other option even if they aimed only to
semi-prosper. They had to become very enterprising. Each looked
after himself or herself and relatives and close friends. On the inside,
this collectivistic society fostered extreme individualism.

When all was said and done, however, ordinary Russians could
only make the best of a bad situation. They were powerless to effect
a general change. Rates of alcoholism, mental illness, divorce and
suicide went on rising inexorably. The deterioration of the physical
environment continued; diseases were on the increase and hospital
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services worsened. The living space accorded to the normal urban
family remained cramped: just 13.4 square metres per person in
1980.9 Thousands of Moscow inhabitants had no resident permits,
and many of them inhabited shacks, doorways and parked trams.
The diet of most citizens, furthermore, ceased to improve in the late
1970s. Rationing of staple food products returned to Sverdlovsk
(which was then under the rule of local party secretary Boris Yeltsin)
and several other large cities.10

Not surprisingly the society of the USSR turned a flinty eye upon
the propagandists sent out by party organizations. Attitudes had
changed a lot since Stalin had claimed that ‘life is getting gayer’. An
anecdote illustrates the point neatly. A young woman was seized by
the burly militiamen next to Lenin’s Mausoleum for distributing a
pamphlet of protest. The pamphlet was discovered to be full of
blank pages. Asked to explain herself, the woman replied: ‘Why
bother writing? Everybody knows!’

Marxism-Leninism had never become the world-view of most
citizens. The authorities knew this from the reportage on popular
opinion delivered by the KGB. In the 1960s they were sufficiently
worried that they allowed random-sample social surveys to be under-
taken and published despite the ban on sociology as a subject in
institutions of higher education. The results were troubling to the
Ideological Department of the Party Central Committee Secretariat.
In Moscow, according to the results of a questionnaire, only one in
eleven propagandists believed that their audiences had absorbed the
Marxist-Leninist content of lectures as their personal convictions.
Nor did it help that many propagandists carried out their duties
with obvious reluctance. For example, forty per cent of those polled
in Belorussia gave talks or lectures only as a party obligation.11 This
was a problem stretching back to the 1920s. Fifty years on, it had
not been solved.

Politburo member Suslov had played a prominent part in the
mummification of the notions of Marx, Engels and Lenin; but even
Suslov did not stand in the way of Marxism-Leninism’s retreat from
earlier standpoints. The natural sciences were freed to a somewhat
greater extent from ideological interference. Researchers continued
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to suffer impediments and indignities since contacts with foreign
colleagues remained difficult. Yet at least they were no longer com-
pelled to accept a single official party-approved version of biology,
chemistry and physics.

In the social sciences, which in Russia includes philosophy and
literature as well as history, party control was tighter. Lenin’s
interpretations of the literary classics were compulsory ingredients
of scholarship; and, although historical accounts of the Assyrian
Empire could be publishedwithmerely cursorymention ofMarxism,
the same was not true about the history of Russia – and especially
the decades of Soviet rule. No subject was more jealously guarded
from heterodoxy than the theory and practice of the communist
party. From one end of the telescope it appeared that extraordinary
concessions were being made to non-Marxist opinion. But from the
other end things looked different: sceptics were less impressed by
the licence gained by Assyriologists than by the unchallengeability
of the official party historians who affirmed that, from 1917 to the
present day, the party leadership had largely avoided error. Anything
newwritten about Assurbanipal mattered a thousand times less than
the fixed catechism about Lenin.

This was indeed a contradictory situation. On the one hand,
Marxism-Leninism’s self-restrictions signalled a diminishing official
confidence. On the other, Suslov and his subordinate ideologists
were eradicating any surviving liveliness in interpretations of Lenin,
the October Revolution, Soviet history and current official policies.
The authorities had given up ground to its critics, but made a bitter
defence of the remaining ideological terrain.

Even Lenin’s books were handled with caution. The fifty-five
volumes of the fifth edition of his collected works had been brought
to completion in 1965. But in the late 1970s an unpublicized official
banwas placedon the sale of the edition in second-handbookshops.12

Manyof Lenin’s statementswere at variancewithmanyof the party’s
contemporary doctrines. Consequently the authorities preferred to
use excerpts from his writings, carefully chosen to fit in with Brezh-
nev’s policies. It was a funny old Leninist world where Lenin had
become a suspect author. Yet only a few Russians bothered about
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this paradox since Lenin’s writings were abundantly available at
least in some fashion or another. This was not true of thousands of
authorswhostill attractedunconditionaldisapproval; and the regime
had not abandoned its key dogmas on politics, economy and society.

The systematic curtailment of information affected even the petti-
est aspects of daily life. KGB operatives were attached to harmless
groups of tourists visiting the West, and the card-indexed files of
the security organs bulged with reports by its unpaid informers as
well as by its own officials. Not even telephone directories were on
sale, but were held behind the counter of ‘information kiosks’ – and
the employees in these kiosks were not permitted to tell the ordinary
enquirer the phone number of foreign embassies. What is more, the
Politburo dedicated large financial resources to the development of
the technologyof control.TheKGB’sbuggingdeviceswere especially
sophisticated. At the same time Soviet citizens were prevented from
acquiring equipment that might enable them to pass information
among themselves without official permission. Walky-talky radios,
photocopiers and word-processing computers were not purchasable
in the shops.

These barriers to communication, however, were only partially
effective. Citizens had their own direct experience of Soviet history
and politics, and were in an excellent position to pass private judge-
ment on the words of party propagandists. Hardly a family existed
without relatives who had been killed in Stalin’s time. And everyone
could remember the boasts made by successive rulers. After decades
in power it was hard for the Politburo to claim that the country’s
problems were not the party’s fault to a decisive extent.

And so this most politicizing of states had induced a pervasive
political apathy. The messages and the methods of official ideology
were deeply unappealing. On Soviet TV, the female continuity
announcer’s rigid, bouffant hairdo and humourless mien set the
tone; and there was a steam-rolling pomposity about series such as
‘For You, Parents’ and ‘For You, Veterans’. Most TV programmes
were heavily didactic. But the public reacted unenthusiastically to
them. Sport, crime thrillers, variety shows, science-fiction films and
melodramasweremuchmore popular: even Politburomemberswere
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scunnered by any media output that was intellectually demanding.
Brezhnev liked ‘low-brow’ entertainment as much as did ordinary
citizens. Ice-hockey games between the Soviet Union and Canada
weremuchmore tohis liking than the theoryof ‘developed socialism’.

Much leisure in any case was spent outside the home. The Soviet
Union, like other communist states, linked its international prestige
closely to the performance of its sports teams.The network of facil-
ities was the envy of foreign countries. Soviet youngsters had access
to well-funded premises, training and equipment; they knew that, if
they had talent, they would be rewarded by privileges which would
not fade when they retired: the typical ex-athlete would move into
the profession of trainer. The football goalkeeper Lev Yashin and
theweightlifterAlekseiVlasov remainedmajorpersonalities inSoviet
public life.

The state also provided several institutions for daily recreation
and annual holidays. Trade unions provided beach vacations in
Crimea andGeorgia tomemberswho showed a high level of activism
and obedience (and children could be sent separately by their parents
to summer camps). Workers achieving the monthly production
quotas had their names placed on their factory’s Roll of Honour.
The state continued toawardbadges for allmannerofpublic services,
and bemedalled war veterans were allowed to go to the head of
queues in shops. Members of the USSR Academy of Sciences –
who had their own special badge – were each provided with a
chauffeur-driven car. The hierarchy of honour and privilege par-
alleled the hierarchy of job occupations. A large enough minority
of citizens benefited sufficiently from these perks to give considerable
solidity to the Soviet order.

Yet the long-term dissolvent tendencies in society were unmistak-
able. The villages went on losing their skilled males to the towns
since the improvement in the conditions of kolkhozniki failed to
stem the exodus from the countryside. Tractor drivers could nearly
always better themselves in the urban work-force. The kolkhozniki,
who were typically female and either late middle aged or elderly,
had neither the morale nor the energy to organize harvests adequate
to feed an industrial country. In the towns and cities a different set
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of problems prevailed. Workers entering employment in the 1930s
and 1940s could reasonably expect promotion to white-collar jobs
if they worked and studied hard and obeyed the political authorities.
In the 1950s the number of posts in management was ceasing to
expand; in the 1970s the holders of these posts hung on to them:
mere incompetence was scarcely ever deemed due cause for an
individual to be sacked. Social rigidification was setting in: once a
worker, always a worker.13

Simultaneously the structure of families in many regions of the
USSR was causing trepidation. Across Russia, as well as the other
Slavic republics and the Baltic region, married couples increasingly
limited themselves to having one child. The inadequate living-space
and the financial pressure upon wives to stay in the labour-force
were the causes. The main birth-control technique was itself a
problem: abortion. It was far from unusual for a woman to endure
a dozen aborted pregnancies before reaching the menopause. This
was terrible enough; but the long-term prospect was equally dis-
piriting since the proportion of the population supporting their
pensioner relatives in Russia and other such regions was going into
decline.

In January 1981 Kosygin’s successor as Chairman of the Council
of Ministers, Nikolai Tikhonov, acknowledged that ‘demographic
policy’ was one of the weakest areas of his government’s activity.
In reality he was referring to the ‘national question’; for Tikhonov’s
unstated worry was that not enough Russians were being born.
Many people, including non-communists, sympathized with him. If
current trends continued, the Russian nation would soon constitute
a minority in the Soviet Union. The evidence was provided by a
census, which revealed that ethnic Russians had dropped from fifty-
five per cent of the USSR’s population in 1959 to fifty-two per cent
in 1979.14 For the attitude to family size in the Transcaucasus and
central Asia had not followed the pattern of Russia. Tajiks and
Uzbeks, who had gained better medical services from the hands of
the Soviet state, produced more children than ever who survived to
adulthood. The idea circulated among Russians that they would
soon be outnumbered and politically downgraded by ‘orientals’.
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Such languagewas racist; it was also rather laughable since several
of the supposedly oriental cities, such as the Georgian capital Tbilisi,
are located on a line of longitude to the west of cities in central
Russia!Nevertheless the feeling behind thewordswas deep.Russians
had for decades been treated as the primary nation of the USSR.
Not only did they feel superior to the other peoples but also they
considered that their contribution to the development and preser-
vation of the USSR had been the greatest.

The Russian nation’s resentments could no longer be totally
ignored, and the Politburo became increasingly frantic to assuage
them. Anti-Semitism, which had been approved by Stalin not long
before he died, was given semi-official respectability again. Already
in 1963 the central party leadership had permitted the Ukrainian
writer T. Kichko to publish Judaismwithout Veneer, an anti-Jewish
tract which provoked still more citizens of Jewish origin to apply
for exit visas. Brezhnev had let hundreds of thousands leave the
country, but solely in order to placate the American administration:
on the whole he preferred to reassure Russians that he was on their
side. Among the central party leaders in Moscow only Alexander
Yakovlev, who served in the Central Committee apparatus, strenu-
ously opposed the condoning of Russian nationalism and demanded
a more resolutely internationalist official policy. His position was
made so uncomfortable for him that an agreement was made that
he should become Soviet ambassador to Canada.15

None the less there was a still higher standard of living in Georgia
and Estonia than across the RSFSR. This naturally caused many
Russians to believe that current policieswere injurious to theRussian
national interest. The policy of elevating personnel of themajor local
nationality to high office was maintained. Ukrainians administered
Ukraine, Uzbeks Uzbekistan and Latvians Latvia. Certainly very
severe controls remained: the Politburo continued to position ethnic
Russians – or sometimes especially trusted Ukrainians or Belo-
russians – as deputy leaders in virtually every republican party,
government and the KGB. Yet local ‘national’ functionaries were
also prominent; and the policy of ‘stability of cadres’, which had
been started in 1964, was prolonged through the 1970s.
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The result, as time went on, was that the majority nationalities
in each republic were able to augment their dominance over other
local national and ethnic groups. Stern campaigns against adminis-
trative and financial malpractice were maintained by Eduard Shev-
ardnadze in Georgia and Geidar Aliev in Azerbaijan; but neither
Shevardnadze nor Aliev did much to protect the position of minor-
ities: in Georgia the Abkhazians and the Adzharians suffered con-
siderable discrimination; in Azerbaijan, the Armenian-inhabited
enclave of Nagorny Karabakh was starved of funds. Nor were such
tensions absent from the RSFSR. A glaring example was the attempt
by Bashkirian communist leaders to ‘Bashkirize’ the education and
culture of the Tatar population in their vicinity.16

Ostensibly these disintegrative trends in other republics were
prevented from manifesting themselves in the same fashion in the
RSFSR’s Russian provinces. The RSFSR shared a capital with the
USSR and was altogether too vast to be permitted to follow a line
of actiondisapprovedby the central political authorities.TheRSFSR
had a formally separate government, but real power was denied it;
and the ban on the establishment of a separate communist party
remained in force. But there had long been ambivalences in the
policies of the Politburo. In particular, Russian intellectuals were
accorded greater latitude for cultural self-assertion than were their
non-Russian counterparts. Russia’s pride of place among the nations
of the USSR continued to be officially affirmed. And whereas Rus-
sians had important posts in the local political administrations of
the other Soviet republics, ethnic Russians had a monopoly in the
administrative apparatus of the RSFSR’s provinces.

The policy of stability of cadres, moreover, encouraged officials
in the localities to ignoreuncongenial central demands.Theprovince-
level party committee (obkom) secretary retained crucial local power
and the fact that functionaries from the non-central party apparatus
occupied a third of the places at the Twenty-Fifth Party Congress
in 1976 was an index of their influence.17

Thus the local ‘nests’ were also reinforced. For amanager running
a factory of national significance could always threaten to appeal to
his minister; and a KGB chief in a border area or a commander of
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a military district might easily cause trouble if the obkom secretary
interfered excessively in security affairs. But few local ‘nests’ of
officials were very disputatious; for a common local interest existed
in keeping the ‘centre’ from prying into the locality. Ordinary Soviet
citizens who wrote to the Politburo and the Secretariat exposing an
abuse of power in their town or village were sometimes rewarded
with a Pravda campaign on their behalf; but such campaigns were
ineffectual in transforming general practice – and sometimes such
citizens found themselves victimized by the local officials whom they
had exposed. At any rate the central authorities remained loyal
to the policy of only sacking functionaries in cases of extreme
disobedience to the Kremlin’s demands.

The old paradox endured. On the one hand, there was a frantic
profusion of official demands for observance of legality, and under
Brezhnev – according to one estimate – the number of ‘normative
acts’ of legislation in force across the USSR had risen to 600,000;18

on the other hand, infringements of legality were pervasive. The key
common goal of political leaders in the Kremlin was to minimize
shifts of policy and avoid damaging internal controversy. Transfers
of personnel, if they were on a large scale, would destabilize the
relations among central and local public groups in the various institu-
tions. The Soviet compound was entering a stage of degradation.

Nevertheless this is not how it seemed to most wielders of power
at either the central or local levels. Even among those of them who
were minded to introduce reforms there was little acceptance that
basic reform was overdue; instead they tended to believe that it
would be enough to modify existing policies, to sack the most
incompetent of Brezhnev’s cronies and introduce younger blood.
Above all, they felt that Brezhnev himself had served in office too
long. The condition of his health was in fact even worse than most
of the rumours about it. The handful of officials who came into
regular, direct contact with him could see for themselves that
he was a dreadfully ill old man. The scribblings in his personal
diary showed a lingering interest in television programmes and
sport; and his punctuation and spelling would have disgraced a
schoolchild.19
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Brezhnev had stayed in office after bowing to pressure from some
of his Politburo associates; and this had postponed the jostling
among them over the question of the political succession. Essentially
Gromyko,Ustinov, SuslovandAndropovweregoverning thecountry
through a consensus among themselves. Brezhnev’s closest aide
and confidant, Politburo member Chernenko, had also acquired an
influence. Crucial Politburo decisions were being taken by them in
his absence.

But Brezhnev’s healthworsened drastically in thewinter of 1981–2
and the Politburo pondered who eventually was to take his place as
General Secretary. The choicewould have been influenced by Suslov,
who was a senior Central Committee Secretary. But Suslov died
aged seventy-nine in January 1982. KGB chairman Andropov was
given Suslov’s place in the Central Committee Secretariat in May,
and quickly it became obvious that he would make a strong bid to
succeed Brezhnev. Stories about corrupt practices in Brezhnev’s
family and entourage started to circulate.20 The stories came from
Andropov’s associates in the KGB. Evidently Andropov was trying
to create a mood in the Politburo that would ruin the chances of
one of Brezhnev’s boon companions emerging as a serious rival to
his own candidature.

By his actionsAndropov showed that he no longer feared incurring
Brezhnev’s hostility. Through spring, summer, autumn 1982 the
General Secretary rarely appeared in public. The official pretence
wasmaintained that hewas not seriously ill; but his doctors, together
with his nurse (who for years had been his mistress), despaired that
he would ever recover. Brezhnev was sinking fast. On 10 November
1982, he suffered a final relapse and died.

The Politburo instructed that he should be buried outside the
Kremlin Wall on Red Square. Statesmen from all over the world
attended. His wife and family were accompanied to the funeral
by the central party leadership – and daughter Galina outraged
spectators by refraining from wearing sombre garb. Brezhnev had
been dressed in his Marshal’s uniform with all his medals. But the
careless way the coffin was dropped into his grave was taken as a
sign that not all Politburo leaders wished to be seen to regret that
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at last he had left the political stage. In truth it was hard to feel very
sorry for Brezhnev. When he had succeeded Khrushchëv, he was still
a vigorouspoliticianwhoexpected tomake thepartyandgovernment
work more effectively. He had not been inactive; he had not been
entirely inflexible. But his General Secretaryship had turned into a
ceremonial reign that had brought communism into its deepest
contempt since 1917.
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Towards Reform
(1982–1985)

Yuri Andropov had played an astute hand in the last months of
Brezhnev’s life, and it was he who was chosen by the Politburo as
the new General Secretary on 12 November 1982. He had waited
many years to occupy the supreme party office and had no intention
of governing in the fashion of Brezhnev. Andropov believed changes
in policy to be vital.

As General Secretary, however, he had to take feelings in the
Politburo into account. The Politburo contained a rump of Brezh-
nev’s promotees who could cause him trouble: Tikhonov, Shcher-
bytskiy, Grishin and Chernenko had an iron-plated complacency
about current policies and disliked virtually any proposal for change.
Yet several other influential members of the Politburo, Dmitri Usti-
nov and Andrei Gromyko, did not stand in Andropov’s way when
he demanded a modification of official policies. Ustinov had been
Defence Minister since 1976, Gromyko had led the Foreign Affairs
Ministry since 1957. With their acquiescence, Andropov intensified
his campaign against corruption. Political and social discipline,
he argued, were the prerequisites for economic expansion – and
economic expansion was needed if the Soviet standard of living was
to be raised and military parity with the USA to be retained.

Andropovwas the brightest party leader of his generation. Born in
1914, hewas ofCossack descent.1He had a conventional background
except inasmuch as his father had been a railway administrator and
not a worker. He quickly rose up the hierarchy of the Komsomol
and the party; by the end of the Second World War he was second
party secretary for the Karelo-Finnish Soviet Republic. The post-war
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purges of communist functionaries in Leningrad had repercussions
in that republic and many of Andropov’s colleagues were shot.2 He
counted himself lucky to survive; and in 1954 he was appointed as
Soviet ambassador to Hungary. He was in Budapest during the
Hungarian uprising of 1956 and stayed there until 1957, when
Khrushchëv recalled him to work in the central party apparatus in
Moscow. A decade later he was picked by Brezhnev to take over the
KGB.

An associate described him as having ‘an enormous forehead,
which looked as if it had been specially shaven clean on both sides
of his temples, a large, impressive nose, thick lips and a cleft chin’.3

He took little pleasure in food and sport and was a teetotaller. His
taste for well-tailored suits was his only sign of self-indulgence, and
occasionally he let himself go by penning stanzas of doggerel to his
advisers – and his humour could be lavatorial.4 But generally he
refrained from such ribaldry. Not even fellow Politburo members
sawmuchofhis lighter side.Hewouldnot evenacceptan invitation to
a supper party unnecessarily.5 His ideological severity was emphatic.
Andropov believed in Marxism-Leninism and was offended by the
laxities permitted by Brezhnev: he could not abide the incompetent
gerontocrats in the Kremlin. The problem was that he, too, was old
and was troubled by ill-health. A chronic kidney complaint was
becoming acute. If he was going to have an impact, action had to
be swift.

And so Andropov announced the reimposition of discipline and
order as his immediate priority. He instituted judicial proceedings
against leading ne’er-do-wells in the Ministry of Internal Affairs.
He also punished the more mundane misdemeanours of ordinary
citizens: the police cleared the streets of drunks; lack of punctuality
at work was also penalized and random inspections were made so
that people might not leave their place of work in working hours.
Conscientious fulfilment of professional duties was demanded of
everybody in society, right from the central party leaders down to
ordinary citizens. Such measures were stern in general, but they
inflicted special hardship on Soviet wives andmothers.Most women
in the USSR went out to work and yet had to undertake all the
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domestic chores; it was difficult for them to cope with the queuing
in the shops unless they could take time off in working hours.

Not that Andropov was a complete killjoy. He did not mind if
people had a tipple; on the contrary, he permitted the introduction
of a cheap new vodka, which was known as ‘Andropovka’.6 He also
genuinely aimed to improve living conditions. He gave the following
summary of his purposes to his physician: ‘First we’ll make enough
sausages and then we won’t have any dissidents.’7

Such a remark was not made by someone who was bent upon a
fundamental revision of Marxism-Leninism. Accordingly, then, the
slogan of ‘developed socialism’ was retained. But differences in style
quickly appeared. For example, Andropov admitted that the party
leadership needed ‘to acquire an understanding of the society in
which we live’.8 This was a cognitive humility uncharacteristic of
previous leaders of theCommunist Party of the Soviet Union. Andro-
pov stressed that he had not come to office with ready-made, easy
solutions and that he intended to learn from as many people as he
could. Thus in February 1983 he visited a Moscow lathe-making
factory andheld brief conversationswithworkers.9 Itwas amundane
event in itself. (It was also highly contrived: the workers knew that
they had to say things that would not irritate the General Secretary.)
But the contrast with Brezhnev’s later years was unmistakable.

Replacementswere beingmade in theKremlin’s personnel.Andro-
pov surrounded himself with personal advisers who, by contempor-
ary official standards, were free thinkers. Typically they were
academicsor journalists.Theywere loyal communistpartymembers;
all for a long time had argued that official policies needed to be
altered. Andropov also showed his impatience in his changes of
political personnel at the centre. Mikhail Gorbachëv and Yegor
Ligachëv were lively party officials from a younger generation for
whom he secured further advancement; he also plucked Nikolai
Ryzhkov from the State Planning Commission and transferred him
to party duties. Gorbachëv, Ligachëv and Ryzhkov were appointed
as Central Committee Secretaries so that Andropov could ensure
compliance with his wishes throughout the central party apparatus.
Gorbachëv retained oversight over agriculture and gained it over the
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entire economy.Ryzhkov,whoheaded anewEconomicDepartment,
was made responsible specifically for industry. Ligachëv led the
Organizational Department.10

Andropov was aiming – in his secretive way – to explore possible
ways to modify the Politburo’s measures; he knew that the economy
cried out for regeneration. But he was far from sure about which
measures to adopt. He therefore asked Gorbachëv and Ryzhkov to
conduct confidential, detailed research on his behalf and to make
suitable recommendations.11

Probably Andropov did not wish to venture far along the route
of reforms. A decree was passed in July 1983 to provide industrial
associations with somewhat greater autonomy from the central
planning authorities.12 Yet the clauses were still not as radical as the
proposals of Kosygin in 1965; and the enduring closeness of his
friendshipwithMinister ofDefenceUstinov indicated thatAndropov
hardly wanted to transform the entire system of power.13 He kept
his more independently-minded advisers well under control. Indeed
several scholars outside his entourage felt that he was entirely failing
to appreciate the critical nature of the country’s problems. In particu-
lar, a group of Novosibirsk sociologists and economists under
Tatyana Zaslavskaya produced its own treatise on the need for
reform. The authors argued that administrative arbitrariness lay at
the centre of the difficulties in Soviet society and its economy.
Zaslavskaya’s mild ideas were so audacious in the USSR of the early
1980s that she was in jeopardy of being arrested when the treatise
fell into the KGB’s hands.14

At any rate, Andropov was a naturally cautious man. Certainly
he gave no licence to Gorbachëv and Ryzhkov, his adjutants in the
quest for economic regeneration, to take up the analysis provided
by the Novosibirsk group. In short, he wanted change, but insisted
that it should be undertaken at no risk to the existing state order.
Domestic policy was to be revised with gradualness and with due
appreciation of all possible difficulties.

Andropov showed greater enterprise in foreign policy. On becom-
ing General Secretary, he issued proposals thick and fast. He espe-
cially strove to reanimate the international understandings of détente
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which had been ruined by the Soviet military intervention in the
Afghan Civil War in 1979. Andropov called for a summit with
American President Reagan, for an arms reduction agreement
between the USSR and the USA and for a ban on nuclear tests. At
a Warsaw Pact meeting in Prague in January 1983 Andropov made
a still more startling suggestion. This was that the USSR and the
USA should sign an accord that each should formally undertake not
to attack any country belonging to the other’s alliance or even any
country within its own alliance.15 No doubt Andropov deliberately
chose to make his suggestion in Prague, capital of the Warsaw Pact
country invaded by the USSR in 1968.

But Reagan was as yet of no mind to see anything positive in
Soviet overtures. He regarded the USSR as an ‘evil empire’ and
former KGB chief Andropov as an emperor as demonic as any
of his predecessors in the Kremlin. Far from improving, relations
between the superpowers deteriorated after Brezhnev’s death. On
23March 1983, President Reagan announced hewas going to finance
research on a Strategic Defence Initiative (or ‘Star Wars’ Initiative,
as it quickly became known). According to Reagan, this would serve
no offensive purpose whatever but would be an exclusively defensive
system for the detection and destruction of nuclear missiles aimed
at the USA. Reagan promised that the technological developments
would be shared with the USSR. Unsurprisingly Andropov felt
unable to accept him at his word: there was no guarantee that the
system would indeed be confided to the Soviet Union. The Politburo
resolved to subsidize aparallel researchprogramme, and competition
in military technology was set to grow fiercer.

Tension between theUSSR and theUSA increased on 1 September
when a South Korean airliner, KAL-007, strayed into Soviet airspace
and was shot down by the forces of Air-Defense Command. Furious
recriminations occurred between Moscow and Washington; the
diplomatic strains were intensifying to the point of rupture. Andro-
pov was advised by Sovet intelligence organs abroad that Reagan
might be about to order a nuclear strike on the USSR. The suspicion
was that the imminent NATO exercise of 2 November might be
usedasacover toattackMoscow.Andropov felthehadnoalternative
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but to order his nuclear forces to assume a condition of heightened
alert.16 This emergency, unlike the Cuban missiles crisis, was kept
secret from the Soviet and American publics. But the politicians in
the two capitals knew how near the world had come to the brink
of a Third World War; and it was clear that robust, clear-sighted
leadership was required if such incidents were not to recur.

Robustness could no longer be provided by Andropov. The decay
ofhis kidneys couldnotbe slowedand the frequencyofhis attendance
at official meetings was already decreasing in spring and summer
1983: colleagues had to communicate with him by letter as he
convalesced at his dacha. Greater authority therefore passed into the
hands of the second secretary of the Central Committee, Chernenko,
who chaired the Politburo in Andropov’s absence. This job was also
sometimes carried out by Gorbachëv. In the discreet struggle for the
succession, Andropov’s preference was for Gorbachëv over Cher-
nenko.Heappendedanote to this effect ononeofhis lastmemoranda
to the Central Committee. But Chernenko’s supporters excised the
note from the version presented to the Central Committee, and
Andropov died on 9 February 1984 before he could consolidate
Gorbachëv’s chances.17

For his protégés, Andropov’s passing was a tragic loss for the
USSR. Even the dissenter RoyMedvedev felt that great changes had
been in prospect under Andropov.18 This was excessive optimism.
It is true that Andropov had succeeded in sacking one fifth of
province-level party first secretaries – a vital process of replacement if
ever theBrezhnevite complacencywas to be dispelled.19 Furthermore,
industrial output was five per cent higher in 1983 than in the previous
year; and the value of agricultural production rose by seven per
cent.20 Yet although the duration of Andropov’s tenure had not been
enough for him to take a grip on economic policies, he was far too
traditionalist to be able to do much more than he had already
accomplished.

After kidney-patient Andropov it was Chernenko, already debili-
tated by emphysema, who became General Secretary. Gorbachëv
had to be content with being his informal deputy. Chernenko was
not the most highly qualified of General Secretaries. Flimsily-
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educated and uninspiring, he had served in lowly party ranks until
hemet Brezhnev inMoldavia in the early 1950s. After years of service
as Brezhnev’s personal aide, he was rewarded by being made a
Central Committee Secretary in 1976 and a full Politburo member
two years later. His talents had never stretched beyond those of a
competent officemanager and his General Secretaryshipwas notable
for woeful conservatism. The sole change to the composition of the
Politburo occurred with the death of Ustinov in December 1984 –
and suchwas the disarray of the central party leadership that Ustinov
was not replaced. Chernenko’s single innovation in policy was his
approval of an ecologically pernicious scheme to turn several north-
flowing Siberian rivers down south towards the Soviet republics of
central Asia.

His Politburo colleagues had chosen Chernenko as their General
Secretary because his frailty would enable them to keep their own
posts and to end Andropov’s anti-corruption campaign. The Central
Committee, being packed with persons promoted by Brezhnev, did
not object to this objective. But the choice of Chernenko caused
concern. Chernenko was left in no doubt about the contempt felt
for him by members of the Central Committee when they refrained
from giving him the conventional ovation after his promotion to
General Secretary.21 But Chernenko was old, infirm and losing the
will to live, much less to avenge himself for such humiliation.

It wasGorbachëv who led the Politburo and the Secretariat during
Chernenko’s incapacitation. Behind the scenes, moreover, Gorba-
chëv and Ryzhkov continued to elaborate those measures for eco-
nomic regeneration demanded of them by Andropov.22 Other
Politburo members were disconcerted by Gorbachëv’s status and
influence. Tikhonov persistently tried to organize opposition to him;
andViktorGrishin decided to enhance his own chances of succeeding
Chernenko by arranging for a TV film to be made of Chernenko
and himself. Chernenko was so ill that he lacked the presence of
mind to shoo Grishin away. Another of Gorbachëv’s rivals was
Politburomember and former Leningrad party first secretaryGrigori
Romanov; and, unlike the septuagenarian Grishin, Romanov was a
fit politician in his late fifties. Both Grishin and Romanov were
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hostile to proposals of reform and wished to prevent Gorbachëv
from becoming General Secretary.

Chernenko died on 10 March 1985. If Brezhnev’s funeral had been
distinguished by farce when the coffin slipped out of the bearers’
grasp at the last moment, Chernenko’s was not memorable even for
this. Opinion in the party, in the country and around the world
sighed for a Soviet leader who was not physically incapacitated.

Yet it was not the world nor even the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union as a whole but the Politburo that would be deciding
the matter at 2 p.m. on 11 March.23 Behind the scenes Ligachëv
was organizing provincial party secretaries to speak in Gorbachëv’s
favour at the Central Committee. In the event Gorbachëv was
unopposed. Even Tikhonov andGrishin spoke in his favour. Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko was chairing the session and was unstint-
ing in his praise of Gorbachëv. There were the usual rumours of
conspiracy. It was noted, for example, that Volodymyr Shcherbyts-
kiy, whowas not amongGorbachëv’s admirers, had found it imposs-
ible to find an Aeroflot jet to fly him back from the USA for the
Politburo meeting. But the reality was that no one in the Politburo
was willing to stand against Gorbachëv. The Politburo’s unanimous
choice was to be announced to the Central Committee plenum in
the early evening.

At the plenum, Gromyko paid tribute to Gorbachëv’s talent and
dependability: little did he know that Gorbachëv would soon want
rid of him.24 Whatever else he was, Gorbachëv was a brilliant
dissimulator: he had attended the court of Leonid Brezhnev and
managed to avoid seeming to be an unsettling reformer. Only under
Andropov and Chernenko had he allowed his mask to slip a little.
In a speech in December 1984 he used several words soon to be
associated with radicalism: ‘acceleration’, ‘the human factor’, ‘stag-
nation’ and even ‘glasnost’ and ‘democratization’.25 But nobody in
the Politburo, not even Gorbachëv himself, had a presentiment of
themomentous consequences of the decision to select him asGeneral
Secretary.

Mikhail SergeevichGorbachëv had been born in 1931 and brought
up in Privolnoe, a small village of Stavropol region in southern
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Russia. His family had been peasants for generations. Relatives of
Gorbachëv had been persecuted in the course of mass agricultural
collectivization. One of his grandfathers, who was a rural official,
was arrested; the other was exiled for a time. He had a straitened
childhood on the new kolkhoz, especially under the Nazi occupation
in 1942–3; his memory of his early life was far from sentimental:
‘Mud huts, earthen floor, no beds.’26 But he survived. During and
after the war Gorbachëv worked in the fields like the other village
youths, and in 1949 his industriousness was rewardedwith theOrder
of the Red Banner of Labour. He was highly intelligent, receiving a
silver medal for his academic achievements at the local school and
gained a place in the Faculty of Jurisprudence at Moscow State
University.

He graduated in 1955 with first-class marks, but recently-
introduced rules prevented him from working for the USSR Procu-
racy in Moscow.27 He therefore dropped his plans for a career in
the law and opted to enter politics. Returning to Stavropol, he joined
the apparatus of the Komsomol and then the party. Two decades
of solid organizational work followed for Gorbachëv and his wife
Raisa. He enjoyed rapid promotion. By 1966 he was heading the
City Party Committee and four years later was entrusted with the
leadership of the entire Stavropol Region. He was not yet forty
years old and had joined an élite whose main characteristic was its
advanced age. Both he and his wife were ambitious. A story is told
that they had the same dream one night. Both had a vision of him
clambering up out of a deep, dark well and striding out along a
broad highway under a bright sky. Gorbachëv was perplexed as to
its significance. Raisa unhesitatingly affirmed that it meant that her
husband was destined to be ‘a great man’.28

Khrushchëv’s closed-session speech to the Twentieth Party Con-
gress had given him hope that reform was possible in the USSR.29

But he kept quiet about these thoughts except amidst his family and
with his most trusted friends. In any case, he was vague in his own
mind about the country’s needs. Like many of his contemporaries,
he wanted reform but had yet to identify its desirable ingredients
for himself.30
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In the meantime he set out to impress the central leaders who
visited the holiday resorts adjacent to Stavropol; and he was making
a name for himself by his attempts to introduce just a little novelty
to the organization of the region’s kolkhozes. By virtue of his post
in the regional party committee in 1971 he was awarded Central
Committee membership. In 1978 he was summoned to the capital
to lead the Agricultural Department in the Secretariat. Next year he
became a Politburo candidate member and in 1980 a full member.
Two years later he was confident enough to propose the establish-
ment of a State Agro-Industrial Committee. This was a cumbersome
scheme to facilitate the expansion of farm output mainly by means
of institutional reorganization. It was hardly a radical reform. But
it was criticized by Tikhonov, Kosygin’s successor as Chairman of
the Council of Ministers, as an attempt to form ‘a second govern-
ment’, and the Politburo rejected it. Gorbachëv was learning the
hard way about the strength of vested interests at the summit of
Soviet politics.31

His career anyway did not suffer: the preferment he enjoyed under
Brezhnev was strengthened by Andropov.Word had got around that
Gorbachëv was a man of outstanding talent. He was not a theorist,
but his openness to argument was attractive to the intellectual
consultants who had advised Andropov. So, too, was Gorbachëv’s
reputation as a decisive boss. He had not in fact achieved much for
agriculture either in Stavropol or in Moscow; but he was given the
benefit of the doubt: he could not do what Brezhnev would not have
allowed.

Gorbachëv’s practical ideas in 1985 were as yet very limited in
scope. He resumed the economic and disciplinary orientation set by
Andropov;healsogavepriority to changesofpersonnel.32 But already
he had certain assumptions that went beyond Andropovism. In the
1970s he had visited Italy, Belgium and West Germany in official
delegations and taken a three-week car-touring holiday in France
with Raisa. The impression on him was profound. He learned that
capitalism was not a moribund economic system and that, despite
many defects, it offered many sections of its societies a breadth of
material goods unrivalled in theUSSR.33He had also been rethinking
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his attitude to the Soviet order since 1983, when he had studied
Lenin’s last works on bureaucracy and had come to understand that
the bureaucratic problems of the 1920s had not disappeared.34 His
private assumptions and understandings would at last have room
to develop into policies when Gorbachëv became General Secretary.

By temperament he was a gambler, and the very fact that he had
not elaborated his strategy left him open to suggestions to take ever
larger risks. The night before going to the Politburo meeting which
selected him as General Secretary, he stated: ‘Life can’t be lived like
this any longer.’35 But he said this solely to his wife Raisa, in the
garden of their dacha where he could be confident of not being
bugged.36 He could not afford to be too frank about his intention
to repudiate Brezhnev’s heritage: on 11 March 1985 he soothed the
Central Committee with his statement that policies did not need
changing.37 Yet on the quiet he was looking for substantial changes.
He had no detailed objectives, but he was impatient to achieve
something fast.

His first task was to assemble a group of influential supporters.
At the next Central Committee plenum, on 23 April 1985, he gave
favour to fellow protégés of Andropov: Central Committee Secre-
taries Ryzhkov and Ligachëv were promoted to full membership of
the Politburo, and KGB chairman Viktor Chebrikov rose from
being candidate to full member of the Politburo. When the Central
Committee met again in July, two local party leaders, Lev Zaikov
of Leningrad and Boris Yeltsin of Sverdlovsk, were appointed to the
Secretariat. Romanov, Gorbachëv’s chief rival of pre-pensionable
age, was sacked from the Politburo; and Eduard Shevardnadze,
Georgian communist party leader and a friend of Gorbachëv, was
raised from candidate to full Politburo membership. These were
persons who shared his sense of urgency. A year before, in conver-
sation with Gorbachëv on Pitsunda beach in Crimea, Shevardnadze
hadput their commonapproach intoa fewbluntwords: ‘Everything’s
rotten. There must be change.’38

Shevardnadzewas then appointed Soviet ForeignMinister in place
of Gromyko. For Gromyko at the age of seventy-six there was
the consolation of being made Chairman of the Supreme Soviet
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Presidium and thereby becoming head of state; but Gorbachëv was
not so generous towards the eighty-year-old Nikolai Tikhonov,
who was compelled to retire and whose job was taken by Nikolai
Ryzhkov. In October the leadership of the State Planning Com-
mission (Gosplan) passed from Nikolai Baibakov, who had held the
post for two decades, to Nikolai Talyzin.

Already Gorbachëv had removed themost powerful of Brezhnev’s
cronies, got rid of Romanov and installed a group of experienced
administrators at the centre who were dedicated to the regeneration
of the Soviet economy. Within months he had accomplished a turn-
over of personnel that Stalin, Khrushchëv and Brezhnev had taken
years to carry out. The average age of the Politburo fell from
sixty-nine years at the end of 1980 to sixty-four by the end of 1985.39

Another aspect of change was the background of the supreme party
leadership. All the newcomers, unlike many leaders in Brezhnev’s
generation, had completed at least their secondary education. Most
of them also had until recently lived in ‘the localities’. Yeltsin had
worked for most of his career in the Urals, Ligachëv in mid-Siberia,
Shevardnadze in Georgia. They brought to the capital an awareness
of day-to-day provincial actuality. They were confident that collec-
tively they could solve the country’s problems.

Gorbachëv was the most worldly-wise of all of them. His ability
to adjust his style to unfamiliar surroundings astonished foreign
politicians. In1984 theBritishPrimeMinisterMrsThatcherdeclared:
‘I like Mr Gorbachëv. We can do business together.’40 Gorbachëv
and his wife were a vivacious couple, and Raisa’s wardrobe excited
interest in Western newspapers. The new General Secretary trans-
parently wanted to govern a USSR which no longer invited hatred
and ridicule beyond its frontiers.

But howwere he and his colleagues in theKremlin going to achieve
this? Initially they followedAndropov’sgeneral lineandconcentrated
efforts upon the economy. Discipline and order also returned to the
agenda. The Politburo, persuaded by Ligachëv, even took the risk
of discouraging alcohol consumption. Threefold increases in the
price of vodka were decreed and vineyards were hacked down in
Georgia, Moldavia and Ukraine. This was not the last time that
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Gorbachëv fell out of touch with social opinion: on this occasion
hewas nicknamed theMineral Secretary for asserting the superiority
ofmineral water over booze. Yet hewasmockedmore than resented.
Nearly all Soviet citizens were delighted by his unceremonial dump-
ing of the Brezhnevite time-servers.Hewas also admired for his visits
to cities outsideMoscow and his willingness to engage bystanders in
conversation. Pravda editorials became as compulsive reading as the
sport, chess and quizzes at the back of the newspaper.

Gorbachëv, whose main economic slogan was ‘acceleration’,
looked like a man in a hurry. But actual measures were slower
to emerge. His first move was made in November 1985, when a
super-ministry for the cultivation and processing of foodstuffs was
formed along the lines unsuccessfully proposed by Gorbachëv in
Brezhnev’s time. Named as the State Committee for the Agro-
Industrial Complex (Gosagroprom), it was to be led by one of
Gorbachëv’s political clients, VsevolodMurakhovski. This had been
one of Gorbachëv’s pet projects in Brezhnev’s lifetime, but until he
became General Secretary he encountered resistance from the Coun-
cil of Ministers.41 Now he could realize his wishes.

But this meant hewas aiming to renovate Soviet agriculture chiefly
by reorganizing its central governmental institutions. As he should
have known from Zaslavskaya’s Novosibirsk Report in 1983, the
regenerationof theeconomyrequiredmuchmore thanadministrative
measures.Kolkhozniki and sovkhozniki remained subject to a system
of peremptory orders and of weak material incentives; and they had
no positive influence over the running of the collective farm: they
were bossed by farm chairmen and the chairmen themselves were
bossed by Moscow. Gosagroprom was not going to dislodge a
single brick in this bureaucratic wall. Quite the opposite: by giving
additional authority to a central body such as Gosagroprom, Gorba-
chëv would increase the wall’s solidity. The General Secretary acted
as if a group of new officials, a structural experiment and a campaign
of public exhortationwould do the trick; his orientationwas central-
ist, hierarchical, administrative and command-based.

If agriculture was the economy’s Achilles’ heel, industry was its
severely bruised knee. In Gorbachëv’s first months there was no
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equivalent reorganization of the manufacturing sector. Nevertheless
a re-jigging of budgetary aims took place. The Twelfth Five-Year
Plan was scheduled to begin in 1986, and the Politburo declared that
an increase in the quantity and quality of industrial output required
the maximizing of investment in the machine-building sector. Ryzh-
kov and Gorbachëv were the principal advocates of this strategy.
They were putting into effect the ideas elaborated by the two of
them under Andropov’s encouragement.

Increasingly, however, Gorbachëv recognized that such calcu-
lations were inadequate to the solution of the country’s problems.
On his various tours to the provinces he spoke off the cuff and
tagged new priorities to the formally-agreed economic agenda. By
late 1985 there was scarcely an industrial sector not mentioned by
the General Secretary as deserving of large, additional investment.42

Ryzhkov, a former deputy chairman of Gosplan, perceived that such
promises were a budgetary impossibility: Gorbachëv had simply not
done his sums. Yet Ryzhkov, too, lacked a workable strategy and
continued to advocate an unrealizably rapid expansion in the output
of industrial consumer goods; for his diversion of vast revenues into
machine-construction could not yield results until after several years,
perhaps even decades. The draft Twelfth Five-Year Plan presented
by Ryzhkov to the Twenty-Seventh Party Congress in February 1986
was based upon false economic premisses.

The central communist leadership would be frustrated until the
ideasoneconomic reformunderwentmorebasic revision.Gorbachëv
sometimes hinted that he was considering this option. In Leningrad
in May 1985 he announced to fellow communists: ‘Obviously, we
all of us must undergo reconstruction, all of us . . . Everyone must
adopt new approaches and understand that no other path is available
to us.’43 Within a year the notion of reconstruction (or perestroika,
as it became known in all languages) was the condiment in every
dish of policy served up by the General Secretary.

Gorbachëv was fighting harder than any of his colleagues to
radicalize the regime’s policies. As his ideas changed, he left several
of Andropov’s appointees bemused; and inside the Politburo he
could initially count only upon Shevardnadze as an unconditional
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ally.Gorbachëv remainedunclear as towhathewanted.But although
he took time to discover a positive set of aims, at least he knew what
he was against. He hated the obstacles being put in his way by
upholders of the ideas and practices of the Brezhnev period. Debate
was lively among the central party leaders and Gorbachëv was in
his element. In November 1985 he briskly persuaded the Politburo
to sack Grishin, giving his place to Yeltsin in both the Politburo and
in the Moscow City Party Committee. Yeltsin declared war on
corruption and indolence throughout the capital’s administration,
and sacked Grishin’s placemen as opponents of perestroika. Gorba-
chëv had promoted someone he hoped would be a permanent sup-
porter in the Politburo.

Yet the struggle for reform had only just begun. At the Twenty-
Seventh Party Congress in February 1986 Gorbachëv had to tread
carefully in recommending fresh policy initiatives. The new Party
Programme accepted at the Congress would hardly have discomfited
Gorbachëv’s predecessors in office: the ‘perfecting’ of ‘developed
socialism’ was set to remain the main political slogan.44 Yet immedi-
ately after the Congress he showed that he would not permanently
be denied. Local officialdom was to be brought into line with his
thinking: by the middle of 1986 two thirds of province-level party
secretaries had not had the same jobs a half-decade earlier.45 He
was convinced that the vigorous support of such appointees would
guarantee his success.

He was equally optimistic in his conduct of international relations
in 1985–6. He had set his mind on sorting out Soviet domestic
affairs, and had used the occasion of Chernenko’s funeral to call a
meeting of leaders of the Warsaw Pact countries and to announce
his commitment to non-interference in their political life. According
to Gorbachëv, these countries were thenceforward to have indepen-
dent control of their internal development.46 This was already a
striking contrast with Soviet foreign policy since 1945. Even Andro-
pov had offered to relax the USSR’s grip on Eastern Europe solely
oncondition that theUSAmadeanalogous concessions in its regional
spheres of influence.47 Gorbachëv’s statementwas not tied to a public
bargaining position with the USA: it was delivered exclusively to
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an audience of the USSR’s allies in Eastern Europe. He wanted them
to know that they were responsible for their own fate.

This was not a sign that Gorbachëv thought that communism
was doomed in the USSR and Eastern Europe. The exact opposite
was true.Gorbachëvwas still at that timeaMarxist-Leninist believer:
he contended that the Soviet communist order was in many ways
already superior to capitalism; he was unshaken in his opinion that
the Soviet type of state provided its citizens with better health care,
education and transport. The task in the USSR and Eastern Europe
was consequently to renovate communism so as to match capitalism
in other areas of public life. Gorbachëv assumed that he would be
able to persuade fellow communist leaders in Eastern Europe to
follow his example. There was to be no repetition of the invasions
of Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968. Renovation had
to occur voluntarily. Despite Gorbachëv’s eloquence, however, the
Warsaw Pact leaders did not take him seriously and treated his
speech as ceremonial rhetoric.48

The Politburo was learning to take his words more literally. In
October 1985 he was already suggesting to its members that a way
had to be found for the Soviet Army to be withdrawn from the war
in Afghanistan.49 Presumably he wished to have freedom to alter
conditions in the USSR without international distractions. The
material and human costs of the Afghan war were running out of
control. Gorbachëv felt he could build the kind of socialism in his
country that would cause the rest of the world to marvel.

He therefore refused to be downcast by the attitude taken by US
President Reagan, who had secured a second term of office in 1984
andpersistedwith thedevelopmentofhis StrategicDefence Initiative.
Gorbachëv continued to believe that Soviet science and industry
would cope with the challenge and match the USA’s technology.
To the despair of his ownmore sceptical advisers, he even convinced
himself thathecouldundertakemajor economic reformwhile supply-
ing the Ministry of Defence with the immense additional resources
needed to develop and deploy the USSR’s equivalent to Reagan’s
project.50 Since the end of the Second World War, Soviet scientists
had always succeeded in emulating American military technology.
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Gorbachëv felt that there was no reason to doubt that they could
do the same in the mid-1980s. Gorbachëv began his reforms as a
buoyant optimist.

Yet the Strategic Defence Initiative, while not instigating Gorba-
chëv’s domestic perestroika, was indisputably going tomake a tough
task tougher, and Gorbachëv was not so stupid as to think that a
vast new programme of military research would not divert expen-
diture fromthe civilian industrial sector. Itwouldobviously therefore
be far better for the USSR if the USA could be persuaded to abandon
its Initiative altogether in return for firm and binding agreements
on nuclear disarmament.

Although Gorbachëv had no experience as a diplomat, he intui-
tively sensed thatpersonal contactwith theAmericanPresidentmight
produce a transformation in relations between the superpowers. He
was certainly lucky in his choice of moment to make the attempt.
For Reagan himself, influenced by both Margaret Thatcher and his
wife Nancy, was starting to look for signs that Soviet foreign policy
might bemore amenable to American political overtures. Gorbachëv
and Reagan were therefore pleased to be able to arrange to meet
each other inGeneva inNovember 1985. Their fireside conversations
were courteous, even congenial. The two men liked each other and
a rising degree of trust was noticeable between them. Nevertheless
Reagan remained on his guard.While talking reassuringly to Gorba-
chëv, he licensed subordinates such as Caspar Weinberger and
Richard Perle to make whatever menacing remarks they wanted
about the USSR. The patience of Soviet negotiators was tested
severely.

YetGorbachëv continuedhis line of reconciliation.At theTwenty-
Seventh Party Congress in February 1986 he stressed that his country
was ‘ready to do everything it could to change the international
situation radically’.51 While asserting that Soviet defences would be
strengthened to meet any foreign threat, Gorbachëv went out of
his way to plead the case for global peace and for a process of
disarmament.

Likemost politicians in East andWest, he assumed that the danger
of nuclear technology was confined to bombs. His concentration on
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the military risks was understandable, but misplaced. There had
been several explosions in Soviet civilian nuclear power stations
since they had first been built under Khrushchëv. The lessons had
not been learned: supervision and training of staff remained lamen-
table and no mention of past explosions was allowed in the USSR’s
press.Theastute dissenting scientist,ZhoresMedvedev, haddeduced
that there had been a nuclear disaster in the Urals from the indirect
data on fauna and flora available in recondite Soviet academic
journals; but he was living in emigration in London.52 Discussion
of his warnings was prohibited and his book was banned from
publication. Consequently Gorbachëv was barely any better
informed about the situation than his ordinary fellow citizens.

On 26 April 1986 a horrific jolt was delivered to official Soviet
complacencywhen an accident occurred at the nuclear power station
near the Ukrainian town of Chernobyl. The core of the reactor had
overheated and the station’s staff, instead of instantly shutting down
the reactor, tried out various cooling measures. Their incompetence
caused an explosion.

The result was catastrophic radiation. The local politicians pan-
icked, and some of them secretlymoved their families out of Ukraine.
But the winds carried the radioactive particles northwards and
westwards. Belorussia and eastern Poland were affected and Scandi-
navian newspapers revealed that a nuclear disaster had taken place
somewhere in the USSR. As the clamour of public opinion grew
around theworld, the assumptionwas that the Politburowas deliber-
ately pretending that nothing untoward had happened. This had
beenconventional Sovietpractice todatewheneveranuclear accident
or even an airplane crash had occurred. But in this instance, the
Politburo itself had difficulty in getting rapid, accurate information.
As the enormity of the event started to become evident, Gorbachëv
announced the dispatch to the area of an investigative team from
Moscow. Ryzhkov, the Chairman of the Council of Ministers, cou-
rageously visited Chernobyl in person.

For Gorbachëv, their reports were almost as appalling as the
human and natural devastation wrought by the accident. A long
chain of negligence, incompetence anddisorganizationwas to blame.
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Workers were careless; technicians were ill-trained; local politicians
were ignorant; and central ministers and scientific consultants had
omitted to put a reasonable set of safeguards into operation.

In 1921 Lenin had declared that the Kronstadt mutiny was the
flash that led to the New Economic Policy. Gorbachëv made no
similar statement. But the Chernobyl nuclear explosion undoubtedly
had a deep impact on him. He could no longer fail to understand
that the defects of the regime couldnot be corrected by administrative
tinkering.53 Misinformation, indiscipline and organizational ma-
nipulationwere intrinsic to its workings. The lethal atmosphere over
Chernobyl was a metaphor for the conditions in Soviet public life.
A ventilation of the country’s problems was no longer merely desir-
able; it was crucial for the medium-term survival of the USSR as a
superpower. People were not protesting out on the streets. The
declining economy was not already battered to the ground and the
governing élites had not yet been demoralized into acceptance of
fundamental reform. Yet Gorbachëv had had enough. Reform was
going to be basic and fast, and the General Secretary was readying
himself for a historic contest.

He and his group of supportive colleagues and advisers were
embarrassed about the ineffectual, driftingmethods of recent leader-
ship. There was also confidence that the situation could be reversed.
As General Secretary, Gorbachëv had no intention of presiding over
the dissolution of the USSR or over the dismantlement of the
communist political system. The economic, social and cultural prob-
lems were dire. But he was confident they could be solved.

The Politburo in 1985–6 agreed that new methods had to be
formulated. Its members recognized their fundamental difficulties
in achieving economic development, social acquiescence, ideological
commitment, administrative efficiency, inter-ethnic harmony, con-
trol over Eastern Europe and peace between the superpowers. Each
difficulty aggravated the others. Butwhy did the Politburo go beyond
the limits of Andropovite policy? External pressures played a part,
especially the aggressive diplomacy of President Reagan and his
Strategic Defence Initiative. Unpredictable events, particularly the
Chernobyl explosion, were also important. Even so, the movement
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towards basic reforms was not inevitable. Gorbachëv would not
have lost power if he had opted to conserve the heritage ofAndropov.
The collective outlook of his Politburo and Secretariat colleagues
was not as open minded as his own, and the impact of this single
individual over the course of Soviet politics was decisive.

He had no grand plan and no predetermined policies; but if
Gorbachëv had not been Party General Secretary, the decisions of
summer 1986 would have been different. The USSR’s long-lasting
orderwould have endured formanymore years, and almost certainly
the eventual collapse of the order would have been much bloodier
than it was to be in 1991. The irony was that Gorbachëv, in trying
to prevent the descent of the system into general crisis, proved
instrumental in bringing forward that crisis and destroying the
USSR.
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Glasnost and Perestroika
(1986–1988)

By mid-1986 Gorbachëv had concluded that his early economic and
disciplinary measures offered no basic solution; he was also coming
to recognize that itwould not be enoughmerely to replace Brezhnev’s
personnel with younger, more energetic officials. The attitudes and
practices of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union needed chang-
ing. The problem was that most party officials refused to recognize
the acuteness of the problems faced by the USSR. This was a
reflection of their self-interest; but it also derived from their ignor-
ance. And this ignorance was not confined to officialdom. Soviet
society had for decades been prevented from acquiring comprehen-
sive knowledge of the country’s past and current problems.

It was for this reason that Gorbachëv initiated a series of public
debates. The policy was encapsulated in the slogan of glasnost. This
is a difficult word to translate, broadly connoting ‘openness’, ‘a
voicing’ and ‘a making public’. Gorbachëv’s choice of vocabulary
was not accidental. Glasnost, for all its vagueness, does not mean
freedom of information. He had no intention of relinquishing the
Politburo’s capacity to decide the limits of public discussion. More-
over, his assumption was that if Soviet society were to examine its
problems within a framework of guidance, a renaissance of Leninist
ideals would occur. Gorbachëv was not a political liberal. At the
time, however, itwas not somuchhis reservationof communist party
power as his liberating initiative thatwas impressive. Gorbachëvwas
freeing debate in the USSR to an extent that no Soviet leader had
attempted, not even Khrushchëv and certainly not Lenin.

Glavlit, which censored all printed materials prior to publication,
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was instructed from June 1986 to relax its rules. The USSR Union
of Writers held a Congress in the same month and welcomed the
relaxation of rules on the press. But new novels took time to be
written. Consequently the leading edge of glasnost was sharpened
mainly by weekly newspapers and magazines. Chief among these
were Moscow News, Ogonëk (‘Little Spark’) and Arguments and
Facts. None of them had been characterized by radicalism until, in
1986, they acquired new editors – Yegor Yakovlev, Vitali Korotich
and Vladislav Starkov respectively – on recommendation from
Gorbachëv’s Party Secretariat. The incumbents were told to shake
the press out of its torpor.1

Gorbachëv had to discover a large number of like-minded radicals
able to help him refashion public opinion. Yeltsin was already doing
this as Moscow Party City Committee First Secretary: from time to
time he travelled, in company with a photographer, to his office by
bus rather than chauffeur-driven limousine; he also sacked hundreds
of corrupt or idle functionaries in the party and in local government,
and his harassment of metropolitan bureaucracy was acclaimed by
the ordinary residents of the capital. Another radical was Alexander
Yakovlev, who served as a department chief in the Secretariat from
1985andbecameaCentralCommitteeSecretary in1986.Theproblem
for Gorbachëv was that such figures were rarities in the party appa-
ratus. Most communist officials wanted only minimal reforms and
werehorrifiedatthethoughtofchangingtheirmethodsofrule.Gorba-
chëv therefore turned for help to the intelligentsia. He was placing a
wager on their loyalty and skills in communication in his struggle to
win support from fellow party leaders and Soviet society as a whole.

His preferencewas for thosewho, likehim,believed thatMarxism-
Leninism had been distorted since Lenin’s time. He did not have
to look very far. Since the 1960s there had been several scholars,
writers and administrators whose careers had been blighted by their
commitment to reforming the Soviet order.While sympathizingwith
Roy Medvedev, few of them had joined the overt dissenters. Instead
they had lived a life of dispiriting frustrationunderBrezhnev, trusting
that basic reform could not be delayed forever.

Yegor Yakovlev and others had worked as jobbing journalists.
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Others had found sanctuary in research academies such as the
Institute of theWorld Economic System under Oleg Bogomolov and
the Novosibirsk Institute of Economics under Abel Aganbegyan. A
few had bitten their tongues hard and continued to work as advisers
to Politburo members: among these were Georgi Shakhnazarov
and Alexander Bovin. By the mid-1980s this was a late middle-
aged generation; most of them were persons in their fifties and
sixties. They had been young adults when Khrushchëv had made
his assault upon Stalin and referred to themselves as ‘Children of
the Twentieth Congress’. But although they were admirers of
Khrushchëv, they were by no means uncritical of him: they felt that
he had failed because his reforms had been too timid. Without the
zeal of such supporters, Gorbachëv’s cause would already have been
lost.

They were better acquainted with developments in the rest of the
world than any Soviet generation in the previous half-century. Most
had travelled in tourist groups to non-communist countries, and
Western scholarly literature had been available to several of them
in their working capacities. They were also avid listeners to foreign
radio stations and so were not entirely dependent on the Soviet mass
media for their news of the day.

This was a generation awaiting its saviour; and they found him
when Gorbachëv, like Superman pulling off his Clark Kent suit,
revealed himself as a Child of the Twentieth Congress. Quickly he
indicated that his urgent priority was to subject Soviet history to
public reconsideration. Permission was given for the release of the
phantasmagoric film Repentance, whose Georgian director Tengiz
Abuladze satirized theStalinyears.TheplaywrightMikhail Shatrov’s
drama Onward! Onward! Onward! portrayed the parlousness of
Lenin in the face of Stalin’s machinations. Gorbachëv felt that until
there was comprehension of the past, little could be done by him in
the present. He saw a brilliant way to highlight his attitude: on 16
December 1986 he lifted the phone and spoke to the dissenting
physicist Andrei Sakharov and invited him to return from exile in
Gorki.2 One of the regime’s most uncompromising opponents was
to return to liberty.
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Economic measures were not forgotten by Gorbachëv and Ryzh-
kov. A Law on the State Enterprise was being drafted to restrict the
authority of the central planning authorities. There were simul-
taneous deliberations on the old proposal to introduce the ‘link’
system to agriculture. A commission was also set up to draft a Law
on Co-operatives. But Gorbachëv himself, while pushing Ryzhkov
to hurry forward with proposals, put his greatest effort into ideo-
logical and political measures. He did this in the knowledge that
substantial progress on the economic front would be impeded until
he had broken the spine of opposition to his policies in the party,
including the Politburo. It took months of persuasion in 1986 before
Gorbachëv could cajole the Politburo into agreeing to hold a Central
Committee plenum in order to strengthen the process of reform.

When the plenum began on 27 January 1987, Gorbachëv went on
to the offensive and called for changes in the party’s official ideas.
‘Developed socialism’ was no longer a topic for boasting; it was
not even mentioned: instead Gorbachëv described the country’s
conditionas ‘socialism in theprocessof self-development’.3 Implicitly
he was suggesting that socialism had not yet been built in the USSR.
Democratization was now proclaimed as a crucial objective. This
meant that the Soviet Union was no longer touted as the world’s
greatest democracy – and it was the General Secretary who was
saying so. Gorbachëv called for the ‘blank spots’ in the central party
textbooks to be filled. He denounced Stalin and the lasting effects
of his policies. Despite not naming Brezhnev, Gorbachëv dismissed
his rule as a period of ‘stagnation’ and declared that the leaving of
cadres in post had been taken to the extremes of absurdity.4

Gorbachëv gained assent to several political proposals: the election
rather than appointment of party committee secretaries; the holding
of multi-candidate elections to the soviets; the assignation of non-
party members to high public office. He succeeded, too, with an
economic proposal when he insisted that the draft Law on the State
Enterprise should enshrine the right of each factory labour-force to
elect its own director. Gorbachëv aimed at industrial as well as
political democratization.5 This was not a leader who thought he
merely had to learn from capitalist countries. Gorbachëv still
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assumed he could reconstruct the Soviet compound so that his
country would patent a newmodel of political democracy, economic
efficiency and social justice.

In June 1987 he presented the detailed economic measures at the
next Central Committee plenum, which adopted the draft Law on
the State Enterprise. Apart from introducing the elective principle
to the choice of managers, the Law gave the right to factories
and mines to decide what to produce after satisfying the basic
requirements of the state planning authorities. Enterprises were to
be permitted to set their own wholesale prices. Central controls
over wage levels were to be relaxed. The reform envisaged the
establishment of five state-owned banks, which would operate with-
out day-to-day intervention by the Central State Bank.6 As under
Lenin’s NEP, moreover, there was to be allowance for a private
sector in services and small-scale industry. The reintroduction of a
mixed economy was projected. Although there would still be a
predominance of state ownership and regulation in the economy,
this was the greatest projected reform since 1921.

Gorbachëv’s argument was that the country was in a ‘pre-crisis’
condition.7 If the USSR wished to remain a great military and
industrial power, he asserted, then the over-centralized methods of
planning and management had to be abandoned. He persuaded the
plenum that the proposed Law on the State Enterprise was the
prerequisite for ‘the creation of an efficient, flexible systemofmanag-
ing the economy’. The plenum laid down that it should come into
effect in January 1988.8

But Central Committee resolutions were one thing, their imple-
mentation quite another. Whereas communist intellectuals were
attracted to the General Secretary, communist party functionaries
were not. Gorbachëv’s own second secretary and ally Ligachëv was
covertly trying to undermineGorbachëv’s authority. Gorbachëv also
had problems from the other side. Yeltsin in the Moscow Party
City Committee was urging a faster pace of reform and a broader
dimension for glasnost. Gorbachëv found it useful to play off Yeltsin
and Ligachëv against each other. Of the two of them, Ligachëv was
the more problematical on a regular basis; for he was in charge of
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ideological matters in the Secretariat and acted as a brake upon
historical and political debate. But the more immediate problemwas
Yeltsin. His sackings of Moscow personnel left scarcely anyone in
a responsible job who had held it for more than a year.

Ligachëv talked to Politburo colleagues about Yeltsin’s domineer-
ing propensities; but Gorbachëv tried to protect Yeltsin. For a while
Gorbachëv succeeded. But Yeltsin made things hard for himself by
stressing his desire to remove the privileges of Mikhail and Raisa
Gorbachëv. In his justified criticisms of the status quo, he lacked
tactical finesse. Indeed he lacked all tact. He was a troubled, angry,
impulsive individual. He also had no coherent programme. As an
intuitive politician, he was only beginning to discover his purpose
in politics, and his explorations were exhausting the patience of the
General Secretary.

In October 1987 Gorbachëv accepted Yeltsin’s resignation as a
candidate member of the Politburo. Yeltsin had threatened to leave
on several occasions, and this time Ligachëv made sure that he was
not allowed to withdraw his resignation. And so the supreme party
leadership lost Yeltsin. A few days later a conference of theMoscow
City PartyOrganizationwas called. AlthoughYeltsinwas in hospital
recovering from illness,9 he was pumped full of drugs and dragged
along to attend: on a personal level it was one of the most disgraceful
of Gorbachëv’s actions. Yeltsin acknowledged his faults, but the
decision had already been taken: a succession of speakers denounced
his arrogance and he was sacked as party secretary of the capital.
Only at this point did Gorbachëv take him sympathetically by
the arm. He also showed mercy by appointing Yeltsin as Deputy
Chairman of the State Construction Committee. But both of them
assumed that Yeltsin’s career at the centre of Soviet politics had
ended.

Gorbachëv was more than ever the solitary fore-rider of reform.
During his summer holiday in Crimea, he had edited the typescript
for his book Perestroika; he began, too, to prepare a speech to
celebrate the October Revolution’s seventieth anniversary. In the
weeksafter theCentralCommitteeplenuma largenumberof journal-
ists, novelists, film-makers, poets – and yes, at last, historians – filled
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the media of public communication with accounts of the terror of
the Stalin era and the injurious consequences of Brezhnev’s rule.
Gorbachëv sought to encourage and direct the process.

In November he published his book and delivered his speech. In
both of them he denounced the regime’s ‘command-administrative
system’, which he described as having emerged under Stalin and
having lasted through to the mid-1980s. He hymned the people more
than the party. He treated not only the October Revolution but also
the February Revolution as truly popular political movements. He
also expressed admiration for the mixed economy and cultural
effervescence of the New Economic Policy. He praised Lenin as a
humanitarian, representing him as having been a much less violent
politician than had been true. Despite lauding the NEP, moreover,
Gorbachëv continued to profess the benefits of agricultural collectiv-
ization at the end of the 1920s. For Gorbachëv still equivocated
about Stalin. In particular, the industrial achievements of the First
Five-Year Plan and the military triumph of the Second World War
were counted unto him for virtue.10

Certainly he had set out a stall of general objectives; but he had
not clarified the details of strategy, tactics and policies. And he
still regarded the objectives themselves as attainable without the
disbandment of the one-party, one-ideology state. As previously, he
refused toconsider that thepartyand thepeoplemightnotvoluntarily
rally to the cause of renovating Marxism-Leninism and the entire
Soviet order. Nor did he take cognizance of the role of the Soviet
Union as an imperial power both within its own boundaries and
across Eastern Europe. The most he would concede was that ‘mis-
takes’ had been made in Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in
1968 – and he coyly blamed them on the ‘contemporary ruling
parties’.11 No accusation was levelled at Kremlin leaders of the time.
AndGorbachëv declined to reject the traditional class-based analysis
of international affairs of the world as a whole.

These contradictions stemmed both from the pressures of his
Politburocolleaguesand fromambivalence in themindof theGeneral
Secretary. Yet the general direction of his thought was evident. He
required a yet deeper process of democratization. He declared that
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a new political culture and an insistence on the rule of law were
required in the Soviet Union. He called for a fresh agenda for Eastern
Europe.He also asserted that his country’s foreign policy throughout
the world should be based on ‘common human values’.12

This was extraordinary language for a Soviet leader. Gorbachëv
was diminishing the significance accorded to class-based analysis,
and his emphasis on ‘common human values’ clashed with the
Leninist tradition. Lenin had contended that every political culture,
legal framework, foreign policy and philosophy had roots in class
struggle. Leninists had traditionally been unembarrassed about
advocating dictatorship, lawlessness and war. Gorbachëv hugely
misconceived his idol. He was not alone: the reform communists,
including well-read intellectuals, had persuaded themselves of the
same interpretation toagreateror lesser extent andwere transmitting
their ideas to the General Secretary. Politics were being transformed
on the basis of a faulty historiography. But what a transformation
was involved! If it were to be accomplished, the USSR would
adhere to legal, democratic procedures at homeandpacific intentions
abroad. Such changes were nothing short of revolutionary.

Much as he rethought his policies, however, Gorbachëv was also
a disorganized thinker. His knowledge of his country’s history was
patchy. His sociological understandings may have been more
impressive since his wife, who was his political as well as marital
partner, had written a dissertation on contemporary rural relation-
ships;13 even so, his public statements continued to treat Soviet
society as an inchoate whole and to make little allowance for the
different interests of the multifarious groups in an increasingly
complex society. His comprehension of economic principles was
rudimentary in the extreme.

Nowhere was his complacency more baleful than in relation to
the ‘national question’. Superficially he seemed to understand the
sensitivitiesof thenon-Russians: for example,heexcluded favourable
mentionof theRussians fromthe1986PartyProgrammeandaffirmed
the ‘full unity of nations’ in the USSR to be a task of ‘the remote
historical future’.14 This gave reassurance to the non-Russian peoples
that there would be no Russification campaign under his leadership.
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Butnootherpractical changesof apositivekind followed.Gorbachëv
himself was not a pure Russian; like his wife Raisa, he was born to
a couple consisting of a Russian and a Ukrainian.15 But this mixed
ancestry, far from keeping him alert to national tensions in the
USSR, had dulled his understanding of them. He was comfortable
with his dual identity as a Russian and as a Soviet citizen; and this
produced casualness that gave much offence. For example, when he
visited Ukraine for the first time as General Secretary in 1986, he
spoke about Russia and the USSR as if they were coextensive.
Ukrainian national sensitivities were outraged.

The problem was exacerbated by the fact that non-Russians
had been prevented from expressing their grievances. Inter-ethnic
difficulties were the hatred that dared not speak its name. Gorbachëv
and other central party leaders were slow to perceive the inherent
risks involved in campaigning against corruption in the republics
while also granting freedom of the press and of assembly. Much
resentment arose over the appointment of Russian functionaries in
place of cadres drawn from the local nationalities. In addition, more
scandalswere exposed inKazakhstan andUzbekistan than inRussia.
The Kazakhstan party first secretary Dinmukhammed Kunaev, one
of Brezhnev’s group, had been compelled to retire in December
1986; even Geidar Aliev, brought from Azerbaijan to Moscow by
Andropov, was dropped from the Politburo inOctober 1987. Eduard
Shevardnadze was the sole remaining non-Slav in its membership.
The Politburo was virtually a Slavic men’s club.

An early sign of future trouble was given in Kazakhstan, where
violent protests in Alma-Ata were organized against the imposition
of a Russian, Gennadi Kolbin, as Kunaev’s successor. The Kazakh
functionaries in the republican nomenklatura connived in the trouble
on the streets; and the intelligentsia of Kazakhstanwere unrestrained
in condemning the horrors perpetrated upon the Kazakh people in
thenameof communism.Thenationalist resurgencehadbeenquieter
but still more defiant in Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. The titular
nationalities in these countries had a livingmemory of independence.
Bilateral treaties had been signed in 1920 with the RSFSR and
Stalin’s forcible incorporation of the Baltic states in the USSR in
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1940 had never obtained official recognition in the West. Demon-
strations had started in Latvia in June 1986. Cultural, ecological and
political demands were to the fore. A victory was won by the
environmental protest against the hydro-electric station proposed
for Daugavpils.

Then the dissenters in Lithuania and Estonia joined in the protest
movement. Not all their leaders were calling for outright independ-
ence, but the degree of autonomy demanded by them was rising. In
August 1987, demonstrations were held to mark the anniversary of
the1939Nazi-SovietNon-AggressionTreaty.TheexampleofLatvia,
Lithuania and Estonia stimulated national movements elsewhere.
Discontent intensified in Ukraine after Chernobyl and Gorbachëv
was so concerned about the political destabilization that might
be produced by Ukrainian cultural, religious and environmental
activists that he retained Shcherbytskiy, friend of Brezhnev, as the
republican party first secretary. Ukraine was held firmly under
Shcherbytskiy’s control.

The USSR, furthermore, contained many inter-ethnic rivalries
which did not predominantly involve Russians. Over the winter of
1987–8, disturbances occurred between Armenians and Azeris in
the Armenian-inhabited area of Nagorny Karabakh in Azerbaijan.
In February 1988 the two nationalities clashed in Sumgait, and
dozens of Armenians were killed. Threats to the Politburo’s control
existed even in places that experienced no such violence. In June
1988 the Lithuanian nationalists took a further step by forming
Sajudis; other ‘popular fronts’ of this kindwere formed also in Latvia
and Estonia. The Belorussian Communist Party Central Committee
tried to suppress the popular front in Minsk, but the founding
members simply decamped to neighbouring Lithuania and held their
founding congress in Vilnius.

The tranquillity in Russia and Ukraine gave grounds for official
optimism since these two republics contained nearly seven tenths of
the USSR’s population. Most Soviet citizens were not marching,
shouting and demanding in 1988. Not only that: a considerable
number of people in the Baltic, Transcaucasian and Central Asian
regions did not belong to the titular nationality of each Soviet
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republic. Around twenty-five million Russians lived outside the
RSFSR. They constituted thirty-seven per cent of the population in
Kazakhstan, thirty-four per cent in Latvia and thirty per cent in
Estonia.16 In all three Baltic Soviet republics so-called ‘Interfronts’
were being formed that consistedmainly of Russian inhabitants who
felt menaced by the local nationalisms and who were committed to
the maintenance of the Soviet Union.

Shcherbytskiy preventedRukh, the Ukrainian popular front, from
holding its founding congress until September 1989. In Russia there
was no analogous front; for there was no country from which,
according to Russian nationalists, Russia needed to be separated in
order to protect her interests. There was, however, much nationalist
talk. An organization called Pamyat, which had been created with
the professed aimof preservingRussian traditional culture, exhibited
anti-Semitic tendencies; unlike the popular fronts in the non-Russian
republics, it had no commitment to democracy. But Gorbachëv
reasonably judged that the situation was containable. What he
underestimated was the possibility that Ligachëv and his associates,
too, might play the linked cards of Soviet state pride and of Russian
nationalism. Ligachëvwas affronted by the relentless public criticism
of the Stalin years, and he was looking for an opportunity to reassert
official pride in the Russian nation’s role during the First Five-Year
Plan and the Second World War. Many other party leaders felt
sympathy with him.

Ligachëv bided his time until March 1988, when Gorbachëv was
about to leave for a trip to Yugoslavia. A letter had reached the
newspaper Sovetskaya Rossiya from an obscure Leningrad com-
munist named Nina Andreeva, who demanded the rehabilitation of
Stalin’s reputation and implied that the country’s woes after the
October Revolution had been chiefly the fault of the Jewish element
in the party leadership’s composition. Despite this anti-Semitism,
Ligachëv facilitated the letter’s publication and organized a meeting
of newspaper editors to impress on them that the season of free-fire
shooting at communism past and present was at an end.

Gorbachëv conducted an enquiry on his return; but Ligachëv lied
about his actions, and Gorbachëv accepted him at his word and
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resumed his own policy of glasnost.17 Yet he also took precautions
against any repetition of the event. Most importantly, he enhanced
the position of Alexander Yakovlev, who had been a Politburo
member since mid-1987 and became the radical-reformer counter-
weight to Ligachëv in the central party apparatus after Yeltsin’s
departure. Yakovlev supervised the publication of material about
abuses under Brezhnev as well as under Stalin. A number of articles
also appeared about Bukharin, who was depicted as the politician
who had deserved to succeed Lenin.18 The image of Bukharin as
harmless dreamer was at variance with historical reality; but Gorba-
chëv believed in it – and, for both pragmatic and psychological
purposes, he needed positive stories about Soviet communism to
balance the exposés of the terroristic practices of the 1930s.

The problem for him was that the new journalism excited the
reading public without managing to enlist its active political parti-
cipation. The reformist magazines were inadvertently bringing all
existing Soviet politicians, with the notable exception of Gorbachëv,
into disrepute. If only the first decade of the USSR’s history was
officially deemed to have been beneficial, how could the Politburo
justify its continuing rule?

Gorbachëv had hoped to avoid such a reaction by pensioning off
those older politicians who had been prominent under Brezhnev. In
his first year in power he had imposed new first secretaries on
twenty-four out of seventy-two of the RSFSR’s provincial party
committees. Between April 1986 and March 1988 a further nineteen
such appointments were made. Hardly any of these appointees came
fromStavropol.19 Gorbachëvwanted to breakwith the Soviet custom
whereby a political patron favoured his career-long clients. Most of
the appointees had recently been working under his gaze inMoscow
and appeared to have the necessary talent. The snag was that the
new incumbents of office made little effort to alter local practices
and attitudes. On arrival in their localities, Gorbachëv’s newcomers
typically went native. The fact that they were younger and better
educated than their predecessors made no difference to their
behaviour.

In another way Gorbachëv himself was acting traditionally. Since
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January 1987 it was official policy that local party organizations
should elect their own secretaries; and yet Gorbachëv persisted in
making his own appointments through the central party apparatus.

Sowhywas he infringing his own policy for internal party reform?
The answer highlights the scale of the obstacles in his path. He knew
that party committees throughout the USSR were blocking the
introduction of multi-candidate elections. Only one in every eleven
secretaryships at all the various local levels was filled by such com-
petition in 1987–8. Worse still, merely one per cent of province-level
secretaries obtainedposts in this fashion.And the fresh air ventilating
public discussions in Moscow seldom reached the ‘localities’: the
provincial press clamped down on the opportunities of glasnost. It
is therefore unsurprising that Gorbachëv did not relinquish his
powers of appointment in favour of elections. If he had left the local
party committees to themselves, he would never have achieved the
political and economic goals he had set for the communist party.

Nor could Gorbachëv lightly overlook the danger posed by Liga-
chëv and other leaders who opposed further radicalization of
reforms. The January 1987 Central Committee plenum had taken
the decision to convoke a Party Conference. Gorbachëv hoped that
such a Conference, scheduled tomeet in mid-1988, would change the
composition of the Central Committee. For the Central Committee
elected in 1986 still consistedmainly of functionaries appointed in the
Brezhnev years. The ‘nests’ had selected anti-perestroika delegates to
the Conference; and indeed, while Gorbachëv was meeting President
Reagan in Vladivostok, the communist party rank-and-file in the
same city rebelled against their corrupt provincial party secretary.
Gorbachëv spoke up for the rebels. He also signed letters of reference
for prominent Moscow-based supporters of his policies such as the
historian Yuri Afanasev.

He also made a further advance with economic reform. The Law
on the State Enterprise had come into effect in January 1988; and
in May the Law on Co-operatives had been passed whereby co-op
members could set their own prices and make their own deals both
in the USSR and abroad. Certainly the fiscal disincentives were
strong, and the local soviets were entitled to deny official registration
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to the co-ops. Yet the Law’s significance was undeniable. For the
first time in six decades it was permitted to set up urbanmanufactur-
ing and service-sector enterprises that were not owned by the state.

Gorbachëv confidently opened the Nineteenth Party Conference
on 28 June 1988 even though he had only half-succeeded in getting
his supporters elected as delegates. His theses called for a strict
functional separation between the party and the soviets. At the
Conference he defined this more closely. He wanted to disband the
economic departments in the Central Committee Secretariat and to
reduce the size of the party apparatus in Moscow. At the same time
the Supreme Soviet, which had had only an honorific role, was to
become a kind of parliament with over 400 members who would be
in session most of the year and be chosen from a Congress of
People’s Deputies consisting of 2,250 persons. As a sop to the Party
Conference, Gorbachëv proposed that while two thirds of the depu-
ties should be elected through universal suffrage, one third should be
provided by ‘public organizations’ including the communist party.20

His assault on the party’s prerogatives was relentless. Among his
most startling suggestionswas that local party first secretaries should
automatically submit themselves for election to the parallel soviet
chairmanship. He gave the impression that he expected such secre-
taries to retain their personal power. Yet privately he hoped that
the electorate would use their votes to get rid of his opponents in
the party.

Gorbachëv’s audience consisted of delegations led by precisely
the sort of communist party officials he wished to eliminate. The
implications of his proposal were understood and resented by them;
and whereas Ligachëv received a rapturous reception from the Con-
ference, Gorbachëv was applauded only at the few points where he
made comments of a conservative content. And then something
unexpected occurred which enraged his critics still further: back
from political oblivion came Boris Yeltsin. Uncertain that he would
be allowed to address the Conference, he came down to the foot of
the platform waving his party card. Gorbachëv made a gesture to
him to take a seat in the front row of the hall until there was an
opportunity for him to speak; and on this occasion Yeltsin chose
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his words with care, endorsing practically all Gorbachëv’s proposals
and humbly asking to be rehabilitated as a leader.

Critics were angry that Yeltsin should be picking up the pieces of
his political career. After a pause in the Conference proceedings,
Ligachëv led the counter-attack.21 Yeltsin’s recordwas torn to shreds.
Even his career as a provincial party secretary in Sverdlovsk was
mocked. Summing up the case for the prosecution, Ligachëv asserted:
‘You, Boris, are not right!’ The Conference took Ligachëv’s side and
Yeltsin was refused his request to be re-admitted to the supreme
party leadership.

Gorbachëv had already dropped his plan to change the Central
Committee’s composition at the Conference; but he would make no
further concessions to Ligachëv and insisted that the Conference
should ratify his draft theses. And he had a final trick up his sleeve.
Or rather he had it in his pocket. At the end of the Conference he
pulled out a scrap of paper on which was scribbled his schedule
for implementing the constitutional amendments. Without this, the
central and local party apparatuses would have engaged in endless
procrastination. Gorbachëv wanted the amendments to be in place
by autumn 1988 and a general election to be held in spring 1989,
followed by republican and local elections in the autumn. The
internal reorganization of the party was set to occur by the end of
1988. Gorbachëv resumed his masterful tone: ‘That’s how the draft
resolution comes out. It seems to me simply vitally necessary to
accept this resolution, comrades.’22 The delegates gave their approval
before being given a chance to think about the consequences. Change
was coming, and coming fast.

The Conference decisions embodied an important reorientation
of Gorbachëv’s strategy. The party was being dropped as the van-
guard of perestroika. Instead Gorbachëv wished to rule through a
Congress of People’s Deputies elected by the people. The size and
functions of the central party apparatus were sharply diminished at
a Central Committee plenum held in September 1988. The same
plenum left Vadim Medvedev instead of Ligachëv in charge of
ideology and gave Yakovlev a supervisory role on the party’s behalf
in international affairs. Gromyko was pushed into retirement in
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October and replaced as Chairman of the USSR Supreme Soviet by
Gorbachëv himself (who refrained from redesignating the office as
President untilMarch 1990). The Soviet Union remained a one-party
state; but the party as such had abruptly lost much of its power.

The Politburo was preoccupied by this domestic transformation.
Not even Ligachëv – nor even, come tomention it, Yeltsin – badgered
Gorbachëv about developments in Eastern Europe. The common
feeling of Soviet political leaders was that the USSR’s affairs should
have priority of attention. Gorbachëv had set down the general line.
On coming to power, he had advised the various leaderships of
Warsaw Pact countries that the USSR would no longer interfere in
their affairs.23 But beyond this his comments on Eastern Europe were
of a general nature. In 1985 he was still not averse to praising the
anti-reform economic policies of the German Democratic Republic.
Thereafter he spoke more fervently in favour of reforms in Eastern
Europe. But his working assumption was that the communist leader-
ships of each country in the region had to find their own most
suitable mode of political and economic transformation. He stu-
diously avoided instructing the Warsaw Pact countries to follow the
specific model of the USSR.

Gorbachëv held to his belief that the Soviet-style compound, once
reconstituted, would flourish in Eastern Europe. He showed his
priorities by his choice of places to visit and politicians to meet. In
November 1985 he travelled to meet President Reagan in Geneva
and in October 1986 they met again in Reykjavik. Not until April
1987 did Gorbachëv visit East Berlin and Prague. And inMarch 1988
he took a trip to Belgrade. In each of these East European capitals
he was fêted by crowds. It was obvious to him and his entourage
that people were using his public appearances as an opportunity to
manifest their resentment of their own communist regimes.

Nevertheless Gorbachëv, Shevardnadze and Yakovlev continued
to shape policy towards Eastern Europe without offering direct
criticism of their counterparts in these countries. They even avoided
leaning very hard on the parties and governments to replace their
leaders. When the Bulgarian communist reformer Petar Mladenov
approached Gorbachëv for advice as to how to replace the ageing
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hierarch Todor Zhivkov, Gorbachëv cut short the conversation.24

Gorbachëvwould have preferredMladenov toZhivkov as Bulgaria’s
leader; but the Soviet General Secretary wanted to avoid being seen
to intervene. Thus he confirmed that what he had said confidentially
to Warsaw Pact leaders in March 1985 had been intended seriously:
non-interference was a reality. Even as late as his Prague trip, in
April 1987,Gorbachëv fastidiously stated: ‘Weare far from intending
to call on anyone to imitate us.’25 So glasnost and perestroika were
not commodities for obligatory export. But what, then, was meant
to happen in Eastern Europe?

Zhivkov and his fellow veterans in the region asked the same
question.TheyhatedGorbachëv’s perestroika.ErichHonecker in the
GermanDemocraticRepublic andGustávHusák inCzechoslovakia,
who was nationally hated for doing the USSR’s dirty business for
years, felt betrayed. Even János Kádár in Hungary was troubled by
the prospect of the introduction of political and cultural freedoms on
the currentSovietparadigm.YetGorbachëv still desisted fromopenly
attacking them. He contented himself with destabilizing the political
compounds and standing back to observe the consequences.Thiswas
like a trainee chemist running amok in a laboratory. He was dealing
with ingredients which, once tampered with, became volatile and
unpredictable. If there remained doubts that Gorbachëv would go
further than Khrushchëv in reforming foreign policy, a glance at the
disintegrating communist order in Eastern Europe dispelled them.

It is mysterious howGorbachëv persuaded himself that his version
of ‘communism’wouldemerge ina strengthenedcondition.Themain
explanation seems to be that he and Foreign Minister Shevardnadze
simply overestimated the inherent attractiveness of their ideas. Prob-
ably, too, they were distracted by the cardinal significance they
attached to relations with the USA. Negotiations with President
Reagan took precedence over all other aspects of foreign policy. As
the hidden dimensions of the USSR’s domestic problems became
apparent to Gorbachëv, so did his need for a drastic reduction in
Soviet military expenditure. In practical terms this could be achieved
only if both superpowers agreed to an end to the ‘arms race’ between
them.
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In October 1986 a summit meeting was held in Reykjavik, where
Gorbachëv won over Reagan to a proposal for all nuclear weapons
to be destroyed within ten years. But at the last moment Reagan’s
aides, whowished to bargain from a position of military superiority,
dissuaded him from signing the preliminary agreement. The two
men parted, unable to look one another in the face. Yet Reagan
continued to wish Gorbachëv well. The denunciations of Stalin
and Brezhnev; Sakharov’s release from exile; the lightening grip on
Eastern Europe: all these things counted in Gorbachëv’s favour
amongWestern governments. So that the amicable relations between
the USA and the USSR survived the débâcle in Reykjavik. By
December 1987 Gorbachëv and Reagan were able to co-sign the
Intermediate Nuclear Forces Treaty in Washington whereby all
ground-based intermediate nuclear weapons would be destroyed.
The ColdWar was gradually being ended; it was not yet a full peace,
but it was no mere truce either.

In April 1988 the USSR announced its intention to make a swift,
complete withdrawal of its forces from Afghanistan. Constantly
Gorbachëv emphasized his commitment to ‘new thinking’ in inter-
national relations. Despite the primacy of the USSR-USA relation-
ship, moreover, he wanted also to remove tensions from the Soviet
Union’s relations with other regions. Feelers were put out to the
People’s Republic of China. In an overture to Western Europe he
spoke of ‘the common European home’. On a visit to Vladivostok
he spoke of the Pacific as ‘our commonhome’ and asked for friendlier
links with Japan. If he had gone to the North Pole, he would no
doubt have charmed the polar bears with his commitment to ‘the
common Arctic home’.

On 7 December 1988 Gorbachëv laid out the parameters of his
foreign policy in a speech to the United Nations Assembly in New
York. Marxist-Leninist concepts were tacitly rejected.26 The need
for global peace, Gorbachëv asserted, transcended support for class
struggle.Theworldhadbecomean ‘interdependent’ place. ‘Common
human values’ had to triumph. Unlike his book Perestroika, the
speech scarcely mentioned Lenin. In order to authenticate his
commitment to peace and reconciliation, Gorbachëv announced a
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unilateral cut in the size of the Soviet Army by a tenth; he also
promised the recall of six divisions from Eastern Europe. Mikhail
Gorbachëvmounted toapeakofpopularity abroad.Everyagreement
between Washington and Moscow had made global international
relations safer and more controllable. If he had died in New York,
he would already have secured a reputation as one of the great
figures of the twentieth century.

In the USSR, too, he had effected what had once been a virtually
inconceivable metamorphosis of politics and culture. Citizen talked
unto citizen. Dangerous opinions could be shared outside the narrow
boundaries of the family or group of friends. Soviet public life had
been uplifted. Hidden issues had been dragged into the open air.
Institutional complacency had been disturbed. Personnel had been
re-appointed, policies redesigned. The entire structure of state had
been shaken, and Gorbachëv let it be known that more walls had
to be brought down before he could properly rebuild as he wished.

While battering the system in 1986–8, he hoped to change the
Soviet order and secure popular approval and political legitimacy
throughout society.He still aimed, inhis confused fashionof thought,
to preserve the Soviet Union and the one-party state. Lenin and the
October Revolution were meant to remain publicly hallowed. But
he failed to understand that his actions were strengthening the
very phenomena which he was trying to eliminate. Glasnost and
perestroika were undermining the political and economic founda-
tions of the Soviet order. Localism, nationalism, corruption, illegal
private profiteering and distrust of official authority: all these
phenomena,which had grownunchecked under the rule of Brezhnev,
had been reinforced by the dismantlement of central controls under-
taken by Gorbachëv. He was Russia’s ‘holy fool’, and like the ‘holy
fool’ he did not know it.
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Imploding Imperium
(1989)

By late 1988 the optimism of even Gorbachëv had been dented. As
a full member of the Politburo since 1980 he had been privy to many
statistics denied to the general public. But not even the Politburo
had been given reliable information. Reports were automatically
prunedof anythingverydiscouraging, andanywayevery local branch
of administration misled the centre about the real situation.1

There had been a constant official prescription that crises were
the exclusive characteristic of capitalism and that they could not
occur under ‘developed socialism’. In reality practically every index
of economic performance was depressing. The technological gap
between the USSR and industrially-advanced capitalist countries
was widening in every sector except the development of armaments:
the Soviet Union had been left far behind in both information
technology and biotechnology. The state budget in the last years of
Brezhnev would have been massively insolvent if the government
had not been able to derive revenues from domestic sales of vodka.
The Ministry of Finance depended heavily on popular consumption
of alcohol. It relied to an even greater extent on the export of
petrochemical fuels at high prices. Oil and gas constituted eighteen
per cent of exports in 1972 and fifty-four per cent by 1984.2

The USSR resembled a Third World ex-colony in these and
other respects. Agriculture remained so inefficient that two fifths of
hard-currency expenditure on imports were for food.3 By the early
1980s, revenues earned by exports to the West could no longer be
used mainly to buy advanced industrial technology and equipment:
two fifths of the USSR’s hard-currency purchases abroad were of
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animal feed; and the purchase of energy by the countries of Eastern
Europe at lower than the world-market prices deprived the USSR
of the full value of its trade. Its very industrial achievements had
occurred at grievous ecological expense. Large areas became unfit
for human habitation. The Caspian Sea, Lake Baikal and the river
Volga had been poisoned and the air in major cities such as Chelya-
binsk was dangerous to breathe.

Yet while fighting the cause of economic reforms, Gorbachëv had
made many mistakes. First the anti-alcohol campaign and then the
excessive investment in the machine-tool industry in 1985–6 had
depleted state revenueswithout producing long-termgains in output.
Nor was this the end of his mismanagement. The openness of the
debate conducted by the authorities in 1987–8 on the need to raise
retail prices had the undesired effect of inducing consumers into
buying up and hoarding all manner of goods. Shortages in the shops
were increasing.And theLawon the StateEnterprise, by empowering
workers to elect their own managers, led to a steep rise in wages.
Payments to urban work-forces increased by nine per cent in 1988
and thirteen per cent in 1989.4 The Soviet budget was massively in
deficit. Foreign indebtment and domestic inflation increased sharply;
a decline in industrial output set in. The USSR was entering a state
of economic emergency.

Gorbachëv’s choice of collaborators, too, was far from ideal.
Ryzhkov, his Chairman of the Council of Ministers, was a reformer,
but a reformer who wanted ‘to go to the market’ at a snail’s pace.
And whereas Ryzhkov at least believed in a further movement to
reform,Ligachëv did not.Gorbachëv erred,whendemotingLigachëv
in the party leadership in September 1988, in putting him in charge
of agriculture. This was like trusting the fox to guard the hen-house.
Under Ligachëv’s guidance not even the size of the private plots was
increased.

Even if Gorbachëv had avoided such errors, however, he would
also have needed a much better run of luck than he received. On 8
December 1988, a day after he had made his triumphant address to
the United Nations Assembly, the cities of Leninakan and Spitak in
Armeniawere devastatedby an earthquake.More than 25,000people
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died. Ryzhkov phoned toNewYork to relay the news to Gorbachëv.
Projected diplomatic negotiations were abandoned. Gorbachëv left
the USA for Moscow next day and straightway hurried to Armenia.
He and his wife talked to ordinary Armenians near the rubble of
their former homes. The Gorbachëvs shed tears over the plight of
the population. But they were totally unprepared for one thing: the
fact that Armenians to a man and woman were agitated more about
the politics of Karabakh than about the effects of the earthquake.5

Radical economic reform was therefore being attempted in a very
unpropitious situation. Thewar in Afghanistan continued to involve
massive expenditure until the last Soviet soldier returned home in
February 1989. The Chernobyl nuclear explosion was a financial as
well as a human and ecological disaster. Now the USSR’s resources,
already stretched to breaking point, had to cope with the task of
recovery from the Armenian earthquake. Gorbachëv could have
been forgiven for cursing his misfortune.

It must be mentioned that there had been a rise in the USSR’s net
material product by eleven per cent in the half-decade after 1983;
but this had been obtained primarily through the tightening of labour
discipline and the sacking of incompetent, corrupt officials. Such a
strategy had been initiated byAndropov and resumed byGorbachëv.
It had a distinctly limited potential for the permanent enhancement
of economic performance; and certainly it was unsustainable once
the decentralizing decrees of 1987–8 started to have an impact.
Between 1988 and 1990 net material product tumbled by nine per
cent. The per capita consumption of factory-produced goods rose
annually by less than 2.5 per cent in the five years after 1985. For
food, the increase was 1.4 per cent; and – admittedly, mainly because
of the anti-alcohol campaign – there was a decrease by 1.2 per cent
for beverages and tobacco. Urban housing space per person rose
merely by twelve per cent to a pitiful 13.1 square metres in the
1980s.6

The reorientation of the industrial sector towards the needs of
civilian consumerswas an unattained goal. Gorbachëv had promised
much material improvement, but delivered deterioration. Instead of
an advance to universal material well-being there was a reversion
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to food-rationing. Soviet queues, already legendary for their length,
became longer and angrier in the course of 1989.

A rationing systemhad existed for food products in certain provin-
cial cities even before 1985: it was one of Ligachëv’s taunts at Yeltsin
that, during his tenure of the local party secretaryship, he had issued
the inhabitants of Sverdlovsk with ration-cards to do their shopping.
Steadily the system was geographically extended. Already at the end
of 1988, meat was rationed in twenty-six out of fifty-five regions of
the RSFSR. Sugar was even scarcer: only two regions managed to
get by without rationing.7 At the same time the hospitals were
reporting shortages of medicines and there was no end in sight to
inadequate provision of housing and everyday services. It is true that
the annual growth in the output of agriculture rose from one per
cent in the first half of the decade to just under two per cent in
the second.8 But production remained inadequate for the needs of
consumers. Throughout the 1980s, agricultural imports constituted
a fifth of the population’s calorific intake.

To the stupefaction of the Politburo (and nearly all commentators
in the USSR and theWest), a full-scale economic crisis had occurred.
Its abruptness was as impressive as its depth. Suddenly Gorbachëv
was faced with two life-or-death alternatives: either to abandon the
reforms or to make them yet more radical. He never gave serious
consideration to the former; his experience in his Stavropol days
and subsequently had proved to him that Brezhnev’s policies would
lead only to a widening of the gap in technology and organization
between the USSR and the capitalist West.

Boldness therefore seemed to him the only realistic choice. When
the Law on the State Enterprise and other measures failed to produce
the desired results, Gorbachëv talked about the need to go further
and create a ‘socialist market economy’ – and while he refrained
fromdefining the term, several of his advisers suggested that it should
involve more market than socialism. Perhaps Gorbachëv was at his
most relaxed when speaking about agriculture. Already in 1986, for
instance, he had authoritatively proposed that each sovkhoz and
kolkhoz should be run on the basis of ‘family contracts’.9 By this he
meant that a family or household would take over a particular
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functiononthe farmandberewarded forany increase inproductivity.
As his critics noted, this would involve a reversion to peasant forms
of farming; but Gorbachëv faced them down by openly advocating
the need to turn the peasant into ‘master of the land’.10

But this change in ideas was not yet realized in policy, far less in
practice. Basic positive changes in agriculture did not occur, and the
situation in industry and commerce was no more inspiring. On the
contrary,officials in every republic, regionandprovince implemented
only such aspects of legislation as did not damage their immediate
interests. Initially their inclination was to show outward enthusiasm
for Gorbachëv while disobeying his instructions. But in some local-
ities the attitudewas sterner andofficials engaged inblatant sabotage.
For example, the Leningrad city administration gave orders to with-
draw sausages from the fridges in its warehouses and bury them in
a specially-dug trench on the city’s outskirts. These were the politics
of criminal provocation. Life without beef and chicken was bad
enough for ordinary citizens; without sausages it became intolerable,
and Gorbachëv got the blame.

Even so, the central party and governmental bodies remained
powerful enough to secure the establishment of a rising number of
small private-sector co-operatives in most major cities. The trouble
was that these new enterprises were distrusted by the rest of society,
especially by people on low fixed incomes: the pensioners, the war
invalids, the poorly-paid unskilled workers. The co-ops had a repu-
tation as scams for speculation, and certainly they did little to expand
manufacturing output. This was not exclusively their fault since
the local political authorities usually withheld licences for private
industrial enterprises. Co-ops operated mainly in the economy’s
service and retail sectors and flourished in the form of private
restaurants and clothes-kiosks which bought up goods in supply and
put a large mark-up on them.

The consequence was that these same goods were not being sold
in state-owned enterprises. The co-ops aggravated the shortages in
the shops and raised the cost of living. They also added to the
problems of law-breaking since their owners had to bribe local
government officials in order to be allowed to trade; and often it
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was impossible for them to obtain raw materials and equipment
except by colluding with venal factory directors. The Kremlin
reformers called ineffectually for honesty. But the reality was that
they would have found it even more difficult to install co-ops if the
members of local administrative élites had not benefited materially
from them. Illegality had to be accepted as companion to the re-
emergence of private economic activity.

By the approach of winter 1989–90, all this brought notoriety to
thePolitburo’s reforms.Milk, tea, coffee, soapandmeathadvanished
from state retail outlets even in Moscow. The dairy-product shops
were hit particularly badly. They often had to function for days at
a time without anything to sell: cartons of milk had ceased to reach
them, and the staff had nothing to do but explain to an ill-tempered
public that they had nothing to sell.

Not all citizens were willing to tolerate their plight. A great strike
was organized by coal-miners in Kemerovo in the Kuz Basin and
their example was followed by the work-force of the mines in the
Don Basin – and the miners in Karaganda in Kazakhstan also struck
in the first half of 1989. A further strike occurred in November in
the mines aroundNorilsk in the Siberian far north.11 All these strikes
were settled in favour of the strikers, who demanded higher wages
and improved living conditions; and in contrast with Soviet political
practice since the Civil War no repressive sanctions were applied
against the strike leaders.12 Independently-elected strike committees
were in operation. The Council of Ministers under Ryzhkov did
little else in these months but try to effect a reconciliation with those
segments of the working class which threatened to do it damage.
The government feared that a Soviet equivalent of Poland’s Solidarity
was in the making.13

But the Soviet authorities weathered the storm. The strikers lived
in far-flung areas, and Ryzhkov and his fellow ministers managed
to isolate them from the rest of society by quickly offering them
higher wages. Yet the government was faced by a society embittered
against it. Elections to the Congress of People’s Deputies had duly
occurred in March 1989, and the result administered the greatest
electoral shock to the communists since the Constituent Assembly
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polls in 1917–18. Across the country thirty-eight province-level party
secretaries were defeated.14 So, too, were city secretaries in the
republican capitals in Kiev, Minsk and Alma-Ata. Even Yuri Solov-
iev, Politburo candidate member and Leningrad communist party
boss, was rejected by voters. Unlike Lenin, Gorbachëv did not
overturn the elections. To those of his party comrades who had
incurred the people’s disapproval he signalled that they should step
down from their posts in the party and other institutions.

None the less the Congress was not without its problems for
Gorbachëv. Eighty-eight per cent of the delegates were full or can-
didate members of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and
most of these disliked proposals for further reforms.15 Yuri Afanasev,
who was committed to just such reforms, denounced the Congress
as a ‘Stalinist-Brezhnevite’ body with ‘an aggressively obedient
majority’.16 Gorbachëv thought him ungrateful and irresponsible;
for Afanasev had needed his protection to consolidate himself in
public life.

Gorbachëv also felt betrayed by criticisms he suffered in the
non-Russian republics. In November 1988 the Estonian Supreme
Soviet declared its right to veto laws passed in Moscow; in January
1989 Lithuanian nationalists held a demonstration against the con-
tinued location of Soviet Army garrisons in Lithuania. The official
authorities in these countries decided to drop Russian as the state
language. Latvia was not far behind: in the course of the elections
there was a protest rally in Riga against the Latvian Communist
PartyCentralCommittee’s repudiationof ‘anti-Soviet and separatist’
trends of thought in Latvia. The mood of the majority nationalities
in the Baltic republics was shared in the Transcaucasus, but with
fatal consequences. A demonstration in favour of national independ-
encewasheld in theGeorgian capitalTbilisi inApril1989.Gorbachëv
returned from abroad in the course of the crisis, but his efforts to
prevent bloodshed were frustrated by Georgian communist leaders
and Soviet Army commanders. Nineteen unarmed civilians were
killed.17

There was further trouble in the republics before the Congress of
People’s Deputies convened. The Soviet Army was dispatched to
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Uzbekistan, Estonia and Latvia in reaction to the possibility of
protests on the Georgian model. The Soviet ‘empire’ was going to
be maintained by force. Such actions were not guided primarily by
Russian nationalism: the Politburo would have done the same in
Leningrad or Saratov or Kursk. But this is not the way it appeared
to the republicanprotesters. In June,Estoniaproclaimed its economic
autonomy and Lithuania declared its right to overrule the USSR’s
legislation. Even quiet Moldavia had a popular front that rejected
the area’s annexation by the Soviet Union in 1940.

So that the Congress, whose first session lasted from 25 May to
9 June, reflected the political divisiveness in the country. What once
hadbeen said privately in living-roomswas given full-throated public
utterance. The proceedings were transmitted live on television and
work stopped in factories and offices when sensitive issues were
debated. Every citizen wanted to enjoy the spectacle. Most deputies
were neither radicals nor out-and-out conservatives (in the sense of
Soviet politicians wishing to avoid radical reforms). It was the
middle-ranking politicians, administrators, managers and scholars
who occupied a majority of the Congress seats. Such people were
willing,onthewhole,tosupporttheGeneralSecretary;buttheywould
no longerofferautomaticobedience.Shruggingoff the tightdiscipline
of previous years, they spoke passionately about the policies that
bothered them. Gorbachëv had to deploy much charm, guile and
patience to hold them on his side in the elaboration of reforms.

He got his way. The specific form of this vast Congress had been
of Gorbachëv’s own making: it appealed to his sense of Russian
traditions, notably the mass political gatherings of Lenin’s time. He
was looking back to theOctober Revolutionwith rose-tinted glasses;
in particular, he did not perceive that the soviets in 1917–18 had
been a forum for endless, chaotic disputes as workers, peasants,
soldiers and intellectuals discussed the issues of the day.

The turbulence of the Congress of People’s Deputies surprised
him. But once created, the Congress had to be made to function.
Having arranged that he should be elected Chairman of the Supreme
Soviet, Gorbachëv chaired most sessions of the Congress; for he
rightly judged that only he had the personal authority and mental
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agility to prevent debates from running out of control. The fact that
a Congress of People’s Deputies had been elected at all was a
massive achievement even though the elections were marred by
gerrymandering by central and local political élites. But this was
not an end in itself. Gorbachëv needed to use the Congress as an
institution for the ratification of his strategy for political and eco-
nomic reform; he had to pre-empt its becoming simply a verbal
battleground between conservatives and radicals.

Yeltsin again caused trouble. Standing as a candidate in Moscow,
he had run a brilliant campaign against the sleazy lifestyle of the
nomenklatura and had won nine tenths of the city’s vote. But this
victory did not endear him to the Congress; and when it came to
the Congress’s internal elections to the 542 seats of the new USSR
Supreme Soviet, a majority rejected him. He obtained a seat only
when an elected member of the Supreme Soviet voluntarily yielded
his own seat to him. Gorbachëv went along with this improvised
compromise; he wanted to show that his own slogan of democratiza-
tion was sincere: Yeltsin had to be seen to be treated decently.

Yeltsin and theCongress radicals showedGorbachëv no gratitude;
they were determined to use the Congress as a means of constituting
a formal opposition to the communist regime despite the fact that
most of them were still communist party members. Around 300 of
them gathered together in an Inter-Regional Group led by Yeltsin,
Sakharov, Afanasev and the economist Gavril Popov. It included
liberals, social-democrats, greens and even some communists; its
unifying purpose was to push Gorbachëv into making further moves
against his conservative central and local party comrades. But the
Inter-Regional Group itself could not throw off all caution. Its
members were outnumbered by the conservative-communist rump
at the Congress; and if they had seriously tried to undermine
Gorbachëv’s dominance, the only result would have been to de-
stabilize his control over the communist party and to wreck the
cause of reform.

The Inter-Regional Group also faced problems outside the Con-
gress. Active popular opposition to communist conservatism was
strongest in the non-Russian Soviet republics. It is true that political
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associations had been formed in Moscow and other Russian cities
since 1987. These associations were known as the ‘informals’ (nefor-
maly) since the USSR Constitution gave formal public recognition
solely to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Some ‘informals’
had local and ecological interests; others were motivated primarily
by particular credos: patriotism, anti-Stalinism, democracy, civil
rights and socialism. In 1988 there were attempts to co-ordinate
such activities and a ‘Klub Perestroika’ was created. Another such
oppositionist organization was the Democratic Union. But neither
the Club nor the Union had many branches in other cities of the
RSFSR.18 Rivalries of ideology, region, class and personality
inhibited the birth of a unified Russian radical movement.

This was a disadvantage not only for the Inter-Regional Group
but also forGorbachëv. The various reformers inRussiawere unable
to stimulate much popular participation in their projects, and the
neformaly had only a few thousand members. In such a situation it
wouldnotbe impossible forLigachëv,wereheever tooustGorbachëv
from the communist party leadership, to close down the Congress
of People’s Deputies and re-establish the traditional structures of
the communist regime.

Not that Russians were untouched by the excitement of the times.
A religious and cultural renaissance had begun. The millenium of
theRussianOrthodoxChurchwas celebrated in 1988 andGorbachëv
met Patriarch Pimen and transferred several churches and monas-
teries out of state control. The Church hierarchy had not covered
itself in glory in earlier years and had regularly been castigated by
the writer Alexander Solzhenitsyn as well as by parish priests such
as Dmitri Dudko and Gleb Yakunin for its failure to stand up to
the Politburo. But this sorry history started to be forgotten, and
cathedrals and churches were packed out with the believing few and
the inquisitive many. Old ladies could safely stand by the kerb with
ecclesiastical collecting boxes; clerics began to be invited on to TV
and radio discussion programmes. Christian philosophical literature
was produced in abundance. The Bible was put on open sale.

Not all developments were so high minded. Salacious booklets
such as The Lovers of Catherine II were sold from stalls at Moscow
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metro stations; andpublishing houses increasingly preferred to invest
in Agatha Christie and John Le Carré than in the Russian literary
classics. Russia was also acquiring a paperback trade in works on
astrology, pet-rearing, horticulture, crossword puzzles and tarot
cards. Popmusicwas broadcast onTV stations, and PaulMcCartney
recorded a special album for the Soviet market. Meanwhile Russian
rock stars showed greater willingness to comment on issues of
the day than their Western models. Youth did not revolt against
authority; it despised and ignored it. Indeed citizens, both young
and old, treated politics as a spectator sport but not a process
deserving their participation. The quest for private pleasure outdid
the zeal for public service.

This dispiriting situation was readily explicable. People were
exhausted by queues, food shortages and administrative chaos. Life
was getting more arduous day by day. Despite this, Gorbachëv was
still the country’s most popular politician (and it was not until
mid-1990 that Yeltsin overtook him in this respect).19 Yet politicians
generally were not respected. Gorbachëv inadvertently added to the
effect by his tactics: he held no trials of oppressive rulers of the
1950s, 1960s and 1970s; even the torturers, false delators and political
killers of the 1930s and 1940s escaped with only verbal criticism.
The pensions and honours of the victimizers remained untouched,
and Vyacheslav Molotov and Lazar Kaganovich lived out their old
age without interference: Molotov even had his party membership
restored to him. The result was that while the mass media blared
out their critique of past abuses in general terms, little was changed
in the lives of the surviving victims. Historical unfairness remained
in place. The practical and mental catharsis of Soviet society had
been only half accomplished.

No wonder that most people remained quietly cynical. They had
their own quiet, private aspirations. After years of being bored by
stuffyMarxism-Leninism, their idealofFreedomwasnot the freedom
to join a political party and attend open meetings on city squares.
They wanted to stay at home and enjoy the freedom to be frivolous,
apolitical, unmobilized.

Such a desire was especially prevalent in Russia; but things stood
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somewhat differently in the other Soviet republics. Middle-aged
citizens in the Baltic region could remember a time when Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania had been independent states. This was the case
only for the very elderly in the Transcaucasus. Nevertheless there
was trouble in store for the Kremlin in all republics. Each of them
had been territorially demarcated according to ethnic demography;
each of them had enhanced its sense of individuality by emphasizing
the importance of the local national language and culture. The
Leninist mode of organizing a state of many nations was at last
displaying its basic practical weakness. Everywhere nationalist dis-
sent was on the rise. Its leaders were succeeding in convincing their
local electorates that the problems of their respective nation were
insoluble unless accompanied by economic and administrative
reforms.

Few Russians felt similarly uncomfortable to be living in the
USSR; and, to a greater extent than non-Russians, they tended to
worry lest a further reform of the economy might deprive them of
such state-provided welfare as was currently available. Moreover,
ethnic Russians were numerically predominant throughout the tra-
ditional institutions of the Soviet state. In party, government and
armed forces they held most of the key positions. In the newer
institutions, by contrasts, they were beginning to lose out. Only
forty-six per cent of the USSR Congress of People’s Deputies, and
indeed only a third of the members of the Politburo itself when it
underwent reform in 1990, were ethnic Russians.20

A further peculiarity of Russians, in comparison with the other
nations of the Soviet Union, was the highly contradictory mélange
of ideas that came from their cultural figures.Gorbachëv’s supporters
no longer went unchallenged in their propagation of reformist com-
munism. Several artistic and political works also appeared which
attacked communism of whatever type. For example, Vasili
Grossmann’s novel on the Soviet past, Forever Flowing, was
serialized in a literary journal. So, too, was Alexander Solzhenitsyn’s
history of the labour-camp system, The Gulag Archipelago. Both
works assailed Lenin and Stalin with equal intensity. A film was
made of the labour camp on the White Sea island of Solovki, which
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was filled with political prisoners from the 1920s. A sensation was
caused, too, by Vladimir Soloukhin’s Reading Lenin. By analysing
volume thirty-eight of the fifth edition of Lenin’s collected works,
Soloukhin showed Lenin to have been a state terrorist from the first
year of Soviet government.

An attempt was made by officially-approved professional histo-
rians to repulse the assault on Leninism. But most of such historians
before 1985 had put political subservience before service to historical
truth. Even those among themwhohadexperiencedofficial disfavour
under Brezhnev obtained little popularity with the reading public.
Communism in general was falling into ever greater disrepute, and
the official fanfares for Lenin, Bukharin and the New Economic
Policy were treated as fantasias on a tired theme.

Gorbachëv’s measures of political democratization inevitably
added to his difficulties. The Congress of People’s Deputies and the
Supreme Soviet had the right to supervise and veto the activities of
government – and he encouraged them to use the right. High politics
came under open critical scrutiny. The Tbilisi massacre was the first
subject of several exhaustive investigations. Hardly a day passed
without ministers and other high-ranking state officials, including
even Ryzhkov, being harangued when they spoke to the Congress;
and, to their chagrin, Gorbachëv did little to protect them. The
result was less happy than he assumed. Unified central executive
authority was steadily weakened and traditional structures were
dismantled without the creation of robust substitutes. Policies were
sanctioned with no bodies ready and able to impose them.21

Furthermore, the reorganizations were unaccompanied by a clear
demarcation of powers. By 1989 Gorbachëv was talking a lot about
the need for a ‘law-based state’, and universal civil rights were added
to his set of objectives. But as yet there was no law on press freedom.
Far from it: when in May 1989 Arguments and Facts published an
inaccurate opinion poll indicating that his popularity had plum-
meted, Gorbachëv summoned editor Vladislav Starkov and threat-
ened to have him sacked. The fact that Gorbachëv left Starkov in
post was a credit to his self-restraint, not a sign of the practical
limits of his power.22
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Others displayed no such caution. Public organizations had never
hadgreater latitude topress for their interests.Localparty secretaries,
republican chiefs, factory managers, generals, scholars and KGB
chiefs had belonged to the USSR’s representative state organs since
the Civil War. But previously they had had little autonomy from the
central political leadership. The Congress of People’s Deputies and
the Supreme Soviet gave these various figures a chance to speak their
mind. In particular, Colonel Viktor Alksnis complained about the
deterioration in the prestige and material conditions of Soviet armed
forces after the final, humiliating withdrawal from the war in
Afghanistan. Alksnis addressed the Congress as an individual, but
he rightly claimed that other officers in the Soviet Army shared his
feelings. Such tirades at least had the merit of frankness. Above all,
they increased political awareness amidst a population that had been
starved of information judged injurious to the regime.

The old élites were rallying to defend themselves. The humiliation
of the communist party in the Congress elections was only partial:
local communist apparatuses remained largely in place and aimed
to retain their authority. Other public institutions, too, had scarcely
been touched by the campaign of propaganda to make them more
responsive to society’s demands. The personnel and structures of
communism had survived the storms of perestroika largely intact.

Of course, important additions had been made to the wings of
the USSR’s political edifice. The KGB, while not dismantling its
great network of informers, was no longer arresting citizens for
lawful acts of political dissent. An independent press of sorts had
been constructed. Whereas Arguments and Facts and Ogonëk had
been established by the Soviet state, the journal Glasnost arose
from the initiative of Sergei Grigoryants. Moreover, the cultural
intelligentsia was writing, painting and composing in a liberated
mood; and its organizations reflected the diversity of its objectives.
Thus the Union of Writers of the RSFSR acted more or less as
a megaphone for Russian nationalism. Similarly, the party and
governmental machines in the non-Russian republics were consoli-
dating themselves as instruments of the aspirations of the local
majority nationality. All this constituted a menace to Gorbachëv’s
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ultimate purposes. Interest groups, organizations and territorial
administrations functioned with scant interference; and most of
them either disliked reform or wanted a type of reform different
from Gorbachëv’s vision.

The trend had an arithmetical precision. The greater the distance
fromMoscow, the bolder were nations in repudiating the Kremlin’s
overlordship. The communist regimes of Eastern Europe had been
put on notice that they would have to fend politically for themselves
without reliance on the Soviet Army. This knowledge had been kept
secret from the populations of the same states. If the news had got
out, there would have been instantaneous revolts against the existing
communist regimes. No wonder the Soviet General Secretary was
seen by his foreign Marxist-Leninist counterparts as a dangerous
subversive.

This was also the viewpoint on him taken by fellow central leaders
in the USSR. Rebelliousness and inter-ethnic conflict were on the
rise in non-Russian republics. In June 1989 there were riots between
Uzbeks and Meshketian Turks in Uzbekistan. In the following
months there was violence among other national groups in Georgia,
Kazakhstan and Tajikistan. Gorbachëv appeared on television to
declare that the stability of the statewasunder threat. In theGeorgian
Soviet republic there was violence between Georgians and Abkhazi-
ans as well as marches in Tbilisi in favour of Georgian national
independence. In August a dramatic protest occurred in the three
Baltic republics when a human chain was formed by one million
people joining hands across Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania in com-
memorative protest against the Nazi-Soviet Pact of 1939. Yet Gorba-
chëv refused to contemplate the possibility of the Baltic republics
seceding from the USSR. Ultimately, he assumed, their citizens
would perceive their economic interests as being best served by their
republics remaining within the Union.23

In September 1989 the Ukrainian giant stirred at last with the
inauguration of Rukh. At this Gorbachëv panicked, flew to Kiev
and replaced Shcherbytskiy with themore flexible Vladimir Ivashko.
Evidently Gorbachëv recognized that the clamp-down on Ukrainian
national self-expression had begun to cause more problems than
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it solved. At this moment of choice he preferred concession to
confrontation; but thereby he also took another step towards the
disintegration of the USSR. Neither of the alternatives offered
Gorbachëv a congenial prospect.

Movement occurred in the same direction for the rest of the year.
InOctober the Latvian Popular Front demanded state independence;
in November the Lithuanian government itself decided to hold a
referendum on the question. Next month the Communist Party of
Lithuania, concerned lest it might lose every vestige of popularity,
declared its exodus from the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.
Tensions increased between resident Russians and the majority
nationalities in the Baltic republics: the Estonian proposals for a
linguistic qualification for citizenship of Estonia were especially
contentious. In Estonia and Latvia, furthermore, the nationalist
groupings won elections by a handsome margin. The situation was
even graver for Gorbachëv in the Transcaucasus. In December 1989
the Armenian Supreme Soviet voted to incorporate Nagorny Kara-
bakh into the Armenian republic. In January 1990 fighting broke
out in the Azerbaijani capital Baku. The Soviet Army was sent to
restore order, and attacked the premises of the Azerbaijani Popular
Front.

But the deployment of the armed forces did not deter trouble
elsewhere: inter-ethnic carnage was already being reported from
Uzbekistan and Tajikistan in February. The possibility that the
USSR might implode under these pressures began to be discussed
in the press. The more rhetorical of politicians warned against any
actions that might lead eventually to civil war across the USSR.

This worry distracted the minds of Soviet citizens from foreign
affairs. If it had not been for the preoccupations of the domestic
economic, political and national environment, attention would have
been paid to events of epochal importance in Eastern Europe. Since
the defeat of Hitler in 1945 the Soviet Army had maintained a vast
zone of political and economic dominion and military security in
the countries to the east of the river Elbe. Every VE-Day after
1945 had been celebrated on the assumption that this zone was an
inviolable feature of the European map. Over the years of his power
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Gorbachëvhad indicated, in language thatbecameevermore explicit,
that the peoples of theWarsaw Pact countries should be empowered
to choose their political system for themselves. But even he was
astonished by the rapidity with which communist governments col-
lapsed in country after country in the second half of 1989.

The process began in Poland. After an agreement to submit them-
selves to contested elections, the communists had been soundly
defeated in June, and in August meekly joined a coalition under the
anti-communist Tadeusz Mazowiecki. In September the Hungarian
communist government allowed tens of thousands of East Germans
to cross its frontiers and seek asylum in Austria; in October the
ageing Erich Honecker was sacked as party boss in the German
DemocraticRepublic.Withinweeks the reformed communist leader-
ship was permitting its citizens unimpeded transit to the Federal
Republic of Germany. Meanwhile Todor Zhivkov retired in Bul-
garia. The Czechoslovak government, too, was replaced. In the last
month of this remarkable year, President Gustáv Husák resigned
and the dissenting dramatist Vacláv Havel was elected by parliament
to take his place (while the communist leader of the ‘Prague Spring’
of 1968 Alexander Dubček returned to head the Federal Assembly).

The dominoes were tumbling fast. The fall of any communist
regime made the surviving ones more susceptible to collapse. And
yet Pravda noted the succession of events with studied calmness.
Such reportage was the sharpest sign to date that Gorbachëv was
predominantly engaged with Soviet internal affairs and would pull
no chestnuts out of the fire for theUSSR’s post-war allies.Gorbachëv
had not intended to preside over the end of communism in Eastern
Europe; but he did not act to prevent the last scenes in the drama
from being enacted.

Events in Romania took a dramatic turn in December 1989, when
Nicolae Ceauşescu appeared on his palace balcony to address a loyal
Bucharest crowd. Ceauşescu was challenged in a scene akin to a
spaghetti Western movie: he was catcalled. When he failed to intimi-
date the assembled crowd, he leapt into a helicopter before trying
to flee the country in a fast-driven limousine; but hewas captured and
summarily tried and executed. Gorbachëv had often confidentially
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expressed his horror of the Romanian terror-regime; indeed he had
tried, just a few days earlier in a Moscow meeting with Ceauşescu,
to persuade him that his regime would eventually incur the people’s
wrath. But Ceauşescu had spurned him, making little attempt to
hide his disapproval of the USSR’s perestroika. The grotesque finale
to communism in Romania was thought by Gorbachëv to settle their
argument in his own favour.

It was a remarkable denouement. At the beginning of 1989 most
countries in Europe east of the river Elbe were ruled by communists.
At the year’s end the sole remaining European communist state to
the west of the USSR was Albania – and Albania had been hostile
to the USSR since Khrushchëv’s period of office.

Gorbachëv could have sent the Soviet Army to suppress the anti-
communist movements earlier in the year. He would, needless to
emphasize, have paid a great price. In particular, he would have
forfeited the diplomatic support he had from Western countries;
certainly he would have reinstigated tensions with the USA, which
would have led to yet another race to construct new forms of nuclear
weaponry. And yet any one of Gorbachëv’s predecessors would not
have blanched at a resumption of the Cold War. That he chose to
avoid such a course was among his momentous choices. It took
exceptional determination to stand by policies involving the mini-
mumof violencewhen this resulted in the demise not only of old-style
communism but even of those communist leaders in Eastern Europe
who were his political allies. He had not set out to achieve this end;
rather it was the unwilled result of his activity as it developed. But
great was the work of his hands.
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Hail and Farewell
(1990–1991)

Gorbachëv wanted to prevent the disappearance of self-styled com-
munist leaderships in Eastern Europe being repeated in the USSR.
His domestic achievements were already enormous. Official party
policies in the USSR would have been compelled to get nastier if left
intact. Economic decline, political conflict, national embitterment,
social alienation and environmental degradation: all these would
have increased. The communist party apparatus might well have
reverted to a clumsy versionof Stalinismormight evenhave stumbled
into a clash with the USA at the risk of a Third World War.

Instead Gorbachëv had been working at the renewal of the Soviet
compound by means of reform. But reform implies a series of
modifications which leave the basic political, economic and social
order intact. In fact Gorbachëv’s rule already involved change of a
muchgreaterdimension. Several of theprincipal featuresof commun-
ism in the USSR were being undermined by his activity: the one-
party state, the mono-ideological controls, the militant atheism, the
centralized administration, the state economic monopoly and the
suspendability of law. Perestroika was no longer a project for partial
alterations but for total transformation. It was scarcely surprising
that many Soviet leaders, including several who owed him their pro-
motion to the Politburo,were aghast. Gorbachëvwas no longerwhat
he had claimed to be. By his actions, if not by his deliberate purpose,
he was abetting the disintegration of the existing compound.

His intuitive brilliance did him little good; he remained hampered
by his background from foreseeing where his path of transformation
was leading. While wanting a market economy, he did not think
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this would involve much capitalism. While approving of national
self-expression, he had set his face against any republic seceding
from the USSR. While wishing to replace traditional communist
functionaries with energetic newcomers, he often chose newcomers
who had no commitment to serious reform. While aiming at an
institutional division of powers, he induced chaos in governance.
His personal confusion had practical consequences. Although he
radicalized his proposals, he did this always more slowly than the
pace of the deepening crisis over the economy, the republics, the
administration and the personnel of the Soviet order. And this made
his eventual fall all the more likely.

About Gorbachëv’s dedication there was no doubt: ‘I’m doomed
to go forward, and only forward. And if I retreat, I myself will perish
and the cause will perish too!’1 He expected the same self-sacrifice
from his associates. His group of intimates included several of his
promotees to the Politburo: Alexander Yakovlev, Eduard Shevard-
nadze, VadimMedvedev and Vadim Bakatin. Also important to him
were aides such as Georgi Shakhnazarov and Anatoli Chernyaev;
and he derived indispensable intellectual and emotional support
from his wife Raisa despite her unpopularity with politicians and
public alike.

But whereas he had once led from the front, by the end of the
decade he was operating from the centre. Gorbachëv’s technique
was to calm the communist radicals, convince his loyalists and
reassure the conservatives. In practical terms he aimed to dissuade
as many critics as possible from leaving the party and campaigning
against him. For this purpose he opted to remain in the party as its
General Secretary; he argued that the alternative was to abandon
the party and let his critics use it as an instrument to struggle for
the rejection of his reformist measures. It was an uncongenial task.
Most central and local functionaries incurred his contempt: ‘They’re
careerists; all they want is their hands on power and their snouts in
the feeding trough!’2 But he said no such thing in public, and hoped
that his patiencewould be rewarded by success inmaking the process
of reform irreversible.

Within his entourage, Yakovlev argued against his refusal to leave
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the party. Yeltsin agreed with Yakovlev. So, too, did the dissenter
Andrei Sakharov from outside the ranks of communism. Better, they
all urged, tomakea cleanbreakand formanewparty. ButGorbachëv
spurned the advice. He increasingly thought of Yakovlev as unsound
of judgement andYeltsin as irresponsible.Hehadahigher estimateof
Sakharov, who was widely acclaimed as Russia’s liberal conscience.
Gorbachëv was not averse to cutting off Sakharov’s microphone
when he did not like what he heard.3 But by and large he ensured
that this frail, croaky-voiced scientist should be given a hearing at
the Congress of Soviets; and when Sakharov died in mid-December
1989, Gorbachëv paid his respects at his coffin.

NeverthelessGorbachëv did not alter hismind about the commun-
ist party and continued to work for its fundamental reform from
within. In February 1990 he produced a ‘platform’ for the Central
Committee which was entitled ‘Towards a Humane, Democratic
Socialism’ and which used his most extraordinary language to date:
‘The main objective of the transitional period is the spiritual and
political liberation of society.’4 Gorbachëv’s implication was that
the USSR had always been a despotism. His vision of a socialist
future, moreover, barely mentioned Lenin and Marxism-Leninism.
None too gently Gorbachëv was repudiating most of the Soviet
historical experience. Communism was no longer the avowed aim.
Since Lenin, socialism had been depicted as merely a first post-
capitalist stage towards the ultimate objective: communism. Now
socialism itself had become the ultimate objective; and Gorbachëv’s
socialismwould be a socialism antagonistic to dictatorship, to casual
illegality, to a hypertrophied state economy and to cultural and
religious intolerance. Indeed the draft platform was strongly remin-
iscent of Western social-democracy.

This similarity was not lost on Gorbachëv’s critics. Provincial
party secretary Vladimir Melnikov had already accused him of
sculpting policies so as ‘to appeal to the bourgeoisie and the Pope
in Rome’.5 Most critics, however, were more restrained. At the
February 1990 Central Committee plenum they desisted from under-
taking a frontal attack on the draft platform; they even acquiesced
in Gorbachëv’s demand for the repeal of Article 6 of the 1977
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USSR Constitution, which guaranteed the political monopoly to the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. No rival party had been
permitted to operate in the country since the early 1920s: Gorbachëv
was breaking with the dictatorial heritage of his hero Lenin.

Gorbachëv was still but weakly aware of the implications of his
activities; he continued to talk of going off to ‘confer with Lenin’
for inspiration.6 But the rupture with Leninism was real. On 27
February 1990 Gorbachëv addressed the USSR Supreme Soviet and
obtained its sanction for multi-party politics. The third convocation
of the Congress of People’s Deputies ratified the change on 14 April.
The one-party state defended by communist apologists since the
Civil War was relegating itself to oblivion. Gorbachëv reversed
Lenin’s policy as deftly as Lenin had introduced it. And while being
innocent in his understanding of essential Leninism, Gorbachëv also
needed to display much deviousness in order to get the institutional
changes he desired. Otherwise he would never have succeeded in
manipulating the central party apparatus, the ministries, the local
administrations, the military high command and the security organs
into accepting the step-by-step transformation of the Soviet state.

Yet the communist radicals were disgruntled with him. Yeltsin,
who was still a Party Central Committee member as well as a leader
of the Inter-Regional Group, was the most vociferous in demanding
faster and deeper reform; and he grasped an opportunity to
press his case when, in March 1990, he stood for election to the
RSFSR Supreme Soviet and became its Chairman. Politically he was
playing the ‘Russian card’. Unable to challenge Gorbachëv directly
at the level of the USSR, he asserted himself in the organs of the
RSFSR.

The communist-conservative enemies of perestroika reacted furi-
ously. Wanting to put pressure on Gorbachëv as well as to strike
down Yeltsin, they adopted the device of forming a Communist
Party of the Russian Federation. Their leader was Ivan Polozkov,
Krasnodar Regional Party First Secretary. Why, asked Polozkov,
should the RSFSR be denied a party tier long ago given to Ukraine
and Uzbekistan? Gorbachëv accepted the validity of the question
and assented to the foundation of the Russian party. Its first congress
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was held in June, and Polozkov became its First Secretary. Polozkov
tried to take up the role of leading the party traditionalists, a role
lost by Ligachëv after his successive demotions in 1989. Yet Polozkov
was a much less prepossessing figure than Ligachëv. Gorbachëv kept
him firmly in his place by refusing to intervene on his behalf to
secure a suitable apartment for him inMoscow. Polozkov, a grumpy
fellow, did little to enhance the popularity of his ideas in his few
public appearances.

The dispute between Yeltsin and Polozkov took some of the heat
off Gorbachëv. One of Gorbachëv’s devices was to occupy a position
above all the country’s politicians and exploit their disagreements
to his own advantage. He also had an interest in refraining from
protecting any rivals from nasty accusations. Newspapers claimed
that Ligachëv had made pecuniary gain from the corruption in
Uzbekistan. Similarly it was alleged at the Congress of People’s
Deputies that Ryzhkov had been involved in shady industrial deals.
Gorbachëv did nothing to help either of them.

Yeltsin, too, complained that dirty trickswerebeingplayed against
him. In September 1989, when he was touring the USA, Pravda had
reported him as having been drunk at Johns Hopkins University.
Yeltsin claimed the problem to have been the tablets he was taking
for his heart condition;7 but he was less convincing about another
incident, which happened upon his return to the USSR next month.
As he walked late at night towards a dacha in Uspenskoe village
near Moscow, he inexplicably tumbled into a river. His supporters
claimed that this was an assassination attempt on him. Yet Yeltsin
omitted to complain to the authorities. The conclusion of dispassion-
ate observers might have been that there is no smoke without fire,
but in Russia Yeltsin’s predilection for vodkawas not frowned upon.
The Chairman of the Russian Supreme Soviet continued to be hailed
as the people’s champion. If anything, his escapade was regarded as
near-martyrdom, and his prestige rose higher.

Speaking on behalf of the RSFSR, he assured Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania that he did not seek their forcible retention within the
Soviet Union (whereas Gorbachëv’s hostility to secession was the
despair of his radical counsellors). In June 1990 Uzbekistan declared
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its sovereignty. On Yeltsin’s initiative, so did the RSFSR. The
disintegrative process affected even the internal affairs of the RSFSR
when the autonomous republics of Tatarstan and Karelia demanded
recognition as wholly independent states. The USSR’s entire consti-
tutional basis was being undermined. The threat no longer came
mainly from defeated émigré nationalists but from active Soviet
politicians.

By September, when even obedient Turkmenistan declared its
sovereignty, it had become the general trend. Everywhere the repub-
lican leaderships were calling for democracy and national self-
determination. In some cases, such as Estonia, there was a genuine
commitment to liberal political principles. In most, however, the
high-falutin terms disguised the fact that local communist party
élites were struggling to avoid the loss of their power. The national
card had been played by them quietly in the Brezhnev period.
Republican assets had been regarded by the respective élites as their
own patrimony; and, after they had seen off the anti-corruption
campaigns of Andropov in 1982– 4 and Gorbachëv in the mid-1980s,
they settled down to enjoy their privileges. While detesting Gorba-
chëv’s perestroika, they used his democratization of public affairs
as ameans of reinforcing their position and increasing their affluence.
By announcing their independence, they aimed to seal off each
republic from Moscow’s day-to-day interference.

Gorbachëv held tight to his strategy. The Twenty-Eighth Party
Congress met from 2 June 1990 and discussed the de-Leninized party
platform approved by the Central Committee in February. This time
Gorbachëv’s critics shouted angrily at him, and delegates for the
Russian Communist Party led a successful campaign to vote Alex-
ander Yakovlev off the Central Committee. But Gorbachëv was
retained as General Secretary by a huge majority and his platform
was ratified by the Congress. When the election was held for the
new post of his deputy in the party, Ligachëv was defeated by
Ukrainian party first secretary Ivashko, whom Gorbachëv favoured,
by 3,109 to 776 votes.

The Congress had granted that the Politburo should no longer
intervene in day-to-day politics and that the USSR Presidency ought
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to become the fulcrum of decision-making. But Gorbachëv’s victory
did not satisfy Yeltsin and other communist radicals. They were
annoyed by the down-grading of Yakovlev and urged Gorbachëv
yet again to leave the communist party. When he refused, they
walked out. Thus the Soviet President’s support was narrowed at
the very moment of his triumph. He repeated that if he left the
communist party, its central and local officials would carry out a
coup against him and his reforms.Was this plausible? The attempted
coup in August 1991 was to show that his fears were not imaginary.
But this in itself does not vindicate Gorbachëv’s judgement. For the
coup leaders would have had much greater difficulty if they had
confronted a Soviet social-democratic party under Gorbachëv that
had split from the communist party.

But Gorbachëv had made his political choice to stay with the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Among other things, this had
the consequence that drastic economicmeasureswould be postponed
and that popular living standardswould goon falling.The industrial,
commercial and financial sectors were on the edge of collapse. Even
according to official figures, output frommanufacturing and mining
enterprises in 1990 fell by one per cent over the previous year.8 Retail
trade was reduced to pitiful proportions. Massive state loans were
contracted with Western banks. Imports of grain and industrial
consumer goods increased. Gorbachëv refused to allow any factory
or kolkhoz to go to the wall, and there were no bankruptcies. But
the general economic condition was dire. Most Soviet citizens could
hardly believe that so rapid a deterioration had taken place. Industry
was on the verge of collapse. Inflation was rising; banking and
commerce were in disorder.

They blamed Gorbachëv. What counted for them was not that
the economy had basically been in long-term decline long before
1985 but that they themselves were worse off than for decades. Even
if they were unaware of the huge technical flaws in the Law on the
State Enterprise, theyknew fromdirect experience that the attempt at
reform had not worked and that Gorbachëv’s promises of economic
regeneration had not been fulfilled. By 1990, people were wondering
whether they would soon be starving. There had not been such fear
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about the popular living conditions since the end of the Second
World War.

At this point of crisis there was danger to Gorbachëv if he was
cautious anddanger if hewas daring.Hewould have had a somewhat
easier time if he had known his mind on the economy. Although he
wanted some basic reform, he was unclear about exact measures
and schedules. Nor did he recognize the need to dispense with
the services of Ryzhkov as Chairman of the Council of Ministers.
Ryzhkov had voiced his unhappiness about extensive de-
nationalization and monetary reform in December 1989.9 By June
1990 Ryzhkov yielded somewhat, but still called in opaque terms
for a ‘regulated market’; he also announced that he would soon be
introducing an increase in food prices so as to correct the gross
imbalance in the state budget. Ryzhkov’s position combined the
worst of both worlds: a half-hearted, drawn-out privatization pro-
gramme and a further rise in the cost of living. The most radical
among Gorbachëv’s advisers argued that the economy’s collapse
was imminent. According to them, measures had to be deep, had to
be rapid, had to be consistently imposed.

Even Gorbachëv’s agile mind had failed to assimilate basic eco-
nomic concepts, and he simply refused to accept that consensus was
unobtainable. In August 1990 he got permission from the USSR
Supreme Soviet to create a commission to elaborate a plan for
industrial, agricultural and commercial recovery –andYeltsin agreed
to co-operate with the commission. The result was the ‘500 Days
Plan’, composed chiefly by Stanislav Shatalin. Gorbachëv supported
it, but then vacillated under pressure from Ryzhkov. In September
he ordered a reworking of the ‘500Days Plan’ byAbelAganbegyan to
effect a compromise between the positions of Shatalin and Ryzhkov.
This was like mating a rabbit with a donkey. Aganbegyan produced
a predictably unworkable mixture of radical language and con-
servative ideas. But he had helped Gorbachëv out of his political
complications, and in October the Supreme Soviet gave its assent to
the set of ‘Basic Guidelines’ he presented to it.

At the time his angriest adversaries were the conservatives in the
Congress of People’sDeputieswho formed their own Soyuz (‘Union’)
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organization inOctober 1990.10Most SoyuzmemberswereRussians,
but otherwise they were a diverse group. They included not only
communist party members but also Christian believers, nationalist
writers and ecological activists, and some of them were simply
Russian functionaries who lived outside the RSFSR and were terri-
fied about their personal prospects if ever the Soviet Union fell apart.
Soyuz’s unifying belief was that the Soviet Union was the legitimate
successor state to the Russian Empire. Its members were proud of
the USSR’s industrial and cultural achievements of their country;
they gloried in the USSR’s defeat of Nazi Germany. For them,
Gorbachëv was the arch-destroyer of a great state, economy and
society.

Gorbachëv was more disturbed by Soyuz than by those of his own
supporters who wanted him to be still more radical. He knew that
Soyuz had many undeclared sympathizers and that these were even
to be found among central political and economic post-holders.
Having backed down over Shatalin’s ‘500 Days Plan’ for the eco-
nomy, he was sufficiently worried to give ground also in politics.
One by one, he dispensedwith prominent reformers in his entourage.

Alexander Yakovlev ceased to be one of Gorbachëv’s regular
consultants after his bruising treatment at the Twenty-Eighth Party
Congress. Yakovlev and Gorbachëv ceased to appear publicly
together. In November, Vadim Bakatin was asked by Gorbachëv to
step down as Minister of Internal Affairs. Gorbachëv also lost his
close party colleague VadimMedvedev. Bakatin and Medvedev had
been constant proponents of the need to take the reforms further
and faster. Then, Eduard Shevardnadze followed. In his case he went
without being pushed; but unlike the others he did not go quietly.
In an emotional speech to the Congress of People’s Deputies on 20
December he declared that, unless Gorbachëv changed his present
course, the country was heading for dictatorship. Thereafter Nikolai
Petrakov,Gorbachëv’s economics adviser, also departed. EvenRyzh-
kov left the political stage, laid low by a heart condition.

Ryzhkov’s job as Chairman of the Cabinet ofMinisters was taken
by Valentin Pavlov, the Minister of Finances. Pavlov was even more
suspicious of reform than Ryzhkov; and the newMinister of Internal
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Affairs was Boris Pugo, whowas known as an advocate of repressive
measures. Gorbachëv’s choice of Gennadi Yanaev, who agreed with
Pavlov and Pugo, as Vice-President of the USSR was another indica-
tion that Shevardnadze’s fears were not entirely misplaced. Further-
more, on 13 January 1991, Soviet special forces in Lithuania stormed
theVilnius television tower. Fifteen peoplewere killed in this flagrant
attempt todeter separatistmovements throughout theUSSR.Gorba-
chëv disclaimed any knowledge of the decision to use force, and the
blame was placed upon officials at the local level.

YetGorbachëv retained his determination to protect the territorial
integrity of the USSR. On 17 March he organized a referendum on
the question: ‘Do you consider necessary the preservation of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics as a renewed federation of equal
sovereign republics in which the rights and freedom of the individual
of any nationality will be guaranteed?’ Gorbachëv’s phrasing made
it difficult for reform-minded citizens to vote against sanctioning
the Union. But in other aspects of public life Gorbachëv was beset
by trouble. Another Russian miners’ strike had broken out days
earlier. In March, furthermore, supporters of Polozkov called an
emergency session of the Russian Congress of People’s Deputies in
a bid to oust Yeltsin; and Gorbachëv, still leaning in the direction
of Pavlov and Pugo, allowed 50,000 Ministry of Internal Affairs
troops to be introduced to the capital to prevent a demonstration
inYeltsin’s favour. For abrief timeMoscowseemednear toupheaval.
But Gorbachëv baulked at the potential violence needed to restore
direct control. He was also impressed by the 200,000 Muscovites
who took the risk of turning out for a rally in support of Yeltsin.
At last – alas, far too late! – Gorbachëv definitively reverted to the
agenda of reform.

A rapprochement with Yeltsin ensued. Gorbachëv and Yeltsin
announced that they would work together with common purpose.
On 23 April a meeting of nine republican leaders was arranged at
Gorbachëv’s dacha at Novo-Ogarëvo to draft a new Union Treaty
that would augment political and economic powers of the govern-
ments of the Soviet republics. The final version was to be signed on
20 August. This tried the patience of Polozkov and his supporters
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beyond their limits, and they vehemently criticized him at theCentral
Committee of the USSR Communist Party on 24–5 April. Their
comments enraged Gorbachëv in turn. At one point he handed in
his resignation as General Secretary; only a petition in his favour
organized by Bakatin and sixty-nine other Central Committee
members persuaded him to stay in office. Polozkov lacked the nerve
to push him out.11 The result was victory for Gorbachëv: the terms
of the proposed Union Treaty were accepted in principle by the
Central Committee. The date of signature was set for 20 August.

A delighted Yeltsin travelled around the RSFSR urging the auto-
nomous republics to ‘take whatever helping of power that you can
gobble up by yourselves’.12When submitting himself to a presidential
election in Russia on 12 June, he won a massive majority. His
running-mate Alexander Rutskoi, an army colonel, became Russian
vice-president. Other prominent associates were Ivan Silaev and
Ruslan Khasbulatov: Silaev was appointed the RSFSR PrimeMinis-
ter and Khasbulatov the Speaker of the Russian Supreme Soviet. On
20 July Yeltsin pressed home his advantage by issuing a decree
banning communist party organizations from keeping offices in
administrative institutions and economic enterprises in Russia. This
so-called ‘de-partization’ was not approved by Gorbachëv; but even
he was exasperated by his party’s resistance to self-reform, and he
arranged for another Party Congress to be held to determine a
permanent strategy.

But Gorbachëv had scarcely any credit left with Soviet society.
The economy was collapsing in every sector. Industrial output fell
by eighteen per cent in 1991, agriculture by seventeen per cent. Even
energy production, whose exports had supplied the backbone of
state revenues in previous years, went down by ten per cent. The
USSR budget deficit was between twelve and fourteen per cent of
gross domestic product whereas it had been only four per cent in
1990. The result was a decline in the government’s ability to sustain
the level of imports of consumer goods. The USSR’s towns and
villages also experienced a shortage in fuel supplies. Consumerswere
further troubled by Pavlov’s decision at last to start raising the prices
for food products in state shops. The result was highly unpleasant
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for a population unaccustomed to overt inflation. Across the year,
it is reckoned, prices in such shops almost doubled.13

The hero of the late 1980s was regularly pilloried by his fellow
Soviet citizens. He was much more popular abroad than at home.
But even in international affairs he was buffeted: when in July 1991
he appealed to the ‘Group of Seven’ leading economic powers in
London for assistance, he received much sympathy but no promise
of a quick loan large enough to give relief to the traumatized Soviet
economy. Gorbachëv’s demeanour appeared to many Soviet citizens
as that of a cap-in-hand beggar. Yeltsin, who urged that Russia
should get up off her knees, gained in popularity.

Several leading colleagues of Gorbachëv had long ago concluded
that the USSR’s domestic chaos and international parlousness
resulted from an excess of reform. Oleg Shenin, who had taken over
the Central Committee Secretariat in the absence of both Gorbachëv
and the physically-ailing Ivashko, called in January 1991 for an
‘end to the careless, anarchic approach’ to party affairs. USSR
Vice-President Gennadi Yanaev talked often about the need for at
least ‘elementary order’ in the country. Oleg Baklanov, Deputy
Chairman of the Defence Council, regretted the arms agreements
made with the USA. Prime Minister Valentin Pavlov at the April
1991Central Committee plenumdemanded the declaration of a state
of emergency on the railways, in the oil and metallurgical industries
and in several whole regions of the USSR. At the Supreme Soviet,
in June, he undermined the Novo-Ogarëvo negotiations by stating
that the sovereignty demanded by the various Soviet republics could
not be unconditional.

Gorbachëv was a tired man, too tired to take full cognizance of
thedangers.HehadoftenheardShevardnadzeandYakovlevwarning
of an imminent coup d’état; yet nothing had ever happened. In late
June 1991, when American Secretary of State James Baker sent
him a message naming Pavlov, Kryuchkov and Yazov as possible
conspirators, Gorbachëv refused to become alarmed, and went off
in early August for an extended vacation in the dacha he had had
built for himself in the Black Sea village of Foros.14

He underrated the extraordinary political discontent he left
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behind. On 23 July 1991 the newspaper Sovetskaya Rossiya, which
had carried Nina Andreeva’s letter in March 1988, published ‘A
Word to the People’ signed by twelve public figures.15 Army generals
Boris Gromov and Valentin Varennikov were among them: Gromov
was First Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs, Varennikov was
Commander of Soviet Ground Forces. Another signatory was Soyuz
leader Yuri Blokhin. Russian nationalists such as the film director
Yuri Bondarëv and writers Alexander Prokhanov and Valentin Ras-
putin were also present. Others included Gennadi Zyuganov
(member of the Politburo of the Russian Communist Party), Vasili
Starodubtsev (chairman of the USSR Peasants’ Union) and Alex-
ander Tizyakov (President of the Association of State Enterprises
and Associations). None was at the peak of public eminence, but all
were major Soviet personages.

Their ‘Word to the People’ railed against current conditions in
the Soviet Union: ‘An enormous, unprecedented misfortune has
occurred. The Motherland, our country, the great state entrusted to
us by history, by nature and by our glorious forebears is perishing,
is being broken up, is being plunged into darkness and oblivion.’16

All citizens were entreated to help to preserve the USSR. A wide
variety of social groups was addressed: workers, managers,
engineers, soldiers, officers, women, pensioners and young people.

No reference was made to Lenin and the October Revolution.
The signatories appealed instead to patriotism and statehood: the
Army, whose feat in vanquishing Nazi Germany was recorded, was
the only institution selected for praise. Nor was any disrespect
shown towards religion. The appeal was explicitly directed equally
at Christians,Muslims and Buddhists.17 Ostensibly, too, the contents
indicated no preference for any particular nation. But out of all
countries and regions of the USSR, only Russia was mentioned as
‘beloved’. And indeed the appeal opened with the following phrase:
‘Dear Russians! Citizens of the USSR! Fellow countrymen!’ Here
was a fusion of Russian and Soviet identities reminiscent of Stalin
in the Second World War. Without saying so, the signatories firmly
trusted that Russians would prove the national group that would
act to save theUSSR from the disaster of the projectedUnionTreaty.
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They had practically written the manifesto for a coup d’état. It is
inconceivable that they were publishing their feelings in the press
without the knowledge of other governmental personages. Gorba-
chëv’s refusal to recognize how things stood was surprising: the only
precaution he took in summer 1991 was to ask Yeltsin informally
to stay in Moscow while the Gorbachëv family took a holiday in
Crimea. Yeltsin was meant to mind the shop, as it were, in the
owner’s absence. Such casualness later gave rise to rumours that
Gorbachëv had secretly been planning to have a pretext to tear up
the deal with Yeltsin. Perhaps he evenwanted a coup to be attempted
so that he might return as the mediator between all the contending
forces. All this is far fetched. The likeliest explanation lies in Gorba-
chëv’s over-confidence. He trusted his fellow ministers because they
were his own appointees. He had out-manoeuvred them year after
year: he simply could not believe that they eventually might dance
rings around him.

And soMikhail andRaisaGorbachëvwent off to enjoy themselves
in Foros with their daughter, son-in-law and two grandchildren.
Every day they walked six kilometres. (Much as he Americanized
his image, Gorbachëv laudably refrained from the practice of TV-
accompanied jogging.) Even on holiday, of course, he was a working
President. In particular, he prepared a speech and an article on the
Union Treaty to be signed on 20 August 1991.

On 18 August his quietude was interrupted, when he was visited
unexpectedly by Shenin, Baklanov,Varennikov andhis ownpersonal
assistant Valeri Boldin. On their arrival he noted that the telephones
at his dacha were not functioning. This was the first sign that a
conspiracy was afoot. His visitors told him that an emergency
situationwould shortly be declared, and that it would be appreciated
ifhewould transferhispowers temporarily toVice-PresidentYanaev.
Baklanov assured him that they would restore order in the country
and that he could subsequently return as President without having
had to carry out the ‘dirty business’ himself. But Gorbachëv was
intransigent. If he had misjudged his collaborators, they had got him
wrong to an equal extent; and he swore at them lustily before sending
them packing.18 Varennikov flew on to Kiev to inform Ukrainian
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political leaders that a state of emergency was being declared and
that Gorbachëv was too ill to stay in charge. Baklanov, Shenin
and Boldin returned to Moscow to confer with the other principal
plotters.

Meanwhile KGB Chairman Kryuchkov and Interior Minister
Pugo had been busy persuading functionaries to join them in the
State Committee for the Emergency Situation. Vice-President
Yanaev, Prime Minister Pavlov and Defence Minister Yazov were
courted strongly. All eventually agreed even though Pavlov and
Yanaev needed preliminary infusions of vodka. Along with them
were Baklanov, Starodubtsev and Tizyakov. Kryuchkov had tried
in vain to get Anatoli Lukyanov, the Supreme Soviet speaker and
Gorbachëv’s friend since their university days, to join them. But at
least Lukyanov handed the plotters an article criticizing the Union
Treaty which could be broadcast by television early next morning;19

he also signalled to the plotters that he would prevent opposition
arising in the Supreme Soviet.

From the night of 18–19 August nothing went right for the
conspiracy. The plan for the creation of a State Committee for
the Emergency Situation was to be announced in the morning.
Explanations were to be sent out to the army, the KGB and the
Soviet communist party. Then the members of the State Committee
were set to appear at a televised press conference. In fact the press
conference was a shambles. Yanaev, while declaring himself Acting
President, could not stop his fingers from twitching. Pavlov was too
drunk to attend. Outlandish incompetence was shown after the
conference. Meetings of public protest were not broken up in the
capital. The Moscow telephone network was allowed to function.
Fax messages could be sent unimpeded. Satellite TV continued to
be beamed into the USSR; foreign television crews moved around
the city unhindered. The tanks sent into the streets contained naı̈ve
young soldiers who were disconcerted by the many bystanders
who asked them why they were agreeing to use force upon fellow
citizens.

The State Committee’s project for a coup d’état had not been
unrealistic. Disillusionment with Gorbachëv in Russia was pervasive
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by summer 1991; order and tranquillity were universally demanded.
Kryuchkov, Yanaev and their associates also had the cunning to
gain popularity by releasing basic consumer products to be sold in
the shops at rock-bottomprices.Moreover, every Soviet citizen knew
that traditional institutions of coercion were at the disposal of the
State Committee: resistance to the attempted coup would require
considerable bravery.

Yet radical politicians showed exactly that quality. The State
Committee had blundered in failing to arrest Yeltsin, Rutskoi, Silaev
and Khasbulatov. Yeltsin, on hearing of the coup, phoned his col-
leagues and prepared a proclamation denouncing the State Commit-
tee as an illegal body and calling for Gorbachëv’s liberation. He also
contacted Pavel Grachëv, Commander of Soviet Airborne-Ground
Forces to request physical protection.20 The State Committee had
erred yet again; for they had put Grachëv in charge of military
operations inMoscowwithout testing his political loyalty.Grachëv’s
refusal to abandon Gorbachëv and Yeltsin was to prove crucial.
Yeltsin got into a car and raced along country roads to the RSFSR
Supreme Soviet building – which was becoming known as theWhite
House – in central Moscow. There he rallied his associates, and a
crowd of tens of thousands began to gather outside. Barricades of
rubble, old trucks and wire were constructed around the building.

Yeltsin’s instincts told him what to do next. Tall and bulky, he
strode out from the White House at one o’clock in the afternoon
and clamberedon tooneof the tanks of theTamanDivision stationed
at the side of the road. From this exposed position the Russian
President announced his defiance of the State Committee. The State
Committee leaders had expected that the merest show of force, with
perhaps only seventy arrests in the capital, would give them victory.
Most of them, including Kryuchkov and Pugo, did not want to be
responsible for a great number of deaths.

Their coup d’état had therefore depended on immediate total
implementation. This scheme had not succeeded. The State Commit-
tee’s sole alternative was to intensify military operations. Above all,
the White House had to be stormed. The suppression of resistance
in Moscow would have the effect of intimidating all the Soviet
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republics into compliance. Unfortunately for the State Committee,
‘Acting President’ Yanaev was already losing his nerve and trying
to avoid trouble. Baklanov, Kryuchkov and Pugo therefore decided
to ignore him and direct their troops against the White House.
Yeltsin, who had for years been well acquainted with the State
Committee leaders, phoned them on a direct line to warn of the
unpleasant international consequences. He also predicted that they
would not be forgiven at home either. But the core of the State
Committee’s membership held firm. Late on 19 August army com-
manders were asked to draw up a plan for the storming of the
Russian White House.

At the same time the Taman Tank Division besieging the building
was talking to Yeltsin’s Vice-President Alexander Rutskoi.21

Yanaev’s will cracked. At a State Committee meeting at 8 p.m. he
ordered that no action should be started against the White House.22

But the State Committee again ignored him, recognizing that any
failure to arrest Yeltsin would bring ruin on themselves. Commands
were given for further troop movements. In the night of 20–21
August tanks moved around the Garden Ring Road of Moscow.
Crowds of citizens tried to block their path; and in an incident near
the White House, three young civilian men – Dmitri Komar, Ilya
Krichevski and Vladimir Usov – were killed.

A violent outcome seemed inevitable as Yeltsin and his associates
got ready to resist an attack on the White House. Weapons were
smuggled inside. The cellist Mtsislav Rostropovich joined Yeltsin
in the building, playing his instrument to stiffen morale. Eduard
Shevardnadze and Alexander Yakovlev arrived to show solidarity.
They all did this in the knowledge that they might not come out
alive. Crowds of Muscovites, mainly youngsters, formed a human
chain around the perimeter of the White House. They had no means
of apprehending that in the early hours of 21 August the State
Committee’s confidence was on the point of collapse. One after
another, themilitary commanders withheld assistance from the State
Committee: even the Alpha Division, which had been ordered to
storm theWhiteHouse, had become uncooperative. Yazov asMinis-
ter of Defence called off the military action; and Kryuchkov – to
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Baklanov’s disdain – refused to seize back control from Yazov.23

By midday on 21 August the sole effective aspect of the State
Committee’s activity was its maintenance of a news black-out on
its decisions. In fact its leaders had decided to terminate the coup,
and at 2.15 p.m. Kryuchkov and three other State Committee
members along with Anatoli Lukyanov boarded a plane for the
south. Their purposewas to plead their case directly withGorbachëv
in Foros. Gorbachëv refused to see most of them, but agreed to a
brief meeting with Lukyanov. Having asked why Lukyanov had not
convened the USSR Supreme Soviet in protest against the State
Committee, Gorbachëv called him a traitor and showed him the
door.24 Yeltsin’s Vice-President Rutskoi, too, hadmeanwhile arrived
at Foros to take custody of the various plotters. Gorbachëv and his
family – including Raisa, who had had a severe collapse of some
kind – immediately returned to Moscow. Kryuchkov and others
were put on the same plane by Rutskoi to ensure that military
sympathizers of the State Committee did not take it into their heads
to fire upon them.25

At four minutes after midnight on 22 August, Gorbachëv stepped
down from the plane at Moscow’s Vnukovo Airport. He came back
to a changed USSR. Yet Gorbachëv refused to lay blame on the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union despite the evidence that many
of its officials had collaborated with the ‘putsch’. He filled some of
the posts of the putschists with figures who were as odious to the
White House’s defenders as the putschists had been. At the funeral
ofKomar,Krichevski andUsov, itwasYeltsin rather thanGorbachëv
whocaptured thepublicmoodbyasking forgivenessof theirbereaved
mothers for not having been able to protect their sons.

On 5 September the Congress of People’s Deputies set up yet
another temporary central authority, the State Council, which com-
prised Gorbachëv and the leaders of those Soviet republics willing
to remain part of the Union.26 Gorbachëv’s resilience was truly
remarkable: both his sense of duty and his will to retain power were
unabated. But the putsch had altered the constellation of politics.
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Moldova had conducted a campaign
of passive resistance to the State Committee of the Emergency
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Situation.Kazakhstan andUkraine had been less forthright in oppos-
ing the Committee, but nevertheless had not co-operated with it.
Only a minority of the USSR’s Soviet republics, notably Turkmeni-
stan, had welcomed the putsch. In the RSFSR, Tatarstan under its
leader Mintimer Shaimiev took a similar position; but most of the
other internal autonomous republics refused to collaborate. When
the putsch failed, even Turkmenistan’s President Niyazov started
again to demand independence for his country.

No State Council would be able to impose central authority to
the previous degree. Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania appealed to the
rest of the world to give them diplomatic recognition; and Yeltsin,
unlike Gorbachëv, had long since supported their right to complete
independence. At last the West gave the three states what they
wanted. Meanwhile the humbling of Gorbachëv continued in Mos-
cow. Having suffered at Gorbachëv’s hands inOctober 1987, Yeltsin
had no reason to be gentle. At any rate he had never been a gracious
victor. When the two of them had appeared together at the Supreme
Soviet of the RSFSR on 23 August, Yeltsin ordered the Soviet
President about as if hewere the junior office-holder.With a peremp-
tory gesture of his hand he rasped out that the recently-compiled
list of the State Committee’s collaborators should be made public:
‘Read them out!’ A doleful Gorbachëv had no choice but to release
the list to the media.

No politician in twentieth-century Russia had effected so stupen-
dous a comeback as Yeltsin. No one was as daring as he. Nor
was anyone luckier. Gorbachëv could easily have finished him off
politically in 1987. Certainly Ligachëv would have done just that.
But Gorbachëv, once he had defeated Yeltsin, showed a degree of
magnanimity which no previous Soviet leader had exhibited towards
vanquished opponents.

Good fortune had blessed Yeltsin several times in his life. Born
in a tiny village in Sverdlovsk province in 1931, he nearly died at his
baptismwhena tipsypriest droppedhim in the font.His grandmother
plucked him out to stop him drowning.27 Young Boris was a rascal.
Once he and his pals played with a hand-grenade they found in the
woods. There was an explosion, and Boris lost two fingers of his
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left hand.28 Yet his personality was irrepressible. His father had been
sentenced to three years of forced labour for criticizing conditions
of construction-site workers in Kazan;29 but the young lad managed
to keep this quiet when he entered the Urals Polytechnical Institute
to train as a civil engineer. A natural athlete, he was quickly picked
for the city’s volleyball team. In the vacations he travelled widely in
Russia despite his poverty by climbing on to train carriage-tops and
taking a free ride. He never lived life by the rules.

On graduating, he worked in the construction industry. In 1968 he
switched careers, joining the Sverdlovsk Province Party Committee
apparatus. Eight years later he was its first secretary, and in 1981
becameaCentralCommitteemember. Sverdlovsk (nowadaysknown
by its pre-revolutionary name,Yekaterinburg) isRussia’s fifth largest
city. Yeltsin was its boisterous leader in the communist party tra-
dition: he ranted and threatened. He broke legal and administrative
procedures to achieve results for his province. He also used charm
and guile. In search of finance for an underground rail-system in
Sverdlovsk, he asked for an audience with Brezhnev and whispered
his case into the ailing General Secretary’s ear. Sverdlovsk obtained
the funds for its metro.30

It was already evident that his style had a populistic streak. In
Sverdlovsk he had turned public ceremonies into carnivals. Whole
families walked in parade on the October Revolution anniversary
and Yeltsin addressed them on the city’s main square. One year on
the eve of the anniversary, when his car swerved into a ditch sixty
kilometres from Sverdlovsk, he bounded over the fields to the nearest
village and commandeered a tractor and a drunken tractor-driver
to get them to the morning parade on time.31 On his transfer to the
capital in 1985 he was already an audacious crowd-pleaser. His
anti-corruption campaign in Moscow made him an object of hatred
among the existing party personnel. But he did not mind about their
criticisms; he understood that his popularity rose every time he was
victimized by the Politburo from 1987. The more dangers he ran,
the better he was liked in ordinary homes.

He had a mercurial personality. As Moscow party chief in
1985–7, hehadbeenabully andhadsackedofficials in their thousands
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without investigation of individual cases. But subsequently the Inter-
Regional Group in the Congress of People’s Deputies since 1990 had
given him an education in consultative procedures, and he learned
how to listen and to act as a member of a team: this was not typical
behaviour for a communist party official.

His apparent goal, after the arrest of the putschists, was the
inception of a combination of democratic politics and capitalist
economy in a Russia unrestrained by the USSR. On 23 August he
suspended the legal status of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union in Russia. Gorbachëv complied by laying down the office of
Party General Secretary. Yeltsin’s pressure was unremitting. On 28
October hemade a lengthy, televised speech to the Russian Congress
of People’s Deputies declaring his intention to implement an eco-
nomic programme based upon the principles of the market. A few
days later, on 6 November, he issued a decree banning the Soviet
communist party altogether. He stipulated, too, that the ministers
of the RSFSR had precedence over those of the USSR; and he
applied a veto on any USSR appointments he disliked. Between 6
and 8 November he announced the composition of his full cabinet.
He himself would be RSFSR prime minister while Yegor Gaidar, a
proponent of laissez-faire economics, would be his FinanceMinister
and a Deputy Prime Minister. It would be a cabinet for drastic
economic reform.

None the less Yeltsin had yet to reveal his purposes about the
USSR. Publicly he denied any wish to break up the Union, and he
accepted the invitation to return to the Novo-Ogarëvo negotiations.
Yet Yeltsin’s aides had been working on contingency plans for
Russia’s complete secession even before the August coup; and sub-
sequently Yeltsin lost no chance to weaken the draft powers of the
Union he was discussing with Gorbachëv. So what did Yeltsin really
want?

Gorbachëv’s proposal was that the USSR should give way to a
‘Union of Sovereign States’. There would still be a single economic
space and a unified military command; there would also be regular
consultations among the republican presidents. Gorbachëv con-
curred that the Union President would not be allowed to dominate
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the others. His despair was such that he offered to step down in
Yeltsin’s favour as Union President if only Yeltsin would agree to
maintain the Union. ‘Let’s talk man to man about this,’ he implored
Yeltsin.32 But Yeltsin was inscrutable. There were reasons for him
to keep his options open. Of special importance was the refusal of
Leonid Kravchuk, the Ukrainian President, to join the discussions.
On 18October,when aTreaty on the EconomicCommonwealth had
been signed, Ukraine declined to send a representative.33 In such a
situation, on 24 November, Yeltsin rejected Gorbachëv’s request to
him and to the other republican leaders to initial the Union Treaty.34

The people of Ukraine, including most of its Russian inhabitants,
were terminally exasperated with Gorbachëv, and on 1 December
they voted for independence in a referendum. The voters cast their
ballots for a variety of reasons. Supporters of radical economic
reformwanted freedom to carry it out fast; opponents of such reform
advocated independence because they, too, wished to be liberated
fromGorbachëv.AndUkrainiannationalists simplywanted indepen-
dence. The result of the referendum was a disaster for the proposed
Union of Sovereign States. Without Ukraine, such a Union was
unrealizable.

Yeltsin arranged an emergency meeting with Ukrainian President
Kravchuk and Shushkevich, Chairman of the Supreme Soviet of
Belarus (as Belorussia now insisted on being called), in the Belovezh-
skaya Pushcha near the Belarusian capital Minsk. On 8 December,
Yeltsin and Kravchuk persuaded Shushkevich to agree to the forma-
tionofaCommonwealthof IndependentStates (CIS), anevenweaker
combination than the very weakened version of the Union lately pro-
posed at Novo-Ogarëvo.35 The Commonwealth would maintain a
unified economic area and unified strategic military forces. But it
would have its central offices not inMoscow but inMinsk, and there
would be no president. The declaration of the three Slavic republics
presented the other republics with a fait accompli. They could either
join theCommonwealth or go it alone.On 21December eight further
Soviet republics assented to membership: Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and
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Uzbekistan. The dissenting republics were the three Baltic states and
Georgia.

Perhaps the Ukrainian referendum was the pretext that Yeltsin
had been waiting for to break up the USSR in line with a basic
hidden strategy. More likely is the possibility that he simply had a
keen wish to get rid of Gorbachëv and to assume unconditional
authority in Moscow. It may also be that, being a very impulsive
leader, he was merely reacting to situations as the mood took him.

What was indisputably clear was that the gamewas up for Gorba-
chëv. If there was not even to be a Union of Sovereign States, he
had no function to discharge except the declaration of his retirement.
He bowed to the inevitable and accepted that the Soviet republics
were about to go their own ways. He did this with a heavy heart,
predicting that the break-up of the Union would lead to military
and political strife as well as economic ruin. But he had fought for
the Union, and lost. On 25 December he gave a short speech on
television. He spoke with simple dignity: ‘I leave my post with
trepidation. But also with hope, with faith in you, in your wisdom
and force of spirit. We are the inheritors of a great civilization, and
now the burden falls on each and every one that it may be resurrected
to a new, modern and worthy life.’36 The USSR would be abolished
at midnight on 31 December 1991.

Intooblivionwouldpass a statewhichhad causedpolitical tremors
abroad by its very existence in the 1920s. A state whose borders
were roughly the same as those of the Russian Empire and whose
population embraced an unparalleled number of nations, religions
and philosophies. A state which had built a mighty industrial base
in the 1930s and had defeated Germany in the Second World War.
A state which became a superpower, matching the USA in military
capacity by the late 1970s.A statewhose political and economic order
had introduced a crucial category of the lexicon of twentieth-century
thought. From the beginning of 1992, that state was no more.



Zhirinovski’s newspaper Liberal ridicules Yeltsin as a saint
leading a truck full of Western products such as Pepsi Cola.
The truck is painted with the sign ‘Market’.
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Power and the Market
(1992–1993)

The Soviet Union had ended not with a bang but with a whimper.
Its communist party, its ideology, its flag and state anthem and
its October Revolution disappeared. All this had occurred with
extraordinary abruptness. Nobody, not even those at the apex of
public power, had had a chance to ponder the general significance
of the events in all their momentousness.

Politics remained volatile; a premium was still placed upon the
swift implementation of fundamental reforms. But in the person of
Yeltsin, Russia had a leader who had always been decisive. After
the Soviet Union’s dismantlement, moreover, he had an incentive to
display this characteristic. Having played a prominent part in the
demise of the old order, he had to show that he could create a better
economy and society. His room for choice in policies was at its
greatest in his first few months of unrivalled power when his popu-
larity was at its peak. The first half of 1992 was crucial for his
prospects. Twomain optionswere discussed by him and his advisers.
The first was for him to call fresh elections so as to obtain an
unequivocal political mandate for economic reform; the second was
to proceed with economic reform in expectation of an eventual
approval at elections to be held later.

Yeltsin selected the second alternative; and on 2 January 1992 he
permitted Gaidar, his First Deputy Prime Minister, to introduce
free-market prices for most goods in the shops of the Russian
Federation. Thus the government gave up its right to fix prices for
consumers. It was a big change of stance. Gaidar indicated that
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‘price liberalization’ would be just the first of a series of reforms
which would include measures to balance the budget, eliminate state
subsidies and privatize virtually the whole economy. A transforma-
tion of industry, agriculture, commerce and finance was heralded.

It is easy to see why Yeltsin selected the second option. Imperious
and impulsive, he had an aversion to Gorbachëv’s procrastinations;
he must also have sensed that the political, economic and national
élites at the centre and in the localities might retain a capacity to
distort the results of any electionhemight at that stage haveordained.
To Yeltsin, economic reform by presidential decree appeared the
surer way to bring about the basic reform he required in the Russian
economy. The choice between the two options was not a straightfor-
ward one; but Yeltsin’s decision to avoid the ballot-box probably
caused more problems for him than it solved. It inclined him to
use peremptory methods of governance which previously he had
castigated. It also compelled him to operate alongside a Russian
Supreme Soviet which had been elected in 1990 and whose majority
was constituted by persons who had little sympathy with his project
to create a full market economy.

Yeltsin and Gaidar made things worse for themselves by refusing
to explain in any detail how they would fulfil their purposes. They
reasoned among themselves that citizens were fed up with the pub-
lication of economic programmes. Yet Gaidar’s reticence induced
widespread suspicion of the government. As prices rose by 245 per
cent in January 1992,1 suspicion gave way to fear. Russians worried
that Gaidar’s ‘shock therapy’ would lead to mass impoverishment.
Moreover, they had been brought up to be proud of the USSR’s
material and social achievements and its status as a superpower.
They were disorientated and humbled by the USSR’s disintegration.
Russians had suddenly ceased to be Soviet citizens, becoming citizens
of whatever new state they lived in; and their bafflement was such
thatwhen they spoke about their country itwas seldomclearwhether
they were referring to Russia or the entire former Soviet Union.

Gaidar appeared on television to offer reassurance to everyone;
but his lecturely style and abstract jargon did not go down well.
Nor did viewers forget that earlier in his career he had been an
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assistant editor of the Marxist-Leninist journal Kommunist. Gaidar
had never experienced material want; on the contrary, he had
belonged to the Soviet central nomenklatura. Even his age – he was
only thirty-five years old – was counted against him: it was thought
that he knew too little about life.

Yeltsin knew of Gaidar’s unappealing image, and endeavoured to
show that the government truly understood the popular unease.
Aided by his speech-writer Lyudmila Pikhoya, he used words with
discrimination. He ceased to refer to the Russian Soviet Federal
Socialist Republic as such; instead he usually called it the Russian
Federation or simply Russia. At the same time he strove to encourage
inter-ethnic harmony. He addressed his fellow citizens not as russkie
(ethnic Russians) but as rossiyane, which referred to the entire
population of the Russian Federation regardless of nationality.2

Whiledenouncing thedestructivenessof sevendecadesof ‘communist
experiment’, he did not criticize Lenin, Marxism-Leninism or the
USSR by name in the year after the abortive August coup. Evidently
Yeltsin wanted to avoid offending the many citizens of the Russian
Federation who were not convinced that everything that had hap-
pened since 1991, or even since 1985, had been for the better.

The Russian President eschewed the word ‘capitalism’ and spoke
in favour of a ‘market economy’.3 It would also have been impolitic
for Yeltsin to recognize that the USA and her allies had won a
victory over Russia: he refrained from mentioning ‘the West’ as
such; his emphasis fell not on the East-West relationship but on
Russia’s new opportunities to join ‘the civilized world’.4

Yeltsin towered above his team of ministers in experience. This
was inevitable. The most illustrious ex-dissenters were unavailable.
Sakharov was dead. Solzhenitsyn insisted on finishing his sequence
of novels on theRussian revolutionary period before hewould return
home. Roy Medvedev’s reputation had been ruined by his role as
adviser to Lukyanov, a collaborator of the putschists. In any case,
the veteran dissenters – including the less prominent ones – adapted
poorly to open politics: their personalities were more suited to
criticizing institutions than to creating them. Yeltsin retained some
of Gorbachëv’s more radical supporters. After the August coup,
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with Yeltsin’s encouragement, Gorbachëv had brought back Shev-
ardnadze as Soviet Foreign Minister and Bakatin as chairman of
the KGB, and these two stayed on with Yeltsin for a while. But
Shevardnadze went off to Georgia in 1992 to become its President,
and Bakatin resigned after the dissolution of the USSR.5

Necessarily the team around Yeltsin and Gaidar consisted of
obscure adherents: Gennadi Burbulis, Anatoli Chubais, Andrei
Kozyrev, Oleg Lobov, Alexander Shokhin, Sergei Shakhrai and
Yuri Skokov. Most of them were in their thirties and forties, and
few expected to hold power for long. Only Vice-President Rutskoi
and the Speaker in the Russian Supreme Soviet Khasbulatov had
previously held influential posts. Rutskoi was contemptuous of
the youthful ministers, calling them ‘young boys in pink shorts
and yellow boots’.6

But the young boys shared Yeltsin’s enthusiasm to effect change.
The fact that they assumed that their tenure of office was temporary
made them determined to make a brisk, ineradicable impact. What
they lacked in experience theymade up for in zeal. Yeltsin was raring
to give them their opportunity. Where Gorbachëv had feared to
tread, Yeltsin would boldly go. Having seized the reins of Great
Russia’s coach and horses, he resolved to drive headlong along a
bumpy path. Yeltsin saw himself as the twentieth-century Peter the
Great, tsar and reformer.7 Those who knew their eighteenth-century
history trembled at the comparison. Peter the Great had pummelled
his country into the ground in consequence of his dream to turn
Russia into a European power and society. Would Yeltsin do the
same in pursuit of an economic transformation approved by the
International Monetary Fund?

Yeltsin and his cabinet knew that the old communist order had
not entirely disappearedwith the USSR’s abolition. TheCommunist
Party of the Soviet Union had vanished; Marxism-Leninism and the
October Revolution were discredited. But much else survived from
the Soviet period. The Russian Supreme Soviet contained a large
rump which hated Yeltsin. The local political and economic élites,
too, operated autonomously of Moscow; they worked with criminal
gangs to promote their common interests as the market economy
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began to be installed. In the internal non-Russian republics of the
RSFSR the leaderships talked up nationalist themes and gained local
support.

The methods of communism were used by Yeltsin to eradicate
traces of the communist epoch. He rarely bothered with the sanction
of the Supreme Soviet, and he visited it evenmore rarely. He confined
deliberations on policy to a small circle of associates. These included
notonlyGaidarandhisbright fellowministersbutalsohisbodyguard
chief Alexander Korzhakov (who was his favourite drinking mate
after a day’s work). He sacked personnel whenever and wherever
his policies were not being obeyed. In provinces where his enemies
still ruled he introduced his own appointees to bring localities over to
his side. He called them variously his ‘plenipotentiaries’, ‘representa-
tives’, ‘prefects’ and – eventually – ‘governors’. These appointees
were empowered to enforce his will in their respective provinces. In
the guise of a President, Yeltsin was ruling like a General Secretary
– and indeed with less deference to ‘collective leadership’!8

To his relief, price liberalization did not lead to riots on the
streets. The cost of living rose; but initiallymost people had sufficient
savings to cope: years of not being able to buy things in Soviet shops
meant that personal savings kept in banks were still large. Although
Yeltsin’s popularity had peaked in October 1991,9 there was no
serious rival to him for leadership of the country. He intended to
make full use of his large latitude for the strategic reorientation of
the economy. Nor did the industrial and agricultural directors object
strongly to his proposals. For they quickly perceived that the liberali-
zation of prices would give them a wonderful chance to increase
enterprise profits and, more importantly, their personal incomes.
Politicians from the Soviet nomenklatura, furthermore, had long
been positioning themselves to take advantage of the business oppor-
tunities that were becoming available.10

Confidently Yeltsin and Gaidar proceeded to further stages of
economic reform. The two most urgent, in their estimation, were
the privatization of enterprises and the stabilization of the currency.
The first of these was to be privatization. Its overseer was to be
Anatoli Chubais, who was Chairman of the State Committee for
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the Management of State Property. His essential task was to put
himself out of a job by transferring state enterprises to the private
sector.

Chubais published projects on the need to turn factories, mines
and kolkhozes into independent companies, and seemed to be about
to facilitate the development of ‘popular capitalism’. But the crucial
question remained: who was to own the companies? In June 1992,
Chubais introduced a systemof ‘vouchers’, whichwould be available
to the value of 10,000 roubles per citizen andwhich could be invested
in the new companies at the time of their creation. He also enabled
those employed by any particular company, whether they were
workers or managers, to buy up to twenty-five per cent of the shares
put on the market; and further privileges would be granted to them
if they should wish to take a majority stake in the company. But
Chubais’s success was limited. At a time of rapid inflation, 10,000
roubles was a minuscule grant to individual citizens; and the facilita-
tion of internal enterprise buy-outs virtually guaranteed that man-
agers could assume complete authority over their companies; for
very few workers were in a mood to struggle with their managers:
strikes were small scale and few.11

Chubais and Gaidar had ceded ground because the economic and
social forces ranged against the government were too strong. The
administrative élite of the Soviet period remained in charge of fac-
tories, kolkhozes, shops and offices. In particular, twenty-two per
cent of the Russian Congress of People’s Deputies had come from
the highest echelons of party and governmental agencies of the
USSR; thirty-six per cent were officials of a middling level; and
twenty-one per cent were drawn from local political and economic
management.12 Although about a quarter of deputies in early 1992
were committed to basic reforms, there was a drift into the embrace
of the thirteen anti-reformist caucuses in the Russian Supreme Soviet
in the course of the year.

Outside the Congress, furthermore, several dozens of parties had
recently been formed. Lobbying organizations emerged to increase
the pressure on the government. Trade unions of workers had little
influence. Only the miners caused trepidation to ministers – and
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even miners did not bring them to heel. But directors of energy,
manufacturing and agricultural companies were more effective in
pressurizing Yeltsin. Their lobbyists were men who had walked the
corridors of power before the end of the USSR. Most famous
of them was Arkadi Volsky, who headed the Russian Union of
Industrialists and Entrepreneurs. Another was Viktor Chernomyr-
din, chairman of the vast state-owned gas company known as
Gazprom. Even more remarkable was the decision of the Agrarian
Union to choose Vasili Starodubtsev as their leader despite his
having been imprisoned for belonging to the State Committee of the
Emergency Situation inAugust 1991. Throughout the first sixmonths
of 1992 such lobbyists raised the spectre of economic collapse if
existing enterprises were allowed to go to the wall.

They proved willing to bargain with Chubais. Their basic
demand was that if the government was going to insist on the de-
nationalization of companies, this should be done without ending
state subsidies and without threatening the immediate interests of
the directors or workers. It was only when Chubais gave way on
this that the Supreme Soviet ratified his programme of privatization
on 11 June. This was the last success of the radical economic
reformers for a year.13 They knew that they had made compromises.
But their rationale was that they had introduced enough capitalism
to ensure that the members of the old Soviet nomenklatura would
not permanently be able to shield themselves from the pressures of
economic competition.14 Market relationships, they trusted, would
eventually entail that the previous cosy relationships within whole
sectors of industry, agriculture, finance, transport and trade would
break down. Thus a revived Russian capitalism would consign the
communist order to oblivion.

Rutskoi and Khasbulatov thought otherwise and aimed to con-
tinue stymieing Chubais’s programme. Frommidsummer 1992, both
cast themselves in the semi-open role of opponents ofYeltsin.Usually
they took care to criticize him by castigating Gaidar. But it was
primarily Yeltsin whom they sought to harm.

Yeltsin gave ground to the preferences of Rutskoi and Khasbula-
tov. In May he had promoted Chernomyrdin, Gazprom’s chairman,
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to the post of Energy Minister. In July Yeltsin appointed Viktor
Gerashchenko as head of the Central Bank of Russia. Whereas
Gaidar wanted to decelerate inflation by restricting the printing of
paper roubles, Gerashchenko expanded the credit facilities of the
great companies. Inflation accelerated. Yet the public heaped the
blame not on Gerashchenko but on Gaidar. In June Yeltsin had
made him Acting Prime Minister in order to stress that economic
reforms would somehow continue. But vehement hostility to Gaidar
remained in the Russian Supreme Soviet, which rejected Yeltsin’s
subsequent recommendation that Gaidar should be promoted to the
post of PrimeMinister. In December, Yeltsin yielded to the Supreme
Soviet and instead nominated Chernomyrdin to the premiership. On
5 January 1993 Chernomyrdin introduced a limit on the rates of
profit on several goods – and some of these goods also had govern-
mental price controls applied to them. Rutskoi and Khasbulatov
were delighted.

They had plentiful reason to think that Yeltsin had been given a
shock that would permanently deter him. Disenchantment with him
was spreading throughout society in 1992. Food production was
only nine per cent down on the previous year;15 but the funds of the
government were so depleted that most kolkhozes were unpaid
for their deliveries to the state purchasing agencies.16 Industrial
production continued to fall. Output in the same year was down by
eighteen per cent on 1991.17 Inflation was 245 per cent in January.18

Whereas kolkhozniki could survive by means of their private plots
and sales of their surplus products at the urban markets, workers
and office employees were hard pressed unless they had nearby
dachas where they could grow potatoes and vegetables. Some folk
simply cut out a patch of land on the outskirts of towns to cultivate
produce or keep rabbits, pigs or even cows.

Others moonlighted from their jobs, selling cigarettes at Metro
stations. Factories, mines and offices no longer asserted work-
discipline: like the kolkhozes, they frequently lacked funds to pay
their workers; and, being unable to maintain regular production,
they no longer needed everyone to be on site in working hours.
Pensioners eked out a living similarly. Many of them queued for
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hours in shops to buybasic products and to sell themon the pavement
at double the price to busy passers-by.

The economy was reverting to ancient techniques of barter.
Foreignerswere astounded by the adaptiveness of ordinaryRussians;
but this was because they had taken too much account of official
Soviet propaganda. Petty thefts from enterprises had been an estab-
lished way of life in the USSR: grocery-shop counter staff kept back
thebest sausages;bookshopsalespeople secreted themost sensational
books; factory workers went home with spanners and screwdrivers.
Such prized acquisitions could be traded among friends. Capitalism
had not existed in the Soviet Union since the 1920s; but personal
commerce had never been eliminated. Under Yeltsin, the attempt
was no longer made to harass those who tried, legally or even
illegally, to gain a few little luxuries in an economy where such
luxurieswere in constant deficit. Themilitiamight occasionally clear
the streets of pedlars, but this was usually in order to receive the
bribes that were their method of surviving on inadequate wages.

Such trading was one thing; it was much harder to kick-start a
market economy into motion on a larger scale. For most people, the
replacement of communism with capitalism was most obviously
manifested in the tin kiosks erected in all towns and cities. The
goods they sold were a curious assortment: soft-drinks, alcohol,
bracelets, watches, Bibles, pens and pornographic magazines. The
kiosks also got hold of goods of domestic provenance which were
in chronic under-supply such as razors, flowers and apples. At first
there was a flood of imports, but Russian enterprises became active
in production, often presenting their goods in fictitious foreign
packaging (includingallegedlynon-Russianvodka). Priceswerehigh,
profits large.

And so popular disgruntlement grew even though the kiosks’
operations were helping to end the perennial shortage of products.
Poverty of the most dreadful kind was widespread. Tent-settlements
of the homeless sprang up even in Moscow. Beggars held out their
hands in the rain and snow. Most of them were frail pensioners,
orphans and military invalids. Without charitable donations from
passers-by they faced starvation. The incidence of homelessness
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increased. Meanwhile everyone – not only the poor – suffered from
the continuing degradation of the environment. In areas of heavy
industry such as Chelyabinsk, the rise in respiratory and dermatolo-
gical illnesses was alarming. Spent nuclear fuel was casually emitted
into the White Sea. Not since the Second World War had so many
citizens of Russia felt so lacking in care by the authorities. The old,
the poor and the sick were the victims of the governmental economic
programme.

Virtually everyonewhohada job, however, kept it.The exceptions
were the soldiers of the Soviet Army who were being brought back
from the garrisons of Eastern Europe since 1990, and many were
compelled to retire from service. Conditions were often dire for
those who remained in the armed forces. The state construction of
housing blocks had more or less ceased, and in the worst cases,
public lavatories were requisitioned as military residences. Through
1992, too, contingents of the Soviet Army were divided among the
newly-independent statesof theCIS andaRussianArmywas formed.

Russian Army contingents, however, were located not only in
Russia but across the entire former Soviet Union, and uncertainty
persisted as to what should be done with them. In Moscow, crowds
gathered daily outside the Lenin Museum off Red Square protesting
at the USSR’s dismemberment. Stalinists, Russian nationalists and
monarchists mingled. There was even a man with a huge billboard
offering all and sundry a cheap cure for AIDs. This congregation
was menacing, but also a little ridiculous: its dottiness outdid its
activism. But its members were nostalgic for the Soviet Union, for
orderliness and for Russian pride and power that was echoed amidst
the population of the Russian Federation. Naturally this feeling was
strongest among ethnic Russians. They constituted eighty-two per
cent of the Russian Federation,19 and many of them worried about
the potential fate of relatives and friends now living in what were
formally foreign countries.

They worried, too, about the situation in Russia. Not since the
Second World War had life been so precarious. By the mid-1990s
the life expectancy of Russian males had fallen to fifty-nine years
and was still falling. Alcohol abuse was widespread. But most
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problems faced bymost citizens were beyond their control: declining
health care; the pollution and lack of industrial safety standards;
and the fall in average family income. Even those people who had
jobs were not always paid. Salary and wages arrears became a
national scandal.

In other ways, too, life was precarious. As the criminal and
governmental organizations got closer, the use of direct violence
became commonplace. Several politicians and investigative journal-
istswere assassinated. Entrepreneurs organized the ‘contract killings’
of their entrepreneurial rivals; and elderly tenants of apartments in
central city locations were beaten up if they refused to move out
when property companies wished to buy up their blocks. Criminality
was pervasive in the development of the Russian market economy.
Governmental officials at the centre and in the localities were rou-
tinely bribed. The police were utterly venal. Russian generals sold
their equipment to thehighestbidder, sometimes even toanti-Russian
Chechen terrorists. Illicit exports of nuclear fuels and preciousmetals
were made; the sea-ports of Estonia were especially useful for this
purpose. Half the capital invested abroad by Russians had been
transferred in contravention of Russian law. The new large-scale
capitalists were not demonstrably keen to invest their profits in their
own country.

And so Russia did not build up its economic strength as quickly
as neighbouring Poland and Czechoslovakia; and its legal order was
a shambles. Sergei Kovalëv, the Russian government’s human rights
commissioner, was increasingly isolated fromministers. The Consti-
tutional Court retained a degree of independence from the President,
but generally the goal of a law-based stateprovedelusive.Everywhere
there was uncertainty. Arbitrary rule was ubiquitous, both centrally
and locally. Justice was unenforceable. The rouble depreciated on
a daily basis. It appeared to Russian citizens that their entire way
of existence was in flux. On the streets they were bargaining with
American dollars. At their kiosks theywere buyingGerman cooking-
oil, French chocolate and British alcohol. In their homes they were
watching Mexican soap-operas and American religious evangelists.
A world of experience was being turned upside-down.
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Norwere theproblemsofRussians confined to theRussianFedera-
tion. Twenty-five million people of Russian ethnic background lived
in other states of the former Soviet Union. In Tajikestan (as its
government now spelled its name), the outbreak of armed inter-clan
struggle amongst the Tajik majority induced practically all Russian
families to flee for their lives back to Russia. In Uzbekistan the local
thugs stole their cars and pushed them out of prominent jobs. In
Estonia there was discussion of a citizenship law which would
have deprived resident Russians of political rights. Large pockets of
Russians lived in areas where such intimidation was not quite so
dramatic: north-westernKazakhstanandeasternUkrainewereprime
examples.ButRussians indeedhadadifficult time in several successor
states in the former Soviet Union.

Yeltsin hinted that he might wish to expand Russia at the expense
of the other former Soviet republics, but foreign criticism led him
to withdraw the remark. Other politicians were not so restrained.
Vladimir Zhirinovski, who had contested the 1991Russian presiden-
tial elections against Yeltsin, regarded the land mass south to the
Indian Ocean as the Russian sphere of influence. Widely suspected
of being sheltered by the KGB, Zhirinovski’s Liberal-Democratic
Party had been the first officially-registered non-communist political
party under Gorbachëv; and Zhirinovski had supported the State
Committee of the Emergency Situation in August 1991. His regret
at the USSR’s collapse was shared by communist conservatives who
obtained a decision from the Constitutional Court in November
1992 allowing them to re-found themselves under the name of the
Communist Party of the Russian Federation. Its new leader Gennadi
Zyuganovandhis colleagues cutback its ideologyof internationalism
and atheism while maintaining a commitment to the memory of
Lenin and even Stalin.

The threat to Yeltsin came from such self-styled patriots.
Unequivocal advocacy of liberal political principles became rarer.
Several prominent critics of authoritarianism fell into disrepute: the
most notable example was Gavriil Popov, mayor of Moscow, who
resigned in 1992 after accusations were made of financial fraud.
Sergei Stankevich, who had seemed the embodiment of liberalism,
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became gloomier about the applicability of Western democratic
traditions to Russia – and he too was charged with being engaged
in fraudulent deals. The few leading surviving liberals such as Galina
Starovoitova and Sakharov’s widow Yelena Bonner were voices
crying in the wilderness.

Russian politicswere gradually becomingmore authoritarian; and
Yeltsin’s shifting policy towards Russia’s internal republics reflected
this general development despite the amicable signature of a Federal
Treaty in March 1992. Chechnya had been a sore point since its
president, Dzhokar Dudaev, had declared its independence in Nov-
ember 1991. Tatarstan, too, toyed with such a project. Several other
republics – Bashkortostan, Buryatiya, Karelia, Komi, Sakha (which
had previously been known as Yakutia) and Tuva – insisted that
their local legislation should take precedence over laws and decrees
introduced by Yeltsin. North Osetiya discussed the possibility of
unification with South Osetiya despite the fact that South Osetiya
belonged toalready independentGeorgia.Yeltsin alsohad tocontend
with regionalist assertiveness in the areas inhabited predominantly
by Russians. In summer 1993 his own native region, Sverdlovsk,
briefly declared itself the centre of a so-called Urals Republic.20

Yeltsin, the man who had urged the republics to assert their
prerogatives against Gorbachëv, asserted the prerogatives of ‘the
centre’. Taxes would be exacted. No separatist tendencies would be
tolerated: the frontiers of ‘Russia’ were non-infringible. National,
ethnic and regional aspirations were to be met exclusively within
the framework of subordination to the Kremlin’s demands. A firm
central authority needed to be reimposed if the disintegration of the
Russian state was to be avoided during the implementation of
economic reforms.

Furthermore, Yeltsin did not intend to go on giving way to the
demands of Rutskoi, Khasbulatov and the Russian Supreme Soviet.
He tried to shunt Vice-President Rutskoi out of harm’s way by
assigning him agriculture as his legislative responsibility just as
Gorbachëv had got rid of Ligachëv in 1989. There was less that
could be done about Khasbulatov, the Supreme Soviet Speaker, who
gave plenty of parliamentary time to deputies who opposed Gaidar’s
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monetarist economic objectives.21 But at least Yeltsin prevented
Chernomyrdin, thePrimeMinister sinceDecember1992, fromadopt-
ing policies still closer to those advocated by Khasbulatov. Yeltsin
insisted that Chernomyrdin should accept Gaidar’s associate Boris
Fëdorov as Minister of Finances; and the cabinet was compelled, at
Yeltsin’s command, to adhere to Chubais’s programme of privatiza-
tion.Yeltsinwasbidinghis timeuntil he could reinforce the campaign
for a full market economy.

To outward appearances he was in trouble. His personal style of
politics came in for persistent criticism from the newspapers and
from the large number of political parties which had sprung up. For
example, it was claimed that Russia was governed by a ‘Sverdlovsk
Mafia’. Certainly Yeltsin was operating like a communist party boss
appointing his clientele to high office; and he steadily awarded
himself the very perks and privileges he had castigated before 1991.
He was chauffeured around in a limousine and his wife no longer
queued in the shops. He founded his own select tennis club: he
seemed ever more secluded from other politicians in the country.22

Yet Yeltsin made a virtue of this by stressing that he would always
ignore the brouhaha of party politics. Like Nicholas II and Lenin,
he habitually denounced politicking. Yeltsin had backed Gaidar in
1991-2, but not to the point of forming a party with him. He was a
politician apart and intended to remain so. Moreover, the great
blocks of economic and social interests in Russia had not yet
coalesced into a small number of political parties. The problem was
no longer the existence of a single party but of too many parties.
The distinctions between one party and another were not very clear;
their programmes were wordy and obscure and the parties tended
to be dominated by single leaders. The far-right Liberal-Democratic
Party was described in its official handouts as ‘the Party of Zhirinov-
ski’.23 Russia had not yet acquired a stable multi-party system, and
this circumstance increased Yeltsin’s freedom of manoeuvre.

In March 1993 the Russian Supreme Soviet provided him with the
kind of emergency in which he thrived by starting proceedings
for his impeachment. Yeltsin struck back immediately, and held a
referendum on his policies on 25 April 1993. Fifty-nine per cent of
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the popular turn-out expressed confidence in Yeltsin as president.
Slightly less but still a majority – fifty-three per cent – approved of
his economic policies.24 Yeltsin drew comfort from the result, but
not without reservations; for fifty per cent of those who voted were
in favour of early presidential elections: not an unambiguous pat on
the back for the existing president. Yet in general terms he had gained
a victory: his policies were supported despite the unpleasantness they
were causing to somanypeople.UndoubtedlyYeltsin hadoutflanked
the Supreme Soviet; he could now, with reinforced confidence, claim
to be governing with the consent of voters.

The trouble was that he would still need to rule by decree in
pursuit of a fuller programme of economic reform leading to a
market economy. Furthermore, Rutskoi and Khasbulatov were
undaunted by the referendum. They still had strong support in a
Supreme Soviet which could thwart the introduction of any such
programme; they couldalsouse the SupremeSoviet topreventYeltsin
from calling early political elections. The result was a stalemate.
Both sides agreed that Russia needed a period of firm rule; but there
was irreconcilabledisagreementaboutpolicies, andeach side accused
the other of bad faith in their negotiations.

Characteristically itwasYeltsinwho took the initiative inbreaking
the stalemate. He plotted simply to disperse the Supreme Soviet,
hold fresh parliamentary elections and propose a new Russian Con-
stitution to the electorate. The plan was his own, and he approached
his military and security ministers about it at the last moment in
summer 1993. Chernomyrdin was on a trip to the USA when the
discussions were held, and was told of them only upon his return.25

Yeltsin planned to lock the Supreme Soviet deputies out of theWhite
House. But he had made no allowance for his plan being leaked to
Rutskoi and Khasbulatov. At least this is the kinder interpretation
of his activity; the other possibility is that he was out to provoke a
violent showdown with his adversaries and therefore wanted them
to knowof his intentions.26What is beyond dispute is that he flaunted
his intention to resume the government’s campaign for a market
economy; for on 18 September he pointedly brought back Yegor
Gaidar as First Deputy Prime Minister.27
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In any case, when on 21 September the President duly issued his
Decree No. 1400, Rutskoi and Khasbulatov were ready for him.
Together with hundreds of Supreme Soviet deputies, they barricaded
themselves inside the White House: they had arms, food and a
determination to topple Yeltsin. Immediately Yeltsin, hero of the
peaceful defence of the White House in August 1991, ordered his
Defence Minister Grachëv to lay siege to the same building. In fact
there continued to bemuch entering and leaving of theWhite House,
and the White House’s defenders attracted a group of prominent
enragés to their side, including Albert Makashov, Vladislav Achalov
and Viktor Anpilov. Makashov and Achalov were army generals
who had long wanted Yeltsin deposed by fair means or foul; Anpilov
had founded a Russian Communist Workers’ Party which rejected
Zyuganov’s Communist Party of the Russian Federation as being
altogether too respectable. A violent outcome was not inevitable,
but neither side was greatly predisposed towards reconciliation.

Rutskoi and Khasbulatov had become hostile to any compromise
with Yeltsin and by now thought of themselves as protectors of
parliament and legality; and indeed Yeltsin’s act of dispersal was a
breach of the limits of his constitutional authority.28 Yeltsin for his
part affirmed that the parliament had been elected in 1990 whereas
he had put his policies to a referendum in April 1993. The country’s
government, he added, should not be held permanently in abeyance
becauseof theperpetual stalematebetweenpresident andparliament.

Doubtless most citizens of the Russian Federation would have
preferred a compromise. But it was not to be. Rutskoi, cheered by
the crowd of supporters outside the White House, thought that a
popularmajoritywasonhis side;hedeclaredhimselfActingPresident
and announced that Achalov was his Defence Minister: it did not
occur to him that this was bound to throw a wavering Grachëv into
the arms of Yeltsin. On Sunday, 3 October,Makashov’s armed units
tried to storm the Ostankino TV station in Moscow, and Rutskoi
recklessly urged the crowd outside the White House to march on
the Kremlin. Yeltsin resorted to direct armed action. In the early
hours of 4 October, he and Chernomyrdin pushed Grachëv into
retaking theWhiteHouse.29 A gaping holewas blasted in the building
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before Rutskoi, Khasbulatov and their supporters would concede
defeat. They were arrested and detained in the same Sailors’ Rest
Prison where several of the August 1991 plotters were still being
held.

These ‘October Events’ were quickly exploited by Yeltsin, who
sanctioned further steps towards the construction of a market
economy. According to an optimistic calculation, average personal
incomes had recovered by the end of 1994 to a level only ten per
cent lower than they had held in 1987.30 Privatization of companies,
under Chubais’s direction, proceeded apace. By the end of 1994 two
fifths of the working population in the Russian Federation were
employed by private enterprises.31 Shops, stalls and street-vendors
began to offer a variety of consumer products not seen on open sale
for over six decades. Even more remarkable was what happened in
the bakeries. The need to secure cheap basic foodstuffs for the towns
had troubled governments in the Russian capital throughout the
century. The question of grain supplies had been the touchstone of
every ruler’s claim to efficient governance. Yeltsin put his confidence
on parade: in the last quarter of 1993 the remaining price controls
on consumer products were lifted; in particular, bakeries were at
last permitted to charge what they wanted for bread.

Not everything went his way. Gross domestic product in 1993 fell
by twelve per cent over 1992.32 And although there was a rise in
general comfort in Moscow, things were much more unpleasant in
most other cities, towns and villages. To some extent, the fault did
not lie with Yeltsin’s government. He had taken office with the
expectation that theWestern powerswould provide finance to enable
him to set up a ‘stabilization fund’. Such a fund would have been
of important assistance during the period of transition to a market
economy: itwouldhavehelpedboth to sustain social-securitybenefits
and to make the rouble freely convertible into the world’s other
currencies. The Western powers, however, were impressed more
by the limitations than the achievements of the Russian economic
reforms.

Such limitations were considerable. Massive state subsidy was
retained for the gas and oil industries; the fact that Prime Minister
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Chernomyrdin remainedon friendly termswithhis former colleagues
in Gazprom made it unlikely that the subsidy would quickly be
withdrawn. The kolkhozes, despite having been turned into private
economic organizations of one kind or another, were another sector
which continued to receive easy credit from the government. Minis-
ters also refrained from introducing the long-awaited legislation on
land privatization. Furthermore, there were persistent constraints
upon entrepreneurial activity. The government did precious little to
impose the rule of law. Businessmen did not have the predictable
framework for their operations which they craved. The powers
given to local administrations to grant or withhold trading licences
impeded the emergence of an untrammelled market economy.

Yetmuch had been achieved under the premiership ofChernomyr-
din, and Yeltsin acted to maximize his political advantage after the
‘October Events’ by arranging national and local elections and a
constitutional referendum. The arrest of his Vice-President and
Speaker removed his two most awkward antagonists from conten-
tion, and seemed to leave him free to devise a strategy unimpeded
by considerations of compromisewith the Supreme Soviet. He aimed
toendorse thenewly-formedpolitical partyofYegorGaidar,Russia’s
Choice (Vybor Rossii); his favoured option was to go for a more
drastic economic reform than Chernomyrdin approved. But Yeltsin
had reckoned without the widespread revulsion caused by his action
on the White House. The ‘October Events’ were an unsolicited gift
to those of his opponents who claimed that he was violent and
unpredictable.

Yet despite its roughness and imperfections, this was the first
Russian parliamentary election where nearly all political parties
could operate freely. The problem was that Russia still had a super-
fluity of parties, and it made sense for electoral pacts to be formed
among them. Russia’s Choice led a block committed to rapid
economic liberalization. The Yabloko (‘Apple’) block favoured a
somewhat slackened pace of change and a retention of subsidies for
state-owned industry. There were also three blocks which brought
together communist sympathizers; these were led respectively by the
Communist Partyof theRussianFederation itself andby theAgrarian
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Party and Women of Russia. Others stayed outside all blocks.
Chief among these was the Liberal-Democratic Party, whose leader
Vladimir Zhirinovski insisted that only his organization was not
somehow linked to ‘the authorities’.

A bias in Gaidar’s favour was recognizable in both the amount
and the content of central TV reportage. This was important; for
rallies were few, posters were flimsy and unplentiful, newspapers
were delivered intermittently and the local networks of the parties
were patchy. Citizens got most of their information from their
television sets. Yeltsin left nothing to chance: he even issued an
instruction that no political broadcast could be made on television
that referred critically to the draft Constitution.

Seemingly he obtained most of what he wanted. His Constitution
draft secured the necessary approval of the electorate, albeit by a
narrow majority. This meant that Yeltsin had virtually unrestricted
authority to appoint his prime minister, to prorogue parliament and
rule by decree. The static warfare between parliament and president
appeared unlikely to recur. The new parliament was to be renamed
the Federal Assembly. This Assembly would be bi-cameral: the first
chamber was the State Duma, the second was the Council of the
Federation. And the Council of the Federation, being constituted by
leading figures in the legislatures and administrations of the republics
and provinces, would be heavily influenced by the President’s wishes
and would act as a check upon the State Duma. Of the 450 seats in
theStateDuma, furthermore,halfwereelectedby local constituencies
and half by national party lists. This system was designed to limit
the ability of local political élites, especially those of a communist
orientation, to resist the brave capitalist boys of Tsar Boris.

But not everything went well for Yeltsin. There had been signs of
problems during the electoral campaign. In particular, Gaidar, a
stilted public speaker at the best of times, was out of his depth. His
pudgy, shiny face had never endeared itself to most voters and
his language was as incomprehensible as ever; and even Yeltsin,
appealing at the last moment for a vote in favour of his proposed
Constitution and his preferred parties, looked uncomfortable in his
addresses to the public on television.
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By contrast Zhirinovski, having conjured up funds to buy time
on the broadcast media, showed panache. He was the only politician
who could speak the language of the man and woman in the street.
His vulgar aggressiveness appealed to those Russian citizens who
had suffered from the effects of Yeltsin’s policies, especially the
provincial industrial workers, the middle aged and the serving
officers. Zhirinovski was not the only threat to Yeltsin’s plans.
There was also Zyuganov and the Communist Party of the Russian
Federation. Zyuganov was an unprepossessing speaker and a writer
of some of the stodgiest prose in the Russian language. And yet like
Zhirinovski, he exposed the political and economic dislocation that
hadoccurred in1991.His charismawasnegligible; buthis party stood
well with those sections of the electorate which were discomfited by
Russia’s separation from the former USSR, her decline in global
power and her inability to guarantee general material well-being.

The surge of support for Yeltsin’s adversaries was hidden by the
ban on the divulgence of public-opinion surveys in the last weeks of
the electoral campaign. But the talk in Moscow on 15 December,
when voters went to the polls in the mildly snowyweather, indicated
that Yeltsin was in trouble. Although he won sanction for the
Constitution, he was troubled by the other results. To his conster-
nation, the State Duma contained sixty-four deputies from the
Liberal-Democratic Party and 103 from the block led by the Com-
munist Party of the Russian Federation under Gennadi Zyuganov.
Russia’s Choice supplied only seventy deputies. There had been
much unfair manipulation before voting day and probably there
was downright fraud in the counting of the votes; but still the results
were compiled with a sufficient degree of fairness for a snub to be
delivered to Boris Yeltsin.
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The Lowering of Expectations
(1994–1999)

Yeltsin had adopted democratic ideas late in life and in a superficial
fashion. The electorate’s unhappiness with the results of his reforms
quickly induced him to go back tomore authoritarian habits. Surveys
of popular opinion in the early 1990s made depressing reading for
him and his government. Citizens of the Russian Federation had
started by welcoming political democracy and being willing for
market economics to be given a try.1 As real average incomes went
into steep decline, people resented the top stratum of an elite which
had become rich and powerful beyond the wildest dreams of official-
dom under communism. As Yeltsin’s popularity waned, so nostalgia
grew for the safe and stable conditions remembered from the years
before 1985. Brezhnev’s rule began to be recalled with enthusiasm.2

The disintegration of the USSR was regretted. People were be-
wildered by the denigration of military, economic and cultural
achievements of the Soviet period. The floor was giving way beneath
the Kremlin reformers, and Yeltsin found it difficult to introduce
his policies without extensive consultation with the representative
bodies – the State Duma and the Council of the Federation – which
had been established by his own new Constitution.

He stuffed his successive governments with politicians who lacked
qualms about this approach. The dogged Viktor Chernomyrdin was
retained as Prime Minister, and Yeltsin never attempted to bring
Gaidar back to power. Nevertheless Yeltsin treated Chernomyrdin
pretty shabbily, frequently indicatingdissatisfactionwith the govern-
ment’s performance; but it was not until March 1998 that he risked
replacing him with an economic radical in Gaidar’s mould. This
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was Sergei Kirienko, still in his mid-thirties, fromNizhni Novgorod.
The financial collapse of August 1998 did for Kirienko and the State
Duma’s intransigence induced Yeltsin to appoint Yevgeni Primakov
to the premiership. Primakov’s willingness to have dealings with the
Communist Party of the Russian Federation irked Yeltsin. Equally
annoyingwas the PrimeMinister’s high standing in popular opinion.
InMay 1999 Primakovwas dropped and his postwas given to former
Minister of the Interior Sergei Stepashin. But when Stepashin refused
to keep the state anti-corruption investigators away from the Yeltsin
family’s affairs, he too was removed from office. In August 1999 the
obscure Vladimir Putin, ex-head of the Federal Security Service
(FSB), became Prime Minister. It was a giddying carousel on the
fairground of Russian governance.

Yeltsin’s hands at the controls grew ever shakier, apart fromwhen
it came to decisions about sacking his associates. He was resorting
extravagantly to the comforts of the vodka bottle, and in Berlin in
1994 he drunkenly snatched a conductor’s baton and led an orchestra
through a rendition of the folksong ‘Kalinka’. His drinking aggra-
vated a chronic heart ailment. Suffering a collapse on a flight across
theAtlantic in the sameyear, hewas too ill tomeet the IrishTaoiseach
at Dublin airport.3 For the duration of the 1996 presidential electoral
campaign he had to be pumped full of palliative medicines. After-
wards a quintuple cardiac bypass operation proved necessary.

Neither Yeltsin nor his governments retained much support in the
country. Prime Minister Chernomyrdin formed a party, the archly
named Our Home’s Russia, to contest the Duma elections of
December 1995. He had a huge advantage over the opposition since
the new party had unrivalled financial resources and powers of
patronage and securedunobstructedaccess toTV newsprogrammes.
Yet Chernomyrdin took only 65 seats out of 450. The lacklustre
Gennadi Zyuganov and his Communist Party of the Russian Federa-
tion obtained 157, and the allies of the communists – the Agrarian
Party and Women of Russia – added a further 23. This made
Zyuganov the leader of the largest block in the Duma. Yeltsin,
however, refused to compromise with him and insisted on keeping
Chernomyrdin as Prime Minister. Zyuganov, filled with new confi-
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dence, denounced both Yeltsin and Chernomyrdin. The Duma elec-
tions, he declared, supplied a popular mandate for a reversal of the
whole reform agenda. The USSR should never have been abolished.
Economic privatization had reduced millions of households to pov-
erty. The country’s assets and interests had tumbled into the grasp
of Russian plutocrats and the IMF, and Yeltsin and Chernomyrdin
were the agents of this dénouement. Zyuganov made the case for a
government of communists to restore well-being in state and society.

The Communist Party of the Russian Federation had been widely
thought to be at death’s door since it drew its support mainly from
pensioners and from workers in the decaying sectors of industry.
Yet there was a tenacity about Zyuganov, and his increasingly
Russiannationalist statementscontinuedtoattractpopularapproval.
His party comrades in the Duma, moreover, were well-organized
and one of them, Gennadi Seleznëv, became its Speaker. Despite
having equipped himself with abundant powers under the 1993
Constitution, President Yeltsin had to let his governments come to
terms with Zyuganov whenever the communists stirred up contro-
versy in the Duma about his behaviour, health or policies. Yeltsin
and Chernomyrdin continued to trim back the project of reforms.
The headlong rush into capitalism was slowed. The inclination
to perceive Russia’s national interests in international relations as
identical to those of the leading Western powers faded. The chaotic
relationship between the centre and the republics and provinces in
the Russian Federation began to be regularized. Yeltsin more and
more rarely devoted his speeches to the theme of the communist
totalitarian nightmare between 1917 and 1991.4

Although these adjustments came easily to the opportunistic Presi-
dent, he did notwant to concedemore thanwas absolutely necessary.
He and his coterie were determined to hold on to power. In spring
1996, when Zyuganov was beating him in the national opinion
surveys, he contemplated a plan to suspend the presidential election.
His aide and chief bodyguard Alexander Korzhakov encouraged
him, arguing that a communist restoration had to be prevented at
all costs. A ‘red scare’ atmosphere was fostered in newspapers and
on television. A decree of suspension was drafted. Not until the last
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moment was Yeltsin persuaded that he would do more damage than
good by trampling on democratic procedures.5 Not that he stopped
being devious. He agreed a secret deal with Boris Berezovski and
a handful of other exceptionally wealthy businessmen who were
commonly known as ‘the oligarchs’ whereby they would receive a
lucrative stake in state-ownedmining enterprises in return for bailing
out the state budget and financing Yeltsin’s electoral campaign.6 He
alsocametoanagreementwithrivalpresidentialcandidateAlexander
Lebed. With his booming voice and confident comportment, Lebed
had a substantial following in the country. As reward for urging his
supporters to vote in the second round for Yeltsin, Lebed was to
becomeSecretary of the SecurityCouncil andprincipal negotiator for
the Russian side in the conflict with Chechnya.

Zyuganov had started the electoral campaign with advantages.
Even though he fought it with obsolete techniques, he was con-
fronting an incumbent whose health problemswere acute. Neverthe-
less the second round of the voting in July 1996, after the other
candidates hadbeenknockedout, gave a thumping victory toYeltsin.
Money, patronage and a brilliant media campaign had done the
trick for him.

Despite his good performance in the presidential polls, though,
Yeltsin lacked a stable, loyal majority for his policies in the State
Duma.7 He did not attend its proceedings or negotiate with its
leaders, leaving it to his prime ministers to manage some kind of
accommodation. Chernomyrdin worked behind the scenes offer-
ing attractive deals to groups of deputies. Party politics lost much
importance as various leading figures were bought off. Vladimir
Zhirinovski and the Liberal-Democratic Party noisily criticized the
government but did not always vote against it. Duma debates com-
manded little public respect or attention. Press and TV were concen-
trated upon the President and ministers except when something
scandalous was happening in the chamber. Zhirinovski increased
his notoriety in 1996 by physically assaulting a female Duma deputy;
but his party’s fortunes did not benefit in subsequent elections. The
situation was staider in the Council of the Federation but hardly
more helpful in easing the passage of Chernomyrdin’s legislation
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unless he gave in to their demands for special concessions to region
after region. This was pork-barrel politics par excellence.8

Of all the republics in the Russian Federation it was Chechnya
which caused the greatest trouble for Moscow. Having declared
unilateral independence in 1991, its leader Dzhokar Dudaev had
continually cocked a snook at Yeltsin. He had presided over the
thorough criminalizationof economic activity inChechnyaandgiven
haven to Chechen protection racketeers operating in Russia’s cities.
He permitted the application of Sharia law. He declined to pre-empt
Islamist terrorist raids from inside Chechnya upon nearby Russian
areas. While Dudaev was right that Chechnya had remained with
Russia solely because of the superior military power of tsars and
commissars, he was not the simon-pure democrat and liberator
depicted in his propaganda.9

In December 1994 Yeltsin’s Minister of Defence Pavel Grachëv
had persuaded him that the Russian Army would quickly crush
the Chechen rebellion. The motives for the invasion were murky.
Grachëv wished to divert attention from his corrupt management
of the armed forces’ finance and equipment. Powerful members of
Moscow’s business elite also aimed to secure tighter control over
their oil assets in the Chechen capital Grozny. Yet Grachëv had
misled everybody about the readiness of his troops to take on the
Chechens. After Grozny fell to artillery assault by land and air,
Dudaev and his commanders organized resistance in the mountains.
Terrorist actions were intensified in Russian cities. Moscow TV
stations and newspapers had reporters in Chechnya who told of the
Russian army’s incompetence and of the atrocities carried out by its
troops. Such was the confidence of the Chechen fighters that even
after Dudaev was killed, having been traced through his satellite-
connected mobile phone, the armed struggle continued. But the cost
in human lives mounted, and a truce was arranged for the duration
of the presidential campaign; andLebed soon succeeded in producing
a peace agreement which left both sides with their honour intact.
Military hostilities would cease; the Chechens would in practice
govern Chechnya without interference and the independence
question would simply be deferred.
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No one really thought that the threshold had been crossed to
a solution. Already the implications were dire for Russia’s self-
liberation from the authoritarian past. Leading liberals Grigori Yav-
linski and Yegor Gaidar were among the few politicians to censure
the invasion. Yeltsin recognized his blunder over Chechnya too late
and was a shadow of his former self. Practically the entire political
establishment had casually accepted the use of massive and at times
indiscriminate violence in pursuit of the state’s ends. There was
scant appreciation of the damage done to the prospects for a healthy
civil society to emerge.

The usually critical leaders of the Western powers did little more
than go through the motions of upbraiding the Russian government.
The perceptionwas that Yeltsin,warts and all, was the best President
available and that his economic and diplomatic achievements earned
him the right to prolonged support. Itwas noted too thatChernomyr-
din, while abandoning the laisser-faire zeal of Gaidar, continued to
strengthen the rootsof capitalism inRussia. EvenGaidarhadavoided
genuine ‘shock therapy’ for the ailing economy for fear that a
drop in people’s living conditions might provoke civil disturbances.
Chernomyrdin maintained the policy of enormous state subsidies
for fuel, lighting, telephones and transport, and he ensured that
tenants should receive the deeds to their apartments without charge.
He also devoted resources to keep the prices of farm produce low.
Moreover, fiscal regulations gave incentives to firms to eschew
sacking employees; the incidence of unemployment stayed low.10 At
the same time Chernomyrdin and his successors pressed ahead with
economic measures which brought little benefit to anyone outside
the tiny circles of thewealthy. By 1995 sixty-five per cent of industrial
enterprises had been privatized. The market economy had been
installed.

Markets inRussia, however,were of a very distortedkind.Compe-
tition was cramped by the dominance of a few ‘oligarchs’ over the
banks and the media as well as the energy and rare metals sectors.
Criminal gangs and corrupt administrative clientèles compounded
the difficulty. The rule of law was seldom enforced. The economic
environment was so unpredictable and indeed downright dangerous
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that the most successful entrepreneurs stashed away their profits in
Swiss bank accounts. Fraud was rampant. About half the funds
loaned to Russia by the IMF were illegally expropriated by powerful
individuals and diverted abroad.

Not all the economic data were gloomy. Although gross domestic
output continued to diminish after 1993, the rate of diminution was
slowing. In comparison with most states of the CIS, indeed, Russia
had an economy that seemed very vibrant. Tajikestan and Georgia
were in desperate straits and even Ukraine could not afford to pay
its debts to Russia for gas and petrol. The Ministry of Economics
in Moscow in 1995 predicted that the Russian economy would at
last start to expand again in the following year. The prognosis was
proved wrong. Among the problems was the justified reluctance of
foreign enterprises to set up branches in Russia while contracts were
hardly worth the paper they were printed on. The government’s
financial management also left much to be desired. In 1997 it issued
state bonds to balance the budget. The terms were hopelessly disad-
vantageous to the government if ever the rouble fell under severe
pressure. Global financial markets were febrile at the time and the
dreaded run on the rouble duly occurred in August 1998. Russia
unilaterally defaulted on its international loan repayments and Sergei
Kirienko, despite not having been Prime Minister when the state
bonds had been issued, stepped down.11

Yeltsin’s reputation was in tatters, but the Russian financial col-
lapse quickly turned out to be a blessing in disguise. The devaluation
of the rouble increased the costs of imported goods and inadvertently
provided a stimulus to domestic manufacturing and agriculture.
Shops and kiosks bought up and sold Russia’s own products. By
1999 the beginnings of economic recovery were unmistakable and
gross domestic output was rising; and these small steps forward
were rightly treated as success.

Nevertheless the economic crisis was not simply an accidental
result of the vagaries of financial markets at home and abroad; for
the government’s incompetent policies had made a bad situation a
lot worse. Such strength as the Russian Federation retained in the
world economy anyway rested on the export of its natural resources.
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Oil and gas were in the lead. Not far behind came gold, diamonds
and nickel. Wood pulp too was sold abroad – the result was a
shortage in the supply of paper for Russian newspapers! The only
finished industrial goods to be sold in any amount across Russian
borders were armaments, and even in this sector there was the
difficulty that the government was constrained by the Western
powers to stop selling weaponry to traditional customers such as
Iraq and Iran. Such an economic strategy had been followed by
governments from Gaidar’s onwards. Indeed the structure of Soviet
foreign trade had similarly been built on the export of natural
resources.Whatwasnewafter the collapseof theUSSR,asZyuganov
pointedout,was theprocessofde-industrialization.Russian factories
no longer produced as much output as in 1990 (which was a poor
year for the Soviet economy). The Communist Party of the Russian
Federation urged the need for tariff walls for the restoration of
industrial production.

Communists were brisker in supplying criticism than practical
policies. Indeed they appeared reconciled to permanent opposition,
and their willingness to abandon tenets of Marxism-Leninism was
remarkable. Zyuganov declared himself a Christian believer; his
prolific pamphleteering was inspired more by anti-communists like
Nikolai Berdyaev, Arnold Toynbee and Oswald Spengler than by
Lenin.12 One prominent communist even owned a casino.

Such a party had become ever more incapable of reversing the
changes made since 1991. Its most telling criticisms in the State
Duma were aimed at the government’s foreign policy. Yeltsin had
planned with Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev to sustain Russia as
a power in alliance with the most influential Western countries: both
believed in the need for a warm partnership with the USA and
Yeltsin spoke confidently about his ‘friend Bill’ when reporting on
his summit meetings with President Clinton. Yet the partnership
was never remotely near to being an equal one. Russian economic
distress disabled the government from competing with American
technological advance, military power and global diplomacy. The
only residue of old glory lay in Russia’s possession of ageing nuclear
weapons: this was the sole reason why Clinton bothered to hold
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summit meetings. The Russian financial system’s dependence on the
USA’s sanction for the IMF to go on lending to Russia meant that
Yeltsin could never easily refuse an American diplomatic demand.
Kozyrev’s ‘Atlanticist’ orientationwas put under assault in theDuma
and the press.

Yeltsin responded in characteristic fashion by publicly rebuking
Kozyrev as if he himself had not had a hand in setting the orientation.
He spoke about the need to protect the singular interests of the
Russian state, and both he and Kozyrev warned that the government
could not stay indifferent when other states of the former USSR
discriminated against their ethnic Russians. The stringent linguistic
and cultural qualifications for Estonian citizenship became a bone
of contention. Within the CIS, moreover, Russia increasingly used
its supply of oil and gas to neighbouring countries as an instrument
to keep them within the Russian zone of political influence.

Hardening the line of foreign policy, Yeltsin sacked Kozyrev in
December 1995. Yet he could do little about the series of encroach-
ments by Western powers. Finland had joined the European Union
earlier in the year and schemes were made for the eventual accession
of many countries in Eastern Europe in the twentieth-first century.
This was embarrassing enough. Worse for the Russian government
was the NATO’s refusal to disband itself after the Cold War’s end
and the Warsaw Pact’s dissolution. Quite the contrary: NATO set
about territorial expansion.Poland, theCzechRepublicandHungary
became members in 1999. NATO forces were sent into action in
Bosnia in 1993–1995 and Kosovo in 1999 as inter-ethnic violence
intensified. In both cases the Russian government protested that
insufficient effort had been invested in diplomacy. Yeltsin sent
Chernomyrdin as his personal envoy to Belgrade to plead with
Serbia’s President Slobodan Milosević to come to terms with the
Americans and avoid the bombing of his capital. But to no avail.
Having lost its position as a global power, Russia was ceasing to
carry much weight even in Eastern Europe.

The Russian Foreign Ministry and various Moscow think-tanks
recognized that policy should be formulated on the basis of a realistic
appreciation of Russia’s reduced capabilities. They recommended
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that Russia should seek other partners in world diplomacy without
alienating the USA. The benefits of ‘multipolarity’ in global politics
and economics were touted. The European Union, China and India
were courted by Russian diplomats with a revitalized enthusiasm.

Nothing about this steady endeavour was going to capture the
imagination of a public unaccustomed to seeing its government
treated casually by the USA. It was Yeltsin’s good fortune that few
public bodies took him to task. The Russian Orthodox Church
supported his invasion of Chechnya and his diplomatic stand on the
Kosovo question. Its hierarchy had little interest in the routine of
politics. At times of national emergency, especially in late 1993,
Patriarch Alexi II offered himself as an intermediary between Yeltsin
and his enemies; but generally the Church, needing the government’s
assistance in defending itself against the resurgence of otherChristian
denominations, was quiescent. So toowas theRussianArmy. Yeltsin
never had to face the overt criticism by serving officers that Gorba-
chëv endured. Military critics no longer held seats in representative
public institutions. The platform of criticism had been sawn from
under them. The armed forces performed poorly in Chechnya.
Although their finances had been savagely reduced, there was no
excuse for their incompetence and brutality in the taking of Grozny.
Even the media were easy on Yeltsin’s regime. They exposed corrup-
tion in his family; the NTV puppet show Kukly (‘Dolls’) satirized
him as a bumbling idiot. But his policies rarely suffered assaults of
a fundamental nature.

The reason was that Church, high command and media had more
to lose than gain by the regime’s removal. A communist restoration
would have disturbed their comforts at the very least. Yeltsin had
prevented any such disturbance. He had also not needed to resort
to violence again in Moscow. The order of Russian state and society
was beginning to settle into a durable mould.

At the central level of politics it had proved not unduly difficult
for former members of the Soviet nomenklatura to establish them-
selves in the new Russian elite. Typically, they were persons who
had been in the early stage of a careerwhen theUSSR fell. In business
circles too there were many entrepreneurs with a solid background
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in the communist party or the Komsomol before 1991. Newcomers
were not excluded.Most of the ‘oligarchs’, for example, had worked
in posts outside any nomenklatura.13 This mixture of old and new
in the post-communist establishment was also observable in the
localities. Mintimer Shaimiev had moved smoothly from being com-
munist party first secretary of the Tatar Provincial Party Committee
to installinghimself asPresidentofTatarstan.14 Soblatanta transition
was in fact unusual in the Russian Federation. (It was much more
common in ex-Soviet Central Asia.) But whoever emerged to lead a
republic or a province was likely to bring along an entourage with
administrative experience from the Soviet period. Patronage re-
mained an important feature of local public life, and traditions of
‘tails’ and ‘nests’ were little affected by recurrent elections. The
ruling group in nearly every locality used whatever trickery – or
even illegality – was needed to hold on to power.15

The prime beneficiaries of the ‘new Russia’ were politicians,
businessmen and gangsters. In some cases the individual might be all
three things at once. Wealth was celebrated in public life. Successful
sportsmen such as Yevgeni Kafelnikov or entertainers like Alla
Pugachëva led an extremely luxurious life. Sumptuous dachas were
built. Apartment blockswere bought up and renovated to the highest
standards of opulence. Childrenwere sent to English private schools.
Domestic servants, chauffeurs and personal hairdressers were
employed. Foreign limousines, clothing and holidays were treated
as nothing out of the ordinary by families who had suddenly got
rich as capitalism flooded all overRussia. The ultra-richwere seldom
eager to keep their wealth a secret and were determined to keep
their gains exclusively for themselves. They bought yachts and villas
on the Mediterranean – the Black Sea had become too vulgar for
them. Forsaking the Russian countryside, they purchased mansions
inHampstead and estates in the English home counties. They dressed
in Versace or Prada outfits. Their limousines were Mercedes. Not
since 1914 had the excesses of Russian material abundance been
shown off so excessively.

Magazines sprang up to cater for such tastes. Most people who
bought themwerenotwealthy;but theyhad tohaveanabove-average
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income to afford a copy and ogle at how the ‘newRussians’ expected
to live. As fortunes were made the competition grew to show them
off. Birthday parties were celebrated by paying American or British
rock stars to give private performances. Sons and daughters of the
oligarchs were treated as celebrities.

At the same time there remained a possibility that wealth won so
quickly and often so illicitly might one day soon be confiscated or
stolen. Big businessmen protected themselves with personal body-
guards and financial sweeteners to influential politicians and police.
They surrounded their dachas with hi-tech surveillance equipment.
The poodle was for indoor companionship; in the grounds, the
Rottweilers were the patrol dogs of choice. The danger usually came
from fellow businessmen. Courts were only for the ‘little people’.
Defence of funds and property effectively depended on firepower if
bribery of officials failed, and company owners remained vulnerable
unless they could assemble adequatemeans of defence.At restaurants
andnight-clubsnoonewas surprised to see guardswithKalashnikovs
in the foyers. The atmosphere at the stratospheric level of Russian
business was frantic. This in turn induced its practitioners to enjoy
their earnings to the full in case they suffered a financial or personal
disaster. Most oligarchs felt notoriously little inclination to share
their wealthwith charities.With a few exceptions their civic commit-
ment was negligible.

A disproportionate number of themwere non-Russians, especially
Jews, which provided parties on the political far right with the
pretext to make anti-Semitic propaganda. Russians ignored the
fascists evenwhile detesting the oligarchs.More congenial toRussian
popular opinion were measures directed against people from the
north and south Caucasus. Yeltsin, in a breach of multinational
tolerance, backed Moscow mayor Yuri Luzhkov’s attempts to eject
Azeris, Armenians and others from the capital. Demagogic tactics
of this kind reflected an awareness of the widening resentment of
the new street vendors and entrepreneurs – and people from the
south of the former Soviet Unionwere prominent among the capital’s
stallholders.

A long ladder separated the families at its top from the vast
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impoverished majority of citizens at its base. Russia – like other
societies – had its wealthy, middling and poor strata. But the poor
wereadisturbingly large sectionof society.By theendof the twentieth
century about two-fifths of the population lived below the poverty
level as defined by the UN.16 The data were geographically diverse.
Moscow and, to a lesser extent, St Petersburg had an economic
buoyancy denied to the rest of the country. Inhabitants of big cities,
moreover, did better materially than the rest of society. The Russian
north and most parts of Siberia suffered especially badly as the state
subsidies for salaries and accommodation in places of harsh climatic
conditions were phased out. The standard of living also plummeted
even in central cities whose economy depended on an industrial
specialization which was beaten down by superior foreign imports.
Machine tool production slumped in the Urals and the mid-Volga
region with appalling consequences for the employees and their
families. Large industrial firms in the USSR had provided cafeterias,
kindergartens and sports facilities, and trade unions had organized
holidays for their members. A whole way of making existence
bearable was put in jeopardy.

Most people took shelter in the systems of mutual support that
had helped them survive in the Soviet decades. Families and friends
stuck together as they had always done. Cliental groups remained
intact. The alternative was for individuals to take their chances on
their own; but therewasmuch risk so long as economic opportunities
were outrageously unequal in society and political and judicial bias
was flagrantly in favour of the rich and mighty. Limitations on
freedom remained in Russian reality.

No greater limitation existed on life in general than conditions of
employment. Wages fell far below the rocketing rate of inflation.
Few Russian citizens could buy the imports of Western industrial
products or even the bananas or oranges that had suddenly appeared
in the kiosks. Workers in the factories and mines were lucky if they
were paid at the end of the month. Teachers, doctors and often even
civil servants suffered the same. Pensioners were treated abysmally.
Privatization of state enterprises was accomplished by the issuance
of vouchers for shares to all adults; but the vouchers lost value in
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the inflationary times. Directors tended to do much better than the
other employees because of their inside knowledge. Some of the
sting was removed from popular resentment by laws granting
apartments to residents as private property; but building blocks fell
into disrepair for want of continued finance by local authorities.
Life remained hard for most people for bigger part of the decade
and they coped by the well-worn methods of eking out a diet of
bread and sausages, bartering their possessions and hoping that
conditionswould eventually improve.De-communization exhausted
society.

Bit by bit, though, the situation eased somewhat. Staple foods in
the shops increased in attractiveness and variety. Beer and vodka
remained cheap; and breweries, distilleries and bakeries were among
themost dynamic sectors of the consumer-oriented economic sectors.
Basic clothes became more attuned to the aspirations of fashion.

Resistance to the general trends was therefore very weak. The
labourmovement,which had begun to arrest itself underGorbachëv,
fizzled out after 1991. The Federation of Independent Trade Unions
called for a general strike in October 1998 with uninspiring results.17

Across the economy the advantage remained on the side of the
employers. Not every segment of Russian business went along with
the policy of privatization. Notable opponents were the collective
farm directors, who obstructed the government’s desire to break up
the kolkhozes into small, privately owned farms. By the mid-1990s
the number of such farms had stabilized at only a quarter ofmillion.18

Most kolkhozes simply redesigned themselves as agricultural co-
operatives with the same director in charge and the same workforce
under him. The point was that very few rural inhabitants welcomed
the chance to go it alone: credit facilities were poor and the supply
of the necessary equipment and fuel was unreliable. Yet if the
countryside with its demoralized and ageing population was pre-
dictably conservative in outlook, the towns too disappointed those
radical reformers who had believed that the abolition of the Soviet
political structures would induce mass support for rapid change.

Russians made the best of a bad situation, as they always had
done. Their energies were given mainly to their domestic conditions.
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They practised their DIY skills. They gardened (and produced food
for their own tables).They tookuphobbies, bought pets andwatched
TV. Western popular culture – rock music, sport and pornography
– flooded into the country.

This caused affront to the established cultural elite, but younger
writers relished the change and wrote incisive commentaries on the
blending of the old and the new in Russian society. The satirical
novels of Victor Pelevin caused a stir; and the poignant ballads of
Boris Grebenshchikov and his rock group Akvarium searched for
meaning in Russian history from its origins to the present day.19

Two of Grebenshchikov’s stanzas ran as follows:20

Eight thousand two hundred versts of emptiness,
And still there’s nowhere for me to stay the night with you.
I would be happy if it wasn’t for you,
If it wasn’t for you, my motherland.

I would be happy, but it makes no odds any more.
When it’s sky-blue everywhere else, here it’s red.
It’s like silver in the wind, like a sickle to the heart –
And my soul flies about you like a Sirin.

The words reprise Soviet motifs of redness and the sickle. The old
tsarist measure of length – the verst – is introduced. A still more
ancient figure like the mythic Sirin (who was half-woman, half-bird)
appears. The style brings together Soviet balladeering and the songs
of Bob Dylan. The concern with Russian national themes was also
favoured by novelists; and the film director Alexander Sokurov’s
Russian Ark depicted current reality through the metaphor of a
vessel trying to preserve the best of national culture and history from
a life-threatening flood.21

Russians for two centuries had been accustomed to accepting
moral guidance from their artists. Few young artists or poets felt
comfortable about such a public role. The removal of the Soviet
political and ideological lid decompressed the cultural order in
Russia. Ideas of extreme diversity and experimentalism became the
norm. Post-modernism flourished.
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The intelligentsia in any case was losing its leverage on public
opinion. Even Alexander Solzhenitsyn ceased to be taken seriously.
Returning from America in 1994, he was given a weekly show on
TV; but his humourless sermons on the need to restore Orthodox
Christian values were unpopular and he was taken off air. Writers
in general found it hard to touch thehearts of their public.Meanwhile
the national press was beset by problems with paper supply and
with distribution facilities. Billionaires who bought newspapers
seldom wanted columnists who subjected the new capitalism to
a thorough critique. Intellectuals themselves were baffled by the
nature of the changes since 1991. Many sought to make what they
could out of the marketplace; they were ceasing to act as the con-
science of the nation. The Russian Orthodox Church enjoyed
expanded congregations in comparison with earlier years when
persecution hadbeen intense. But secularismproved to be a tenacious
phenomenon and the clergy’s refusal to renew liturgy or doctrines
restricted the possibility of appealing to people who had no prior
knowledge of Christianity. Scientists and other scholars too lost
prominence in public life as the struggle to earn their daily bread
acquired precedence over involvement in politics. The Russian
Academy of Sciences inMoscow retained its old prestige but without
the former impact.

The government sought to fill the media with its vision of Russia.
The attack on communism continued but patriotism was more
increasingly emphasized. Electoral disappointments indicated that
agaphadwidenedbetweenofficialpolicies andpopular expectations.
Chernomyrdin was no man of ideas and had no inkling about how
to regain the trust of Russians. His remedy in July 1996 was to
announce a competition, with a $1,000 prize (which was more than
two years’ wages for an office worker at the time), to answer the
question: ‘What is Russia?’ The search was on for a fresh definition
of ‘the Russian idea’. Hundreds of diverse entries appeared in the
governmentalnewspaper. IfChernomyrdinwasbaffledbeforeposing
the question, he was just as confused when he read the attempted
answers. Thewinner, philologist Guri Sudakov, offered blandwords
aboutMotherland and spirituality.22 Meanwhile Russians elsewhere
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went on disputing the whole topic with their usual gusto and there
was never any prospect of a broad consensus.

The pluralism in culture high and low testified to the vivacity of
Russian society below the carapace fixed upon it by the political and
economic authorities. This vivacity had existed before Gorbachëv’s
perestroika but it was only after 1985 that it came fully into the
open. The pity was that the ruling group under Yeltsin made little
attempt to enlist such energy and enthusiasm in the cause of funda-
mental reform. Probably the chances of success were very small.
The invitation to participate in the country’s reformation had been
extended by Gorbachëv and had evoked an inadequate response.
But at least Gorbachëv had gone on trying. What obstructed him
were the effects of decades, indeed centuries of political oppression
which had made most people reluctant to engage at all in affairs of
state. Increasingly Yeltsin, ill and distracted, had not bothered to
try – and it may reasonably be asked whether his commitment to
fundamental reform had ever been deeply felt. Certainly there were
several influentialmembers of his entouragewho had always disliked
aspects of the reform project.

The movement towards a more authoritarian political style accel-
erated in August 1999 when Yeltsin replaced Sergei Stepashin with
Vladimir Putin as Prime Minister. At first the change in personnel
did not seem to matter. Both Stepashin and Putin had backgrounds
in the security agencies. Furthermore, Putin was obliged to behave
as obsequiously to the President in public as every Prime Minister
since Chernomyrdin. Continuity in policy and practice appeared the
likely outcome.

Putin came to office with an agenda for the north Caucasus.
Already Stepashin had secretly been planning a second invasion of
Chechnya. In September there were bomb explosions in Moscow
apartment blocks which were blamed on Chechen terrorists. The
circumstantial evidence pointed away from Chechens and towards
a provocation by the Federal Security Service, and the explanations
offered by Bureau director Nikolai Patrushev were derisorily
implausible. Nevertheless they were believed at the time by most
Russians. The authorities had the pretext it needed, and Putin, in
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consultationwith Yeltsin, ordered the Russian Army into Chechnya.
Lessons had been learned from the 1994–1996 campaign. This time
the government closely controlled news reporting. Firepower was
maximized and, as Russian armed forces approached Grozny, warn-
ings were given for civilians to evacuate the city. Piloting his own
plane, Putin went down to visit troops near the front line. His
popularity soared as total military victory appeared in sight. Yeltsin
was already treating him as his heir. And then, on 31 December
1999, the entire county was taken by surprise when the President in
a dignified address announced his retirement.23 Putin was to become
Acting President with immediate effect. The Yeltsin cavalcade was
over.
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And Russia?
(From 2000)

Vladimir Putin achieved an impressive victory in the presidential
election of March 2000. He had left nothing to chance against
challengers who matched his zeal to promote Russian state interests
and national pride. Yuri Luzhkov, the mayor of Moscow, let it be
known he was ready to stand on behalf of the Fatherland party.
Immediately thegovernment-controlledTV stations releasedcharges
about his political and personal integrity. Then Yevgeni Primakov
offered a further threat after bringing together the Fatherland and
All Russia parties and announcing his candidacy for the presidency.
Yet again Russian television stations conducted an operation against
the challenger, and Primakov too decided towithdrawhis candidacy.
This left Zyuganov and Zhirinovski to put forward their standard
hopeless case. Opinion polls universally predicted an electoral land-
slide and Putin made a virtue of refusing to campaign. His nonchal-
ance was counterfeit currency at a time when his subordinates were
working hard at conveying his image of cherubic militancy in the
news bulletins and suppressing any untoward reports from the
Chechnya front.Aflattering biographywas prepared and rushed into
print. Youthfulness, sobriety, competence, persistence, patriotism:
these were the qualities which commended themselves to voters. No
second round of voting was required. Putin had already won the
election in the first round, receiving fifty-three per cent of all votes
cast.

Yeltsin and Patriarch Aleksi II gave their blessing at the Kremlin
inauguration ceremony. Down the aisle of the St Andrew’s Hall
walked Putin like a hunter eyeing the trees on either side of him
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for quarry. His address to the audience, televised live, indicated a
determination to set a new tone in public life. He spoke about
democracy and the rule of law. But much more insistent was his
emphasis on state power and institutional order. Compliance with
higher authority was going to be demanded. Russia’s place in the
world would be asserted. Putin was combative in appearance and
mode of delivery. He had not needed to go cap in hand to wealthy
businessmen to get himself elected.Diminutive in stature, he towered
over the proceedings and restored dignity to his office.

Putin was proud of being the product of a Soviet upbringing. He
described the dismantling of the USSR as ‘the greatest geopolitical
catastrophe of the twentieth century’; he hated the blizzard-like
deprecation of the USSR’s achievements. Born in Leningrad in 1952,
he had a father who had fought in the Second World War and a
grandfather who had cooked for Lenin. As an adolescent he became
a judo champion in his native city. He also applied for recruitment
to the KGB, but was told that the KGB expected to approach
individuals, not to be approached by them. But his enthusiasm was
noted and while he was studying at Leningrad State University he
was promised a posting. His main early job was as an intelligence
officer in the German Democratic Republic. Operating there during
the years of Gorbachëv’s rule, he was filled with dismay. For Putin,
perestroika’s principal effect was to dissolve a great state, economy
and society. But hewas also pragmatic and on returning to Leningrad
joined the administrative team of mayor Anatoli Sobchak who was
seeking to make political and economic reforms work well for the
city. Putin was skilled at adapting to circumstances. His organiz-
ational talent attracted attention and in 1996 he was promoted to
the PresidentialAdministration in the capital. Soonhewas appointed
head of the Federal Security Service, and in August 1999 this man
whose name was barely known to most Russian citizens became
their Prime Minister.1

The ‘oligarch’ Berezovski had boasted to the press that it was he
whohadputPutin in power.He thought that his commercial interests
would be protected in return. He could not have been more wrong.
Soon after assuming the presidency Putin called the business elite
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into the Kremlin and issued a direct warning. Unlike Yeltsin, he
would not tolerate their interference in politics.Most of the audience
took him seriously but a few individuals chanced their luck. When
Berezovski continued to brag and bluster it was made plain to him
that his days of pomp were over. Police investigations were started
into his alleged frauds. He fled to the United Kingdom in 2001 where
he received political asylum and, wrapping himself in a coat of
democratic principles and clean capitalism, publicized his accusa-
tions against Putin.Next to feel Putin’swrathwasVladimirGusinski.
He too had multiple interests in the economy. And he had political
ambitions: his NTV television channel regularly poked fun at Putin
through the Kukly satirical puppet show.2 But his business career
had had its murky side and a police investigation was started.
Gusinski was briefly arrested. He too fled the country in summer
2001, finding refuge in Israel and Spain.

Putin urged that the achievements of Russia after the October
1917 Revolution should be given their due; and he re-introduced the
melody – if not the words – of the USSR state hymn.3 Most Russians
welcomed the restoration of a stirring piece of music they associated
with victory in the Second World War. They wanted to be proud
again about being Russian; and surveys revealed that the proportion
of citizens feeling associated more with the USSR than with Russia
was going down only slowly.4 The popular response was favourable.
His opinion-poll rating fell drastically only once. This was when he
reacted stiffly to an explosion in the nuclear submarine Kursk in
August 2000. All on board perished. Putin was widely criticized for
declining to interrupt his holiday and display personal sympathy.
He learned from this setback and tried to avoid falling out of step
with national sensibilities. He was tested again in September 2004
when Chechen terrorists occupied a school in Beslan, a town in
NorthOsetiya, and took captive a thousand tinypupils, theirminders
and their teachers.5 Putin was televised supervising the handling of
the siege untilRussian security forces re-took the buildings.Although
the operation was accompanied by many deaths it was not the
Russian president who incurred the blame.

He consolidated his position by filling the offices of state with
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individuals who had ties to the Federal Security Service or other
coercive agencies. They ruthlessly enforced governmental decrees.
State power was their shibboleth. It is true that newspapers, books
and posters continued to criticize or ridicule him. Yet television was
the medium with the deepest popular impact, and the humbling of
Berezovski and Gusinski had the effect desired by the Kremlin as
TV programme editors exercised caution in what they transmitted
about the central authorities.

The president was not an enemy of the big business corporations,
only of businessmen who got politically too big for their boots. All
the remaining ‘oligarchs’ understood this except the hot-blooded
Mikhail Khodorkovski who continued to finance political parties
and liberal causes hostile to Putin. As one of the wealthiest men on
the planet and owner of the oil company Yukos, Khodorkovski had
got used to doing things his own way. He declared his wish to
encourage amorepluralist formofpolitics anda less corrupt environ-
ment for commerce inRussia.His newspapers regularly criticized the
presidential administration and the government; he also subsidized
opposition parties in the Duma. When he refused to desist he was
put under investigation for fraud. Prosecutors brought him to court
and charged him with tax evasion. A huge bill was delivered to
the company. Facing bankruptcy, Khodorkovski was obliged to sell
off his Yukos assets at a knockdown price to Rosneft, and in May
2005 hewas sentenced to eight years imprisonment in Chita province
in eastern Siberia. Rosneft was a private company under tight
governmental supervision. Its acquisition of Yukos was the decisive
signal that Russia’s political economy had changed since Yeltsin’s
presidency.

The implications for foreign businesses in the country were dis-
couraging. The government’s declared priority in the early 2000s
had been to attract themaximumofWestern capital into the Russian
economy. The world’s biggest energy companies queued up to buy
up rights of extraction in areas of Russia where great profits seemed
guaranteed in the near future. Royal Dutch Shell and BP signed early
deals. Their investors rubbed their hands with satisfaction as Russia
appeared committed to having an internationally open economy.
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Both companies soon suffered disappointment when official in-
vestigators were sent into their Sakhalin facilities. Infringements of
environmental legislation were quickly diagnosed. One by one,
American and European energy corporations were compelled to
renegotiate their contracts and accept poorer deals or face the loss
of all their holdings in the Russian Federation. They all gave way,
and Gazprom, Rosneft and other native conglomerates exploited a
commercial advantage. Personnel moved flexibly between them and
the various ministries in Moscow. Russia was becoming a bastion
of state capitalism. The State Duma in March 2008 rationalized the
process by passing a bill to restrict foreign investment in forty-two
‘strategic’ sectors of the economy (which included petrochemicals,
nuclear power, armaments, fisheries, airspace and themedia). Russia
was no longer up for sale to the highest external bidder.

There was no thought of dismantling capitalism. Cabinets during
Putin’s presidency always included not only former intelligence
officers but also liberal economic reformers. Among such liberals
was Mikhail Kasyanov, who was Putin’s prime minister from May
2000 to February 2004. Kasyanov tried to impose a framework
of commercial law – and indeed there was a degree of enhanced
protection for small businesses to register and operate even though
the local elites remained as corrupt as ever. Improvement was also
detectable in the workings of the courts, but only in cases lacking a
political dimension.6 Yet Putin and Kasyanov did not get everything
their own way. They worked long and hard for a new Land Code
and yet the Duma frustrated them by rejecting the proposal for the
privatization of territory outside the urban outskirts. President and
PrimeMinister were annoyed that farms in the countryside remained
outside the jurisdiction of the reform. The Federal Assembly was
equally averse to the call for Gazprom to be broken up so that the
pieces would compete with each other. Nor did it sanction the
demand for electricity and other utilities to be sold at higher prices
to Russian domestic consumers.7

Putin also ran into difficulties when he attempted to put pressure
on the leaders of the various republics and provinces of the Russian
Federation. Soon after being elected, he withdrew their right to sit
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automatically in the Council of the Federation where they could
affect the passage of legislation; he awarded himself the power to
sack any one of them. He also divided the whole country into
seven super-regions and appointed his own plenipotentiary to each
super-region with the mission to ensure compliance with central
laws and Presidential decrees. Putin’s initiatives were greeted with
barely a murmur of objection from local leaders.8 Yet little changed
in reality. The sheer complexity of political and economic processes
in every republic and province defeated the attempt at abrupt disci-
plinary action; Putin was more successful in intimidating the media
than insecuringobedience fromthe lower levelsof the statehierarchy.
But one thing he did achieve was a halting of criticism of the
government.Mintimer Shaimiev of Tatarstan, who had been a thorn
in Yeltsin’s flesh, became a garland around Putin’s shoulders. In
2004 Putin forced through a measure allowing the presidency not
only to remove regional governors but also to appoint new ones
without reference to the local electorate.

Formal central prerogatives were one thing, provincial reality was
often entirely another. The new governors, being obliged to ensure
stability of administration, needed the co-operation of local poli-
ticians and businessmen. A strategy of give-and-take worked better
in practice than peremptory orders.9 The old Russian obstacles to
achieving an effective political hierarchy persisted, and the Kremlin
found itself increasing its fiscal subsidies to the regions.

Putin had formed a party, Unity, in September 1999 to enforce
the government’s authority. Unity’smain functionwas not to discuss
his policies but to agree to them in the Duma. But the party failed
to achieve a majority in the Duma election of December 1999. The
President inMay 2001 engineered a coalition with three other parties
called United Russia. Like Yeltsin, Putin refrained from becoming
a party member and justified this by saying that the President ought
to stand outside the fray of public dispute. In December 2003 the
Duma elections left United Russia a little short of an absolute
majority. But other Duma deputies quickly came over to Putin’s
side and the Kremlin at last broke free of the restrictions in the
parliament which had plagued Yeltsin. Presidential authority was
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strengthened as party discipline increased.10 Indeed Putin needed to
veto only one bill produced by the legislature from 2002 onwards.
He removed the Communist Party of Russia from the chairmanship
of several Duma committees. After 2003, indeed, United Russia
supplied the leaders of all such committees. The State Duma and
the Council of the Federation had become pliant instruments of
presidential rule.

Putin’s election for a second presidential term in March 2004
hardly required him to conduct a campaign. This had not stopped
him from organizing fawning support from the media. Zyuganov,
veteran of presidential contests in 1996 and 2000, said he had had
enough and allowed Nikolai Kharitonov, who was not even a com-
munist party member, to take his place. Zhirinovski took a similar
decision: not even the chance of months in the political limelight
inducedhimto takepart.The liberalswere indisarray. IrinaKhakam-
ada put herself forward on their behalf but did not succeed in uniting
them. Russian TV took little notice of anyone but Putin, who asked
to be judged on his record and appealed for patriotic unity. The
election was a foregone conclusion: he would have needed to fall
under the wheels of a Moscow trolley bus to lose against his rivals.
This time Putin took seventy-one per cent of the votes in the first
round, again rendering a second unnecessary.

He had been given credit for bringing order and stability to the
country. In truth the economic resurgence had little to do with his
performance as a leader. Since mid-1999, before he was even prime
minister, there had been a steady rise in oil and gas prices on global
markets. By the end of 2007 the Russian economy was the world’s
tenth biggest in gross domestic product, having expanded at an
annual rate of seven per cent since Putin’s rise to the presidency.11

This had the effect of widening prosperity in Russia. Real incomes
more than doubled in the same period. The size of the middle class
purportedly grew to afifth of the populationby 2008.Other estimates
put it at a tenth. What was undeniable was that people with a stake
in the market economy had grown in number. From stall-holders to
owners of small manufacturing or retail companies the proliferation
was rapid and constant. Employment in all sectors of the economy
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had increased.Neglected regionswere at last beginning to experience
some improvement.

Yet capitalism in Russian remained a wild phenomenon. In indus-
tries big and small the executive and judicial authorities turned a
blind eye to the infringement of health and safety rules. Mining and
chemical enterprises were the tip of a dangerous iceberg for the
workforce. But strikes were few and demonstrations were fewer.
Political repression and manipulation played a part in procuring
this situation, but anyhow the wish of most Russians was to live
comfortably. There had been many improvements since the mid-
1980s.Citizens of theRussianFederationhad freedomsnotwitnessed
since the fall of the Imperial monarchy. They also had a degree of
privacy impossible in the USSR. They could enjoy their sense of
nationhood without fear of official disapproval. Yet it rankled with
them that blatant social inequalities remained. The conspicuous
wealth of the few contrasted with the harsh austerities afflicting the
many. Unfairness abounded. Administrative processes were still
prone to arbitrary rule. Police and judges were venal. Russians went
on grumbling and had much to grumble about. In order to cope
with existence they turned to the traditions of mutual assistance
which had for centuries helped them through the worst times. But
they did not take to the streets. The last thing twenty-first-century
Russians wanted was a revolution.

In the early years of his presidency Putin had confined his assert-
iveness to domestic politics. Recognizing that Russian power would
remain restricted until the economy could be regenerated, he stressed
his commitment to a ‘multipolar’ world. This was a tactful way of
expressing dislike of the USA’s dominance as the single superpower.
In practice, there was not much he could do to turn Russia into one
of the globe’s great poles. Like Yeltsin, Putin tried to make up for
this by holding frequent meetings with his leaders of other countries.
Each get-together was managed superbly by his media experts and
Putin, fit and increasingly confident, contrasted sharply with his
decrepit predecessor. But substantial results were few.

Putin rushed to offer condolence and support to the USA after
11 September 2001when Islamist terrorists flew aeroplanes intoNew
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York’s World Trade Centre. The destruction of the twin towers and
the massive loss of human lives provoked the Americans into a
furious reaction involving a military campaign in Afghanistan to
eliminate the Al-Qaida organization. American President George
W.Bushproclaimeda ‘waron terror’.WaivingRussia’s conventional
claim to exclusive influence in the former Soviet republics of central
Asia, Putin made no protest about the Americans using air bases in
Kyrgyzstan to attack Al-Qaida in Afghanistan. He also made little
fuss when, in December 2001, Bush unilaterally announced his inten-
tion to withdraw from the anti-ballistic missiles treaty signed by
Washington and Moscow in 1972. Russian diplomatic stock was
rising in Washington, and Putin for a while was treated as a worthy
partner in international relations. Bush had claimed in midsummer
2001: ‘I looked the man in the eye. I was able to get a sense of his
soul.’ Putin acquiredWestern indulgence for the continuing military
campaign in Chechnya. The fact that international Islamist groups
had sent men, arms and money to the Chechen rebels allowed him
to represent Russia as having been fighting at the front line against
terrorism worldwide.

Washington ceased rewarding Putin for his assistance once the
war in Afghanistan had ended in spring 2002. Although he was left
alone to do what he wanted in Chechnya he was not encouraged to
reassert Russian power outside the borders of the Federation. He
continued to devote diplomatic efforts to the forging of closer links
with the European Union and indeed with NATO. But the reality
of Russia’s global weakness was there for all to see.

This situation turned in his favour as the revenues from oil and
gas exports started to fill Russian state coffers; and Putin, thinking
he had nothing to lose, adopted an assertive manner in reaction to
American initiatives in international relations. The USA led an
invasion of Iraq, a strong trading partner of the Russian Federation,
betweenMarch andMay 2003 in complete disregard of theKremlin’s
objections and concerns. The Americans also announced a willing-
ness to prepare the way for Georgia and Ukraine to join NATO.
They interfered in the politics of Uzbekistan. They cheered the
‘Orange Revolution’ in Kiev when, in December 2004, the anti-
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Moscow candidate Viktor Yushchenkowon the presidential election
despite serial attempts to defraud him of his victory. In 2006 they
requested Poland and the Czech Republic, freshly incorporated in
NATO, to allow them to install an anti-ballistic missile ‘shield’ on
their territory. President George W. Bush insisted that the enemy he
had in mind was Iran; but Russian politicians regarded it as one
militant initiative too many against the interests of Russia’s security.
In each instance Putin made public his criticisms, abandoning any
worry of a worsening of the relationship with the USA – and his
truculence found favour with Russians, who applauded him for
restoring their country to a seat at the table of the world’s great
powers.

Western politicians continually called on the Kremlin to show
greater co-operativeness. They pleaded forNATO’s good intentions
to be accepted. Putin barked it out at a dinner for Prime Minister
Blair: ‘This is ridiculous. I am a Russian. I cannot agree with the
Americans on everything.My public won’t let me for a start. I would
not survive for two years if I did that. We often have different
interests.’12 As proof of his determination, in July 2007, Putin sus-
pended Russia’s adherence to the Conventional Forces in Europe
treaty signed by the Soviet leadership in 1990. His attitude went
downwell with Russians regardless of political orientation. Disputes
among parties were shunted to marginal matters of foreign policy
as opinion rallied to Putin.

The broad ruling group, however, never felt completely secure in
power, and it was ruthless in enforcing its grip on public debate.
Investigative journalists who highlighted official corruption or chal-
lenged the government’s account of the war in Chechnya exposed
themselves to personal danger. In October 2006 Anna Politkovskaya
was murdered outside her Moscow apartment. She was the most
prominent of the critical reporters targeted in this manner, but there
were several others. Her newspaper, Novaya gazeta, was subjected
to repeated acts of persecution. Vladimir Slivyak exposed the wide-
spreadnegligence in thecivil nuclear industry in theRussian farnorth;
he was treated as a traitor and subjected to continual harassment. In
the United Kingdom, where Boris Berezovski stepped up his barrage
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of accusations against the Russian authorities, Alexander Litvinenko
– one of his associates – was poisoned with a lethal dose of
polonium-210. Outspoken rival politicians were intimidated. A gang
of unidentified thugs had crushed the fingers of Yabloko leader
Grigori Yavlinski’s pianist son in Yeltsin’s time. The dangers of
opposition persisted under Putin. Garry Kasparov was temporarily
thrown into gaol merely for campaigning for justice and civil rights.
The FSB was given licence to act outside the law in defence of the
whole state order. Putin himself professed ignorance of the specific
cases. What is more, he showed little sympathy for the victims and
didnext tonothing to rectify the general situation.Russia sankdeeper
and deeper into a pit of authoritarian rule backed by criminality.

Putin inhis second termmovedever further down the road towards
a centralization of power. From December 2004 the leaders of the
Russian Federation’s republics, instead of being elected, were to be
selected by the president and their names were to be submitted to
the legislative bodies of their localities for approval or rejection.
Several of the smaller of the non-Russian republics in the Federation,
moreover, were abolished. The authority of ‘the centre’ was cease-
lessly confirmed.

In April 2005 Putin also took a grip of the country’s thousands of
civil associations from charities to recreational groups, making it
compulsory for them to acquire official registration and subjecting
them to central supervision through a Public Chamber he himself
appointed. Foreign agencies were treated with some suspicion and
difficulties were placed in the way of the British Council, the BBC
Russian Service and other bodies. Religious denominations too were
put under pressure. Although the Russian Orthodox Church was
granted privileges, in return it was required to show eager loyalty
to the secular authorities. Putin, himself a professed Christian, inter-
fered in personnel appointments in other faiths. Berel Lazar, a
Hasid, was his first choice as Chief Rabbi in 2000. Universities were
vigorously patrolled. Textbooks were vetted; approved authors had
to moderate any criticism of Stalin. A youth movement,Nashi (‘Our
Ones’), was founded to divert adolescents towards patriotic ideals.
Its organizations were employed to harass the British ambassador
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after a worsening of Russo–UK relations in 2006. Lip-service was
paid to enhancing social freedom. The reality was that the Kremlin
distrusted collective endeavours by citizens unless there could be
confidence that respect for the government, its leaders and its policies
would be maintained.

Putin and his fellow rulers over several years combined electoral
abuse, legislative licence, violent repression and media control to
sustain an authoritarian regime. His projects on terrorism, on politi-
cal extremism and public demonstrations were smoothly passed by
the Federal Assembly. The loose wording of the laws was designed
to make it easier for government and security agencies to curtail
open dissent. Putin also succeeded, after years of trying, to scrap the
remnants of the communist system of social security and replace it
with monetary payments that gave a lesser guarantee of assistance
in times of personal emergency.13 Yet he could not permanently
ignore the popular grievances recorded in sample surveys. In 2005
he announced four ‘national programmes’ for urgent reform in
housing, social welfare, agriculture and health care. The central and
local elites had neglected such sectors since the fall of communism
since they themselves could easily pay privately forwhat they needed.
Most families, though, experienced dreadful under-provision. They
lived in cramped accommodation. They could ill afford the weekly
grocery bill. If they fell sick, they had to pay bribes to state-employed
doctors for treatment.

His public image was assiduously manicured by his spokesmen,
and it elicited a positive response from most Russians. The female
pop duo Singing Together had a hit with ‘I Want AMan Like Putin’;
his sober lifestyle commended itself especially to young women.
When he appeared on radio for a question-and-answer programme,
middle-aged listeners rang him up to express their heartfelt thanks.
Male adults appreciated his relish for macho sports like judo. He
also posed for a photo holding a tiger cub which an unknown friend
had given him on his birthday. TV stations, all owned by his
supporters, joined in the praise. The photographers accompanied
him on a tour of eastern Siberia in August 2007 when he took Prince
Albert II of Monaco out fishing – and pictures appeared of him
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stripped to the waist in the bright sunlight. Requests came through
from the public for the Constitution to be amended so that he could
stand again for a presidential third term. For a while he seemed to
toywith the idea. The loyal sections of themedia gave the impression
that Russia, having found its saviour, should not allow him to stand
down from the paramount office.

Outside of politics, Russians also began to do better on the
international stage. Official sport recovered. Yeltsin had always
supported tennis and the proliferation of private clubs produced a
grand slam champion,Marat Safin. Female players thrust themselves
forward in 2006–2007. Russian football became a serious force in
European competitions. At the Beijing Olympics in August 2008 the
country came third in the medals table. In December of the same
year Xenia Sikhinova won the Miss World contest in South Africa.

The Duma elections in December 2007 produced 315 seats for
United Russia. This was a remarkable endorsement of Putin’s period
of rule. But he resisted the temptation to alter the Constitution and
pondered whom to recommend as his successor. It was thought that
his choice might fall on Viktor Zubkov, whom he appointed Prime
Minister in September 2007. Like Putin, Zubkov hailed from
St Petersburg, and the two of them had worked together for a long
time. In the end Putin plumped for Dmitri Medvedev. At the time
Medvedev was serving as First Deputy Prime Minister; he was also
in charge of the ‘national programmes’ announced by Putin to
improve health care, housing, agriculture and education. He was
not a complete unknown but as yet lacked a clear profile in the eyes
of most Russians. Continuity would be preserved by a secret deal
whereby Putin would be asked to serve as the new Prime Minister.
The usual dirty tricks were played. Liberal-minded politicians were
ruledoutof thecontestonspurious technical grounds.These included
ex-premier Mikhail Kasyanov. Even the former chess world cham-
pion Garry Kasparov was banned. Tired veterans Zyuganov and
Zhirinovski were allowed to stand but they received little airtime
on television. In stark contrast, Medvedev’s every public appearance
was filmed and the Kremlin’s mastership of ‘political technology’
secured the desired result in March 2008.
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Medvedev was an appropriate selection for Putin to make. A
fellowLeningrader,Medvedevhadprovedhis allegiance as apolitical
client over many years. He was bright in intellect and gentle in
appearance. If Putin strutted around like a judo master, Medvedev
had the aura of a retiredmember of a 1990s boy band.What attracted
the rest of theworldwasMedvedev’s readiness to emphasizeRussia’s
need for the rule of law. But his appointment of Putin as Prime
Minister made it clear that change, if it was going to happen, would
occur only very gradually.

Russian assertiveness in international relations kept rising. The
‘foreign policy concept’ adopted in July 2008 took pleasure in the
recent strengthening of state power and economic well-being in
Russia. Foreign minister Sergei Lavrov suggested that the period of
the West’s global dominance was over, and Medvedev’s team were
determined to roll back the recent inroads made by NATO. A
suitable opportunity cropped up in August 2008 when President
Mikhail Saakashvili of Georgia sent troops into the rebellious repub-
lic of South Osetiya. Georgia had already announced its intention
to apply for NATO membership. Russian presidents since the
break-up of the Soviet Union had regarded the ‘near abroad’ as a
zone where American influence was not welcome. Saakashvili’s
campaignmet with a furious response. The tank units of the Russian
Army thrust their way over the mountains down into Georgia,
smashing all military resistance and ruining strategic economic infra-
structure. Medvedev, while announcing that armed occupation
would be only temporary, proceeded to give official recognition to
the independence of both South Osetiya and Abkhazia.

The Russian Army carried out a crude operation that attracted
opprobium in the rest of the world. It was reported – and never
convincingly denied – that Putin told French President Nicolas
Sarkozy that he intended to follow the example of what the Ameri-
cans had done to Saddam Hussein and to ‘hang up Saakashvili by
the balls’. Sarkozy allegedly asked: ‘Yes, but do you want to end up
like Bush?’ Putin admitted: ‘Ah, you’ve got a point there.’14 Russia’s
people in any case felt positive about the Russian campaign. The
rulers and the ruled sensed that proof had finally been given that
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the country would need to be taken seriously even by the Americans.
First Putin and then Medvedev demanded that the US should stop
usingNATO as ameans to pursue a unilateralist foreign and security
policy around the globe. Medvedev claimed that the difficult stage
of rebuilding the Russian state and economy was over. Russia was
again a great power. It demanded respect for international law in
relations among states. It required to be treated on an equal basis
by the countries of NATO. It depicted itself as having its own
distinct civilization, and the values and power of the West were
declared as being on the decline.

The bludgeoning of Georgia removed lingering doubts in Poland
and the Czech Republic about accepting the American proposal to
establish installations against long-range ballistic missiles on their
territory. Russia caused fear without gaining friends or admirers. It
also worried potential investors. Despite its petrochemical riches, it
needed help in modernizing its drilling and refining facilities – and
theRussian government’s bullying of foreign companieswas scarcely
going to hasten this process. The harassment of Berezovski, Gusinski
and Khodorkovski had the effect of inducing other rich businessmen
to try and decant their fortunes to London. Putin and Medvedev
inadvertently pushed economic talent westwards. The departure of
Berezovski and other ‘oligarchs’ was regretted by few citizens but
the atmosphere of Russian big business was not improved. The
Kremlin and the petrochemical industrial sector were locked in an
intimate embrace. Occasional information trickled out about the
wealth of ministers. Public office became a ticket to vast wealth.
Liberal political opposition to the Kremlin became demoralized.
Yavlinski stepped down from the Yabloko leadership in June 2008.
The Union of Right Forces gave up independent activity in Novem-
ber, amalgamating itself with other such parties into the new Right
Cause party and campaigning for democracy, the rule of law and
free markets; but the fact that Medvedev endorsed its foundation
indicated how little a challenge to him it represented.15

Moscow’s meddling in the post-1991 territorial settlement in the
former USSR was on the increase. Medvedev pointed out that this
was no different in principle from what the Americans had done
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with Kosovo (which formally declared its independence from Serbia
in February 2008). Russia strengthened its ties with Venezuela and
Cuba as if searching to help the enemies of successive American
presidents in theNewWorld. A disputewith Ukraine about payment
for Russian gas led to a suspension of supplies to several other
European countries in January 2009 until the Ukrainian government
agreed to terms. In November 2008, furthermore, Medvedev had
announced the intention to install missile-launching facilities in
the west of the Russian Federation in reaction to President Bush’s
initiative in Poland and the Czech Republic. By January 2009, after
Barack Obama’s inauguration as US President, things were calming
down, and Medvedev suggested the need to resume negotiations.
Russians aimed to bargain from a position of pride and strength.
Tacitly they regarded most of the former Soviet Union as falling
inside their sphere of legitimate influence and aimed to secure agree-
ment from the Americans to keep their noses out of the region.

The Russian rulers vigorously pursued the national economic
interest in international relations. They – or Gazprom and Rosneft
– sold their energy resources to Europe. The existing pipelines
favoured the maintaining of this commercial connection. The
Chinese were known to be slow payers; the Europeans had a record
of prompt settling of charges. Medvedev, moreover, was just as
aware as Putin that Russia stood in need of foreign capital and
technology. The boom in state revenues from gas and oil was
disrupted in mid-2008 when world prices dipped; and the forecasts
of Russian extraction of its energy resources anyway suggested that
output was going to fall. Manufacturing, agriculture and transport
remained in an outdated condition. Moscow and a few great cities
flourished while the rest of the country awaited ‘modernization’.
Public education stood in great need of adequate financing and
rapid reform. The decline in the birth rate among ethnic Russians
continued. What is more, eastern Siberia underwent depopulation
as the state withdrew its subsidy for residence there. Although the
incidence of poverty across the country declined during Putin’s
presidential terms it still affected one in seven households in mid-
2008.16 Russia took 131st place in a world ranking of countries
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according to how ‘peaceful’ they were. Quite apart from the violence
in the north Caucasus, Russian crime, political repression and mili-
tary expenditure were high and getting higher.17 Drug abuse, more-
over,went on rising.Acute concern grewaboutRussia’s demography
as measured in rates of mortality, births and ill-health.

A vast task of transformation lay ahead. The Kremlin elite was
aware of its responsibilities to the nation and spoke often about
them. Putin and Medvedev settled for a mixture of politics and
economics which appeared to have worked elsewhere. Vigorous
control over elections and policy-making was imposed. Big business
was made to understand that its freedom to make money could
and would be revoked if ever its leaders fell out of line with the
government’s wishes. At the same time the Kremlin held back from
censoring the Internet or closing down bookstores. Private dissent
was tolerated so long as it stayed inside the apartments of the
dissenters or was limited to a few eccentrics selling poorly produced
pamphlets on street corners – this was more than what was allowed
in China, Singapore or Indonesia.

The Russian economy after 1991 was immensely sensitive to
shockwaves emitted by the global economy. When the global ‘credit
crunch’ occurred in summer 2008 the Russian stock exchange had
to suspend its operations several times before the end of the year.
The decrease in oil and gas revenues in the same months aggravated
problems. The budget had been written on the assumption that
Russian energy products would continue to command high prices
on foreign markets. There was a return to the difficulties of the
1990s with salary and pension arrears, job uncertainty and inflation.
The Russian boom had failed to last a full decade. Closures of
businessesbecameanepidemic.Even themightiestRussiancompany,
Gazprom, experienced an eighty per cent collapse in its share prices in
the secondhalf of the year.Manyof themost successful entrepreneurs
had accumulated their wealth by raising huge loans from foreign
banks, and as the value of commodities fell on world markets they
faced difficulty in servicing their debts. The solution for them was
to sell off assets to the state. Once-mighty oligarchs felt the bruises
of a deep recession and started to lose their grip on the country’s
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natural resources. The loans-for-shares débâcle of 1996was repeated
in reverse: this time it was the business elite going cap in hand to
the government. The fragility of Russia’s decade-long economic
upsurge was revealed.

Medvedev feared that the recession might lead to social unrest,
and he warned political opponents against trying to exploit the
situation. The security forces were held at the ready. Although they
could maintain order on the streets there were worries amidst the
political elites that this was not permanently guaranteeable. At the
end of January 2009 a large protest demonstration was organized
on the Pacific periphery of the Russian Federation, in Vladivostok,
against the policies of the government. Security forces were put in
readiness to deal with angry demonstrators in other cities. Placards
were held high: ‘Down with capitalist slavery!’ and ‘Bring back the
right to work!’ Communist party organizers were not the only
militants. Putin’s rating in the opinion polls dipped for the first time
since the Kursk disaster. Suddenly the political order appeared less
thancompletely stable.TheKremlin leadershadalwaysbeennervous
about popular opinion. This was one of the reasons why they took
so much care to emasculate the electoral process. For years the
containment of popular grievances had been effective. But when the
material improvements made since the turn of the millennium were
put under threat the patience of millions of Russians wore thin. The
question arose: would the people continue to remain silent?
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Russia’s achievements since 1991 have not been unimpressive. Parlia-
mentary and presidential elections have been held; they have been
rough-and-ready processes but the fact that they took place at all has
set precedents which it will be hard for Russian rulers to repudiate.
Competition among political parties has continued. Social groups
have continued to give voice to their aspirations and grievances. A
market economy has been established. The heavy hand of the state
military-industrial establishment has been weakened. Entrepre-
neurship has been fostered. The press has enjoyed much freedom.
Police agencies invade the privacy of citizens to a lesser extent than
at any time for decades, andRussian armed forces have rarely crossed
the country’s international frontiers in anger. Economic recovery
and development have got under way. Russia was a humbled vestige
of its old self through to the end of the twentieth century. In
the present millennium it is a great power again. Flattened Russia
stands tall.

Gorbachëv did the groundwork and put up the scaffolding when
reconstructing the USSR. Then Yeltsin built up the new Russian
edifice. Russia ceased to be a serious threat to global peace. It is a
great power possessing and brandishing nuclear weapons but is no
longer a superpower which endangers the rest of the world. Eastern
Europe, so long under the USSR’s heel, is not menaced by re-
conquest. Even in the event of a return to power by the communist
party it is hard to imagine that aMarxist-Leninist dictatorshipwould
be re-created.

Not everything gave reason for cheer, and in some respects the
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situation was worse under Yeltsin and his successors than under
Gorbachëv. In1993Yeltsin reintroducedviolence topolitical struggle
inMoscow;and in1994and1999heordered theattacksonChechnya.
It is far from clear that Yeltsin and his group would have stood
down if he had lost the election of 1996. Subsequent presidential
elections have been conducted with gross unfairness. Enormous
power is concentrated in the Russian presidency and it has not been
exercised with restraint. Democratic and legal procedures have been
treated with contempt by politicians in Moscow and the provinces.
Public debates have been strident and unbecoming. Administration
has been conducted on an arbitrary basis. The judiciary has lost
much of its short-lived semi-autonomy. Criminality is rife. Ordinary
citizens have little opportunity to defend themselves against the
threats of the rich and powerful. Impoverishment remains wide-
spread. Programmes of social and material welfare have been
neglected and the economy has yet to surmount the effects of de-
industrialization and environmental pollution.

There is also much apathy about current politics, and active
membership of parties remains low.Russians agreemore aboutwhat
they dislike than about what they like. The price they are paying is
that they have a diminishing impact on the government and other
state agencies even at elections.

The burden of the past lies heavily upon Russia, but it is a burden
which is not solely the product of the assumption of power by Lenin
and his fellow revolutionaries. Under the tsars, the Russian Empire
faced many problems; approval of the state’s purposes was largely
absent from society. The gap in economic productivity waswidening
between Russia and other capitalist powers. Military security posed
acute difficulties; administrative and educational co-ordination
remained frail. Political parties in the State Duma had little impact
on public life. Furthermore, the traditional propertied classes made
little effort to engender a sense of civic community among the poorer
members of society. And several non-Russian nations had a sharp
sense of national resentment. The Russian Empire was a restless,
unintegrated society.

Nicholas II, the last tsar, had put himself in double jeopardy.
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He had seriously annoyed the emergent elements of a civil society:
the political parties, professional associations and trade unions. At
the same time he stopped trying to suppress them entirely. The result
was that there was constant challenge to the tsarist regime. The
social and economic transformation before the First World War
merely added to the problems. Those groups in society which had
suffered frompovertywere understandably hostile to the authorities.
Other groups had enjoyed improvement in their material con-
ditions; but several of these constituted a danger since they felt
frustrated by the nature of the political order. It was in this situation
that the Great War broke out and pulled down the remaining stays
of the regime. The consequence was the February Revolution of
1917 in circumstances of economic collapse, administrative dislo-
cation and military difficulty. Vent was given to a surge of local
efforts at popular self-rule; and workers, peasants and military
conscripts across the empire asserted their demands without
impediment.

These same circumstancesmade political liberalism, conservatism
and fascism unlikely to succeed for a number of years ahead: some
kind of socialist government was by far the likeliest outcome after
the Romanov monarchy’s removal. It was not inevitable that the
most extreme variant of socialism – Bolshevism – should take power.
What was scarcely avoidable was that once the Bolsheviks made
their revolution, they would not be able to survive without making
their policies even more violent and regimentative than they already
were. Lenin’s party had much too little durable support to remain
in government without resort to terror. This in turn placed limits
on its ability to solve those many problems identified by nearly all
the tsarist regime’s enemies as needing to be solved. The Bolsheviks
aspired to economic competitiveness, political integration, inter-
ethnic co-operation, social tranquillity, administrative efficiency,
cultural dynamism and universal education. The means they
employed inevitably vitiated their declared ends.

After 1917 they groped towards the invention of a new kind of
order in state and society, an order described in this book as the
Soviet compound. This was not a planned experiment. Nor did
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Bolshevik leaders expect to achieve what they did; on the contrary,
they gave out their utopian prognosis of a world-wide community
of humanity emancipated from all trammels of state authority.
Instead they strongly increased state authority. They should have
and could have known better; but the plain fact is that they did
not. Their policies quickly led to the one-party state, ideological
autocracy, legal nihilism, ultra-centralist administration and the
minimizing of private economic ownership. Assembled by Lenin,
the Soviet compound underwent drastic remodelling by Stalin; and
without Stalin’s intervention it might not have lasted as long as it
did. But Stalinism itself induced strains which were not entirely
relieved by the adjustments made after his death in 1953. In their
various ways Khrushchëv, Brezhnev and Gorbachëv tried to make
the compound workable. In the end Gorbachëv opted for reforms
so radical that the resultant instabilitiesbroughtabout thedissolution
of the compound and an end to the Soviet Union.

But why did the compound survive so long? The ample use of
force was certainly a crucial factor, and fear of the communist state
was a powerful deterrent to opposition. But force by itself would
nothaveworked for several decades.Another reasonwas the creation
of a graduated system of rewards and indulgences which bought off
much of the discontent that had accumulated under the tsars. The
promotees to administrative office were the system’s main bene-
ficiaries; and there was just enough benefit available to others to
keep them from actions of rebelliousness. Rewards were a great
stabilizer. But even the combination of force and remuneration was
not enough to make this a durable system. There also had to be a
recurrent agitation of the compound’s ingredients. Expulsions from
the party; quotas for industrial production; inter-province rivalry;
systematic denunciation from below: these were among the tech-
niques developed to keep the compound from internal degra-
dation. They achieved the purpose of acting as solvents of the
tendency of the stabilizers to become the dominant ingredients in
the compound.

Soviet communism had several advantages in consolidating itself.
Firstly it worked with the grain of many popular traditions; in
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particular it used the existing inclinations towards collective welfare
and social revenge. Thus it was enabled to strengthen the existing
state forms of repression, state economic intervention and disrespect
for due legal process. At the same time it promised to delivermaterial
prosperity and military security where the tsars had failed. To this
extent the communist order found favourable conditions in Russia
in the early part of the twentieth century.

Moreover, Soviet communism had achievements to its name –
and these achievements were indispensable to ensuring its survival.
Communism deepened and widened educational progress. It propa-
gated respect for high culture, especially in literature; it subsidized
the performing arts; it increased the official commitment to science.
It broadened access to sport and leisure activities. It eradicated the
worst excesses of popular culture, especially the obscurantist and
violent features of life in the Russian countryside. It built towns. It
defeated Europe’s most vicious right-wing military power, Nazi
Germany. In subsequent decades, at last, it succeeded in providing
nearly all its citizens with at least a minimal safety-net of food,
shelter, clothing, health care and employment. It offered a peaceful,
predictable framework of people to live their lives.

There were other achievements of a more objectionable quality
which allowed the communists to perpetuate their regime.TheUSSR
made itself into the epicentre of the world communist movement. It
also became a military superpower. It not only imposed its authority
throughout the outlying regions of the lands of the tsars but also
acquired a vast new dominion in Eastern Europe. This inner and
outer empirewasnot formally acknowledgedas such; but thepopular
pride in its acquisition was a stimulus to the belief that Soviet
communism was part of the normal world order.

The costs of Soviet rule greatly outweighed the advantages. The
state of Lenin and Stalin brutalized politics in Russia for decades.
It is true that the communists made many economic and social
gains beyond those of Nicholas II’s government; but they also
reinforced certain features of tsarism which they had vowed to
eradicate.National enmities intensified.Political alienationdeepened
and social respect for law decreased. As the dictatorship broke
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up society into the tiniest segments, those civil associations that
obstructed the central state’s will were crushed. The outcome was
a mass of intimidated citizens who took little interest in their neigh-
bours’ welfare. Selfishness became more endemic even than under
capitalism. What is more, as the state came close to devouring the
rest of society, the state itself became less effective at fostering
co-operation with its own policies. In short, it failed to integrate
society while managing to prevent society from effecting its own
integration.

Evenasamode forachieving industrializationandmilitary security
it was ultimately a failure. Stalin’s economic encasement made it
unfeasible to attempt further basic ‘modernization’without dismant-
ling the Soviet order. His institutions acquired rigid interests and
repressive capacity. His rule scared the wits out of managers, scien-
tists andwriters, and the freedom of thought vital for a self-renewing
industrial society was absent. There was also a lack of those market
mechanisms which reduce costs. State-directed economic growth
was extremely wasteful. The control organs that were established
to eliminate wastefulness became merely yet another drain on the
country’s resources. Worse still, they made a bureaucratic, authori-
tarian state order still more bureaucratic and authoritarian. With
such an economic and administrative framework it was unavoidable
that Stalin’s successors, in their quest to maintain the USSR’s status
as a superpower, diverted a massive proportion of the budget to
armaments.

The cramping of public criticism meant that the state’s objectives
were attained at an even greater environmental cost than elsewhere
in the advanced industrial world. Only the huge size of the USSR
prevented Soviet rulers from bringing about a general natural
calamity which even the dimmest of them would have had to recog-
nize as such.

Gorbachëv was the first Soviet leader to face up to the intercon-
nected difficulties of political intimidation, economic inhibition,
militarist organizationand environmental pollution–andhe failed to
resolve the difficulties before hewas overwhelmed. The fundamental
problem for any gradualist reformer in politics and the economy
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was that the Soviet compound had eradicated most of the social
groups and associations whose co-operation might have facilitated
success. By the 1980s, reform had to come from above in the first
instanceandcouldbe implementedonlybya small circleof reformers.
A further problem was that radical reform dissolved the linkages of
the Soviet compound. Decomposition was inherent in the entire
project of change. Those organizations based on politics, religion
or nationality which had previously been cowed had no objective
interest in conserving the status quo. Gorbachëv’s eventual decision
to eliminate the one-party state, ideological autocracy, arbitrary rule,
ultra-centralist administration and a predominantly state-owned
economy was bound to release such organizations into conflict with
his government. The only wonder is that he did not see this from
the beginning.

As collapse approached itwasunsurprising thatmanybeneficiaries
of the Soviet compound should seek to make the best of a bad
job. They quietly abandoned communist ideology. They engaged in
private business. They became more and more openly corrupt. As
they flourished locally in both political and material respects they
flaunted their disobedience of the Kremlin. Having started by oppos-
ing reform, they ended by exploiting it to their advantage.

This happened inmany other communist countries which rejected
communism in 1989–1991. But de-communizationwasmore difficult
in the former USSR than elsewhere. Soviet political and economic
interest groups had been consolidated not merely since the Second
World War, as in Eastern Europe, but since the establishment of
the communist regime through the October Revolution of 1917.
Consequently, not only in Russia but also in Ukraine andUzbekistan
there were long-established groups of officials who had plenty of
experience and cunning to see off any new opposition. And whereas
communism was imported by the Red Army to Eastern Europe, it
had been invented by revolutionaries in the former Russian Empire.
In revolting against communism, the peoples of Eastern Europe
were struggling against foreign domination. In the Soviet Union,
communism was a native product. Indeed Lenin retained a remark-
able popularity in opinion polls inRussia even after 1991.Nowonder
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that the banner of anti-communism attracted few active followers
there.

The question of Russian nationhood aggravated the dilemmas of
reform. Before the FirstWorldWar there had been a fitful privileging
of the Russians over the other nations of the empire. This was
eliminated under Lenin but resumed under Stalin and prolonged
with modifications under successive communist rulers. Nevertheless
Russians were confused by the contradictorymessages they received.
What they had thought of as peculiar to thembefore 1917 – especially
theirOrthodoxChristianity and their peasant customs –was rejected
by the official communist authorities; and Stalin’s highly selective
versionofRussiannesswas virtually his own invention.ThusRussian
national identity under tsars and commissars was cross-cut by an
imperial identity. At least until the mid-1960s, moreover, the various
alternative versions of Russianness were banned from public dis-
cussion – and even through to the late 1980s, debates had to steer
clear of overt hostility toMarxism-Leninism.Russians emerged from
the communist years with a vaguer sense of their identity than most
other peoples of the former USSR.

The Russian Federation received an unenviable legacy from the
USSR. The creation of an integrated civic culture had hardly begun.
The emergent market economy evoked more popular suspicion
than enthusiasm. The constitutional and legal framework was frail.
Russians had not had a lengthy opportunity to decide what it was
to beRussian.All former empires have been afflicted by this problem.
The Russian case was acute because even the borders of the new
Russian state are not uncontroversial. Russia’s basic territory was
never defined during the Russian Empire and was redrawn several
times in the Soviet period. And by 1991 twenty-five million ethnic
Russians lived in adjacent, newly independent states.

Hopes for democracy and the rule of law were disappointed.
Rulers from Yeltsin onwards used a range of dirty methods to
exercise their power. The new capitalism brought a windfall of
profits to the few, leaving the many – tens of millions of them – to
fend for themselves. Reform of police, armed forces and judiciary
was not seriously attempted. Multi-party competition was hemmed
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in by restrictions. Brutal military campaigns were started against
Chechen rebels. The President and the rest of the executive exerted
dominance over parliament. Elections to high central office were
marked by egregious skulduggery. The abuses were not peculiar to
the Kremlin. Local politicians and business barons made a mockery
of popular choice outside Moscow. The campaign against terrorism
was made into a pretext for interfering with civil liberties. Dissent
in the media attracted punitive sanctions. Political assassinations
were not uncommon. Russia in the twenty-first century became an
authoritarian state which has yet to find a settled purpose for itself
in its region and in the world.

Must the forecast be pessimistic? Not entirely. The very political
passivity that was earlier mentioned as a problem is also an asset.
Few Russians have gathered on the streets in support of demagogues
of the far right or the far left. Most citizens are tired of turmoil.
Even after the disintegration of the USSR, furthermore, Russia
was left with a cornucopia of human and natural resources at its
disposal. Russia has gas, oil and gold in superabundance. It lacks
hardly any essential minerals or metals; it has huge forests and
waterways. Its people have an impressive degree of organization,
patience and education. Russia has learned from experience about
thedefectsof thealternatives topeaceful, gradual change: ithas recent
experience of civil war, world war, dictatorship and ideological
intolerance.

Yet the preconditions for even a cautious optimism have yet to
bemet.Time, imaginationandwill-powerwill be required if progress
is to be made. Russia in the twentieth century was full of surprises.
It gave rise to a wholly new way of ordering political, economic and
social affairs. Dozens of states adopted the Soviet compound as their
model. Russia was the wonder and the horror of the entire world.
That single country produced Lenin, Khrushchëv and Gorbachëv;
it also brought forth Shostakovich, Akhmatova, Kapitsa, Sakharov
and Pavlov. Its ordinary people, from the piteous inmates of the
Gulag to the proud Red Army conscript-victors over Hitler, became
symbols of momentous episodes in the history of our times. Russia
over the past hundred years has endured extraordinary vicissitudes.
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It became and then ceased to be a superpower. It was once a largely
agrarian and illiterate empire and is now literate, industrial and
bereft of its borderland dominions. Russia has not stopped changing.
There is no reason to assume that its record in astounding itself, its
neighbours and the world has come to an end.
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